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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN THE MATTER OF THE
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 &
36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.), IDWR
DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner-Appellant,
V.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES and GARY
SP ACKMAN, in his capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources,
Respondents-Respondents,
on Appeal,
and
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT.
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY,
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, and THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court
Docket No. 42772-2015
Snake River Basin Adjudication
No. CV-2014-1338 &
CV-2014-179

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Intervenors.

)
)
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IN THE MATTER OF THE
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 &
36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.), IDWR
DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004

IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC.,
Intervenor-Appellant,
V.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES,
Respondent-Respondent,
V.

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner-Respondent,
V.

FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, A & B IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, BURLEY IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, MILNER IRRIGATION
DISTRICT. NORTH SIDE CANAL
COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL
COMP ANY, AMERICAN FALLS
RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
and THE CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors-Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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)
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court
Docket No. 42775-2015
Snake River Basin Adjudication
No. CV-2014-1338 &
CV-2014-179
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CITY OF POCATELLO
Petitioner-Appellant,
V.

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner-Respondent,
V.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES and GARY
SP ACKMAN, in his capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH
SIDE CANAL COMP ANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMP ANY,
Intervenors.

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court
Docket No. 42836-2015

Snake River Basin Adjudication
No. CV-2014-1338 &
CV-2014-179
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Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State ofldaho, in and for the
County ofT"'m Falls.i

Honorable Eric J. Wildman
Presiding Judge

APPEARANCES
Randall C. Budge and Thomas J. Budge, Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chartered, PO
Box 1391, Pocatello, Idaho, 83204, appearing for Intervenor-Appellant.
Garrick L. Baxter, Deputy Attorney General, Idaho Dcparnnent of Water Resources,
PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho, 83720-0098, appearing for Respondent-Respondent.
Robyn M. Brody, Brody Law Office, PLLC, PO Box 554, Rupert, Idaho, 83350, appearing for
Petitioner-Respondent.
Fritz X. Haemmerle, Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC, PO Box 1800, Hailey, Idaho, 83333,
appearing for Petitioner-Respondent.

J..Justin May, May, Browning & May, PLLC, 1419 W. Washington, Boise, Idaho, 83702,
appearing for Petitioner-Respondent.

Sarah A. Klahn, Wmte & Jankowski, LLP, 511 161h St., Suite 500, Denver, CO, 83202,
appearing for Petitioner-Appellant; Intervenor-Respondent.
Jerry R. Rigby, Rigby Andrus & Rigby, PO Box 250, Rexburg, ID 83440-0250, appearing for
Intervenor-Respondent.
Tra\<is L. Thompson, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, 195 River Vista Place, Burley, ID
83301-3029, appearing for Intervenors-Respondents.
W. Kent Fletcher, Fletcher Law Office, 1200 Overland Avenue, Burley, ID 83318, appearing
for Intervenors-Respondents.

1

This matter was reassigned to this Court on March 26, 2014, by the Clerk of the Court for Twin Falls County,
pursuant to Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order, dated December 9, 2009.
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SUBCASE SUMMARY REPORT

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL SUMMARY REPORT
CV-2014-0001338
Return to Appeals Index

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL SUMJ:1ARY REPORT

HTML19

02-04-2015
COURT CASE#: CV-2014-0001338
PETITIONER: RANGEN INC

RE: PETITIONS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OR
ACTIONS FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF OF
DECISIONS FROM THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES

****

PARTIES INVOLVED****

RANGEN INC

GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
IDAHO GROUND WATER
FREMONT MA.DISON IRRIGATION

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT

NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
.AM:ERICAN FALLS RESEVOIR
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRI
CITY OF POCATELLO

****
03-24-?014
03-26-2014
03-28-201~

03-28-2014
04-03-2014
04-04-2014
04-08-2014

04-08-2014

04-08-2014
04-09-2014
04-09-2014

04-10-2014
04-10-2014
04:-10-2014
04-11-201{
04-22-2014

PATTY:
ATTY:
ATTY:
RATTY:
I ATTY:
I ATTY:
I ATTY:
I ATTY:
I ATTY:
I ATTY:
I ATTY:
I ATTY:
I ATTY:
I ATTY:

ROBYN M BRODY
FRITZ X HAEM:MERLE
J JUSTIN MAY
GARRICK L BAXTER
THOMAS J BUDGE
JERRY R RIGBY
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
W KENT FLETCHER
W KENT FLETCHER
SARAH A KLAHN

ROA ENTRIES****

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT
PROCEDURAL ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF
FINAL ORDER OF DIRECTOR OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
SETTLED RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT TO BE
LODGED W/COURT BY: 05/09/14
ORAL ARGUMENT:
08/07/14
IGWA'S NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL ISUES
(FAX) MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO LODGE
AGENCY RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME
TO LODGE THE AGENCY RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT
SETTLED RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT TO BE LODGED
W/COORT BY: 05/28/14
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING ORAL ARGUMENT
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF COUNSEL - RIGBY FOR
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF COUNSEL - THOMPSON
FLETCHER FOR IRRIGATION ENTITIES
NOTICE OF APEARANCE OF COUNSEL - KLAHN FOR
CITY OF POCATELLO
(FAX) MOTION TO AMEND CAPTION
(FAX) MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE
ORDER RE: MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE
ORDER TREATING APPEARANCES AS MOTIONS TO

zv
HV

05-09-2014 0500
08-07-2014 0130

MG

04-08-2014

ZB
HS

05-28-2014 0500
08-28-2014 0130

MG
MG

04-22-2014
04-11-2014
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04-25-2011;

INTERVENE AND GRANTING SAME
(FAX) IGWA'S MOTION TO STAY CURTAILMENT ORDER

MW

04-25-2014

(FAX)

MG

04-29-2014
04-25-2014

HV

05-01-2014 0130

MG

04-29-2014

HH
MG

06-30-2014 0130
06-20-2014

MG

06-20-2014

BB
BB
BB

07-11-2014 0500
08-06-2014 0500
08-21-2014 0500
06-20-2014

MG

06-25-2014

BB
BB
BB

07-11-2014 0500
08-08-2014 0500
08-21-2014 0500
06-26-2014

04-25-201L
04-28-2014
04-29-?QlL

MOTION FOR EXPEDITED HEARING AND

DECISION ON IGWA'S MOTION TO STAY
CURTAILMENT ORDER
NOTICE OF HEARING
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMA.SJ BUDGE IN SUPPORT OF
IGWA'S MOTION TO STAY CURTAILMENT ORDER
(FAX) WITHDRAWAL OF IGWA'S MOTION TO STAY
CURTAILMENT ORDER

Oil-29-2014.

ORDER VACATING HEARING

04-30-201,::C

NOTICE OF LODGING CONSOLIDATED AGENCY RECORD
AND TRANSCRIPT WITH THE AGENCY

05--, 4-2014.

NOTICE OF IGWA OBJECTION TO THE CONSOLIDATED

05-27-2014
05-27-2014

06-~8-2014
06-19-2014
06-:9-2014

06-20-201~

06-20-2014

06-23-2014
06-25-2014.

06-26-2014

06-26-2014
06-27-2014
06-27-201~
06-27-2014
06-27-20-i 4

06-30-2014
06-30-201~
06-30-2014
07-11-2014
07-14.-201~
08-08-2014
08-08-2014
08-08-2014

08-08-201~
08-11-2014

AGENCY RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT
(FAX) ORDER SETTLING THE CONSOLIDATED AGENCY
RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT
(FAX) NOTICE OF LODGING THE CONSOLIDATED
AGENCY RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT WITH THE
DISTRICT COURT
NOTICE OF HEARING
JOINT MOTION TO WAIVE PAGE LIMIT AND AMEND
BRIEFING SCHEDULE
STIPULATION AND JOINT MOTION TO ALLOW RANGEN
TO FILE ONE SET OF BRIEFS COVERING APPEAL
AND CROSS }\PPEAL
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO WAIVE PAGE LIMIT AND
AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE
OPENING BRIEFS DUE: 07/11/14
RESPONSE BRIEFS DUE: 08/06/14
REPLY BRIEFS DUE: 08/21/14
ORDER CONSOLIDATING GOODING COUNTY CASE NO.
CV-2014-179 INTO TWIN FALLS COUNTY CASE NO.
CV-2014-1338
(FAX) IDWR MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE
AND TO WAIVE PAGE LIMIT
ORDER GRANTING IDWR MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING
SCHEDULE AND TO WAIVE PAGE LIMIT
OPENING BRIEFS DUE: 07/11/14
RESPONSE BRIEFS DUE: 08/08/14
REPLY BRIEFS DUE: 08/21/14
RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AUGMENT
RECORD
AFFDIAVIT OF JENNIFER S SUKOW
CORRECTION TO RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD
AFFIDAVIT OF GARRICK L BAXTER
RANGEN INC RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO AUGMENT
RECORD
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E BROCKWAY PHO IN
SUPPORT OF RANGEN INC RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION
TO MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD
HEARING HELD
MINUTES
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD
LODGED: RANGEN INC'S OPENING BRIEF
LODGED: IGWA'S OPENING BRIEF
LODGED: FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S
RESPONSE BRIEF
LODGED: RANGEN INC'S RESPONSE BRIEF
LODGED: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES'
BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO RANGEN'S OPENING
BRIEF
LODGED: SURFACE WATER COALITION'S JOINT
RESPONSE BRIEF
LODGED: IDA.HO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES'
BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO IGWA'S OPENING BRIEF

06-27-2014

06-27-2014

HH

06-30-2014 0130
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LC;JGE0:

IGWA' S RSSPCN:SE 70 ?.....,u,;;GEN' S CP:.Si•r:;::;>Js:;

B:?,.I'S?
LDGD: C::::TY O":' POCJ\TELZ:O' S P.:ZSPC~S.:S ERI:E;:0"

C:8-1 ::_-2:Jl L
G8-C5-2D1L
08-28-2014
08-28-2014

MINUTES

10-24-2011;

1''1EMORAND011 DECTSION AND ORDER ON PETITION

lQ-24-20 l 4.
1::_-'.)/-2'.Y:S

..:lT•GMENT
(FJLX; CI':'Y OF 2:::::::::A?:'.,'..LC'S P£<2IT..=O~ ?OE

LODGED: IGWA 1 3 REPLY BRIEF
HEA.'i.ING HEl,D

HE

08-28-2014 0130

5B

1 ~:-05-2014.

MD

:2 ···'.J5-2Jlt;

FOR JUDICif-,.I, REVIEW
R.:;E..EAR:KG

:~---;J7-2~J-:,;;

(FAX)

:=:::;wA'S ?E':'I':'ICN FJR ?.E.S:E.?.R::.-:tZG A:.\f:)

MD

C'LAR:CFICAT:CON

-1Sl-?Q~ 4
l,'.:_-2J__;,Ol_i
11-2l-20: 4

NOTICE OF HEARING
(FA.X) LODGED: IGWA I S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR REHEARING ANTJ CLARIFICP.TION
C:ITY OF POCA'l'ELLO BRIEF IN SUPPORT :JF TI'S
PE'l'ITION FOR REHEa·,:uNG

EH

HH

'.:..2-02-2Qlr~

HE:1-L~ING HELD

:2-c2-2c1,;

YEK:'ES

~2-C5-2C14

KOT::.:c:; OF APPEA::. FI::.Ec (RA}JGEl~)
ORDER DE:NYING PETTTIJNS FOR RE:-rEARIKG
IGWA 1 S NOTICE OF APPEAL
NOTICE OF LODGING (TRANSCRIPT)
ORDER CONSOLTDATING APPEALS £'OR PURPOSES OF
REPORTER I S TRAN-SCRIPT AND CLERK'S RECORD

---09-2015

1::-02-2G14 0130

11.'.-05-2014
12-24-2014

ONLY

81-16-2Cl5
82-02,-2015

f'J•iENf;::.D ORDER c01;;so2:,,1:JA1'ING APPEALS FO?,
PS::-RPOSES JF REPCR':'ER 1 3 TRANSCR=P':' AN:J
~LE?.K r S REC:JRD ON:=. Y
(FAX! CITY OF' ?OCP,,TELLO' S NOTICE 8? APPEA:::...
ORDER TC CONSOLIDATE WITH DC:CKET NOS, 4 7222
AND 42775 (FOR PURPOSES OF CLERK'S RECORD

ONLY)
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6

7
8
9

Robyn M. Brody (ISB No. 5678)
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
P.O. Box 554
Rupert, ID 83350
Telephone: (208) 434-2778
Facsimile: (208) 434-2780
robynbrody@hotmail.com

J. Justin May (Ist~~l.

I

L','

fJ~i~;:.rc.

T

'

•\ '.

I

,.,J

MAY, BROWNING & MAY, PLr\\· 'ib
1419 W. Washing~~ \~AR 24 M·, · '"
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 4Z!Y-0905··--·---------····~:t.T;·.,\
~acsimile: (208) 3~2-7278
Jmay@maybrownmg,.c.om --------· ·

(ltA)-l:· . . ·

Fritz X. Haemmerle (ISB No. 3862)
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333
Telephone: (208) 578-0520
Facsimile: (208) 578-0564
fxh@haemlaw.com
Attorneys for Petitioner, Rangen, Inc.

10
ll

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

12
13
14

RANGEN, INC., an Idaho Corporation,

15

Petitioner,

16

vs.
17

18
19
20

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and Gary Spackman, in his
official capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondent.

cv-Aot1" /3 39

) Case No.
)
) PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
)
) L(3): $96.00
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

21
22

COME NOW the Petitioner, RANGEN, INC. ("Petitioner" or "Rangen"), by and throu
23

its attorneys of record, Fritz X. Haemmerle of Haemmerle & Haemmerle, P .L.L.C.; Robyn M
24
25

Brody of Brody Law Office, PLLC; and J. Justin May of May Bowring & May, PLLC, an

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 1

000008

pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 67-5270 through 67-5279 and I.R.C.P. 84 files this Petition fo
2

Judicial Review as follows:
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

3

1.

4

Petitioner owns and operates a fish research and propagation

5

Thousand Springs area near Hagerman, Gooding County, State of Idaho.

6

Corporation is located and generally operates its business out of Buhl, Twin Falls County, Stat

7

ofldaho

8
9

10

2.

The Petitioner operates the facility with several water rights.

The Petitione

Because th

Petitioner was not receiving the amount of water it rightfully possess under water rights 36
02551 and 36-07694, Rangen filed a water call under the Idaho's Constitution, statutes and rule

11

adopted by the Respondent, Idaho Department of Water Resources (hereinafter "Respondent" o
12

"Department"), for conjunctive administration of water rights. The water call was filed o
13

14

15

December 13, 2011. This matter came before the Department based on a contested case ("wate
call") in Department Case No. CM-DC-2011-004.

3.

16

Name of agency from which judicial review is sought: Idaho Department o

17

Water Resources ("Respondent") and its Director Gary Spackman, an agency of the State o

18

Idaho.

19

20
21

22

4.

The Petition is taken to the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District, County o

Twin Falls.

5.

Decision being appealed: Between May 1 through the 16 of May, 2013, th

Department, by and through its Director, Gary Spackman, held a contested hearing on Rangen'

23

water call. On January 29, 2014, the Director issued his "Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc.'
24

Petition for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Junior to July 13, 1962" (hereinafter "Fina
25

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 2

000009

Order"). Thereafter, parties to the contested case filed Motions for Reconsideration of the Fina
2
3
4

Order. On March 4, 2014, the Director issued his "Order on Reconsideration." The Petitioner i
appealing both Orders, all in Department of Water Resources Case No. CM-DC-2011-004.
A transcript of all proceedings in Case No. CM-DC-2011 is requested.

6.

Th

5

contested hearing between May 1 through 16, May, 2013, was believed to have been recorded b

6

the Department. Also, there was a transcript prepared by M&M Court Reporters, Boise, Idaho.

7

All other proceedings, including monthly status conferences, were recorded by the Department.

8
9

Petitioner has requested an estimate for preparation of the transcript and record

7.

and Petitioner has tendered an estimated fee for same.

JO

8.

The Petitioner's substantial rights have been prejudiced by the Department's Order

11

including, but not necessarily limited to the diminishment of water rights, 36-02551 and 36
12

07694, as those rights were Decreed by the Snake River Basin Water Adjudication and permitte
13

14

15

and licensed by the Department, and the failure of the Department to account for all wate
available to it from this water call under the operation of the Department's ground water model

16

ESPAM2.1, and the Director's Final Order and Order on Reconsideration have denied th

17

Petitioner's rights to receive its legally entitled water under water rights duly perfected unde

18

Idaho law.

19

20
21

9.

Under the standards of evaluation as set forth under Idaho Code Section 67-5279

the Final Order and Order on Reconsideration:

a.

22

are in violation of constitutional, statutory provisions or administrative rule
of the Department;

23

b.

are in excess of the statutory authority or authority of the Department unde

24

the administrative rules of the Department;
25

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 3
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c.

were made upon unlawful procedures; and

d.

were arbitrary, capricious, and/or an abuse of the agency discretion.

1

2
3
4

5

1O.

specifically identified in this paragraph include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:

a.

6

entire spring complex that forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek, as opposed

8

to just water emanating from the Martin Curren Tunnel.
b.

10

Billingsley Creek, as opposed to just water emanating form the Martin Curren

12

Tunnel.
c.

14

Martin Curren Tunnel, based on prior decisions of Director and prior inactions

16

and conclusions of Department staff
d.

18

substantial evidence in the record as a whole and, based on Rangen's Decrees, is

20

supported as a matter oflaw.

e.

22

23
24

Whether under a curtailment run made under ESPAM2. l, the conclusion that
Rangen is entitled to 63% of the spring flow in the Rangen Cell is supported by

19

21

Whether the Department is estopped from concluding Rangen in not entitled to
divert form entire talus slope, as opposed to just the water emanating from the

15

17

Whether as a matter of fact and law that Rangen's Partial Decrees under 36-02551
and 36-07694 allow the diversion of the springs that form the headwaters of

11

13

Whether as a matter of fact or law that Rangen's decreed source under water
rights 36-02551 and 36-07694, the "Martin Curren Tunnel," encompasses the

7

9

The issues presented for the appeal, as identified in paragraph 9, and as mor

Whether as a matter of fact or law that the junior user parties failed to
demonstrate their own efficient use of water without waste.

f

Whether Finding 51 of the Final Order is supported by substantial evidence in the
record as a whole (Weir Coefficient).

25

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 4
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g.

Whether the use of a trim line is supported by agency rules, justified by on

2

substantial evidence in the record, or does the use of a trim line constitute an

3

arbitrary and capacious decision.

4

h.

Whether, if a trim line is not an arbitrary or capacious decision, the citation to

5

prior trim lines as set forth in Conclusions 42 through 46 of the Final Order are

6

entirely unrelated to the operation of ESPAM2.1 in this water call.

7

8
9

10

11.

Petitioner reserves the right to file a separate statement of the issues withi

ourteen (14) days after the filing of this Petition.
12.

Other parties to the Case included the City of Pocatello, the Idaho Ground Wate

11

Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA"), and the A&B Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoi

12

District # 2, Burley Irrigation District, Miler Irrigation District, Minidoka Irrigation District

13

North Side Canal Company and Twin Falls Canal Company (collectively, the "Surface Wate

14

Coalition" or "SWC").

15

13.

Service of this Petition has been made on the Department, and notice of this filin

16

has been made on parties to the contested case in CM-DC-2011-004.
17

DEMAND FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
18

As a result of the Department's actions, Petitioner has had to retain counsel. For service
19

20
21

22

rendered, the Petitioner is entitled to attorney fees and costs should they prevail in this actio
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 12-117 and pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civi
Procedure.
RIGHT TO AMEND

23

24
25

The Petitioner reserve the right to amend this Petition in any respect as motion practice
and discovery proceed in this matter.

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 5
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WHEREFORE, the Petitioner prays for the following relief:
2

A.

A finding that the Final Order and Order on Motion for Reconsideration was:
a. is in violation of constitutional, statutory provisions or current administrativ

3

rules of the Department;

4

b. is in excess of the statutory authority or administrative rules of th

5

Department;

6

7

c. were made upon unlawful procedures; and

8

d. were arbitrary, capricious, and/or an abuse of the agency discretion.

9

B.

That the Court set aside the Orders, in whole or part, and/or remand the Order

10

back for fu1iher proceedings;
11

C.

For an award of reasonable costs and attorneys' fees pursuant to applicable law

12

including but not limited to Idaho Code Section 12-117, and Idaho Rule of Civi
13

Procedure 54; and

14

15

16

D.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this25day of March, 2014.
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE, P .L.L.C.

17
18

By:~~-fL
Fri'tz X. Haemmerle
~
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23
24
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2

The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, hereby certifies that

3

__ day of March, 2014 she caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document

4

served upon the following as indicated:

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25

Original:
Director Gary Spackman
Idaho Department of Water
Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
deborah.gibson@idwr.idaho.gov
Garrick Baxter
Idaho Department of Water
Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
chris.bromley@idwr.idaho.gov
kimi.white@idwr.idaho.gov
Randall C. Budge
TJ Budge
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED
201 E. Center Street
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204
rcb@racinelaw.net
t1bfmracinelaw .net
Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE & JANKOWSKI
Kittredge Building,
511 16th Street, Suite 500
Denver, CO 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitran(@white-iankowski.com
Dean Tranmer
City of Pocatello
P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83201
dtranmer(a:lpocatello. us
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2
3
4

5

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, L.L.P.
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3029
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

C. Thomas Arkoosh
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES
802 West Bannock, Suite 900
Boise, ID 83701
Tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

W. Kent Fletcher
Fletcher Law Office
P.O. Box 248
Burley, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

Jerry R. Rigby
Hyrum Erickson
Robert H. Wood
Rigby, Andrus & Rigby, Chartered
25 North Second East
Rexburg, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law.com

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

RE: PETITIONS FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW OR ACTIONS FOR
DECLARATORY RELIEF OF
DECISIONS FROM THE IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV 14-1338
NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT

WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009,
declares that all petitions for judicial review made pursuant to LC. § 42-1701A of any
decision from the Department of Water Resources be assigned to the presiding judge of
the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District and,
WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009,
vests in the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court the authority to adopt
procedural rules necessary to implement said Order, and
WHEREAS on July 1, 2010, the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court
issued an Administrative Order regarding the Rule of Procedure Governing Petitions for
Judicial Review or Actions for Declaratory Relief of Decisions from the Idaho
Department of Water Resources.
THEREFORE THE FOLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED:
L

The above-matter is hereby assigned to the presiding judge of the Snake
River Basin Adjudication District Comt of the Fifth Judicial District for
disposition and further proceedings.

2.

All Further documents filed or otherwise submitted in this matter, and all
further filing fees filed or otherwise submitted in this matter, shall be filed
with the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Comt of the Fifth

NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT

1
000016

Judicial District at P. 0. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707,
provided that checks representing further filing fees shall be made payable
to the county where the original petition for judicial review or action for
declaratory judgment was filed.

DATEDthis_cQ/e_dayof

~ ,2014

KRISTINA GLASCOCK
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

By~~

~

NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT

2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certi
that on the 26th day of March, 2014, I
caus
a true and correct copy of
foregoing Notice of
Reassignment to be served upon the following persons by US. Mail:

Director Gary Spackman
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul Arrington
Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP
P. 0. Box 485
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485
Garrick Baxter
Chris
ey
Deputy Attorneys Gene
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Randall Budge
TJ Budge
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Charte
P. o. Box 1391
Pocatel , ID 83204-1391
Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
White & Jankowski
Kittredge Building
511 16ili St., Suite 500
Denver, Co 80202
Dean Tranmer
City of Pocatello
P. o. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83205
Kathleen Carr
U.S. Dept. of Interior
960 Broadway Ste. 400
Boise, ID 83706

000018

Matt Howard
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
1150 N. Curtis Road
Boise, ID 83706-1234
Kent Fletcher
Fletcher Law Office
P. 0. Box 910
Burley, ID 83318
C. Thomas Arkoosh
Arkoosh Law Offices
601 W. Bannock
P. 0. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

David W. Gehlert
Natural Resources Section
U.S. Department of Justice
999 13tn Street South Terrace Suite 370
Denver, CO 80202
Jerry R. Rigby
Hyrum Erickson
Robert H. Wood
Rigby, Andrus & Rigby, Chartered
25 North Second East
Rexburg, ID 83440

Deputy Clerk
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'~strict Court· SRBA

Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho

MAR 2 8 2014

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in his
capacity as Director of the Idaho Department
of Water Resources,
Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2014-1338

PROCEDURALORDER
GOVERNING JUDICIAL
REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER OF
DIRECTOR OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES

A Petition for Judicial Review was filed in the above-entitled district court seeking
judicial review of a final order issued by the Director of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources ("Department" or "agency"). This Order, together with Rule 84, Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, (I.R.C.P.), applicable statutes and the Administrative Order Adopting Procedures for
the Implementation of the Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order Dated December 9, 2009
("Procedural Order") issued by this Court on July 1, 20 I 0, govern all proceedings before the
Court (A copy is attached to this Order).

THEREFORE, THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED:

1.
Petition for Judicial Review and Reassignment of Case: The Petition for
Judicial Review was filed on March 24, 2014. The case was reassigned by the clerk of the court
to this Court on March 26, 2014.
2.
Cross Petitions, Filing Fees, and all Subsequent Filings: All further
documents, including cross petitions, filed, lodged or otherwise submitted, and all further filing
PROCEDURAL ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER
OF DIRECTOR OF IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
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fees filed or otherwise submitted, shall be filed with the Snake River Basin Adjudication District
Court of the Fifth Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707, provided
that checks representing further filing fees shall be made payable to the county where the
original petition for judicial review or action for declaratory judgment was filed.

3.
Appearances by persons or entities who were a party to the underlying
administrative proceeding but who were not made a named party in the Petition for
Judicial Review: Where a person or entity who was a party to the underlying administrative
proceeding is not made a named party in the Petition for Judicial Review, and is not otherwise a
Petitioner, such person or entity may file a Notice ofAppearance in this matter within fourteen
(14) days from the issuance of this Procedural Order. This Court will treat the Notice of
Appearance as a Motion to Intervene and will treat the party filing the Notice of Appearance as
an Intervenor. 1 Under such circumstances, the Court will automatically issue an order granting
the Motion to Intervene unless one or more parties to the action files an opposition to the Motion
within 10 days of the filing of the Notice ofAppearance. A person or entity not a party to the
underlying administrative proceeding who desires to participate in this action, and is not
otherwise a Petitioner, must proceed in accordance with Idaho Appellate Rule 7.1.
4.
Assigned Case Number and Document Footers: All documents filed, lodged or
submitted shall be under the above-captioned case number and county of origin appearing in
caption. All documents filed, lodged or otherwise submitted, including attachments shall include
a footer at the bottom of the document describing said document.
5.
Stays: Unless provided for by statute, the filing of a petition or cross petition
does not automatically stay the proceedings and enforcement of the action before the
Department. LC. § 67-5274. Any application or motion for stay must be made in accordance
with I.R.C.P. 84(m).
6.
Form of Review: Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(e)(l), when judicial review is
authorized by statute, judicial review shall be based upon the record created before the
Department rather than as a trial de novo, unless the statute or the law provides for the procedure
or standard. If the statute provides that the district court may take additional evidence upon
judicial review, it may order the same on its own motion or the motion of any party. If the
statute provides that review is de novo, the appeal shall be tried in the district court on any and
all issues, on a new record. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(e)(2), the scope of review on petition from
the Department to the district court shall be as provided by statute.
7.
Preparation of Agency Record; Payment of Fees: Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(f),
when the statute provides what shall be contained in the official record of the agency upon
judicial review, the Department shall prepare the record as provided by statute. Otherwise, the
1

The parties should note that in such instances the Court will treat the Notice ofAppearance as a Motion to
Intervene for housekeeping purposes. In doing so, it is the Court's intent to have the record in this matter clearly
reflect which persons and/or entities are participants in this action. It is also the Court's intent to have the caption of
this matter properly reflect all those parties who are participating in this action and to identify in what capacity those
parties are participating (i.e., Petitioner, Respondent, or Intervenor).
PROCEDURAL ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER
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documents listed in paragraph (3) of I.R.C.P. 84(f) shall constitute the agency record for review.
Petitioner (and cross-petitioner) shall pay all fees as required for preparation of the agency record
in accordance with I.R.C.P. 84(f)(4). The clerk of the Department shall lodge the record with
the Department within 14 days of the entry of this Order, or no later than April 11, 2014.
Any extension in time for preparation of the agency record shall be applied for by the agency to
the district court.
8.
Preparation of Transcript; Payment of Fee: The Court requires the provision
of a written transcript prepared from the recorded or reported proceedings. It is the responsibility
of the petitioner (or cross-petitioner as the case may be) to timely arrange and pay for preparation
of all portions of the transcript reasonably necessary for review. Pursuant to LR. C.P. 84(g), the
responsible party shall contact the agency clerk to determine the estimated cost of the transcript,
and pay the estimated cost in accordance with I.R.C.P. 84(g)(l)(A) or (2)(A) as the case may be.
The transcript shall be lodged with the Department within 14 days of the entry of this
Order, or no later than April 11, 2014. The transcriber may apply to the district court for an
extension of time, for good cause shown.

9.
Settlement of Transcript and Record: Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84G), and unless
otherwise provided by statute, upon receipt of the transcript and upon completion of the record,
the Department shall mail or deliver notice of lodging of transcript and record to all attorneys of
record or parties appearing in person and to the district court. The parties shall have 14 days
from the date of mailing of the notice to pick up a copy of the transcript and agency record and to
object to the transcript or record. All fees for the preparation of the transcript and record shall be
paid by the responsible party at or before the pick-up of the agency record and transcript. Any
objection to the record shall be determined by the Department within 14 days of the receipt of
the objection and the decision on the objection shall be included in the record on petition for
review. Upon the failure of the party to object within 14 days, the transcript and record shall be
deemed settled. The settled record and transcript shall be lodged with the district court no later
than May 9, 2014.
10.
Lodging of Transcript and Record in Electronic Format: In addition to
lodging the settled transcript and agency record in paper format, the Department shall also lodge
the transcript and agency record in electronic format (pdf version ocr 8) on CD-ROM. (In the
event of an appeal from the district court it is the intent that the electronic version of the
transcript and clerk's record be provided to the Idaho Supreme Court in lieu of paper format).
11.
Augmentation of the Record -Additional Evidence Presented to District
Court- Remand to Agency to Take Additional Evidence: Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(1) the
agency record and/or transcript on review may be augmented upon motion to this court by a
party within 21 days of the filing of the settled transcript and record in the manner prescribed by
Idaho Appellate Rule (1.A.R.) 30. The taking of additional evidence by the district court and/or
agency on remand shall be governed by statute or I.R.C.P. 84(1).
12.
Briefs and Memoranda: The petitioner's brief shall be filed with the clerk of the
court within 35 days after lodging of the transcript and record. The respondent's (and crosspetitioner's brief) shall be filed within 28 days after service of petitioner's brief. Any reply brief
PROCEDURAL ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER
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shall be filed within 21 days after service of respondent's brief. The organization and content of
briefs shall be governed by I.A.R. 35 and 36. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(p) only one (1) original
signed brief may be filed with the court and copies shall be served on all parties.

13.
Extension of Time: Motions to extend the time for filing a brief or modify order
of briefing shall be submitted in conformity with I.A.R. 34(e). All other requests for extension
of time shall be submitted in conformity with I.AR. 46.
14.
Motions: All motions shall be submitted in conformity with I.R.C.P. 84(0) and
shall be heard without oral argument unless ordered by the Court.
15.
Oral Argument, Telephonic and Video Teleconferencing: Oral argument will
be heard August 7, 2014, at 1:30 p.m. (Mountain Time) at the Snake River Basin adjudication
District Court, 253 3rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. Telephone participation will be
available by dialing 1-215-446-0193 and entering 406128# when prompted. However, no cell
phones or speaker phones will be permitted as they interfere with our sound system
making the proceeding difficult to accurately record. Video teleconferencing ("VTC") will
also be available by appearing at the Idaho Department of Water Resources, Idaho Water Center,
322 E. Front St., Conference Rm. B, Boise, Idaho. Parties should refer to the Procedural Order
regarding protocol for telephone and VTC participation. The form and order of argument shall be
governed by I.AR. 37.
16.
Judgment or Decision: The Court's decision will be by written memorandum as
required by I.R.C.P. 84(t)(l). In compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(a), as amended effective July 1,
2010, a separate judgment will also issue contemporaneously therewith. Pursuant to I.R.C.P.
84(t)(2), if no petition for rehearing is filed the time for appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court shall
begin to run after the date of the filing stamp of the clerk of the court appearing on the judgment.
If a petition for rehearing is filed, the time for appeal shall begin to run after the date of the filing
stamp of the clerk of the court appearing on either an order denying rehearing or on any modified
judgment.
17.
Petitions for Rehearing: Petitions for rehearing shall be governed by the time
standards and procedures of I.A.R. 42. If rehearing is granted, the Court will issue an order
granting same and setting forth a briefing schedule for responsive briefing, a reply, and oral
argument. Unless otherwise ordered, the brief filed in support of rehearing will be treated as the
opening brief.
18.
Remittitur: If no notice of appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court is filed within
forty-two (42) days after filing of the Court's written decision, the clerk shall issue a remittitur
remanding the matter to the agency as provided in I.R.C.P. 84(t)(4). The Court will then notify
the clerk of the district court where the petition was originally filed regarding completion of the
case.
19.
Failure to Comply: Failure by either party to timely comply with the
requirement of this Order or applicable provisions of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure or
Idaho Appellate Rules, if applicable, shall be grounds for imposition of sanctions, including, but
PROCEDURAL ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER
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not limited to the allowance of attorney's fees, striking of briefs, or dismissal of the appeal
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11 and 84(n) and I.A.R. 11.1 and 21.

District Judge

PROCEDURAL ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER
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IN fflE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN F
RE:RULESOFPROCEDURE
GOVERNING PETITIONS FOR
JUDICIAL REVIEW OR ACTIONS
FORDELCARATORYJUDGMENT
OF DECISIONS FROM THE IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009,
declares that all petitions for judicial review made pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1701 A of any
decision from the Department of Water Resources be assigned to the presiding judge of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District, and
WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009, vests
in the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District the authority to
adopt procedural rules necessary to implement said Order.
THEREFORE THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED:

1.

Filing of Petition for Judicial Review or Declaratory Judgment Action.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5272(1 ), any party filing a petition for judicial review pursuant to
Idaho Code§ 42-1701A, or an action for declaratory judgment, of any decision from the
Department of Water Resources shall file the same, together with applicable filing fees, in the
district court of the county in which:
(a)

the hearing was held; or

(b)

the final agency action was taken; or

(c)

the aggrieved party resides or operates its principal place of business in Idaho; or

(d)

the real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency decision

is located.
The filing party shall also serve a courtesy copy of the petition for judicial review
or action for declaratory judgment with the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the

Fifth Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707. Upon receipt by the
Department of Water Resources of a petition for judicial review or action for declaratory

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
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judgment, the Department shall review the certificate of mailing and in the event it does not
show that a courtesy copy of the same was filed with the Snake River Basin Adjudication
District Court, then the Department shall forthwith forward a copy of the petition or action for
declaratory judgment to the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial
District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707.
2.

Reassignment. Upon the filing of a petition for judicial review pursuant to Idaho

Code§ 42-l 70IA, or an action for declaratory judgment, of any decision from the Department of
Water Resources, the clerk of the district court where the action is filed shall forthwith issue, file,
and concurrently serve upon the Department of Water Resources and all other parties to the
proceeding before the Department of Water Resources, an Notice of Reassignment (copy
attached hereto), assigning the matter to the presiding judge of the Snake River Basin
Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District for disposition and further proceedings.
Also upon issuance of the Notice ofReassignment, the clerk of the district court
where the action is filed shall forward a copy of the file to the clerk of the Snake River Basin
Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho
83303-2707.
3.

Case Number. All cases assigned to the Snake River Basin Adjudication District

Court of the Fifth Judicial District as described herein shall retain the case number and caption
assigned to them by the district court where the petition for judicial review or action for
declaratory judgment is originally filed.
4.

Subsequent Filings. Following the issuance of the Notice ofReassignment, all

further documents filed or otherwise submitted, and all further filing fees filed or otherwise
submitted, shall be filed with the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth
Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707, provided that checks
representing further filing fees shall be made payable to the county where the original petition
for judicial review or action for declaratory judgment was filed.
S.

Lodging of Transcript and Record. Following the preparation and settlement of

the agency transcript and record, the Department of Water Resources shall transmit the settled
transcript and record, in both paper and electronic fonn on CD ROM, to the clerk of the Snake
River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
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Falls, Idaho 83303-2707 within forty-two (42) days of the service of the petition for judicial
review or action for declaratory judgment.
6.

Participation in Hearings by Telephone and Video Teleconferencing (VTC).

Unless otherwise ordered by the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth
Judicial District, telephone participation and/or VTC will be allowed in all hearings, except as
follows:
(a)

The court may require in person or VTC attendance as circumstances may

require.
(b)

The court's notice setting hearing will specify participation restrictions, telephone

conferencing numbers and participant codes and/or location of regional VTC facilities.
(c)

Speakerphones and cell phones often pick up background noise and/or cause

interference with sensitive courtroom equipment. Therefore, the use of speakerphones and cell
phones are discouraged.
(d)

Place your call to the court a few minutes prior to the scheduled start of your

hearing so that the clerk of the court may identify who is participating by telephone.
7.

Resolution. This court will notify the clerk of the district court where the petition

for judicial review or action for declaratory judgment was originally filed of the completion of
the case upon the happening of either:
(a)

the expiration of the time to appeal any decision of this court if no appeal to the

Idaho Supreme Court is filed; or
(b)

the filing of the remittitur from the Idaho Supreme Court or Idaho Court of

Appeals with this court in the event that an appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court is timely filed
following a decision of this court.
8.

Other Procedural Rules. Any procedure for judicial review not specified or

covered by this Order shall be in accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84 to the extent
the same is not contrary to this Order.
DATED this_/_ day of _ _
J_.,_J3.,.__ _

___,J

0 /J

-SRl<-~-C--J.-I
.LD.._M_A_N_
..
.. _ _ __
Presiding Judge
Snake River Basin Adjudication
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE

--- JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF _ _ _ _ _.
RE: PETITIONS FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW OR ACTIONS FOR
DECLARATORY RELIEF OF
DECISIONS FROM THE IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO.

-------

NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT

WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009,
declares that all petitions for judicial review made pursuant to LC. § 42-170 lA of any decision
from the Department of Water Resources be assigned to the presiding judge of the Snake River
Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District, and
WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009, vests
in the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court the authority to adopt procedural rules
necessary to implement said Order, and
WHEREAS on July 1, 2010, the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court issued an
Administrative Order regarding the Rule of Procedure Governing Petitions for Judicial Review
or Actions for Declaratory Relief of Decisions from the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
THEREFORE THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED:
1.

The above-matter is hereby assigned to the presiding judge of the Snake River

Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District for disposition and further
proceedings.
2.

All further documents filed or otherwise submitted in this matter, and all further

filing fees filed or otherwise submitted in this matter, shall be filed with the Snake River Basin
Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho

NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT
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83303-2707, provided that checks representing further filing fees shall be made payable to the
county where the original petition for judicial review or action for declaratory judgment was
filed.

DATED this_ day of _ _ _ _ _, 2010.

CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deputy Clerk

NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT
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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPOINTMENT OF )
THE SRBA DISTRICT COURT TO HEAR ALL
)
PETITIONS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW FROM THE)
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
)
INVOLVING ADMINISTRATION OF WATER
)
RIGHTS
)

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER

WHEREAS pursuant to I.C. § 42-l 701A any person who is aggrieved by a final decision or order of the
Director of the Department of Water Resources is entitled to judicial review, and
WHEREAS there is a need for consistency and uniformity in judicial decisions regarding the
administration of water rights, and
WHEREAS the Idaho Supreme Court has a constitutional responsibility to administer and supervise the
work of the district courts pursuant to Art. V, § 2 of the Idaho Constitution, and
WHEREAS the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District has
particular expertise in the area of water right adjudication,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all petitions for judicial review of any decision regarding the.
administration of water rights from the Department of Water Resources shall be assigned to the presiding judge
of the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District. Review shall be held in
accord with Title 67, Chapter 52 of the Idaho Code, except that, once filed, all petitions for judicial review shall
be forwarded to the clerk of the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERD that the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court is authorized to
develop the procedural rules necessary to implement this order.
IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED that this order shall be effective the 1st day of July, 20!0.
DATED this

9

day of December 2009.
By Order of the Supreme Court

AITEST:

0vf4.i ~~cF

Stephen W. Kenyon,

e T. Eismann,
ief Justice
I, Stephen W. Kenyon, Cl111t of the Supname Cour:t
of the State of Idaho, do herq certify that lhi
above II a true anct COfl'9CI copy of the Gmev:
.,,..red In the lboYe tntlllld caul8 and N:M on
record In my office.
WITNESS my hind and lhe 8N1 o1 Illa Court 12./,0/ q
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the PROCEDURAL
ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER OF DIRECTOR OF
IDWR was mailed on March 28, 2014, with sufficient first-class
postage to the following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
BRODY, ROBYN M.
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X. HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
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Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949)
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7465)
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED
P.O. Box 1391 / 201 E. Center St.
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232-6101 -phone
(208) 232-6109 - fax
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

. Blsfric:,"i "(:,;c".'rt7sRBA.

.·

Fifi(1 Judicial District

ln Re: Admir.istratlve Appeals
county of Twin Falis· State of Idaho

APR • 3,201't
1

~----

Attorneys for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc.
DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
TWIN FALLS COUNTY

Case No. CV- 2014-1338

RANGEN, INC, an Idaho Corporation,
Petitioner,
vs.

IGWA'S NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, and Gary Spackman, in his official capacity as Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources,

Fee Category: I.I. $66.00

Respondents.
Randall C. Budge and Thomas J. Budge of the firm RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE &
BAILEY, CHARTERED, hereby appear as attorneys of record for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGW A"). IGWA was a party to the agency action that gave rise to this
case. Therefore, IGWA asks to be designated as an intervenor pursuant to the Procedural

Order Governing Judicial Review of Final Order of Director of Idaho Department of
Water Resources entered by this Court on March 28, 2014.
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED

By:

/
Randall C. Budge
Thomas J. Budge

'/././"/
Date

IGWA'S NOTICE OF APPEARANCE- I
000032

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 1st day of April, 2014, I served a true and correct copy
of the following persons by the method indicated:

-~~
Thomas J. Budge

~

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - 208-736-2121
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

Deputy Attorney General
Garrick L. Baxter
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
kimi.white@idwr.idaho.gov

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

Robyn M. Brody
Brody Law Office, PLLC
P.O. Box 554
Rupert, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

Fritz X. Haemmerle
Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC
P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333
fxh@haemlaw.com

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

J. Justin May
May, Browning & May, PLLC
1419 West Washington
Boise, ID 83 702
jmay@maybrowning.com

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

Original to:
Clerk of the Court
SRBA Deputy Clerk
253 3rd Ave. North
PO Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707

D
D
D
D

~

~

~

~

IGWA'S NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 2
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Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE JANKOWSKI, LLP
511 16th St., Suite 500
Denver, Colorado 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrap@white-jankowski.com

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

Dean Tranmer
City of Pocatello
P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83201
dtranmer@Qocatello.us

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

C. Thomas Arkoosh
Arkoosh Law Offices
P.O. Box 2900
Boise, ID 83702
tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com

[8]

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

[8]

[8]

D
D
D

[8]

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
Barker Rosholt & Simpson
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

W. Kent Fletcher
Fletcher Law Office
P.O. Box 248
Burley, ID 83318
wkf@Qmt.org

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

[8]

[8]

IGW A'S NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 3
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1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

Robyn M. Brody (ISB No. 5678)
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
P.O. Box 554
Rupert, Ii> 83350
Telephone: (208) 434-2778
Facsimile: (208) 434-2780
robynbrody@hotmail.com

J. Justin May (ISB No. 5818)
MAY, BROWNING & MAY, PLLC
1419 W. Washington
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 429-0905
Facsimile: (208) 342-7278
jmay@maybrowning.com

Fritz X. Haemmerle (ISB No. 3862)
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333
Telephone: (208) 578-0520
Facsimile: (208) 578-0564
fxh@haemlaw.com

---oistr'ictGourt • SR~fAFif1h Judicial District

In Re: Administrative App~i~aho

County of Twin Falls • State o

APR - 4 2014
_1I

_____,____........

\Jy

--==------~c~lork \

\. -

Attorneys for Petitioner, Ran gen, Inc.

*' _ _ __

o,,~,.?.!'J

10

11

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE

12

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

13
14

RANGEN, INC., an Idaho Corporation,

15

Petitioner,
1~

vs.

17
18

19
20

21

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and Gary Spackman, in his
official capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-1338
STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL ISSUES
(ON PETITION FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW)

Respondent.
_______________

22

COME NOW the Petitioner, RANGEN, INC. ('"Petitioner" or "Rangen"), by and throug
23

its attorneys of record, Fritz X. Haemmerle of Haemmerle & Haemmerle, P.L.L.C.; Robyn M.

24
25

Brody of Brody Law Office, PLLC; and J. Justin May of May, Browning & May, PLLC, an

STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL ISSUES -1

000035

1
2
3

pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 67-5270 through 67-5279 and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(d)(5
hereby submits a list of additional issues, as set forth in paragraph 10 of Rangen's Petition fo
Judicial Review:

4

ADDITIONAL ISSUES

5
6

1.

Whether the Director's calculations of the benefit to the Rangen Spring Cell was

7

correct given the Director's use of the "Great Rift" as a trim line.
8

2.

Whether the Director in his "Order Granting, in Part, and Denying, in Part,

9

Rangen, Inc. 's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Source," also in Case
10

No. CM-DC-2011-004, erred in deciding as a matter of fact or law that Rangen's
11

decreed water source under water rights 36-02551 and 36-07694 , does not
12

include the right to divert water outside of T07S R14E S32 SESWNW.
13
14

u-6

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this L

15

day of April, 2014.

HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE, P.L.L.C.

16

By:~>stb

17

FritzX.Haemmerle

18
19
20
21
22
23

24

25

STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL ISSUES - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2

~

The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, hereby certifies that o

3

.!t.:.!:day of April, 2014, he caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document

4

served upon the following as indicated:

5

Original:
6

7
8
9

10

11
12

13
14
15
16

17

18
19

20
21

22

23
24

25

Director Gary Spackman
Idaho Department of Water
Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83 720-0098
deborah.gibson@idwr.idaho.gov
Garrick Baxter
Idaho Department of Water
Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
chris.bromley@idwr.idaho.gov
kimi.white@idwr.idaho.gov
Randall C. Budge
TJ Budge
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED
201 E. Center Street
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204
rcb@racinelaw.net
tibtmracinelaw.net
Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE & JANKOWSKI
Kittredge Building,
511 16th Street, Suite 500
Denver, CO 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrant'@white-iankowski.com
Dean Tranmer
City of Pocatello
P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83201
dtranmer@oocatello.us

STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL ISSUES - 3

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E·Mail

D
,a-

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

D

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

D

D

D
~

D
D
D

~

D
D
D

cv

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

D

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

0

D
D
D

.,........

D
D
D

~
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2
3
4

5

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, L.L.P.
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3029
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

D

W. Kent Fletcher

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

D

Ii?"'
D
D

~

6

7
8

9

Fletcher Law Office
P.O. Box 248
Burley, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

I!]

D
D

r/

10

11
12

13
14
15

Jerry R. Rigby
Hyrum Erickson
Robert H. Wood
Rigby, Andrus & Rigby, Chartered
25 North Second East
Rexburg, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law.com

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

D

~
D
D

e('

~

,7~,~d

16

.-Fritz X. Haemmerle

17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL ISSUES - 4
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09:40:02 a.m.

2082876700

04-08-2014

2 ,s

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL

CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division
-oil°tnct Court· ~R~A

GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301
EMMI L. BLADES, ISB #8682
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Telephone: {208) 287-4800
Facsimile: (208) 287--6700
garrick:.baxter@idwr.idaho.m,v
emmi:blades@idwr.idaho~gov

fifth Judicial ~1stnct I
Appefaldsaho
In Re·· Administrat!VEl
T · Falls • State o

county of

win

APR - 8 2014

Attorneys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,

Case No. CV-2014-1338
Petitioner,
vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
bis capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

MOTIONFOREXTENmONOF
TIME TO LODGE THE AGENCY
RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT

Respondents.

COME NOW Respondents, the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") and
Gary Spackman, in his capacity as Director of IDWR, by and through their undersigned attQrney

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO WOOE
THE AGENCY RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT-Page 1

000039

09:40: 12 a.m.

2082876700

315

04-08-2014

of record. and move this Court pursuant to LR..C.P. 84(f)(5) for an extension of time to lodge the
agency record and transcript. Oral argument is not requested.
This motion is based upon the following:
1.

Pursuant to LR.C.P. 840) and this Co°;'f's March 28, 2014, Procedural Order

Gove ming Judicial Review of Final Order ofDirector ofIdaho Department of Water Resources, the
agency record and transcript in this matter are due to be lodged with the Agency on or before April
11, 2014.

2.

IDWR has commenced preparation of the record. However, given that the record in

this proceeding is extensive and the short timeframe allotted to prepare the reco~. it is unlikely that
IDWR will be able to lodge the record with the Agency by April 11, 2014.
3.

IDWR reasonably expects that it will be able to lodge the agency record and

transcript with the Agency on or before April 30, 2014.
4.

Pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(j), the parties have a period of fourteen (14) days from the

date of mailing of the notice of lodging of the record for the parties to file objections with the
Agency. Rule 84(j) further provides that any objection made shall be determined by the Agency
within fourteen (14) days of receipt thereof.
5.

The March 28, 2014, Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review of Final Order

ofDirector ofIdaho Department of Water Resources directs that the settled agency record and
transcript shall be lodged with the District Court no later than May 9, 2014. IDWR reasonably
expects that it will be able to lodge the settled agency record and transcript with the Courton or
before May 28, 2014.

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO LODGE
THE AGENCY RECORD AND TRANSCRJPT • Page 2

000040

09:40:23 a.m.

2082876700

6.

4/5

04-08-2014

IDWR contacted the SRBA Court to obtain a new date and time for the oral

argument to be heard in this matter should the Court grant its motion and was provided with the date
of August 28, 2014, at 1:30 p.m. (Mountain T'une).
7.

Counsel for IDWR has contacted counsel for Petitioner Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen'')

regarding this motion. Rangen does not oppose this motion.
Accordingly, Respondents request an order from the Court extending the time to lodge
the agency record and transcript consistent with the foregoing.
DATED this

5""

day of April, 2014.

LAWRENCB 0. WASDEN
Attorney General
CLIVE R. J. STRONG
Chief. Natural Resources Division

ru~l~~~~L.BAXTER
.BLADES
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO LODGE
THE AGENCY RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT~ Page 3
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09:39: 11

2082876700

a.m.

04-08-2014

5/5

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
"Tlf

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _g_ day of April, 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO LODGE THE
AGENCY RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT to be filed with the Court and served on the
following parties by the indicated methods:
Orisinal to:
SRBA District Court
253 3nt Ave. North
P.O. Box 27<17
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery

(x) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

I. JUSTIN MAY

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

MAY BROWNING
1419 W. WASHJNGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX5S4
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
um@hm;mlaw.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile

RANDALL C. BUDGE
T.J,BUDOE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile

(x)E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

(x) E-mail

(x) E-mail

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO LODGE
THE AGENC}." RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT- Page 4
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--OistrictCourt · SABA-Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls. State of Idaho

[ APR - 8 201'1

/

BY----------b"!"'--

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

F THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2014-1338

ORDER GRANTING MOTION
FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO
LODGE THE AGENCY
RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT
ORDER VACATING AND
RESETTING ORAL
ARGUMENT

On April 8, 2014, the Respondents filed a Motion for Extension of Time to Lodge the
Agency Record and Transcript in the above-captioned matter. The Motion requests that the

deadline to lodge the settled agency record and transcript with the district court be extended from
May 9, 2014, to May 28, 2014. The Respondents represent that they have contacted counsel for
the Petitioner, and that the Petitioner does not oppose the Motion. The Court having reviewed
the unopposed Motion, and good cause appearing, therefore, the Court in an exercise of its
discretion will grant the Motion.
Pursuant to this Court's Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review entered in the
above-captioned matter on March 28, 2014, oral argument on the Petition for Judicial Review in
this matter is presently set for August 7, 2014. This oral argument date will need to be vacated
and reset as a result of the extended deadline to lodge the settled agency record and transcript
with the district court as set forth below.

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME;
ORDER VACA TING AND RESETTING ORAL ARGUMENT

- 1-

S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County JJ14-1338\0rder Granting Motion for Extension of Time (Record) and Order Vacating
and Resetting Hearing.docx

000043

THEREFORE, THE FOLLOWING ARE ORDERED:
1.

The Respondents' Motion/or Extension a/Time to Lodge the Agency Record and

Transcript is hereby granted.
2.

The time for lodging the settled transcript and record with the district court in this

action shall be extended, and that the Department shall lodge the settled transcript and record
with this Court on or before May 28, 2014.
3.

The oral argument set in this matter for August 7, 2014, is hereby vacated.

4.

Oral argument will be heard August 28, 2014, at 1:30 p.m. (Mountain Time) at

the Snake River Basin adjudication District Court, 253 3rd A venue North, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Telephone participation will be available by dialing 1-215-446-0193 and entering 406128# when
prompted. However, no cell phones or speaker phones will be permitted as they interfere

with our sound system making the proceeding difficult to accurately record. Video
teleconferencing ("VTC") will also be available by appearing at the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, Idaho Water Center, 322 E. Front St., Conference Rm. B, Boise, Idaho. Parties
should refer to the Procedural Order regarding protocol for telephone and VTC participation. The
form and order of argument shall be governed by I.AR. 37.

Dated

·

r

Ji/)/VJ.· X.
··1

l

/,

I"'.-

I

0I 1/-

"') ;·

Y\

,

I

~--District Judge

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME;
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING ORAL ARGUMENT

-2-

S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-1338\0rder Granting Motion for Extension ofTime (Record) a.rd Order Vacating
and Resetting Hearing.docx
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER GRANTING
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME/ ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING
ORAL ARGUMENT was mailed on April 08, 2014, with sufficient
first-class postage to the following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X. HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232-6101

ORDER
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~-13Tstr~tCourt·SRBA-~
Fifth Judicial District
In Ro: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho

-=

/

I
/J).1°~t
.__,_______ !!)P --~~J
By_

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

& THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2014-1338

ORDER GRANTING MOTION
FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO
LODGE THE AGENCY
RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT
ORDER VACATING AND
RESETTING ORAL
ARGUMENT

On April 8, 2014, the Respondents filed a Motion/or Extension o/Time to Lodge the

Agency Record and Transcript in the above-captioned matter. The Motion requests that the
deadline to lodge the settled agency record and transcript with the district court be extended from
May 9, 2014, to May 28, 2014. The Respondents represent that they have contacted counsel for
the Petitioner, and that the Petitioner does not oppose the Motion. The Court having reviewed
the unopposed Motion, and good cause appearing, therefore, the Court in an exercise of its
discretion will grant the Motion.
Pursuant to this Court's Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review entered in the
above-captioned matter on March 28, 2014, oral argument on the Petition/or Judicial Review in
this matter is presently set for August 7, 2014. This oral argument date will need to be vacated
and reset as a result of the extended deadline to lodge the settled agency record and transcript
with the district court as set forth below.

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME;
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING ORAL ARGUMENT

-I•

S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County '.IDI 4-1338\0rder Granting Motion for Extension ofTime (Record) aod Order Vacating
and Resetting Hearing.docx
000046

THEREFORE, THE FOLLOWING ARE ORDERED:
1.

The Respondents' Motion/or Extension o/Time to Lodge the Agency Record and

Transcript is hereby granted.
2.

The time for lodging the settled transcript and record with the district court in this

action shall be extended, and that the Department shall lodge the settled transcript and record
with this Court on or before May 28, 2014.
3.

The oral argument set in this matter for August 7, 2014, is hereby vacated.

4.

Oral argument will be heard August 28, 2014, at 1:30 p.m. (Mountain Time) at

the Snake River Basin adjudication District Court, 253 3rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Telephone participation will be available by dialing 1-215-446-0193 and entering 406128# when
prompted. However, no cell phones or speaker phones will be permitted as they interfere

with our sound system making the proceeding difficult to accurately record. Video
teleconferencing ("VTC") will also be available by appearing at the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, Idaho Water Center, 322 E. Front St., Conference Rm. B, Boise, Idaho. Parties
should refer to the Procedural Order regarding protocol for telephone and VTC participation. The
form and order of argument shall be governed by I.AR. 3 7.
~

Dated

,

I

f11{!(vi g _;; . (/I tf

~District Judge

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME;
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING ORAL ARGUMENT
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER GRANTING
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME/ ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING
ORAL ARGUMENT was mailed on April 08, 2014, with sufficient
first class postage to the following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X. HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204 1391
Phone: 208-232-6101
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d~rict Court· SRBA

Jerry R. Rigby, ISBN 2470
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY LAW, PLLC
Attorneys at Law
25 North Second East
Rexburg, Idaho 83440
Telephone: 208-356-3633

Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho

[ APR - 9 20141
BY---------+,,~

Attorney for Fremont Madison Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

RANGEN, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
Petitioner,
vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES, and Gary Spackman, in his official
capacity as Director of the Idaho

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-14-1338

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

Fee Category: I. 1
Fee: $66.00

COMES NOW the firm of Rigby, Andrus & Rigby Law, PLLC, and through Jerry R.
Rigby, a partner in said firm, hereby enters an appearance on behalf of FREMONT MADISON
IRRIGATION DISTRICT and requests that all notices, pleadings, and other communications
related to this matter be sent to our office.
Fremont Madison Irrigation District was a party to the agency action that gave rise to this
case. Therefore, Fremont Madison Irrigation District asks to be designated as an intervenor
pursuant to the Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review of Final Order of Director of

Idaho Department of Water Resources entered by this Court on March 28, 2014.

Notice of Appearance - Page - 1
sb/fremadrangen.twinfalls.noa
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DATED This 7th day of April, 2014/,_-

CERTIFICATE OF SERVI EBY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY
ORF ACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was on this date
served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their name, either by mailing, hand delivery or by telecopying to them a true and correct copy of said document in a
properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage prepaid; by hand delivery to
them; or by facsimile transmission.
DATED this 7th day of April, 2014.
RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY LAW, PLLC

~

Clerk of the Court
Snake River Basin Adjudication
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303

[ X] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Electronic Mail

Director Gary Spackman
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720
deborah.gibson@idwr.idaho.gov

[ X] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ X ] Electronic Mail

C. Thomas Arkoosh
Arkoosh Law Offices
P.O. Box 2900
Boise, ID 83 702
tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com

[ X] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ X ] Electronic Mail

Notice of Appearance - Page - 2
sb/fremadrangen.twinfalls.noa
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Garrick Baxter
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
chris.bromley@idwr.idaho.gov
kimi.white@idwr.idaho.gov

[ X] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ X] Electronic Mail

Randall C. Budge
TJ Budge
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204
tib@racinelaw.net
bjh@racinelaw.net

[ X] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ X ] Electronic Mail

Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE & JANKOWSKI
Kittredge Building
511 l 61h Street, Ste. 500
Denver, CO 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrap@white-jankowski.com

[ X] Mail

Dean Tranmer
City of Pocatello
P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83201
dtranmer@pocatello.us

[ X] Mail

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
Barker, Rosholt & Simpson, LLP
195 River Vista Place, Ste. 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
pla(ii)idahowaters.com

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ X ] Electronic Mail

[
[

] Hand Delivery
] Facsimile
[ X ] Electronic Mail

[ X] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ X ] Electronic Mail

Notice of Appearance - Page - 3
sb/frernadrangen.twinfalls.noa
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W. Kent Fletcher
Fletcher Law Office
P.O. Box 248
Burley, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

[ X] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ X ] Electronic Mail

Robyn M. Brody
Brody Law Offices, PLLC
P.O. Box 554
Rupert, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

[ X] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ X ] Electronic Mail

Fritz X. Haemmerle
Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC
P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333
fxh@gaemlaw.com

[ X] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ X] Electronic Mail

J. Justin May
May, Browning & May, PLLC
1419 W. Washington
Boise, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

[ X] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ X ] Electronic Mail

Notice of Appearance - Page - 4
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John K. Simpson, ISB #4242
Travis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3029
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District,
Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation
District, North Side Canal Company, and
Twin Falls Canal Company

:AQlm~~~~rorJ:tt

WK
. ent Fl
. etcher,
.rJ'ltrie: AdrninlstratiV A
FLETCHER LA
ifii1 1Twin Falls • &at~Po~~~aho
~
P.O. Box248
Burley, Idaho 83 318
APR - 9 2014
Telephone: (208) 7JJt-325ol_ _ _ _ _....J
Facsimile: (208) 8 8 ~ ~ - - - - - - 4 - - -

--------:~Wil.=

Attorneys for Ame;ican Falts Re"se, vob
District #2 and Minidoka Irrigation
District

V

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

RANGEN, INC., an Idaho corporation
Petitioner,

vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in his
official capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents.

TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-1338
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

Fee Category I.I: $66.00

CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT AND TO ALL COUNSEL OF
RECORD

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP enters an
appearance as attorneys of record for and on behalf of A&B Irrigation District ("A&B"), Burley
Irrigation District ("BID"), Milner Irrigation District ("Milner"), North Side Canal Company

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

1
000053

("NSCC"), and Twin Falls Canal Company ("TFCC"), and Fletcher Law Office enters an
appearance as attorneys of record for and on behalf of American Falls Reservoir District #2
('"AFRD#2") and Minidoka Irrigation District ("MID"). All papers in this action shall be served
upon the respective counsel at the addresses listed above.
The above-named entities were parties to the underlying administration action. Pursuant
to paragraph 3 of the Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review ofFinal Order of Director of

Idaho Department of Water Resources entered in this matter, the parties understand that the
Court will treat this Notice ofAppearance as a motion to intervene and will treat them as
Intervenors.
Respectfully submitted this 9th day of April, 2014.

BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington

FLETCHER LAW OFFICE

Attorneys for American Falls Reservoir
District #2 and Minidoka Irrigation District

Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District, Burley
Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District,
North Side Canal Company, and Twin Falls
Canal Company

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 9th day of April 2014, I served true and correct copies
of the foregoing upon the following by the method indicated:

SRBA District Court
253 3rd Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

Garrick Baxter
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098

~-U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
~Email

Randy Budge
T.J. Budge
Racine Olsen Nye Bailey & Budge
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
~Email

Sarah Klahn
White & Jankowski LLP
511 16th St., Suite 500
Denver, Colorado 80202

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
~Email

Dean Tranmer
City of Pocatello
P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, Idaho 83205

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_L.Email

Robyn M. Brody
Brody Law Office PLLC
P.O. Box 554
Rupert, Idaho 83350

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
~Email

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
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Justin May
May, Browning & May PLLC
1419 W. Washington
Boise, Idaho 83702

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
__,,,:;;__ Email

Fritz Haemmerle
Haemmerle & Haemmerle PLLC
P.0. Box 1800
Hailey, Idaho 83333

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
.._,,/, Email

Jerry Rigby
Rigby Andrus & Rigby Chtd.
25 N. Second East
Rexburg, Idaho 83440

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
r_./'Email

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
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c·Po{icrldh)'") .. : Pocntdln also requests' the Court amend the caption in this matter to rdfod that

.,.
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LAWRENCEG.WASDEN
ATIORNEY GENERAL
CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chieft Natural Resources Division

•

GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301
EMMI L BLADES, ISB #8682
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Telephone: (208) 287-4800
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
emmi,blades@idwr.klaho.gov
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Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls· State of Idaho

I
'

APR 1 0 2014

Attomeys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F1fiTB JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Case No. CV-2014-1338
Petitioner,

MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE

vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

Respondents.

COME NOW Respondents, the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") and
Gary Spackman in his capacity as Director of IDWR. by and through their undersigned attorneys
of record, and move for consolidation for the reasons set forth below.
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Petitions for judicial review tiled by the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators. Inc. ("IOWA")
and Rangen, Inc. ( Rangen"), Case Nos. CV-2014-179 and CV-2014-1338, respectively, are
0

pending before this Court. These petitions seek review of the same orders entered in the Rangen
delivery call before IDWR, Docket No. CM-DC-2011-004: 1) Final Order Regarding Rangen,

Inc. 's Pedtionfor Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 issued on
January 29, 2014; and 2) Order on Reconsideration issued on March 4, 2014. Rangen also seeks
review of the Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Rangen. Inc's Motion for Partial

Summary Judgment Re: Source issued on April 22, 2013. IDWR tiles this motion to consolidate
judicial review of these petitions for purposes of the agency record only. IDWR requests that all
documents tiled bear both docket numbers and that briefing proceed separately.
Consolidation is appropriate because both petitions arise from substantially the same orders
issued in the Rangen delivery call and are based on the same agency record. Consolidation would
also expedite the matters and minimize the expense upon the public and the parties.
A motion to consolidate is being filed concurrently herewith in IGWA. Inc. v. IDWR, Case
No. CV-2014-179. IDWRrequests that Case No. CV-2014-1338 be the lead case upon
consolidation.
Counsel for IDWR has contacted counsel for IGWA; Rangen; Fremont Madison Irrigation
District; A&B hrigation District, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District. North Side
Canal Company, and Twin Falls Canal Company; American Falls Reservoir District #2 and
Minidoka Irrigation District; and the City of Pocatello regarding this motion. There is no opposition
to this motion.
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DATED this

\01"

04-10-2014

4110

day of Aprilf 2014.

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Attorney General
CLIVE R. J. STRONG
Chief, Natural Resources Division

EMMI L BLADES
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \lj111- day of April, 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE APPEALS to be filed with the Court
and served on the following parties by the indicated methods:

Original to:
SRBA District Court
253 3n1 Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
( lQ. Facsimile
( ) E-mail

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING
1419 W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

FRITZ HAEMMERLE

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
fxh@haemlaw.com

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile

RANDALL C. BUDGE
T.J.BUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
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JOHN K. SJMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRINGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TW1N FALLS, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.com
iks@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHID
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson®rex-Iaw .com
rwood@rex-law.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery

SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP
51116TH ST., STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
sarahk@white-jankowsk.i.com
mitrap@white-jankowski.com
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205
dtrapmer@pocatello.us
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( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery

( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

Deputy Attorney General
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\
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By,_,....----:-------t~~lerk l
Cer1.I
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Case No. CV-2014-1338
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. . 00,t.,' known as·
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1
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I

8y.---------t~1:z.-J•

Attorneys for Respondents
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Case No. CV-2014-1338

Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

ORDER RE: MOTION TO
CONSOLIDATE

Respondents.

On April 10, 2014, the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") and.Gary

Spackman in bis capacity as Director of IDWR filed motions to consolidate in Twin Falls County
Case No. CV·2014-1338 andGoodingCountyCaseNo. CV·2014-179. The motions request that

ORDER RE: MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE· Page 1
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this Court consolidate judicial review of petitions filed in the aforementioned matters under Twin

Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338 for purposes of the agency record only, but that all
documents filed bear both case numbers and briefing proceed separately.
It appearing that good cause exists,

THEREFORE, IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that judicial review of the petitions filed in
Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338 and Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179 shall be
CONSOLIDATED FOR AGENCY RECORD ONLY under Case No. CV-2014-1338, but that all
documents filed shall bear both docket numbers.

IT rURTHER IS ORDERED that BRIEFING shall proceed separately.
DATED this JJ....!!l!. day of April, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER RE:
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE was mailed on April 11, 2014, with sufficient
first-class postage to the following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X. HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
Represented by:
JERRY R RIGBY
25 N 2ND E
PO BOX 250
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250
Phone: 208-356-3633

IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232-6101
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
Phone: 208-733-0700
AMERICAN FALLS RESEVOIR
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248
Phone: 208-678-3250

98
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
ORDER
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District Court - SRBA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho

APR 2 2 2014

I

. l
By~

___o.,.;+./J;J

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner,

vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
lntervenors.

) Case No. CV 2014-1338
)
) ORDER TREATING
) APPEARANCES AS MOTIONS
) TO INTERVENE AND
) GRANTING SAME
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER TREATING APPEARANCES AS MOTIONS TO INTERVENE AND GRANTING SAME

- 1-
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On April 3, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. filed a Notice of
Appearance in the above-captioned matter. On April 9, 2014, Fremont Madison Irrigation

District filed a Notice ofAppearance in the above-captioned matter. On April 9, 2014, A&B
Irrigation District, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir
District #2, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company and Twin Falls Canal
Company filed a Notice ofAppearance in the above-captioned matter. On April 10, 2014, the
City of Pocatello filed a Notice ofAppearance in the above-captioned matter.
Although the aforementioned entities were parties to the underlying administrative
proceeding, they were not made named parties in the Petition for Judicial Review filed by the
Petitioner in this matter. Pursuant to the Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review of Final
Order of Director of Idaho Department of Water Resources issued by the Court on March 28,

2014, the Notices of Appearance will be treated as Motions to Intervene.
This Court finds following a review of the file that the aforementioned entities are real
parties in interest to this proceeding, that they were parties to the underlying administrative
proceeding from which judicial review is being requested, and that they have interests that could
be affected by the outcome of this proceeding in the form of water rights. This Court further
finds that no party has objected to any of the aforementioned entities' participation in this
proceeding. Therefore, in exercising its discretion, this Court finds that the Idaho Ground Water
Appropriators, Inc., Fremont Madison Irrigation District, A&B Irrigation District, Burley
Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir District #2, Minidoka
Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company, Twin Falls Canal Company and the City of
Pocatello are entitled to leave to intervene as a party to this proceeding.
THEREFORE THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED:
I.

The Motions to Intervene filed by the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc.,

Fremont Madison Irrigation District, A&B Irrigation District, Burley Irrigation District, Milner
Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir District #2, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side
Canal Company, Twin Falls Canal Company and the City of Pocatello are hereby granted.
2.

All further captions used in this proceeding shall include the Idaho Ground Water

Appropriators, Inc., Fremont Madison Irrigation District, A&B Irrigation District, Burley
Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir District #2, Minidoka
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Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company, Twin Falls Canal Company and the City of
Pocatello as Intervenors as shown above.

District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER TREATING
APPEARANCES AS MOTIONS TO INTERVENE AND GRANTING SAME was mailed
on April 22, 2014, with sufficient first-class postage to the
following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X. HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208 287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
Represented by:
JERRY R RIGBY
25 N 2ND E
PO BOX 250
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250
Phone: 208-356-3633

IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232-6101
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
Phone: 208-733-0700
AMERICAN FALLS RESEVOIR
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318 0248
Phone: 208-678-3250

RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
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DISTBICTCOUR.TOFTHESTATE OF IDAHO
11Fl'HJUDICIALDISTR1CT
TWIN FALLS COUNTY
RANGEN, INC, an Idaho corporation,

Petitioner,

Case No. CV-2014-1338

(Consolidated with Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179)

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF RESOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN,
in his official capacity as Director of
the Idaho Department of Water Re-

IGWA's Motion To Stay

Curtailment Order

sources,
Respondent.

Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA), acting for and on
behalf of its members, hereby petitions the Court pursuant to Idaho Code S

67-5 2 74 .and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(m) to stay implement.ati.on
of the Final Order Re/Jarding Rangen, I.nc. ~ Petition for Ddivay Call; Cur-

tailing Ground Water Rights junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order")
issued by the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) on January
29, 2014, until the judiciary completes its review of the Curtaihnent Order

in this case and in IGWA v. IDWR, Gooding County Case No. CV-2014~

IGWA'1Motlon toStayCUrtaJlm.ent Order-1
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179. This motion is supported by the Affidavit of Thomas

P. 019

J. Budge filed

herewith.

BI\CKGROUND &: PROCEDURAL HISTORY
llangen, Inc. Olangen) filed a Petition for Delivery Call with the IDWR
on December 13, 2011, for water right nos. 36-2551 and 36-7694 which
are appurtenant to Rangen's fish hatchery in the Thousand Springs area
near Hagerman, Idaho. These water rights have as their source the MartinCurren Tunnel (a/k/a Curren TunneO. The Curren Tunnel is a horizontal

tunnel dug into

a basalt cliff above Rangen's fish hatchery to access

groundwater from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer (ESPA). R.angen' s delivery call sought to curtail all use of groundwater from the ESPA so that more

water would infiltrate and discharge from the Curren Tunnel.
An evidentiary hearing was held by the IDWR. from May 1 to May 16,

2013. On January 29, 2014, the IDWR issued the Curtailment Order. For
the purpose of this motion, two rulings in the Curtailment Order are particularly significant.
First, it otders curtailment of all groundwater diversions from the ES~
PA under water rights junior to July 13, 1962, from points of diversion located west of the Great Rift. 1 The Great Rift is between American Falls and
Rupert. Thus, the curtailment essentially covers the Magic Valley, eliminating the use of water to dozens of cities, dairies, food producers, and oth-

er businesses, as well as 157,000 acres of cropland.:z The curtailment of
these water rights is projected to increase the supply of water to Rangen by
9.1 cubic feet per second (cfs) once steady-state condition is reached (after
more than 50 years of curtailment). 1

Order p. 28 (Ex. Ato Budge AH.).
aId; see also Id. at 4,2.
~Id.at 28.
1 CUJ:tailm111J1t

I
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Second, the Curtailment Order rules that Rangen' s water rights are
confined to water that discharges from the Curren Tunnel, and that

Rangen does not have a valid right to divert water from Billingsley Creek."'
Accordingly, two days after issuing the Curtailment Order, the IDWR issued a Noti<l'o!Vialadan and Ceaa,::and Desist Ordt.'Z' C'Cease & Desist Or·
der") that prohibits Rangen from diverting water from Billingsley Creek. 5 If
implemented, the Cease & Desist Order will deprived Rangen of 10-12 cfs

which is the majority of its available water supply.
On February 12, 2014, IGWAfiled a mitigation plan with the IDWRin
attempt to avoid curtailment by delivering water to Rangen from clifferent
sources. The same day IGWA filed a petition to stay the CUrtail.ntent Order
until a decision was entered on IGWA's mitigation plan. On February 21,
2014, the IDWR stayed both the Curtailment Order and the Cease & De~

sist Order. 6 This allowed groundwater pumping to continue, and allowed
Rangen to continue using 10-12 cfs from Billingsley Creek, thereby maintaining the status quo.
On Much 28, 2014, IGWA filed its Petition for Judicial Review with
this Court, appealing the Curtailment Order.
On April 11> 2014:> the IDWR approved IGWA's mitigation plan in

part, granting immediate mitigation aedit of 3.0 cfs for mitigation activi·
ties that are already in place, such as groundwater recharge and conversions of farmland from groundwater to surface water irrigation.1 A number
of other mitigation actions are in process that are capable of meeting the

full 9.1 cfs mitigation obligation, but they will take significant time and ex-

pense to implement.

'Id. a.t 3 2-3 3,
8 Ex. Bto Budge Alf.
• Eu. C & D to Budge Aff.
7 Ex. E to Budge

Aft,

IGWA,s Motion.to Stay CmtallmentOrder-3
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The Curtailment Order includes a mitigation schedule that allows junior groundwater users to avoid curtailment during the first year by provid-

ing 3.4 cfs of mitigation (the same amount of water R.angen would get from

curtailment). Because the IDWR granted only 3.0 cfs in immediate mitigation credit, leaving a shortfall of 0.4: cfs, the IDWR recently ordered the
curtailment of all groundwater rights in the Magic Valley with priority
dates junior to July 1, 1983, beginning May 5, 2014. These rights supply

water to 25,000 acres of irrigated farmland as well as cities, dairies, and
other businesses. 8
On April 17, 2014, IOWA filed a St:eolld Pt:tition to Stay Curtailmt:llt,
and Erpodite D«:isiOll with the IDWR, asking the Director of the IDWR to

stay implementation of the Curtailment Order, which will also effectively
stay the Cease & Desist Order, until this court completes its review of the
Curtailment Order. The IDWR has not yet ruled on this petition. This mo-

tion is filed as a backup in case the IDWR. refuses to atay the Curtailment
Order. Given the proximity of the curtailment date (Mays, 2014), IGWA
felt it pnident to file this motion now so that a hearing could be scheduled
before curtailment is implemented. If the IDWR grants a stay, this petition
can be dismissed.
LEGALSTANDARD

The Idaho Administrative Act provides that upon the filing of a petition for judicial review, the "reviewing court may orderO a stay [of the enforcement of the agency action} upon appropriate tenns." 9 Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 84Cm) also provides that the "reviewing court may orderD a
stayupon appropriate tenns."
Neither the statute or rule provides guidance on what terms are appropriate for the granting of a stay, and there is no reported Idaho case that
'Id.
'Idaho Code§ 67-5274.

IGWA'1MotlontoStayCurtallm.eat0nter-,
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defines "appropriate terms.n However, in Haleyv. Clinton the Idaho Court
of Appeals held that a stay is appropriate "when it would be unjust to per-

m.it the execution on the judgment, such as where there are equitable
grounds for the stay or where certain othel' proceedings are pending." 10 In
McHan v. McElan, the Idaho Supreme Court explained that "where it ap-

pears necessary to preserve the statusquoto do complete justice the appellate court will grant a stay of proceedings in furtherance of its appellate
powers." 11 The Md/an decision further elaborated that a stay is appropriate when "[i]t is entirely possible that the refusal to grant a stay would injuriously affect appellant and it likewise is apparent that granting such a stay
will not be seriously injurious to respondent." 12
Other factors that are often considered in detennining whether to
grant a motion to stay are the following:
(1) the likelihood the party seeking the stay will prevail on the
merits of the appeal; (2) the likelihood that the mo'1ing party
will be irreparably harmed absent a stay; (3) the prospect that
others will be harmed if the court grants the stay; and (4) the
public interest in granting the stay.13
ARGUMENT

As explained below, the Court should stay implementation of the Curtailment Order because (1) critical issues of first impression warrant judi-

cial review before the Orders take effect; (2) curtailed groundwater users

will be severely and meparably harmed absent a stay; (3) Rangen will not
10 123

Idaho 707, 709 (Ct. App.1993).
46 (1938),

11 59 ldaho 41,

12/d..

u MldJJgan CoalltiOIJ ofradloa.ctlve.Materlal u~ Inc. v. Gdept:ntrqf, 945 F.2d 1501 153
(6th Clr.1991); .A"J:1al.R:1VfahlbKcr&' LigbtCO. i< IdahoPub. utJJs. Gamtn11, 1071daho47,
!50 (1984) (Stay juttified when there is irreparable loss to moving party); McClendan v. City
ofAlbuqut:r(JUtl, 79 F.3d 1014, 1020 (10th Cil'.1996); .iq,e.-v. Htddttr, 713 F.2d 1432,
1435-143 6 (91t1 Cir. 198 3); 'Washingtm Mdrapali.tan Nf!IJ TraMit Commi4Sion v. Holiday
:rour.,; lnc::., 559 F,2d 841,843 (D.C. Cir.1977); !5 Am.Jur.2dAppdlateRewew§ 470
C'Standards for granting stay'1,

IGWA's Motion to Stay CUrtailment Order- 5
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be harmed, but will actually benefit, from a stay; and (4) granting a stay is
in the public interest.

1. Critical issues of first impression warrant judicial review before
the Orders take effect.
The petition for judicial review filed by IOWA raises significant issues,
some of which are issues of first impression in Idaho. Among them are:
A. Whether the Cutten Tunnel should be administered as a
groundwater source since it meets the statutory definition
of a groundwater well under the Idaho Ground Water Act?

B. Whether the Curtailment Order permits excessive waste
and hoarding of Idaho's water resources by curtailing beneficial use of water even if less than 1 % of the curtailed wateX' will acctue to Rangen after 50 years?
C. Whether an uncertainty factor must be applied to the predictions generated by Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Model
(ESP~ version 2.1, as was done in all prior conjwictive
management cases using ESP.AM version 1.1?16
While there may be room to debate the likelihood of IGWA prevailing
on these issues, there is no question that a reversal may reduce or even

eliminate the curtailment of groundwater rights. It would be a travesty for
the IDWR to curtail groundwater rights, causing farmers, dairies, and others to go out of business, only to have the judiciary rule that the curtailment

was unjustified to begin with. This vecy real possibility weighs heavily in
favor of staying the Curtailment Order.

2. Curtailment will cause severe and irreparable harm.
The livelihoods of farmers, dairies, and many other businesses are
dependent upon water. Curtailment will devastate not only the holders of
the curtailed water rights, but also nwnerous other Magic Valley businessu
u htition far Judidal RtNJew<JIJ.arc:h 28, 2014).

IGWA'• Motion to stay cartaDment order-ti
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es who depend upon agricultural production for their swvival. If curtail·
ment is implemented, loans will go into default1 jobs will be lost, cities will
be unable to provide services, businesses will close, and land will be fore·
closed on. The hann will be devastating and irreparable.

3. R.anaJen will not be harmed, but will actually benefit, from a stay.
Perhaps the most compelling reason for staying the Curtailment Order is that it will provide far more water to Rangen than curtailment will
Curtailment of 157,000 acres is predicted to provide 9.1 cfs to Rangen at
steady-state. In the first year of curtailment, only 3.4 cfs is predicted to accrue to Rangen. Accordingly, the Curtailment OX'der provides for phased-in
mitigation, requiring groundwater users to provide 3.4 cfs in mitigation the
first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth

year, and 9 .1 cfs the fifth year. 15
On April 11, 2014, the IDWR approved IGWA's first mitigation plan
in part, providing an immediate 3.0 cfs mitigation credit for groundwater

recharge, conversions, dry-ups, and the Sandy Pipe exchange. 16 These mit·
igation actions are already in place and will be implemeJJ.ted ~ if the
Curtailment Order is stayed. Because the 3.0 cfs credit is 0.4 cfs short of
the full 3.4 cfs mitigation obligation, the IDWR has ordered the curtail-

ment of all groundwater rights in the Magic Valley with priority dates jun-

ior to July 1, 1983, beginning Mays, 2014.
The additional 0.4 cfs th.at R.angen will receive if the Curtailment Order is not stayed is a fraction of the 10-12 cfs of water Rangcn will receive if
it is stayed. As mentioned above, the Curtailment Order rules that Rangen
does not have a valid water right from Billingsley Creek, depriving Rangen
of 10-12 cfs of water CRangen has petitioned for judicial review of this rul-

u Curtailment Order p. 42 (Ex. A to Budge Aft..)
16 Ex. E to Budge Aft.
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ing), 17 Since staying the Curtailment Order will allow Rangen to continue
to divert 10-12 cfs from Billingsley Creek during the judicial review process, Rangen will not be harmed, but will instead substantially benefit, if

the Curtaihnent Order is stayed during the appeal.
,. A stay is in the public's interest.

The magnitude of the pending curtaihnent lUes to the level of a pub--

lie crisis. Gi:'V'en Idaho's heavily agriculturewdependent economy, the effects of curtailment will undoubtedly ripple throughout Idaho,s economy.
Staying the CUrtailment Order will provide the time needed for IGWA
to put in place a long"term solution to meet the fu.119.1 cfs mitigation obligation. IOWA has a pending water right application to use up to 12 cfs from
Billingsley Creek for mitigation purposes, which, if granted, will meet the
full 9.1 cfs mitigation ~bligation. 18 In addition, IGWA has a pending Second Mitigation Plan that proposes to deliver 9 .1 cfs to Ran.gen from Tucker
Springs, also meeting the full mitigation obligation.19 This proposal is cur·
rently being engineered and is expected to be approved since the IDWR. has
approved pump·b~ed mitigation systems previously.
While curtaihnent can be avoided long-term by either of these options, the damage of a short-term curtailment will have already been done.
The public interest weighs overwhelmingly against short-term curtailment,

p~cularly since it would provide less water to Rangen than would a stay
of the Curtailment Order.

CONCLUSION
The Curtailment Order should be stayed during judicial review because a stay will (1) provide more water to Rangen than enforcing the Orders, (2) avoid severe and irreparable harm to the curtailed groundwater
17 SeeE.xhibits 2.291and 3656

(Ex. Ft:o Budge A.ff.)

18

Ex. Gto Budge Aff.
i , Ex. H to Budge Aff.
IGWA't Motion to Stay Curtail.meat Order-8
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users and the economies of the Magic Valley and the State of Idaho, (3) al·
low judicial review of critical issues of first impression, avoiding mistaken
curtailment, and (4) serve the public interest.

DATED April 25, 2014.
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
&: BAILEY, CHARTER.BO

By: / #1'~7!er:I-..../.

"'z;"'~

Randall C. Budge
Thomas J. Budge
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I certify that on this 25th day of April, 2014, the foregoing document
was served on the following persons in the manner indicated.

Original to:
Clerk of the Court
SRBA DEPUTY CLERK
253 3fliAve. North
P0Box2707
TwinFalls,ID 83303-2707
Deputy Attorney General
Garrick L. Baxter
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P.O.Box1800
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J. Justin May
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W. Kent Fletcher
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!_,_District Court. S R s r - · - i

Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949)

Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7465)

I

RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
Be BAILEY, CHARTER.ED

201 E. Center St./ P.O. Boxl391
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232w6101-phone
(208) 232-6109-fax

Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho

l

APR 2 5 20t4

rcb@racinelaw.net
tjh@mcinelaw.net
Attorneysfor Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc.
DISTRICT COURT OFTBE STATE OF IDAHO
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
TWIN FALLS COUNTY

RAN GEN, INC, an Idaho
corporation,
Petitioner,

Case No. CV-2014-13 38
(Consolidated with Gooding County
Case No. CV-2014·179)

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
RESOURCES, and GARY
SPACKMAN, in his official capacity
as Director of the Idaho Department
of Water Resources,

Motion for Expedited Hearing
and Decision on IGWA's Motion
To Stay Curtailment Order

Respondent.

Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. {[GWA), acting for and on
behalf of its members, moves the Court pursuant' to Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 7(b)(3) for an expedited hearing anddecisionon!GWA'sPetirion

to Stay Curtailment Order filed herewith. Curtailment is scheduled to go
into effect on May S, 2015, drying up 25,000 acres of cropland and leaving
dairies, businesses, and cities without water.

IGWA filed a motion to stay the Curtailment Order with the IDWR on
April 17, 2014, titled IGWA~ Second Petition to Stay Curtailment, and
Modonfor an Expedited Head.ng and Decision.
onIGWA's Motion to Stay Curtailment Order-1
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Request for Expedited Decision ("Second Petition to Stay'"). On April 21, 2014,
the IDWR issued its Order Shortening Time to File Responses to IGWA~

Second Peririon to Stay Curtailment, wherein it granted IGWK.s motion to
expedite the decision, and ordered the parties to respond to IGWKs Second

Petition ta Stay by April 25, 2014•.1 IGWA expects that the IDWR will issue

its decision on IGWA's Second Petition to Stay sometime in the first part of
the week of April 28, 2014.
In case the IDWR denies IGWKs Second Petition to Stay, IGWA has
filed IGWA~ Motion to Stay Curtailment Order with this Court. IGWA

respectfully requests that the Court schedule an expedited hearing on
IGWA's motion at 1:30 p.m. on Thursday, May 1, 2014, so the parties can
be heard and the Court can issue its decision before the Curtailment Order
becomes effective on Monday, May 5, 2014.
DATED April 25, 2014,
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTER.ED

;;; 1,;::::;,~
-u~
~.
Budge
Randall C.
Thomas J. Budge

Order Shortening Time to FUe Re.sponses to IGWA 11 Second Petition to Stay Curtailment,
IDWRDocket No. CM~DC..2011~004 (April 21, 2014).
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istrict Court • SABA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appe a~ h
County of Twin Falls. State o1 1 a o

APR 2 5 2014
By___..__.::...____..___..___..___..___..___..-;c3j;1e~rk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2014-1338
NOTICE OF HEARING

On April 25, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA"), filed a
Motion to Stay Curtailment Order in the above-captioned matter. On that same date, IGWA

filed a Motion for Expedited Hearing and Decision on IGWA 's Motion to Stay Curtailment

NOTICE OF HEARING
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Order, requesting that its Motion to Stay Curtailment Order be heard on an expedited basis on
May 1, 2014 at 1:30 p.m.
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that a hearing on (1) IGWA's Motion to Stay Curtailment

Order and (2) Motion for Expedited Hearing and Decision on JGWA 's Motion to Stay
Curtailment Order is set for May 1, 2014 at 1 :30 p.m. (Mountain Time), at the Snake River
Basin Adjudication District Court, 253 3rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. IGWA's Motion

for Expedited Hearing and Decision on JGWA 's Motion to Stay Curtailment Order will be taken
up first. Telephone participation will be available by dialing 1-215-446-0193 and entering
406128# when prompted. However, no cell phones or speaker phones will be permitted as

they interfere with our sound system making the proceeding difficult to accurately record.
Video teleconferencing ("VTC") will also be available by appearing at either (1) the Idaho
Department of Water Resources, Idaho Water Center, 322 E. Front St., Conference Rm. B,
Boise, Idaho, or (2) the Idaho Department of Water Resources, Eastern Regional Office, 900 N.
Skyline Drive, Ste. A, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Dated ~ . \

ZS" 1 '2 O\i

NOTICE OF HEARING
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the NOTICE OF
HEARING was mailed on April 25, 2014, with sufficient first-class
postage to the following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
Represented by:
JERRY R RIGBY
25 N 2ND E
PO BOX 250
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250
Phone: 208-356-3633

IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204 1391
Phone: 208-232-6101
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
Phone: 208-733-0700
AMERICAN FALLS RESEVOIR
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
NOTICE OF HEARING
Page
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Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949)
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7 465)
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED

r-I

201 E. Center St./ P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232-6101-phone
(208) 232-6109-fax
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net
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DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
TWIN FALLS COUNTY

RANG EN, INC, an Idaho corporation,
Petitioner,

Case No. CV-2014-1338
(Consolidated with Gooding County
Case No. CV-2014-179)

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF RESOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN,
in his official capacity as Director of
the Idaho Department of Water Resources,

Affidavit of Thomas J. Budge in
SupportofIGWA'sMotionTo
Stay Curtailment Order

Respondent.
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bannock

)
: ss
)

I, Thomas J. Budge, hereby declare the following:
1.

I am one of the attorneys of record representing IGWA in this

district court appeal.
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the

Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 issued by the IDaho
Affidavit of Thomas J. Budge in Support of Motion
to Stay Curtailment Order- 1
000095

Department of Water Resources (IDWR) on July 29, 2014.
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit Bis a true and correct copy of the

Notice of Violation and Cease and Desist Order issued by the IDWR on
January 31, 2014.
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the

Order Granting IGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment issued by the
IDWR on February 21, 2014.
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the

Consent Order and Agreement dated March 7, 2014.
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit Eis a true and correct copy of the

Order Approving In Part And Rejecting In Part IGWA 's Mitigation
Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order issued by the IDWRonApril 11, 2014.
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit Fare true and correct copies of Ex-

hibit 2291 ("Historical Flows at Rangen Facility") and Exhibit 3656
("Annual Average Flow Rangen Hatchery 1966- 2012") which were admitted at the evidentiary hearing for the Rang en delivery call.
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of North
Snake Ground Water District's and Magic Valley Ground Water District's

Amended Application for Permit Number 36-16976 for 12 cfs for
Billingsley Creek.
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit His a true and correct copy ofIGWA' s Second Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing dated March 10,
2014.

FURTHER YOURAFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

DATED this 25th day of April, 2014.

Affidavit of Thomas J. Budge in Support of Motion
to Stay Curtailment Order-2
000096

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

{;jc/f!J day of April, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that on this 25'h day of April, 2014, the foregoing document
was served on the following persons in the manner indicated.

:~:;,;(2=
Original to:
Clerk of the Court
SRBA Deputy Clerk
253 3,aAve.North
P0Box2707
TwinFalls,ID 83303-2707

D
D

Deputy Attorney General
Garrick L. Baxter
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83 720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
kimi.white@idwr.idaho.gov

D
D
D
D

Robyn M. Brody
Brody Law Office, PLLC
P.O. Box 554
Rupert, ID 83350
rob}'Ilbrodi@hotmail,com

D
D
D
D

Fritz X. Haemmerle
Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC
P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333
fxh@haemlaw.cQm

D
D
D
D

J. Justin May
May, Browning & May, PLLC
1419 West Washington
Boise, ID 83702
jmai@maibrowning.com

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile - 208-736-2121
~ Overnight Mail
D Hand Delivery
D Email
U.S. Mail
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Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
~ Email

U.S. Mail
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Hand Delivery
~ Email
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U.S. Mail
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Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
~ Email
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Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE JANKOWSKI, LLP
51116'h St., Suite 500
Denver, Colorado 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrap@white-jankQwski.com

D
D
D
D

Dean Tranmer
City of Pocatello
P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83201
dtranmer@pocatello.l.ls

D
D
D
D

C. Thomas Arkoosh
Arkoosh Law Offices
P.O. Box 2900
Boise, ID 83 702
tom.arkoQsh@arkoosh.com

[8J U.S. Mail

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
Barker Rosholt & Simpson
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.i;;Qm
jks@idahQwaters.com
pla@idahQwaters.com

D
D
D
D

W. Kent Fletcher
Fletcher Law Office
P.O.Box248
Burley,ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

D
D
D
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
[8J Email
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551
AND 36-07694
(RANGEN, INC.)

)

CM-DC-2011-004

)

)
)
)
)
)

FINAL ORDER REGARDING
RANGEN, INC.'S PETITION
FOR DELIVERY CALL;
CURTAILING GROUND WATER
RIGHTS JUNIOR TO JULY 13, 1962

The Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department cf Water Resources ("Department")
finds, concludes, and orders as follows:

FINDINGS OF FACT

I.

Procedural Background

I.
On December 13, 2011, Rangen, Inc, ("Rangen") filed a Petitionfor Delivery
Call ("Petition") with the Department alleging that it is not receiving all of the water it is entitled
to pursuant to water right nos. 36-02551 and-%-07694, and is being materially injured by juniorpriority ground water pumping in the areas encompassed by the Enhanced Snake Plain Aquifer
Model Version 2.0 ("ESPAM 2.0"). Petition at 3-4. The Petition requested the Director
administer and distribute water in the areas encompassed by ESPAM 2.0 in accordance with the
prior appropriation doctrine and to curtail junior-priority ground water pumping as necessary to
deliver Rangen's water. Id, at 7.
2.
In response to the Petition, the Department assigned the contested case proceeding
docket number CM-DC-2011-004.
3.
On January 4, 2012, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGW A")
petitioned to be designated as a respondent or alternatively to intervene in the proceeding.
IOWA represents ground water districts whose members consist of irrigators, municipalities, and
commercial and industrial entities with ground water rights. Many of the ground water districts'
member's water rights are junior to Range a' s water rights and could be curtailed if Rangen is
successful in its delivery call. The Director granted IGWA's petition to intervene on January 13,
2012.
FINAL ORDER REGARDING RANG EN, INC.'S
PETffiON FOR DELIVERY CALL; CURTAILING
GROUND WATER RIGHTS JUNIOR TO JULY 13, 1962 • Page l
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4.
On May 21, 2012, the City of Pocatello ("Pocatello") petitioned to be designated
as a respondent or alternatively to intervene in the proceeding. Pocatello is a municipality with
ground water righLS junior to Rangen's water rights and could be curtailed if Rangen is
successful in its delivery call. The Director granted Pocatello's petition to be designated as a
respondent on May 29, 2012.

5.
On July 24, 2012, A&B Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir District #2,
Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side
Canal Company and Twin Falls Canal Company (collectively, the "Surface Water Coalition" or
"SWC') petitioned for limited intervention in the proceeding for the purpose of addressing the
application ofESPAM 2.0 in the Rangen delivery call. The water delivery entities comprising
the SWC hold senior surface water rights on the Snake River and filed a separate delivery call
against junior ground water users. The Department employed a previous version of ESPAM to
determine the effects of ground water pumping on the SWC' s senior priority water rights. The
Director granted the SWC's petition for limited intervention on August l 4, 2012.
6.
On August 14, 2012, Buckeye Farms, Inc. ("Buckeye") petitioned for limited
intervention in the Rangen proceeding for the purpose of addressing the application ofESPAM
2.0. Buckeye argued that it has several surface water rights downstream from Rangen and
should be allowed to participate in the proceeding because "[f]uture conjunctive administration
involving Buckeye's senior surface water rights will involve ESPAM 2.0." Buckeye Farms, Inc
Petition for Limited illlervelllion at 3. On August 21, 2012, both IOWA and Pocatello filed
responses in opposition to Buckeye's petition. The Director denied Buckeye's petition on
September 11, 2012, stating Buckeye's petition was untimely and that Buckeye's limited
interests are adequately represented by existing parties. Order Denying Buckeye Farms, Inc, 's
Petition for Limited Intervention at 2-3.
7.
On August 21, 2012, Fremont-Madison Irrigation District ("Fremont-Madison")
petitioned to be designated as a respondent or alternatively to intervene in the proceeding. The
Director granted Fremont-Madison's petition to be designated as a respondent on September I 1,
2012, concluding Fremont-Madison meets the definition of a respondent according to the
Department's rules of procedure because Fremont-Madison is an irrigation district that diverts
ground water from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA"} and could be curtailed ifRangen
is successful in iLS delivery call. Order Designating Freemont-Madison a Responde/11 at I.
8.
Several dis positive motions were filed prior to the hearing. Rangen filed a Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Material Injury on January 9, 2013. The motion was
disposed of by an Order Denyi11g Rangen, Inc. 's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re:
Material Injury issued April 24, 2013.
9.
Rangen filed a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Source on March 8,
2013, which was disposed ofby an Order Granring In Part and Denying in Parr Rangen, file's
Motion for Partial Summary Judgmem Re: Source issued on April 22, 2013.
10.
Pocatello filed a Motion for Declaratory Order Regarding Rangen's Legal
Obligation to Interconnect on March 8, 2013. The motion was disposed ofby an Order Denying
FINAL ORDER REGARDING RAN GEN, INC.'S
PETITION FOR DELIVERY CALL; CURTAILING
GROUND WATER RIGHTS JUNIOR TO JULY n, I96l-Page2
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City of Pocatello's Motio11for Declaratory Order Re: Range11 's Legal Obligation to /merco1mec1
issued on April 23, 2013.

IL
The hearing on Rangen's delivery call commenced on May I, 2013, at the
Department's Stale Office in Boise, Idaho. The hearing concluded on May 16, 2013. The
hearing was bifurcated. The first part of the hearing focused on issues of material injury and
beneficial use and the second part of the hearing focused on issues related to ESPA.VI 2.1. 1

II.

History of the Rangen Facility

12.
Rangen started business in l 925. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 53. The company was
formally incorporated lo 1935 and has been in business for over 88 years. Tel. Aquaculture is
one of the company's business enterprises. Id.
13.
Ran gen owns and operates a fish research and propagation facility ("Rangen
Facility") in the Thousands Springs area near Hagerman, Idaho. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 55.
Rangen Exhibit !0051 is a schematic diagram of the Rangen Facility and is attached as
Attachment A. The Rangen Facility is situated below a canyon rim at the headwaters of
Billingsley Creek. ld. Torlief Rangen began construction of the Rangen Facility in 1962. hi. at

62.
14.
The Rangen Facility was developed in stages. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 61. The
facility started with a series of concrete channels for fish rearing, now commonly referred to as
the "small raceways" and the "large raceways," and a hatch house for incubation of fish eggs.
Rangen Ex. 1014; Courtney, Vol. I, pp. 60, 66. Rangen also constructed some earthen ponds for
fish rearing and holding. The facility was expanded in 1976, when additional raceways, now
referred to as the "CTR raceways," were constructed. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 61. In approximately
1992, the greenhouse was added lo the back of the hatch house to expand Rangen's hatching and
research capabilities. Id. Other buildings were added over time, but their addition is not relevant
to this proceeding.
15.
Rangen first filed a delivery call in September of 2003, seeking to curtail juniorpriority ground water users. In February of 2004, a previous Director of the Department, Karl
Dreher, ordered curtailment of all ground water rights in Water District 130 with priority dates
junior to July 13, 1962 (the priority date of Rangen 's water right no. 36-02551}. Order at 26
(Feb. 25; 2004). However, ESPAM model version 1.0 was released shortly thereafter. Based on
the curtailment predictions of ESPAM 1.0, Director Dreher withdrew his curtailment order,
concluding instead tbat the Ran gen delivery call was futile. Second Amel!ded Order at 28 (May
19, 2005).

1

As described later in this order, ESPAM 2.0 was updated shortly before tbe hearing commenced. The latest
version is referred to us ES PAM 2.1.
1
All references to "Exhibit" or "Ex." in this order refer to exhibits from the adminislmti,e hewing in !his mauer.
FINAL ORDER REGARDING RANG EN, INC!S
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Ill.

Source of Water and Diversions

16.
Immediately east of the Rangen Facility, water emanates from numerous springs
on the Laius slopes just below the canyon rim. Water also emanates from what is called the
"Martin-Curren Tunnel" or "Curren Tunnel." The tunnel is a large, excavated conduit
constructed high on the canyon rim and extends approximately 300 feet into the canyon wall.
Tate, Vol. IV, p. 911. The first 50 feet of the tunnel is supported by a corrugated metal pipe
approximately 6 feet in diameter. Brendecke, Vol. IX, p. 2039. The remaining 250 feel of the
excavation is an open tunnel unsupported by any structure. Id. The main tunnel bifurcates into
two tunnels approximately 150-200 feet into the tunnel from its mouth. Id.; IOWA Ex. 2328.
The record does not clearly establish when the tunnel was built, but the tunnel predates the
construction of the Ran gen Facility.
17.
A concrete collection box located near the mouth of the Curren Tunnel collects
water for delivery to Rangen and holders of early priority irrigation water rights via pipelines.
Pocatello Ex. 3651. The concrete box is commonly referred to as the "Farmers' Box." Since
2002, the water historically diverted by the senior-priority irrigation water right holders has been
replaced with surface water delivered by the Sandy Pipeline. Sullivan, Vol. VI, p. 1345;
Brendecke, Vol. IX, p. 2081. Currently, only Rangen diverts from 1he Farmers' Box, but senior
priority irrigation water right holders may call for delivery of water from Curren Tunnel in the
future.
18.
Further down the talus slope is a second concrete water collection box with an
open top, conunonly referred to as the "Rangen Box." Rangen rediverts the water from the
Farmers' box through two plastic pipes down Lo the Rangen Box. Sullivan, Vol. vn, p. 1661.
Water is then delivered from the Rangen Box via a 12-inch diameter steel pipe to the small
raceways. Id. The water diverted by Rangen can then be routed from the small raceways down
through the large and CTR raceways. Id. Rangen Exhibit 1292, a picture showing the two
collection boxes and the distribution piping, is attached as Attachment B. Water can also be
spilled out the side of the Ran gen Box and returned to the talus slope.
19.
In the early l 980's, Rangen built a 6-inch white PVC pipeline to divert water
from inside the Curren Tunnel and deliver the water Lo the hatch house and greenhouse
buildings. The water is used in the hatch house and/or greenhouse and then can be discharged
either back into Billingsley Creek or discharged directly into the small raceways and used in the
large and CTR raceways. Sullivan, Vol. VI, p. 1336.
20.
The main diversion for the large raceways is located downstream from the talus
slope, where the defined channel for Billingsley Creek begins. Sullivan, Vol. VI, p. 1336. This
Rangen diversion is commonly referred to as the "Large Raceway Diversion" or "Bridge
Diversion." The Bridge Diversion collects and diverts the spring flows that arise on the talus
slope below the Curren Tunnel and water spilled from the Rangen Box. Id.
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IV.

Rangen Water Rights

2L
Rangen holds five water rights for the Rangen Facility. The five water rights
have been decreed 1.i'irough !he Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"). Rangen's decreed
water rights are summarized as follows:

I

I

ELEMENTS OF RANG EN, INC.'S WATER RIGHTS

WATER
RIGHT NO.:
PRIORITY
DATE:
SOURCE:

OUANTITY:
DIVERSION
POINT:
PURPOSE
AND PERIOD
OF USE:

PLACE OF
USE:

3

36-00134B

36-00135A

36-15501

36-02551

36-07694

Oct. 9, 1884

Apr. I, 1908

July I, 1957

July 13, 1962

Apr. 12, 1977

Martin-Curren
Tunnel
Tributary:
Billingsley
Creek
0.09 cfs'
T07S Rl4E
S32
SESWNW
Domestic
(0.07 cfs)
Ol-01 to
12-31
Irrigation (0.09
cfs)
03-15 to
11-15

Martin-Curren Martin-Curren
Tunnel
Tunnel
Tributary:
Tributary:
Billingsley
Billingsley
Creek
Creek
0.05 cfs
1.46 cfs
T07S Rl4E
T07S R14E
S32SESWNW S32SESWNW

Martin-Curren Martin-Curren
Tunnel
Tunnel
Tributary:
Tributary:
Billingsley
Billingsley
Creek
Creek
26.0 cfs
4854 cfs
T07S Rl4E
T07S Rl4E
S32 SESWNW S32SESWNW

Domestic
(0.05 cfs)
01.QI to
12-31
Irrigation (0.05
cfs)
03-lSto
11-15

Fish
Propagation
(1.46 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31

Domestic
T07S Rl4E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW
Irrigation
T07SRl4E
S31 SWNE2
SENE4
S32 SWNWI
( 7 acres total)

Domestic
T07SRl4E
S31SENE
S32SWNW
Irrigation
T07SRl4E
S31 SWNE2
SENE4
S32SWNW l

Fish
Propag~tion
T07SRl4E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW

Domestic
(0.10 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31
Fish
Propagation
(48.54 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31
Domestic
T07S Rl4E
S31SENE
S32SWNW
Fish

Fish
Propagation
(26.0 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31

Fish
Propagation
T07S R14E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW

Propagation
T07S Rl4E
S31SENE
S32SWNW

Cubic feet per second.
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22.
Water right nos. 36-00134B and 36-00135A are for irrigation and domestic
purposes. They are not for fish propagation.
23.
Water right nos. 36-1550 I. 36-02551, and 36.()7694 authorize a total, cumulative
diversion of 76.0 cfs for fish propagation. The priority dates associated with the three fish
propagation water rights are July I, 1957, July 13, 1962 and April 12, 1977, respectively.
24.
Ran gen alleges that it "is not receiving all of the water to which it is entitled
pursuant Lo decreed water rights nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694." Petition at 3. Rangen does not
allege injury Lo water right nos. 36.00134B, 36..QOL35A, and 36-15501. Id.
25.
The source for water right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694 is tile Martin-Curren
Tunnel, which is commonly referred to as the Curren Tunnel. Rangen Ex. I026; Rangen Ex.
I 028. The point of diversion for both water rights is described as the LO acre tract: SESWNW
T07S R14E S32. Id.
26.
On March 8, 2013, Rangen filed a Morion and Brief in Support of Motion for
Parrial Summary Judgment Re: Source ("Source Brief'). Rangen sought a ruling that it is
entitled to judgment as a matter of Jaw as follows: (I) the source for water rights 36-02551, 3607694, and 36-15501 is surface water, not grourid water; arid {2) its delivery call "is not limited
only to water from the mouth of the Martin-Curren Tunnel itself." Source Brief at 2. Rangen
stated that IGWA and Pocatello "contend that Rangen's water rights at issue are ground water
rights (as opposed to surface water) and that Ran gen can only call for water discharging from the
mouth of the Martin-Curren Tunnel itself and not the entire spring complex that supplies
Rangen's Research Hatchery." Id. at 2-3.
27.
On the issue of source, the Director reviewed the SRBA decrees and concluded
the decrees were not ambiguous:
Water right nos. 36-2551, 36-7694, and 36-15501 were decreed in the SRBA with
the following Source element: Martin-Curren Tunnel, tributary to Billingsley
Creek. . .. The fact that the source and tributary are named demonstrate that the
rigltts were decreed from a surface water source. See [IDAPA 37.03.01.060]
("For surface waler sources, the source of water shall be identified .... The first
named downstream water source to which the source is tributary shall also be
listed. For ground water sources, the source shall be listed as 'ground water."').
Consistent with [IDAPA 37.03.01.060], listing a source and tributary for surface
waler rights, and only "ground water" for ground water rights, was the custom
and practice in the SRBA. In 1997, Rangen's Martin-Curren Tunnel water rights
were partially decreed. The partial decrees were entered pursuant to Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 54(b). No appeal has ever been taken. The plain language of
Rangen 's partial decrees from the SRBA show that Martin-Curren Tunnel is
unambiguously surface water.

Order Graming in Part and Denying in Part Rm1gen, Inc. 's Motion For Partial
Sw11mary Judgme/ll Re: Source ("Order on Summary Judgment") at 4 (April 22, 2013).
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28.
The Director also concluded that previous Idaho Supreme Court decisions already
decided that the source of the Martin-Curren Tunnel is surface water. Order on Summary
Judgment at 4. The Idaho Supreme Court case Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392,871 P.2d
809 (l 994), involved a delivery call by water users other than Ran gen with water rights from the
Martin-Curren Tunnel. The Court in Musser specifically described the source as "springs."
Musser at 394, 871 P.2d at 811. Spring water users are considered surface water users, not
ground water users. Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790, 804, 252 P.3d 71,
85 (2011) ("The Spring Users are not appropriators of ground water ... [t)hey are appropriators
of surface water flowing from springs."). The Court in A &B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Dept. of Water
Res., had cause to discuss the Musser Court's characterization of the source and recognized that
the Martin-Curren Tunnel is considered surface water. A&B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Dep/. of Water
Res., 153 Idaho 500,509,284 P.3d 225,234 (2012)(Concluding that the Court in Musser could
not have opined on the application of the Ground Water Act because the call was "between
senior spring users and junior ground water users.fl)
29.
Based on the above conclusions, the Director granted summary judgment to
Rangen on the issue of source. Order an Summary Judgmenr at 7.
30.

On the second issue, the Director again started with the SRBA decrees:

The point of diversion element decreed by the SRBA district court
unambiguously limits diversion to T07S Rl4E S32 SESWNW. Therefore, by the
unambiguous terms of its SRBA partial decrees, Rangen is not authorized to
divert water from sources outside T07S R14E S32 SESWNW. Without a water
right that authorizes diversion outside T07S Rt4E S32 SESWNW, Rangen cannot
call for delivery of water from sources located outside its decreed point of
diversion. IDAPA 37.03.ll.001 ("rules prescribe procedures for responding lo a
delivery call made by the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water right)
(emphasis ndded); 37.03. I 1.010.25 (defining "water right" to mean "[t]he legal
right to divert and use ... the public waters of the state of Idaho where such right
is evidenced by a decree ....").

Order 011 Smnmary Judgme/11 al 6 (emphasis in original).
However, summary judgment was not granted to any party on the issue of the
3 t.
point of diversion because questions of material fact remained related to how water is diverted
by Rangen from the Curren Tunnel, Id. 6-7.

V.

Water Measurements

32.
Rangen has measured the flows through the Rangen Facility since 1966. Ramsey,
Vol. III, p. 617; Rangen Ex. 1075. Since 1995, Rangen has been required by the Department to
measure the flows through the Rangen Facility and report the measurements annually to the
watermaster. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 13.
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33.
The water that flows through the Rangen Facility is measured at two different
locations, the CTR raceways a11d the lodge pond dam. 4 Maxwell, Vol. I, p. 269; Rangen Ex.
1074. Rangen's measurements at the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam, summed together,
quantify all inflow !hat is tributary to Billingsley Creek upstream from those measurement
locations, except for diversions to the senior irrigation rights from the Farmers' Box. Courtney,
Vol. I, p. 142. Irrigation return flows sporadically discharge into Billingsley Creek above the
lodge dam measurement point. R.angen is not able to beneficially use these irrigation return
flows, but the irrigation return flows are included in Rangen's measurements. Id., pp. 142-143.
Ran gen measures the flows weekly. fr!., p. 270. The weekly measurements from the CTR
raceways and the lodge pond dam are summed for reporting purposes. Maxwell, Vol. I. p. 281;
Ran gen Ex. 1094. Rangen also measures flows weekly at the large raceways, but the large
raceways measurement data are not reported to the watermaster, Maxwell, Vol. L, p. 278.
To determine the flow of water in the CTR raceways, Rangen employees measure
34.
the depth of water (head) flowing over wooden check board dams in each raceway using a ruler
placed on top of the board. Maxwell, Vol. I, pp. 270-273. This method of measuring head with
a ruler on top of the board is commonly referred to as "sticking the weir." Sullivan, Vol. XI, p.
1387. Rangen employees clean lhe upper board in each multi-board dam prior to measuring the
head to prevent error from moss accumulation. Erwin, Vol. I, p. 249. Rangen also inspects the
upper dam board to ensure that the board is centered and flush. Maxwell, Vol. I, pp. 273-274.
Rangen uses the same procedure to measure head at the lodge pond dam.
35.
Frank Erwin, who has been watermaster for Water District 36 for more than 16
years, observed Rangen employee Dan Maxwell measuring water three or four times. Erwin,
Vol. I, p. 249. Erwin stated Maxwell did "a good job" and that Maxwell "probably does a little
better job at it than I would be able to do." Id., p. 245. He stated that Rangen sends him annual
reports of their water measurements and that he has never had an issue with any of Rangen's
measurements. Id.
36.
Wooden check board dams are considered nonstandard measurement devices and
are not listed as an acceptable measuring device in the Department's Minimum Accepwble
Standards for Open Channel a11d Closed Conduir Measuring Devices. ¥ enter, Vol. III, p. 557;
JDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 59; Luke, Vol. V, pp. 1134-1135. Roughness,
rounding, and sagging in wooden check boards can cause measurement error. Sullivan, Vol. VI,
pp. 1408-1409.
37.
Although wooden check board dams are considered nonstandard measuring
devices, the Department historically accepted measurements using these structures because the
Department's standards allow an accuracy of+/- 10% for open channel measuring devices when
compared to measurements using standard portable measuring devices. The Department's
experience is that flows rates derived by treating wooden check board dams as weirs generally

4

The Department has measured the now from the moulh of Curren Tunnel since 1993. The Curren Tunnel tlow
data are not used by tho waterroaster ID determine the overall flows through the Rangen Facility, as most water thal
emanates from the Curren Tunnel is counted either al the measurement in the CTR raceways or at the lodge pond
dam.
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provide an accuracy of+/- 10%. Venter, Vol. Ill, p. 567; IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203,
p. 13; Luke, Vol. V, pp. l 139,! 140, 1168.
38.
Two questions were raised related to Rangen's measurements. The first question
is whether Rangen historically under-measured its flows because Rangen was using an incorrect
rating table. The second question is whether United States Geological Survey ("USGS") flow
measurements downstream from the Rangen Facility are a more accurate representation of
historic flows through the Rangen Facility and should be relied upon in this proceeding.
39.
The Francis equation for a standard suppressed rectangular weir with full bottom
contraction is Q=CLH312 where the weir coefficient "C" is 3.33, and:
Q=flow rate in cubic feet per second
L=length of the weir crest in feet
H=head of water over the weir crest in feet
40.
Each weir type has a unique weir coefficient and relates the measurement of the
head on the weir lo the flow rate over the weir. Brockway, Vol. IV, p. 935. A wooden check
board dam employed by Rangen is considered a suppressed weir with a nonstandard weir blade.

Id.
41.
After measuring the head over the wooden check board dams, Ran gen employees
consult a rating table and identify the flow value corresponding to the measured head for each
raceway. By referring to a rating table, a water user can determine flow rates based solely upon
the head of water over the weir without calculating the flow with a weir equation. The values in
a rating table should be derived either from a weir equation or from direct measurements of
discharge and head at numerous flow rates.
42.
Historically, Rangen has used at least two different rating tables. It is not clear
how Rangen's rating tables were derived. The accuracy of Rangen's original and revised rating
tables was an issue discussed extensively at the hearing. The parties, including Rangen, agree
that there are problems with the original and the revised rating tables.
43.
If compared to the Francis equation, the weir coefficient implicit in Rangen's
original rating table varied with the depth of water over the weir crest. Pocatello Ex. 3 345, p.
18. Prior to December 1998, Rangen's rating table implied a weir coefficient that averaged
between 3.27 and 3.40. Id.
44.
Sometime between December 1998 and July 2003, Rangen revised its rating
table. Pocatello Ex. 3345, p. 18. Between December 1998 and July 2003, there are no measured
head data available with which to determioe the implicit average weir coefficient. ld. Starting io
July 2003 through the preseot, the available measurement data suggest that the revised table had
an equivalent weir coefficient in the range of 3.05 to 3.09. Id.
45.
When the head over a wooden dam board exceeds approximately two times the
width of the board crest, the nappe, or the sheet of water flowing over the top of the dam board,
begins to "spring" from the front edge of the dam board, and simulates the physical "springing"
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of water across a sharp crested weir blade. Brocl::way, Vol. IV, pp. 955-958. The width of
Rangen's dam boards is I and 5/8 inches. Two times l and 5/8 inches is 3 and 14 inches. The
vast majority of fumgen's head measurements exceeded 3 and 1A inches, more than two times the
dam board width. Id., p. 959. Rangen·s wooden darn boards act like a standard suppressed
sharp-crested weir. ld., p. 959. Without actually calibrating the measurement of flows over the
nonstandard dam boards, the best approximation of a correct flow computation for measuremen!S
of head at Rang en's wooden check board dams, would be to use the Francis formula with the
standard suppressed sharp-crested weir coefficient of 3.33. Brockway, Vol. IV, pp. 959,962. 5
46.
In 2003, the Department evaluated Rangen ·s measurements in connection with
Rangen's previous delivery call. Department employees measured flows at the large and CTR
raceways and the lodge pond dam by "sticking the weir." Department employees measured a
combined total discharge of 18,69 cfs for the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam. Rangen
Ex. 1129. p. 3. The day prior to the Department's measurement, Ran gen employees measured a
combined total discharge of 17.52 cfs for the CTR raceways and !he lodge pond dam, a
difference of 1.17 cfs, or a difference of approximately -6%. ld., p. 12.
47,
The employment of a nonstandard m..,"1JSuring device and the under-reporting of
flow rate values due to the uncalibrated rating table is cause to review other available flow rate
measurement values. The USGS periodically measures Billingsley Creek flows at a site just
downstream of the Rangen Facility. Sullivan, Vol. VJ, pp. 1414-1415. The USGS derives flow
values by measuring velocities across the creek's flow profile and by multiplying each measured
velocity by a cross sectional area to compute the flow rate in each individual cross sectional area
using a current meter. The flow rates for each area are summed, resulting in a total flow rate.
The method described above ls considered a standard method of water measurement, is listed as
an acceptable measuring method in the Department's Minimum Acceptable Sta11dardsfor Open
Channel and Closed Conduit Measuring Devices, and is employed to calibrate the accuracy of
weirs and other measuring devices. USGS tlow measurements are widely accepted as accurate
and objective measurements.
48.
When a USGS hydrographer measures tlow rates, the hydrographer assigns a
quality rating to the measurement. Sullivan, Vol. VI, p. 1423. This is a quasi-quantitative rating
of the quality of the measurement Various factors are considered in rnting the measurement.
The USGS quantifies the standard error6 associated with each rating. The highest rating assigned
to measurements in Billingsley Creek below the Rangen Facility is "good," abbreviated by the
letter "G:' When a measurnmenl is rated "G," the estimated standard error is plus or minus 5%.
A lesser rating of"fair" is ahbreviated by the letter "E" When a measurement is rated "F," the
estimated standard error of the measurement is plus or minus 8%. ld. al 1424. The lowest rating
is "poor," abbreviated by the letter "P:' When a measurement is rated "P," the estimated
standard error of the measurement is greater than 8%. Id. The abbreviation "U" means the
measurement was unrated and means that, for some reason, the hydrographer didn't assign a
' Brockway derived n weir coefficicnl for measuring flows discharging over splash board dams at another fish
propagation facility. The other racility's weir coeffident was :Hi8. Brockway distinguished the olhcr racllity's weir
coefficient from !he standard 3.33 value by observing that the head mcasurcmellls over the dam board at the other
facil!ty were near or below two times 1hc width of the dam board, resulting in a larger coemcicnt,
• A s1andard errorof5% means there is a 6B% probability that the true measurement is within plus or minus 5% of
the 1rue ,.ilue. Sum,an. Vol. VI. p. 1421.
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rating. Id. Most of the USGS measurements in Billingsley Creek below the Rangen Facility are
rated as "good" or "fair" measurements. The rating of measurement conditions may be "fair"
because, as discussed in the IDWR staff memorandum, flow and/or cross-sectional conditions
are less than ideal. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 65.
49.
Rangen presented evidence that there is a small drain that discharges into
Billingsley Creek between where Rangen measures flows from the Rangen Facility and where
the USGS measures flow in Billingsley Creek. This drain sometimes carries irrigation return
flows to the creek. Sullivan, Vol. VI, p. 1419. However, the record does not support a finding
that these return flows affected the USGS measurements because the USGS generally measures
the flow in Billingsley Creek during the non-irrigation season. Id.
50.
Pocatello compared the USGS measurements taken downstream from Rangen
with Rangen's reported flows closest to the date of the USGS measurement. Pocatello's expert,
Greg Sullivan, testified that comparison of Rangen's reported flows with flows measured by the
USGS below the Rangen Facility show a systematic under-measurement of Rangen's flows,
especially since 1980. Sullivan estimated the measurement error to be [5.9% based on the
comparison of 45 measurements by the USGS between 1980 and 2012. Sullivan, Vol. VI, pp.
1428-1429; Pocatello Ex., p. 3349.
51.
In addition, Sullivan derived a weir coefficient for the Rangen Facility by solving
the standard weir equation for the weir coefficient using 14 of the USGS flow measurements and
Rangen head measurements made nearest in time. Sullivan derived an average weir coefficient
of3.62. Sullivan, Vol. VI., pp. 1438-1439.
52.
The Director finds, based upon clear and convincing evidence, that Rangen's use
of a nonstandard measuring device with an inaccurate rating curve has resulted in underreporting of flows at the CTR raceways and Rangen's lodge pond clam.

VI.

Historical Spring Flows

53.
Notwithstanding Rangen's use of inaccurate rating tables and under-reporting of
its flows, it is clear that spring flows in the area of the Curren Tunnel have declined significantly.
IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 2. In I 966, Rangen's reported hatchery flows averaged
50.7 cfs. Rangen Ex. 1075. In 2012, spring complex flows averaged just 14.6 cfs. [d. If one
redetermines Rangen's reported flows using Pocatello's estimated measurement error of 15.9%
since 1980, the declines in flow rate from the Rangen springs have been dramatic. Even if the
15.9% correction is applied to the 2012 spring complex discharge, flows declined by over 33 cfs
between 1966 and 2012.
54.
Discharge from the mouth of Curren Tunnel has been measured by the
Department since 1993. Pocatello, Ex. 3650, p. 5. The measured discharge does not include
flow in the 6-inch PVC pipe. The sum of the tunnel discharge and flow in the 6-inch PVC pipe
represents the flow available from the Curren Tunnel source. Rangen began submitting flow
data for the 6-inch PVC pipe to the Department in 1996. Sullivan used data available from! 996
through 20l I to extrapolate Curren Tunnel flows prior to 1996. id. Sullivan estimated the
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average annual tunnel flow in 1966 was 32.l cfs. 7 Pocatello, Ex. 3650, Table A-5. By 2011, the
average annual tunnel flow had declined to 4.4 cfs. Id., Table A-1.
55.
There is no single reason for the decline in flow. Several anthropogenic activities
on the Eastern Snake Plain caused reductions in spring flows near Rangen and throughout the
Thousand Springs complex. These activities included diversion of ground water from wells,
reduction in incidental recharge because of increased delivery and application efficiencies for
surface water irrigation, and reductions in incidental recharge because of an overall reduction in
surface water delivered for irrigation of the Eastern Snake Plain. Reduction in natural recharge
derived from precipitation has also contributed to declines in spring flow. Because the Ran gen
spring complex is hydraulically connected to the ESPA, it is clear that ground water pumping has
contributed to the decrease in discharge, but other activities have also contributed.

VII.

Effects of Declining Flows on Rangen

56.
Rangen argues that its ability to conduct research ha~ been hindered because of
reduced spring flows. Ramsey, Vol. Ill, p. 691; Kinyon, Vol. II, pp. 452,460; Rangen Ex. 1161.
An important aspect of the Rangen Facility is its research. Rangen conducts experiments at its
facility to: (a) improve its commercial fish food, (b) treat or prevent disease, and (c) improve its
fish rearing (husbandry) techniques. Because of lower flows, Rangen is not able to conduct all
the desired experiments. Ramsey, Vol. III, pp. 692-693. Rangen would conduct more research
if the flows were higher. Kinyon, Vol. V, p. 1183.
57.
Pocatello argues that, historically, most of Rangen's experiments have been
conducted inside the hatchhouse and greenhouse, not outside in the raceways, and that outside
experiments in production ponds do not generate reliable data. Woodling, Vol. VI, pp. 12391240. Pocatello references a Rangen analysis suggesting that more reliable data could be
generated from studies in the greenhouse as opposed to the outside raceways. Woodling, Vol.
VI, p. 1246. Rangen's response to this argument is that its clients want experiments in outdoor
raceways in a production-type setting, not a laboratory setting, and tllat Ran gen would conduct
experiments in the outdoor raceways if more water were available. Ramsey, Vol. III, pp. 697698. For example, Rangen testified it would experiment with fishmeal replacements. Kinyon,
Vol. V, p. 1185; Ramsey, Vol. V, p. 1197. Rangen testified Lo numerous other studies it would
undertake. Kinyon, Vol. V, pp. 1184-1186; Ramsey, Vol. V, pp. 1198-1199.
58.
Pocatello also argues that if Rangen wants to undertake outside studies, it should
modify the way it conducts raceway studies and initiate fish tagging studies instead. Woodling,
Vol. VI, pp. 1249-1250. Pocatello suggests Rangen would then need only two raceways and
would gather better data. Pocatello recognizes that its suggested alternative study method would
require much more manpower to complete, but suggests Rangen can find volunteers with the
Idaho State Fish and Game or Idaho Power Company ("Idaho Power").

7 Pocalello's Ex. 3650, Table A-5 is based on Rangen's reported values for flow in lhc CTR raceways and lodge
pond dam. The values in Table A-5 do not incorporate Pocalello's correction of Rongen's reponcd values based on
comparison wilh the USGS data.
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59.
Rangen also argues that its ability to raise more fish has been hindered because of
the reduced flows. Tate, Vol. IV, pp. 867-868. There currently is sufficient water available to
the hatchery and the greenhouse to raise more fish should Rangen desire to do so. Tate, Vol. IV,
p. 894. The bottleneck for raising more fish is the outside raceways. Rangen has sufficient
water to operate lhe small raceways during some parts of the year but not others. Id., p. 895.
Rangen could open up the other raceways and add more fish if it had more water. Tate, Vol. IV,
pp. 868, 905-906. Furthermore, while the water may be sufficient to satisfy its existing
contractual obligations, Rangen would raise more eggs in the hatchhouse than are currently being
raised if it had more water in other parts of the facility to put those fish, when the fish are grown
out. Ramsey, Vol. In, p. 719.
60.
Ran gen argues that it employs many fewer people now than it once did. Kinyon,
Vol. II, p. 452. There may be multiple reasons for a reduction in employees, including a slump
in the fish hatchery industry. Church, Vol. VJII, pp. 1965, 1974.

VIII. Rangen's Use or Waler
61.
Ran gen currently raises fish for commercial processing, research, and for public
sale to fish pond operators and others. Kinyon, Vol. II, p. 474. Since 2004, Rangen has also
contracted with Idaho Power to raise trout. Rangen Ex. 1141. Idaho Power stocks the fish in the
Middle Snake River and American Falls Reservoir. Kinyon, Vol. Il, p. 422. Raising fish for
restocking is commonly referred to as raising fish for conservation purposes, and the fish are
commonly referred to as conservation fish. The timing and the way Rangen raises the fish for
Idaho Power is dictated primarily by the contract with Idaho Power. Kinyon, Vol. II, p. 478;
Maxwell, Vol. II, p. 316; Tate, Vol. IV, p. 860.
62.
Because the fish for Idaho Power are being raised for conservation purposes (as
opposed to being raised for processing), Rangen is contractually required to satisfy specific flow
and density indexes when raising the fish. Kinyon, Vol. Il, p. 482. A flow index is a
measurement of the relationship between the number and size of fish and the flow rate of water
in a rearing space. The density index is a measurement of the relationship between the number
and size of fish and the available rearing volume of water. Ramsey, Vol. III, p. 721; Smith, Vol.
IV, p. 812. The Idaho Power's contract requires that Rangen employ a specific flow index so
that the ratio of flow to fish is higher than the ratio of flow to fish when raising fish for
processing purposes. Similarly, the Idaho Power contract requires that Rangen employ a specific
density index so that the ratio of volume of water to fish is higher than the ratio of volume of
water to fish than might be used when raising fish for processing purposes. Requiring higher
flow and density indexes is a standard industry practice when raising conservation fish because
the goal is to produce fish that are better able to survive in the wild and are more physically
attractive to anglers. Kinyon, Vol. Il, pp. 482-483. Since contracting with Idaho Power, raising
fish for Idaho Power has been the main focus of Rangen's fish production efforts. The Idaho
Power contract governs the timing of Rangen's purchases of its fish eggs and Rangen' s
movement of fish from one rearing location to another through the facility. Rangen raises some
extra fish beyond those required by the Idaho Power contract. Rangen sells these extra fish for
processing and other purposes.
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63.
JGWA and Pocatello argue Rangen's use of water is unreasonable. First, they
argue Rangen is not efficiently using its water, is not efficiently i:aising fish at the facility, and
could be raising more fish if they would talce advantage of peak spring flows, They assert
Rangen could be raising more fish for the Idaho Power contract, even under the density index
imposed through the Idaho Power contract, Rangen could be raising more fish. Rogers, VoL
vm, p. !829. They argue !he lack of records related lo dissolved oxygen suggests Rnngen is not
trying to maximize fish production. Id., p. !839. They suggest that Rangen's failure to
maximi:i:e the number of fish it raises is unreasonable and constitutes waste. Id., p. 1849.
Furthermore, they argue Ran gen could be taking steps to further aerate its water, so it could raise
even more fish. Id., p. 1840.
64.
IGWA and Pocatello also argue that Rangen's use of the water ls unreasonable
because Rangen is not recyclirig the water it bas already beneficially used to raise more fish.
Rogers, VoL Vlll, pp. 1843, 1866. Recycling water would require a pump-back system or
reconfiguring the present system for water delivery. Id. Prior to filing its delivery call, Rangen
considered constructing a pump-back system but ultimately rejected the idea. Courtney, Vol. I,
p. 113; Courtney, Vol. D, pp. 400-404; Rangen Ex. 1203, Raceways require continuous
replenishment with fresh water. Courtney, Vol. II, p. 401. Interr1.1ption of this flow would result
L1 the loss of fish and likely a significant monetary loss. Id. A pump-back system would require
redundant power sources and pumps to ensure that a loss of power or a pump failure would not
deprive fish of water, thereby killing the fish. Courtriey, VoL I, p. 112; Courtney, Vol. 11, p. 401.
The cost of building the pump-back system, without the redundant power sources and pumps,
was estimated to be $116,000. Courtney, Vol. II, p. 403. The annual costs of operating the
system run between $22,000 and $46,000. Id. Because of the significant costs to build the
project, and other concerns about the issues of water quality and water temperature associated
with a pump-back system, Rangen ultimately rejected the idea of a pump·back system.
Courtney, Vol. I, p. l 13. The cost of building redundant systems along with annual operatirig
costs makes a pump-back system cost prohibitive.
65.
Water must contain dissolved oxygen for fish to extract the oxygen through their
gills. The minimum level of dissolved oxygen in water for rearing fish is approximately 5 to 5.5
parts per million. Smith, Vol. rv, p. 840; Rogers, Vol. Vlll, p. 1828. Rangen maintains a
dissolved oxygen level of approximately seven parts per million in the CTR raceways, which is
at the bottom of its system. Mnxwell, Vol. IL p. 320. The solubility of dissolved oxygen in the
water varies because of water temperature and other factors, but a typical oxygen saturation level
for water at the Rangen springs is nine parts per million. Rogers, Vol. VIII. p. 1828. IGWA and
Pocatello suggest, because Rangen does not regularly measure the oxygen levels in its raceways,
Rangen is not efficient in its operation. Rogers, Vol. VIII, pp. 1839-1843. They argue, if
Rangen wanted to maximize its production, Rangen could further aerate its water as part of a
pump-back system. Id.
66.
Water depleted of dissolved oxygen can be aerated to restore the level of
dissolved oxygen. Water can be aerated mechanically by injecting oxygen or by creating a head
drop where water is exposed to oxygen in the atmosphere. Rangen does not mechanically inject
oxygen. Smith, Vol. IV, p. 840. There are slight vertical drops within the Rangen Facility that
provide some aeration. Id.
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IX.

Diversion Works

67.
In 2004, Rangen hired SPF Water Engineering, LLC ("SPF") to evaluate a
number of projects with the intent of improving Rangen's water supply. IGWA Ex. 2040. The
evaluations were supportive technical information for grant funding applications from the Idaho
Department of Commerce and Labor. Id.
68.
SPF evaluated the possible construction of a new vertical ground water well near
the upstream end of the Rangen raceways. IGWA Ex. 2040, p. 7. Ground water in a new well
would have to be lifted more than JOO feet. Id. There were three concerns with this approach.
The first concern was the pumping costs associated with lifting the water from the wells to
raceways. Id., pp. 7-8. The second concern was that this would require redundant systems to
protect against a loss of water from failure of power or pumps. Id., p. 8. The third concern was
that, because of the ESPA moratorium on new appropriations, Rangen would not be able to
obtain a new water right absent mitigatim1. Id.
69.
A second option studied was the construction of a horizontal well at a lower
elevation than the Curren Tunnel. IGW A Ex. 2040, p. 8. While SPF believed a horizontal well
would i11crease flow to the Ran gen Facility, it also believed that a horizontal well would likely
decrease cu!Tent discharge to the Curren Tunnel, to other springs in the vicinity of the Cu!Ten
Tunnel and possibly to wells located on the rim above the Curren Tunnel. Id.

X.

Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer

70.
The ESPA is defined as the aquifer underlying an area of the Eastern Snake Plain
that is about 170 miles long and 60 miles wide, exduding areas lying both south of the Snake
River and west of the line separating sections 34 and 35, Township 10 South, Range 20 East,
Boise Meridian. The ESPA is defined as an area having a common ground waler supply.
IDAPA 37.03.11.050.
71.
The ESPA is highly productive and is composed predominately of fractured
Quaternary basalt having an aggregate thickness that may, at some locations, exceed several
thousand feet and generally decreases in thickness along the margins of the aquifer. The
fractured Quaternary basalt is generally characterized by high hydraulic conductivity. The
presence of inlerbedded sediments, a volcanic rift zone, and less permeable basalts result in
lower hydraulic conductivity in some areas of the aquifer. Notable areas of lower hydraulic
conductivity are in the vicinity of Mud Lake and in the Great Rift zone, which extends nonh lo
south across the plain from the Craters of the Moon to just west of American Falls Reservoir.
These zones of lower hydraulic conductivity impede the transmission of water through the
aquifer.
72.
The ground water in the ESPA is hydraulically connected to the Snake River and
tributary springs at various places and to varying degrees. One of the locations at which a direct
hydraulic connection exists between the ESPA and springs tributary to the Snake River is in the
Thousand Springs area. The amount of waler that discharges from the aquifer to hydraulically
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connected surface water sources is largely dependent on ground water elevations and hydraulic
conductance.
73.
Based on averages for the time period from October of 1980 through September
of2008\ I.he ESPA receives approximately 7.7 million acre feet of recharge on an average
annual basis from the following sources; incidental recharge associated with surface water
irrigation on the plain (5.3 million acre feel}, infiltration of precipitation on non-irrigated lands
(0,7 million acre feel), underflow from lributary drainage basins (I. I million acre feel), and
seepage losses from rivers and streams (0.6 million acre feet). Rangen Ex. 1273A, Figure 8.
74.
Based on averages for the time period from October of 1980 through September
of 2008, the ESPA clischarges approximately 8.0 million acre feet on an average annual basis
through the Snake River and tributary springs (5.4 million acre feet), evapotranspiration in
wetlands (0.1 acre feet), and ground waler withdrawals (2.5 million acre feet). J<l.
75.
For the time period from October of 1980 through September of 2008, average
annual discharge from the ESPA exceeded annual average recharge by approximately 270,000
acre feet, resulting in declining aquifer waler levels and declining discharge to hydraulically
connected reaches of the Snake River and tributary springs. Id.

XI.

History ofESPA Model

76.
The Enhanced Snake Plain Aquifer Model ("ESP AM") is a calibrated regional
ground water model representing the ESPA. ESPAM version 1.0 ("ESPAM 1.0") was developed
by the Department working in collaboration with the Eastern Snake Hyclrologic Modeling
Committee ("ESHMC"), a technical committee comprised of representatives of water user
groups and government agencies. ESPAM J .O simulated the effects of ground water pumping
from the ESPA on the Snake River and tributary springs.
77.
In determining a previous Rangen delivery call to be a futile call using ESPAM
1.0, former Director Dreher delermined that curtailment of water rights junior to July 13, 196'.Z
would not result in a meaningful increase in the quantity of water discharging from springs in the
vicinity of the Rangen Facility. Second Amended Order, p. 28 (May 19, 2005).
78.
Following the previous Rangen delivery call, ESPAM LO was superseded by a
revised and recalibrated model Version I.I ("ESPAM i.l"). In Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v.
Spackman, a delivery call proceeding instituted by Clear Springs Foods, ESPAM LI was used to
estimate the effects of ground water pumping on the springs in the Thousand Springs area, the
name for the general geographic location where Rangen diverts water. The Idaho Supreme
Court upheld the Director's application of ESP AM I. I. Clear Spri11gs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman,
150Idaho 790,814,252 P.3d 71, 95 (201 l).
79.
In the Clear Springs Foods delivery call, a trim line was used to limit the area of
curtailment simulated with ESPAM LI. The trim line was defined by model cells in which 10%
6 Volumes were calculawd from ihe ESPAM 2.1 water budget, which eKtendcd from 19&0 to 2008. Rangen Ex.
1273A.
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or greater of the curtailed use would result in benefits to the Buhl to Thousand Springs reach (the
reach within which Clear Springs Foods diverted water) at steady state. Because much of the
benefit to the Buhl to Thousand Springs reach would occur at locations other than Clear Springs
Foods' point of diversion, the Department subsequently estimated that Clear Springs Foods
would receive 6.9% of the benefit accruing to the Buhl 10 Thousand Springs reach. Therefore,
the trim line applied in Clear Springs Foods limited curtailment lo areas where Clear Springs
Foods was predicted to receive at least 0.69% (6.9% of JO%) of the total benefits of curtailment
at steady state.
80.
In the Blue Lakes delivery call, a trim line was used to limit the area of
curtailment simula.ted with ESPAM LO. The trim line was defined by model cells in which JO%
or greater of the cunailed use would result in benefits to the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl reach
{the reach within which Blue Lakes divened water) at steady stale. Because much of the benefit
lo the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl reach would occur at locations other than Blue Lakes Trout
Farms' point of diversion, the Department subsequently estimated that Blue Lakes Trout Farms
would receive 20% of the benefit accruing to the reach. Therefore, the trim line applied in the
Blue Lakes delivery call limited cunailment to areas where Blue Lakes Trout Farm was
predicted to receive at least 2% (20% of !0%) of the total benefits of curtailment at steady state.
81.
In 2005, the ESHMC and the Department started working on updates to ESPAM
l. l. The revision to ESP AM LI was referred to as ESPAM 2.0. The model was refined and recalibrated with additional data. In particular, the model was calibrated using monthly water
levels and flow targets, including measured spring discharges within 14 specific model grid cells.
The springs captured and used by Rangen were measured throughout the model calibration
period, and the monthly average spring discharge in the model cell where spring flows are
captured by Ran gen was a target for model calibration. The revision of the ESP AM was in
progress when Rangen filed its Petition in December of 2011. The parties to this proceeding
agreed to wait until the work on the updated model by the ESHMC was complete before going to
hearing.
82.
"During development of ESPAM 2.0, IDWR discovered thiit values from
Covington and Weaver ( 1990) that were used to estimate discharge for Thousand Spring,; and
springs in the Thousand Springs to Malad spring reach for calibration of ESPAM 1.1 were
inaccurate. These values were corrected in the calibration targets for ESPAM2.0. These
corrections resulted in a significant decrease in the spring discharge target at Thousand Springs
and a significant increase in spring discharge targets in the Billingsley Creek area." IDWR Staff
Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 32. Because of these adjustments, Rangen challenged the previous
cle1ennination of a futile call. The update to ESP AM 2.0 was the basis for Rangen's renewed
delivery ca.IL
83.
The Director concluded that Rangen's request to apply ESPAM 2.0 to the
delivery call was premature because the ESHMC had not yet completed its work on the
revisions. Prehearing Co11fere11ce (Jan. 19,201 l) (audio recording). The Director explained the
remaining steps needed before ESPAM 2.0 would be ready to be applied in the proceeding. fd.
The Director and the parties agreed to hold regular status conferences to receive reports on the
status ofESPAM 2.0. Order O:mtiriui11g Prehearing Co11ference al I (Feb. I, 2012).
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84.
In July of 2012, the ESHMC determined that the calibration of ESPAM 2.0 was
complete and recommended that the Department begin using ESPAM 2.0 rather than ESPAM
I. I for ground water modeling. Email from Rick Raymondi to Gary Spackman, ESPAM Version
2.0 (July 16, 2012). ln response, an order was issued adopting ESPAM 2.0 for use in the Rangen
delivery call. Order Re: Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Model a11d the Ra11ge11, Inc. De/il'ery• Call
at I {July 27, 2012). However, during the preparation of the final project report, data calculation
mistakes were discovered in Llie model input data used for calibration. Email from Rick
Raymondi to ESHMC members, ESPAM Vcrs/0112 (Oct. 4, 2012). The model was re-calibrated
in November 2012, resulting in the release of ESPAM 2.L In January of 2013, the ESHMC
endorsed !he use of ESPAM 2.1 in place of ESP AM 2.0. Email from Rick Raymondi to Gary
Spackman, ESPAM2.I (Jan. 16, 2013), ESPAM 2,1 was subsequently used by the Department
and the parties in this proceeding to simulate the effects of ground water withdrawals on flows
available to the Rangen Facility.

XII.

ESPAM 2.1 is the Best Available Science

85.
"ESP AM 2.1 is a numerical groundwater model that was developed for the
purpose of determining the effects of groundwater pumping on discharge to spring and river
reaches, such as the Rangen spring cell." IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 2.
"Numerical mod1ds are , . , the most robu.st approach for predicting the effects of groundwater
pumping on surface-water discharge." Id. "ESPAM 2.1 is a regional groundwater model and is
suitable to predict the effects of junior groundwater pumping on discharge at the Rangen spring
cell because the spring discharge responds to regional aquifer stresses, and junior groundwater
pumping ls a dispersed, regional aquifer stress." Id. "ESPAM 2.1 ... is an imperfect
approximation ofa complex physical system, but it is the best available scientific tool for
predicting the effects of groundwater pumping on discharge at the Rangcn spring cell and other
spring and river reaches." Id.
86.
ESP AM 2. I was developed in an open, collaborative environment, with guidance
from the ESHMC. During development of ESP AM 2.1, decisions regarding the conceptual
model. modeling methods, and modeling data were presented to the ESHMC with opportunity
for committee members to provide comments and suggest alternative approaches. Id., p. 3. By
developing the model in collaboration with the ESHMC, the Department benefitted from the
input of a number of individuals with expertise in hydrology, geology. and ground water
modeling.
87.
The ESHMC is comprised of professionals working on eastern Snake Plain water
issues. Regular members include agency representatives (Idaho Department of Water Resources,
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS)), industry representatives {Idaho Power), researchers (University of Idaho, Idaho Water
Resources Research Institute), and private consultants (AMEC; Brockway Engineering, PLLC;
HDR, Inc.; Leonard Rice Engineers, Inc.; Principia Mathematica, Inc.; Rocky Mountain
Environmental Associates, Inc.; Spronk Water Engineers, Inc.; and others) representing water
users on the eastern Snake Plain. Rangen Ex. 1273A, p. 2.
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88.
ESP AM 2.1 incorporates the spatial distribution of recharge and groundwater
pumping, a large number of water level and aquifer discharge observations, regional-scale
hydrogeology, and the transient response of aquifer discharge to spatially and temporally
distributed recharge and pumping. Id., p. 5.
89.

ESPAM 2.1 answers the following questions relevant to the Rangen water call:

a. What is the effect of junior groundwater pumping within the ESPA on discharge
at the Rangen spring cell?
b. What portion of curtailed groundwater use will accrue to the Rangen spring cell?
c. What portion of curtailed groundwater use will accrue to other spring cells?
90.
During development of ESPAM2.I, model uncertainty was reduced through
collaboration with the ESHMC and the use of model calibration tools. The ESHMC provided
input on decisions about the conceptual model, calibration targets, and water budget input data.
Id, p. 3, Exhibit 1273A.
91.
The Department evaluated the predictive uncertainty of ESPAM 2J by repeatedly
recalibrating the model and comparing predicted impacts from ground water pumping at eight
different locations in the Ei!Stern Snake Plain. Impacts were evaluated far two targets: Clear
Lakes spring and lhe nc::ar Blackfoot to Minidoka reach of the Snake River. Exhibit 1277, p.5.
The predictive uncertainty for Clear Lakes spring was not significant for each of the eight
analyses. The largest predictive uncertainty with respect to Clear Lakes spring was noted for
ground water pumping in the Big Lost River area. With alternative calibrations of the model, the
predicted impact of ground water pumping in the Big Lost River area on spring discharge at
Clear Lakes ranged from 3% of the pumping rate to less than 1% of the pumping rate. Id, p. 9.
The predictive uncertainty for the near Blackfoot to Minidoka reach was not significant for
pumping locations evaluated on the western side of the plain, but higher uncertainty in the near
Blackfoot to Minidoka reach was noted for some pumping locations evaluated on the eastern side
of the plain. Id, p. 12. Lack or water level data in the Craters or the Moon area and noise in the
calibration target for the near Blackfoot lo Minidoka reach may contribute to higher predictive
uncertainty for pumping locations evaluated on the eastern side of the plain. Id. There is lower
uncertainty on ihe western side of the Great Rift. There is generally higher uncertainty on !he
eastern side of the Great Rift, however impacts from several pumping locations evaluated on the
eastern side of the Great Rift had negligible impacts on Clear Lakes.
92.
Expert witnesses employed by Rangen testified that the ESPAM 2.1 development
process resulted in a very robust mode! with good calibraLioa results. Colvin, Vol. X, pp. 24032404; Brockway, Vol. X, pp. 2296 • 2327.

93.
Expen witnesses employed by junior ground water users offered criticisms of
using ESPAM 2.1 for administration of water rights. The following is a summary of the
criticisms offered.
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a. The lime-constanl transmissivity model does not adequately represent conditions
in the ESPA aquifer, which is an unconfined aquifer where lransmissivity may
vru-y with time.

b. ESPAM 2.1 does not adequately represent detailed geologic features and
groundwater flow direction in the immediate vicinity of the Rangen Facility.
c.

Uncertainty in the water budget, particularly uncertainty in the spatial distribution
of canal seepage within the North Side Canal Company service area, contributes
lo uncertainty in model predictions of impacts to spring flows in the Rangen
model cell.

d.

Interpretation of calibration results indicates that ESPAM 2.1 is biased toward
over-predicting impacts to spring flows in the Ran gen model cell.

e. It is not appropriate for the Department to use a regional model as a tool for the
administration of water rights.
94.
The experts criticizing use of ESPAM 2. l did not offer reasonable alternatives 10
using ESPAM 2.1. IG\VA's experts argued that "any application ofESPAM 2.1 must
acknowledge and accept that there is an inherent and unquantifiable level of uncertainty in the
predictions generated by the model." Brendecke, Vol. XI. p. 2741. IGWA's experts further
argued lhat uncertainty could be acknowledged by discounting the prediction generated by the
model, or by applying a zone of exclusion or trim line. Hinckley, Vol. X, pp. 2489-2498,
Brendecke, Vol. XI, 2741-2743. However, IGW A's experts acknowledged that model
uncertainty does not provide a definitive location for a trim line. Hinckley, Vol. XI, p. 2551.

95.

Department staff and Rangen's expert witnesses responded to the above criticisms
in the staff memorandum and testimony. The following is a summary of the responses offered.
ESPAM 2.1 uses time-constant transmissivity to approximate conditions
in the unconfined ESPA aquifer. Time-constant transmissivity models of
unconfined systems are common in practice, because calibrating models with
variable transmissivity is generally not feasible with state of the art calibration
tools. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 29. Employment. of time-constant
transrnissivity is an accepted scientific prnctice for modeling aquifers where
drawdown is: generally expected to be less than 10% of the lotul saturated
thickness. Id., p. 5.

a.

b.
AlthoughESPAM 2.1 is aregionaJ model that accounts for variation in
geologic features within the constraints of a one-square-mile grid cell, ESPAM
2.1 was calibrated to observed monthly spring discharge in the Rangen model
cell. These discharge data reflect local and regional geologic controls on
hydrologic responses to ground water pumping and other aquifer stresses. IDWR
Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, pp. 4, 2&. Further, Dr. Brendecke explored the
effei;ts of changing the model to better represent local geologic detail and ground
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water flow direction as discussed by Mr. Hinckley. Dr. Brendecke presented
three alternative conceptual models (AMEC Model l, AMEC Model 2, and the
"composite model") that he asserted resulted in a "more realistic representation of
the local hydro geology" near the Rangen Facility. IGW A Ex. 240 l, p. 42. The
impacts of junior groundwater pumping on the model ,;ell containing the Rangen
spring predicted by A.\1:EC Model I and AMEC Model 2 were very similar to the
impacts predicted by ESP AM 2.1, and do not contradict the Depanment staff
conclusion that ESPAM 2.1 is the best available tool for predicting the impacts of
groundwater pumping on the Rangen spring cell. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex.
3203, p. 38; Wylie, Vol. XII, p. 2925; Colvin, Vol. X, p. 2412. The calibration
meihod used in AMEC's "composite model" did not follow proper procedures.
Wylie, Vol. XII, p. 2923. The quality of the calibration of the composite model
was compromised. Colvin, Vol. X, pp. 2418-2419.
c.
The ESPAM 2.1 calibration procedure allowed adjustment of several
components of the water budget (including evapotranspiration, tributary
underflow, recharge on non-irrigated lands, canal seepage, and non-Snake River
seepage) within ranges of uncertainty determined by the ESHMC. The IDWR
predictive uncertainty analysis incorporated the impact of uncertainty associaled
with these components of the water budget. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex.
3203, p. 10. Not all sources of uncertainty significantly impact every prediction.
This is illustrated by the IDWR predictive uncertainty analysis, which
incorporated the uncertainty associated with many of the components of the water
budget and indicated that predictive uncertainty is low with respect to the
response al the Clear Lakes spring cell. Id. Regarding the water budget in the
North Side Canal Company service area, the ESP AM 2.1 water budget did
simulate a reduction in incidental recharge over the calibration period, because the
sum of incidental recharge and canal seepage in the North Side Canal Company
service area is equal to recorded diversions less crop irrigation requirement and
return flows. Canal seepage losses varied with time, because diversions varied
with time. Id., p. 33. Information to refine the spatial distribution of the canal
seepage was not available w the Department during development of ESP AM 2.1.
d.
Department staff disagree with the conclusion that calibration results
indicate ESPAM 2.1 is biased to over-predict impacts to spring nows in the
Ran gen model cell. IDWR Staff Memorandum. Ex. 3203, pp. 39, 57. Mr.
Hinckley's and Dr. Brendecke's arguments that the model is biased to overpredict impacts are based largely on comparison of model results with well and
spring discharge data collected only after the year 2000. Ignoring data collected
before 2000 compromises their interpretation. It is important to consider both
older and more recent data to obtain the best representation of the physical
system. IDWR staff memorandum, p. 37. The difference between recent low
flow values and older historic values is the spring's response to changes in the
aquifer water budget and is critical to the prediction of the impacts of ground
water pumping. Id., p. 57. Contrary to IGWA's arguments, evaluation of
ESPAM2.l 's calibration results, which under-predict the difference between
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flows in the 1980s and the 2000s, suggests that the model would be more likely lo
under-predict lhe impacts of ground water pumping on spring flows in the Ran gen
cell. Id. IGWA's arguments are further contradicted by the results obtained from
Dr. Brendecke's alternative model (AMEC Model 2), which he slates "appears to
resolve the overprediction problem noted for ESPAM 2.1 in recent years," IOWA
Ex. 240 I, p. 45. AMEC Model 2 predicts a response of 18.0 cfs in response to
curtailment within the model domain, which is slightly higher than the ESP AM
2.1-predicted response of 17.9 cfs. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 57.

e.

It is appropriate for the Department to use a regional model as a Looi for
conjunctive administration of water rights, because the effect of junior ground
water pumping within the Eastern Snake Plain, an approximately 11,000 square
mile area, on spring discharge and river reaches is a regional-scale question that
cannot be addressed with a small-scale, local model. IDWR Staff Memorandum,
Ex. 3203, p. 4. ESP AM 2. 1 was developed specifically lo predict the effect of
regional aquifer stresses such as ground water pumping on river reaches and
springs, including the model cell containing the Rangen spring. Id., p. 2. ESPAM
2. I incorporates much more information about the aquifer than can be considered
in other predictive methods available lo the Department, and incorporates data
that specifically reflect how spring discharge in the Rangen cell has responded to
regional aquifer stresses in the past. le/., p. 4. This is the reason that numerical
models are recognized by the USGS as the most robust approach for predicting
the effects of groundwater pumping on surface-water discharge, Id., p. 2.

96.
The criticisms raised in Finding of Fact 93 fail to persuade the Director that
ESPAM 2.1 should not be used in this proceeding. The Director finds, based upon clear and
convincing evidence, that ESPAM 2.1 is the best technical scientific tool currently available lo
predict the effect of ground water pumping on flows from springs located in the Rangen cell.
The Director acknowledges that there is uncertainty in the model predictions, but disagrees with
IGWA's conclusion that ESPAM 2.1 is biased toward over-predicting impacts to flows al the
Rangen model cell.

XIII. Prediction of Impacts of Ground Water Pumping on Curren Tunnel Flow
97,
ES PAM 2.1 predicts the effect of ground water pumping on the aggregate flows
from springs located within the Rangen model cell, including but not limited lo the Curren
Tunnel. ESPAM 2.,1 cannot distinguish the water flowing from the Curren Tunnel from water
discharging from other springs within the model cell. Because Rangen's waler rights only
authorize diversion of water from the Curren Tunnel source, the historical relationship between
Curren Tunnel discharge and total spring complex discharge must be used to predict the portion
of the modeled effects that will accrue Lo the Curren Tunnel.
98.
The Department has measured discharge from the mouth of Curren Tunnel since
1993. Pocatello, Ex. 3650, p. 5. The measured discharge does not include flow in the 6-inch
PVC pipe, Rangen submiued flow data for the 6-inch PVC pipe Lo the Department beginning in
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1996. id. The sum of lhe measured tunnel discharge and flow in the 6-inch PVC pipe represems
the flow available from the Curren Tunnel source.
99.
Historically, tbe lotal spring complex discharge is the sum of the flow in Rangen's
CTR raceways, Rangen'.s lodge pond dam, and irrigation diversions from the Farmers' Box. As
described in Section V above, Rangen •s use of a nonstandard measuring device with an
inadequate rating curve has resulted in under-reporting.of flows al lhe CTR raceways and
Rangen• s lodge pond dam.
JOO. In Pocatello Exhibit 3650, Figure I, Pocalello's expert witness Greg Sullivan
plotted data for measured Curren Tunnel flow rates on the "y" axis and data for measured total
spring flows on the "11~ axis, and performed a linear regression of the data. The resulting
regression line represents the his!Oric relationship between Curren Tunnel flow and total flow in
the spring complex. The slope of !he regression line in Exhibi.t 3650, Figure I is the coefficient
0.7488 associated with the "x" variable and represents the. change in flow al Curren Tunnel
corresponding to a l cfs change in Iola! spring complex flow. The increase in flow al Curren
Tunnel resulting from curtailment can be computed by multiplying the predicted increase in total
spring flow from ESPAM 2, I by 0,7488. ld., p. 7. This analysis used flow data reported by
Rangen, and predicts lhat approximateiy 75% of curtailment benefits accruing to the model cell
would accrue to Curren Tunnel. Because this analysis used Rangen's under-reported flow data,
the Director finds, based upon clear and convincing evidence, that the slope of the regression iine
is too high.
lO I. Sullivan plotted another regression line using adjusted data. Pocate!Io Ex. 3654,
Fig. J. Data values that were under-reported were "corrected for the historical 15.9% undermeasurement of flows by Rangen by multiplying the reported flows by a factor of i. I 89
(computed as I/[ 1-0.159))." Id., Pn. 2. The slope of Sullivan's alternative regression line is
0.6337, which is the coefficient associated with the ~x·• variable. This analysis predicts that
approximately 63% of curtailment benefits accruing to the model cell would accrue lo Curren
Tunnel. Because there is uncertainty about the accuracy of the USGS measurements used by
Sullivan to adjust the under-reported data, the slope of this regression line ma~· be too low or too
high.
102. There are two reasons why the Director should apply the 63% proportion to
determine the increase in Curren Tunnel flow from the total simulated increase in flow to the
Rangen model cell. First, all parties agree that the data used to calculate the 75% proportion
were under-reported. The alternative regression line plotted by Sullivan is a credible method to
correct the under-reported data. Second, applying a 75% proportion to detennine the increase in
the Curren Tunnel flow may result in Rangen benefiting from its own under-reporting of flows if
mitigation by direct flow to Rangen is provided in lieu of curtailment.
103. Using ESP Alv1 2.1, Department staff simulated curtailment of ground water rights
for irrigation within !he model boundaries bearing priority dates later Lhan July 13, 1962, the
priority date of Rangen's water right no. 36-02551. The simulated increase in discharge to the
Rangen model cell at steady slate is 17.9 cfs. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Elie. 3203, p. 6.
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104. Department staff eliminated points of diversion inside the model boundary but
outside the boundary of common ground water supply as described in Rule 50 of the
Department's Conjunctive Management Rules. After the removal of these poillls of diversion
from the simulation, the model predicted a total of 16.9 ds of reach gains to the Rangen cell
attributable to modeled curtailment of junior ground water diversions within the area of common
ground water supply at steady state.
105. In model simulations of curtailment for each model cell, Department staff
determined the percentage of water that would ultimately accrue to the Ran gen cell and the
percentage that would ultimately accrue to other spring cells or river reaches. These percentages
will be referred to hereafter as a "depletion percentage" of ground water pumping on the Rangen
model cell. For example, if 10 cfs of ground water pumping is modeled within a given model
cell and the modeled decrease in discharge at the Rangen cell is 0.1 cfs, the depletion percentage
for points of diversion within that mode.I i:ell is l %. In this example, the simulated decrease in
discharge and depletion percentage for all other springs and river reaches are 9.9 cfs and 99%,
respectively. A map of the ESPA showing the depletion percentage for each model cell wilh
respect to spring discharge in the Rangen cell is provided in Figure I. IDWR Staff
Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 9.
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Figure L Depletion percentages indicating the portion of curtailed ground water use
predicted to accrue to the Rangen model cell.
I 06. Department staff used ESPAM 2. l to predict the benefit to discharge in the
Rangen model cell resulting from curtailment within areas bounded by various depletion
percentages. See Figure 2 below, taken from IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 51. For
each depletion percentage, the predicted increase in discharge in the Ran gen model cell was
plotted against the number of curtailed acres.
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Figure 2. Acres of ground water irrigation curtailed and simulated increase in spring discharge
in the model cell.
This chart illustrates that the benefit of curtailment with respect to the number of acres
curtailed diminishes significantly where the depletion percentage approaches LO to 1.5% and the
benefit approaches approximately 14.3 lo 14.6 cfs.
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107. Because Rangen is only entitled to the portion of the benefit that is predicted to
accrue lo Curren Tunnel, a revised chart was prepared (Figure 3 ). This chart also illustrates that
the benefit of curtailment with respect lo the number of acres curtailed diminishes significantly
where the depletion percentage for the Ran.gen model cell approaches 1.0 lo 1.5% and the
corresponding benefit to Curren Tunnel approaches approximately 9.0 to 9.2 cfs.
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Figure 3. Acres of ground water irrigation curtailed and predicted increase in spring discharge
from Curren Tunnel.
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108.

The diminishing benefits correspond with the location of the Great Rift (Figure

4), where low transmissivity impedes the transmission of waler through the aquifer. ID'\\'R Staff
Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 8.
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Figure 4. Delineation of area west of the Great Rift.
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109. If ground water points of diversion located east of the Great Rift are eliminated
from the simulation (Figure 5), ESPAM 2.1 predicts the curuillment of the remaining junior
wells in the area of common ground water supply would accrue 14.4 cfs of benefit to the Rangen
model cell at steady Stale. Tbeprf.ldictedJ11creI1sei'1ralscltarge m(,'!urreirTunnefi;i9;)~fs(63%
of 14.4 cfs).

Figure S. Junior ground water irrigated lands within area of common ground water and west of
lhe Great Rift.
110. Curt.ulineht o,fjllhipfgrrifin4~atef'imga.tion w~sti;if thle"q~at Rift. would curtaif
imga\ionofllppl'f.1l(iIJ1a.tely: 157,000 rulfes, resulting 111 curtailment of irrigation of approximately
17,000 acres per cfs of predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel. Curtail men! of junior ground
water irrigation east of the Great Rift would curtaii irrigation of approximately 322,000
additional acres, resulting in cunailrrwnt of irrigation of approximately 204,000 acres per cfs of
predicted benefi! to the Curren Tunnel.

111. While Curren Tunnel discharge will continue to vary with climate and surface
water irrigation practices, historic values can be used to evaluate the range of flow rates that can
be expected to be available from Curren Tunnel if junior ground water use is curtailed. From the
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time the Department began measuring Curren Tunnel discharge in I993, the maximum annual
average discharge measured at the mouth of the tunnel was 18.2 cfs in I997. Pocatello Ex. 3650,
Table A-L Including tlle discharge from the 6-inch PVC pipe, the annual average flow available
from Curren Tunnel in 1997 was 19.l cfs. Id. The lowest average annual flow available from
Curren Tunnel was 3.1 cfs in 2005. Id. The average annual flow has not exceeded 7 cfs since
2002. ld. Because the predicted increase in Curren Tunnel flow from curtailing ground water
rights junior to July 13, 1962 within the area of common ground water supply and west of the
Great Rift is 9.1 cfs, the average annual discharge from Curren Tunnel after several years of
curtailment within the model boundary is expected to be less than 17 cfs.

CONCLUSIONS OF LA
L

,v

Idaho Law Applicable to the Distribution of Water Under the Prior Appropriation
Doctrine

I.
1daho Code § 42-602, addressing the l!Uthority of the Director o,·er the
supervision of water distribution within water districts, provides:
The director of the department of water resources sh:i.11 have direction and control
of the distribution of water from all natural water sources within a water district to
the canals, ditches, pumps und other facilities diverting therefrom. Distribution of
water within water districts created pursuant lo section 42-604, Idaho Code, shall
be accomplished by watermasters as provided in this chapier l!lld supervised by
the director. The director of the department of water resources shall distribute
water in water districts in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine. The
provisions of chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, shall apply only to distribution of
waler within a water district.
2.
Idaho's Constitution provides that "[p]riority of appropriation shall give the better
right as between those w;ing the water" of the State. Idaho Const. Art. XV,§ 3. "As between
appropriators, the first in time is firsl in right." Idaho Code § 42-106.
3.
Beneficial use plays an equaily important role in the prior appropriation doctrine:
"The prior appropriation doctrine is comprised of two bedrock principles-that the first
appropriator in time is the first in right and that water must be placed to a beneficial use." ln
Marter of Distribution of Water ro Various Water Rights Held By or For The Benefit of A & B
Irrigation Dist,, Docket Nos. 38191, 38192, 38193, slip op. at 14 (Idaho Dec. i7, 2013). "A
prior appropriator is only entitled to the water to the extent !bat be has use for it when
economically and reasonably used. It is the policy of the law of this state to require the highest
and greatest possible duty from the waters of the state in the interest of agriculture and for useful
and beneficial purposes." Waslii11gto11 State Sugar Co. v. Goodrich, 27 Idaho 26, 44, 147 P.
!073, 1079 (1915).
4.
Idaho Code § 42-603, which grants the Director authority to adopt rules
governing water distribution, provides as follows:
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The director of the department of water resources is authorized to adopt rules and
regulations for the distribution of water from the streams, rivers, lakes, ground
water and olher natural water sources as shall be necessary to carry out the laws in
accordance with the priorities of the rights of the users thereof. Promulgution of
rules and regulations shall be in accordance with the procedures of chapter 52,
title 67, Idaho Code.

In addition, Idaho Code§ 42-1805(8) provides the Director with authority to "promulgate, adopt,
modify, repeal and enforce rules implementing or effectuating the powers and duties of the
department"
5.
It is the duty of a waterrnasler, acting under the super11ision of the Director, to
distribute water from the public water supplies within a water district among those holding rights
lo the use of the water in accordance with the respective priority of the rights subject to
applicable Idaho law, including applicable rules promulgated pursuant to the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act. See Idaho Code§§ 42-602 and 607.

U.

Conjunctive Management Rules

6.
In accordance with chapter 52, title 65, Idaho Code, rules regarding the
conjunctive management of surface and ground water were adopted by the Department, effective
October 7, 1994. IDAPA 37.03. l L The Conjunctive Management Rules ("CM Rules")
prescribe procedures for responding 10 a delivery call made by the holder of a senior priority
surface or ground water riglJt against junior priority ground water rights in an area having a
common ground water supply. IDAPA 37.03.1 LOOI.

7.
The CM Rules "give the DirecLOr the tools by which to determine 'how the
various ground and surface water sources are interconnected, and how, when, where and to what
extent the diversion and use of waler from one source impacts [others]."' American Falls
Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v. ldalio Dept. of Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862, 878, 154 P.3d 433,449
(2007} (citations omiued).
8.
Generally, junior-priority ground water users are entitled to a hearing prior to
curtailment. Clear Springs Foods, Jnc. v. Spackman, l 50 Idaho 790, 815, 252 P.3d 71, 96
(2011). Any hearing will determine whether the senior-priority water right holder is suffering
material injury and whether both the senior-priority and junior-priority water right holders are
diverting and using water efficiently without waste. IDAPA 37.03.11.040.03.

9.
The burden is not on the senior-priority water right holder to re-prove an
adjudicated water right. American Fall~, 143 Idaho at 878, 154 P.3d al 449. In a delivery call,
the Director must give a decree proper legal effect by establishing a presumption that the senior
is entitled to his decreed quantity. Id. However, there may be some post-adjudication factors
which are relevant to the determination of how much water is actually needed by lhe senior. Id.
A determination in a delivery call proceeding that less than !he decreed amount is needed must
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be supported by clear and convincing evidence. A&B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Dept. of Warer
Resources, 153 Idaho 500,524, 284 P.3d 225,249 (2012),
I 0.
Once the initial determination is made that material injury is occurring or will
occur, the junior then bears the burden of proving that the call would be futile or to challenge, in
some other constitutionally pennisslb!e way, the senior's call. American Fails, 143 Idaho at 878,
154 P.3d ar 449. Any defense raised, such as waste or futile call, must be proven by clear and
convincing evidence. A&B Irr. Dist., 153 Idaho at 517, 284 P.3d at 242.

11.
Beneficial use acts as a measure and limit upon the extent of a water right. Ill
Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights Held By or For Tlie Benefit ofA & B
Jrrigario11Dist., Docket Nos. 38191, 38192, 38193, slip op. at 14 (Idaho Dec. 17, 20!3). A
person claiming a right under a decree is not entitled to the use of more water than can be
beneficially used. Id. The wasting of water is both contrary to Idaho law and is a recognized
defense to a delivery call. "Neither the Idaho Constitution, nor statutes, permit. .. water right
holders to waste water or unnecessarily hoard it wilhout putting it to some beneficial use."
American Falls, 143 Idaho at 880, 154 P.3d at 451. "Simply put, a water user has no right to
waste water. If more water is being diverted than can be put to beneficial use, the result is waste.
Consequently, Idaho law prohibits a senior from calling for the regulation of juniors for more
water than can be put to beneficial use.'' /111/ie Maller ofllie Peritionfor Delivery Call ofli &B
Irrigation Disrrictfor rhe Delivery of Ground Water and for t/1e Creation of a Ground Water
Management Area, Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial Review, Minidoka
Dist. Court Case No. 2009-000647 at 31-32 (May 4, 2010) (Hon. E. Wildman).

12.
The agency's experience, technical competence, and specialized knowledge may
be utilized in the evaluation of the evidence. Idaho Code§ 67-5251(5); IDAPA 37.01.01.600.
"Somewhere between the absolute right to use a decreed water right and an obligation not lo
waste it and to protect the public's interest in this valuable commodity, lies an area for the
exercise of discretion by the Director." American Falls, 143 Idaho at 880, 154 P.3d at 451, This
discretion is not unfouered, nor is it to be exercised without judicial oversight. Id. The courts
determine whether the exercisi:; of discretion is being properly carried out. Id.

m.

Material Injury

13.
In considering a petition for deli very call, the Director must first determine
whether the holder of a senior water right is suffering material injury and using water efficiently
and without waste. Material injury is defined by the Conjunctive Management Rules as
"[h]indrance to or impact upon rhe exercise of a water right caused by the use of water by
another person as determined in accordance with Idaho Law, as set forth in Rule 42." IDAPA
37.03.1 LOI0.14 (emphasis added). Material injury requires impact upon the exercise of a water
right. Clear Springs Foods, 150 Idaho at 811, 252 P.3d at 92.
14.
CM Rule 42 lists the factors the Director may consider in determining whether
Rangen is suffering material injury and using water efficiently and without waste. Factors listed
in Rule 42 solely relevant to other beneficial uses, such as irrigation, should not be considered in
this delivery call. The factors relevant in Ibis proceeding, using CM Rule 42.'s lettering
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identifiers, include: (a) the amount of water available to Rangen from its decreed source; (b) the
effort or expense of Rangen lo divert water from the source; (c) whether the junior ground water
rights affect the quantity and liming of when water is available; ... {e) the amount of water being
diverted and used compared to the water rights; (f) the existence of water measuring devices; (g)
[i]whelher Rangen' s needs could be satisfied with the user's existing facilities and water supplies
and [ii] the reasonableness of Rangen's diversions and activities; and (h) whether the senior
water right could be met using alternate reasonable means of diversion or alternate points of
diversion.
i.

Amount of Water from lhe Source

15.
The source for water right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694 is the Curren Tunnel. The
point of diversion for both water rights is described to the JO acre tract: SESWNW Sec. 32, T7S,
Rl4E. While Rangen has historically diverted water from Billingsley Creek at the Bridge
Diversion located in the SWSWNW Sec. 32, DS, Rl4E, Rangen's SRBA decrees do not
identify Billingsley Creek as a source of water and do not include a point of diversion in the
SWSWNW Sec. 32, DS, Rl4E. A decree entered in a general adjudication such as the SRBA is
conclusive as to the nature and extent of the water right. Idaho Code§ 42-1420. Administration
must comport with the unambiguous terms of the SRBA decrees. Because the SRBA decrees
identify the source of the water as the Curren Tunnel, Rangen is limited to only that water
discharging from the Curren Tunnel. Because the SRBA decrees list the point of diversion as
SESWNW Sec. 32, DS, R l4E, Rangen is restricted to diverting waler that emits from the
Curren Tunnel in that I 0-acre tract.
16.
Dr. Charles Brockway ("Dr. Brockway") testified that Rangen is entitled to divert
water at the Bridge Diversion (which is located outside the SESWJ\.'W) because Rangen is
legally entitled to all lhe water that emanates from springs in the talus slope in the SESWNW.
Brockway, Vol. V, p. !074-!075. When questioned about how Rangen can legally divert water
at a point not listed as a point of diversion in its SRBA decree, Dr. Brockway stated that springs
arising in the SESWNW constitute a legal point of diversion. Id. p. 1075-1076. In other words,
Dr. Brockway argues that a physical diversion structure at the springs is not necessary to declare
the spring water appropriated, and that a spring itself, without any son of diversion structure,
constitutes a diversion of water.
17.
First, Dr. Brockway's argument ignores the fact that the source listed on the water
rights is the Curren Tunnel. Setting aside that impediment for discussion purposes, Dr.
Brockway's suggestion thal a spring itself constitutes a point of diversion is contrary to Idaho
water law. Idaho waler law generally requires an actual physical diversion and beneficial use for
the existence of a valid water right. Stale v. United States, 134 Idaho l 06, 111, 996 P.2d 806,
811 (2000). The only recognized exception to this rule is for instream beneficial uses of water.
ld. Taken to its logical conclusion, Dr. Brockway's argument means that any water user could
claim as his point of diversion the highest headwater of the state and then argue for protection up
to the water source. This troublesome outcome underscores the problem of Dr. Brockway's
argument and diminishes the credibility of his testimony.
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18.
Because Rangen's decreed source and point of diversion limit Rangen to only
water discharging from the Curren Tunnel and diverted in the 10 acre tract, the evaluation of
material injury must consider this limitation. The Director must determine whether Rangen's
ability to divert water that discharges from the Curren Tunnel and is diverted in the IO-acre tract
has diminished sufficiently that Rangen has been materially injured.

ii.

The Existence or Water Measuring Devices

19.
Although Rangen has historically measured water at the bottom of the raceways
and not at the Curren Tunnel, the Department has measured the discharge of Curren Tunnel since
1993. Experts testifying on behalf of junior ground water users have established a relationship
between the total spring complex discharge and the discharge of the Curren Tunnel.
20.
Rangen curren!ly measures the flows through the facility al two different
locations, the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam. While the detailed methods of measuring
al these locations are considered a nonstandard measurement method, the Department has
historically accepted the measurements and associated flow rates. For purposes of this decision,
the Director accepts the use of the dam boards as a substitute for a standard weir, given the
measurement conditions of flow over the dam boards.
21.
Because Rangen used incorrect rating tables for determining flow rates, Rangen's
reported historic flows were lower than actual flows. Sullivan used USGS data to determine the
magnitude of error in Rangen's reported flow rates. He concluded the measurement error to be
15.9% based on the comparison of 45 measurements by the USGS between 1980 and 2012.
Finding of Fact 50. Sullivan also plotted a regression line to determine the relationship between
Curren Tunnel discharge and the corrected historic measurement of total spring complex
discharge. Finding of Fact JOI. The slope of the regression indicates that the change in
discharge of Curren Tunnel is 63% of the corresponding change in total spring complex
discharge. If curtailment of ground water pumping results in an increase in lhe total flow of the
spring complex, 63% of that benefit would be realized at the Curren Tunnel. The other 37% of
the benefit from curtailment would accrue lo the talus slope springs below the Curren Tunnel and
would not be available to water rights 36-0255 I and 36-07694.
22.
Because of Rangen's measurement error, the Director adopts Sullivan's corrected
calculation of the proportion of the benefit to total spring flows in the Rangen model cell that
would accrue lo the Curren Tunnel. The Director concludes, based upon clear and convincing
evidence, that a percentage of 63% should be used to compute the quantity of water the ground
water users may be required to provide as mitigation to avoid curtailment.

iii.

Amount of Water Diverted Compared to the Water Right

23.
It is clear that spring flows have declined significantly, One of IGW A's own
experts, who first visited the Rangen property back in 1976, described the declines as significant.
Rogers, Vol. VIII, pp. 1899-1900. Rangen's reported hatchery flows in 1966 averaged 50.7 cfs.
Finding of Fact 53. In 2012, spring complex flows averaged just 14.6 cfs. Id. Notwithstanding
Rangen's estimated measurement error of 15.9% since 1980, the declines have been dramatic.
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Even if the 15.9% correction is applied to the 2012 spring complex discharge, flows declined by
over 33 cfs between 1966 and 2012. Based on the relationship between Curren Tunnel flow and
total spring complex flow, the corresponding decline in Curren Tunnel discharge between l 966
and 2012 would have been approximately 21 cfs. This decline in flow is substantial, resulting in
Rangen diverting significantly less than allowed under its water rights.
24.
Rangen is authorized to divert up to 76 crs pursuant to water rights 36-15501, 3602551, and 36-07694. Rangen asserts it is not receiving the quantity of water authorized for
diversion by water rights 36-02551 and 36-07694. Water rights 36-02551 and 36-07694
authorize a total diversion of 74.54 cfs.
An issue was raised at the hearing regarding Rangen'sjunior fish propagation
25.
water right, water right no. 36-07694, and the extent of its beneficial use at the time of licensing.
The predicted increase in discharge to the Curren Tunnel from curtailing ground water rights
junior to July 13, 1962 (the priority dale for water right no. 36-02551) within the ESP AM 2.1
model boundaries, within the area of common ground water supply, and west of the Great Rift is
9.1 cfs. Finding of Fact 109. The average annual discharge from Curren Tunnel after several
years of curtailment within the model boundary is eitpected to be less than l 7 cfs. Finding of
Fact 111. Because Rangen's two senior fish propagation rights, water right nos. 36-1550 I and
36-02551, authorize diversion of a total of 50 cfs from Curren Tunnel, it is not expected that
curtailment will ever result in more water than the two additional senior water rights are
authorized to divert. Thus, the issue of eittent of beneficial use for water right no. 36-07694 is
never likely to arise and is moot.

iv.

Existing Facilities, Water Supplies, and Needs of Rangen for Water Use

26.
As a result of declining spring flows, Rangen has been hindered in its ability to
exercise its water rights from the Curren Tunnel. A number of Rangen staff testified regarding
the impact of the declining flows and Rangen's ability to raise more fish if Rangen had more
water. Finding of Fact 59. The Director finds Lhe testimony of Rangen's staff on this point
credible. The reduction in flows from the Curren Tunnel have caused a reduction in the number
offish that Rangen could raise at the Rangen Facility and impeded Rangen's full beneficial use
of water that could have been diverted pursuant lo i~~ waler rights.
27.
Rangen's ability to conduct the type of research it would like to conduct also has
been hindered. Findings of Fact 56. The Director finds the testimony of Rangen 's staff credible
and concludes that the reduced flows at the Curren Tunnel have hindered the way Rangen would
conduct its research.
28.
Pocatello argues that if Rangen wants to undertake outside research studies, it
should modify the way it conducts raceway studies and initiate fish tagging studies instead.
Finding of Fact 58. Fish tagging studies require less water but requires more manpower to
complete. Id. Pocatello suggests Rangen can gel the required manpower by finding volunteers
with the Idaho Stale Fish and Game or Idaho Power Company. Id. The Director finds that
Pocatello's suggestion of modification of Rangen's fish study processes, while interesting, is not
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required of Rangen. The Director will not dictate in detail how Rangen must conduct its studies.
The DireclOr concludes Rangen's plans for research are reasonable.
29.
The ground water users argue that Rangen could be producing more fish if
Rangen would rotate more fish through the Rllllgen Facility and if Rangen would take advantage
of peak spring flows. Findings of Fact 63. The ground water users also argue Rangen has not
maximized the number of fish it raises because it does not oxygenate its water, has not
maximized the number of eggs it orders, and bus not maximized the number of cycles of fish
moving through the facility because of its Idaho Power contract.
30.

While beneficial use acts as a measure and limit upon the extent of a water right,

/11 Matter of Distribution of Waler to Various Water Rights Held By or For TIie Benefit of A & B
Irriga1io11 Dist., Docket Nos. 38191, 38192, 38193, slip op. at 14 (Idaho Dec. 17, 2013), this
does not mean that a water user must maximize his beneficial use, or otherwise risk his water use
be deemed inadequate or unreasonable. There could be a circumstance where a water use might
be deemed no longer beneficial. "Whal is a beneficial use al one time may, because of changed
conditions., become a waste of water at a later time." State, Dep't of Parks v. ldalw Dep't of
Water Admin., 96 Idaho 440,448, 530 P.2d 924, 932 ( 1974) (Justice Bakes concwring specially)
(citations omitted). This is not such a cuse. In this case, Rangen is beneficially using water by
raising fish to satisfy its contract with Idaho Power and to sell fish on the open market. IGW A
and Pocatello have failed to show, by clear and convincing evidence, that Rangen's water use is
unreasonable. A&B Irr. Dist. v. ldaho Dept. of Water Resources, 153 Idaho 500,524,284 P.3d
225, 2249 (2012). The Director concludes Rangen's water use is reasonable.

v.

Whether Ground Water Rights Affect the Quantity and Timing of When
Water is Available

31.
The total average annual discharge of lhe spring complex in the vicinity of the
Rangen Facility declined over 33 cfs between 1966 and 2012 in response to changes in the ESPA
water budget. Finding of Fact 53, Decreased incidental recharge associated with surface water
irrigation, decreased recharge derived from precipitation, and increased ground water pumping
have all contributed to declines in discharge from the spring complex in the vicinity of the
Rangen Facility and from Curren Tunnel. Finding of Fact ..'.55. While it is cleat that juniorpriority ground water pumping is a significant component of the ESPA water budget, quantifying
the portion of the declines that is attributable to ground waler pumping is complex. ESP AM 2.1
is a numerical ground water model that was developed for the purpose of determining the effects
of ground water pumping on discharge to spring and river reaches. ESPAM 2.1 simulations
establish that junior-priority ground water pumping is a substantial component of the decline in
spring complex discharge. ESPAM 2,1 simulations predict that approximately 14 cfs of the
decline to the spring complex can be attributed to junior-priority ground water pumping west of
the Great Rift and in the area of common groundwater supply. The relationship between Curren
Tunnel flow and total spring comple11. discharge indicates that approximately 9 cfs of the decline
in flow from Curren Tunnel can be attributed to junior-priority ground water pumping west of
the Great Rift and in the area of common groundwater supply. Finding of Fact 109.
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32.
As previously discui;sed, as a result of declining spring flows, Rangen has been
hindered in its ability to exercise its water rights from lhe Curren Tunnel. The reduction of flows
affects the number of fish Rangen raises and the research it is able to undertake. Ground water
diversions have reduced the quantity of wa1er available lo Rangen for beneficial use of water
pursuant to its water rights.

vi.

Alternate Reasonable Means of Diversion or Alternate Points of Diversion

33.
IOWA and Pocatello argue that Rangen's water needs could be met using
alternate means of diversion. Specifically, they point lo the report prepared by SPF in 2004 to
evaluate a number of projeclS with the intent of improving Rangen's water supply. IOWA and
Pocatello suggest that Rangen should be required to explore and implement these alternative
means of di version prior to making a deli very cait The two proposals they focus on from !he
SPF report are the proposals to construct a vertical well and a horizontal well at the Rangen
Facility.
34.
Both proposals were considered and rejected by Rangen. With the vertical well,
the three concerns highlighted were: the pumping costs associated with lifting the water from the
wells to raceways, the redundant power and pumping systems necessary to protect against a Joss
of power or pumps, and that Rangen would not be able to obtain a new water right absent
mitigation because of the ESPA moratorium on new appropriations. The concern regarding the
horizontal well was that such a well would likely decrease current discharge to the Curren
Tunnel, decrease discharge of other springs in the vicinity of the Curren Tunnel, and possibly
reduce ground water levels in wells located on the rim above the Curren Tunnel. Wayne
Courtney, executive vice president for Rangen testified about the concerns with the well
proposals. He explained that Rangen did not implement the proposal for alternate points of
diversion because Rangen "felt that the risk was 100 great for any possible outcome." Courtney,
VoL I, p. 111-112. Rangen was concerned that new wells might damage the geohydrology of the
area and would actually injure the existing springs and injure water users that rely on the springs
for their water. Id. at 112, The Direclnr concludes that Raagen's reasons for rejecting the
proposals are reasonable. IOWA and Pocatello have failed to show, by clear and convincing
evidence, that Rangeo's means of diversion is unreasonable. The Director concludes that
Rangen employs "reasonable diversion and conveyance efficiency and conservation pracrices" in
diverting water from the Curren TunneL

vii.

Effort or Expense lo Divert Water from the Source

35.

Because the method of diversion is reasonable, the effort and expense by Rangen

10 divert water from the source is also reasonable.

IV.

Conclusion Regarding Material Injury

36.
The Director concludes that pumping by junior ground water users has materially
injured Rangen.
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V.

ESPAM 2.1 Results and Area of Common Ground Water

37.
ESP AM 2.1 is a technical improvement to ESPAM I.I in part because ESP AM
2.1 was calibrated to monthly observations of spring discharge within individual model cells and
is capable of simulating the impacts of depletions from or accretions to the aquifer on spring
discharge within those model cells. ESPAM I.I was calibrated to significantly fewer spring
discharge data. ESP AM LI was only capable of simulating depletions from or accretions to a
group of springs that, in total, contribute water to larger segmented reaches of the Snake River.
In ESPAM 2. l, spring discharge in the model cell where Rangen's water is derived was a target
used for calibration of the model. The outflow of water in the vicinity of the Ran gen Facility
wa., identified as a model calibration target because flows from the Rangen Facility had been
measured over a sufficiently long period of time and with enough frequency.
38.
Idaho courts previously held that ESPAM I.I was the best scientific tool for
estimating the impact of pumping on spring flows. Recognizing that every model is an
approximation of physical reality, ESPAM 2.1 is a technical improvement to ESPAM I.I and is
the best available science for simulating the impacts of ground water pumping. There is no other
technical instrument as reliable as ESPAM 2.l thal can be used to determine the effects of
ground water pumping on the ESPA and hydraulically-connected reaches of the Snake River and
its tributaries. Accordingly, the outputs from ESP AM 2.1 simulations will be used lo determine
impacts to total now in the Rangen spring complex.
39.
ESPAM 2.1 simulations determined thal curtailment of ground water diversions
authorized by priority dates earlier than July 13, 1962 would result in a total increase in flow in
the Rangen model cell of 17.9 cfs.
40.
Rule 50 of the CM Rules delineates the boundaries of lhe ESPA area of common
ground water supply. The delineated area is the area within which the Director is currently
authorized to administer junior priority ground water rights to satisfy senior priority surface
water rights. Any curtailment of junior ground water rights in this matter will be limited lo water
rights with points of diversion within the delineated area of common ground water supply.
41.
IDWR is only authorized to curtail diversions within the area of common ground
water supply described by Rule 50 of the CM Rules. Removing water right poinls of diversion
outside of the area of common ground water supply reduces the total simulated increase in nows
in the Rangen model cell to 16.9 cfs.

VI.

Trim Line

42.
The applicability of a trim-line was previously litigated in the Clear Springs
delivery call. Clear Springs, 150 Idaho 790, 812, 252 P.3d 71, 93 (2011 ). In Clear Springs, the
Department used ESPAM I. I to determine effects of ground water pumping, just as ESP AM 2.1
is being applied in this proceeding. Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 814, 252 P.3d at 95. With
ESPAM I. I, former Director Dreher found that "the degree of uncertainty associated with
application of the [Aquifer] ground water model is IO percent" and based on that level of
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possible uncertainty. he limited the number of junior water right cunailed. Clear Springs, 150
Idaho at 812-13, 252P.3d at 93-94 (bracketed language in original).
43.
In the Clear Springs delivery call, the JO% trim line was applied based on accrual
of the benefits of curtailment to the Buhl to Thousand Springs reach, which contained multiple
ESPAM model cells and several other springs not diverted by the calling party. The calling
party was estimated to receive 6.9% of the benefits accruing to the Buhl to Thousand Springs
reach. In the Clear Springs delivery call, the trim line limited curtailment to areas where the
calling party would receive at least 0,69% (6.9% of 10%) of the benefits of curtailment.
44.
Because the 10% trim line applied in Clear Springs delivery call was based on
model predictlons of impacts to a multi-cell reach containing several springs, applying a 10%
trim line based on model predictions of impacts to a single model cell, l!S proposed by JGW A,
would result in a significantly different standard than was applied in the Clear Springs delivery
call.

45.
Similarly, in the Blue Lakes delivery call, the !0% trim line was applied based on
accrual of the benefits of curtailment to the Devil's ,vashbowl to Buhl reach, which contained
multiple ESPAM model cells and several other springs not diverted by the calling party. The
calling party was estimated to receive 20% of the benefits accruing to the Devil's Washbowl to
Buhl reach. In the Blue Lakes delivery call, the trim line limited curtailment to areas where the
calling party would receive at least 2% (20% of JO%) of the benefits of curtailment.

46.
The district court in the Clear Springs delivery call affirmed the application of a
trim line on appeal; "The evidence also suppuns lhe position that the model 11111st have a factor
for uncertainty as it is only a simulation or prediction of reality ...." C/e(1r Springs, 150 Idaho at
816, 252 P.3d at 97 (emphasis added). Because the model ls jusl a "simulation or prediction of
reality", the district court held that "it would be inappropriate to apply the [model] results
independent of the assigned margin of error." Id. The district court concluded «1he use of a
trim-line for excluding juniors within the margin of error is acceptable simply based on the
function and application of a modeL .the Director did not abuse discretion by apply the l0%
margin of error 'trim line.'" Id. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the Director's application of
the trim line, finding that the Director properly exercised discretion in making the trim line
determinatioa: "The Director perceived the issue as discretionary, he acted within the ouler limits
of his discretion and consistently. with the legal standards applicable to the available choices, and
rea.ched his decision through an exercise of reason. The district court did not err in upholding the
Director's decision in this regard." Id. at 817,252 P.3d nt 98.
47.
Substantial 1estimony was presented about the approximations and possible
inaccuracies of using a regional model to simulate the depletions to Rangen spring complex
discharge caused by ground waler diversions from the ESPA. Ground water users dive1ting from
the ESPA argued that any application of the model should acknowledge that there is an
unquantifiable level of uncertainly in the predictions generated by the model by either
discounting the prediction or applying a trim line. Rangen and the SWC argue I.hat regardless of
inaccuracies in the model, it is the best estimate of the impacts of junior ground water pumping
on flows in the Rangen cell, therefore no trim line should be applied.
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48.
Because numerical models are approximations of complex physical systems,
aquifer modeling is a dynamic process. ESPAM 2.1 is the result of improvements to previous
versions of the model, and it will likely be improved upon through future effort.~ of the
Department and the ESHMC. Some of the crilicisms of the model have merit, and may be
addressed in future versions of the model as data availability and improvements in computing
technology allow. While there is the potential to improve the model given additional time and
resources, ESPAM 2.1 is currently the best available scientific tooL Imperfections in the model
should not preclude the Department from using the model as an administrative tool, and should
not be the basis for using other predictive methods that have less scientific basis. The Director
concludes that ESPAM 2.1 predicted responses to curtailment are the best available predictions.
49.
Because of the comple1dty of the model, the margin of error associated with
model predictions cannot be quantified. The lack of a quantifiable margin of error associated
with the model does not mean that the model should be abandoned, but simply that its use should
be tempered with the fact that it is a "simulation or prediction of reality." The Director
concludes that there is uncertainty in the predicted increase in spring flow resulting from
curtailment and that the actual response may be lower er higher than predicted. This variance
should be taken into consideration when considering a trim line.

50.
The Curren Tunnel and the Rangen spring complex are located west of the Great
Rift, a low transmissivity feature that impedes the transmission of water through the aquifer
Finding of Fact I08, Figure 4. While there is some predicted depletion of Curren Tunnel
discharge attributable to points of diversion east of the Great Rift, the contribution is small.
ESP AM 2.1 establishes, by clear aod convincing evidence, that the portion of be.nefils of
curtailed ground water use east of the Great Rifi that would accrue to the Rangen spring complex
is generally less than 1%. Finding of Fact I05, Figure I. The benefit of curtailment with respect
to the number of acres curtailed diminishes significantly if areas east of the Great Rift are
included in the curtailment. Finding of Fact I07, Figure 3. The argument that no trim line is
appropriate wa~ considered and rejected in Clear Springs. The effect of the Great Rift on
propagation of impacts to Curren Tunnel should be taken into considermion when deciding oo a
trim line.
51.
Delineating a trim line using the Great Rift will limit curtailment to ao area where
the Rangen spring cell is predicted to receive at least I% of the benefits of curtailment, and the
calling party is predicted to receive at least 0.63% of the benefits of curtailment. This is similar
to the trim lines applied to ESPAM I. I in the Clear Springs delivery call and the Blue Lakes
delivery call, where the calling parties were predicted to receive 0.69% and 2% of the curtailed
benefits, respeclively.
52.
The Idaho Supreme Court stated, "Given the nature of the decisions which must
be made in determining how to respond to a delivery call, there must be some exercise of
discretion by the Director." America11 Falls, 143 ldaho at 875, 154 P. 3d at 446. The Director
perceives this issue of a trim line as one of limited discretion and applies the legal standards
established by Idaho courts. Clear Springs, 150 ldaho al 813, 252 P.3d at 94.
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53.
The Director must consider the diminishing benefits of curtailment beyond the
Great Rift. An appropriator is not entitled to command the entirety of large volumes of water in
a surface or ground water source to support his appropriation contrary to the public policy of
reasonable use of water. CM Rule 20. Demand should be viewed in light of reasonableness and
optimum development of water resources in the public interest. CM Rules 20 and 42; American
Falls, 143 Idaho at 876-80, 154 P.3d at447-51; ClearSpri11gs, 150 Idaho at 807-JO; 252 P.3d at
88-91; In Matter of Distributior1 of Water to Various Water Rights Held By or For The Benefit of
A & B Irrigation Dist., supra, slip op. at 13-17.
54.
"The policy of the law of th.is Stale is to secure the maximum use and benefit, and
least wasteful use, of its water resources." Clear Spri11gs, 150 Idaho at 808, 252 P .3d at 89
(quoting Poole v. 0/aveson, 82 ldaho 496,502,356 P.2d 61, 65 (1960)). The Idaho Constitution
enunciates a policy of promoting optimum development of water resources in the public interest.
Baker I'. Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., 95 Idaho 575,584,513 P.2d 627, 636 (1973); Idaho Const. Art.
XV,§ 7. "There is no difference between securing the maximum use and benefit, and least
wasteful use, of this State's water resources and the optimum development of water resources in
the public interest. Likewise, there is no material difference between 'full economic
development' and the 'optimum development of water resources in the public interest.' They are
two sides of the same coin. Full economic development is the result of the optimum development
of water resources in the public interest." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 809, 252 P .3d at 90. "The
policy of securing the maximum use and benefit, and least wasteful use, of the State's water
resources applies to both surface and ground waters, and it requires that they be managed
conjunctively." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 809,252 P.3d at 90.

Low transmissivity impedes the transmission of water through the aquifer at the
55.
Great Rift. Finding of Fact 108. This low transmissivity causes the benefit of curtailment
compared to the number of acres curtailed to diminish significantly. As provided in Findings of
Fact 105 through I08, generally less than I% of the benefits of curtailment of water users east of
the Great Rift will accrue to lhe Rangen spring cell. Even less will be expected to accrue to the
Curren Tunnel. Curtailment of junior ground water irrigation west of the Great Rift would dry
up approximately 157,000 acres, resulting in curtailment of irrigation of approximately 17,000
acres per cfs of predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel. Finding of Fact 110. Curtailment of
junior ground water irrigation east of the Great Rift would dry up approximately 322,000
additional acres, resulting in curtailment of irrigation of approximately 204,000 acres per cfs of
predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel. ld. In addition, there is uncertainty in the model. There
is lower predictive uncertainty on the western side of th.e Great Rift. Finding of Fact 91. There
is generally higher predictive uncertainty on the eastern side of the Great Rift, however impacts
from several pumping locations evaluated on the eastern side of the Great Rift had negligible
impacts on the spring cell evaluated in the Department's predictive uncertainty analysis. Id.
Uncertainty in the model justifies use of a trim line. Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 816, 252 P.3d
at 97. The Director concludes curtailment of ground water diversions on the east side of the
Great Rift is not justified. To curtail junior ground water users east of the Great Rift would Ile
counter to the optimum development of Idaho's water resources in the public interest and the
policy of securing the maximum use and benefit, and least wasteful use, of the State's water
resources. This conclusion is consistent with previous conclusions regarding trim lines applied
in Clear Springs delivery call and the Blue Lakes delivery call.
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56.
Eliminating water rights with points of diversion east of the Great Rift results in a
simulated curtailment benefit to the Rangen model cell of 14.4 cfs at steady slate.
57.
The predicted curtailment benefit to the Curren Tunnel, computed as 63% of the
simulated curtailment benefit to the Rangen model cell, is 9.1 cfs. 9
VII.

Rule 40 Call Determination

58.
Rule 40 of the CM Rules provides in relevant part that upon a determination of
material injury:
[Tjhe Director, through the watermaster, shall:
Regulate the diversion and use of water in accordance with the priorities of rights
of the ... ground water users whose rights are included within the district,
provided, that regulation of junior-priority ground water diversion and use where
the material injury is delayed or long range may, by order of the Director, be
phased-in over not more lhan a five-year (5) period to lessen the economic impact
of immediate and complete curtailment; or [a]l!ow out-of-priority diversion of
water by junior-priority ground water users pursuant to a mitigation plan that has
been approved by the Director.
[T]he Director shall consider whether the petitioner making the delivery call is
suffering material injury to a senior-priority water right and is diverting and using
water efficiently and without waste, and in a manner consistent with the goal of
reasonable use of surface und ground waters as described in Rule 42. The
Director will also consider whether the respondent junior-priority water right
holder is using water efficiently and without waste.
IDAPA 37.03.11.40.

In the material injury analysis above, the Director considered whether Rangen is
59.
diverting and using water efficiently, without waste, and in a matter consistent with the goal of
reasonable use. The Director concludes Rangen is diverting and using water efficiently, without
waste and in a matter consistent with the goal of reasonable use, Testimony was presented at
hearing regarding respondent junior-priority water right holders' use of water. The Director
concludes the junior-priority waler right holders are using water efficiently and without waste.
60.
Because Rangen bas suffered material injury, the Director will curtail ground
water rights bearing dates of priority earlier than July 13, 1962, with points of diversion localed
both within the area of common ground water supply and west of the Great Rift as delineated in
Figure 5, Finding of Fact 109.
'Rangen may nol be entitled lo all of the predicted increase in discharge of the Curren Tunnel if senior waler right
holders call for delivery of water from the Curren Tunnel.
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ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, at 12:01 a.m.i'in;qr.bi;f'o~.?vlarchl4,2014,u~ers.of:
ground waier holding consumpHvewater r\ghts b;aijngprloniyo,atesJuiil\Jl'to July13, 19t\2f
listed in Attachment C to this order, within the ~a co.mrn'ongrciund tatefc,lOCated westo(the
Great Rift, and within a water district that regulates ground water, shall curtail/refrain from
diversion and ui;e of ground water pursuant to those water rights unless notified by the
Department that the order of curtailment has been modified or rescinded as to their water rights.
This order shall apply to all consumptive ground water rights, including agrieultural,
commercial, industrial, and municipal uses, but excluding ground water rights used for de
minimis domestic purposes where such domestic use is within the limits of the definition set
forth in Idaho Code § 42-111 and ground water rights used for de minimis stock watering where
such stock watering use is within the limits of the definitions set forth in Idaho Code § 421401 A(I I), pursuant to IDAPA 37.03.11.020.11.

of

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the watermasters for the water districts within the area
of common ground water, located west of the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, are
directed to issue written notices to the holders of the consumptive ground water rights listed in
Attachment C to this order. The water rights on the list bear priority dates junior to July 13,
1962. The written notices are to advise the holders of the identified ground water rights that their
rights are subject to curtailment in accordance with the terms of this order.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that hold~f§Qfgro1fod wale;r rigliisl!ffettep by this OJ'(ler::

m~fpij)jic11;1aJe in a•IJll'()glition pJiin tfir§ugh a t:i.rl:itind Water D~trict qf:J.rrlgation ·ois!iict ifa

.iilaniipropci~~ by aQroilnd Water Di~trict oi lrngat1011 District. The mitigation plan must
provide simulated steady state benefits of 9.1 cfs Lo Curren Tunnel or direct flow of 9.1 cfs to
Rangen. If.'.m1t1g~tli1.11i{pi:ovidedby d111ft l'lo:WJo>Ri/iigeri,the ini\:i.gal.ion may bephased~irf
P~etiiot:rgp~ tb!ll\ iillv~year per1od puiisuan(to c~ Rul~.40 as follows: :3:4 cfs th1;1 f"~i.y~;
;{i cts tfie~o11d yiar,..&J)~fsJ;thetliird f~rfl;~ cfs.tlie foilrih year, and 9,Lds the fifthyeat.J
Holders of ground water rights that are not members of a ground water district may be deemed a
nonmember participant for mitigation purposes pursuant to H.B. No. 737 (Act Relating to tlze
Administration of Ground Water Riglzts wi1/1ir1 the Eastem S11ake River Plain, ch. 356, 2006
Idaho Sess. Laws 1089) and Idaho Code§ 42,5259. If a mitigation plan is approved and the
holder of such a junior priority ground water right elects not to join a ground water district, the
Director will require curtailment.

Dated this

tfl~ay of January, 2014.

4-~-I
Director
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ,Zif ~ay of January, 2014, the above and foregoing
document was served on the following by providing a copy in the manner selected:
J. JUSTIN MAY

MAY BROWNING
1419 W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery

imay@mavbrowning.com

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX554
RUPERT, ID 83350

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Deli very

robvnbrody@hotmail.com

FRlTZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Facsimile
(K) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery

fxh@haemlaw.com

RANDYBUDGE
THOMAS J. BUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCA TELLO, JD 83204-139 l

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
( ) Hand Deli very

(x)

rcb@racinelaw.net
tib@racinelaw.net

SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI
511 16TH ST., STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Facsimile
(K) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery

sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrap@white-iankowsld.com

C. THOMAS ARKOOSH

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES
P.O. BOX 2900
BOISE, ID B3701

( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

tom.arkoQsh@arkoosh.com
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JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRINGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

tlt@idahowalers.com
jks@idahowaters.com
ola@idahowaters.com

W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) facsimile
(x) E-mail

wkf@omt.org

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

irigby@rex-Jaw.com
herickson@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law.com
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.0.BOX4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205
dtranmcr@pocatcllo.us

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

.

.u~P=-/~~
Deborah J. Gibson
Assistant to the Director
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PETITION FOR DELIVERY CALL; CURTAILING
GROUND WATER RIGHTS JUNIOR TO JULY 13, 1962. Page44
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Rangen Hatchery Facilities
Hagermun, ldruio
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priority
Diversion
Total
Right No.
Date
Rate (els)
Pumose of Use
Acres
36•16158
1/24/1972
3.95 IRRIGATION, MITIGATION
346.5
36-16160
1/24/1972
0.04 MITIGATION
I
· · · · - · - - - - - - + I3'-6--1-'6-'-16'-1-+,--'B'-/9-,1-9'-75'+---'2-'-.9c..7+!1=R=R,~G~A=T"'1o~N~.-M=IT~IG~A=T=,o-N~-+!, -39-5-.5-1

Current Owner
2+RANCH LLC
2+RANCH LLC
2+RANCH LLC

2+RANC:H llC
!36-16163
8/9/1975,
0.02 MITIGATION
4 BROso·-A-1R=y-1-N=c-------- l37-20613
'12/19/19741
1.12iSTOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL I
137-20614
4 BROS D/IJRYINC-·
12/19/1974
0.58!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
4 BROS DAIRY INC
37-22641
10/18/1968
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
.4.,.,_BR""o=s""'D..,.A"'IR""YF:IN"C,c------··-··--";;:3-;;:7·"=22"'s:-;4-;:-2~r:,-=01.:1=-a1"'19:C:5"'at-,--=-o.'""04~+--sT""O""C,,,K"'W"""'AT"'E"'R-","c""o~M""M"'E"'R""C""IA17L~----t
4 BROS DAIRY INC
37-22643
2/16/1971
0.01 ,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ,
4 BROS DAIRY INC
37-22644
12/3/1966i
0.021STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
4 BROS DAIRY.INC .. _
....
137-22645 I 10/18/19681
0.03,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

-·-----l

_4-B=R=O=S~D_A_IR=Y-IN=C--·-····
37 -22646
. 12/3/19661
4 BROS DAIRY INC
):7·22647 ! 12/3/1966!
4 BROS DAIRY INC
..... @7·22648 I 2/1811971_!
4 BROS DAIRY INC
37·22649 12/18/1971.
1
4 BROS DAIRY INC ··-· •
,37-22652 i 11/15/1970!
4BROS DAIRY INC
_ . . ;s7-22653 j 5/16/1980
4 BROS DAIRY INC
137-22654 . 5/26/19711
137-7033
4BROSDAIRYINC___
I 7/5/1888J
4BROSDAIRYINC.
!37-7278
I 9/10/19731
4 BROS DAIRYiiJc
.. • ,37.7575
3/28119771
4 BROS DAIRY INC'
37-8813
10/1411983
4BROS DAIRY INC ---·-" . ~:8814
k,I/10/1~83
_93_GOJ:.F RANCH
-··
___ 36-7573
j 10/31/19751
1
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT; UNITED
'
1
STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH
.36-151276'_~' _4Afl~.
1
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT; UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH
j36-15193B• l 4/1/1965
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT; UNITED
·T··-- , - ·
STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH ...... '136·151948'
4/1/196~
A&-B IRRIGATIONDISTRICT; UNITED
STATES OF ,WERICA ACT"C ;SRQUGH
,s,sss•
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT; UNITED
i
i
STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH
J36-15196B•j 4/111981
AARDEMA DIARY LTD PARTNERSHIP
J36-7290
J 1123/19731
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
ps-10225F
5/1/19851
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
j36·14035B
5/2611976f
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
\3S-151_~9F 12/11/1969:
13S-15256C•
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
3/15/19751
1
AARDEMAFARMSLTDPARTNERSHIP
36-15256D
3115/1975!
;
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-15561
8119/1965!-;
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-15563 l 2/26/1979'
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-16269 .l 6/7/19!5
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-16271- i. 2126/1973
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-16273 : 8/2/1973
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP.
36-16275
' 5/28/1974
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
,36-162n ' 2/4/1976
!_.

J,..

i ""' ""I
I
i

0

~=~~~1 :1:~; ~~~ :1:~~~:;~::

0.05!STOCKW ATER, COMMERCIAL
0.03iSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1
o.os:STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL !
0.02 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.08 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.02.STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.01 iSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
2.16 11RRIGATION
i
211
6'1RAIGATION
390.9
1
221 lRAfGATION
.
349
0.13:STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
o.11STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
2.92i,_IR_R_IG_A_T_IO_N
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1'--'8-C-j8
j

28.8_9-+;_I_R_R_IG_A_T_IO_N_ _ _ _ _ _ _+-"-'82:::6"-10::.i
0.31 iiRRIGATION

1
2.51 .IRRIC3AT~i'J---· ......

·1,

-511/1995'1
12/11/1969 1
1/28/19641

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than Aprll 12, 1994

82610

l,._'

·---+---I
82610

,.,rRIGATIOO

0.08 IRRIGATION
82610
1.6,IRRIGATION
80.
o.01JSTOCKWATER
0.42 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.05iSTOCKWATER
..
.•
0.92ilRRIGATION
..401.6
o.111STOCK\I\/ATER,COMMERCIAL
....
!
_,
2.7ilRAIGATION
608
I
__
-~--1.91 IRRIGATION
608
0.51 !IRRIGATION
302,7
1
0.36 11RRIGATl<JN
302.7_
0.6\JBRIGATION
302.7
0.19;1RRIGATION
j'.302.7
o.1?'IRRIGATION
r·-302.7

r~::::~}f:+itrti1i1t- -~:~;1: : ~:~:~~

AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-16283*
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
3!!-16285
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP ,,,,,,,, ,,, 36-16447

82610

··-------·

t~~i!1

0.1711RRIGATION
.
. . ~02.7
1.72,IRRIGATION
302.7
··o.1~lst6CKWATER, COMMERCIAL~ ......
000150
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject lo Curtailment • Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priority
Diversion
Total
Current Owner
Right No.
Date
Rate (els)
P11mose of Use
Acres
AARDEMA FAHM::; LTD PAR I NERSHIP
.36· 15449
5/2611976
0. 19 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
".ARD EMA FARMS LTD PA-=R=TN°'"E=R=cS""H""'1p=---+3cc5c-.1cc6c=B-:-91,----1-.,.,,1,,..1OCC/7'19c=9cc-7t---o""".o-:-sc+s"'T"'occc=K"'W'"'"A'""T""E""Rc'------'-'-'-c___+--~
llJiRDEMA FARMSLTD PARTNERSHIP
36-16893
11/1/19791
0.02;STOCKWATER
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-16894
1/28/1964 j
2.67 llRRIGATION
435.1
······-~==--~-~+---,,.-c+:==~=~==~~-_.:.:;:.;:;.:.:..i
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-16695
1/28/1964
0.1 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
6,AR DEMA. FARM$ LTD PARTFfE"'R';,cSH'"l"'P-----!ic::36:::-·716"'B;:;::9-:::-6-ir-.=5/.;;;2-:::-6/,;;-19;::7;:;::6+---o:-5_'=03i:i:1'a1R""R""IG""A,i,.T.lCIO""N.F.;,...;;.:..;.;=:;;;;.;;.::.;;..:=+-435=--cl.1
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
i36·16897
5/2611976
0.23JSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
6,ARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSf'.flp'"".···-,"'---ir=-350-."'25=7""59=--+--.c.,8""15'"'"/1"'"96cc3+--~0.ccc05c-1=ST=o""c""'K=w~A=T=E=R'-.c=o=M_,,M..,,E""R'""C""'IA,;,.L+---1
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-25866
1/28/1964
0.2 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ,
4ARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP___ 36·2614F i 6/7/19651
0.01,STOCKWATER
1
1IR""R"'1-=G-:cAT""l""O-::N:---------+---12c-16
4ARD EMA FARMS LTD PARTN ERSH""IPc-----ti
3:c:s-=.7:::04"'9::---t-l-,1-,-/1c:c0.,-:11""96::-:9c+i---::2-.4:-:-1r.c
1
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-7215
I 1/3/19721
0.84!1RRIGATION
164
i
II
i
;STOCKWATEfl, COMMERCIAL,
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
i36·7250
7/2111~72'
0.25[D0MESTIC
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNER""SHCCl"'P·---!,-;:36=-.=73;;:Q;;:;7;cF-ili-::21-:::2-;:6/;:;-19;;-;7;;::3+----::.-o.':co2±sT;;;:O;;c-C""KW;::;-;-;A7-T;;;E:;;R,:--------+--~
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36·7329
i 4/18/1973
0.8,IRRIGATION
40
AARDEMA FARMSI.TD PARTNERSHIP
+!3-6--7-3-62-F-+I-B-/2/_1_9-73..;.e---0-.0-2+,lS_T_O_C_K_W_A_T_E_R_ _

----------1=~-cc--~~~-~--+----'-::..-J

AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP

36-7477F
36-7606F

··-·-----·--------+---

5/28/1974!
! 214/\9761
'1;

o.o, iSTOCKWATER
0.01 !STOCKWATER
+-,
1R=-R"'l'""G:-cA·-=T1o=o:-:-N"',-=sT=-o:::-C=cK-=w"'A""T"'E==Rc-,-+-,,- - - 1

'

AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-n34
3/11/19771
1lcoMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
13s-n79F
212211970
0.02 STOCKWATER
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36·7832F
12111/1978
0.01 STOCKWATER
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PAFff'NERSHIP --36-8169
4/6/19831
0.26 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
1
AARDEMA FARMS LT.~£'ARTNERSHIP
____ 2§·8517
1
4/3/1990 ,,,,_Q:04•STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
AARDEMA. CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS;
j
BOX CANYON DAIRY; HEIDA, MARY JANE;
HEIDA THOMAS
's6-7363A
__ 817/1973-+--- 1.23_1RRIGATION
I
AARDEMA. CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS; ~
I
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA, I__ . -·i
I
MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
,35.1s1a1·
3/15~~a2i __ o~,IRRIGATION
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS; • '1
,
:
1
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA,
i
MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
;36-2610
3/22/1965'
2'IIRRIGATION
.'
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS;
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA,
I
.
MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
i36·7387D
10/27/1973
0.15 1STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS;
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA, ,
MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
36-7650A
1.22:IRRIGATION
7/30/1976i
~
T
'
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS;
'
'
'
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA, ,
MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
36-8305
2/14/1986
L9!1RRIGAT10N
0
+
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS;
'
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA,
MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
36-8362
' 6/3/1988
1STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
'36-8548
s111119eo 1
o.osisTOCKWATE~--'
AARDEMA, DONALD J
"
l
•
+,,
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN
5/1/19_65:
0.01 ;IRRl<:oATION
136-1022~H_"
1
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN
,36-15169H T12111/1969
0.02[IRRIGAT!~
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN
136:,?614H __, __J,/7/1965
0:Ql IRRIGATION
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN
@6·7307H~ 2/26/1973 1 _ _ 0,01 IRRIGATIOt-l . ···~
AARDEMA,DONALDJOHN
l36·7362H
8/2/1973
0.01. IRRIGATION

I

::r ,

30

I
!

I

I
I

'

.

I

110

------

220

I

i

'

'

220

I

95

!
I
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Attachment C
Waler Rights Subject 10 Curtailment· Ran gen Delivery Call

I

Water
Priority Diversion
Total
Rinhl No.
Date
Rate icls)
PulllOSe ol Use
Acres
Current Owner
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN
- - - - · •••
.36•7477H
5/2B/1~7:L_ O.Q1 ilRRIGATlON - - · - - - - - + i_ _3_,
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN
• "s&7606H
2/4/19761
0.01 ;IRRIGATION
3
1
AARDEMA, DONALDv'Ol·ffJ
. i36-7779H
2/22/1976
O.OURRIGATION
3
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN
!36·7832H j 12/11/1978
0.01!jRR!GATION
3
ABC AGRA LLC
. -·
136-8484
! 12/11/1989
o.osi>-c-o-M-.!vl-E_R_C_IA_L_,D-0-,.-~-ES_T_ICADAMS, CHERYLL; ADAMS, H LYLE; ADAMS, I .•
i
STDCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
RODDY L
j37.707a
!10i12/197C, 0.077 DOMESTIC
~DKlf':1§, GINA; ~OKINS, RICK
j!S?·B525 -~13!2/199QI.. · _·_·_· 0.06
.. ~,1-;;;:Ro::R;:;:IG:--:A-=T""IO"'N-r,::J?_..""'o7CMc=E°"ST""l"'C:---+--1'Ci
,AKL ,_PROPERTl§.i> LLC
~.?.:16942
2127119701
J.:€:l_5i IRRIGATION.__________-+--'2,;.;c9;..;5.""7
4
AKLPROPERTIESLLC
36·16944
!12/11/19811
1.72\IRRIGATION
295.7
ALL~N, BETTY: ALLEN,_BIJD .:
..
....J.37·21225 ~]974'- . ·o~02ilRRIGATlot~ -------·<-!---<1

i

ALLEN, HERB; ALLEN, MARY CHUGG; LLOYD, I

I

:

~

I

..

!

DANIEL; TIERNEY LLOYD, MONA USA
4125/1990 ..• 1.89 IRRIGATION
-·····-~
i 15
i36-7418
I 12111/1973
3.48,IRRIGATION
217
ALLEN, JANE C; ALLEN, WAYNER
ALLEN, PATRICIA: ALLEN; s,:1;,PHEN s
=:~2122s
112e1ill"
2.12•1RR1GAT10N
154
;35.7549
110/19/19761
0.26ilRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
"
12
ALLEN, REX
ALLIANCE LANCl& LIVESTOOS. LLC
145-12769A ~.?.t11f1§!5,!L . . 0.31 ilRRIGATION ·······----.-.
3086.3
ALLIANCELAND&LIVESTOCKLLC
45.13520• ; 3/15/19761
0.23:IRRIGATION
3086.3
°f:a'IRRIGATION:STOCKWATER
3086.3
ALLIANCE LANO& LIVESTOCKLLC- -145-14054 r·ef6!196ij__j45·14055 , 916/fiiB7i
0.93 STOCKWATER, COMMER(!_IAL I
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
.ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
'45· 14104
6/3011985 ; _.... 0.~9; IRRIGATION
-_-TI--3""08"'8:--c.3"'!

I

!
l

~tt:~~g~~~~~~~~~gg~ t::g

1~:!~; ; ~~~~~::~~i _. ··0
1

£~~~~~~EA,~~RQl~_l:. ! 3088.3

I

ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCKLLC-!45-14254
r 5/16/1980i
o.oapRRIGATION _________ 30138.3
ALLIANCELAND& LIVESTOCK LLC
[45.14255·
s12s11971
o.02pRRIGATION - - - · - - .• I soaa.3
J45-1425tf''i ·s11211973i
O 24:IRRIGATION
i 3068.3
ALLIANCE LAMb & Lr,tESTOCK LLC
ALLIANCE LAND l5. LNESTOCK LLC
;4§:14257
i 5/4i1978L::~51 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCKILcr--·,45·26748 I 0 '11/196>'
0.48 IRRIGATION.
---30-68--.-43
0
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC ·-·~..:Z:054. ~~8/197~·
1.34 STOCKWATER
--··--+---~l
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK l.LC
· - - i45•7243
7/1/1975i
2.19 IRRIGATION·----3088.3
. -· J45-7462A ) 11/24/1991 I
2.1 a~~TION ""' ·····----+-'30""9;;.a;;;:..3:;+
'ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC .ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
45·746213 L11124/1961 ,
1.99!1RRIGATION
3088.3
! 10/13/1982
0.31 °1RRIGATlON
3088.3
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
145-7513
'.35-7034
! 5/27/19681 0.16TIRRIGATION, STOCK\VATER
7.1
ALLISON, ER
ALLISON, ER
[36·7347A
s/251,973
0.11 ilRRIGATION
5.4
1
!
ALLRED, JACKSON W; SMffH, MIRIAM
ALLRED
'i.45·11142
I 6/30/1985
3.111RRIGATION
2073
l
1
I
I
AMBROSE, A N; sourHFlaD PROPERTIES
LLC
iss-7157A f 2t1e11s11
s.s 11RRIGATION
436
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2 )6~1.1120
;11/2711962,
0.071RRIGAT!ON, DOMESTIC
1.5
ANDERL.AND LLC
J45·14066
e111;197g_l
2.67:IRRIGATION · ···
233.1
ANDERLAND LLC
45•14070
; ,!i6119791
0.01 ;IRRIGATION
8.4
1
1
4513394
i'611979i
0.05 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
ANDERSEN, ALAN H; ANDERSEN, NORMA
:4~14067
ll/17/19721
0.12 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
ANDERSEN, ALAN H; ANDERSEN, NORMA
ANDERSON SR, LARREY; ANDERSON,
T
"'
. 'iRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL,
9/27/19831
0.09 DOMESTIC
RETHA
36·8232
1
t
·
ANDERSON SR. LARREY;ANOERSON,

T

!

i

I

I

I

l
!
I

j

RETHA; MlLLER,£:>ERALD
-·-ANDERSON, DONALD M; ANDERSON, JOAN

r

:·

i:J6:f!:233 _ \ 12117/1991.I
36·8265
. i, 6/1411965'
-" "" ... -+----·

ANDERSON, GEORGE; ANDERSON, MARILYN i36-7777

2/711976,

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

.oo..::.E60.4'. .H1·RERAl~IAl'!TGJO'RNECREATION

-

i

2

"

1.33 IRRIGATION

75
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call

Current Owner

I

Water
Right No.

11.NDERSON, GREGORY M; ANDERSON,
K_E_N_N_Er:.cH_:__C.:c___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _+::36-7214
11.NDERSON, LA DELL; ANDERSON, SHERRY

Priority
Date

Diversion I

Rate (cfs)I

I

I

l

1/311972

Pumnse of Use

I

2.45 11RRIGAT!ON

Total
Acres
144

-----o------ti----t-.1-----------+---'--l

HARRIS
·--·
36-7272
]117/1972 1
1.4_?JIRR!GATION
ii:NDERSON, SHERRY HARRIS
-+3:c6--c2:c6-=-32cc---t,- 118/1966!
1.94!1RRIGATION
i
1
!36-7022
4/12/19681
4.64!1RRIGATION
ANDERSON, SHERRY HARRIS
I
~ I
ANDERSON, SHERRY: HARRIS, STEVEN;
J_E_N=S~E=N"",=C-IN=D_Y__________._ _._,1_36_-7_8_9_7_-+.l-2/-25_1_1980
2.84, IRRIGATION
i
ANDRES~tsl__
DA_I_R'f_L_L_C______.___
j36-16381
, 9/12/1973,
O.OB1STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL [

I

I

71
417.1
417.1
203

i

'1'36·8215
j
ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
ANDRESEN DAIRY LLC
6/22/19831
0.07,DDMESTIC
1
ANDRESEN DAIRY LL'"'c~-------t!i:;;3:i:-5_.;;;:a7"'3'"5,-----t-":':·1.""11-f:1""01;:;-1~99c;;2""'1--;;:o.'=0741."'•!.S""'TO"""C&.KWC.:..:AT""E"'R~.-c"o".M"M.,E""R"C"IA"L-·1i---l
ANDREWS, GERALD.CLINTON; ANDR.~EW~S-,-+-----i--.- - - 1 - - - - + - - - - ~ - · - - - - + - - ,
MARIAN J

[36-15227"

8/27/1973

0.7:IRRIGATION

A_R_K_O_O_S_H_._G_E_O-RG_E_F_:A_R_K_O_O_S;:Z;\;~-H-t:-37--7-1-60---l-9/-14-l-19_7_2+-I·

0.31 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER

,37-7570
..• 3/9119771
4.29ilRRIGATION
ARKOOSH, KAREN A; ARKOOSH, WILLIAM
ii:sfCE: DOUGLAS D; ASTLE, JANIS L -,
•37-8296
5/11/19871
4.01 IIRRIGATION
-·-[3-7--7-5_3_8.-_--+,-11-/2/-19_7_6+-[--4-.-18-+'I-IR-R-IG_A_T-ION
ii:sfi..E, GERALDINE; ASTLE, SE~ D

I

I

ASTLE, MICHELE
···- .~7-8125
ASTLE, RICK J; ASTLE, TANYA R
37-7264
1
,,
37.7475
ii.STORQUIA, FRANK
t\STORQUIA, FRANK
· · · - - - · 37-83313
ASTORQUIA, FRANK; ASTORQUIA,
JOSEPHINE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,..l.37:7460
ASTORQLl-l·A-,-JU_S_T_IN
37-7092
9 & H FARMING
-·-·----·:=j36·11643'
3& H FARMING____

.•. j36-15226'

I 6/23/1983
8/2111973!
2112/19761

!

I

, 5/1911994!

i

'

,

163

j

277

i

..

i
I

26
357.2
285

·----rsTOCKWATER, COMMERCIA""L-,
0.04JD0MESTIC
_
i
3.42(1RRIGATION
192
0.7 IRRIGATION
- - - - ; i - -35
0.6; IRRIGATION
72

i t - ,- - - ;

7/3/2002!
3.33 IRRIGATION
4/15/1971 i
O.B IRRIGATION
·41111001l--_..c.c.c1+il=R=R-1G=A=T~IO-N------·-··

258
..

40

448

I

6/15/1973,
0.36•1RRIGATION
656
1
152
3;;_;_&.c.H....F_AR""""cM·_IN
__G
_ _ _.._ ... -··-----····11-'3_6·_1_62_06~-+--4_/1....4__
11_98--3.., _ _1.c.c.9_1+--IR=R=l=G-AT=l=ON--------·+--""
3 & H FARMING
____,,,_..j36-2570
_6/2011963
O.BIIRRIGATION
I . 658
3&HFARMING
]36-2587
+ 2/19/19~j.
5.79JIRRIGATION
I 455
3 & H FARMING
36-4264'
j 411/1974]
2i1RRIGATION .
455
3 4 DAIRY
~36-77326
10/21/19771
0.41STOCKWATEA. COMMERCIAL_
36-7732C I 10/21/1977,
2.641 IRRIGATION
3 4 DAIRY
132
1
0.34fSfOCKWATER, COMMEFICIAL;
3 4 DAIRY
36-77320 ·1 10/2111977!
3AAR JR, TED
36-10845
1/28/19721
0.24 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
,
'1

J

I

3AAR, ANNA E; BAAR, THEODORE;
'
'\JORTHWESTFARMCRED1TSERVICESFLCAj36-B478
3AILEY, CALVIN M; BAILEY, DE ANN W
!36-7735
3AILEY, CARL W; BAILEY, STEPHANIE G
!36-16981
3AILEY, CARL W; BAILEY, STEPHANIE G
ti36-7615
3AILEY, PATSY J; BAILEY, QUINN W
. 36-7941
3AKER, DANIEL C; BAKER, DARRELL JAMES jsB-2668
3AKER, DARRELL JAMES
j36-13065A
3AKER, DARRELL JAMES
!36-130658
3AKER, DARRELL JAMES ....
3AKER, DARRELL JAMES
3AKER, DWAINE D; BAKER, LINDA
3ALL, CARMA B; BALL, JERRY R

•·
I

;
'

1

11/7/1989~.
7/2511977,
• 31411976
3/4/1976,4
.. 9/17/1980
11/18/1~661·
3/15/1961 1
3/15/19B1J-

'36-1517frB_._ !lf291197~1
'
;36-25656
2/1111963
,45-42166
6/30/1985
36-2563
1/28/1963

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

I

~

'
.
,STOCKW ATER, COMMERCIAL,:

0.47.DOMESTIC
'.
1
1.75jlRRIGATION
1
\IRRIGATION
1.6IIRRIGATION
.......
. .. i
0.13,ISfOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL]
.

105

50
203

..,

4.6511RRIGATION
0.66JIRRIGATION
0.16JIRRIGATION

o..o\

1RRRRIIGGAATTIIOONN
0 38 1
0.01 IRRIGATION
2.2 IRRIGATION

__

j 634.4
•. 260.7
634.4
634.4

.t

1

§.34.~
146
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priority
Diversion I
Total
Current Owner
Righi No.
Date · Rate (els} I
Purpose of Use
Acres
BANDY, BONNIE; BANDY, BRADLEY W
36-7473
I 5/14/1974
0.1 ilRRIGATION
5
BANNOCK PAVING CO
36-7470
i 4/26/1974 1
0.33[1NDUSTRIAL
BARNES, TH; COLLINS, LARRY
36-8780
4/17/19961
0.04[1RRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1
BARRYMORE EST SUBDIVISION WATER
I
I
I
USERS
36-8155
3/4/19831
o.o7ISTOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
I
BARRYMORE, BLAKE; BARRYMORE,
I
DEBORAH
.37-8145
7/7/19831
0.17,COMMERCIAL
BARTLETT, ERWIN; BARTLETT, JANICE
145-7653
616/19891
0.04,CocO"'M~M'=ER=C~l~A~L-------+----i
BAXTER, DAVID W; BAXTER, ELIZABETH R 136-7060
5/12/1969
1.34 [IRR~GATION
160
BAXTER. DAVID W; BAXTER, ELIZABETH R [36-7948
11/21/1980 I
0.871RRIG""A""'T"'IO=:-;N------1----1-c6--IO
BECK, BARTL; BECK, DANENE
145-7029
I 6/4/19681
1.2;1RRIGATION
I 997.5
BECK, BARTL; BECK, DANENE
45-7263
I 3/30/19761
3ilRRIGATION
I 997.5
BEd<, CLYDETTE G; BECK, ROBERT M
45-7087
12/20/1971 !
4.6411RRIGATION
316
BECK, DAVID; BECK, SUSANK
45-13907' i 4/1311971
0.11 STOCKWATER
"'B-=Ec=cKc:-,-=oc-:A...,V~ID-;B"'E"'C"'K·,f-,"'"su"'s"'A"'N.,..,K.,..------ 45-13909 I 4113/1970
0.211 STOCKWATER
BECK, DAVID; BECK, SUSANK
45-13994
9/17/1970
12.84JIRRIGATION
1766
BECK, DAVID; BECK, SUSANK
45·13995
I 9/1711970!
o.22J·s=T=oc"'=K~W=A=TE=R~---··
BECK, DAVID; BECK, SUSANK
!45-14302 I 4/13/19701
3.95ilRRIGATION
1766
BECK, DAVID; BECK, SUSANK
J.415::.1.4304* I 4/1311971 I
2.14ilRRIGATION
1766
:s:Ec;K:,~P~A:IG~E~=================:::::::::r:::145~:106::::7:::9:::;*::-r!-::-4/.:-::1/-;-:1-:c97:::7:+l-~0-=.2:=-2b[IR"'R"'IG:7Ac=TI;;.o"':N~_-_-_-::_-_-_-_-::_-_-::_-_-_-;_---'._30.:..;;1..::..::.;8
BECK, PAIGE
45-107778" i 3/15/1976
0.23!1RRIGATION
151
BECK, SCOTT W
45·14448'
4/1/1977
0.3IIRR~IG"'A'"T"°IO""Nc----·---·t--,4"'27=--.7"'1
BECKLEY, BONNIE B; BECKLEY, RON K
37-8138
I 6/29/1983
o.121STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BEEM, DONNA L; BEEM, KENNETH C
[36-7695
4/13/19771
1110N
50
BEEM, STEVEN G
----------+i3~6:"".-7:::6c:c0-::-9-+-2/=-19cc/1.,-,9"'7""5'[---3c--.1-:-8
TION, STOCKWATER
295

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I

i

l

l

--~-------------

BENNETT, CAROLE R;_BENNETT, JOHN D

=Tl~O_N~--------i-4:.::.3::.i
TION, STOCKW ATER,
BEORCHIA PROPERTIES & HOLDINGS LLC
36-8108
8/16/1982
0.03
TIC
5
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
36-10821A
6/1/1979
2.45IIRRIGATION
138
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
36·108219
6/9/1979
10.2dRRIGATION
626.5
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
..
36-15161'
811511977[
0.14:IRAIGATION
258
BETTENCOURT,LUISM
!36-15174A !11/21/1973[
3.0S!IRRIGATION
154
_l?,ET1"ENC;()URT, LU_I_S_M ...
36-15J~4B 1_:1j!_21_/!973J
0.12IIRRIGATION
12~
1
3 1
a,__2_':_
o};jWT~~~~~~ER ·
----·_--· ~
.4
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M •.. · · · · - - - · ::::. ?6-16480 __ . . 3126/19691 ___0.77 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
1
.§.1§.TT_l:NCOURT, LlJ18_M ..•
_3.6-705.48
3/26/19!$~2.73llf3JgCKWAT_E_£l,. COMMER(21~..,l-----.,;;
____
BETTENCOURT,LUISM
36-7103
12/2311969!
1.6 IRRIGATION
_ , ______JJQ
BETTENCOURT,llJIS •....
.. j36-7.116C-.r-2/1811970[
. . 341RRIGATION
170
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
--·--··· 136-7116D
2/18/1970!-· 0.72,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BETIENCODl=i"r;iu1sM _
--J.3._6)260B_ j_.9115i1.9ii.f_
·o.1]STOCKWATER~COMMERCIA~L_·-j---~-=--J'
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
36-2.324 _j_ 3/29/19731 _ _ 3,g_JIRRIGATION .
· - - - .• J
160j
BETTENCOURT, LUIS
36-7368B_Jjl16/1973\
_Q..Q41§I.OCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
I

·-~~~~~}1,t~}§·~···· .

~~~~gg~=~: ~~:~ ~--

137-20931

----!}~~~;:_ · ·

5/5/2003

0.12

;_~:~;L-_

_-·-·· - ;~:~!~~B ~~~jl~~~j ~111:;~~~:g~ ---···-· -- ~;JI

BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
36-7605
2/4/19761
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
3&76~ _212411976!
i3rnEN661.ii'lr: i:U1s M
... :,_1,:ll_oa.1__ __ 3/7/1983_!
BETIENCOURT, LUIS M ....... - --··36·8135
11/5/1983!
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
........•.. ·-····- 36·8302
11/14/1985
srnENcoUi=lt;1:.--tJ1s rvi
se-0139
si101199s
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
.
1ss-8740 --! 5/10/1995
• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

1.04
0.82
o.~2
0.06

IRRIGATION, MITIGATION
IRRIGATION
IRAIGAT~ON
STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
IRRIGATION
-···----·
1 lRRiGAT10N
··-·--0.53,IRRIGATION

-o:96
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29.6
128
22

193.4

ms.a
126.5

Attachment C
Water Rights Subject lo Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
....

..

BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
SHARON L
BHB FARMS INC
....
BHB FARMS INC
BICKETT, HARVEY B; BICKETT, MYRNA
BIG SKY DAIRY
BiG SKY DAIRY
________
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY

Diversion
Rate (cfs)

I

I
i36·1459SA•

5/1/1978

136-145956.

5/1/1978

'
!36-15672

'I

Total

Acres

Purpose of Use

1.31 !IRRIGATION

414.8

0.1 lsTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

10/18/1968 I

0.1 :STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL i

136-15674

12/3/19661

0.07 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

,36-15676

I 2/18/19711

0.04,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

,

I

136-16159

1/24/19721

,36-16162

I
8/9/19751

I

[36-2666

I

36-73458
[36-75910

O.Q1 lsTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

i10/11/19661
I 6/21/1973
•
I12/29/1975

J

·-+---1

I

1

1---i

I
0.01 isTocKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
311RRIGATION

168

I

o.12ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

I

5.54[1RRIGATION

414.8

I

36-7591E

J 12129/1975

2/9/1982

0.52 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL, ·1
0.05;D0MESTIC
.

4/18/1989

0.51STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

II

136-8062
I

136·8411

I

37-8865
36-7494
36-8144
37-8366
36-2671C
_j36·2671G
l36·2671K
-136·2671 L

I

i36-7367C

i

I

i
I

3/25/1974
0.241STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ,
I
8/12/1974
3.2ilRRIGATION
! 160
2/2/1983
0.84 IRRIGATION
I
421
7/1411988
0.0611RRIGATION, DOMESTIC
I 0.8
1/9/1967
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
1/9/1967
0.19 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL i
1/9/1967 _ _ _(l:Z ll'll'llGATION .
.
J_4S,1 .. 3
1/9/1967
0.72 IRRIGATION .
. .....
I 762.6

----~;~:~~~:r=- ~;~;~~- ~:~~

~:~~~g~:=~

BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY •
BIG SKY DAIRY
...
3iG SKY.DAIRY
31G SKY DAIRY
31G SKY DAIRY - ·

Priority
Dale

Water
Right No.

Current.Owner

8/13/1973

~gg~::~::,COMMER.(2i~L.i

:

0.33 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

-·-1 ss.m1G- ·a/i3li973 ---!i~~siocKWIII~R,g<:>fC.\M§RJ)iAL-+_-_-._·_·.
---

136-7367K . _}3/13/~ ·-·
,36-7367L
8/13/1973
__ _)36-7381C
9/19/1973
;36-7381 G
9/19/1973

2.62jlRRIGATION
. __
.....i5.1.3
2.52)RRIGATION762.6
o.o5JS!()_G_KW~TEl'l,c;_()_fv11\A§Fl_CtAL •
0.11 JSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

ii 1~~ g~~~ ·-=-~-~===~=1;mr-;~~~~:~i -·-i~!1:==~t1r~~··~--~:~~--·· · -~:-~·
1=t;i
31G SKY DAIRY
31G
DAIRY
31G SKY DAIRY
31G SKY DAIRY

sKY

i1! !~~ g~:=~

I
ss-7445i31
36·7445C

2/21/1974
212111e1<i1
----·-·---36--74-4-SK-I 2/21119741
36-7445L
. 2/21/19741

0.1+.cjSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL . .
...
0.19 stocKWATEFt·coMMERc1AC.
0.77 IRRIGATION
--·1 ·451,'3
0.74 IRRIGATION
~ 762.6

---·===-~~----1~f:~:~~~ - ~~~;;F-i~~ ·~~~~~~!~·=:·§§~~I~-~=1=;~

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment • Rangan Delivery Call

-----·------------,.--,,-,---,--,,..,..-,--_,,,,,.--,--,------------Water
Priority I Diversion
Ti
!.:

Currant Owner
Purpose ol Use
,O,cras
I Riahl No. · Date I Rate lcls'
BIG SKY DAIRY....;;,,;;;,;.;;,;c~~..;;.;_--..
i36"7400M I 5/31/1974'
1.66IIRRIGATION
l 7
BIG SKY DAIRY
137..20721
1/10/19731
0.44 STOCKWATE.R
:a1GSKYDAIRY
_ _ _ _ _.............._ _ _ ,..J37..20724 ! 2/16/19711
0.4911RRIGATION
36
BIG SKY DAIRY
1~7-20725 1 2/16/1971 ,----=2-=.a:-::-1t;;1R"'R"l::::G~AT;:1':;:07":N------i--2""o"'a""Cl~
BIG SKY DAIRY....
,37·2215i:I i 1110/1973:
1,77!1RRIGAT10N
86.1:
\BIG SKY DAIRY-···---...- .._
..
137·22159
1/10!1973' ..._o.191s'foci<w=A"'T"'E=R-----+--'-c...,i
"'a""1G=-=sK~Y:7::DA""l""R""Y----·-- ..............
j37•2679
9/28/1962
.....4.78\IRRIGATION
310
BIGSKY DAIFiY------·-------·rs"c7~-2c...6...8--7A'C""'-t-C...3_/B_/1e,_9_6_3_ _2_.-,s-+11=R=R~IG~A~T=1o~N------+--7""'a2..:..6::j
BIG SKY DA1Fiv....· - - - - - -..·-··---+1"'s7""'.. oos
1112211957
s.1211RRIGA'r"'1""o""N--------,-"'1-"-s~a
BIG SKY DAlRccY-c--------....---+!3-7·7247
! 7/10/1973
4.18 TRRIGATION
226
1
:BIG SKY DAIRY
137-7388
I 9/30/1974
0.7BjlRRIGATiO=N~------+---3-9
: - · - - ....
•., - - - - - - - - - iBIG SKY DAIRY
i37·74i9B
1/29/1975
0.14 IRRIGATION
7
BIG SKY DAIRY
IS7·7419C
1/2,l/19751
2.02 IRRIGATION
762.6
[BIG SKY DA"=IR-Y-----·-·------+:l,S7-7435A __ .i 4~2/1975!
0.74 IRA"'IG~A•=T=ION-------+-7-62-.-:61

1

1c:-:.

-

-+

l~~~~~~·~·=========j1i3~7::)·7~4~40~A~= ' 5/31/1974!
1.47 IRRIGATiON
762.6
~~G SKY DAIRY
__.._....·_·~===--!37.74a1f
411511976!
1.98 !1:!R.;;-IG"'·A~T""l,ON-""'------+---+-9,-,9
IG SKY DAIRY
37-76S9A
7/8/19771
2.76!1AAIGATION
762.6
137-7805
3125/1975'
0.78!1ARIGAT""l""O""'N,------t----~3c.c.i9
-DAIRY
~~~="'~------------E:-.
. . . . . . . . .--.~~~~+-~t:;;;::~~;.------+-..::.::.i
BIG SKY D::.:A..;_l...cRY.:......._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _+=-137-8054 · 711/1983
3.34:IRAIGATION
167
i
.
·
iIRRIGATION, STOCKWATER, 1

l~:g ~~~g~=~

.-ifs:~= ! ::~::~ t~!!g~AL
3~~.?:685

BIGSKYDAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG.SKY DAIRY
,BIG SKY DAIRY
jBIG SKY DAIRY

......,Ll/19/1963[
i 9111/1967!
i 7/31/19731
7i31i1973l..
212/191€,i
! 10/13/1976;
i
BIG SKY DAIRY
45-7335
9/1911978!
BIG SKYDAIRY·~-----·----+--45="..'=734~0A""'-i 2/2/19781
!45·7012
45·7147
45·7148
45-7258
145•7276

5.31 IIRAIGA,:10N
.
6.0BilRRIGATION
.
4.41 [IRRIGATION
3.81 [lRRIGATION
,
4.49 IRRIGATION
.. _
SilAAIGATION
-~-- j
ilRRIGATION, STOCKWATER, i
6.68iCOMMEACIAL
l
2.93IIRAIGATION
:
!IRRIGATION, STOCKWATEA,
6.41COMMERClAL
i

!.

L
is1NGHAiv(i.AVEALE M

136-78029
!36-8425

~NGHAM,MARJORIEJ; BINGHAM, THOMAs·137·2719
BINGHAM:MARJORIEJ; f3t~iGHAM.THOMAsJ ·

B/2111978

!

, 6/16/1978
6/23/1989

··r 1~/~0/1965[

--··r · r

t~J;~~ 1_4~t~:{;±

·1

..

... ·················· ·--....

1.4!1RAIGATION
o.sa!tRRIGATION .
4§4rl~;l~ATION

1

86~
880

1 ,·
i

863

1

522.5 1

..

iosl

................ -· 4:39
···

·

1

1

i~INGHAti4;T~()W!J:,S0 .... .

2077
2077
2077
2077
....8801
8801

!

1------------------+i-BIG SKY DAIRY
!45-7355
'e1NGHAMH,Wiii.i.ACES;BiNGHAM,NANCY!..
·--..

~g~I

~:~~j~;;i:~~AL,DOMESTIC

_j_·_

439

EiieEr.=il~~1-~Li~fi~r~i;;~--1- - -'~1

-i:::·
,,%J!:: -,~::~=~~~g: - - - --- - -·--=--====--: . _...... .

~~~~:~: ::2

.. --- - .

BLISS ACRES LLC; BOSMA, JACOB F
137·84878
BU~.LLc ...
_;37·71_9i
BLISS U.C
·137-7381
~37•7761A

--

.!i 1/25/1989

· 1112)1973
9/11/1974
5/8/1980

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier thari April 12, 1994

:'I

0.1SiSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL .
1.411RA.IGATiON--_·_ _ _ _,t---....7.c.Oi
0.6,IRRIGATION
40
0.07 ST06KWA'TE1{B6MESilC

·-·
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Attachment C
Waler Rights SUbJect to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Current Owner
BLISS LLC
BLISS, GARY B
BLUE SKY RANCH: KRUCKER. KATHLEEN;
KRUCKER, ROBERT
BLUE SKY RANCH; KRUCKER, KATiiLEEN;
KRUCKER, ROBERT
BOER DAIRY LLC
BOER DAIRY LLC

Water
Right No.
!37·7761B
1
36-8459

Priority · Diversion

Dale
Rate (cfs)
Pumose of Use
518/1980
1.21,IRRIGATION
9/22/1989
0.04 IRRIGATION

!I

I

36-16,,l.§.4

I 6/3011983

36·8482
ls6-16006
__ j\36·7617

I

I

I

1117/1989,
1118/19731

I Total

I Acres

j_ __~
-~

I,

0.13 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC

I

;----;

'
I

0,05 1STOCKWATER
-1,....1"""4+1-=R""R1""'G"CCAT=1c=o.,.,N-------+-_-s-20

3111/197§!----'"1""'0f-lR__R__IG--A__T_IO--N_ _ _ _ _ _, _ _:9=20

:

I

BOER JR, ADRIAN K; BOER, LINDA M;
NORTHWEST FARt,1 CREDIT SERVICES FLCA 36·8359
6/15/19381
\45-2760
;· 7/1511%5!
BOISE PACKAGING & NEWSPRINT LLC
BOKMA. FLORA; BOKMA, HARRY B
136-8662
5/26/1992~
BOLDT,,1,AWRENCE P; BOLDT, MARCY M45·7370
1/24tl979
BONAWITZ, DANI; BONAWITZ, DUKE
36·6065
2/17/1982
BOOT JACK DAIRY PARTNERSHIP
37-20395
3/16/1982
SOOIJACK DAIRY PARTNERSHIP
37•20396
, 3/16/1982
i 10/18/1966:
BORBA, JOSE; BORBA, MARIA
BORBA, JOSE; BORBA, MARIA
38·15667
I 121311966;
OORBA, JOSE; BORBA, W,AAIA
,36·15669.i 2118/19711
BORBA, JOSE; BORBA, MARIA
!36·16240
117/1974
136-8731
. 7/13/1994
BORBA, JOSE: BORBA, IMRlA
.•
37-21318 1117/fg74
BORBA, JOSE; BORBA, t,{ARIA
BOSMA, JACOB F
37·84B7C
1125/1989
1013112000
BOTHOF, GERALDA; BOTHOF, ROGER w =@Haos

0.29'\STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.2tCOMMERCIAL
I
0.1B\STOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL !
0.11 IIRRIGATION, STOCKWATER i
5.6
0.12 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
r
5
2.1 :IRRIGATION
I 277.4
0.08:STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL l
o:ti4:s'roci<WATEA. GOMMER'=c00iA'~L~1---I
o.ooTSTOCKWAl ER, COMMERCIAL j
o.02lSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
0.01 S'i'1"fCI<WATER, COMMERCIAL I
0.08 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
0.13 IRRIGATION, MITIGATION
4.5
0.48 IRRIGATION
97.9
o.03 "'1R"'R~IG'=--:A""T""10:--:N:---------,--o'"".-ie

I

!36·15665

BOTT, BRIAN; BOTT, KEW
-LSG.:}6621
7/3/1974!
2.32tlRRIGATION
-----+---1,.;;.35
4
BOWEN THEATRE CO
36-8631
11/7/1991'
0.04iDOMESTIC
BOWMAN, GAAYF
37·7465B
12/1/1975
2.22 l""R""R""IG""A"'T""IOl""'N-,-------,-i--,1..,.32-i
ss'.if713
8/611993
0.04 STOCKWATER ,,,
!
BOXCANYONDAIRY
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS1L~ - - 36·10044'
3/111984
0.55 IRRIGATION
! 124
BOifCANYON LAND HOLOINGSLLC
· - 36-15991
11/29/1973
O:oas'foc'KWATER, COMMERCIAL I
BOXCANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC
36·16268
. 617/1965
0.75!1RRIGATION
444
BOX_CANYON LANqHOL~GS LLc:;__
l~f:j,.16270 , 2/26/19731
0.59ilRRlGATION
444
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC
j:;!_&,,16272 : 81211973
0.91 'IRRIGATION
i
444
BOX CANYON LANDHOlillNGSTLC
,36-16274 ! S/28/1974 - -0§1:1 IRRIGATION
- '
444
BOXCANYON LANDHOLDINGS LLC
!sS-16276-·-· 21411976- -0,29 IRRIGATION_____
444
BOXCANYONLANDHOLDiNGS LLC
·- .. ss:1e21s-l 2122/1878
o.ee IRRIGATION
444
BOXCANYOfTi.AND HOLDINGSI[C' ······
.. 36-1628(5" T121iii1978 ~ -o:os11RRIGATl(5fr--··
444
- - - " ----------------···---· -• ---•--•-•--m,• ,mm,••"----•••""
I'"""••••- • • -,, ___ ,,,,,,.,... , """"' ••
•
BOX CANYON_LANDHOLDINGS LLC, · · - - · _36-16262• ..L 5/1/1985,_ ... 0.26J1RRIGATION
.... ... __ 444
>' "

-

•-•"•••ww

-·-•""

,_ .

- - · - - •••••·••• - - "" ... - · - .

- - - - - •••••••"

~~ g:~~g~ ~~~ ngtgi~~: ttg
sox CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC

··_ . _,::1:i~+ · · I~fi~¥~ _·-f~ {~~:~~~:§~ - ·- ·· · _· · · +12~

BOXCANYONLANDHOLDINGSLLC

51.8

___ , '• • - - - - ""'••-••-• ,,,, ·-•· ·•·••-·•--- ·•-•·••-

36-16498 11112e,ii}i;J
1!36·7291C
.. I 1/23{1973

., ' ., ""''*• ",, ,, ,, __ ,,,,,,,,,,._,,,,,, __ ,_ ,,, " ,,, " • • • • - - · - •- · · ,,.,,.,, ,.,,.,,_

I

0.16 STOCKWATER,
COMMERCIAL
- - · • •• '•' --~ ••~---~--~-•--- -. ,. -•-••. ''·
'
1.04 lRRIGATION
.
I

-,-,m-,_,,_'

···
''

itfjifijifi~ ~l~!~1~1i~~ ~~~f: °""'"""!1~~
=~==,.....-.. """"-" "---,,--,.

BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC
BOX CANYON LANDHOLDINGS LLC

B~~-~:~;~~ LA.~D~~LDINGS LLC

$6-7713A
- - - ss-n13B
S6•7B71

. . . Ji.....,,8/13/19n:
... ,,.,,_....,
. .. .. .... - · - - ·
·....._.,,,,..J --- ..... '"
0.85 IRRIGATION
~07
I 8113/1977f·---0.131STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
.....

!

9/24/19791

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment • Rangen Delivery Call

er
Current Owner

Priolity - ' Dlveraion ·
Date
Rate 'ols}

I

No.

.Purpose ol Use

1

Total
Acres

I
jlRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL,
BRADLEY, DAWN ANN; BRADLEY, R BRUCE ,36·8112
9!7119821
0.04!D0MEST1C
1
BAANCHFLOWER, KATHERINE L;
I
BRANCHFLOWER, MICHAEL G
36-8581
3i13/1991 I
0,74,IRRlGATION
39
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILLA
16022 iS/7/1965!
D.5311RRIGATIONcc-------i---,S,-171
8l
BRANDSMA~-ANN; BRANDSMA, HILLA
36·16024
2126/1973
0.4,IRRIGATION
i s1ai
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
36·16026
8/211973
0,65]1RR1GATION
j
318
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
j36·16026 , 5/28/1974
0.21 [fR""RcclG~A;c;TaclO"'Nc-c--------;!-.~~-3-1=:s
BRANDSMA,ANN; BAANDSMA, HILLA
f~.§·16030 i 2/4/1976
0.19IIAAIGATION
--~
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
!36·16032 , 2/22/1978!
0,§.ll:IRRIGATION
316
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
!36-16034 i 12/11/1978 I
0.05 IR"'R""'l""'GA~T;;l:;::07'N------1--BRANDSMA;-ANN; BRANDSMA, HILLA
36-16036*
511119851
0.18 IRRIGATION
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
36·16038
12111/19691
1.81 IRRIGATION·-------+- 31A
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILLA
36·16083
1/10/19731
2.56\IRRIGATION
•
198.8
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
36·7206
11/10/1971 I
3.61:URRIGATIQN
------,-a-'4
BRANDSMA. ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
38-7353
7/18/19731
1.98'1RRIGAT"'IO'~N-,··
BRANDSMA. ANN; BRANDSMA, HILLA
36-7574
I 10/30/19751
1.5ilRRIG.A:tio""N,....,._------+,--1~00-1
BRANDSMA. ANN; BRANDSMA, HILLA
36-7576
11117/19751
1.97 IRRIGATION
I
140
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
36-7799
! 6/27/19781
0.8 IRRIGA110N
.
J
40
BRANDSMA.1..~N; BRANDSMA, HILL A
36-8140
! 1/21/1983
0.11 iSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1
BRANDSMA, DEBRA K; BRANDSMA,
Ii
!
KENNETH A
36·7513
11129/1974
1.73'1RRIGATION
152
BRANDSMA. DEBRA K; BAANDSMA,
KENNETH A
36·82520
10/17/1984
0.52 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BRANDStl.A, DEBRAI<; BRANDSMA,
I
KENNETH A
36-8787
1/22/1999
1.05 IRRIGATION
152
BRA~lA.HllrA
_136·80830 l 3/1 B/i ea2t-.....C.o.c;c2a=s=ro=c=-K=w~AT""E=R~.bo""°·M'"f,ft"',ER"""C;-:IA"'L-+-......-J
1-----+;---,,-----+l=R=R-:=IG""A-=TcclO'"'Nc-,-=s=To""c"'ION"""'AT"'E'"'R"',-+---1

I

1--~;__,..-------1--~

1

-------+--··oo

i

I
!

1

BRETZ, WAYNE E
is?-7376
8/14/19741
0.09 DOMESTIC
5
BRINEGEAR, ELVIN E; BRINEGEAA, VIRGINIA
-+----+l----i-+--K
36·7113
1/30/1970!
3.27.IRRIGATlON
I
314
BROUGH, SHERRY K; BROUGH, WILDE F .. 36·16697
7/12/1964j
0.16llRRi"'G7AT""l;::;O:,:;Nc-------,1-.-=-1,-:c!B
BROWN II, ROBERT BURTON; BROWN,
I
I
MARIA CHRISTENSEN
l4S·i41B7 , 9J?/19671_
0.0~1lf!RIGATION
'
3

I

~~~~~~~~~~;~E~URTON;~R~:~:

14!3:1_'!_189• _

l__§i15/1968 i

'

0.01_,IAAl~~IIO--fl!.-_ - -__
-.---·--~

.B_A..OVVN.,.A~~:1:II\J;13R.9_WN1J:lEED
--··-136-7_46_4
l_§/1211!)74.:-.____ 0.18 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
13
BRClVVN,f:1EA!l:JER;13£lOWN,WAYNE
.l~:15739 J.J.?f3L19661
0.1 STClf~WATER, COMMERCJAL.[ _ _--1
BROWtll, HEAT!i§_Fl;_£3ROWN, WAYr-lE_ _ j~§:.!_5741__f1_l)l16/1968! _ _(),181STOCKWATER, COMM§flCIAL [ - - - B_F!ClWN, HEA}'HER; El_RCJ\f\l!'l~VVJ\Yt,!E -· _ ..... !3!:l:1_574_3__ L2{18/19.?1J
0.05 J STOCKW,:,!EFI, COMMEF!CIA.LJ__··-·
E3£1<?_VVI\J1 JA'{J\;_£3R01Af,i'l, MARIE H
i!6:[611_ __J~1211965i_ 4.~IRRIGATION
__j___2(19.8
BROWN,
JAY
A;
BROWN,
MARIE
H
136·8111
!
B/2011982!
0,76llRRIGATION
-------··•-- "·--···---··---,,·-~-•m mm,- m, '•-••••••- ,d'•=} ,, _ _ _ _ _ _ ·----,m--,~·L---- - - •
·i 309.B
13Fl<:>VVl'llN§ ~~~1Lyl.L~·-·
'36·1_ll123' I 411!_1.9n:_
1.;i:tljlflfll(,>~1='.~t::!..
. _j
429
BROWNING FAMILY LLC
36-70386 , 9,'24/1968'
0.42:IRRIGATION
429
BUERKLE: ARCE.NE; BUERKLE, MARY LEE 36·8519 1·iiilolf990 --i:i09!lRR1GATION, COMMERCIAL '
1.5
BURLEY 1RFiiGAr16NrnstRTcT
.. 45.7720 - . 9/27/1993
o'.oo~Esfic.
BLIRLEY WE.STif,iVESTMENTS LLC
- 45-13522'
3/15/1976
1.05 IRRIG-ATION----····-···· I 358.6
.....................--·· ·--···-·------· .. ............ .......... !·-·····--···-·· ..
.. --·-----·---;;..---t.....C-'-':-::J
BURTON, JERRY; BURTON, SUZANNE
i36·B1B1
4/26/1983
0,09 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1.5
.1:1.u:9riMfJ:.JoHN~il:~~Q$MAN; s_riE,f!RY~.
.~!t!.~7.al... o.o4 sToc_(SWATEFi~ooMEsT1c · ~ - Busl\1Al\l,Jo_111'1R; BUSM~t-J.l>HERRYJ\__ :3(']_·15569
.. 2/1!!/_19]1j ___ 0.07 ~t<~ATER, COMMERCIAL
!l~S,~l'I._JOHt,1J3; BUStvlAN, SHERR_Y,/\. _ __j:36-155?..1.. . 10118/1966 !.
..fl,16 STOCKWATER.,QOMMERCl,.AL'-. t------l
BUSMAN, JOHN R; BUSMAN, SHERRY A
136·15573
12/3/19661
0.12 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ,

1---

Jss=-100-io

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rarigen Delivery Call

..

j'

Priority
DiVersion
Current owner
Righi No.
Date
Rate (els)
Purpose of Use
BUSMAN, JOHN R; BUSMAN, SHERRY A
36-16162 i 11711974
0.04 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BUSMAN, JOHN R; BUSMAN, SHERRY A
37-21134
117/1974
0.31 IRRIGATIOt,CMITIGATION
BUTIARS FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
I31Hl453 i 9/2111989
0.04 COMMERCIAL
SUITERFIELD, LEE
0.2 IRRlGATiON
45-71 !~.=rs/1411973
SUTIERFIELD, LEE(
] 11/19/1974,
45•7200
0.33 IRRIGATION ..
BUXTON, ANNA LEE; BUXTON, BILL W
36-7496
8/1311974'
0.33 IRRIGATION
::: DE KRUYF DAIRY PARTNERSHIP
713111974,
i3!M5993
0.52 IRRIGATION
''"'35.7491
::: DE KRUYF DAIRY PARTNERSHIP
7/31/1974
1.64 IRRIGATION ,IRRIGATION, STOCKW ATER,
::; DE KRUYF DAIRY PARTNERSHIP
36-8539
0.27\COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
4/13/19901
I
:'.:ALDERON, DAV'iD
9/18/1989
0.02'C0MMERCIAL
36·8463
:::ALKINS, LAWRENCE L
3/1/2001'.
137-20382
0.07\00MESTIC
:::ALKINS, LAWRENCE L
3/12/2001 i
0.07 DOMESTIC
137-20383 .
:::ALKINS, LAWRENCE L
;37-22596
2/15/2011 i
0.07 DOMESTIC

Water

Total
Acres

18 ..9
10
29

27
116
120
,....._

i

1

i
:::ALKINS, LAWRENCE L; CALKINS, SANORA L 137-21384
:::ALLEN, JERRY; CALLEN, PATRICIA
36-14324
:::ALLEN, JERRY; CALLEN, PATRICIA
!36-7384
:::ALLEN, JERRY; CALLEN, PATRICIA
136-7975
:::ALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
!45-14172
::AlVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
[45-14173
::ALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
45-14174
36-2707
:::AMPBELL JR~_FRANCIS W
:::AMPBEL.L, ANNIE M; CAMPBELL, WILLIAM
=!OY
i36-8535

-

:::ANYONSIOE DAIRY
:::ARLQUIST BROTHERS
:::ARNEY FARMS
:::ARNEY FARMS
::ARNEY FARMS
:::ARNEY FARMS
~

12/6/2004:
11/15/19621
10/4/1973
3/20/1981.
11/15i1970j
I 5116f19so
I 512ti;1911
1/5/1966
4/12119901

tl~,1

I

-~···-

136-7947
11 /28;1980
36·7527
;36-16395
11981 I
136-2634
/19661
136-7025
/19661
.(36·7501__!. 9/18/1974!
,

,_

0.07[00MESTIC
0,09JIRRIGATION
2,26!1RRIGATION
0.03[STOCKWATER
0,02!1RRIGATION •
0.01 !IRRIGATION
0.01JIRRIGATION
4.5BIIRRIGATION

I

!

·-

i

325

0.1311RRIGATION, DOMESTIC
!IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.13;DOMESTIC
0.6;1RRlGATlON
o.a211RRIGATION
2.211RRIGATION
1.1'.l!(IRRIGATlQ.N
0.8 pRRIGATION

4
4
528.5
524
·117
I
310

'

l

• Enlargement right subordioale lo rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Waler Rights Subject to Curtailment • Rangen Delivery Call

Current Owner
CENARRUSA, JANICE M; CENARRUSA,
JERRY
CENARRUSA. JOHN L

Priority I Diversion
Date 'Rate (els)

Water
Right No.

I,37-7593A

;HAMBERS, DEANNA; CHAMBERS, FERRELL 136-7715

Total
Acres

Purpose of Use

5/4/19771
5/4/19771

2.211RRIGATION
1.BBIIRRIGATION

5/26/1977

3.6311RRIGATION

I

CHAMBERS, DEANNA; CHAMBERS, FERRELL :I
:
J
36-7885
12/28/1979
0.74l1RRIGAT10N
1
~C~H=,s~H~0°0L~M~.=o~o~N~A~LD~J- - - - - - - + i4---5-.7-'5"'"54'---+---11~/2;;,;0cc./1...:.9-84'+---'o~.o-'2IHEATING, COOLING

110
94!
257

I

257

!

j_

,.,~-~=~-~s=;=~~N~S=E_N_.P_A_U~L-;C-H~R~l~ST=E~N-S~E~N-,---+14-'5--·1__4..c.18'-6'---+-'9___
17_/1---9~67
CHRISTENSEN, PAUL; CHRISTENSEN.
I
1
1
\PERRY G
45-14188.
3/15/1968
CHRISTIANSON FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 45·111 BO i 6i30/19B5
CHURCH OF LIFE
36-8504
I 2/20/1990
CIOCCA, ANN A; CIOCCA, EDWARD M
36-7448
2/27/1974
CIOCCA, ANN A; CIOCCA, EDWARD M
36-8219
6/30/1983

!

clOCCA, ANN A; CIOCCA, EDWARD M;
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES FLCA 36-8672
CIOCCA, TONY M; CIOCCA, TRINA A
36-8255
CIRCLE GLAND LLC
36-2672
CITY OF BLISS
37·8886
CITY OF BURLEY
36•2648A
CITY OF BURLEY
36-26489
!CITY OF BURLEY
36-2729
'CITY OF BURLEY
__
36-4180
CITY OF BURLEY
36-4181
CITY OF BURLEY
36-4162
CITY OF BURLEY
36-8154
CITY OF BURLEY
45-13411
CITY OF BURLEY
,45-2719

1

l(;ITY OF BURLEY.

:.g. ~.T···~·- g. ~..

. .... 45-7002

-i. .e.~t.:·.~ ·.- --

:~;~:

1

·1

I 9/23/19921

Cl.06 STOCKWATER

I 12/7/19841

1.16. IRRIGATION
1.26!1RRIGATION
0.45 MUNICIPAL
1.96 INDUSTRIAL
0.7 INDUSTRIAL
0.56 INDUSTRIAL
0.02.IRRIGATION
0.02,IRRIGATION
0.02 INDUSTRIAL
1.2 INDUSTRIAL
7.8 MUNICIPAL
O.SIINDUSTRIAL

I 12116/19661

I 11/24/1998)
i 4/611966
416/1966
313/1964
8/111962
9/8/1962
10/111962
2/2411983
. 10/22/2001
5/9/19661

J 8/24/19671

CITY OF BURLEY
dtVoi=slJRLEY-·c1TY OF CAREY
.
CITYOFCAREY
.

I ~~:;:;;

-45-7686

2/11/1991

445:77~- - 913/1996
- 37-203134
-3/20/2001

j

0.17.IRRIGATION
0.27 IIRRIGATION
0.01 'STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
2.23 IRRIGATION
1.72 IRRIGATION

389.6
307
139.1
86

154
120

!

!
!
!
!

0.5
0.5

i

I
i
i

•• J~~~~~;~~·~MMERCIAL,

~:t:.1~~.··.·.~.·.:g. . . :.-.t .--

-:::;:~: j1~~:; :~~ - ~:: l~~~:g:~:~ -

.g~~ g; :~=t~~ . -

_J

_10_7.:.61

- · ·--·· · . -!

f.~.

~ MLiNICiPAC
4.4s.MUN1clPA~O~MUNICIPAL
0.6l~UNICIPAL --

-- -----

.•

---~E~ iE!f: -Il!~~~i!im- --=-~- --·
37-212~112/25/2003

!~rg~~~~~~--

c1tvoi=b1::cCo·
c1ty oi= 01Ei'R1cH
CITY OFG()_()DING
·c·1tY OFGOODING
CITY OF HAZEL.TON
CITY OF HAZELTON
cTty·OFHEYBURN
CITY OF HEYBURN

__c2cc.9:.;;8+11_R_R...:.IG__A:..cT-:IO--N_ _ _ _ _ _+
·1-=-38::.:9:.::.6c;

145-7726 - - 2/16/1995
2.23 1MUNICTPAL- 31:-22151
1
61112012
-- c1.2 [MuN_1c1F'~~L-.37-112.2!
4/20/1977
5.9 MUNICIPAL,-·_-_-___
37-7597
I 5/5/1977
1.07 IRRIGATION
36·76349~7/23/1976
0.14 IRRIGATION
36 7858
6/12/1979[-===1QM~··~UNti1fSC~IP'J,All,L,_12!~1§§1rTf==t=-=-1
3_6_:855,0_ __ 5tg9J1990 .
6.67 MUNl(;lfP-L~ .
36•8738
5/22/1995
3.3 MUNICIPAL

I

--- -

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 19B4
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subjecl lo Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call

I

Total
Priority
Diversion I
Dale , Rate ldt<\ I
Purnose of Use
Acres
~37
4/12/1965
0.03IIRHIGATION
I 2.2
S!l-16938
8/20/1982
0.01 !IRRIGATION
I
JIRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL,
\36·8234
1/1111984
1.23!DOMESTIC, RECREATION
14
,36,8237
12/22li983,
2.71 IMUNICIPAL
_ _ __,_ __,
J
!36-7206
8/9i197f
i.06 MUNICIPAL
i
!36•7899
2127/1980
0.78 MUNICIPAL
'
-" S&:8763 .... 10/18/1999
2.75 MUNJCIPAL
37-22431
1/13/20091
1.19 MUNICIPAL
37·8402
I 9/22/1968!
1.63iMUNIC'"'IP""'AccL--·----+-·--··
[36-7115 (" a/15/1970i---'-.:.C2..;:c4,..IM=u=N=1c,..1=pA=Lc.,_,_ _ _ _ _- - i - - - er

Current Owner
CITY OF
CII Y OF

CITY OF JEROME
CITY OF JEROME
CITY OF PAUL
CITY OF PAUL
CITY OF PAUL
CITY OF RICHFIELD
CITY OF RICHFIELD
CITY OF RUPERT

I Ri~~-No.

···-------j--!

CITY OF RUPERT
t36·7656
CITY OF RUPERT
:36-7862
ClT'fOF RUPERT
136-7863
CITY OF SHOSHONE
i37-7432
CITY OF SHOSHONE
137-7662
CITY OF WENDELL
136-7440
CITY OF WENDELL
136-7722
CITY OF WENDELL
36-8421
CITY OF WENDELL
[36-8764
CLARK.BETIEL;CLARK,RAYMONDG
36-15253'
CLAR!(BETTEL; CLARK, RAYMOND G
!35.7544
CLARK, CHERRY A; CLARK, DENNIS D
137-20950
CLARK, CHERRY A; CLARK, DENNIS D
r37·21117
CLARK; CHERRY A; CLARK, DENNIS D
37-21118
CLARI( RAYMOND G
1'36-8266
CLAYSON, CASEY; CLAYSON, SHANE45-7496

9/1811962'

S.44iMUNIClPAL
1.15 MUNICIPAL
,· 6/30/19:::79::ll--=3":::.8:::131(;°'.M.,CU""N-;::IC"'IP::.A:.'L------"---,l
I 5/6/1975i
2[MUNICIPAL
i 8/3011977
2.01 iMUNICIPAL
2/6/19741
0.22 INDUSTRIAL
1
.1 §/20/1977'\
2.67 MUNICll•:AL:==========:-+'~-:::,~_-_-_
9/14/1998.
2.76 MUNICIPAL
, 3/28/1997!
1.27 MUNICIPAL
i 3/15/19B51
0.34!1RRIGATION
211
i. 9/22119761
3.:-i4·"'1°"R"'R,.:;IGA:-:=TI""O""N~------i--2-e141
971
0.03 COMMERCIAL
j10/1811_~81
0.06 COMMERC~IAccL-----,..,..---1
121311_9661
0.05.COMMERCIAL
i 6/26/1965,
0.21 IIRRIGAT!ON
225
1/27/19B2
0.06IIRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
0.7
i 10/11119851

t
·-,

I

T2/18/i

l

J.

I

I

I

:::LAYTON, CARRIE L; CLAYTON, DOUGLAS M ,45-13400 , 7l7l19B6I
O.OS'IRRlGATION
2
45·14415 I 5/4/1978
5iJFFORDSEARLEFAMILYTRUST
0.65;1RRIGATION
43891
:::LIFFORD SEARLE FAMILY TRUST
45-7118-T 1/B/1973
2.4;1RRIGATION
4369
::LOYD R SEARLE FAMILY TRUST
~12
1/B/197$
2.4i1RRIGATION
4389
5[5yb R SEARLE FAMILY TRUST
45•14416
5/4/19781
0.66IIRRlGATION
4389
:::NOSSEN BROTHERS CO INC
.
. sS.:1109
' 12/3/1969 - ti27ilRRiGATIDNiSTOCK\.V'ATER . . . 14
:::NOSSEN BROTHERS CO INC
.. . ··-136-729:i··- 1·/23119?31 ..... 0.281STOCKWATER
.. - ..
:::NOSSEN BROTHERS co INC
--=--1.1
6130/196_9-J-~11sf5ckwATEA,DOMESTlcj .... ~
::NOSSEN BROTHERS co INC
i:3~68_ _ 9/26119_8_\)J_
o.ae.i.C.2"'!_1111.§RCIAL
_ _ ___J
::NOSSEN BROTHERS co INC; NORTHWEST
I
I
cARM CREDIT SERVICES FLCA . . .
36-8417
3/1/19891
0.76,STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
:::OLEMAN,CAROLYN F; COLEMAN, GARY R 37·26ll7B
3i8/1963I--0.1911RRIGATION
---.
422
:;oCEMAN;--cAROL YN F; COLEMAN, GARYR 37:-7fiff .
1/511973]
4.61 ;fRRJGAIION
, ""'s'51
:x>LBv1AN, CAROLYN F; COLEMAN-;l:iAR'i'lf' 37-711186- 1/291197a!
0.741SroCKWAiER, CO!v!.~RCiA[l··..
·.
:x>LEMAN, CAROLYN i-; COLEMAN, GARY R i37·719SC . 112911973!
0.1 !l'lt!IGATION
:xiLEMAN-;-'cAROLYN F; COLEMAN, GARYR l37.73i&A
1117/1973]
3.05ilARIGATioN
- -···
.. 422
::oce:r~A:N:cAooLYN F; coCEM.AN, GARY R·~19
91.121119141 ···..··.. ·· ..
3 961FTGATtoN..... ··""":3oo
:::OLEMAN, CARO(YNF;COLEMAN, GARYR- 37-74190
1/29iTifisr--0.18 RR1GATloN .
...
·-422
:;a-CEMAN, CAROLYN F; COLEMAN, GARY R 37-7420A .. 1/29/19751
1.48 fRRIGAi!ON
~422
::;oU:MAN, CA.ROLYN F: COLE.MAN, GARYM .. 37-74208 1. 1/29/1975. '.
0.5~~sro.CKWATER, COMMERCI,.
::OLEMAN, CAI-TOLYN F;CbLEMA'¥l;-GARY R- 37-74358 I 4/2211975'0.061fflRIGAfiON
422
::oLEMAN,cAF\ocvw F; cOLEMAr,raAAY!'c s1.74sa-nn,.,,,,,,.::oL!:MAN, CAROLYN F; CQ[EMAN;GAR1nr· ITT«oa"'Ts7317m,f
0.13!1RRICfA1TON
i--422
JOTEMAN-:CARCiL'i"N"F;Cbl:eMAl'T,GAR 1fl:i-37.7470
• 121911975l-""'312l1RFifGATiON___
i 422
jOLEMAN, CAROLYN F;CCi[EMAN GARYR.37-7476 --1'7/1976i
1.4jlRF!IGATION--- ·1--300

1 · .....

as:sie,i = .

=-J

I

1

!122

'I

""'~"""N

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priority
Diveraion I
Total
Current Owner
Riahl No.
Dale
Rate lcfs\l
Purpose ol Use
Acres
..,CAnvi..YNF;\,Ulc:w,AN,GARYn ,,,.7,,,,,,
2/1i19nl
0.18:~,
AL
COLEMAN. CAROLYN F; COLEMAN, GARY R !Si:76398
718/1977:
0.13i1Rf!IGATION
422
COMMONS,RAYL
36-7296
I 4111/1973'
3.S1;1RRIGATION .
238
cooK:-n-sON; COOK, VALERIE B
~36-7927
I 7/15119BOi
0.07ilRRIGATION, DOM""E"'s=T"t"c~--t--.C..C.,1
!ss-15565··t· 215!20011
O.OBjDOMESTIC
-·
COOMBS, MICHAEL R
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP
136-7782_-_·- - 3110/1978
2.43ilRRIGATION
:
132
------i-----CORPOFTHE PRESIDING BISHOP
i36-B145 J.2114/1983
O.D4!1RRIGATION, DOMESTIC
,
0.5
lss-842ti i 6f711989
0.02 IRRIGATION
... !
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP
1
CORPOF-THE PRESIDING BISHOP
.•
36-8429
6/7/19891
o.,1.~ilRR1(3.~TION
.
4
CORP OFTHEPRESIDING BISHOP
136-6430
6/7/19891
0.04'1RRIGA"'Tl=oc:-N,-,·=oo~M=Es"'T""1c-=-·--+-,-·-o--1.8
''j37.7076
: 10124/1988
0.09 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
:
1
CORP OF THE PR&'.SfDING aiSHOP

..

_cg;

r=
~:;:,: : ~~i:g~ ." .------:-;-:-g;.:.1

_:i

gg::g~~~~ :=~:g:~~{\~~: -- ·-· .1:~:~~:~ :~;~;~: ~

6130/1965 i
0.69 !IRR1GATION···
I 7502
6/30/19851
0.7 IRRIGATION
I 7502
6130/1985 I
2A3. IRRIGATION
' 7502
6/S0119851-··-':1~.4=7+..1R"'R"'1G-:i.-A.';T"'10::N..-------+-,---=1::c:50::::i2

CORP OF THE PRES1D!NGfa1$HOP - •• _.
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP
CORP OF THE PRESIDINGBISHOP -·
coRP oF THE PREs1DiNis1sR'0PN ·-·-

45· 13471
45-13472
:45-13781
4s-1 s1a2

CORP OF TH_ E PR~!NG BIS.HOP
CORPOFTHEPRESl9!_NJ BISHOP__ _
.
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP
CORP OF THE.PR!:S1ciNGBISHClP
•.
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP ·-·-·

;45--13796
\ 6130
__
!45-13811 j_6l30f1985
145•2702A
i 2l17/1964
i45•2702B j 2/17/1964
!45-2702C
2/17/1964

I

,.,,,sasl:

o"".2"':l"=RR=IG,.,A-:::T:--;;IO:-:N-c--_ _ _ _ _ _ _7.....
5-'--02'-l
I 7502
.. O.B7;1RRIGATION_
---+--c7=5"'02""
0.99!1RRIGATION
7502
···0~55·+:1-=RR:,l"'G--:-A::,Tlc.;:O"""N-------+i---.7.....
50--12
4.99ilRRiciiiffiT
7502

• .9.:.93IIRRIGATIO!'J___

I

gg=:g:i~{~=~:g:~~~:~~g:- -=-~:f~

~:~~i::;:~;,~[~~---

:;:~;::~;

- '

:
I
iSTOCKWATER, DOMESTIC,
'
COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES WATER ASSN INC 36-8607
1/1S/1991 I
o.s•FIFll: PROTECTION
!
cox FAMILY FARMS
)l:i:7006
10/30/19671
1.4i1RRIGATION·~----+-CRANE, CALVIN C
'45-730$
5/10/19nl
1.2S·IRR1GATION, STOCKWATER I
62
'cRANE, DANFORD L; CRAI\IE, iARAE--,-·-t4cc5=-.4c-:05c=~=75~-+-----:a:--:-11"11c-:gc:::52c:--!'--1,....4"'5"°1"'R-:::R7-::IG"'A""T""IO""N7"'------+-......-e73
CRANE, SARA D
.......
. k11>--7011A 111127/1967
1.01 IRRIGATION ....
! ··19
CRA_t.JE, SARA D
__ .. i3fl:-7Q!1B ~7/19671
1.7flRRIGATION_ _ _ _·---------·----'--+,__-__
-.!-~-i-CRANE, SARA D
136-82_82.
6/13/19B5;
2 IRRIGATION
1OS
CRANER, DAVID A; CRANER, HELEN 6
45-7442
i 4i4f1980'
0.12.IRRIGATION
4
8.14 IARIGATION
3605
CRANNEYBROTHERS
145-13550 ! 6/30/1985j
CRANNEY BROTHERS
!45;13555 - 9-/-17/1970 !
21 'IRRIGATION
1693
CRANNEY BROTHERS
J4§.7ciss5/1/1970
6.04.IRRIGATION
3605
CRANNEY BROTHERS
'45·7064
j 5/14/19701
5.44 IRRIGATION
3605
j 6/17/1973t
6.2'1RRIGATION, STOCKWATER
···-3-605
CRANNEY BROTHERS
H~:7150
CRANNEY BROTHERS
;".5·7242
• 5/27/1975 [
..WRRIGATION
. - -3605

"ro

u_e ..~-------·,---

J

1

---~7307
CRANNEY BROTHERS
:45•7052
CRANNEY FARMS
CRANNEY LAND co LLC
145·13997
CRANNEY LAND CO LLC
45-13999
CRANNEY RANCHES
45-13599•
CRANNEY R A N C H E S : 4 5 - 7 0 5 3 .
CRESPO TRUCKING INC
. [37·8355

~:~~fl~~~;
CRQ_--~ER- .Tgr-<~_
CULLEY, JUDITH; CULLEY, RYAN D

5/]15.11,1, __99n7_o'.1
~~ 2126/19701
) - 117/19751
j 6/11/19B1i.
I 6/22119701
B/9119813l

-r

--j··§~:~;;~~1..d.t~:il;

D M F INC
DALLEY, RICHARD B; DALLEY, SHAU-NAH-

36·6563
36-7222
ba-16129

.

: 10/18/i990L
{ 211/1972'
f11/8/19731

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

4.4S)RRIGATION
6.3 IRRIGATION
3.sa'IRRIGATION
--·----•1.1:t1RRIGATION
0.42 IRRIGATION
1
4.41 IRRIGATION
0.04_COMMERCIAI., OOMEST_IC
_

3605
315
255
255
344
344

2
--0;!·::_.:_:~:;:~~. o_o__ i.._nE-STIC__ _
0.07JRRIGATION. DO~ESTIC
__ .. ·1
4.571RRIGATION
,
296
1.24:IRRIGATIOl'-i" ____ - ~ - - -i 813.6
000162
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call

I
jir66K~~l=R,

-----,,-----------.:-=:c----r--::c-,-~··-r:,,.,.,-,.,,.,.--.-----~----,,-,,,.-,-:--,
Water
Ri{;lht No. ,

Priority
Date

1Di\ierslon

Rate (cis)
""oA""LL~E""Y,"'""R""IC=:H.,-A""R""o:;,;.a,;:.;;.;,D"='ALL~EY~,s"'"HA":-:-:"'.U""N"'"A"'"H,..---l!cc36:-'.42~63,,.,'.;:;,...+l--:::-3/'fs11974l..
0. 7 4
Current Owner

Pul'l)ose of Use

COMMERCIAL,

I

Tolal
Acres

352

DANSIE, BERTHA D; DANSIE, ELVOY H
_,.3_7_-8_363
_ _ _81_61.1.~88
O.O?+DOMESTIC
.........
I
--+--DARRINGTON, DENTot-ic; DARRINGTON, VIRGENE L
45-7124
1/29/1973
1.SSilRRIGAT!ON
79
DARRINGTON, MARK L; DARRINGTON,
VERLA
i45-7249
• 10128/1975!
4.54:IARIGATION
227
DARRINGTON, MARK L; DARRINGTON,
1
1.
1
·--'------··-·"""""
VERLA
,45·7501
4/7/19821
2iiARIGATION
108
.,.DA-R""R""lccN-cG-=To.,..,,N"",MA.,,,..,R:::-:K~L;-=D""A~Rc=Roc!Nc-:G'""T=-=o~N:-,--·r------+-,- - - r.....................1 , - - - - - - - - - - - - · · - - I

I
\

+-1.

I

i .

VERLA
[45-7551
DARRINGTON, MARK L; KOEPNICK, KENNY i
D; KOEPNICK, TAMMERA L
45.7455
DARRINGTON, MARK L; KOEPNICK, KENNY
D; KOEPNICK, TAMMERA l
45-7552A
DARRINGTON, ROBERT
45·7119
DAVIOSON,JOSEPH E - -..- -..··
,36-8790
DAVIS, STACI; DAVIS, TRENTW
:36-7457
DAVIS, STACI; DAVIS, TRENfW
_j35-7458
06 V PARTNERSHIP
.. . , _ _ _ !36-16952

Ii

•

···-+i------------'-C4
4-_s=.81

7/26/191331

o.sltRAIGATION

i

0:1l lARIGA_T_IO_N_ _ _ _ _ _ _

10l30/19B0i

,

1

I

7/19/1983
1/12/1973
4/12/1999!
3/20/1974!
3/20/1974!
9I26i1963i

30

0.19i!RRIGATION, DOMESTIC
10
2.56~~GATION
o.risiDOME=s=n=c,-----·==..
59'
1.18 IRRIGATION
-o""."'8,m:IR"'R"'IGA=T;;';IO'"N..,--------470 1
.. 5.341IRRIGATION
2B7.B

---,--128'
I

+cc:-:-~:--+-~~=·---·-·+·-·==c:------------1

O=D=A"'R""'K-=-=-PR=OP=E=-R=T:c.;iE"'S=:-_______ .........._ _ _ _!36-8441A
DDARK PROPERTIES
j36·84416
DE f:.!CiPPi'S, EARL H; DE FILl?PIS~JOAN A
j36·7864

9/12/1989i_..Q:04llRR1GA1:ION
1
9!12/19891
o.02!COMMER""c""1A""'L,--------·I
6/1811979~:03jlR_R_IG_A_T_IO_N_ _ _ _ _ _+-_"""'1

1

DE~g~F,f\LICE RUTH; DE KRUY~1 CALVIN 136-1ooa2A· \ 3/15/19761

o.2_1+l1::-:R::-:Rl,.,G,.,.AccT.,.,1oc.=N=--=-=---c-~+-..c.162.;.cc....74
STOCKVl'ATER, COMlvlERCIAL,
DE KRUYF, ALICE RUTH; DE KRUYF, CALVIN i36-8530
J
415/1990
0.54 DOMESTIC
DE KRUYF, CALVIN; DE KRUYF, MARK A
·36-100829 I 3115/1976
_iffl6iSTOCKWATER, COr/,MERCIAL
DE KRUYF, CALVIN; DE KAUYF, MARK A
36-8481
1214/1989
0.34tSTOCK\!vATER
DE MOSS, GARY A; DE MOSS, HELEN
37-22168
9/20/1974
1.73'1RRIGATION, STOCK\fiATER
DE WIT DAIRY
36-866T""
5/21/1992 --026 stocKW ATER, CCiMMERCIA'~L--DE WIT, MELINDA: DE WIT, NEIL
36-2658
9/3/1956
1.23 IRRIGATION

!

:::ri~!!

g~~~:~:~NDA;D§~IT,NEIL
DEWIT, NEIL

J

·!

:;:~:ti!·-.. !:~: :=!·~;~:g'"7~~.-.--.-.. .-.-·

---1

..---····

36,838S
5,'8,'20031 . __0.17,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL .,
36-2586?-i20l1954i__~!lflRl<3!\TIO,N
DE• WOLFE,
HARRY G; DE WOLFE, LORI
36·7303
! 3i16/19731
1.11 IRRIGATION
• • •• "" ··-•·-------,---------- ------- •• ,--·-· • • ----· ----- ----------· - - - - · --•---- ----- . ,,,,.l-------------- - -------- ·--"""-"'""' ''
' ·••,W'""···-·-DEL RIO ESTATES HOMEOWNERS ASSN INC 45-7647
! 6/6/19891
0.2iDOMESTIC
1

DE W6Li=~. HA_l'lfW G;bE \IYOLFitI'oRr

~~~~:~~~~:Ng:
DELIS FARMS INC
DELIS FARMS INC
5eUsi=ARMS1NC

~~g~Jr:m;~B~~ :

~;:~~~~. := J~7~~l~l. .

· · · · · · · ·_.•. · ·

i 3/5/1973!. . 4.4Sj1RRIGAT10N
T"'iii2fl1197§1 .. ""':i.e]iRAIGATION

36-7311
36-7371

Ts"E)C7652 ·- ! 10!29/1976,-

- -r1· · ;~;:
·

•·········
.
""s:osJiRRIGATION .
-· -

1275
1275
··- .· 283

j

~i!ii~~~~qf{_--:~~im:J~fE~~~~,~=~1:
CllAtv10Npt1LI_VE:_SI<:>gKJ!:'9_..___. ___ J37-214911 112911965
OIAMONDALIVESTOCKINC
37-21492
! 611/1971

g:e~I~~~. ~:~~~~;i~~~~T~~~:~~ENE

S6-S6B1

~ 10/16/1992\

137·22450

11/25/1962!

• Enlargement right subordinate ID rights eartier than April 12, 1994

..2_~ 1cq_iv1~1,:Ac1AL

0.04COMMERCIAL

_ ..

o.oj

· - - - ' ..
1

IRRIGATION, OOMESTIC-=--r

0,78 IARIGATION

l
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery can
Water

Current Owner

Priority
Date

Right No.

Divemion

Rate {els}

Total
Acres

Purpose of Use

DILWORTH, ARLEN S; DILWORTH, CARMENE
!
B
l37-26B0B
3/29/1963!
1.0BilRRIGATION
73
DILWORTH, PAMLA; DILWORTH, REED w
IS&-a114
! &1611922:
o.o4ltRRIGATION,!)OMESTtc
-~
DIMOND, CAROLYN T; DIMOND, HAROLD S la&-7401 ..... 11l7/i9731
3.52jlRRIGAT!Q,..N_ _ _ _ _-t----,3-43.,;
DIMOND, DEAN T; DIMOND, EDEN C
•36-7614
, 5/S/1976,
1.261JRRIGATION
322
136-10656
3/1/1981
0.04iSTOCKWA-T=ER=,-c_o_M_M-,E=RccC-IA_L_I--·-~
DINIS, MANUELA; DINIS, MARIA·-··".
DINIS, MANUEL A; DINIS, MARIA
t36-7460S
3/25/19741
0.11 !sTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL j
DINOS LLC; DINOS LLC
36·6680
10121/19921
0.1 iDOMESTIC -' ··-·DOUBLE A DAIRY
····-···- ,37;22613
9/2911976\
0.1 !IRRIGATION
335.'1
p5I.f§[~ADAIRY
9/29/19761
0.19iSTOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL
DOUBLE A DAIRY
!37-75338
9/29/19761
o.121sfi5cKWATER,COMMERCIAL'
-----"-=--"~----------• -~vss·-----~--.,.,~··-~mm~--~~-~- -;--:t:t---...,~+.;:;~.-.:;;:=+,,;;;:;;-::::;-;;~;;:;::;,,-:=.+--~
~U.§l~E \/_ht£._
:36-70?~..
4!15/196Bi
1.14 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
Sf
DOUBLE V LLC
j36·7582
,/1/1976'
1.6ilRRlGATION
13f
ATE=R~.c""o"'M"ccMc-cE=R"'c"'1A.C'CL,

I

I

!
I
I
_jf:,:gg§.1>4 I

·········-··- ~- ···

i" -

1-·

'

~ocKW

DOUBLE '\I LLC
DOUBLEVLLC
DOUBLE V LLC
OOUBLEV LLC

6112/19841
0.081DOMESTIC
i
136-8247
..
·136-8543
' 6/15/1990
O.OB!STOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL
37-7213
[ 3128/1973 1
5.02'1RRIGATION. STOCKWATER I
283
___ ..
i~i:121~___; 3/28/197?.L
2.9j(RRIGATION ·-·
; .• 21B
OOllBiJ'fV11J::...
i37.7453
i 8127119751
2.14IIRRIGATION, STOCKWATER i
146
DOUBLEV LLC
2;B7~!3AJ 214/1987i
2.41 IIRRIGATlOt:J.
~146.5
DOUBLE V LLC
,37-B756B I 214/1987i
2.41 ,IRRIGATION
146.5
DOUBLEVLLC
']'37:s75f
214/19871
2.5BliRRJG:An5N
- I
160
·ooUBLEVLLC;VANDERVEGT,RAY ··---;se'.746ClG I 3/25/1974:
0.19ilRRIGATION
32
DOUBLE V LLC; VANDERVEGT, RAY
.
tss-7547!3 . '5/13119751 .. 0.09 STOCkWATER, COMMERCI.I\L I
1
DOUBLE V LLC; VANDERVEGT: RA v"
...... '36-80476
1219/1981 .
·oT7'ST5cKWATER, COMMERCIAL,,--..;
DOUBLElflj::C;;VANDERVEGT, RAY .
3e:aoi;7b
1219/1981.
0.26 1STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL-,i--··
ooueLE v LLc: vANDERVEGT. RAY
··•oo:so41E
121911ea1,
o.a 1RR1GAT10N
81
1
DOUBLE V LLC; VANDERVEGT, RAY
--!:l6-8047F
1219/1981 !
0.09 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1
'tf6DBLEVITC; VANDERVEGT, RAY ..
:36-83136- "m0/1986; 0.32 IRRIGATloN
....L.... 1S
lORAl5t::lS, CHRIS .
.
.
..-'45·13469 +6130/1985!
0.1~.lRRIGATION • "...... .. ~3]8
'DRISCOLL BROTHERS PARTNERSHIP
36-7333 =i:4127/1973
o.o,flNDUSTAIAL
i
·'.DRISCOLL BROTHERS PARTNERSHIP
a&-8466 .
10/4/1989!
o:os~COMMERCIAL.
,
. -.. - - -t4S:.7696 -~ ..11311992l~"o.02:1RRIGATION
-··--··-!· '"'o.5
'.DUFFIN, DON D
bUGAN FAMILY FARMS LLC
S6-7704A ' 5/12,'f!ijf
1.58[1RRIGATION
T 79
pllGAN FAMILY FARMS LLC
;36·7704B
5/12/1977,
0.18~STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL.
..45•7106B
5/11/1972
2.4dRRIGATION
. 13~,2
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST
'45.7232c
3/13119751
0.1711RRIGATION
274 1
1
1
DUNC.A}~ PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAN,
1
KATHY F; DUNCAN, PAUL H
}6·13531'
4/1/19791
Q,4ajJRRIGATION
341
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAN,
'
j
KATHY F; DUNCAN, PAUL H
36·15458'
12/31/197S!
O,OS!IRRIGATION
158

I

DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST: DUNCANt
KATHY F; DUNCAN, PAUL H
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAN,
KATHY F; DUNCAN, PAUL H
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAN,
KATHY F; DUNCAN, PAUL H
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAN,
KA THY F; DUNCAN, PAUl,.ti ...
. •.•.
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; PKO
PROPERTIES LC

r

38•2676

-

2.45f1RRIGATION

158

j

36-1294

1/30/19731
1

'
7i24/1973!

2.12!iRRIGATION
;

160

l

0.35 IIAR!GATION

35

r

.. ,36-7356D
,36-15200' .

7124/1973!
- - - -------,_---

'
LS1 !IRRIGATION

3115/1980i

1.01 iJRRIGATION

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Current OWner
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; PKO
PROPERTIES LC
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; PKO
PROPERTIES LC
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIPTRUST; PKD
PROPERTIES LC
DUNCAN, JACK F: WALTON~ DANIEL C
DUNCAN, KATHY F; DUNCAN, PAUL H

II

Water
Rinht No.

Diverslon

Priority
Data

Purpose of Use

, S/1311975[

I

1·

!36·15980

I

36-15961

!45-42418;

2l10/19B11
7/B/1989 I
: B/20/1976'1

,
1
137-8410

11 10/4/198BI

I

0,?:411RRIGATlON

6/21/1986 I
5/19/19631
9/28/19821

EAGLE CREE.K NORTHWEST Lic
14S-711f'
9/27/1972 1
EAGLECREEKNORTHWEST!.IC----·· 145-7134..
6/11/19731
EAGLE6REEK NORTHWESTlLc
... 145-7140
6/8/19731
~
•
136-2883
2/20/1967:
EAMESACRESINC
.. .
!36·~!>2SA ...
1
EAMES, CARI H; EAMES. TIMOTHY R
36-7182
6/29/1971 1
1
EAMES, CARI H; EAMES, TIMOTHY A
36·7460N. ! 3/25119741
EAMES, CARI H; EAMES, TIMOTHY A
.36-8231
I 9!27/1963
·-"tls:::j'4020
2110/19$1
EAST RIDGE MILK LLC
EAST RIDGE MILKL.L.C
.•
145-74626 ] 2110/1961
EDDINGS, RE NAE; SPURGEON-EDDINGS,
I
JASON T
145-7615
' 6/1711967!

!

--r

36-8628

11.1/26/19911

.~...

j

1

'.<is:1020.

t45-7035

·

1

I

a

I

--+1---:..i

'STOCKWATEA,COMMERCIAL,1·
0.12 DOMESTIC
·--+I-4.5 IRRIGATION
1
269
1.os'tRRIGAT100
·
64

oiijc!5MMERC,lfi,t;- -~

........ .

o.o:rCOMMERCIAL
o.111STOCKWATER, COMME:_RClAL

I

EVERS BROTHERS PARTNERSHIP;
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES FLCAi36·8584
l35.25s4
l:VERS. DARLENE; EVERS, J RAY
'ss-7666
EVERS, DARLENE; EVERS, J RAY
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
:3B-1127B"
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
]as-1556.2
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
j.~.6-15564.
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
186-7097
FARMLANDRESERYEINc···
!35:023f

'.45·2669

..•

I

.

o.o7!1RRIGATION, DOMESTIC
!IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
I
o.,a,oOMESTIC
-~·

I

.... ,)36-8266 ... : 3/18/19851
136-7607
! 2/20/1976'.
:35.7059
"· · s/91111ss'
:aa-S436
_ SIB/1989.
'37-B573
11/S/1989
; 45-13573
5/19/2003

L4S-14175
i4S·2674A

64

I

i

FARMLAND RESERVE INC
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
=ARMLAND RESERVE INC
=ARMLAND RESERVE INC
•ARMLAND RESERVE INC

271

6.syj1RRIGATION, STOCKWATER ... 1
513
1.9!1RRIGATION
l 128
1.93!1RRIGATION
.
140
0.55 '. IRRIGATION
.
36
5.6~ARIGATION
296
0.15'1RRIGATION
180
0.2:STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
0.04jRECREATlON
7 0
ocq1.*;s=T=o~C~K=w A=T=e=R....
- - + , - -...
022:STOCKWATER

~!i;~t~Jf;~~;:;:!~~:··~~::;::~- I1:::;:::L.::t:~::::::~
,
ESTATE OF RAY CHUGG
ESTATE OF TED LENO .......
ETCHEVEARY SHEEP co
EVANS GRAIN & ELEVATOR CO
EVANS GRAIN & ELEVATOR co
EVARD LLC

255

-=..-_-_-..

i

;.

!

·········1.·

!9130/1965[ ..

:

256

······tj· ..... ~

o.sshRRIGATlON
o.62icoMMERCIAL
'
0.3!JRRIGATION
..
· [sTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL, I
0.031DOMESTIC
0.11 iSTO(lKWATER, COMMERl.ill\L I
1.19ilRRIGATlON . .
1
1.57iCQMMERCIAL
I

I

I

256

--------~

'

3/13/1975

1

·-145:7558

A.ares

0.0211RRIGATION

I

136~:-iI

EDWARDS, KENT F

I

!

ls~-15979

DURAND, DANIEL G; DURAND, VICKY S
DURFEE, BRENDA J; DURFEE, JAMES M
--l36-7Stt
DURFEE, DEWEY D
DUTCHMEN MANUFACTURING INC--·-· ..•. !45·7512~

-······

Total

Rate (cls)

2/26/1991
12/30/1963!
1/13/1977i
4/111977!
B/19/1965!
2i26/1979l
12/9119691
1/12/191341

"

2.0S•IRRIGATION
1.s!iRRIGATION
1.22'tiRRIGATibi·f
2.55)RRIG/\TION
1.37 IRRIGATION .
0.96 lRRIGATION
6.02IIRRIGATION
o.aBfiRRiGATION,.

76
.

-····

6/30/19B~j

1.cisl1RRIGATION
9{:11f1fl62j
4.22 lRRIGATION
! 11/9/1962!
. 5.82IIRRiGATION
4/6/1967)
-3.52 IRRIGATION
2128/19S9f5.79 iIRRIGATION -

l

144
75

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject ID Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call

---------------

Waler

Priority

Diversion

Current Owner

R' hi No.

Date

Rate. cfs

Pl.lrpClSe of Use

,: Total
1Acres

FARMLAND RESERVE INC
i4S.7_110
9/18/1972•
411RRlGATION, STOCKWATER I 3832.6'
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
45-72
5/211975
6.4 IRRIGATION
3632.6
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
145-73
1ft!/1979•
1.66:IRRIGATION
3832.6
FARMLANDRESERVEINC
'45· -·
4/11/1979
3.1i1RRIGATION
3832.6
FASSETT, LYLE A
36·12650
3/15/1979
0.08 IRRIGAT.~IO-N~------1-=.::c1::.:46.;ci
FASSETT, LYLE A
i36·2654
9/22/1966
1.46!IRRIGATION
146
FASSETT, LYLE A
36-7268
10/3/1972
1.311R=:R=:lc;;;G7AT;;;:;1~07'Nc---------t---147=i6
FASSETT, LYLE A
136·8046
, 12/11/1981 I
0.62 IRRIGATION
__
202.
FASSETT, LYLE A
!36-8446 ...... I 9/26/1969
0.2 IRRIGATION
10
1
FATTIG, PATSY; FATTIG, WAYNE
13~·7524
! 3/5/1~75j _ 4.36 IRRIC3A"'T"'IO"N.-------t,---.:2;:::3~
1
.FATTIG, PATSY; FATTIG, WAYNE
!36·8637
121611991'
0.23i'fR'RiGA f'IO.~N--------+.---!-+,245
FAULKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
'37-7242
6i14/1973 ·-----· 4i1RRIGATION
.., I
200
FAULKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
.37·7808
11116/1979
3.261-:::IA::::A"'IG;:;-A""T"'IO==-N""""""-------t-1--6...,3
FAULKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
!S7-8005B
. 3i2D/1982;· -··2.021IRRIGATION
264
FAUlKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
37-SOOSC
3/20/198.2 i
1......
6v,:IIR~R""'l""G~AT=1-=o~N-------f---·2=--6:;.,c;4
FAULKNER LANO & LIVESTOCK CO INC
37·B005D I 3/20/19821M1ilfiRIGATION
264
FAULKNER LANO & LIVESTOCK co INC
ls7-8487D I 1/25/19891
0.86iiARIGATl'"'o~N-------!·
112
FAULKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
137·8720
! 4!2311991 !
s.2!1RRIGATION
l
324(
FEARLESS FARRIS STINKER STATIONS
136,8332
i 10/1211987! o·o;iicoMMERCIAL
·--·t--1
.-.--.-,!,
_ __
FEDAGA1BUS1NESS LLC
45·10164
6/30.119B5! ______ 2.47jlRRIGATION
I 5151
FEDAGAIBUSINESSLLC
45·7201
[11/18/1974
5.72ilRRIGATION
-9""3,..c;.5j
FIELDS, KAREN C; FIELDS, VIRGIL
37.7599
l 2123/1!)76 .
0.21STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
45.7529
i 4/13/1983
o.os!IRRIGATION
1
FLATTOP SHEEP CO
136-7021D I 4/9/19681
2.42ilARIGAT""IO""Ncc-------+--4"'4._7
"'F,=LA~T"'T=o~p=-s=H~EE=-=p""c""o;c--------tsa.713a 1'_9_/2-4-/1-970
a.03!STOCKWATER

-r

--t-l

!FLAT TOP SHEEP CO
,FLATTOP SHEEP CO
[FLAT TOP SHEEP co

:36-8273
i36-8275A
136-8641

714/1985
1.. 519/1985,
i 8/25/1983!

...f>.68jlRRIG_l\=Tl""Oc:-N,.-------t---44·c:17
2.44i1RRIGATION
447
o.oe!sTOCKWAT=E=R~,~D~O~M=E-S-TI_C_ _ __

!FORD, JOYCE A; FORD, THOMAS RAY
36-14617* ! 511/19821
0.9:IRRIGATION
I 376
!FORD, JOYCE A; !"ORD, THOMAS RAY
36-1461!l' t~~ 511/1965·---:-1.3oc2cr!"'IR"'R"'IG""'A:::T:::IO"'N-:-------+------c3c-c1,1
'FORSYTH, DANNY R
36-16639
2/26/1980
1.1 IRRIGATION
59
FORSYTH, DANNY R; FORSYTH, GINGER
i36-B531
4/24/1990
O.OS!IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
,
FOSTER LAND & CATTLE
'45-14453... · 11i2ii1197.!J
o.01l1RRIGATION
849
'FOSTERI..ANb&i::ATI[E'45-14454
11129/1971!- ...o~ooa:IRRIGATlON
---_1!4!l
FOUR+ RANCH INc··
· ··s1-1!12~--61111i901T · --2-1RR1GATION
· ----·+·- 120
--··--· - '" '
··-·
·----!: ~-~ - - - - - - - - -..
FOWLER, GARY L; SOMSEN, KRISTINE P;
I
I
,
SOMSEN•FOWLER, SARA D
145•2743
4/1411966!
0.76 IRRIGATION
39
FOWLER, GARY; S0fv1SEN, G FRANK;
·1··· .... .
i
SOMSEN, KRISTINE P
. 45-71!l2 ...... 1 10/7/1!l7'<i.! _ 0.36 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
18
FRANCIS, MARK
__ ........- - - -~3~:837'1
71£011968!_ .. ~-0.6 IRRIGATION,DOMESTI_C
... ··-·-· i · · · -....2
FRAZIERFAMILYTRUSTDTD6/191804%
1
UNDIVIDED INT; FRAZIER, JAMES F;
1
FRAZIER, JEFFREY W; FRAZIER, JOE K;
i
(
.
4.5 IRRIGATION
FR~IER, JORDAN p
•
!sS-7745 ...... a11s,~977\
FRAZIERFAMILYTRUSTDTD6/19/804%
t
j
UNDIVIDED INT; FRAZIER, JAMES F;
I
,

0.8,

I
T -·

.J.

I

'

1

FRAZIER, JEFFREY W; FRAZIER, JOE K;

i
I

JUDIK
FRENCH. Ill. JAMES A; FRENCH, PATRICIA A
FRENCH JR, JAMES A; FRENCH, KARI D

··;
36·7359
i 9/27/1973
36·_16404
i 11/14/1991
36,16405 i 11/14/1991 I

~~l:~~~S:~~~NE D;FREDERICKSEN, 13S·B04

9

1212111981

'Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

0.9.1,IRRl"'TION

47

,_:,I_ ""'

2.1BiiRRIGATION
143
9,02l1RRl~ATl=9..~N~(IX)~.·_=M~_E=s=r~IC~..-_-_-,_.._0.5
0.03ilRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
1.5
000166
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Attachment C
Waler Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call
..

Water
Right No.

Current Owner
FUNDERBURG, DENISE K; FUNDERBURG,
GARYL
FUNK, DARRELL M
FUNK, DARRELL M
FUNK, DARRELL M; FUNK, PATRICIA M
FUNK, DARRELL M; FUNK, PATRICIA M
FUNK, DARRELL M; FUNK, PATRICIA M
FUNK, DARRELL M; FUNK, PATRICIA M
G & B FARMS INC

36-7357
,45-13657
\45-4103
[45-10228
i45-13910
!45-13911
i45-13917
!37-2753

Priority

Diversion
Rate (els)

Date

Total
Acres

Purpose of Use

8/26/1973
1/1/1983
6/30/1985
5/31/1966
8/19/1976
8/19/1976
6/8/1982
11/29/1966

0.08 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
0.061STOCKWATER
1.61IRRIGATION
0.06 STOCKWATER
5.07 •IRRIGATION
0.64 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
2.95 IRRIGATION

G & G DAIRY; GILTNER, BILL; GRIFFITH, MIKE136-14834

12112/1979

0.04 DOMESTIC

G & G DAIRY; GILTNER, BILL; GRIFFITH, MIKE 136-15745

1213/1966

2
305
277

372

I

0.28 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

L+,---I
G & G DAIRY; GilTNER, BILL~-G-R-IF_F_IT_H~,-M-IK-E-+,36--1-5-7-47-+-1o-,-,a-1,-968---0-.36-1S_T_O_C_K_W_A_T_E_R""'.C_O_M_M_E_RC_I_A__
G & G DAIRY; GILTNER, BILL; GRIFFITH, MIKE 36-15749

2/16/1971

0.15 STOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL

G & G DAIRY; GILTNER, BILL; GRIFFITH, MIKEl36-8532
4/10/1990
G & H DAIRY LLC
136-7409A
11/21/19731
G & H DAIRY LLC
3B-7631A I 6123/1976
G & H DAIRY LLC
36-7847
I 3128/1979
G & H DAIRY LLC
36-8396
10/20/1992
1
GALLEGOS, GEORGE
36-8201
I 5/31/1983
GALOW, MOLLY; GALOW, ROGER A
136-8448
I 9/28/1989
GARDNER TRUST
i36-16590
2129/1968
GARDNER TRUST
36-16841
3/13/1989
317/1966
GARDNER TRUST
36-16845
GARDNERTRUST
36-16847~/13/1987
GARDNER TRUST
36-16853
/27/1968
GARDNER TRUST
36-168554/611978
GARDNER TRUST
36-2694A
6/17/1967!

I

0.18 STOCKWATER
7
1
2.19IIRRIGATI0'N.------+---26~B3.17!1RRIGATION
268
0.56!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.2 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
D.12 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
! 5.5
0.05 IRRIGATION
1.5
0.05 IRRIGATION
7
0.05 IRRIGATION
20
0.06 IRRIGATION
20
0.01 IRRIGATION
20
0.04 IRRIGATION
20
0.01 IRRIGATION
20
0.82 IRRIGATION
354

··········===- -1!t;~!-i~i~::~! ~t~;J:~: !~~~~=:===-~ :·.-E:

i~:g~~~·~~~~··

1

--

o 4~ IRRIGATION

~ARRARO, KATHLEEN; GARRARD, THOMAS

~t~::':W~
313D LLC

······-

GERAATT, DALE

31LLETTE, CINDY L; GILLETTE, LARRY R
3.ILLETTE, CINDY[; GILLETTE; LARRY R
3TC1..ETTE, c1NDY: GILLETTE, RANDY
31LLETTE. 61NDY;GILLETTE, RANDY·--

3iLLETTE, CINDY;"GiL[EflE~--RANOY
31LLETTE, CINDY; GILLETTE, RANDY

45-1~~6013 r~:11~85·~---~o.l.4C:7s.,IRRIGATION ·-·---36-8467

,;;;~

12/15Jf9B9 ..

_z11.4.B]e7

-0-:-12 COMMERCIAL

1.61,IRRIGATION
4.21 IRRIGATION
IRRiGAt10N
6.55 IRRIGATION

1·21·911··ssa "'

2.98 IRRIGATION

I

36-7212A

--- !---·

11/29/1971

• Enlargement rignt subordirtate to rights ear1ierthan April 12, 1994

o:e4

-·..

0.69 IRRIGATION

--···

151

1

~1,;~;- ;~~;;;:~::~::: i
1

... ~.7:g!S1_A_.
37-8742
. 3/28/1991
36-11412·
411119841
36-2600
112'5/1965 --

36·7046

-

-

.

_ _:.:1_3Cl.5
995.5
·--· · - ·110a
- --,., - - - ~--=F1os

-·-----·10s

----1------ ·-

196
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priority
Diversion
Total
Right No.
Date
Rate (els)
Purnose of Use
Acres
36-7435
. 1/25/1974
5.03 IRRIGATION
i 1108
'3:--.::6-·1"'1"C41~3cc'~,--,4/-:-:1cc/17984~----c0-:.1-=3+.clR""R=-cl""G-,-AT=1""0""'N,--------i---27~4

I

Current Owner
GILLETTE, CINDY; GILLETTE, RANDY
GILLETTE, JERRY; GILLETTE, ROANNE

GILLETTE, JERf!Y; GILLETTE, ROAf:IN_E,-. --.c·3,_6,...·2cc6_6cc9=-----+----c1~/9~/1~9~67-+---3~.5~3+;1=R=R~IG~A=T~IOccN------+-._:::2;...74'.f
GILLETTE, JERRY; GILLETTE, ROANNE _ -+cj3:-:c6--=·7c:2cc12c--B-+-1_1..,,/2""9/-:-:i-:c97:c:1+----=0-:.5~4"",IR=,R=clc:G7.AT""l=O"'"N_ _ _ _ _ _r-_1~6=i2
GILLETTE, JERRY; GILLETTE, ROANNE
i36-7626
I 6/311976
5.14.IRRIGATION
308
•"-GILLETTE,
·-~--os---=--------~v~-=-,--,..-"'"""-··--·---C::..-•--•-+-------------·------------.-cl
LARRY R
i37-2697
7/211964
3.25dRRIGATION
194
----------+!3~7--2~7~29-----+-3~/1-----3+/1-9-66+------ .4A IRRIGATION;STOCKWATER - 295
GILLETTE, LARRY R
GILLETTE, PERRY
i36-7340
6/15/1973
2.92 IRRIGATION
-------+---'1"-'-4-=--15
5.361IRRIGATION
36-7542
5/7/1975
GILLETTE, PERRY
268
1
---.:.--~------------+~-'-"'---+--~...;.._c+---'--"--'--+--------'-----'-----------+---==1
i
IRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL, I
GILLEY, KAREN; GILLEY, PH IL_LI_P_N____---+-'13_6·_8_01_8 ___
11--./1--::2:-c/1:--.::9::c81::-i----:o:-:.0:-:6:t:DO=M~E~S""T.-:IC~,-=~==c----+--0-.5~
GILTNER DAIRY LLC
,36-4089
111/1963•
0.06 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
GILTNER, HOLLY L; GILTNER, SCOTT R;
MCCOY, LUKE; MCCOY, TANI; PITTOCK,
iSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
BRIAN M; PITTOCK, SANDY L
36-14988
12131/1983
0.07[D0MESTIC
i
GILTNER, HOLLY L; GILTNER, SCOTT R;
MCCOY, LUKE; MCCOY, TANI; PITTOCK,
36•7460AG J 3125/1974
o.18ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BRIAN M; PITTOCK, SANDY l
G-LANBIA FOODS
- ·- ·- . •..
~!§____],_1_11_1_51_19_7_0_ _ _3_.9-+-M_IT_IG_A_T_IO_N_
Gi.ANBIA FOODS
!36--16217
5/16/1960
0.96 MITIGATION·~-GLANBIA FOODS
· - - - ~ - - - - · l36-16219'
5/2611971
-·-0""_3c.c3+Mc-.'l=T~IG-A=T=10-N--------+---1
GLANBIAFOODS INC
__
j37-21136
7/24/20031
8 IRRIGATION
1422.,
GLANBIA FOODS INC
~7051
,I
8/27/1969
1 COMMERCIAL
3.09 IRRIGATION - - - - - - · -+----6-22-1
GLANBIA FOODS INC . - - - - - ----~--137-7252A , 7/24/1973

--------

!

1'

i

GLANBIA FOODS INC
GLANBIA FOODS INCGLANBIA FOODS INC
GLANBIA FOODS INC
GLANBIAFOODS INC
GLANBIAFOODS INC

~!:~~~~i~c~.

-

=·-..

;37·7252B
7/24/1973
0.21,IRRIGATION
-·-- . " .•.137-7260
I 8/8/1973
5.7ilRRIGATION
·---i37·7380A
915/1974
3.03jlRRIGATION
- -- - - - i37-7:c38::-::0:-::Cc---t----:c9/=s1-:-:-1-=97:--:4t-------,4-=,379[r.:IR=-.:R::-clG=-A-=TcclO=c-cN-.

~=~=~----··;37-7576
137-7677

2.5jlRRIGATION
2[1RRIGATION

3
9

I

622
983.7
983.7
983.7

;

! 983.7
522

--- : ~::.==--!;~::~~~ --1 ~;~;;~i--b:-:~:-:::cr.

g--~=-c~7.~cc~"":ccg""::--:.~c-.-D-O_M_E_S_T_IC---+----=ci

1

GLENN DALE RANCHES !NC"''-·- -GLENN WARD DAIRY LLC; WARD LAND &
LIVESTOCK LLC
GLOBAL AG PROPERTIES USA LLC
GLOBAL AG PROPERTIES USA LLC
GLOBAL AG PROPERTIES USA LLC
'GLOBAL AG PROPERTIES USA LLC

136-73BJ_

45.7733
I 8/27/1979,,36-15165'
3/15/1970._1
f36·16417 · 3/17/19631
1
i36·16419
• 9/24/19681
[36-16421
,_ 12130/1983-~

0.33;STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL '
2.2}RFH§ATION
0.28jlRRIGATION
0.59!1RRIGATION
0.13[1RRIGATION

jGLOBAL AG PROPERTIES USA LLC

[s&-84Q3

0.31 IRRIGATION

i~~g::~ :~ ::g:~:~:~~ ~~: ~~g

I

8/2/1973_:.

·,i

3}RRIGATION

.

i;t:~iB~· 37;~~;:~:1

11/28/19881-

GOCHNOUR, JIM W; GOCHNOUR, MARILYN A:45-7461
215/1981
GOEDHART, HUGO
36-7276
12/5/1972
GOEDHART, HUGO C; GOEDHART, MARY
t36·7460AD·- 3/25/1974
fa6-B774
~-3/10/1998
GOEDHART, HUGO; GOEDHART, MARYGOLDEN AcREs LLc
_
La1:!.4saB · 101141191s __
GOLDEN RAIL MOBILE HOME COURT
145-7458
12115/1980~
GOOCH, BEATRICE; GOOCH, ELLIS
137-21154 · 1213/_1965
GOOCH, BEATRICE; GOOCH, ELLIS
--, L37:21155-: 10/18/1966GOOCH, BEATRICE; GOOCH, ELLIS
137-21156
i 2/18/1971
• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

---;

150

i

~::1: : ~~~:g~

2785
2785
2765
2765
2785
-- ---2765
27_81

0.73,IRRIGATION
0.04.COMMERCIAL
1
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL!
0.13:S,TOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
'
1.2s'IRRIGATION
0.22 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
.o.os:sTOCKWATER, COMM_E_ _ RC-IAL_
0.04 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
o.02ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

I

36.5

·1i2.s
8.1
-- -·

r· -
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priority
Diversion
Total
Right No.
Rate (els)
Date.
Purpose of Use
Acres
137-8839
I 11/22/1994
0.06iSTOCKW ATER
I
36-8534
4/27/1990
0.1 IIRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
2.5
36-16130
0.05,IRRIGATION
11/8/1973
264
-+3"'6-,-2...,1-c-94--+--,--,,--+----+=7='7-=
9/10/1984
3.181IRRIGATION
264
3RANT 4 D FARMS
36-7264
9/21/1972
3.52JIRRIGATION
310
11/14/1972
3RANT 4 D FARMS
\36-7273A
2.0BIIRRIGATION
104
0.39!1RRIGATION
i36·7850C
3/3011979
3RANT 4 D FARMS
3RANT 4 D FARMS
3S-8106C
8/10/1982
1.26IIRRIGATION
3RANT 4 D FARMS
136-8187
5/27/1983
1.4 IRRIGATION
310
3RANT 4 D FARMS; HONSINGER, EVELYN D;
1
ROY T HONSINGER TESTAMENTARY FAMILY
II
TRUST
36-78500
3/30/1979
0.04 IRRIGATION
591
3RANT 4 D FARMS; HONSINGER, EVELYN D;
ROY T HONSINGER TESTAMENTARY FAMILY\
TRUST
!36-81060
8/10/1982
0.13;1RRIGATION
591
3RANTJR,DOUGLASE;GRANT,LAURE~L~A-+,3=5~-2=5~84--:---+,--,3/~2/~1~96~7=4--~5~.3=s+11-=R-=R~IG~A~T~1o=N------+-_c:320
3RANT JR, ROBERT
36-7516
12/13/1974
5.35 IRRIGATION
420
36-2585
4/7/1964
0.78 IRRIGATION
3RANT, DOUGLAS E
40
36-16549
4/21/198'1
0.16IIRRIGATION
3RANT, DUANE R; GRANT, LAURA A
16.1
126.7
l::c3=6-c:-16;:;:8::;0c:O-r-:4/';;2:c'1/';:;-1;:;:98~l9:t---3::1'::.2::-3S.IR~Rc;il;;:G'i:AT~l.;:;O,N.,------t-~
3RANT. DUANE R; GRANT, LAURA A
3RANT, DUANE R; GRANT, LAURA A
36-16801
4/21fi989
0.07IIRRIGATION
305
3RANT, DUANE R; GRANT, LAURA A
\36-7932
B/14fHIRfll
0.8 IRRIGATION
40
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
3RAVES, FRANCES M; GRAVES, RICHARD L 37-7371
7/31/1974,
6.49 DOMESTIC
320
3REAVES, ALAN; GREAVES, COLLEEN
36-8479
J 11/13/19891
0.04 IRRIGATION
1.5
37-76218
6/7/1977
0.59IIRRIGATION
3REEN, DONALD L; GREEN, MARYS
30
3REENE, DOUGLAS E; GREENE, GLORIA V 36-8438
7/24/1989
0.09' IRRIGATION
4.5
3REENER, BARNEY; GREENER·""',s=H~E=R=R=1E=--4-5--1-43-5~2-1-c6-c/2-0/c--2-01-1+----'-o"".o-C.j2·HEATING, COOLING
36-7382
9/20/19731
0.1 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
I
3UILLORY, CAMERON; GUILLORY, IDA
5
3ULICK, LARRY
36-u...vi
2/1/19901
0.06iSTOCKWATER, COMMERC'""IA""L-:j-3ULLEY, JUDY L; GULLEY, WILLIAM F
36-7293
1/24/19731
1.B'IRRIGATION
I 130
3ULLEY, JUDY L; GULLEY, WILLIAM F
36-7425
12/28/1973
O.B IRRIGATION
! 130
36-8789
3/23/1999
0.39 IRRIGATION
3ULLEY, JUDY L; GULLEY, WILLIAM F
12
3UNNING, FF; GUNNING, G C ----- --·. ----- :3i,:s063A
2/16/1982
2.14
fRRIGATIOt-f
329
-·
-- ----- -- ----·- ,_
----

Current .Owner
300CH, BEATRICE; GOOCH, ELLIS
30TT, MIKE
3RANT 4 D FARMS
3RANT 4 D FARMS

~

I

I

=

'""

"

, & PFARMS; HUNT, JEFF; PINCOCK, BRUC~!Ecj3!3·2~;7...,~·-····

4/29/1963

3.96-·-·IRRIGATION -----

i & P FARMS; HUNT, JEFF; PINCOCK, BRUCE136-2578

10/3/1963

4.71 --IRRIGATION

-··-······-·- --- -----

_,_.

----------- i---

--

i & P FARMS: HUNT, JEFF;PINCOCK, BRUcEJ36-2589 - , - 2/25/19ijt-

~~~t'3~it~~~~~: ;~:tt~-ffi!~'L 'if31
~~~~-~J!~~~l~Y ~~~s~~-

LLC

··

!~~~~~ ~~~~:~~~~=~~~~t~g~-=-~iANSEN QUALITY JERSEYS LLC
-IANSENQUALITY JERSEYS LLC
-!ANSEN, CREG; HANSEN, LETA

_

''''

·-

-

198

- - - -----

_____________....,

238

i

319

0.34 IFl_R_IGATI_Ot'-l_ --

-- .

,~1iii~ · - .__I ~ii

:~;:-_
~:~~a ·!J~~}~%
E~~~~:~~=;~t~:l7~~Af··-

· - - -l-

53

2

O~;jTJ~~~~~~E~!~~MM!:R_~_[l=-~63

36-16761'
36-2638 __
37-7621 F

.f:l/23/1!!67
1/27/1966
6/7/1977.

• Enlargement rtght subordinate lo rights earlier than April 12, 1994

'

. 0.031!3_T()C:l<V\I_ATER!COMMERCIA.!:._.
1.57 IRRIGATION
2.53 IRRIGATION
.
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment • Rangen Delivery Call
Current Owner
HANSEN, GARY L
-HARDYPROPERTIESLP
HARMS, BOYD L

Waler
Priority
Diversion
Righi No.
Date
Rate (cfs)
Puipcse ol Use
36-11508• ' 3/15/1978
0.31 !IRRIGATION
36·7510
11/7/1974
1.111RRIGATION 1
36-16904
• 8/21/1973
0.08:IRRIGATION

Total
Acres
110

55
3.9

152
HARPER LAND LLC-----,36-7108 --.-.·-Y1211970
.
1.94'..,IRRIGATION
_
HARPER, CLINT; HARPER, KEVIN; HARPER,
--LAYNE R
:36·7960A I 1/26/1981
0.9:lRRIGATION
' 1194
HARPER, CLINT; HARPER, KEVIN; HARPER, 1-·------,,~------i-----------+---'----!
LAYNE R
!35.79509 i 1/26/1981'
0.9 IRRIGATION
1194
ljARPER, CLINT; HARPER, L.IIYNE I:!___
136-7412
11/30/1973i--- 4.01 IRRIGATION
------ • - ~
HARPER, LARRY F
,35.7020
i 4/15/19681
1 ,IRRIGATION
l
50
HARTLEY, DOUGLAS D; HARTLEY, RENEA N '.36-7529E i 3/28/1975!
0.42 IRRIGATION I - 312
HARlWELL, jANET L;H.o.RfViEW.:,JIMMY D • 45-14437 ! 10/30[1~60j~-~--=occ:.Oc;-1~ilR""R"'l""G..,.AT""l""O-:-,N,--------------+--~o'-C-.6
HATFIELD DAIRY LLC
i37-21628
9/25/197Bl
0.1_:I_JSTOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
i
HAWKER, FRED
l45·7339A
2/21197B':=::2.3pRRIGATION
·---·---154
HAYDEN, DONAL_D D; HAYDEN, SHARON A i36-8470
9112/1989!
O.OS!IRRIGATION
--+--2-=--_"15
HAYES, COLIN L; HAYES, SUE E
135--2579
, 1/12/19671
1.SilRRlGATlON
·-·
135
HEIDA, MARY JANE; HEIDA3')'HOMAs·- 1ss-7597A
1/13/197Bl
0.7 IRRIGATION
114
1
HEIDA, MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
36-7597B_ -~/~!!!_6i-- 1.1a tRRIGATION .
...J 79
HEIDA, MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOt/iAS
36·!610
i 2/27/19761
2.4 1IRRIGATION
120
HEIDA, MARY JANE; HElDA;THOMAS
•36·76B2
j 2/14119ZfJ
1.241 IRRIGATION :
78
HEIDA, MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
36·8276
l 6/5/Hl85!
0.14 11RRIGATION
... _ _ _ _ ..,!__1_2_1
1
HELSLEY HENDRIX, JEANINE P; HELSLEY.
'
1·
I
Ii
BRIANT-----·
[36-16561
2/8/19711
0.03JRRIGATION
S
HENRY FARMS
-------···--·
136-15163·
5/1/1981:--~0.;,c.6---i6""1R=R~IG~A~r=1o~N------~,~-2-8..::.j6
'l3S.769B
4/22/19771
2.36 IRRIGATION
........
'
160
HENRv"FARMS
l!!~I:JRY}f:RMS
------.--~6568
11/7/19901
- 0.79jlRRIGATION
------~
HENRY, AUDREY; HENRY, ROBERT P
36·14844'
3/15/1983!
0.25 1RRIGATION
~
HEPWORTH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGS licr·---;45-14243 10/17/19621 -:5"',3"°5t,,=R=Rf"'
G:--;A-:=Tccl0'7N;-----------,-8-874
1
-H-EPW-OATH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGS LL_c_1_45-·14.245
6/30/1985r----':4:--:.2=1-f7.1R;::;R"'l""G-.,.AT:;:cl;-;;;Q-;-;N~-----+-!,._:,1.::;88=17
HEPWORTH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGS LLC
i45-2688B
10111119s2!
o.o41CoMMERCIAL
HEPWORTH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGS LLC
i45-7032
12/18/196Bj
1.92IIRRIGATION
HEPWORTH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGS LLC
,45.7117
1/3/1973 1
3.41 !IRRIGATION
!
HEPWORTt:fFAMILY LANDHOLDINGS LLC.
45.7330
111/30/1977
41!RRIGATION
'
601
1
HEPWORTH, BONNIE B; HEPWORTH,
!
'
WILLIAM M
!45.7160
ti2113/1973
3.11 IRRIGATION
229
HEPWORTH. BONNIE B; HEPWORTH,
WILLIAM M
j45·7187
9/16/1974
0.36 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
229
!
'IRRIGATION, IRRIGATION
STORAGE. IRRIGATION FROM
HERNANDO, EDWARDO; HERNANDO,
STORAGE, STOCKWATER,
0. 11 ,DIVERSION TO STORAGE
TERESA C
i:36·16493
8/25/1977
2.5
1
HETTINGA, ARLENE; HETTINGA, STEVEN
1S6·2575A . 8/5/1963!
0.62 1RRIGATION
36
O.STRRIGATION
HEWARD LANDS LTD
i45-766!l
,- 11!711989!
25
1
HEWARD, DORA W; HEWARD, GERALD B
!45·13564 : 10/12/1973
1.53 IRRIGATION
185.4
HEWARD, DORA W; HEWARD, GERALD B
145·4067A I B/1/196iff
1.54'1RRIGATION
77
HEWARD, DORAW;HEWARD, GERALoa· l45:j'fo15A f- - 2131197,(
1.ss;iRRIGATION
185.4
-+HIBBARD, DONNA G; HIBBARD,GARY.J -·-------·- 37-7199
I 1/30/1973' ··io2jlRRIGATIOf\l
151
HIDDEN VALLEY LAND CO LLC
--- 36-10174' I 3/15/1968 1
0.74IIRRIGATION
377
HIDuEN VALLEY LAND CO LLC
36-70162/27/1968;
O.SjlRRIGATION
1
,----- 377
HIDDEN VALLEY LAND CO LLC
36·8528
1 3/16/1990
0.6jlRRIGATION
421.5
'-···q
'"···
··-"HIGH COUNTRY HOLDINGS LLC
37-2704
- 3i8/1985 1
287
• 1.16JltiRIGATION
HILT, ARIE; HILT, CECIL; HILT, HENRIETTA ·Jss-8265~, 317/1985,'.
0.15!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

I
I
!

I

-----=

I
I

I

-.

'

r

·:==

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

-
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call
Watar
Riaht No.

Total
Pu"""'e of Use
Acres
,
'
!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
HILT, DARYL; HILT, ELAIN.E
137-6055
i 10/28/19821
0.08,DOMESTIC
07
HIRAI, GREGORY; HIRAI, JENNIFER
j36·7793
6/1/1978.----=-2.""'25 17:IR"'R""IG::-,A"'T""'IO~N""""'------1--,-4-14
HIRAf."l:iiFiEGOFi'i';HTRA1, JENNIFER - ~ - 3s.794s
, 1./811sa1 ::·· __o.os;l~rocKWATE~; ccLMMERc1AL ___
1
HIRAI, JACK J; MATTHEWS, J W
!36·8585
,1 8/11/1988: _ D.22_1RRIGATION
.1
171
HITZEMAN, LEONARD W
- 36·16704
10/11/19661
0.03 IRRIGATION
!
2
HOBSON, DAVID MARK
___,,____,, :45-14434
3/13/197R''i:i.2tlRRIGATION
I 84.5
HOBSON, DAVID MARK
······-:45-14435* '311511975 ----0:21 'IRRIGATION
84.5
OOLL.AND, JOHN H; HOLLAND, JUDITH A
1~6-7112
I 11221!970,
0.84 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
40
HOLT, RONALD; HOLT, SHARON___
136-7876
.10126/1979
0.88 IRRIGATION
I
48
HOLTON, DOROTHY; HOLTON, HAROLD L '135Tos7....., 711211969
1 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATEff I
147
136-12588'
HOLTON, RONAL~--- ~ • 3/111974
0.44 IRRIGATION
'
147
J:!Q~. RON~LD ..
.......
j36-2561
1/22/1963
2.4 IRRIGATION .. ..
147
H2!-:IZEN.FARMS INC
_______ j36-8603 : 6/14/1991•
0.141STOCKWATEA
.•
HONDO FARMS
;45-12453 j 3115/1963
B.47ilRRIGATlON
737.4
HONDO FARMS
.
i45-13602 ' 6/30/19851
2.87;IRRIGATION
737.4
HONDO-FARMS'""T45.74esA
4/15/1901
1.91 !IRRIGATION
...
I 737.4
HONSIN.GER;--EVELYN D; ROYT HONSINGER j
TE~TAMENTAfW FAMILY TRUST
· - - J~B-2560
• 12/26/1962
0.72!1RRl(;>~TION
.. __,.,
591
HOOPER, CYNTHIA ANN; HOOPER, LAURA j
·1
!
KAY; HOOPER, TIMOTHY E
;37-7279
9/13!Hl73
1.23ilRRIGATION, STOCKV'IATER
74
HOOPER, GRAHAME; HOOPER, PATTY
137-7205
! 2/16/19731
5.B1 IRRIGATION
1 321.8
HORIZONORGANfC. DAlRYLLC
~16045 !10/19f1_9511
1.95'1RRIGATION
-!-1520
HORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
j36·1604tl ! 10119/1981.
o.os:STOCKWATER,_90MME1:!S:~L
-~
HORIZONORGANICMRYLI.::9_,_·_ _
!36-16053·-·1 7/16/19731
1.3BilRRIGATION
! 1520
HORIZON ORGANIC DAIAY LLC
36-16054
7116/1973
0.21 isTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL !
..•
tiO~N ORGA1'lli'.i DAIRY LLC
.. l3ii'.'ieo55 ~'"'Tml1[lll, - · 4.12 IRRIGATION
! 1520
HORIZONORGANICDAIRYLLC
:36-16056 i 12!8!1981
0.61 STOCKWAfER,COMMERc!At.. I
HORIZONORGANICDAIRYII.c
---~5396 j 12/811981!
0.75[STOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL i
Current Owner

1

Priority
Dale

Dlveralon
Rate /ofs\

t

_·f-

_,J __...,

i

~g=:~~~{gg!~~;±g-

H£1:l!ZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC·'-IORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC _ .. ...
--IORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
-!ORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC

... ~~--l 7~/:~:~~I

~!3-7801
8/24/1976
···--·~6-8005B
1218/1981
36-8008
12.18/198(
i3e.so11A . 1lfg_4l19S1

-lORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
-!ORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
-fORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
-!ORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
-IORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
-IRUZA, EUGENE
-IRUZA, EUGENE: HF.LIZA, SHIRLEY
-IRUZA, RONALD L
-IRUZA. RONALD L
-lUBSMlTH, IRIS B; HUBSMITH, LOUIS L
-IUETTIG,ANDREAB;HUETTIG,BRIANJ
-iUETTIG, DOUGLAS
.
-IUETTIG, ELLEN M; HUETTIG, MYRON A
-tUETTIG, ELLEN M; HUETTIG, MYRON A
-iUETTIG. ELLEN M; HUETTIG, MYRON A ~ULM~ RONALD A
-

L

t6·80118
!3cl-!l014
hB-8015
']36-8401
;36-8402
·:ss-8290

1212411981

1

11/4/1981

J12124/1981,.
111128'1988,

'i 11/26/19881

' 6/24/19851
3115/1963
'36-7878 ·: 10/30/1979
'36·81 B,f ·+ sh2!1983
137:eo93
t 3117/19841 ..
jSB-7150
116f1971,!
!36-15994
11/27/1@64L
:36·2594
; 10/29/1964
135. 7639 . 1 8/24/1976...

!36-4169

°

.J

i

~ss:81:_-51_46676
!S -

1

..11-.o.f1'81,/11.~~el. ,
"" .

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

··-·· ;
I

~::::r:~~~ER,COMMER91AL:

·~~

=

0.89ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
0.27 ~STOC_IS;\.'.l'ATER. COMMERC_IAl j •..~
0.8441RRIGATION
j 1520
0.15iDOMESTlC
j
0,14:~~g~:~;~:, COMMERCIAL,l

o.2e100MESTIC
.
0.46jST_2C:KWATER, COMMERCIAL'
0.68!IRRIGATION
'
520
o.s4l1RRIGATION
' 1520
1.ifol1RRIGATION
+
277
1.12ilRRIGATi'ON
i
56
1.43 IRRIGATION.. '
76
0.66 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL !
o.os'STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL' ..•
1.3flRRIGATION
:·
66
1
11.40._79~.:RR.flR)IGGA--ATTIIOONN' .. . -- - ~
1511111
. ,
.
i"45llRRIGATION
-·
. ;
511

!

U3,IRRIGATION ..
0.2ilRRIGATION ..

·-

-

. --

'
'
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rang en Delivery Call

I

I

Priority Diversion
Total
Water
Rimi! No.
Current Owner
Rate (cfs)!
Date.
Acres
. Pu;;;ose of Use
HULME, RONALD A
136·15668 '! 1213/19561
0.1~1RRIGATION
25
-~--··HULME, RONALD A
36-15670
2/18i1971 i
25
O.~itRRIGATION
HULME, RONALD A
1011 s;19sa I
0.11 ,IRRIGATION
36-15690
13.3
HULME, RONALD A
36-15692 .. 12/3/1966
0.08JRRIGATION
13.3
..
HULME, RONALD A
2/18/1971
0.0411RRIGATION
36·15694
13.3
.
HULME, RONALD A
10/18/1968
0.27 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
36-15702
l
0.21 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
HULME, RONALD A
36-15704
1213/1966
·---"·--·
HULME;·RONALD A
36-15706
0.11 IST~CKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
2/18/19711
HULTS ,76SEPH: HULTS, DAVID; HULTS,
I
i
KAY A:, HULTS, NICOLE
2.6ilRRIGATION
36-16203 i 8121 /19731
387.5
HULTS, JOSEPH; HULts,T:iAVID; HULTS,
f
KAY A; HULTS, NICOLE
36-16902
0.73 IRRIGATION
387.51
8/21/1973
HULTS, JOSEPH; HULTS, DAVID; HULTS,
I
KAY A; HULTS, NICOLE
8.11 11RRIGATION
136-16903
307,6
8/21/19731
HULTS, JOSEPH; HULTS, DAVID; HULTS,
!
l
KAYA; HULTS, NICOLE
2.92]1RRIGATION
!36·2665A
10/11/19661
3B7.5
·HULTS , JOSEPH; HULTS, DAVID; HULTS,
I
i
KAY A; HULTS, NICOLE
:ss-1a11
1.1IIRRIGATION
10/14/1978:
307.6
····--'
'
HULTS , JOSEPH; HULTS, DAVID: HULTS,
I
I
KAY A; HULTS, NICOLE
bs-7877
I 12121/1979
0.83!iRRIGATION
,,,, __ , __
307.6
HULTS·, JOSEPH; HULTS, KAY A
36-16399
l!/24/1973
0,01 !IRRl§ATION
9
HULTS, DAVID; HULTS, JOSEPH; HULTS,
I
0.12JIRRIGATION
KAY; HULTS, NICOLE
36-16318
7/21/19671
12
I
HULTS, DAVID; HULTS, JOSEPH ; HULTS,
KAY; HULTS, NICOLE
36-16319
7121 /1967
0.78 IRRIGA1ION
120
HULTS,JOSEPH; HULTS, KAY A
36-10547"
IRRIGATION
4/111980
0.25
154
" - ~....
0.01 ilRRIGATION
136-16400
8/24/1973
HULTS., JOSEPH i.f:iULTS, KAY A
142
-··
HULTS, JOSEPH; HULTS, KAY A
5/26/1983
0.2!lllRRIGATION
!36-8200
!
:
154
36-11079· i 3/15119731
0.05!1RRIGATION
HUNT, DUANE W; HUNT, MARGAREI_.
163
:
HU,~T,
36-7058
2.7JtRRIGATION
163·
' DUANE W, HUNT, MARGARET
' 4/9/19691
HURTADO, GRICELDA; HURTADO,JESUS
36-16007 I 6/21/1973
3.12'1RRIGATION
I 155.7
HURTADO,'GRICELDA; HURTADO, J'"'E""s=u"'s-·+36,
...,.._"",s""oos~·
6/2111973
0.33 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
HURTADO, GRICELDA; HURTADO, JESUS
36·7508B [ 11/5/1974.
2.42 IRRIGATION
i
132

.

I

l

I

i
I

I

!

.~~~g~f

~~:C}!?A_;HU:f5Qb; JESUS

:t!~:~~'s~~

~:;11:_i_~iii~~~~~~M--~A.CIAL

i_..·-· · . ~~I

!

I
IDA GOLD FARMS GENERAL PARTNERSHIP;
,
1
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES FLCA 45'7680 ... 1 io/1511990 ....._1.22 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL · - - - ·

IDA GOLD FARMS GENERAL PARTNERSHIP;
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES FLCA 45-7684
12/11/1990
0.14 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
IDAHO ACR.ES DAIRY
36.-11 i 10• . 3/15/1968_ _ _ _!jffiRIGA!ION ... •....
IDAHO AC:RE_Bi:i_,A.].f!'i'_ .
11/30/1962 - - - 2) IRRIGATION .... -··--· · --·· ___ 408
136~12

--·-=t-~~

·---·==

:~D:AH~~O, :A· ~G.~INNECCS [)A._lf'!Y
:~ : _:8: 1~...
3/1/1989
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,. _ _ ___,_21_26_/1_9_i'.~
77
409
j
36
3
_Jl/!l/15!74
1
IDAHO AG INC·--·
ias:7883A··· 1/15/1980
IDAHO FRESH PAK INC
·······-- !36-15553'
3/15/1974
1DAHo-FResFi rii.k 1Nc
·-·-1:3o:a4ss
.··· 9121119s9
1DAHcfP6weR
37·84!l4 - -·11/17/1989
IDAHO suPREME'i'OTATOEs·-·
35:25s1-ITT,ii311962

co·

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

------+! . .

0.95 l=RIGATION ······408
3.9 Lf'll(,ATION
·--··
974
3.84 I.RRIGATION
974
5.64 IRRIGATION
! 678
- 0.06 COMMERCIAL
····---·-- 'f
0.21 coiv\1vleRc1Al. ·
·l--0.02,COMMERCIAL
4.76'1RRIGATION · --···· ·· •·••
11

1--~
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priority
Diversionl----------.-,~:-o-:-la-:1-,
Current Owner
Right No.
Dale
Rate (els)
Purpose al Use
IDAHO SUPREME POTATOES
36-2568
I 3/1811963
2.93 IRRIGATION
IDAHO SUPREME POTATOES
36-70158
2/14/1968
1.92 IRRIGATION
30
IDAHOWATERCOLLC
36-16534
11/1511970
0.19tSTOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL,
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
,36·16537
5/16/1980
0.05;STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
136-16540'
5/26/1971
0.02 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
IDAHO WATER co LLC
136-16627 I 11/15/19701
o.161MITIGATION
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
36-16629
5/16/1980
0.04!MITIGATION
IOAHO WATER CO LLC
36-16631
5/26/1971
0.01 IMITIGATION
iOAHOWATER CO LLC
36-16766
9/12/1973
0.11
160
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
36-16909 i 9/12/1973
0.06\IRRIGATION
485
IDAHOWATE·R~~C~O-LL~C------···
36-16911
9/12/1973
0.1!1RRIGATION
485
IOAHO WATER CO LLC
37-22446
9/12/1973 !
0.1 STOCKW ATER, COMMERCIAL
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
37-22452
9/12/19731
0.12 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
IDAHOWATERCOLLC
45-13987
11/15/1970'
0.13 STOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
45-13988
5/16/1980
0.03 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
!45-13989•
5/26/1971
0.01 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
IDAHO WATER COMP ANY ,,.LL-';-;;;C:-------+'3:::6-~1;::6:;;;:87:::8:-'-t-10:';/3:::1cc/1;::9:;;;:86;;:r---:o:-:.0::'::2:-1.l.::R;=;R,:clG""A"'T"'IO.;-N-;-_ _ _ _ _+---4".J
IDAHO WATER COMPANY, LLC
'36-16879
1/27/1976
0.06 IRRIGATION
4
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.55 DOMESTIC
IDAHO YOUTH RANCH INC
36-8256
12/6/1984
58.9
INFANGER, DEBRA A; INFANGER, JOHN N
37-20800
9/10/2002
0.12 DOMESTIC
0.041COMMERCIAL
INTERSTATE MFG
36-8454
9/14/1989.
J O HEISKELL HOLDINGS LLC
37-22665 ! 9/12/1973!
0.02 COMMERCIAL
JD HEISKELL HOLDINGS LLC
,37-22666
9/12/1973,
0.02 COMMERCIAL
o.osJCOMMERCIAL
JD HEISKELL HOLDINGS LLC
!37-73800
915/1974'
JR SIMPLOT CO
36-7636
7/27/1976
0.49 INDUSTRIAL
J R SIMPLOT CO
136-8469
10/12/1989
0.2B!IRRJGATION
16
JR SIMPLOT CO
36-8471
10/4/19B9,
0.18 COMMERCIAL
,
J R SIMPLOT co
45-27 46
5/9/1966
2 IRRIGATION
'I
1874
.JACKSOiofFARMS INC
45·4241A'
8/20/1976
0.3 IRRIGATION
_
294
JACKSON, IRIS; JACKSON, MICHAEL
145-7353A
8/9/1978
0.02 IRRIGATiON, DOMESTIC
I
1A
JACKSON, JAMES EARL
36-8605
5/23/1991
0.04 IRRIGATION
i
1.4JACKSON, LAVAR R; VEENSTRA, FRANK W;
i
VEENSTRA, MARY JANE
36-8101
7/13/1982
O.BIIRRIGATION
40
]ADETNVESTMENTS LTD PARTNERSHIP
45-7232E 1 3/13/1975'
1.36 IRRIGATION
- ,--68
JANssi=ARMs---35:16105
312511914!
5.12liRRiGAT1otr
- _, ___.1__i 321
JANSS FARMS
137-7012--·-r 2/12/19681
.D,08 HEATING,DO_Ml:§_l"iC
__ _
JANSS-FARMS
ls?-7351 _j_~12!_1974
_,Q,,,:l_i§TQ_CKWAT§_R
1
JAROLIMEK--;LEFlOY; JAF!ClLIMEK,PEGGY
145-11196'
I 3/15/1968:
2.04 IRRIGATION
884

I

I

I

I

;~:g~:~:~: ~::~t: ~1:g~:~~~: ~:~~~ -,1t;::~1- :;1~;~:~! ~.:10~;11:::~1i:§~: ~:i:g1+fg~-.-:1 ~~;: ~
::~~~g~~~~~~~=~~-- :?~~::;~. - ~~~j1:~:---i.;::~1i:g~---·
-'
·
~
::~
N_::_
-I
JENTZSCH KEARL FAmis
JENTZSCH KEARL-FARMS

--

136

16416
--~16418

JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS-JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS

3/17/1963
si2411968
12

. ]~&16773 - -3/13/1989

- - __::-

-

\36·16777
3/7/1966
36-16779*
7/13/1987
-.- 36:16785
° 9/27/1968
36-16787
4/6/19781'
36·168~1~-9/13/1984-·
36-16925 --,- 7/25/1987

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

4 3~1RRIGATION
3:4sliRRIGATION--

--I

4.93 IRRIG/l.TIO_

5.97
1.3
4.51
0.63
0.1
0.03

2508.5

--~-=-_:: -..

IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION
IRRIGAT~I0~N~-IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION
COMMERCIAL
1

995
ass

'

-_-_-_]_·_-22·

55_o0"8a___. .55_,

2508.5
_I 2508.5
15,3
1·-- 1

J
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Current Owner
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
JENTZSCH KEA.RLFARMS

JENTZSCH.KEARL FARMS
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS

Water
Priority
Diversion
Total
Ri ht No.
Date
Rate els
Acres
1
36-16980
7/25/1987
995
-136-2593
~-~+=-~~~.,.------+-2-5-"0B""-.5=-l
36·2693
2508.5
~13::.;5'"'.s7':5'"'2~2--~~-~-+=c+:-e--+--+~------+-===

JEtiTZSCH, RODNEY A;JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY I
i
3/19/1963
1.46ilRRIGATION _ _ _ _ _+-......:::::..:.t
634
S
'36-11328
·=r---:..;.;_;+-.;.;__;.;..c..,.......c.....
·-----l
JENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY I
S
36·15170A
6/29/19i1
1.81 dRRIGATION
1201
JENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY
.._.::.c:_:_:::.:.:..::::..::._.,...~c:::...:..=.:...c+--.:.:.::.:+::=::c_:_:.:.::.:..:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ +-_..::::.:::..:..i
S
36-15536.
41111964
3.44 iIRRIGATION
JENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRL~---]
S
•36-16554
3/21/19891
0.341RRIGAT10N
JENTZSCH, RODNEY A;JENTZSCH, SHIRLE-Y-+.~-=---~~~-1--~c.+...--e~-----

1201

I

1

1201

C

172

§ __ ._

~36-16:.:6c::2:::.2--+--'7.c.;;/3/1~~141RRIGATION
~ENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY j •
S.Sl I
1661
36 2635
· - - - - · · - - - · · · •••..•.•
1/27/1966[
5.5611RRIGATION
1
JENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY i
S
136-7216
1/5/19721
3.5811RRIGATION

"_J

634
634

I

JENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY I
[
1
S; KEARL, JOSEPH;
KEARL,
MELYNDA
36-16826
9/13/1964
2.34\iRRIGATION
"
_,_n,,=,:-~="--.+--=C..:.:::C.:.C.:::..:.+---==.:.~.=:::...c:c:.=:.........-----i--..:.=:~,

I
I

JENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY

I

§: KEARL, JOSEPH; KE~RL, MELYNDA

•36-16924_ _7/25/1987
2.74IIRRIGATION
1257
;:.::;...:.;:.=..c
=..;.;;..;;.. +-.......:=..:..•
,...-cc.:..::.::.:.:_ _ _ _ _ _ ,j'--..'..:::::'..:.l

JENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY.
S; KEARL, JOSEPH; KEARL, MELYNDA
,36-7193
JEROME CHEESE CO
bB-16380
;36-16907
JEROME CHEESE CO
JEROME CHEESE CO
36·25548
JEROME CHEESE CO
36-7337F
JEROME COUNTRY CLUB INC
~36·8344
JEROME COUNTY ROD & GUN CLUB
36-8620

II

6/29/1971
9/12/1973'
7/18/1973
] 8/31/1962!
j 11/25/19771
j 2/12/1988j
J 11/1411991 '
1

028;1RRIGATION
1257
0.11 ;MITIGATION
0.91 iCOMMERCIAL, MITIGATION
,
1.88 COMMERCIAL
--i;.......-.r
0.66jCOMM._ERCIAL
0.41 l!RRIGATION
104
0.02ilRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL
0.5
·1tRRIGAT10~1NDUSTRIAL,
i DOMESTIC, FIRE
j 8/6/1971 __ o.oslPROTECTION _
..
1
1
8/31/2006t
1.17HEATING
a;s112oos1
o:,is
HEATING
. ,. ---- -- ----------------- - 61B/2011J
1.1 HEATING, COOLING

l

I

I

JEROME HOLDING CO INC
JEROME JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO 261
JEROME JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO 261
JERDfiE JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO 261
JEROME RECREATION DISTRICT
JESSE, LYDIA MARIA; JESSE, ROBERT LEE
JOHN A STEVENSON & ELAINE G
STEVENSON TRUST
JOH-NA STEVENSON & ELAINE G
STEVENSON TRUST
JOHNA STEVENSON & ELAINE G
STEVENSON TRUST
JOHN R SEYMOU-R & EVELYN LOIS
SEYMOUR FAMILY TRUST
JOHN R SEYMOUR & EVELYN LOIS
..
SEYMOUR FAMILY TRUST
JOHN, GLORIA; JOHN, KIT M

36·7202
; --36-16440
"26-16441
·ss-1sses
--36-7525
36-8447 -~-1

~:,~::~:i--

.

6

RECREATION

,, __

i36-16872

3/28/19751

0.01--i--"IRRIGATION
--

3.2

r
@6-16873

3/281197_5) •.

O.o1i1RRIGATION

3.2

I:36-75200

3/28/19751
...
·r-

2.18 IRRIGATION

946

145-13542'
-

3/1511976

•

+
...

1! ~~~;f;,~N

~

0
- - ---..-----T

I

······j·

1.28!1RRIGATION
j- - ····
1·· -······ ··-··
1

45-7005
-------37-8346

.9/6/1967•
.. ···•· 1---

6/2111988 i

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

5 IRRIGATION
- - ·-··
0.031 COMMERCIAL

479

--------1-·
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment • Rangen Delivery Call

water
Current Owner
JOHNSON JR, ELMER F; JOHNSON, JUDY
JOHNSON JR, ELMER F; JOHNSON, JUDY
JOHNSON, BECKY; JOHNSON, CHARLES;
~ELSON, JACK; NELSON, KATHY
JOHNSON, JODIE; JOHNSON, MITCH
JOHNSON, WALTER B

Right No.
136-7342
36-7462
37-21644
!36-7929
1
45-7632

JOHNSTON, ELDON K; JOHNSTON, KANDIS L 36-7173
JOLLEY, LARRY
136-16789
JONES, RONALD S; JONES, TAMMY
l36-8056A
JONES,RONALDS;JONES,TAMMY
l36·8110A
JOSEF & RITA EHRLER TRUST
•
'45.7377
JOUGLARD SHEEP CO INC
136-8462
JUDD, ALENE L; JUDD, GLENN C
45-7536
JURGENSMEIER, RALPH
36-7616
,<; & W DAIRY
36-10225D
,<; & W DAIRY
3EH0225K*
,<; & W DAIRY
3&-15169D
-< & W DAIRY
l36-15169K
,<; & W DAIRY
36-2614D
-< & W DAIRY
[3&-2614K
-< & W DAIRY
_j36·73070
-< & W DAIRY
!36-7307K
-< & W DAIRY
36-7362D
-< & W DAIRY
36·7362K
-< & W DAIRY
36-7477D
-< & W DAIRY
36-7477K
<& W DAIRY
36-76060
:< & W DAIRY
36-7606K
:< & W DAIRY
36-77790
i< & W DAIRY
36-7779K
i< & W DAIRY
36·7832D

I

!
I

Priority Div .
Ra1:7~
Date
Purpose of Use
2.231IRHl<.:iATION
6/20/1973
4/3/1974
0.89 IRRIGATION

I
2/2/20061
81411980
3127/1996

4130/1971
11/1/1967
I 1/21/19821
I 8/19/1982!
5/26/1979
j 10/11/1989
6/911983
3/4/1976
5/1/1985
5/1/1985
I 12/11/19691
I 12/11/19691
6/7/1965
6/711965
2/2611~]3
I 2/26/19731
8/2/19731
! 8/2/1973[
i 5/28/19741
! 5128/1974
1 2/411976
214/1976
2122/1978
2/22/1978
12/11/1978

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, '994

0.12 DOMESTIC
0.06 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1.13 IRRIGATION

T
Ac
151
80

I
!
I

1 IRRIGATION
1.88 IRRIGATION
I
4.79 IRRIGATION
O.BIRRIGATION
0.15 IRRIGATION
I
0.16 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
0.02 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
I
0.22 IRRIGATION
I
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.58jlRRIGATION
I
0.56iSTOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL '
5.76ilRRIGATION
0.16'STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
1.69 IRRIGATION
0.13 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
1.27 IRRIGATION
0.21STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
2.05IIRRIGATION
i
0.06!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL'
0.66i1RRIGATION
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.61 IRRIGATION
0.19,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
i.93IIRRIGATION
0.02 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

1
79
154
99
312
312
12

11
1064.7

000175
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1064.7
1064.7
1064.1
1064.i

1064.7
1064l
1064J

Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call
Current Owner
KING, FERRIL; KING, RENE
KIRCHER, JAMES; KIRCHER. RACHEL
KLOSTERMAN, K.ENT L .
· .. -····-·
KLOSTERMAN,KENT L
. -

--

KOA KAMPGROUND
KOCHAGRI SERVICE
KOCH AGRI SERVICE

Waler
R' ! No.
las.8440
j45-7!511
•3&7974
I3

i G·B'432

36·7048
3EH!475
····-·13S:if477-

Priority Diversion
Total
Date
Rate (cfs
Purpose of Use
Acres
9/7/1989
0.02.COMMERCiAL
-~
8/27/19821
o.01i1RRIGATION, D0MESTI9.-+.---,-.1-1
3/25/19811
2.6i1RRIGATION
:
201
6/22/1989!
4.01 'lRRIGATION
2n
I
ilRRtGATlON, COMMERCIAL,
12/18/1968
0.171DOMESTIC
4
11/6/1989
0.01 COMMERCIAL
1 1116/1989
0.06 1COMMERciA[·--------t--,

i

~g~~:·~;~~j~~o~trcivJ~~E.~LJ: --1!~:;;t-+ ~~~;~:~~

~:~: : ~:~~i:g~, DOM§.81!£_·· · '-- ~

~l:!!:!:!~§K, DENNIS; K.ULHANE.K,l\itAXINE j36-8503
KUNSMAN, SHIRLEY
136-8249
KUJiTSMAN. SHIRLEY
-··-··!36,B306

0.04 IRRIGATION. .
o.os!IRAIGATION, DOMESTIC
O.OBilRRIGATION

tf;I:g ~~:~~~ ~..

= .

j· 2/21/1990,
i 7/1211964!
- . 2/26/19861

1:.:1:~~:~~~:g~

·=- __;;:9 ~:r ~~;:~!

!

--~

i1RF!IGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.17 ICOMMERCIAL. DOMESTIC
-4.1a11RR1GAnoN __......- ........._..

!
L M DAIRY
lso-8224
CAREMEAD Ef'.irERP-RisErr·--···..----T4s-2eiif

2
2.5
2.5
449
449

2
...._s21-.s

LAKE MEAD ENTERPRISES .
T45-74:39B
3.92l!RRIGATION
921.3
LAMBERTPFIOOUCECOINC····-·
'45-13470 ! 6!3011
0.1:IRRIGATlON..
166
---.w-•""'''" .~••••-··••••••~-- -- .. ,,~--~""'---~
•-•~~·~m-"'""'+""'"'-'""""".
,------s.!,--=--_-·~_ _.,;..;,,;.-~--,c~------+,,
LAMBERTPRODUCECOINC
:45-13777 ! 6/30/1985
11.22i!RRIGATJON
' 4963

-T

E~~iE~~

f:!~ra~~~1~~[:~~~;;~

--=·~E~~A
LARSON. CRAIG s: LARSON, PAULEE~·-145·12931
2/10/19691
LARSON, CRAIG S; LARSON, F'AULEE A
!45·12932
2/10/1969!
tAsT RA°Ncl'.i11c·
·-··
1s1.211s1
· s,24119~·
I.AsTFfANcH
i.I.c
,31.2115s I s12411913i
,~ ••-•• •• • ·-•-••m•·m
·-•••--••••·~~
•·-•~•••·~~·1-•J-,.LAST RANCH LLC
37•7232
! 5/24/1973!
IXmoiJ:WARRENi!c-····--- - ··"
3&1012
·1,111119s11 LAZY P FARMS; PAULS, DEBBRAH; PAULS,
i
!
EMIL V; PAULS, RONALD
37·B147
I 6/27/1983!
LCSC ENTERPRISES LLC
''.4§: 13776 _, 6i30/1985!
LCSC ENTEflPR!SES LLC
'45-7 189
9/16/Hl74J
LCSC ENTERPRISES LLC
!45.~277
10/4/1976
LEAVELL, ALONZO B
137-22164
9/2011974 _
LEAVELL. ALONZO B
[37-221~5 - 9/20/1974
LEAVELL, ALONZO B
j.37::!2166 ,_ 9/?0/1974
LEAVELL. ALONZO B
i31·22167
9120/1974
LEDBETIER. GREG; LEDBETIER, JANEF .. 136-161§13 -10/28119771 ··
~6·16188
8/10/1973!
LEDBETIER, GREG; LEDBETIER, JANE F
LEOBETIER. GREG; LEDBETIER, JANE F
3&,7364_A _, 8/10/19731

~~~1 : : i~~:g~.

,
~
1
I
1

DOMESTIC

·-:-·1
3.0511RRIGATION
299.5
3.41 ,IRRIGA'""T"'i0"7N~-----+.--=33'.C"'4".·ec-i
2.4a!1RR!GAT10N
1300
0..12:srocKwATER
4.32l1RRIGATION
1300
1.ss 1RRIGAfiof{srocKwArER
118
,IRRIGATION, STOCKWAT"'E=R,---;.
0.04iDOMEST1C
1.8
1.81 'IRRIGATION
449
3.53iiRR.1.G_ATION
476
1.11~
IRRIGATION
476
O.os 11RRIGATION
4.1
1
O.OSJIRRIGAT!ON
2
o.spRRIGATION
21.6
0.411RRIGATION
31
o)slfRRIGATION
154
2.11 :IRRIGATION
154
2.ssi1RRIGATION
125
0
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATEA,
0.62 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
5
1
o.ss iRR!GATION, STOCKWATER '
69.5
2.44:IRRIGATION
1 178
o:aifiRRIGATION

·-"=-,'.,..,,..;,;,~~-----

LEDBETTER, JANE F; MILLER, TED
LEDERER,PAULH;LEDERER,SHARON
LEDERER, PAULH; LEDERER, SHARON
LEDERER,PAULH;LEDERER,SHARON
LEOERER,PAULH;LEOERER,SHARON
LEE, MARTIN R
. -"·
LEED CORP.

:36-8223

l36:254fl
36-7592
.~-793JA

3/11/1984!
8/20/1962'
1/6/19761
1/29/1~8(lf

,;~~;~s-p~~~i~::!
'a1-21ss2· T10111,12ooi§'

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailmer1t • Rar1gen Delivery Call

-----,------Current Owner

1
R: ::ro.

rI

Total

P~!~

Rate (

I

Purpose of Use

Acres

LEGUINECHE, LOUIS J; LEGUINECHE,
I
MICKEY fl
37-20799 •._,_2111/1966 1,
2.04!iRRIGATION
102
L~E~OCCN""A"'Rc;;DC-,7'H-:A""Ro=-=LD:::--,-L--------,3c::5--:1-:-163~,
I 9/i/1967i _ __;:;:o"'.0""1h:'OO;;:;;::.M::;:E"'S:;;;;T::;:IC,.:.------+-=1
LINO, ELDE/:fL"""'l~ND,..:,c.,M::;.,EL_B·A-JEA-N----+'13..;;.6·'"'"8.c.;58c.:.3..;,_,-+-2/,-"'-22i--,,1'-"~
3.99 IRRIGAT!ON
238.9
77
137 74BO
LITTLE SKY FARMS
2/24/1Q771 ····--,g-=scc3'"1R~R~IG
AT=1cco"'N-------;-c8c..4'"'4=4
'
·-·~---·
0.7 IRRIGATION
LLOYD, JANICE
2/19/1,;91 ..
36-8580
35·
I
2.03jlRRIGATION
LONG VIEW DAIRY
36-16185 ' 6/30/1983
1s1
I
·2.2 IIRRIGATION
LONG VIEW DAIRY
36-7317A I 3/21/19731
1101
LONG VIEW DAIRY
36-73178
3/21/1973i
0.2!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
LONG VIEW DAIRY
0.2:STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
[36-8061
2/9/19821
LOPES, JOE S; LOPES, VERNA F
2!,811si1
I
a:f}e,:r:ocKWATER, COMMERCIAL
137·21570
1213/1966
0.19 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
LOPES, JOE S; LOPES, VERNA F
37•21571
[OPES, JOE S; LOPES, VERNA F
37-21572
10/18/196lli
0.2~i:STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
.
0.33,IRRIGATION
LUND, JEFFREY A
36-15211'
1/30/1970!
75
1A7:IRRIGATION
LUND. JEFFREY A
73.5
13~649
I 1/25/19781
..
137-2733
0.57jlRRIGATION
LUTTMER, SANDI; LUTTMER, SCOTT
4112/1966
32
rDOMESTIC, FIRE
4/14/1982
LUXTON, JORDAN; LUXTON, MARJORIE
136-8078
0.02 PROTECTION
I
0.02 INDUSTRIAL
!SS-7154
1/2511971!
LYNCH, LESLIE R
I
MAGIC VAU.EY GROWERS LTD
i 5/30/19791
521 IRRIGATION
!37-7591
260.4
0.1!\IRRlGATION, MITIGATION
MAGIC VIEW CALVES LLC
137-21144 i 1,7/1974
4
I
i
MAHLER, ALPHA; MAHLER, EDWIN
9114/1989
0.03!1RRIGATION
36-8442
1
'
0.1SiCOMMERCIAL
9/20/19691
MART PRODUCE CORP
36-8457
MART PRODUCE CORP
36-8456
0.01 COMMERCIAL
! 9/20/1989!
! 4/1911972!
5 IRRIGATION
MARTIN, JAY H
36-7235
l
354
;-~---,._,,.
MARTIN, KRISTI
136:16940
9/26/1963!
0.0911RRIGAT!ON
I
·"'-~
MARTIN, KRISTI
36-16951
0.1itRRIGATION
9.2
I 9/2611963,
I 2/B/19651"-·· 5.211RRIGATION
MARTIN, KRISTI
36-2608
250
-,1-~~~~-.
-~- "----• 0.02!()0MMERCIAL
MASONER, MRS MERLE
136-11978
1/1!1963:
i
'i
o.ssllRRiGATION
MC CABE, LINDA JOY; MC CABE. ROBERT
i37·20747* I 4/~f.!9701
300
I
2.85;
INDUSTRIAL
1 B/13/i9651
MC CAIN FOODS USA INC
!45-2749
------I 5124/1973 --~3 INDUSTRIAL
MC CAiN FOODS USA INC
145-7137
--·
COMMERCIAL, FIRE
I
5/27/1975
MC CAIN FOODS USA INC
145•7241
0.25 PROTECTION

.

~

l
l

I

--

-1

,_

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment • Rangen Delivery Call
Current Owner

I

Water
Riaht No.

Diversion
Rate (els

Priority

Date

Total

Pumnse of Use

Acres

'i'STOCKWATER, COMMERCJAL,
MC REITS LLC
__ 136-8382
i 8116/1988
0.67 DOMESTIC
MCKEAN, EDWARD; MCKEAN, LYNETTE.
..t.:i3c.,;.6..;;;-a~18;;.c6~""1i..-=S/..c.17~/1~9"'s~s~--=o.:.::.0:.:..4+..,
,c'""o~M.,,;Mc;,E=R·c~=,AL, DOMESTIC
,
MEEKS FAMILYLTD PARTNERSHIP..
13-tl.-7684 .
3/2/1977'
1.41 'IRRIGATION -~·..........
-1-8..JO
MEEKS; DIANE SAWYER; MEEKS, JPiMES D 136-7032
9/14/1968
2.56 IRRIGATION
,
233
MEl:KS,IJIANE SAWYER; MEEKS, JAMES D 36-7336 .•
8/8/1986!
0.88 IRRIGA""T=1o=N~---·-=>
87
MENDOZA. BERTHA; MENDOZA, RICARDO
45.14343 11212s11ea§T..
o.01i1RRIGATION
135-7396
MERENZ, MAX H
. 10/29/1973__ . o.1s\1RRIGAT=1o""N.,.,--=o'""'o=M=E=s=T=1cc----·~.- 5.5
MERZ. BEATRICE BOLDT; MERZ, VERNotr·:36-15495
, 711/1969
0.04 DOMESTIC
... ,, .._
MESSNER, ROBERT; MESSNER, SHIRLENE .136-16547 i 9i12/1973'
1.6!iRRIGATION
...- I
I
. IRRIGATION, IRRIGATION
•
I
STORAGE, IRRIGATION FROM

---+--i

as

160

1·

I

I B/25trnnl 0.11 i~i~~~~6N;1"6'~f~Rf~~- ;

s

METZ, JOHN
136·16492
s
MEYERS, KATH! L; MEYERS, ROBERT J .......
:136·-~4:9
3/20/19741
2.451IRRIGATION
...,
.. 160
MEYERS,KATHIL;MEYERS, ROBERT J
_ 37•., 7..,0
' 4/6/1967
sliRRIGATION
150
:MEYERS, KATHI L; MEYERS, ROBERT J
j37-7611____ 5/23/1977
2.18 IRRIGATION, ~I9C_·_KWATER(1..1_g
KATHtL:MEYeRs. RoaeRT J
145.;377s
s111,ee3
o.os 1RR1GAT10N
1
1
jMEYERS, KATHI L; MEYERS,_l'lOBERT J
!45•13779
311/19631 .. 0.17 DOMESTIC
,---jMEYEl'l.§LROBERT J
..
f35.7354
2/16/1990t
2.71 IRR!GAT!ON______ i
•MEYERS. ROBERT J
·37.aso1··-- I 10/20/1992'
0.1 DOMESTIC
----··-·
!MICKELSEN, KARMA J; MICKELSEN,
---!
t
' · · - - ...................
..._
1MICHAELB
36-2675
4/24/1966/
2.92 IRRIGATION
303

jMEYEl"i's;.

142

lMtDNtGHfstJ.:~NC.:...........,---·.. _
iMIDNlG_':l:f~llN INC...... - :MIDNIGHT SUN INC vm
MILlENKAMP PROPERTIES ··-.. ····-MILLENKAMP PROPERTIES LLC
MILLENKAMP PROPERTIES LLC
MILLENKAMP, SUSAN; MILLENKAMP,
WILLIAM J
MILLENKAMP, SUSAN; MILLENKAMP,
WILLIAM J
MILLENKAMP, SUSAN; MILLENKAMP,
:i'tt~:~P, SUSAN; MILLENKAMP,
WILLIAM J
MILLENKAMP, SUSAN; MILLENKAMP,
WILLIAMJ
MILLER. BLAINE E
MILLER, BLAINE E

:ss-2s62
i 9i19/1966! -·12,1 ·1RF'llGi>:t10Nc------~--.~-:·_-=-=-62'.:i
1~:!362.Q__L,1.:J/1311972)
9.24 IRRIG},:!_lflJ::I _____ --··
663.2
!36-2690
! 511/1967!
0.9~1RAIGATION
46.66
i:3&-16927 .111/26/1974! ....
1.06..LJ!lf!IGATION_ ....... _ _ _._2__1_7.8
136-16914 ' 4/24/19901
0.06.lRRIGATION
3
3§:-1691ll_ .. 4/24/1\"lllO_
1.36:STOCKV\IATER, COMMERCIAL)

1

,36..16916

'
:36-16926
45-11912'
,45-7290

I

.

, 4/2411990,
'
·111/26/19741
·

0.88}RRIGATION

11/611981,

0.71i'RRIGATION

·1

I

'
1r

1.18]1RRIGATION
I

1· 217.8
1
Ii
7$

I

l

71?,611'!!1

3.781.·IRRIGATlON
.
·
1·
45-7331
10/12.11. 9781
4.ilRRIGATION
,
·a6-2837C
112111966!
o.~STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
·35.7091313 . ..1..211/1969j
0.03 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
· ~--· - •
'IRRIGATION,STOCKWAIER, 1
MILLER, DIANE M; MILLER, GUSE
37-8373
l 8/10/198Bi
0.04 DOMESTIC
!
I
MILLER, GARY w; MILLER. TERESA s
37.7491
616/1076!
o:osfiR"f'ff&Ar10N. DoMEsr1c
MILLER, GARY; MILLER, SANDRA K
. 37:22306
I 712211971-~o-:oa[IRRIGATION
'
MILLER, JOLENE R; MILLER, TERRY O .
36•7823A . l 9/8/1978
.. {3( IRRIGATION
- . l
MILLER, JOLENE R;.MILLEA, TERRYO ··- -;36-7823BJ - 918/1978
·o~RiGATiON ... -- ....
·I

277
189

I-277

2

g
6.
331

-1-130

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priority
Diversion
Total
Current Owner
Right No.
Date
Rate (els)
Purpose of Use
Acres
\IIILLER, KALVIN W; MILLER, PAMELLA K
36·12953*
319/1979
1.25'1R=Rl:-=GccA""'T""10,.,,N,-------+'__3c:_20""
\AILLER, KALVIN W; MILLER, PAMELLA K
136-2576
, 8114/1963
1.
RIGATION
102
7
iimii~RCOOR§1Tc
.
!45-7641
618/1989
0.04 co"'M""'Mc;cE;,R::cC;:-;1A~L'-::_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_+:lf-----~-\IIINIDOKA COUNTY FIRE PROTECTION
i
DOMESTIC, FIRE
DISTRICT
~36-16364
8/15/2005
0.04 PROTECTION
MINiOOKA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 11331 135.7134
0.38 IRRIGATION
i
19
1 6/24/19701
MINIDOKA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT ii 331 36-7135
6124/1970
0.3ccB+..1R"'R"'l""G~AT:-.lc=O""N-------+---1.c..:..i9
MINIDOKA FARMS LLC
_ 36·7-40CC3--+-·-'1-";1'-e1f--1""'97c..c3+---"1CC..3..C.5!..IR=R=1=G~AT=1=o""N------+---63=2
1,

MINIDOKA FARMS LLG
i36-8133
12131/1982
0.21 IRRIGATION
632
MINIDOKA LUMBER CO
..
_ '36-12643*
3115/1973
1.7,IRRlGATlON
793
i
36-16208
10/29/1973
0. i 6 COMMERCIAL
MINIDOKA LUMBER GO
.
MINIDOKA LUMBER CO
136-16209
10/2911973
4.36i1RRIGATION
'_
634
:-==c=c':c7.7.=:==------·--·--·-·--.J.
MINIDOKA LUMBER CO
36-7015A
2114/1968
0.9711RRIGATION
793
MINIDOKA LUMBER CO
__
36-8493
! 12119119891
2.71!RRIGATION
793
MIPAD LTD PARTNERSHIP
j36-8538
! 611/19901
0.27 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
MIPAD LTD PARTNERSHIP
37-8867
i 11/25119n
0.14 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
_
1
MIRKIN, JON F; MIRKIN, SHANNAN R
,36-16634
! 4/8/1975
__o_.o_e.,...c_o=M~M-E=R_C_IA_L_ _ _ _ _ _+ - _
MITCHELL, DELL N; MITCHELL, LYNN N
45-14334
10/20/1980
0.31 IRRIGATION
23.8
45-14336
2114/1991
0.11 IRRIGATION
7
MITCHELL, DELL N; MITCHELL, LYNN N
~ITCHELL, DELL N; MITCHELL, S~SA!J.__
L__ : 45-745'!____ ··-t-!-:--10::-:/2"'0~/1~9~8~01:::::::::::::1~.3~2;,l::R-:=R,-;;IGc-:Ac::T"'IO:-:N-:-----·-·--i 102.6
MITCHELL, DELL N; MITCHELL, SUSAN L
;45-7688
I 2114/1991 i
0.56'
IGATION
35.6
MITCHELL, JAN R; MITCHELL, LYNirN
'.45-14333
10/20/1980
0.17
IGATION
13.6
MITCHELL. JAN R; MITCHELL. LYNN
:45.14sss 1 211411991
0.1s
1GAT10N
s.4
MITCHELL, JAN R; MITCHELL, LYNJ-:fN
;45-7044
i 1218/1969!
RIGATION
257
1
MITCHELL. RALPH M
.. ..
45-7640
i 5/23/1989'1
0.
RIGATION, DOMESTIC
1.5

I
1

r:r

I

M_ OLYNEUX, CLYDE L; MOLYNE~~~:s-~~137-80~ 1/14/1983
MONSON, LEO DEAN
!36-16205 i 4/14/1983
MONTGOMERY, DARLENE M;
...... 1
MONTGOMERY, LLOYD J
iss-12454·
s11119s1

0.09 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1.5
0.09 IRRIGATION
--·---r·--7

I

1· - - - -

I

0.11 IRRIGATION

76.2

MOOVIEWCOWPALACE . . .......
.... 14iH39_()5r:;11/·1··~/1974.
0.3jSTOCKWATER1 ~0MMERCIAL~,·~~
\IIOOSMAN, MARK C; MOOSMAN, SHANILLE j
H
6/26/1978.
0.041 DOMESTIC
!
145-11635
"10RGAN, CODY G; MORGAN, KATHY J
36-16094
3/10/1992
o 03'STOCKWATER
1
\,10RGAN. CODY G; MORGAN, KATHY J
.36-16407
3/10/19921
1 :53 1RRIGATION
390.5
"10RGAN, CODY G; MORGAN. KATHY J
j36-16408
3/10/19921
o.oa·.,.STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ·11
\.10RRIS. AUDREY; MORRIS, HOWARD L;
-1
;
\.10RRIS, JEREMY; MORRIS, RHONDA K
;37-20838
216/1974!
1.15 IRRIGATION
376
\.10RRIS, AUDREY; MORRIS, HOWARD L;
i
:.
,
I
'
\.10RR1S, JEREMY; MORRIS, RHONDA K
!37-8500
2/2211989]
o.o9JIR_Rl~ATION
3
\.10RRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K :36-2671M
1/9/1967]
1 l'RRIGATION
'
421
~ORRlt{HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K
36-7367M I 8/13/1973
3.5 RRIGATION
421
\.10RRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K _3s:iss'iM ~-9/19/1973
0.59}1i.RIGATION
'
421
\.10RR1S, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K
36-7445M ; 2121/197(
1.0311RRIGATION
421
\.10RRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K
36-7480N
5/31/1974
-· 2.32IIRRIGATION
421
~ORRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K
37-20854
12/3/196if
. 6.111ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ..
~QFlFlis, HO\JVAR.fl ~;_~_ql'lRIS,_R_!:lC:)NDA]f . [37. -2_()8.. 55 :1011 B/1968: ~ _ 0.2:l fsTOCKWATER, COM_ttlERCIAl'
•
IAORAIS, HOWARD L; MORA!St RHONDA K !37-20856
2/18/1971 t
0.09tSTOCKWATER COMMERCIAL
~
l.10RRIS,HOWARDL;MORR1S,·RHONDAK l37:foo1-:i_7/2511967I.
0.7liRRIGATION
- [
117

t

I

I

I

!

-i

·tL

1

\10RRIS, HOWAR. o L.; M·o····R· Rl·s·. RHONDA K ia7-71.9B·D· I __112~.1973f~
\110RRIS, HO\'l~f'!QL; MORFllS, RHONDA K j~7-7315_13 _t.11f7/}.@:i'.~
\110RRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K .137-7316
, 1117/1973
• Enlargemenl right subordinate tD rights earlier than April 12, 1994

i.39'j1RRI.GAT..1·0·N ·
0.15 IRRIGATION
3.1.IRRIGATION

.. ··
____

I

--j

12s.e
126.8

,-155
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment • Rangen Delivery Call

-----·------------,-------,,..,_-..,_.._,.,,,,..-~-----------.--~
·
Waler
Priority
Diversion'
Total
Current Owner
Right No.
Date
Rate. (els)
Purpose of Use
Acres
MORRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K
37·7363
5/3111974
1.64 IRRIGATION
117
MORRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K ,37-7531
10/6/1976
0.66 IRRIGATl'"'OccNc-··------1-_..;.3.:..:..i:3
MOSS GREENHOUSES INC; MOSS, CAROLYN!
,
!
A
!36-8296
9/2311985
0.27iCOMMERCIAL
MOSS LAND CO LLP
fsB-2566
4/27!19S3j
3.!l2!iRRlGATlON·--·
472.4
136-8426
MOSS PRODUCE LLC
! 7118i1989
0.02 COMMERCiAL~------,-i------1
MOSS, CAROLYN A; MOSS, DE WITT A
36·7B98
2127/1980
0.06 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
!
1
""M"'o""s""s+-,D=E=--A.~N-H"";-M~o="s=s-.-M-A"'R=s~HA
_ _ _ _ _ _4....
5--1--44_3_6_+-I1--o-,-,3--01_1_9s...;o.;--....o"'.o....
4+-1RccR1GATION, =0·0~ M-Es=T=1c---+--2-.2·1

I
i

0

MOUNTAIN VIEW LAND LP
\36-16736
12/1/1972
0.96 IRRIGATION
49
MOUNTAIN VIEW LAND LP
:-36-·-72-7-3B--<,-1-1/-14_/_19_7_2_ _Cfa2ISTOCKWATE.f!?_~OMMERC1AL
MOUNTAIN VIEW LAND LP
l36-7460L I 3/25i1974i
0.551STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL:
MO'UN'i'A!NviEw LAND LP
..
~·,135.7545 ' 9/24119761
1.051STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,_•- - - 4
MOUNTAIN VIEW LAND LP
36-7945
• 10120/1980
o.slTRRIGATION
25
MOUNTAIN VIEW\NATER CORP
37-21278
: 3/22/2004
0.0
•
DOMESTl,:.,C~------1----=-,
.
MOUNTAIN VIEW WATER CORP ...,,,_ _ _ _ !37·7469
3/14/1976
0.6
TIC
MOYLE, ALLEN; MOYLE, KARLA
!36-8418
3/16/1989
0.48
fie--··
MOYLE, ALLEN; MOYLE, KARLA
'36-8768
6/16/1997
0.17
KWATER, COMMERCIAL 1
i\M5vLE, LEE
136-8450
: 9/21/1989
o.02jCOMMERCIAL
____,___ __,,
...
137-72~~
i 9/12/1973 1
3.64j1RRIGATION
182
MPD HOLDING LLC
MPD HOLDING LLC
,
1'37·870!
I 3/26/19911
2[,,.,IR,.,R~IG.=-A°"T'=clO=N~------+--1:.:0.;:.jO
,36·2556
10/19/1962
3.9HRRIGATION
286
MPH FARMS
MUNSEE, AMY;.MUNSEE, MARK
i:36-8559
9/4/1990
1.86 IRRIGAT_IO_N_ _ _ _ _ _+-_ _
93-1
MURPHY, LAVERN A
!36·8361
5/31/19881
0.09 IRRIGATION
3
MUSSMANN, MILDRED; MUSSMANN,
!
BERWYN
136-7700
5/2/19771
0.73 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
88
'MVCP LLC
-··---·--+:4;..;5__-1__3...
904-----+i-11--/1'-"6',-/1--9...
7 4-lj--1-'o'"',o--7+1l=RRIGATION
, 439'9

w:~

I

MVCP LLC
MVCP LLC
MVCP LLC

-·--..•··

------·
_

I

145-13981
!45-7004
145-7186A

5/411979!
9/611967!
12/7/1974!

1

NALLEY, TINA L
NAPIER, DIANNA K
NEIBAUA, MACK W --·-·.
NEIBAUR,MACK
... _w__ .__

------'--------+,!..

••

l

6

1
79
79

i

i . 3/15/19751

NEIBAUR,
MITCHELL D; NEIBAUA, RACHELH 36·15212•-.,~
- • • • • • • • • - - - w • - w - . - - - - - - , - - , , , , • · - - - · · - - · · - - · - · - - • • • • • • • • • · - ··~-~--

4:369
4389
4389

r··-

•

!

i31-s150
7/12/1991
,35.5521
12/19/1991
136-11 B93"
7/23/1985
·---· =r36-7529H_ i-3/28/1975 0 _

4.6IIRRIGATION
i
6.4 IRRIGATION
·;
6.12 IRRIGATION
!
l1RRlGAr10N,sTocKWATER,
0.13 DOMESTIC
0.03JRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
0.08llRRIGATION
0.35~ATION
___ - -

Q.33 ilRR!GAI_IO__
N_________+·----·_:!1.Q
I

NEJ.E!A,LJR, M1l'C_HEL1=C>;I:JE1BALJ_f1, RACHEL H. 36:1.5213:.. . 3/15_/1_9B.Q 1_ _0_.13jlRAIGATION .
NEISAUA,. ,MITCHELL
D; NEIBAUR,
RACHEL
H 36·16955'
, -- ..
---------·-··---.......,,..
---------;-'
,

_

.

7/23/1985

1·--·-· ..

i

•• _ - - - - - - - - l ..-·3_1_0~

0.07 IRRIGATION

1

79

NEIBAU_R,t,,IITCrlELL Q; NlclBAUR, RACHEL H. 36-7490

7/30/19741

4 lf!AIG~l'ION

NE!BAUR, MITCHELL D: NEIBAUR, RACHEL H 36-7529A

3/28/1975!

0.9 IRRIGATION

--Ts41.B

NE;~~~,MITCHELL D; NEIS~~;: RACHEL H·1;6~;~~~~--- - ~ , : ; - - · 1 : 4 ; l~RIGATION

........... ,,~4~.-8

,

310

..'!if

N~ll3AlJR,STEVE
·----------~_::!_5§.!?• -..: 4/1/1978
1.25ilRRlGATION .. ··-··
•• - .
NEIBAUR, STEVE.
136-2661
I 9/12/1966
2,8!'RRl§_A,TlQ!'J _ _____ --·-t-·J.:IQ
NEILSON, GLENN .
_
.....
..· .. i36·B4B7
9/27/19!!91
0.22ID0MESTIC ·---tJEILSON, KAYLEEN; NEILSON, KJEL ~~37-22451
i 11/25i1962L_...]~1RRIGATION
- - .--+I- _____1()
1
~~[~
NELLIS, JANE
1:;::~::
.?

_J

:N ~~~~:;

-j_~~{til- -

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priority
Diversion
Total
Airlht No.
Date
Rate (els)
Purpose of Use
Acres
Current Owner
NELSON, JACK; NELSON, KATHY
37-8717
3/1/1991
O.OBIIRAIGATION
2.6
NELSON, JACK; NELSOt{KATHY
!37·8740
3/14/1991
0.09 IRRIGATION
3
NESBIT, SERVA DAWN; NESBIT, LARRY R - 36-8124
9/30/1982
0.16,IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 1
7
NEUMANiiCoJi\iii) A; NEUMANN, SUZANNE :37.7537
6/24/1980
D.1 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
5
NEWCOMB, BRUCE C
..
!45·7083
8/20/1971
2.34 IRRIGATION
------i-6-1-4.~1
NEWCOMB, BRUCE C
··-·
145-7184
8/6/1974
5.57 IRRIGATION
! 614.1
NEW.COMB, BRUCE C
_ _ __,_:4-5-.7-5-07--+.-6-/1_6/_1_9-B2t---.1.""9::13;,;IR"R..-IG-::A"'T"'IO::c-N'7"'------'r--6cc1"'4.-c'l1

I

NEWCOMB, LONNA; NEWCOMB, MARKT
36-7122
I 2/2611970
1.4 IRRIGATION
144
NEWCOMB, LONNA; NEWCOMB, MARKT
i36-7170
I 3/22/1971
1.18 IRRIGATION
144
NEWCOMB, LONNA; NEVIICOMB, MARKT
136-7890
L.1/17/1980
1.481IARIGATION
I
144
NEWCOMB, MARKT
!45·12439 I 7/2811978
11.15ilARIGATION, STOCKWATER I
629
NEWCOMB, MARKT _________-~-;45-12440
5/14/1976
t.lRIGATION
.L2_3_7
NEWCOMB, MARKT
i45-14069
2/6/1979
RIGATION
J
269.6
NEWCOMB,MARK=T---------..-+-:4c:-s.-;;:1::::2s=2c'----+---=1,=21-;c1=-s1::;;:s+,--';"'A"'1"'G.,AT'"'1"'os-.N------f--'::::a='4":-!2
NEWCOMB, MARKT
NEWCOMB: MARKT
NEWTON~DENNIS; NEWTON, RANDY
NIELSEN, A DIANE; NIELSEN, RICHARi:fG
NORTl-fRIM FAIRWAYS OWNERS ASSNTNC
riloRTHSIDE DAIRY
-"

,45-72688
5/1411976
0.61 IRRIGATION
45-7318
I 7/14/1977
3.38 IRRIGATION
!36-7308
3/2/1973
1.62l1RRIGATION
)36-8474
J 9/29/1989!
0.04 COMMERCIAL
36-8399
1/5/1995
0.41 iDOMESTIC
;35.1si9c=Fc---+!~31cc2ccs..,.11,_s"'1___
s
o"".2c=1"·'1=RR=1c=Gc;A=T"'1o"'N~--

\

842
200
368

312

I

[STOCKWATEA, COMMERCIAL.!
NORTHSIDE DAIRY
136-8490
i 11/7/1989
0.27iDOMESTIC
NORTHSIDE DAIRY; VER BREE JR, JACK·;--+-----ii----+--·--+--------VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
36-16747
6/16/197:3.I.--o_.38_ IRRIGATION
NORTHSIDE DAIRY;VERBREE LAND --~
HOLDINGSLLC
136-16633
4/8/19751
2.2 IRRIGATION
211.5
=-=.-c-~-+""'-~'---+-~~--~-------·------+~~~
1
NOATHSIDE FARMS CO; NORTHWEST FARM I
::::REDIT SERVICES FLCA
i35.7291A
3/13/19731
1.17 IRRIGATION
69
'IIORTHSIDE RANCH co LLC
,..13-6--1-39_8_6_+-I-3,-1=11=97=s+----o-.2+cs=T=o=c=KW-A=T=E=R,-D=o-M·-E=S-T-IC----'IIORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES
FLCA; ROTH INVES'f~~NTS LLC
\JORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES
=LGA; VAN BEEK, JOHN W
\JORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES
=LCA; VAN OYK, MARIE C; VANDYK,
'IICHARD B
\IORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES
=LGA; VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
\IORTHWEST FARM CRE't)ffSE°RVICES

I____ _

.
137-8685

~/_20/1990

36-8165
]

0.8~.,t\TER, INDUSTRIAL
0.88~STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

4/7/1983

1

•
,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
0.33100MESTIC
1STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
o.21tooMESTIC

i

36-6547

4/25/19901

36-8667

PCA;

7/10/1992;

..

t

fABER, BEVERLY; TABER, DONALD E
9/20/1988 1
137-8401
1
\IORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES PCA;
fAYLOA, JACK; VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS
..LC
36·78B2A
12/7/1979
\IOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC
j'.36-16139' .... 3/15/1974
\IOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC
36-7123
2/27119701
\IOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC
L3s.7~s ·· 9/29/1976!
\IOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLG ..
36-8050
.. 12/11/19_1!,l
\IOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC
37-20816
, 11/12/1981 J
1
\IOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC
+37-20817
11/12/1981 i
1
\IOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC
137-22612
9129/1976
\IOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC
j37·8909'
3/15/1974'.

i

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

Si IRRIGATION

248

1I
1

_

1
2.06 1ARIGATION
O.t(IRRIGATION
2.25 IRRIGATION
0.44°1RRIGATION
2.3~1ARIGATl()N
0.49,IRRIGATION
0.47 11RRIGATION
:.1}ij1SRTROIGCAKTWIOATNER.
'
0 0221

o

I

1
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200
188
403.3
667
403.3
195.4
187
335,1

Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call

Wa;ter
I Right
No.

Current OWner

l Priority

I

l

Dale

·1 Diversion

I
NUNES BROTHERS D A I R Y 3 & - S 5 5 2
\ 6/28/1990
NUNES, DUARTE; NUNES, NELINHA
!36-16703 I 10/11/19661
0 DONNELL, JOSEPH A; 0 DONNELL, JOYCE i
j
M
36-7662
1/8/19771
OAKVALLEYLANDCOLLC
!45-10mA· 3/15/1976'
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
l~§,-13591'.
3/15/1979
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
!45·13921
9/11/1967
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
\45-13923
11/24/Hl81
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
145'.13924
12/1611970
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
,45-13925
12/16/1970\
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
j45.'i"3926i 9i3ol1971
OAKVAllEYLANDCOLLC
·145-13927~Yf30!1971!
OAKVALLEYLANDCOLLC
_45-13,?,,?,,8 I 6/11/19"(~J
OAKVALLEYLANDCOLLC
,45·13929 j 6/11/19791
OAKVALLEYLANDCOLLC
!45-13930 I 6/30/1985
OAKVALLEYLANDCOLLC
146-13931
6/30/1985
OAKVALLEYLANDCOLLC
45-13934
6/30/19851
:OAK VALLEY LAND COLLC
46·13935
-ais(Yfoa]L.
;OAKVALLEYLANDCOLLC
45·13936
8/1111967/
-OAKVALLEYLANDCOLLC
45-13937
9!11/1967
OAK VALLEYT.AND CO LLC
45-13938 I 9/6/19671
.OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45:ZS9~9_L 9/6/Hl671
IOAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13943 l 9/11/19671
1
0AK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13945 i 11/24119ilTj
1QAKVALLEYLANDCOLLC
45-13984 i 9!11/19671
OAK VALLEY LAND co LLC
,45.rai>les .. 9/'i'l/\8671
145-14005* l 4/1/197g'-·
OAKVALLEYLANDCOLLC
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
!45-14~J 411/1978:
OAKVALLEY LAND CO LLC
145-14308 i 9/11/19671
OAK VALLEY LANO CO LLC
4~4309-1911'i7i967T
10AKVALLEVLANDCOLLC
45·14310
11/24/1981

I

-1:::1~;;~ .

OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC

OAK VALLEY[AND c6Lic .
oAK
LLc
OLIVER, DEBBY;OLIVER, ROGER K

v11cc1:vu.,,m·co

gt~;~.~~~R~;:rArrcHAD..

1t~~

o.oshRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
2
0.47;1RRIGATiON
463
0.26 IRRIGATION
241
0.36 IRRIGATION
267.1
0.49 IRRIGATION
.
267.1
4.33 IRRIGATION
3694.1
D.29 IRRIGATION
267.1
6.16 IRRIGATION
1 3694.1
0.41!1RRIGATION
j 267.1
6jlRRIGATiON
I 3694.1
0.4'1RRIGATION
I 267.1
1.2Bj1RRIGATl0N
3694.1
0.06jlRRIGATION
I 267.1
2.3tlRRIGATION
......
3694.1
0.15\JRRIGATION
I 267.1
3A6llRRIGATION.,,,_...
0.23jlRRIGATION
i 267.1
4.94j1RRIG~TIO-N
i 3694.1
0.33 11RRIGATION
! 267.1
D.92ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
1.24'STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ,
3.17,IRRIGATION
j 265.1
1.031STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL!
0.3SIIRRIGATION
! 265.1
0.1 ISTOCK\'VATER, COMMERCIAL l
3.76 IRRIGATION
3694.1
0.751STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL i
5.07 IRRIGATION
l 3694.1

---r

··.-3S94JJ

:~!

6:~! :~g~6~ER. COMMERCIAL .
--

463
371.7

371.7

!.311~1
..

+.---J.:.5

~:~~,m~:~~+:g~,

. 37-8756C

2/4tl 987

1.34 ;IRRIGATl()f\l

36·7669

1/17/1977

2.36ilRRIGATION

36-78838

1/15/1980,

1.49 IRRIGATION

1100

6/15/1981j_ 0.4.§JIRRIGATION

1100

.

..

DOMESTIC

g;~~~~g: Q~~+ggktt~~ -- ~:!~~0·.~ ];:c= ~:::::;:~~;~ . . .
I

..
... .

~~~~~~::

-(~~~~~~~

OPF'lO LAND & .~1VEl3T()gl<_L1:C: •
•
ORLO H MAUGHAN FAMILY REVOCABLE
TRUST
ORLO H MAUGHAN FAMILy REVOCABLE
TRUST
ORlO HMAUGHAN !"AMILy REVOCABLE
TRUST DTD 02/03/1978
ORLO H MAUGHAN FAMILY REVOCABLE
TRUST OTO 02/03/1978

4

i

~-=145.7141 · • 6/18/1973 •· ... 2:2s iRRIGPITION ..
145-73396
2/2/1978
0.8 IRRIGATION
:4s-7a12·- 12129119ea
o.4s 1RR1GAr10N
145-7545 .... 6/29/1983 .
O.OSIRFffGATIDN-

.

Acres

ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
0.12,DOMESTIC
0.05,IRRIGATION

I

~~~ttt:~ tzjg gg ttg

Total
Purpose of Use

I Rate {els}

1-- ·l

.. .·____ L~:~:
67

i
·1

I

136-15191

i
'I

l36-7964A

219/1981.

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment. Rangen Detivery Call

Water
Priority
Diversion
Total
Current Owner
R' hi No.
Dale
Rate (o!s)
Purpose of Use
Acres
:::>RLO H MAUGHAN FAMILY REVOCABLE
I
I
TRUST DTD 02/03/1978
ISS.79648
2/9/1981 I
3.71JRRIGATION
1100
:>VERMAN, ARQLJEW;-RUBY OVERMAN
·
'
TRUST
\36-27.00
4/13/19671.
o,!!If'~i=IIGAJ:ION
75
:::>VERMAN, ARQUE W; RUBY OVERMAN
:
'
TRUST
\36-2715
8/22/1956
1.0j)RRIGATl9!:1_
78
:)XARANGO,ROBERT;OXARANGO,
·
ROCHELLE
136-7030
5,7/1968,
D.7ilRAIGATION
35
P & C IRRIGATION ASSN INC
137-2740
I 7111/1966:.~ 4.0§LJRRIGATION
I 1156
~CIO, THOMAS R
. @z:.-7629 j 6/14/19174-1.3j1RRIGATION
j__76
PARKINSON, ROBERT J
136-8591
! 3/6/1991 i
1 iiRAIGATION
I
66
PARNELL,KEVIN
,136-15651
110/16/1968'
0.05STOCl2NATER,COMMERCIAL,
PARNELL, KEV'IN . ...•.•
- - - · 36·15653
12/3119661 ......D.04 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL·-,---1
1
PARNELL. KEVIN
.36,15555
2/18/197ff'"" 0.02,STOCKWATER,
COMMERCIAL'
PARNELL, KEVIN ····
36-16207
212111 s10
0.02 lsToc~wATER, CD_MMERC_IA_L_,1___,,
PARNELL, KEVIN
·1:37-21266
2/27/19791
0.07 IRRIGATION, MITIGATION
i
3.6
PARR, LOVELLE L; PARR, ROLLIN
36-7541
51711975
0.19 IRRIGATION
!
25
PATTCO~ LLLP
.
,45-13396'
3/15/19871
0.661lRRIGATION
--i-~1=33-;
PATTCO, LLLP
45-13399'
3115/19761 ··- o.971RRIG~A=r1=o~N~---- · - - · - sos
PATTCO, LLLP
!45-7164
1/171197411.2:lRRIGATION
·---133
PATTco:-LLLP
;45-7261
3/13/197sr--·o.7~1RRIGATION
305
PATTCO, LLLP
--45-7603
. 7/9/1966
1.2S 1IRR1GATION
. ·-----72
PATTERSONBROTHERS
36-60226
11/19/1981
0.04:COMMERCIAL ·--····--+---'-=!
PATTERSON FARMS OF IDAHO INC······-- '36•7718
6/1/1977
1.6SIIRRIGATION
84
PATTERSON LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
i::;7.7357-[4/25/1974'
2.9!1RRIGATION
170
PATTERSON LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC ... j37-7952
I 11/18/1981
0.15,IRRIGATION::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_ _--;-_.10
PATTERSON, ARNOLD F: PATTERSON,
i
.
CECILIA$
iss-7687
l 4/411977
2.elrRAIGATION - PATTERSON, ARNOLD F; PATTERSON,
1
T-I
----+-··:.cc-1
1
CECILIA S
36-8022A
11/19/1961
O.l5'STOGKWATER
~t°:TTJ:RSON,_~£'; PATTERSON, PHYLLIS A l36-~9___ 10/12119891
_Q,03;1Ri=ilGATIO_N________-+----i1
PATTERSON, LISA E; PAITERSON, RUSSELL
1
!
!
I/
!36-16499' i 4l1/19B4!
0.04ilAAIGATION
PATTERSON, USA E; PAITERSON, RUSSELL:
. . . ..
T. .
V
. j36-16526' . 4!1i19551
0.31]RRIGATION
PAITERSON, LISA E; PATTERSON, RUSSELL i
V
'36 7101
12/1611969
1.12dRRIGATION
307
PAUL CEMETERY MAINTENANCE DISTRICT ls6:8586 .. .. 4i24/1991
o:.i211RF!IGA'rU5N
10
PAVKOV, JOAN R; PAVKOV, JOSEPH D
37-7255
1 7131/1973
.... 4::.ssJ1~RlGflTl()t:J_
280
PAYTON, BROOKE; PAYTON, STEVEN R··--·
!3ij:74a3
--: 6,7/1974
0.12!IRRIGATION
6
•. ..
---------------~-~
------+:---------. PEARSON, DONALD N; PEARSON, MARYL
;36,16727 : 3,7/1978
0.0711RRIGATION
PELICAN POINT SUBDIVISION ASSN INC
36-8772.
i 1/16/1998
oT?S:DOMESTIG ..
PERRINE RANCH INVESTMENT GROUP
jS6~~61f ·Jj}_g141f9s1 ·- 0,06JSTClS:K~/\'fER,. DOMESTIC
PERRY GILLETIE FARMS INC ••••·•---• •
i36·15552 l 3115/1974
0.86:IRRIGATION
282.6
~--··•~---··········----1_. .. ---· ··--·•···-·
... ---A--·---·--·---·-----·-·····PETE & JANE REITSMA LIVING TRUST
!36-16651 - [12117/1974..
1Jl4j1Rf!IGA_f10N _____ -··
76.9
PETE & JANE REITSMA LIVING TRUST
36-16652 i 12/1711974
0.06,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
PETE & JANE REITSMA LIVING TRUST
/36-8378 __ ] _7/23/19974 .• -· 9:0i!STOCKW ATER, COMMERCIAL
PETERS, THOMAS R
!36-8577 . l 2128/1991:
1.6B IRRIGATION
1
"ETTA. DANIEL FREDRICK
!se-16144- -~1125/19771'·
0,02 1RRIGAT10N1
::>ETTERSbf{REBECCA L; PEITERSON, TIM136-746DAH _ 3/2511~
0.49 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL .. ·
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
,
1
=>ETTERSON, REBECCA L; PETTERSON, TIM 36-8533
4/11/1990.1
0.1 DOMESTIC

I

I

f .... .

!
i

~

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Righls Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Water
RI ht No.
45-7635
45-13658 .

Current Owner

Priority

Total

Date

Acres

Diversion
Rate els)
P
e of Use
4/12/19931
0 oaiCOMMERCIAL
6/3o/1965i
0.34',IRRIGATION

PICKET, KIRK
i
PICKETTRANCH&SHEEPCO
I 475
PIERSON, MAffGARET A; PIERSON, MARVIN
!
E
37·7649
7/27/1970!
2.99 IRRIGATION
-----~
PIETERS, ALLAN; PIETERS, VIRGINA
136·7431
c. 1/18/1974!
o.54 IRRIGATION
---·--·-····
122
PILKlNTON,-CR; PILKINTON, THOMAS R
·136-76508. 7/30/19761
C.08 IRRIGATION
.... .
j-···-4.
PIRES, JOHN; PIRES, LUCIA
136-10664 ... ! 6/23/1976
O.OS!IRRIGATION
I ~]
PITCHFORifRANCH LLC
...
,61·22~J 7/28/1966 ..
0.94l1RRIGATIO~N-·_·_ _ _ _ _
PITCHFORK RA!:JCH L L C 6 1 · 2 2 4 3
! 7/26/1966
1.6 IRRIGATION
1
861
1
PITCHFORK RANCH LLC
61·7231
i 10/4/1968
1,2 IRRIGATION
861
PKO PROPERTIES LC
45-14019 I 2/10/1981
2.05 IRRIGATION
104
PKO PROPERTIES LC
45-2709
l 1/6/1966
4.72:IRRIGATION
I
236
PKO PROPERTIES LC
45·7102
412/1973
0.7,IRRIGATION
328
PKO PROPERTIES LC
45·7104A , 7/5/197g_L __ 2.16ilRR_,.1G,..,A=T""IO~N~-----·---·~·····,I
108
PKO PROPERTIES LC
45-71046
7/4/1972[
0.32 IRRIGATION
.
328
---~::!
PKO PROPERTIES LC
145.7109
5/11/1972
0.89 IRRIGATION
I
14C
PKO PROPERTIES LC
45-7159
I 11/13/19731
2.36 IRRIGATION
118
PKO PROPERTIES LC
----45.7292
i4/25!1917~-2.6 11RRIGATION
180
PKDPAOPERTIESLC
45-7299
1
5/411977
3.1B'IRRIGATION
155
1
PKO PROPERTIES LC
'45·7433
i 12/28/1979
0.83 IRRIGATION
140
PKO PROPERTIES LC
45-7508
i 7/12/1982
1.62 IRRIGATION
11,
PKD PROPERTIES LC; THE DUNCAN LTD
i
PARTNERSHIP
145·7037
4/18/1969
0.78 IRRIGATION

-----·-·-:---<

·r

.\__12_1.J

1'

PKD PROPERTIES LC; TLD PROPERTIES LLC ,45-13475
PKO PROPERTIES LC; TLD PROPERTIES LLC 45•13788

I. 6130/1985
I 12/3/1971

3.66 IRRIGATION

.

I

1.641STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

I

I

PKO PROPERTIES LC; TLD PROPERTIES LLC 45-14060
1m11e11
21.sal1RRIGATION
..
.
-------'~---------------t----is,:Tc;::O,,:C"'Kw=A=TE=R=-.·COMMERCIAL, I
PKO PROPERTIES LC: TI.O PROPERTIES LLC 145-14061
PKD PROPEATIE_S LC; TLD PRCl~§RTIES LLC 45•14101
PKD PROPERTIES LC; TLD PROPERTIES LLC 45·70B6D

. .. .

.

......

... ......

12/3/1971

2040

2219

1.01 DOMESTIC

l.4/29(!.!!!Q ___o, 11.lsTOCKW~TER, C()M~ERCIAL

-·:· 12/3/19711
. --·~-,-

--

5.071 IRRIGATION

.. 934
-·

1-------.. ·-

L

PKD PRSJPE.RTIES···L···C...; Tl.D. p. R.0. PERT. I ES LLC. ·r45·7066Fj__ 1213/1971
4.ssjlRRIGATION
2040
POPA, DAN; POPA, PAM
36·8197
I 617/19831
O.OBJIRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
~· 25
POSTMA. LAURA; POSTMA, RAYMOND··- .. 37·7447B r7/30/19751 0.31 fiRRIGATION .... _.
·1·s.
POTEET;HE.RBERTW; POTEET, RiCHARD F 1'35.7500· T17fahwBI
f.l:aal1RRIGATlON
,
308
PAAft; CAMI; PRATT, JAREDA
Ts&2§8-5 . 2127/1967! ·-o]ij1R~IGATl6Fr
·····~···
i 17':s
!IRRIGATION, IRRIGATION ... ! - PRESCOTT, ALICE M; PRESCOTT, GWENNA
'
i
jSTORAGE. IRRIGATJON FROM J
R; PRESCOTT, MARVIN L; PRESCOTT, WADE
i
!STORAGE, DIVERSION TO
I
L .......
- - - - - - - - - - - · · · · · - - · . 37-7620 ....... _ 6/2/19771
_ 3,31 ]STORAGE
:45.().4
PRICE, BERTHA; PRICE, _§IJGENE F· - - · · · 45·10000'..
4/1/1971 f
0.74 IRRIGATION .
_
... ~ 2 . 1
1
~~~;:::;
PRfNoe: t:ARI GPRfNc[JNJiEsJ·· ·
Jss--15sae 1 2iis71i\11,--o.01 sTockWATER. coMMERcfACT.. ·····I
PRINCE, CARIL: PRINCE, JAMES J
136-16100 I 519/1988.
0.09 STOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL
PRINCE, CARIL; PRINCE, JAMES J
··-i36·8395
9/23/1988!
0.11 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL i

1

r

:

•

!

:::t~: g:: t::::~: ~:~:~ ·····---.,;:~::; -

g:~~ ~gg~~~~~=: g~~~~~g..::·t· -11---,
-r··--

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights $1,1bject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call
Current Owner

PRINCE, CARI L; PRINCE, JAMES J
PRUETT, BRENDA; PRUETT, DAN R
:lUAD CAPITAL LLC
R J i..i..C

RJ[[6

Water
Right No.

Priority
Date

Diversion
Rate (els)

· I
I,36-8505 I 2/23/1990

10/13/1972
••..
7/9/1983
2/26/19751
~~~· 12/22/1978!
,36-7934
-8/19/19801
136-7042
10/15l19S8i
... 36-7009 . i 9/18/19671
[36-8048
12/21/1981 I
,
..
!37-7343
313/1974
i 5/1/1977
~14394'_ ... &'28/196,2L..
~'.2546
, 8i22/19621
36·2561
111114/1963
[45-13821
36-8221
35-7523

Total
Purpose of Use
Acres
1sroCKWATER,coMMERc1AL,I
0.08 ,DOMESTIC
0.05 IRRIGATION
....
I
61
0.02 COMMERCIAL
.
2.6Bi1RRIGAT10N, OOMESTiC
I
660
3.13!1RRIGATION -~-i 660
2.6S!IRRIGATION
6Rr
5.12!1RRIGATION
1
555
0.56jlRRIGATi_c_>"':-:N,-._-_-_:-_-----_-------0.41 ilRRIGATION
! 20.2

!

·-=1

.

R J LLC
R J LLC
i'IAFTER J FARM &LIVESTOCK LLC
:'.\ANGEN INC
rtAVENSCROFT, HARRIETT 8;
"IAVENSCROFT, VERNON F
1.6jlRRIGATlON
90
=!ED BRIDGE FARMS LLC
0.32ilRRIGATION~-----274
618
RED BRIDGE FARMS LLC
0.16 IRRIGATION
.....................
"!ED BRIDGE FARMS LLC
4.9 IRRIGATION
:
618
::!ED BRIDGE FARMS LLC
4.411RRIGAT=IO~N--- ·-·-=!EED&LESLIEBROWNFAMILYLTD
I
I
"ARTNERSHIP
.,36-7rn2A---112117/1969j
0.07!1RRIGATION
···-·4.5
REEO&LESLIEBROWNFAMILYLTD
I
'
I
?ARTNERSHIP
!36-71026 112/17/1969
4.16itRRIGATlON
. 306.5
3EEO, DARLENE; REED, JOHN GLENN
136-1655~ J 2/8/19631 .........i:?~jlRRIGATlON
--------,--2_6_,2
.'!EEO, GLENN E
136-16557 J 218/1963,
O.OS 11RRIGATION
!
3
~MA, JOHN; REITSMA, SUSAN36-16304 i 1214/19721
1.81 !IRRIGATION
94.7
'lEITSMA, JOHN; REITSMA, SUSAN ---1:§6:16305-11274119721
0.03!STOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL i
=tEITSMA. JOHN; REITSMA, sUsAf.J""-·--;35:7277a 1 12/411p72i
0.39JSTOCKWATER, COMMER_C._t.A_L-+1---l
"IEM~§_ERG, JOHN D; REMSBERG, JUDY
136-16728
317/1978
0,71jlRRIGATION
i 35.4
=tEMSBERG, JOHN D; REMSBERG, JUDY
:36-773D
7/1/1'i!i77
4[1RRIGATION
400
;\]CHAN. CLYDEi; RICHAN. ELVERA L
36--8486. ' 9/19/1989
0.03[COMM=E=R~c·1AL'-,o-o-M-ES~T~,c---

I

-.., ~==~2~6

I

---··

1ae:142es~

J

p

tsro

I

I

'llCHARDS. BETH N; RICHARDS. JACKSON H 36-16110
'llDDLE, LEN H; VEENSTRA, FRANK W
36-7376

i

1111911979!
9/2911973

j

=!IETK~RK. GEORGE; RIETKERK..NANCY ... 36-788B . . . i./10. .'.1.980. j
'llETKERK, JOHN H; R!ETKERK, RHONDA M 36-2692
6/2/i 967,
=ilETKEAK, JOHN H; RIETKERK, RHONDA M 136-7691 ·- 3/2211977 1
ilTCHIE,JAMESM;RITCHIE,KARLYN
---~36·7394-- 1111411973
::iJTCHiE, JAMESM; RITCHIE~KARLYN- __ J::i.s-7752 __ ' 912ahii71
'IITCHIE, JAMES M; RITCHIE, KARLYN
[36-8077
7/1211984
iivEfl8-'12~~ER'(61s't~tC_T __ ._ __j35:1534j• __ 'j,12011976
"!IVERSIDE CEMETERY DISTRICT
f36-7063
SiB/1969

~~~~~:g~

~lli~~.········ ~{:~~~!.

o.o6ilRRIGATION
3
2.75 IRRIGATION
185
JIRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.07 DOMESTIC
i
2.56liRFiiGATION1 '"220
O.ijlRRIGATION
"
220
4.56TIRRIGATtON
...... - 331"
s.sa\1RRIGATION
.. _
2s1
1.6.JIRRIGATION
33{
o.12IIRRIGATION
·- ·······-··9
0.08 IRRIGATION
~ 9

~c~g:i~~~l§_TRIC,T
..
~o~§5~U\L
'lOBERTSON LAND CO LLC
:36-15155
218/1966!
3.2S~RRIGATION
'IOBERTSON LANO CO LLC
36-16591 - 2129/i9681
.2.e211RRIGATION
'l_OBER}'SON LAND COL.LC ..
--·i36-7674 . -, 1128/l~.. 4.74,IRRIGATION
~OBERTSON, COLLETTE; ROBERTSON,
I
.OGAN
36-16840 ! 3/1311989:
0.02[1RRIGATJON
:fOBERTSON, COLLETTE; ROBERTSON,
1·
!
·····-··
•OGAN
\36-16844
317/1966!
o.02l!1RRIGATION
'IOBERTSON. COLLETTE; ROBERTSON.
.. . .
r
~
1
•OGAN
136-16646 ......1 7113/1987..
0.01 !IRRIGATION

I

__ J

I

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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I
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7.7
7.7

.

7.7

Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call

I

Total
Priority
Diversion
Cummt Owner
Dale
! Rate (els)
Purpose of Use
Acres
1
ROBERTSON, COLLETIE; ROBERTSON,
i
I
""'LO-=G=AN==~~~=:-=====~--+-j'3_6_·1.6_85_2_ _9_12__7/196B'l-·--0-._02;!!_1R_R_IG_A_T_IO_N_ _ _ _ _ _-+-_7_.---l7
ROBERTSON, COLLETTE; ROBERTSON,
LOGAN
36-16854
4/e/19761
0.01 IIARIGATiON
7.7
ROBERTSON. PAUL
36·11124
5/1/197:2• --·····-oc-.752--tl7=1R""R"'IG""A""'T~IO"'N~-------+!-1-1-4'"0-l
AOBERTSON,PAUL
36·7056
517/1969
6.4 IRRIGATION
1140
==-,..,-------,-_;...;-=!
ROBERTSON.PAUL
'i36-7690A
4/6/1978
2.liWIRRIGATION
! 1140
ROBINSON, D1ANEc-----------+,3c--,6-.·1.....1--,109 l 3/15/1963
0.12 IRRIGAT'""IO""N,.,-------+--'---'-'-16

I

STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL, 'I
0.6 DOMESTIC
,
I
tSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
ROCHA DAIRY
36-!!379
! B/19JH,8BI
0.3BID0MESTiC
,
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AGRONOMICS INC
36-4009-· '1 4/15119!5:3J_ .Jl..~[R£1l(ifo\Tl(?N
26.6
7
RODNEY HANSEN FARMS INC
36-11147'
3i15/1968:
0.27 IRAIGATI0' Nc------+--"'c-s'---oo'-I
ROGERS, DOROTHY; ROGERS, WAYNE
36·7428
1/10/19741------··--o=--.4--:T.l-;:::RR-;:;:l:;;;Gc:A.:T"'IO'""N:-------..--+-!----o--30,..i
ROLLER KING TRUST
l3S.S419
4/4/1989
ob:iWMMER=c~IA~L------+,----"'=-I
ROLLING ROCK DAIRY FARM LLC
136-8546
5115/1990
O.O~STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
ROOST POTATO CO INC
136·7000
.' 6/14h967
0.561STOCKWATER
I
ROSA, EDWARD M
136·15511 ! 3/24t1963_0.19iSTOCKWATER, COMMERClAL
ROSA, EDWARD M; RO.SA, KAREN
37-7009
j 1/16/19681
3.04IIRRIGATION
151.7
ROSA, EDWARD.. M; ROSA, KAREN R
j37•7447A
7/30/1975]-~()::-c.,2::::9:-c'll""R""R-;;IG;:-;;Ac,;T"'IO;:-;:N•.------t-1---,-15=-l
ROSS, PAULINE
137•8112
6/2/1983!
0.02 COMMERCIAL, COOLING
i
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
136-16683
2/26/1980:
18~39 IRRIGATION
I 1151.5
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
l31f16684
2/26/1980'
0.37 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
l;IB-16859
7/5/1973[ 0.1s]SWCKWATER, COMMERCIAL'
ROTH INVESTMEiiifslLC
136-16860
7/511973~,- .. 2.67IIRR!GATION ...
220
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
1315:f6886'
7/511!lS51
OA9!1RRIGA'F!ON--------:--22---<0
ROTH INVESTMENTS L L C 3 6 · 1 6 8 8 7 '
7/5119851 ----· 0.03 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
R1:)nfiFlvESTi:..1eNTs LLc
1ss.2e12A
s16/1965I
2.1411RR1GAT10N
234'
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLc""
136·2612B
516/1965!
0.91STOCKW~AT=E=R~.~co-M~M=ER=c=1~AL~-=:::..:i
ROTHlNVESTMENTS LLC
136-7705
5/16/1977
2.09jlRAIGATION
167
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
i36_:Z!!94B I 2/26/19!!0
0.31 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
ROTHINVESTMENTSLLC
l36-7906A ! 3126/1980!
0.35IIRFHGAT!ON
--1-··234
RO!l:i INVESTMENTS LLC
•• . . .. _ .Jl36-7906BI~'2§!19~0.;
0.1 \.1S.}:09K\VA
.. TEA. , COMMERCIAL , .. .......
ROTH, JAMES D ·····-·
· - - - - 36-7395
10/241197~
. 3.1Bi1RRIGATION ..
·····-· ..... J
314
!

,

_R_O_C_H_A_D__A_IR__Y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,..i3_6·_7__
469fB

I 3125/1974

I

I

~~i~~~~!~: ~~:,:; , ~-~J;~~'~ffi!=!S4!:t- J~i!

f'IUBY, K§l',JNETH E...

..

136·!207A

JQ/12/_'!9}_1 !

o.ss1:=~:~~~:6~, STOCKWATEFf-~!
.

RUBY! KEl>lNE}!iE____

t:{13-7794 - · .4128{1976i

RUBY, KENNETH E; RUBY, MARY LOU
RUDY,
THOMASA
•-•••• -- •--~-~-~•-••-----~•••••••·-

f37·7442
7/11/1975!
6.471DOMESTIC
T4S-7278
12/6/1976!
..
0.24iDOMESTIC
•••--~·------- - •
••••·-- ---• ·-i- ""• •' •••••n <>•~··~~·••••

::~:~so ~1~~::c10

i

1,?~!IFIRl§A!IQr-J_._.. _-·

64_
19

320
·-• --+-•--••• - ••"

-t-- -

~:~!:~~i::igiAL

:g~=~-i~~iH~~t~t':i5HuRcH_____
2
----- --- ------d·····-·····- ..
...
··l·
--~-"',~
"""·-·--·-·--+-------- ----· ··-·-·-- --·-···--------·-RURAL ELECTRIC CO
36·8435
8/11/1989
0.04iCOMMERCIAL
I
RYAN, EDWARDG
37-7313
1112/1973
1.11ilRRIGATION
I ·-75
--,i-·--·---·~·---------···············-1---------SABALAl JANE llilLSABALA...,_JER_R'i'_______ 35.7515
12/12/1974 . 0 73IIRRlGATtON__
i
38
SACQQI\/IA1'<1'. IIIIA£lK M_ ...
3&-73BO
--1 9/19/1.973
0.3~1RRIGATK~.N,_____}6
---,----

,,,,,,,s-.. - - , - - - -

_

~~r~gn~~~~;~r~D &UVESTOCKCOINC ~:~~~~3;--+~t~~~~~~ . . . ~:~~~~g~AL
• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment • Aangen Delivery Call
Waler
Current Owner
Rioht No.
3ALMON rALLS LANO & L1VESTvCK co INC 36-100:35'
SALMON FALLS LAND& LIVESTOCK CO INC ·t36·10037'
3AND SPRINGS LP
.••• :36·7136
3AND SPRINGS LP
136.,7163
3ANDSPRINGSLP
•
36-7452
j
3ANDSPRINGSLP
------ ·------· ;as.7453
!
SAND SPRINGS RANCH PARTNERSHIP
35·7499A
SAWTOOTH SHEEP INC
is?-8702
i
SCARROW, JIM D
-----!ss-153261

~~~~~~~: ~:~ ~
SCARROW,JIMD
~RFl'OW, JIM D
SCARROW,JTKru

!3CARROW,JIMD
SCARROW, JIM D
SCARROW, JIM D
SCARROW, JIM D
SCARROW, JIM D
SCARROVJ;J1M D
SCARROW.JIM D
SCARROW, JIM D

.--·· . . . --~~:;~~; :~~;~~:: 1
p36-7153
!36-7337K
:36-7365.A-

- .•
------~----..-

1

::~~,:=::~~+{·-=g-:-:~--------+l--~-!-'-1!

1120/1971!

2.8:IRRIGATION
1.3i SfOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ;

!11125/1977 i
i

-. j36·i'S65B]

I

SCHENK, ROBERT W; STEWART, REID S;
ZOLLINGER, CS
36·10030'
!>~~io;JOHN; SCHM!D, PATRICIA__
- _:·_J.36-~34
SCHOTH, PAMELA S
!35..8589
g~:rG~~~~!~~~~:~~~ifA:LE,·

1

I

I

I

4/111975[
7131/19891
5/911991 !

r· --

1

I

-----·t-...1.§g

1.2, IRRIGATION

2/711990 1

I_

140

1~12JRRIGATtoN
i ~m-·{05
0.33\STOCKWATER,COMMEACIALi··- 3.211RRIGATION
i
160
4.3B!IRRIGATION
216
2.64'.IRRIGATION
132
2.0BilRRIGATION
104
O.B5i!RRIGATION
.128
0.25}STOQiS_\:YATER
.
0.2 ISTOCKWC.:-Ar=e=R=--------__- __-___ -ii------!

B/10/19731
8/10/1973J
_ 36·7386
10/9/19731
i36·7563
9/26/19741
. --..
36--7572
I10/14/19751
36-8164
f 6/27/1985!
-=~36-8263·1----z:,"3!19$5
_··-··-- " ___ J?,-8152
6/30/1983
137-8901
11/25/19n

_

§._C:f:!:~§!:_1:§.~. DAN; SCHAEFFER, JAJvi~~-~--~~~~

;~:t~:

Priority - Diversiol'l
Total
Dale
Rate (els
Purpose ol Use
Acres
:3/15/1981
0.47!1RAIGATION
370
3/15/1974
1.651 IRRIG"A..
T'""IO:-:N.,--------+---c4"'04c.i
7/10/1970
4.2'1RAIGATION
,
2~5
3/3/1971,
5.49 IRRIGATION
;
420
311111974
0.51RAIGATION
1·-235
3i11/1974
1.34 IARIGAT=IO=N-----67
9/4/1974
2.26·,IRRIGATION
113
1i31i1991
2.5 IARIGAT::-::I0::7N~------1--2'"'s·oi
7/6/1974
5.19TilfRlGAT"iO_N______
263

I

1.3 IRRIGATION
I
0.03ilRRIGATION
0.13ilRRlGATt0N, DOMESTIC ,_,____._

462

·------r--··,

·1----------

--

2.7

KENT R; SEARLE, RAYMOND C
f45-13946 , 5/4/1~!.B
0.35 !STOGKW ATER, COMMERCIAL
SEARLE.-GERALDINE; SEARLE, ORVAi. M-· 45:702s
3/19/1968
3 !IRRIGATION
····--· • 458
SEAAtJ~: RAYMOND C; SEARLE; SHARcii:.'
4S-.7125
1/3111973 i
3.14 !IRRIGATION
·---+---4-3-89--,
'F'7'!:-==:--+-c=:-:c.--:-=-==-t---:--=-::=·-=-:-==-~----t-----'--'-'-l
SEARLE, SCOTTO
-45-7151_.__ . B12911973j
1,ss1!F!RIGA_TIClt:J
458
SEARLE, SCOTTO
4&.733B
1/31/19781
1.54dRRIGATION
458
SEARLE,SCOTTO
,45·73588
3/20/19791
1.54iiRRlGATiON
'
458
SEARS, CODY J; SEARS, NATALIE N
Ls.s:e~12
, 8/3}1 ii~~
o.os11RFf1GA,tf6N
-3
1
~;8;E~~. ~~XEAM_
L
136-7299
SERR, KAREN B; SERR, MAX A
I 217/19731
4.22i!RRIGATION
214
SERR, KAREN B; SERR, MAX A
[36-7965
u:?/_2911!3B_()C.____1_.1sj1RBl§~TION
59
SEVERANCE, EULA; SEVERANCE, RICHARD 37,2724
· 2i11/19B6i
1.2Bi1RRIGATION
63
SHADY GROVE DAIRY- PROPERTIES
LLC
137.7455A
11()114/1975]
1.2sT!RRIGATION
145
..
----------"-i
, ___ - -+ -·---··
------1
;- ------------·- -- ----------------------- --------!
,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
SHADY GROVE DAIRY PROPERTIES LLC
i37•8751
I 6/11/1991
0.111DOMESTIC
SHAFFER, JOSEPH D
!37·22305 1· 7/22/H171!
6.osTiRRIGATION
I- ·-- ~
·--1
SHAW, ACEY RYAN; SHAW, JALYN BELLE;
,
/
j
SHAW, AITAS; SHAW, WILLIAM HUBERT
i37·21_?fi4:________....21?:711979J. _!l.!53i!RR!~AI1~
31,5
SHAW,RITAS;SHAW,Wli..LiAMi-itiBEAT
,37·21425 , 1(1/1974!
2.65:IRRIGATION
131
1
SHAW, DEAN B
36-7702 -·------ \·515/1977~-i--2.S~IRRlGATION _·11!

~~==: ~~~~~

1~::;~;:4,

:~~~i~§~ ...

a~:Jmm~~

- ._ ;~!

I

!

~~~~: i~~~~~ ~; ~~~~: ~g~g~

s'RAW~RITA S; SHAW,WTLLIAMHiJBEAT

~;:;;~: II12129ifii72---·2A5:IRRIGATioN_________
~I~~i~;
~:~1:~w~~i§N --- -. -

---·-+---

,37:7189

• Enlargement right subordinate lo rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtaiiment • Rangen Delivery Call
Water

Priori!y

Total

Currant Owner

RI
No.
Dale
Rate els
Purpose of Use
Acres
SHAW, RITA S; SHAW, WIWAM HUBERT
37-7716
5/2211976
0.78:IRRIGATION
39
SHAW, WILLIAM HUBERT
37-7149
6/2611972 · - · 4.46r.ll;::RR"'1"'G:.A;T;;;:IO""N:-------t---:1--=-s9~2oi
SHAW, WILLIAM HUBERT
:37·7394
12/111974 __ _§.94J.IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER . 1 1692
SHAW, WILLIAM HUBERT
,s7-776B
2/28/1979
0.1SlSTOCKWATER
SHAW, WILLIAM HUBERT
·137-7814
· 12/12/1979
0.14,IRRIGATION
SHAW, WILLIAM HUBERT
i37-8705
2/2111991 !
7!1RRIGATION
SHEPARD, JANET C; SHEPARD. ROBERT J :36-14202'
5/1/197£L
0.2,IRRIGA""T"'l"'O.,.,N_ _ _ _ _ _ _-.-.c,;
SHEPARD, JANET C; SHEPARD;ROBERT·J-j'ii:7737A
7129/1977!
1.4211RRIGATION
120
SHEPARD, JANET_C; SH12f~.Fl_ci~ERTJ~7B.
712911977'-· 0.1611RRiGATION
142
SHOSHONE JOINT SCHO!:>L D1STR1t2T #~12 ,37-7498
6/25i1g?Bi_-;:-::0. S"'IR..R
..l-;;:G"'AT=l""O.,.,N_ _ _ _ _ _ _,___1~8
7
SIMPSON, JOYE
.
... ..
__ j45-7333B ! 1(19/19781
0.08 IRfllG_ATION
......... ····8
SIMPSON, JOYE; TURNER, LOVELL J;
1
'
TURNER, RONALD J
45.7731
J 2/1211996
1.21 IIRRIGATION
: 110.9
SINCLAIR OIL CORP.. .. . ·····-··
145-7857
stio11eBB1- o.02iCOMMEFICIAL
................
slNNorr. EDGAR L - 213/1998'
o.04:oo1111EST1c
...... ; ....
SIRUCEK, MIKE
I
12/10/19901
·oA6ilRRIGATION
fS"/
36-8569
1
SIX HEPS LTD PARTNERSHIP
;45.13775
'. 9/6/1962'
O.S\IRRIGATION
308
SKAAR. KELLI JO
··--·--.. 36-7434
I 3/21/19741
0,17:IRRlGATION, STOCKWATER
8.5
SL,AD~~L.ILA!i;~LAp§"REvTt~c· ......
-;~7·/·1·972'1·
0.3'1RRIGATION
......
153
SLADs_ClELtLAH; SLAD~.'5EV1ti..~-j36·7119
, 2/241_1970
2.41 IIRRIGATIQI'!_____ ~
153
SLADE, WILLIAM J; SLADE, WYLENE
:ss-15228' I 3115/19731
0.1 IIRRIGATION
:
459
SLADE, WILLIAMJ; SLADE,WVLENE·---IS6·2598i-1/7/1965j
0.98:IRRIGATIO~
.....
j
459

!
I

-·Ts1.ses9 · •

-r
_T:_

.§LA~~y,[l.!:LIAM~;_~LADE,.W'f~l:~E ..---~:<c54
SLADE, WILLIAM J; SLADE, WYLENE
!36-7301
.....
..•. . .
..----SLIGAR, KEITH
.....
SUMAN, MICHAELE; SLltJ.AN, MIKE G
.§UMAN, MICHAELE; S-L.l~.P.:N.1. MIKE
SLUDER, GILBERT T; SLUDER, GONDA O;

e-··-=··

SLUDER, RONALD E

6/9/19721

2/13/1973!
---,

~

s.2JtRRiGA'ti6N __ - ·
.. i
1.12 IRRIGATION
.
COMM[RCIAL, RECREATION,

459

r-···

459

4.15 FIRE PROTECTION
0.01 COMMERCIAL .
0.0711AAIGA_TION, 09·."'~c=i=sT=1c=.-_

!

.

6/1/198~--· 0.08,~~i:Ji~N, STOCKWATER,

36-8522 . , 4/11119901
0.14:DOMESTIC
5
_37·7484 ·-~ 3!22!'-:1c=9=713":-il---_-c_2cc,8cc~+,l=R£1=·1"'GC7A""'T""IO~N....--------+--14..::.;4
45-7541
.45-7180
36-16967
36-16969

SMITH, JEREMY s
SMITH, JEREMY S; SMITH, LISA G; SMITH,
RANAE GRIFFIN

;36-16970

~E:i~~ S; SMITH, LISA G; SMITH,
SMITH, JEREMY S; SMITH, LISA G; SMITH,

36·16660

~~;:e

i

'36-7619
8/1~19761
.37-8060
12/911982!
37_:-8061_~..- _],~t1g~t

- - - - · ,37-8108 --

SMITH, CLIFFORD L
SMITH,DAVIORA
SMITH, GEORGE E; SMITH, NANCY L
SMITH, JAMES M; SMITH, SHERRI
SMITH, JEREMY S
SMITH, JEREMY S

I

36-16658

7/29119831
7/15/1974+- 5/2/19_77r--.
3/15/1981
11/18/1913~~
·
12/9/1968!
'~·-j

0.03 IRRIGATION
o:s~'.IRAIGATION;ooMESTIC
0.05JIR~GATl9N
0.02'1RRIGATION

1
38
26.4
26.4

oo.,_.3314~!11·.RARRilGGA···
ATTIIOONN

26.4
51

:.10110/1969.; _ 0.33! IRRIGATION

·-· .. ··

:~~~~ ; : : ~ S; SMITI-1, USA G; SMITH,

36-16662

1/17/1973

RANAE GRIFFIN

36-16664

11/1511973;

1

:

1

-

0.08jlRR!GATION
1
0.17 1RRIGATION

,

!

51

:

51

J..

~~~1_!1E ~~;~~S; SMITH, LISA G; SMJTH,

J~B-16666'

SMITH, JOHN E
SMITH, RONNIE O; SMITH, SHARLENE M
SMITH, ROi~NiE O; st1,Trk; SHARLE'i•JE M .

;IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER, ;
_ _o.01J[){)~§STI{;
...
JS:1~559 ..j ___?!B/1971 ___ . 2.0!jlRRl~ATJc:l!.J___ __ _ ..
.
i36·16837 i 2/811971
0.4811RRIGATION

511/19841

1

;~·7S_~3B

j_..s1e11 s11:1

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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L
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51
2.s
149
35,7

Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
...

·

Current Owner

~

Priority

Diversion

I

Tol,ll

'1,!!!.~-4 _1D~a~te~~R~at~eJ!(cl~s~;).b=-JP~u!;lrp~o~se!!!Jol!_!U~s:!!_e_ _4 !.A:."'crel!!sj

""s"'M"'IT"'H,-,""R""o,.,N""Nl"'E""D'"';-=s-:"'.M~IT='H"",""s'"'HA"""R""L'""E""N""E""M..,...- 36-8333 _
6/2511987 I
2.91 IIRRIGATION
+·
146
S"'O""A.,.,R'"E""S:-,J""O,cH"N"C----------t3::-:6c-:-88=03;;-·
7/13120001
0.13 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL -- SODERQUIST, CHRISTIE; SODERQUIST,
I
I
I
KEITH EDWIN
i:36-7416C i 2/22/i974i
4.7B IRRIGATION
310.4
SODERQUIST. CHR!STIE;,=so=o=e
..R=o""u-1s""T-,- ·
i
--·.--·-- K_E1_T_H_E_o_w_1N___________-s_a._1_4_1s_D_ _21_2_21_1_e1_4_,1___ 1iR_R_1_a_AT_1_o_N_ _ _ _ _ _ _a10.41
SOLAR FARMS
136·7266
11/13/1972
1.6S:IRRIGATJON
133
SORENS=O-N~,E-S_M_E_R_AL_D_A-J;_S_O_R_EN_SO_N-,-+'-''-"'--'-'--+-"·~

!

.,_.I

GREGORY J
S_O_U_T_H_I_D-AH_O_L_EA_S_I_N_G_IN_C_____

37-20361
36· 7768

1/9/2001
11 l2Bl1977i

0.06 STOCKWATER
3.42 i.:cRR""l"'GAC7-:T"'IO"'N:-------+-~1-71-i

,36-14035D
5/26/19761
0.14 COMMERCIAL
I
SOLITHVIEW DAIRY
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
[:.li:i-16605
617/19651
Q,43[1RRIGATION
236.2
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
!31:.-16606 i 6/7/1965L.=l!i·sTOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
j36•16607 I 2/2611973:
IRRIGATION
: 236.2
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY--··
" 136·16606
2126/197~1- Q,_Q1 .
CKWATER. COMMERCIAL I
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
..,,
36.-16609
8/2119731
0.52 IRRIGATION
2362
SOUTH VIEW DAlRY
136·16610
812/1973
0.021STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
..
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY ..- - !36-16611
512811974 1
0.16IIRRIGATION
I 236.2
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
..· - - - ·
!36·16612 i 5/28/1974
0.011Sf0CKWATER, COMMERCIAL I_.
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
j36-16613
I 214/1976
0.15;1RRIGATION
i -2-36-.2""
S;..O;..UTH=.;.;v.:.;IEW~D'"'A""l=R~Y----..-----·!36·16614 i 21411976!
0.01 iSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

L~-=

I

1~-

1·-

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Waler Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call

Water
Priority
Diversion
Total
Current Owner
Right No. .
Dale
Rate (els)
Purpose of Use
Acres
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36•7460E
3/25/1974
0.13ilRRIGATION
8
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36·7460F
3/25/1974
0.12 IRRIGATION
8
"=s=o~u=TH=F=1=EL~D~P=R~O~P=E=R=T1=E=s"'""LL~c=------3-5.=75___3_3A-+-3-c/2~7-/1975
1.13 IRRiGATION
72
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-7533B
3/27/1975
1.12 IRRIGATION
B1
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-7533C
3/27/1975
0.42IIARIGATION
30
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
,36-7547D I 5/13/1975
~WATER, COMMERCIAL
"'s"'o"'"U"'T"'H"'F"'IE::-LD=P-=R-=o-=p;;ER;;;:;T;:::1;;:-ES'-~LL~C~----;,!3:-:6:-::-7:-::5:-:'.47::::F:--+i-;5:-;/1-:-:3c:-/1:-::9=7s::1-"--:~~TION
141
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36•7547G
5/13/1975
1.51 IRRIGA':;:T"'IO;-;-N;--------+--'-1,,C:39-i
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-7547H I 5/13/1975
0.08 IRRIGATION
7
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
136-7575
I 10/3111975
0.43 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
37
;soUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
!36-7583
! 12/9/1975
0.22 IRRIGATION
142
!SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
'36-7584
I 12/9/1975
1.08 IRRIG~A=T1""o"'"Nc------+--'-1s=4
SOUTHFIELD PAOPE_A_T
__I_E_S_L_l_C-----+-36---7-67-2----+-'-1/27119n
1.77 IRRIGATION
l
103
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-8063C
2/21/1982
0.3 IRRIGATION
99
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36·8252E
10/17/1984
0.1 !IRRIGATION
99
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-8313A
8/20/19B6j
1.2 1RRIGATION
60
!SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
136-8529
4/5/19901
0.66)1RRIGATION
33
7
'SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
j36-B560A I 9/7/1990!
1.031IR"'R"'l"'GAT=1""o°"N------+-t---135:,;:i
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-8560B
9/7/1990 1
0.12 IRRIGATION
6
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-6582
I 2/20/1991 !
0.46 IRRIGATION
23
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-8608
9/3/1991
0.86 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
2
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-8760
12/4/1990
1.52 IRRIGATION
436
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
37-27618
7/14/1967
5.04,IRRIGATION
602
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
137-7370
7/22/1974
3.26 IRRIGATION
576
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
37-7572
3/21/1977
2.53'1ARIGATION
576
1
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
37-7634
5/23/1""97=7::-t---:1-=_3e71!-;1R""R""1"'G"°A=T1"'o"'Nc---------5745
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
37-8326
1/6/1988
1.36 IHRIGATION
602
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
37-8732
4/13/1991
3 IHRIGATION
587
SPARKS JR, RULAND G
36-7050
1110/1969
2.2311RRIGATION
.
183
SPENCER, GLEN D
[36·B536
4112/1990\
0.03 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1
SPRING CREEKTERRACES INC
!45-7100
I 7/17/1972!
0.1 IMUNICIPAL
----·-!t----..ci
1

t

!~;~:~~g:L~E:zREE~R~~~6NiNERS ASSN-=
SPRINGDALE ACRES HOMEOWNERS ASSN

'1;:;!!t _l~fl:; :~]

~:!~,~~~i:~~N.!)()t-A_E_s_TIC

--P:::: · · ·-::~:1::~:~

....__,i
. 1_J

I

3
~:RINGDALE ACRES HOMEOWNERS ASSN

,:::::::

STALLINGS FARMS.iNC ·
·136-263i·--·li115/1965
STANDLEE FA_Ml_l:Y LTDPARTNER§H_I_P
. 136-15119'._I 3/111975 ..
STANDLEE FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
i36-15178' 1 3/1/1975
iTANDLEE FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP___ t36·1650o•_J 4i1J1984
STAR FALLS AG INC
136-7417
12/1111973

1.05

·01
0.04

Q.~1
0.51

'~COOLIN~..
1
IRRiGATION ....
IRRIGATIONIRRIGATION
IRRIGA_TION
_
IRRIGATION

1;1::tt~:t:~ftt~ . -· --j;t~i:: --:t~~~:r~;Ir:::~~:g~
t~~~ :-g:~f: ~------~::?~l~ !i:~;;::: --=~-~~i::~:~-

~;~=~~:=

STARGAZER LAND& CATTLE LP
STAAGAZER LAND &CATTLE LP
STARGAZER LAND & CATTLE LP
STATE OF IDAHO
STATE OF IDAHO

7

-

·1- · •·
I
s2
i----§34
456
345

:foo

--+--!1i

1- _- ~?~

2
•
36-7554 - ~-7/5/1975'
5.35 IRRIGATION
·---r__63.3
36-7620
3/15/1976
1.76 IRRIGATION
137
--36-7829
1119/1978
4.8 IRRIGATION
I
633
----·-· 36-13721
10/211962 ·-·0.12 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC ..
--- 37-20853
9/20/1974
0.13 MUNICIPAL
I

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Ran gen Delivery CaU
Diversion
Rate (cfs)
PtJmo,,e of Use
37·22570
515/2010
0.06 DOMESTIC
37.7003 ·-.+1-8/,-,-10/""1""'9-57cc.+..--0-.1~34 :M-UN""ic=C""!P"'AL.,,....._ _.•.- -..

Current Owner
STATE OF IDAHO
STATE OF IDAHO - -

-

..,.

Water

Priority

Rloht No.

Date

Tota.I
Acres
I

.37-7457
10/111975
0.05!D0MEST!C
!
...,_i3-7--7-37_2_ _,__6_/3-0l-1-999-+!--6-.5-4'"'IIR-A-IG_A_T_I_O_N_,ST_O_C_K_W_A..T_E_R.....
320
!
·STATE OF IDAHO; STATE OF IDAHO DEPT
·,
I
1
~37·20852
9f20/19741
0.09 IIRRIGATION
OF TRANSPORTATION
4.7
l
STEVE NEIBAUR FARMS INC
·-$1520=i:l~'--1·-::3"'11-::5/"1c:::97::.:0cr---=o"'.7""111"R"'R_..l""GA"'T=t"'Q.,-;N------i""""·-:-,..,;
335
I
STEVEN·soN BROTHERS FARMs··-···
136-7495
s11s11e14
4.sa,1RRIGATION
320
STEVENSON BROTHERS FARMS. ----icc3'C'"s.-=1scc2cce""'c""'"r=-s,cc2"'a1-1ecc1==s+1---,4.""2':'a:""1R"'R:':'1G=-A""T:=c10=-N'7""-·-----...,.--~=
316
I
.
I
STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELL.EN I
W
36·2630A . 11/1/1965
'!:6511RRIGATION
884
STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLEN
-·+-----+!-- 1
W
36·2630B
11/1/19651
o.a1 liRRIGATION
864
·-· --------STEVENSON, DEAN F;STEVENSON, ELLEN
w..._ ..____.__.
..
.....1se-10010 j 9/1111es11
1.a11tRRIGATION
•
aa4
STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLEN '
I
!
W
36·7007D I 9111/19671
o.oel1RRIGATION
BB4
1
STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLElif'T.
~!
W
'36,7956A : 1/16/1981
2.15liRRIGATION - - - - - - . \ _ 81>:I,
sTEve:isoN. oEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLEN i
STATE OF IDAHcf··
STATE OF IDAHO; STATE OF IDAHO

!

i

I

i

·--;-----·1-..- ·

-

.

r-

I•..

t - - ·. ------,-~"

...............

·r---·

w

113S.7956B

STEVENSON, DEANF; STEVENSON, ELLEN ..

Vi___.__. ,,,....

..

..

STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLEN

;36-8619A

i

W
135-86196
sfEvENSON;-Ji5HNA
.. 135.75290
STEVENSON,SCOTTA;STEVENSON,
I
TAMARA LYNN
36-16459
sTEVENsoN.
A; sfEveNsoN. - - - , TAMARA LYNN
36-16461
STEVENSON, SCOTT A; STEVENSON,
TAMARA LYNN
.
j36·2562
STEVENSON, SCOTT A; STEVENSON,
TAMARA LYNN
i36·7651
STEVENSON, SCOTT A; STEVENSON,
1
TAMARA LYNN
136-~161
STEWART, CAROLYN L; STEW ART, DENNI$
G
j37-7628
j37.7443
STEWART, FRED R
STODOARD, NEIL

scon

r36:ei44

~...

....
,
0. 15 lRRIGATION ··-----·!
I

I

1i16/i981
8El4
......
i 11/1ai1_9!3!L...........!:.!~_R..IG_A_T_IO_N
________-_8_6--14
•

l

I

i

,

111/13/1991:
o.21 1RRIGATION
884
1
; 3/2B11 aisj- -o::c.·6::e::1;"'1R;;;;R"'1G"'A""T:c1o"'N:-:--------1"'s-1a

.i

---~·-

·r

!

.

5.1

1
I

5. 1

1-----------+j--""'"I

1/24/19631
'
10.'2fli'.1976l

2.Q~,IRRIGATION

I

!
·.

· - - - · - · .·-·446

4.SjlRRIGATION
•

3/31/1983 ..

1.B}RAlGATION

, 6/16/1977
1

3.4jlRR!§A1:!01'! ...
3.04ilRRIGATION
o.12J1RR1GATION,Dc:lMESTJG

2/29/1968 1

j1~1\i~~L

3.9 !lRRIGATION -

-~1;. .~. .1;. . ~. .ot""

I

\IARLA; STOKER, WENDY
•45·13863
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,! ..... \AARLA; STOKER, WENDY
145-13664
1
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER, i
I/IARLA; STOKER, WENDY
..
. l45-13865
3TOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,;
\/IAALA; STOKER, WENDY
.45·13866

l

. 9/23/1965; ....... O.~IRAIGATION
·
1
2/15119!44.· ............ o.o~lRRIGATION

~~~;·s~~~~~'s;~~~~· LAVEL ; STOKER. ,45·13861 ! 11/3/19701
~:~~;·s~~~E~,~~~~~~' LAVEL; STOKER, ;45-13862 '
STOKER. BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,

i

I

1.78 11RRIGATION

t

"" i"

I 12/26/19721

... · - · 1 ··

I 12126/1973 l

l

I

112126/19731

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than AprH 12, 1994

166

....

0.3 .

.. · ...

2034.6

... --

~

~S2 1STOCKWATER,£OMMERC1Al.

~. 12/26/19721 _.

I

~ ..

170

·-

2034.8

••. - - - - - - •

-

_ 0.14ISTOCKWATEA, COMMERCIAL_--·

.

8.84 IRRIGATION

T20:34.6

1

0.72 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject lo Curtailment • Rangen Defivery CaU

Water
Righi No.

Current Owner

Priority
Date

Diversion
Rate (els)

I

Total
. Acres

Purpose of Use

STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER, '1
I
1
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45·13867
7/31/1972
1.34IIRRIGATION
, 2034.6
STOKER. BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
145-13868 . 7/31/1972!
0.11 !STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
:
STOKER,BRENT;STOKER.LAVEL;STOKER,I
i
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45-13869
1/17/1973
1.32l1RRIGATION
. 2034.6
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL: STOKER,
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45-13870
1/17/1973
0.11 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ,
I
I
'I
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45·13871
! 3/20/1979!
1.54 :IRRIGATION
. 2034.6
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
j
l
I
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45-13872
3/20/1979!
0.13JSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL.
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL: STOKER,
,
•
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45-13900
10/16/1987
2.09 11RRIGATION
. 2034.6
-·-+----,
'
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
'
1
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45-13901
10/16/1987
0.17 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL.
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER, I
i
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
145•14102 I 5/4/1978,
1.36 IRRIGATION
2034.6
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
I
I
1.41 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45•14250 ! 5/4/1978
STOKER. BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
l
5.47 IRRIGATION
2034.6
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45-7045
12/16/1969
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
11/3/19701
o.1s[sTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45-7072D
STOKER,BRENT;STOKER.LAVEL;STOKER,
7/31 /19721
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
MARLA; STOKER. WENDY
45-71058
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
,2126/19721
o.oe,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45·71168
STOKER,BRENT;STOKER,LAVEL;STOKER,
I
12/26/1973
0.3 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45-7161B
I
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER, I
1.59
IRRIGATION,STOCKWATER
I
2034.F
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
45·735BD
3/20/1979,
STOKES,SHIRLEYW
·----··
J36•8409_ _j_J/23/19B91
0.2IIRRIGATION__ . _
_ ··- . ___10
IRRIGATION,STOCKWATER,
STOUDER HOLSTEINS LLP
36-8225A
11/19/1983
0.54 COMMERCIAL
1.5
STOUDERHOLSTEINS[i.P.
36-82256
11/19/1983
0.18 STOCKWATER
-STOUDER HOLSTEINS LLP . .
.... ·-3§-8:35.<J___
4/5/19m
0.31 STOCKWA,::~13,_<:;~_MM_ER.~C-IA~L-,----·
STRAUB, KATHARINA
36-13629
8/2/1972
0.04 DOMESTIC
STRAUB, KATHARINA. ..
- 36-15711 ....... 1..2/.![198_1 ____ 0.06_ SfOCKWATEFl,COMMERCIAL - - - 1
STRICKLAND,
EVELYN
G
3/6/1974i
0.76 IRRIGATION
37
-·--------- .... ---- ___ .... '····-···· ---36·74508
··.:.
121
~f~~~g:_tg=:~~-~=-=- ~-~-:~.~-~;~
gg~~~glAL

I

I

!

I

I

1'

I
1·

I

I

'I

!

I
·1

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I
I

I

I

~g~J~~~ ~:

~

J ~!~;:j:1=~:~ij~~~~~~f~=:

,_

I

--------

~:iifi~~t~g~i~·:I~~;~~t-.r!~:Hi··-· · · i~~~1ii~.· .•. . . ~ffi.~=l~~~.:~~ - -. ~--,--1~~
SUCHAN, FRANKJ
SUCHAN, FRA_NKJ
SUCHAN, FRANKJ •......... ... ...... ..
SUHR, DANIEL A; SUHR, DONNA DEE
SUN VALLEY POTATo'Es INC
SUNDJ\_~l::E INC
SWEET, WILLIAM G

1

36-7629
6/24/1976
2l1RRIGATION
---- .36-7828
1012sifaia · - _2.s2fRRIGATION
36-7839
. ..J.11911979 ___ __()~ IRRIGATION ______
36·14317•
3/20/1976
0.67 IRRIGATION
36·8349
7/20/1988 --- o.29 COMMERCIAL ----·
36-15992
37-7692

I

7/31/19?_'.I_
, 12/21/1977

• Enlargement right subordinate lo rights earlier than April 12, 1994

0.42 JElRIGATION
4 IRRIGATION

1

240

==i- 156
_:-_____::_=c
.

156
153
~
94
196
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call

Water
Current Owner

Right No.
45-7652

Priority
Diversion
Date
Rate (cfs)
Purpose of Use
6/5/1969
0.06 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC

SWISHER, JERRY S
SYBRANDY, ANNA; SYBRANDY, IDA;
SYBRANDY, SIMON
36-8408
1/19/1989
SYDNOR, CARLA; SYDNOR, CHARLES
)45-7661
6/29/1989
TABER FAMILY LLC
i37-7465A
12/1/1975
TABER FAMILY LLC
137-7504
I 7/22/1976
TABER FAMILY LLC
137:7772
1/11/1980
TABER, BEVERLY
37·7877A
2/5/1961
TABER, BEVERLY; TABER, DONALD E
37-7617A
6/211977 i
TABER,BEVERLY;TABER,DONALDE
37.7s11s I 6/2/1977'
TABER,DONALDC;TABER.LYNDAL
,37-8078
I 5/15/1983
TABER, DONALD E
i37·10158•
4/1/1974
TABER, DONALD E
137-7197
1/23/1973
TAJO LLC
45-2761
10/1811962
TAJO LLC
45-7214
12/24/1974
TANNER, BARBARA; TANNER, ROBERT
36-8512
2/27/1990
TAT FARMS LLC
45·13490 I 6/30/1985
TAT FARMS LLC
45-13491
i 6/30/1985
TATEOKA, JIM; TATEOKA, KOT
136-7522
I 1/29/1975
TED MILLER DAIRY
i36·16187 i 10/28/1977
TED MILLER DAIRY
136-16189 ! 8/10/1973
TEIXEIRA, HUMBERTO AZEVEDO
36-16732
8/21/1973
TELFORD, MICHAELS
36-10024•
5/31/1976
TELFORD, MICHAELS
36-10025• I 5/31119761
TELFORD, MICHAELS
36-15984 ! 1217/1979
TELFORD, MICHAELS
36•15985 i 1217/1979
TELFORD, MICHAELS
136-2552
i 11/14/1962
TELFORD, MICHAELS
/36-8189
I 5/11/1983
TELFORD, MICHAELS
[36-8191
I 5/11/1983
TELFORD, MICHAELS
37-7650
9/4/1977
TELFORD, MICHAELS
37.7949
I 11/4/1981
TELFORD, MICHAELS; TELFORD, ROBERT
37-8212
I 5111/1983
TELFORD, MICHAELS; TELFORD, SHANNON l36-7002A ! 8/1/1967
1
TELFORD, MICHAEL S; fEi..FOF:fo; SHANNON 36· 700213-\· 8/1/1967

iii!~~;;~;;gAS,TERRONEZ-~;:d ~~~

THll3AULT, DONALD F; THIBAULT, PHYLLISN 36-7447

·2121/1974

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

I

2.1

0.31 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
0.05 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
2
2.67 IRRIGATION
160
3.3'1RRIGATION, STOCKWATER
178
0.71 IIRRIGATION
38
0.02ilR:=R""'IG'"'Ac::T~IO::::N~------+--..;..;.,1
3.64 iIRRIGATION
1B6
o.1ETOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL I
IGATION
[
116'
1.7
IGATION
l 466
4.4t
IGATION
466
1.04 -;-;IR""Rc::IG"'.A""T;;-;IO=N;:,-------t---'7-'-51
11IRRIGATION
50
o.02!c·"'o""'M""'M""E""Rc=CcclAccL------,1e-----':.::..i
0.74!1RRIGATION
4.02 IRRIGATION
1261 .1
2.15IIRRIGATION
307
0.75 IRRIGATION
150
2.11 IRRIGATION
150
0.1611RRIGATION
8
1.15 IRRIGATION
298.B
0.77ilRRIGATION
238
2.91 ilRRIGATION
0.94 IRRIGATION
i
308
4.42 IRRIGATION
I' 298_,f
0.96jlRRIGATION
48
1.97 IRRIGATION
! 98.3
0.17 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
0.25 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL!
0.01 ISTOCKwATER, COMMERCIAL I
4.36 IRRIGATION
I
291
2.84 IRRIGATION
.'
257

I

!Er!!~~ST0CKWATSR; - -:

TEXAS MUNICIPAL PLANCONSORTlutlL.LC [36;16140' ! 3/15/1974
0.01 ;lRRIGATioN
TEXAS MlJNICIPAL PLAN CONSORTll.lM LLC 36~_g~~411_.]__B/31/19_!l2
2.52!1RRIGATION
-·
THAIN,'CORY
S
36-16702 I'" ___
3/13/1981
o.asllRRIGATION
-·--·····--"------------ ·-1-----·--- ---- THAIN, GREG S
36·16701
I 3/13/1981
0.3 IRRIGATION
THAIN, GREG S; THAIN,JOHN f
36-8413 · - . 3/2/1969
1 IRRIGATION - .
THE ALTON. & PAULA HUYSER TRUST
.. 37-7268 ...... ' 8/23/1973
3.06 IRRIGATION
THEALTOt:f& PAULAHlJYSERTRtJST
37.7454
9!811975
3.94 IRRIGATIONrHE ALTON &PAULA kUvseR tRusT
-·1s1-1502
·· s14/19n, ·"""""aB2lTRFiiGA'rio"iil·THE ALTON-&-PAULA HUYSER TRUST- .. _)37-8679
l 8/23/19901
-o.feiJRRIGATION
·-·

ir=~~~;~y:::,~~~ 'iliE IJ~~:

Total

I Acres

11.3
640
43
-~.
15
183.5
•
489
489
····-4a9
489

:1: iiE~---

1

3.91 IIRRIGATION

--:

..
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priollt;1
Dlversion I
Total
Current Owner
Riaht No.
Date
Rate (cfs) I
Purpose of Use
Acres
THOMPSON, CONNIE J; THOMPSON,
I
-~~~ .. '
MICHAEL w
Sli-16707 ~4/26/J9901
o.oalsTOCK\'lf_~TER, c o ~ ~ - · THOMPSON, CONNIE J; THOMPSON'.
I .
•
i
i
MICHAEL W
.86-16708
4!26!1990j
0.06 STOCKVi/ATER, COMMERCIAL I
1"
THOMPSON, CONNIE J; THOMPSON, · - - · ~
i
!
1
MICHAEL W
36,16767
B/12/19731
0.161STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
THOMPSON, CONNIE J; THOMPSON,
i
,
.fllllCHAEL W
-·
• 136·73~.7'1-l
11/25/19n
o:.3. sTQ_C:~\lv'!,TER, COMMERf!~l,~-~ .....
1
THOMPSON, DEBORAH M; THOMPSON,
[
1
:
GARY C
136-11839'
3/15/1976
o.2sfllRRIGATION
31?
THOMPSON, DEBORAH M; THOMPSON.---:-··
.....
1
36·1S171
GARY C
I 8/23i19B2
4.SS!IRRIGATION
317
THOMPSON, K·urn: THOMPSON, LINDA B
'.36-6615
! 10/30/1991
0.05 !IRRIGATION
.
..
1.5
THOMSON, JOHNS
;35.5575
! 9/1.411992
0.03 STOCKWATER
----;-l---1
TLD PROPERTIES LLC
· - - · -.. fi36=i6657. j 1219/1968!
6.07 IRRIGP.TION
I
929
,36-16659
10/10/1969!
6.07 IRRIGATION
929
!J::l:lJ'J:lOJ"sRTIES LLC
TLO PROPERTIES LLC
'36-16661
1/17/1973!
1.52dRRIGATION
I
929
TLD PROPERTIES LLC
.-~··-···--·· ;36-16663.
11/15/1973
3QS,iRAl.§_ATION
TLO PROPERTIES LLC
36-16665'
5/1/1984
1.19,IRRIGATION
I
929
·----··
--,---- .........,,
i'RRIGATJON, STOCKWATER,

I

I

i

l

i

·-1-i...

r·s.29
i

TOLEDO, JOHN_B
36·7265
! 9/2511972.
0.76tCOMMERCIAL
!
15
.TOLEDO, JOHN B; TOLEDO, MARIA R
.... 36·7460AF i 3/25/19741
0.21STOCKWAT~R, COMMERCIAL
-TO-ONE, MARKS; TOONE, SALLYJ
""""'1'37•...,7-41~2c--+--i1'""'21""178/7 1·""'g7C"4+---,2"'.2-5b.llRC'CRC'CIG~AT=1-=o"'"'N~
247
-To_o_N_E; MARK s; TOON-E,-sAL.Cv J ----· ·+-37.1a16
1 1212s11c::9=1e:-t---:2-:.2:-::sr.1Rc:R~1"'G'~A""T1"'o""N~-----+----1s-a
TRACY, CHARLES R
- - ~"""'Tssq733"17T2211977
0.12IIRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
3.5
TRAU... DONNA;TRAU,JOSEPH p ·--]'if.:8464B L10!1.gl,.1EB9L.
o.1s,1RRIGATION, STOCKWATER
___§
TRAVELERS OASIS TRUCK PLAZA; WILLIE, .
i
I
DANIELL
36-8766
! B/B/1997!
0.1 COMMERCIAL
TRIANGLE P LLC .
36-10852 .i 1hhilsaT
0.14!1RRIGATION
470.9
TRIPLE ACE INC
.•
·-·
36-2558
·! 1211411952! · 3.0BIIRRIGATION
........... ~ 459
TRIPLECCONCRETEINC.
.. · - - - - 736-8791
1 6/17/1999j
1.llBilNDUSTRIAL
·-:-1
TRIPLEC CONCRETE INC ..
--· 36-6792 -jytm1999j
1.6B!INOUSTRIAL
.......... .-i-·TRIPLE T FARMS
36·7882B r 1217/1979,
7.BS!JRRIGATION .•
! 639.5
TROST,KENR;TROST,PAMJ
36-7996
7/24/19811
0..22jlRRIGATION
'
11
TURNER, BRUCE 8
45,7120A
1/10/19731
1.67'1RRIGATION
1 146
TURNER, CHARLES K; TURNER, STACEY
;37-7415A ·.
1/6/1975i
1.39tlRRfGATION
j.
69.4
TURNER, CHARLES K; TURNER, STACEY
'37-7415B
1/611975:
0.21 :STOCKWATEFI, COfv1MER91AL
TURNER, DALEN; TURNER, NILENE M
145.7334
Sfl/19781
1.7Sj1RRIGATION
160
TURNER, LOVELL J
i45-13548
1/19/197Si
o.o3JiRRIGATION
I
5.6
TURNER, RONALD J
;45-7333A .···· i/191197~j"
0.44 11RRIGATION
97.3
TURNEY, JAMES O; TURNEY, VICKIE
'45-7674
4/9/1990;
0.0311ARIGATION
.... ~0.8
1
TWIN STOCK LLC
...
'3e.7599- ..
5/2/19nJ
2.1sj1RRIGATION
107.5
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER, j
'DOMESTIC, FIRE
36·B090
6/16/1982;
0.51 !PROTECTION
UNIT 3 WATER ASSN INC
24
515/1994'
0.451DOMESTIC
1
36-8727
UNIT 3 WATER ASSN INC
ss-a19z......
1J/5/!~99,'"'r- - o.....
2-i1!HEATING, coouNG
·····+--;·····.··· ··· ·
.UNITED ELECTRIC COOP INC
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
'3fM61B3
6[1B/2003} .... o.o3!STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE
1
UNITEDSTATESOl'AMERICAACTING.
o.oallRRIGATION
.. .,
THROUGH
!S6·165B3' • S/15/1987!
4
1'

=

I

!-·-

I
!

J

··--1

~

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subjecl to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Priority
Water
Diversion
Total
Right No.
Date
Rate (els\
Current OWnet
Purpose of Use
Acres
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
I
i
I 9/10/19841
2.ea:1RRJGATION
THROUGH
'36-16691
133.B
UNITE.,,..Dc...s""'T-AT_E_s_o_F_A_N_,AE?"'R-IC_,AACTING
!
THROUGH
:36,16950
511/1967
0.22 IRRIGATION
11.14
..- ..·1----+----------"•,---....--1
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
'
'
'
135.7497
I 8121/1974
o.oslsrOCKWATER, WILDLIFE
THROUGH
"'uNcc1=T=E"'o~s"'r'""AT=cE""sC"o=-F~Al"'11."'1E=RC':1ccc-A.,-,-AC=T=1~N""'G--+----+---~-,----+-----·-··"-!·-· -

I

I

THROUGH
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
UNITED STATES OF AMERK;A..ACTING

------=

212s11en1

36-7830A

I 11/9/1978\
'
·

I

1.67 IRRIGATION
119
_.;....;..._ _ _~--+-- -··-·-·
I

·-

THROUGH
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
UNITED STATES ..OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING·-·THROUGH
--·---- _ _
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING

36-7S11A

0.67IIRRIGATION

.

:ss-sos6B

: 1121i19a2L_ .. _o.7! 1Rfl!.(3ATION

rl

i 8/19/1982,

--·---t,--

36-8110B

I

.

137·20839

!

I

'

137•20849

--

I

o.12!1RRIGATION

2/6/1974

46
4£

.I

l

i

119

··=+1.;....;....c.=,~;;.c..c.-------+-....;..:.:::;

0.19ilRRIGATION
64
-1.;...c...=c....;...c....;...c..._ _ _ _ __ _ , _ --

10/6/1!!:!:?.;...... __
0._42....,•.1..R_R_IGA_T_IO._N
_ _ _ _ _ _ _-+----'-"!
30

!
137-20851'

j 3/15/1983!

'1

\

·
o.02l1RRIGATION
30
------+-i-----------e.=.;

THROUGH
43-7007 _ I12/2411~ o.sjSTOCKWATER, WILDLIFE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
·-··
l15-13446 •. 1 4/13/1970_ 1,;
0.76 IRRIGATION
,
38
1
·
UNITEDSTATESOFAMER!CAACTING
THROUGH
..-+i:t:1358~9/17f1970j_ .... 0.4(1RRIGATION
33
1
UNITED STATES OF AMERICAACTING
I
I
'
-~---------'---~
THROUGH
,45-13786 · 9/17/1970!
0.54 IRRIGATION
i
39
iJNITEDSTATES oi=MKfl'li'cAAcTING __
~
r ...........-...--f------- ......-..

I

----i

-··r

-----;I--

,

T ____

THROUGH
l45-7340S j 2/2/19781
0.97,IRRIGATION . _
80
136·15645
JR FARMS LTD PARTNE.ASHIP
10/18/1968)
0.15:STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
JR"i!!ARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP.
- i36·15647
12/3/19661
o.12ll3!0CKWATER, f.ClMMERas::C<l-lAL'..t_-+1f----t
JR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP___
36-15649
2/18/19-7-1+!--a.-06
.. ISTOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL
JR FARh,"IS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-16192
117/1974'
O,Q3 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
4
JR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
,36-16378
1!7119741
0.11STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
JR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
t36-B549
6l2Bl19fl00.09iSTOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL .
JR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
137-21142 ..
1,7/1974'
o.aa!1RRIGATION, MITIGATION
~4.9
JR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
37-21160 . 2127/1979'.
0.12jMITIGATION
JS DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR BUREAU OF
'IECLAMATION
.36-16928
2/1/20121
0.2,HEATING. COOLING
JS DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
145-14303
4/13/1970!
1.2BilRRIGATION
130.5
145-14305' - ,_ 4/13/Hl71 •
JS DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
o.ae 1111RIGATION
130.S
•
- . ···- .
. 'DOMESTIC, FIRE

I

JS DEPT OF INTERIOR
JS DEPT OF INTERIOR

~.~
~~:~~~~c
I

0

36-16062
3&-8575

8/12/2002(
12/24/1990,

0.02 PROTECTION
o.oiSTOCKWATER, WILDLIFE
2
1f,::R:R·:,;:A;Tl:gONNN
_:~1-a
•
"'
7.ss!tRRIG.!\TION
o.22hRRIGATION
o,osjiRRIGATION ----.·.
0.16,COMMERCIAL
- ...

-J:::i~~:a •.~ J~~~:~:1--· ~,.

&Fl FARMS, LLC .
.
;45-1395Q.
I & R FARMS LLC
'45-13962
f & R FARMS PARTNERSHIP
!45-13963
iAOER. 6(:)1\lt:!i51Y~IJ.§!!,()R\IAL!:...----Js6-16836
/ALLEY COOPS INC
!36-8452

8/15/1975;
8/29/1991

i

8i2ei1§1if
.2/6/1971

L ...

! 8122/19B9i

• Enlargement right subordinate lo rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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120
120
367.4
120

2.3

Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangan Delivery Call

I

Diversion j
Total I
Rate (els) I
Purpose al Use
Acres '
!DOMESTIC, FIRE
i
l
1.52:PROTECTlON
VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT #262
136-16299
9/22/2004
I
•-,·-----···
''"'''""""'STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
VALLEY VlEW DAIRY LLC
0.12 DOMESTIC
12/3111962
.. :36-14846
VAN BEEK, DIANNE; VAN BEEK, JACK
136-2580
1.93!iRRIGATION
i 11/21/1963
369.1
·VAN BEEK, DIANNE; VAN BEEK, JACK
!36-7958
5.8;1RAIGATION
1/9/1981
I 290
VAN BEEK, DIANNE; VAN BEEK, JOHN W
0.08iSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
:36:16719'
31151197b
VAN BEEK, DIANNE; VAN BEEK, JOHN W
0.05iSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL .
.36-16720'
3/15/1975
:35.0021
VAN BEEK, DIANNE; VAN BEEK, JOHN W
1/2/1982,
0.22iSTOCKWATER,..J5bMMERCIAL.
VAN BEEK, DIANNE; VAN BEEK, JOHNw-·
i36-8398
o.s11STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL !
2/14/19951
""'""-0,
i
f
VANDYK &SONS A GENERAL PARTNERSHIP!36-7319
3122/1973
1.11 ;IRRIGATION
74!

Current Owner

Walet

Right No.

,

I

Priority
.Date

--

-

·-·~·-

'"""'"'""I'"'"' I "''",,.I

V'"
OYK &SONS A GENERAL
VANDYK, MARIE C; VANDYK, RICHARD B

VANDYK, RICHARD B; VANDYK, TAMMY D
VANDYK, RICHARD B; VANDYK, TAMMYD
[VAN STRAALEff,j":· ALICE; VAN STRAALEN,
IAHIE
iVAN STRAALEN. ALICE: VAN STRAALEN,

:e~~

STRAALEN, ALICE; VAN STRMLEN,

35.n3a
36·7760 __
36·8389

1

..J

I

9/7119771
1117/1977
9/1/1988

·,
136-16506
1 ...... 6508

!I 9/1418/1975\.

iss-1::-r:5/19721

ARIE
36-16510
1
iVAN TASSELL, AFTON
36~2569
iVAN TASSELL, AFTON; VAN TASSELL, GAIL 36-7512
!VANTASSEU.:;·AFTON; VAN TASSELL, GAIL. 36·7966
!VANTASSELL.PERRY
·-rsi:0010
[YANTASSELL. f:ERRY
-l3§-7784A
\VANTASSELL, PERRY
135.77549
lVANDEN BOSCH SR, MARVIN L; VANDEN
!BOSCH, JEANNETTE
36-7954
iVANOER VEGT, !RENE
:_[36-7283
iVANDER VEGT,IRENE
:36-7289
1
\/ANDEA\IEGi';iRENE
!36-73638

1 8/16/1973!
. 4/3/1963
]11!25/19741
I 2123/1981 i
1 9/28/19671
3/17/19781
3/17/19781
,-·
12/30/19801
I 1/5/197~.!
11/2211973;
, 8/7/1973!

~~~~I~~~~ i=§~i~ig~i~~-=·· ~---~I!~!~~ .·.· ·+•.~:!~~:~--

,.,,IIARIGA_T_IO_N____
741
2.5llRAIGATION
·····125
2.3ilRAIGATION
I
222
··o.fs!STOCKWATER. OOMMEfic=1"""AL-+---'=I
!
---11
O.OSICOMMERCIAL
,-·---"--~---1----l

o.2slsTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL :
o.os;STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL i
1RRIGATION
1
··~fallRRIGA'tlON
.o._37i1RRIGATION
3.79 IRRIGATION
3.23 IRRIGATION
1.11 IRRIGATION
.
I
0.07 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1.1611RRIGATION
2.1 :IRRIGATION
2.56:IRRIGATION

·o.9

45
837
837

305
272
305

I

2,
76'
105
245
2

1

t ti!~~~~-g~:~~ · · ·-· ··--===.'.i~i : -1··~~~.~:;:;::~:i;~~ ~:::;f
I
iiiii~~~~~g~:~OMME~~l~L4 .• ~

1

1

i
9/2311997!

j

VANOERHAM, DANNY C

!36-8636

ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
1 DOMESTIC

!i!~!:~:~t~t~~- . :· :-.--~~·::;:~ · I iirf1:H1- =rtt:::~~+:i~·1

VANDERVEGT-GIEISON, IFlENE ········~ ·-·- - 36·2673
B/3/19661
VANDER\IEGf:e1asoi('iRENE____
36:7517112!171197~ -

. . .==-F !~

2:2B'IRRIGATION .. ..
.. 4 IRAIGATION-- .

1

-~114
.. .

556

~!~!ii~1f!~UBEN~lE=f~l~=;;'~:~~:j~~,,:~:~~~
~~+fg~. ---- _
1

. - ·-··--··-----~ -----·---·

~~w.~~~~~D PARTNERSHIP

·-1-·-··· --- -· --·· .. . ·············-··

l~~:~~;--+-~i~t~~ii ~:;~

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery can

--------~··-"""·-··,......--,......"7.'.=~-r--=~:-,C-;::;"-~.---------~-r-:~-c,
Water l Pi'iority I ulversion
Total
Currant.Owner
Right No.
VEENSTRA, rHANKW
136·16746
VEENSTRA, FRANK W
136·16748
VEENSTRA, FRANKW
;36·7666A
VEENSTRA, FRANK W
136·76688
VEENSTRA, FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
1
JANE
36-15207
VEENSTRA, FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
JANE
36•7274
-------------"""--~"""--VEENSTRA, FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
JANE
36-7341
VEENSTRA, FRANK w; VEENSTRA, MARv-r
JANE
!36-7472
VEENSTRA, FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
J
·--·
JANE
36-7526
·-·
VEENSTP.A, FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
,
JANE
136·8100
VEENSTRA. FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
JANE
37·20590

I

I

Dale. IRate (els)
Pul!)Ose of Use
Acres
I 9/1511972'
0.161STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
8/16/1973
0.05 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
1/5/1977
1.64!1RRIGATION
J
82
1/5/1977
0.66[STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL !
'

1

, 7/29/1988

1'

o.o4iDoMESTIC

1·

I

11117/1972
o.e IRRIGATION
.
50
-l--'-'~.;..;;,.;.;;;+--'=-4----"-------------=.::.1
!I,

1
1

6/1811973

2.06 IRRIGATION

5/B/1974

__ 2.16:IRRIGATION .

r

•

~ - 157

·1

I

3/24/1975

5.08 IRRIGATION
306
·1RRiGATION, STOCKWATER;-i· - · o.1s!D0MESTIC
!
5

!

j

...1.J/13/1982

I

103

7122/1971

1.74 IRRIGATION

113

l __

VEENSTRA, Ff!~NK; VEENSTRA, MARY JANE ,~6·152il...7/29/1988!

0.24rS-TOC_KW_A_T_ER
_______

\fERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LlC
\fERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LL_C
VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
\/ERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
\IERSREE LAND-HOLDINGS LLC
1/EREIREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
ifERSREE LANifHOLOINGS LLC
\/ERBREE LAND HOLDINGSLLC
ifERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
1/'EABREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC

0.38 IRRIGATION
211.5
0.3 STOCKWATER;coMMERCIAL
7.3 IRRIGATION
i 477.7
7.3 IRRIGA-=T~IO""N~-----+!-47""1··-.s
1.01 pRRld.:~TION
·-t--lQQl.,;;1
3.12 IRRIGAT==1o=N:-c.- - - - •. I
.?QQJ
0.24 COMMERCIAL
0.1 STOC;:cKc7iW-;;;A
..T"'E"'R',""D"'Oc;cM"'Ec;;ST"'l"'C,...-+-~
0.09!5TOC.!<WATER
!
0.261STOCKWATER, COMMERC'IAL:.-i-i-----1
0.05ilRRIGATION
2.6
4.34 IRRIGATION
I
305

l3S.1599S
136-15999
136-i 5458
!36-16460
!36-16745
~-2642
. 136-fiisA
36-731BB
36-7318C
!36-7318D
j36-7318E
138-7535

..

~~~=~~~Nb ~~tg:~~~-tt~-·-·····

4/Bi1!l75;
4/8/1975
9/2311965l
2/15/1974!
9/15119721
2111/1966'
3/21/1973
3/2111973
3/21119731
I 312111973j
3/21119731
. 4/9/19751
1
1
'1

.=-_

,.1~

i~t~~~ ' · l ~~~;H~~ 5~7: :~~Jg~~:~~--·····

JERBAEELANDH6L5fNGSLt..c-··-- ._,..j36:i640 ... l10181_1sii6
sfERBREE LAND H(?LDll'>JGSLLC:_ .. _
VERBR~ELP.ND HOLQll'J~~ LLC
\IERBREE: LAND HOLDINGS LLC

.. • 136-77()6
_j:36-7788.A
. 136-77888

j~::~~~tt~g~gEgJ~g: ttf ..... ·-·--!;;:~i;_
\IERBREE LAND HOLDl,l'JGS LLC_..

·--·-36--8351

..
l
,/ERBREE
LAND
HOLDINGS
LLC
• -- ' -,-,-- '
--~-·---=-•.L36-8666
::~:G:::~~:~~;:::~~EVE

•

c.

r~1~

----j ::

lRRIGP.IIQl:I . ···-- ... ..
_5/2;;/1977 _
iA5 lflRIGP,TION
_ .....
4/B/1978 .. __1,.0.4 IRRIGAJ:ICJN - - --- _ ..
418/1978 .. Q.~1:1_ IRR_IG.,ATION ... .. .........
... ~1

1~6

E\E\9
_500

~,11i!~f;;;:;;.;1-r=. . .

\~~~;1~:~tl _

1
i

. 6115/1988

0.19 1DQMESTIC
iSTOCKWATER,
COMMERCIAL,
1
7/1011992'
0.27
00MESTIC
""-••-•·-t••-••• --- ••,
• •• •s-• ••••• - , ,••, •••

i

I:~:=~ 1~::---0~~:E~~~~:~~~~;:~~L,
!

-

5

~::~:::~::FAMILY _:: ~~:I ~~~~ ; .,'.;~~~~~=~~:, I"'~
• Enlargement right s~bordinale to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subjec:t to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call

Waler
Righi No.
W 4 DAIRY
36-16569
w 4 DAIRY
,,,,_,,,
36-16578
W 4 DAIRY
:36·165Sr
V.i 4 DAIRY
, ,,.,...
··-·1as.16737
W 4 DAIRY
13&-2650
WACHTEL. BERND; WACHTEL, SHElLA
136-16560
WAHLSTROM, LESLIE; WAHLSTROM, RON~-8612
145:7043
WALKER, AUSTIN RAY; WALKER, JONI
···---·~-.....-L.....~ - WAL~E~. AUSTIN RAY; V!ALKER, JONI
j~.§·7235
WALL, DIANA R; WALL, LARRY G
36-8451
WARD, ALLAN
.
(4if:1433g
WARD: ALLAN
'""''.is'.'.14339
WARD, ALLAN
45-14340
WARD,AMYRAE;WARO,STANLEY·-··· 37.7595-..
~-16331
WARD,'DANIEL G; WARD, KAfJLA ..
WARD; DANIEL G; WARD, KARLA
- ...... ~·16333
WARD, DANIEL G; WARD, KARLA
136-16335"
WARD. DANIEL G; WARD, KARLA
3&-7717
WARO,bANIELG;WARO,KARLA
. . ~14425
'WAfiD~DANIEL G; WARD, KARLA
··4~259

Current Owner

CM•

WARNER JR, THOMAS F; WARNER, PAUL1NE 36-7262
WARNER LAND & LIVESTOCK
~3..6-7263
WARNER, GARALD; WARNER, SARA
:37-7679
WARNER, THOMAS
;36•7213
WARNER, THOMAS
.
i36-7486
WARNER, THOMAS
......._..
36·7498
WARREN,DAVIDL;WARREN,SANDRAL
AS,13567'
WARREN, DAVID L; WARREN, SANORA L
".45-7023
WARTL.UFT. HAROLD; WARTLUFT, LOIS
]37-13375
WATERS, LINDA K; WATERS, TIM H136-26S7B
WATERS. LINDA K: WATERS, TIM H
·-·'436·7096A
WATERS, LINDA K; WATERS, TIM H
36·7613
WATERS, LINDA K; WATERS, TIM H
'.36-7703

PriCll'i!y Diversion
Total
Date
Rate (clsl
P
of Use
Acres
[ 2/8/19771
2.89!1RRIGATION
30B
2/20/19901
0.4211RRIGATION ,,, _ _ _ _ _ _ _s_o_e,
i 3/15/1987!
o.oaU,RlGATION
306
! 12/111972!
1.a1IRRIGfsTION .
····----c3-'-2"'40
5/6119561
2.42\IRRlGATION
,
320
218/1971 I
om ,lRRIGATION
-·---+1-··~
i0/24/1991 !
0.03 IRRiGATION
;
1
I 1218119691
1.02 T'""R""R··1"G:-:A"'T"l'O"'N~-----+--i-70-.6"
I 4/4/fo7sl
0.83[1RRIGAJ=IO""N~-----1---1'-'-7.;:,;o.46
! 9/2611989!
0.02,COMMERClAL
.
9!15/1971
0.21 !IRRIGATION .....
--+-,-2-7-.9--i
9/15/1971 !
0.091STOCKWATER, COMMtR_C_IAL--+•---i
I 6J'3(l/19B5!
o.01 11RRIGAT10f,1,
.
:
27.9
! 217119771
2.59jlRRIGATION
i 196
i 11/1Si1970I
0.21 jSTOCKWATER, COMMERc:i.~rr--5/16/1980!
0.05 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
I 5126/1971 I
o.021srocKWATER, COMMERCIAL
i 5126/19771
0.07,STOCKWATER,.COMMERCIAL
..
1
i 6130/19851
o.2s;1RRIGATION
294.8
219/1976:
4.03IIRRIGATION. ····----·
313

-

-

I

I

9/19/19721
1.9 IRRIGATION
99
9/1911972
0.26ilARIGATION - - · - - ·
128
9/2311977
0.12 IARIGATION
6
I 1213011971
4.BhRRIGATION
240
6/2711974
2.4 IRRIGATION.
........ ,
120
8/1911974
0.8!1RR1GATION
40
0.21 IRRIGATION..
163
j11/14/1983,
i 1126/1968[
1.77!1RRIGATION
· - ,,_.,163
1 s/1'm968i .. 0.15[1RRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1
3.5
i 1/27/19661
1,54i1RRIGATION
i
701
12/1/19691 ,
0.77;1RRIGATION
_
I
701
! 2/26/1976!
1.61 IRRIGATION
:
701
\ 511011977T
3.57'1RRIGATION
1
198

i

L

WAUNA VISTA P.ARK HOMEOWNERS ASSN :s6•B720
1•. ·• ~1.1994. .·.1..
WAYMENT FARMS INC
145·13413 j 6/3011985 _
WAYMENT FARMS INC
145,2691
i 12/20/1962
WAYNE C ANDERSEN LLC
45·10310'
51111978 .
[45-11728 J 6/30/1985
WAYNEC ANDERSEN LLC
WAYNE C ANDERSEN LLC
,!.45·14244 flai17/191:l2!
WAYNE C ANDERSEN LLC
:45,14246
6/30/1985
lwAVNE c ANDERSEN LLc
)45·704B
. &'3/1910;
lWAYNE C ANDERSEN LLC
; 45-7347
j 6129/1978:_

-r

::;:~~;;;~~!~~~.

KERI JO

WEBER, JEFF L; WEBER, KERI Jo
WEBER,JEFFL;WEBER,KERIJO

:~~~:~~~~:;~~;;;~~
~A~~d iERT, RITA,.,.. -

:~=~:

WESTONEBANKIDAHO

•

1;:~B rfo:~I:w
)1-20asii
,37.7009.

H
1

_3{@~~s+
3/22119711

0.osllflR!GATION-

r

-

0.75ll£!RIGP.1)0N_
3.4dRRIGATION

l

791.8
1265
.,.. 465
941,5
941.5
1255
1265

... T

4.o41RRIGATION
1.25ilRRIGATlON
2,67}TRRIGATION
2. rn!IRRIGATION

0.7

1 ]9,1.8

r

•

2.strFiRiGAtloN

J ..

.·.·

j

4.5i1RRIGATION

a~:

1
~~~::~~-

. . ··:=-634

I..

• o,f~RJ:llG}f1o!i=.__~_ .~
4A;IRRIGATION
1

.•

!

534
288

. ]

609

...._· · · +~~::~~~'· · ··-~~}:~t- ~9~1 ~~~~·
1--,o
11::~~~~ fLy~~~i}i-· 2~:+: :~~~:~~ '~··---=-=+ .1!~
--~--

36·15215*

3/15/1972f

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

1.1:IRRIGATION
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-
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
Water
Priority
Total
ff ht No..
Date
Purpose ot Use
Acres
WEST ONE BANK IDAHO
!36·7145
i 12/10/1970
ATION
609
W:: : :Ec,: ST.:. . : :O: : NE=BAN:.: . : K.:c:; :ID:.:. cA.. :H.: .0_ _ _ _ _ _-1:;;.;36:_·7---1:..:47+-+-.:.:121::.c1:.::0/:..:1.:::97c.:0+--4.;.:.0:::.:3:.c11---R:.. :Rc..:IG~A~T~IO:N~-=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=-~+~-::_.. :s::::09:.:.i
WEST ONE BANK IDAHO
136-7528
-"--3/-=--27___/1c..c9.:..75---!_--"1c.c..O.cc8·~1R_R....1G.___A~T-IO
___N
_ _ _ _ _ _;............6091
WEST ONl:fBANK IDAHO NA
136-714
12/10/1970
1.94 IRRIGATION
609!
WEST SLOPE FARMS I N C 4 5 • 1 t o 2 2 ·
. 5/1/1968
0.37 IRRIGAT"'IO::"cN~----~--'a'""e-'-4!
WEST SLOPE FARMS INC
j45-1440f:::J9!15/1971 j
0.49jlARIGATl9;;;..;:..N_ _ _ _ _+-+----8:::Bc.:.i4
WEST SLOPE FARMS INC
J45-14404 ! 6/30119851
0.02'1ARIGATION
884
WEST SLOPE FARMS INC
j45-700Si 9/6/1967!
5.32 IRRIGATION~-----+---8
....8~4
WEST, JIM
f37-8222 ·-· f- B/5/1985
0.03 STOCKWATER
WESTERN DAIRYMEN COOPERATIVE INC
136:]4928 I 7/31/1974.
3.9611RRIGATION
198
WESTERN FARM SERVICE. INC
36-B341
, 11/25/19B7
0.08iCOMMERClAL
WESTERN FARM SERVICE INC
145-7648.
i 613/1989
02iCOMMERCIA_L_ _ _ _ _ ·_:: __ _
Current Owner

II

WESTERN IDAHD POTATO PROCESSING co 136·8324
413/1987
2iF1RE PROTECTION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY co
i3fl..10863A'
5t1 /1 =4-_:::2·::,:57~J~lA:.:,A,::IG:::·A:..:T:..:I0:::::.2N_ _ _ _ _ _,·,_;:'50~6;:::i3
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
!36·108638*
5/1/1970
0.03 IRRIGATION
5063
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136-11290'
5/1/1985!
0.06 IRRIGATIO.'"'N=========-~::.::-_:::::B-6=27~."-14
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
i36·11340'
4/1/1972!
0.97 IRRIGATION=----+--'B::.:6:=Z:,:...:·-:.i4
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136·13320 .,. 9/8/1962i
0.11 ~6cRWA'rE_R_ _ _ _- - - l - - - - l
WESTERNMORTGAGE&FfEALTYCO
136-15234' i 3/15119711
1,14!1RRIGATION
2969.3
WESTERN MORTGAGE & "f:fEALTY CO
i3a.15264A' t· 8/24/19651
0.66 i IRRIGATION
5063
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36-152646' I 8/4/19791
0.71JIRRIGATION
I 5063
WESTERNMORTGAGE&REALTYCO
36-15567 , 2/20/19901
1.54 IRRIGATION
i 8627.4
WESTERi'fMORTGAGE&REALTYCO
36-15616;-···1 7/13/1971i
0.17 IRRIGATION·-260
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36-15617' ! 7/13/1971 I
0.03 IRRIGATION
! 8627.4
1
WESTERNMORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36-15618 1111/1966
3.86! IRRIGATIO!"
260
WESflfRNMoRl'GA"GE&REALTYco
36-15619___ ,l1111oos1
o.1111RR1GArroN
·--ra627.4
1
WESTEflN-.f~Q!'lTGAGE & REALTY CO
36·156~1.-...' 2/B/19771
3.34j!RRIGATION
___ _;_ B627.41
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136·16456' i 3'15/19841
0.1 llRRIGATlON
_.....J 8627.4,
WESTERf,fMOATGAGE & REALTY co
!3fl..165B2;~] 3/15/19871
o.oeilRRIGAT!ON
I 8627.4
WESTERNMORTGAGE&RE.ALTYCO
i36·165B5'
3115/1987
0.98ilRRIGATlON
! 2969.3
WESTERNMORTGAGE&REALTYCO
'36-16689
5/2211974
4.6Bl1RRIGATlON
..,.
I 2969.3

I

:~:+:~ ~g:;~Ag~t:::t~ gg I~:~:::-

:j~ ~~=

WESTERNMORTGAGE&REAL'rYco-·-- 3£3-16789
-,111/1957
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36-16790 ·- ·11/1/1967
WESTERNMORTGAGE&REALTYCO ...... j36•16814
2/20/1990
WESTERN MORTGAGE& REALTY CO ········. 6~16815

~~~;:~~g:~::~t=~!t+~gg
WESTEFff{MORTGAGE&RE.t>.Li'vcO
We.sTERNMDRTGAGE &REACfvco

:=~t~~1~~=f~~t~~g

f

... .

:21201ieso

--~~~:~~ -1~~~~;~~1
[3s:2ss2B

1111.?JHM,31
6/3119641

1ss:2sa1

. {!~:~r1~~~=~1
iss-=-2020
8/6/1965!

WES'f!fRN MORTGAGE& REALTY.· ·. cb
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REAl.fv'ci5'-·

2
~o:.;1 s1~:IR::R:l~G:A;T:lgO~N· . - ···•· .············

[
0.08!1RRIGATION
11.SS'lRRIGATION ..._
ii3!1RRIGATION_,___

~==L

2969.3
.. - - . 29-69.3
B627.4

~:~~1:: :~~;:g~ =- ~· =~~- . . ::~

o.Osi1RRIGATION
2.9jlRRIGAT!ON
1 1
······71~.1: S 1::l:R-=R.. 1;~G··~A;T:igO····~N·. --·

1

5063

8627.4
063
1'.4
1-~~2
41

===
-----J ""

/36-26531:l .li. 99/'112/2/1196696~6·..... 0.6ei1RRIGATION-····· - -····
WESTERNMORTGAGE&REALTYCO
l362653N ......
·oos IRRIGATION ····~--,j, ,
....... .....
WE.STERN MORTGAGE &REALfy co
136-2653P
9/12/1966
6.75 iRRIGATlON .
9 / 1 ~ - - 0.09 IRRIGATION.
WESTERN MORTGAGE& REALTY CO ~36·2653Q
----7/14/1977'
1.7 IRRIGATION
n_,

0~~~:~ ~g~+~~~~! :~~t~§g

WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO

' -

1::i~~~

l36-7021A

'.-'

- i1

~~!~~=i-·· ~:!~lt~~:~~~:g~·-·

9

' Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier lha,n April 12, 1994

8627
25ao:;

·ra627:4l

jas214 1
I 8627.4

-------
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8627.4

---·---- -8627.4
---8627.4
- -------8627.4

Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Cl.Jrtailment • Aangen Delivery Call
Waler
Priority
Diversion
Total
RI ht No.
Date
Raia (els)
Purpose of Use
Acres
Current Owner
MORTGAGE_&REALTYCO
36·7021C -~9,!J9-66
0.54'.IRRIGATION
8627.4
MORTGAGE&REALTYCO
36-7041
10/15/1968
4.4
IGATION
8627.4
!36·7209
, 11/17/1971
4.01
~IG"'A';;;Tli:O~N--I
5063
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
i36·7246A
5/18/1972
3.81
IGATION
--5063
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
i36-72468 i 5/18/1972
o.
ATlON
5063
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
.136-7391
I 10/12/1973
0.11 .IRR1GATl"'O~N----8627.4
136·7476B I 5/2211974
1.8ilRRIGATION
--·-2969.3
WESTERN MORTGAGE&REALTY CO
7
0.07iiR"'R"'IG"".A""Tc;-;IO"'N-:-------+-cB""627-..,i4
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO --\36•75808 I 11/21/1975
STERN MORTGAGE &REALTY CO---·· i36·7560C i 11/21/1975!
3.53JIRRIGATION
8627.4
TERN MORTGAGE & REALTY co
1112111e1si·
o.s2IIRRIGATION
8627.4
i36-7611B
2/2511977!
4.29+:c!IR"'R"'l-:GccAT::l-:::O-::-;N-----~~86.,.2,.7--i.4
TERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
ISS.:7627
6t7/1975I ... 5.57ilRRIGATION
i 5063
136·7795A
5/26/1978!
-1.s___..ei"'1Rc-:A""'1G="A""'r=10""""'N------1 B627,~
WESTEf=ii,J"MORTGAGE & REALTY co
1/\'ESTERN MORTGAGE & REAL!Y CO
::J36:7795B
5/26/197B
0.06,IRRIGATlON
1_<~§27.4
WESTERNMORTGAGE&REALTYCO
•78308
11/9/1978
1.71ilRRlGATION
J--.ll627.4
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
8B
3/4119B2!
0.05 tFIAIGATION
' 6627.4
D
3/4/19821
0.04 IRRIGATION
8627 4
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY
3/4/191!12
2, 17 i1ARIGATION________
8627:4
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO • - 136..SD6BE
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136.S068F
3/4/1982'
0.051IRRIGATION
, 8627.4
WESTERNMOATGAGE&REALTYCO
136-8069N
3/4119821 .... 0.03IIAR1GATION,___
T 6627.4
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO --·-,~-806BP
3/4/1982'-·3.341\ARIGATION
' 8627.4
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
·i36·80S9Q j 3/4/1982
0.05 IRRIGATION
6627.4
VVESTERN MORTGAGE & REAL.TYCO
,36·8227
6/30/198:lr
1.e1pRRIGATION
5063
ESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136·8274A
714/1985!
0.28:IRRIGATION
8627A
WESTERNMORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136-82748 1· 7/4119Bsr----- 2.04 :JRRIGATION
I 8627.4
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY co··1aB-s21ss
s1e119B5J
· 2.4al1RRIGATl0N
· ss27.4
WESTEFi"NMORTGAGE&REALTYCO
l36·B404
I 3/1/19891
2.1.i!5.RIGATION
i 8627.4
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO_...... -13~B475
10/31/1989
2.64 IRRIGATION
8627.4
WESTERNMOATGAGE&REALTYCO
fil-8777
I
3/4119821
1.121RRIGATION
, B627.4
WESTWAYTRADJNG
.........
136-8765
417/1997.
o.ot1!DOMEST1c
,
wG FARMs LLc
- - - --------· Jsti-1ssssA·
6/3otrn1s
---11221RR"'19i=-.A;:-;T""10=:N;-:----- ---+1-4-3s.....
2.i
1
WG FARMS LLC ...
·•
- LSG-15380' :1 4/1/1974\
0.26'.IRRIGATION
- - - : 4382.7
s121119-52L
~.o1JIRRIGATtoN
4382.7
WG
!36·2550
.WG FARMS LLC
i26·7186
,. 5/1911972;
0.26jlRRIGATlON
i 43Si7
WG FARMSTL6
36-7187
5/19/1972_
0.41IRRIGATlON
438],!
'WG FARMS LLC
J36-718B
5/19/19i'2:
o.s1j1RRIGATION
1
158
iWG FARMS LLC
'38-7189
6/29/19711
0,52ilRAIGATION
135
WG FARMS LLC
(38·7190
51j~/19!2t_
0.84jlRRIGATION
•
156
WG FARMS LLC
:3&7191
5/19/1972!
0.7ilRRIGATION
153
1
3&7393
, 10/12/1973;
0:78]1RRIGATION
'--·- 3_12
WG FARMS LLC
WG FARMS LLC
}6-7399
i 10130/1973J
4.aspARIGATION
43a2.1
WG FARMS LLC
36-7531
3/31/19751
1,6llRRIGATION
BO
)6·8107
8/10/1982f
0.76jfRR!GATION
WG FARMS LLC
1 312
-i'''438!f7
WG FARMS LLC
36·6212
! 6/2211983
1.16 11RRIGATION
+ 4362.7
WG FARMS LLC
;36-8213 ___ !__ o/22/19[sr
2:i:f4ltRRIGATION
! '"-"• 4382.7
(36-6257 __ l12/6/1984Ia____
4,4.2llRRlgAT.19N
·•· 4362.7

!'

[sa-1seoo··---,

I

co--·-

i

I_

···1

i

i

L

i-==-~

i

I

J

i
j

r
I

j

:~ ~:=~~ ~~g:~:t~:: g~~
WG FARMS LLC

::~;WHEELER, LINDA _

.

i::}

z· ~~:~:::.

::~.:::::i~~

·::~!~!
·
I
,oJi~i:!~1--{~(~i:::~~iL
137-75El1 r 1/9/197Bi l 6130h985"'

WHITBY, BEVERLY A; WHITBY, ROBERT D --WHITELEY BROTHERS LLC
,45-10414

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

'-'{"-~,--

i 4382.7

!

0

M--2
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call

Water
Priority
Diversion
Total
Current Owner
Right No.
Date
Rate (els)
Purpose of Use
Acres
WHITTAKER, JAMES A
37-8063
, 1/6/1963
2 IRRIGATION
658
WHITTAKER. KEITH
·36-8553
7/9/1990
0.13ilRRIGATION
4.3
1
WHITWORTH, BOYD
45-7638
3/10/1989
0.06 INDUSTRIAL
----~--------·---~~=--=-c:-::-:-:-::-=-=i---=-=+==:c=~-----------1
WICKEL, ARDEL W; WICKEL, JUDY M
45.13773•
3/15/1968
0.66 IRRIGATION
849
WICKEL, ARDEL W; WICKEL, JUDY M
45.7335
: 1/24/1978
4.38 IRRIGATION
849
WICKEL, ARDEL W; WICKEL, JUDY M
45.7449
7115/1980
0.41 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER i
849
WICKEL, ARDEL W; WICKEL, JUDY M
45.7471
5/2211981
1.36 IRRIGATION
849
WILCOX, FRANCIS; WILCOX, MARGARET
36-8515
3/2/1990
0.03 IRR"'IG::A""T"'l"'O'"'N----·---t--t----i1
WILD WEST INC
37-21719
3/2212006
0.11 DOMESTIC
WILFERTH, CONNIE; WILFERTH, DONE
:36·7594
12116/1975
0.14 IRRIGATION
\COMMERCIAL, FIRE
WIWE HUNZEKER ENTERPRISES
36·7045
11/1511968
0.14 PROTECTION
WILLIE, DANIELL
36-15637
10/18/1968
0.07 COMMERCIAL
WILLIE, DANIELL
36-15639
12/3/1986
0.05iCOMMERCIAL
WILLIE, DANIELL
36-15641
I 2/18/1971
0.03 COMMERCIAL
WILLIE, DANIELL
36-16114
11/1511970
0.29iMITIGATION
WILLIE, DANIELL
36-16116
5/16/1960
0.07 MITIGATION
i
-w"'1L"'L~IE,'-,=D-A-Nl=E~L-L---------+,3-6--1-'-e,"'"2-"4-·--1--5-/2-"6',-11"'-97""1+---"o"'"'.oa"'"+MITIGATION
i
WILSON, DIANA J; WILSON, ROBERT E
36-7892
2/411980
0.06 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1.4
i
WISE, EARL; WISE, INEZ -·------.3::-:6:--8:-::6:-::3::-8--t--:,:-::/7::711"'9"'92::c,--t--:o=-.o=-4:-icll""R""R-;-:;IGc-;Ac;;Tc;;IOc-=Nc'",-=oo:-:-;-M~E"'S=r"'1c,----+-1
!
WLR LC
·36·16568
218/1
t--~10='.714:+.-;IR"°R"'IG""'A,...T;:,clOacNc:'---'-'_;c_:~~--+--,.,
1076
""w""L-:R"":L'""c------------+:3c:c6-:·17657=7,......-t--:2/2=
1.5 IRRIGATION
1076
WLR LC
36-16586
3/1
0.09 IRRIGATION
1076
WOOD RIVER RANCH CO INC
136-8312
8/1
0.05 STOCKWATER
WOODLAND, ALAN; WOODLAND, DEBRA
36-16517'
3/1
0.93 IRRIGATION
307
WOODLAND, ALAN; WOODLAND, DEBRA
36-16518'
3/15/1
0.12 IRRIGATION
32
WOODLAND, ALAN; W90DLAND, DEBRA
36-16698 I 7/12/196
5.02 IRRIGATION
606
WOODLAND, MICHAEL D
136-7930
8/11/198
3.68 IRRIGATION
I 200
:
WOODLAND, MICHAEL D; WOODLAND,
I
PATRICIA
,36-15179"
0.94 IRRIGATION
3/15/1975'
531
WOODLAND, MICHAEL D; WOODLAND,
'I
PATRICIA
36-2567
3.4 IRRIGATION
3/7/1963
531
WOODLAND, MICHAEL D; WOODLAND,
PATRICIA
36·2674
8125/1966
1.04 IRRIGATION
,
531
~i~~tNo; MICH-AEL D;\IVOODLAND, ........,:6-70-55-···---l·-4-/7~1.1~9.6°·9'·! ----~:4: IRRIGATIO..N•.... - - · -

i

I

I

~A~~ftNo, MICHAEL.o: wciocii].No,

I

·--J~==;;

36·7461

waoovil.a.Ffo, ARt..E:i'>J;WciciDw.a.Fio;'JLJbv··· 35.s194·

I

1

s12511s14

a.3s\RRIGAT10N

5/2411983

o os~1RR1GAT10N

I
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~~i~:g!g~~~:~:!i~:·~~~~·: ~~· ir~~~--~4!i ==-·~'.~·~1~~~;~~~::___
~: : :~~F~~
~.·-. . ..~.···-.A~-.ic.·:.L.~.f~
.....~W·;_··:·1g
.....~.t·D·•. ~.o·A· · · H·R·Z······w."
·
"'"·
D;:~. .~c. ·
WRIGHT, CECELIA W; WRIGHT, JOHN W
36·7562D .. 1t2iifai4 ..
o.f;J~KWATER, COMMERCIAL I
w·RIGHT,CECELIA\i{;WRIGHT, JOHN W. . 36-7562E •.· 112111974 • • o.1511RRIGATION
.
·j

.

.

... ..

.

WRIGLEY, DON; WRIGLEY, EDITH; WRIGLEY,
MAVIS;WRIGLEY, RICK; WRIGLEY, VERLA
.45-7155A

I

I

10/12/197:3.

• Enlargement light subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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I

2.29 IRRIGATION
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Aangen Delivery Galt
Current Owner

I
I

Waler

Priority
Date

Riahl No.

Diversion I

Rate Ccfsll

Total
Acres

Pumnse of Use

.l

WRIGLEY, DON; WRIGLEY, EDITH; WRIGLEY,
l
296
2131_!974j
2.29!1RRIGATION
'' ,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,
MAVIS; Wfll~!:EY, Rl,9,K; WRIGLEY! VERLA --~1§:?.166B
WRIGLEY, DON; WRIGLEY, GALE; WRIGLEY, l
!
;
JAY~ WRIGLEY, RlCK
145·7166D
2/3lHl74
,.. 2:1RRIGATION
I 172.5
WA1GLEY,-ED1TH; WRIGLEY. RICK
.45-13565
10/1211973
_g.1Bi1RR1GAT10N
i
280
WAIGLEY:eoITH; WRIGLEY, RICK ... ,,,~].11s:7{5sc..
21311974
2.18!1RRIGATION .
I 280
WYATT, GRANT M
45·13541
6/30/1985
2.09\IRRIC:lATION
'
479
WYBENGA.D.-AIRY LLC~ _ --··········-·jl45-13418
10/31/1974
5.24JJRRIGATION •..
1223
WYBENGADAIRYLLC
45-13440 1 1/4/1975
2.11 :IRRIGATIOfl!___
1223
WYBEN~DAIRYLLC
.
" 145-13442 T10/31/19741
5.45 IRRIGATION
-1223
1
l'!'._YBEN~ElAIRYLLC
- - - - · ·_.,L45·13444 I 5/30/1978!.
2.31 :IRRIGATION
1223
WYBENGADAIRYLLC
:45-71968 . 1/4/19751
2.03i1RRIGATION
' 1223
WYBENGA DAIRY LLC ·- - · - · - ·
45·73458 ! 6/3011978:.
2.22;1RR!GATION
.
1223
WYBENGA.DARLA;INYBENGA.STEVEC·--·,45.13423 i 11411975(
o.2s!sTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL [
WYBENGA, DARLA; WYBENGA, STEVE C
45-13425
10/31..[1974~0;631 sTOCKWATER, COMMERCIACT- : 1
WYBENGA,llARLA; WYBENGA, STEVE C:45-13427 I 6/30/1976
0,27,STOCKWATER,
COMMERCIAL 1 · WYBENG/\, DARLA;WYBENGiCSTEVE_C, --145·13976 ! 1/4/1975
0.061STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
WYBENGA, DARLA; WYBENGA, STEVE C
i45·13978 !10/31/1974
0.16fSTOCKWATER~COMMERCIAL
WYBENGA, DARLA; WYBENGA, STEVE C
'45-13980 I 6/30/197B
0.01,sTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
WYNN DEWSNUP FAMILY REVOCABLE
·---··-!0-----l

I

i

---T

[

_____, _

TRUST
.•... ..
•36-15217' ; 3/1511968
WYNN DEWSNUP FAM!L y REVOCABLE
'
JAUST . ...
. . . . . ... . . •36-7356C I 7/24/1973,
Y§RC;N,GEORG~~'r'ERIGN,Sl.l~A,N.E_ _ ~7-20717 , 4/29/2002r
YOUNG, KAREN W; YOUNG, ROSS M
37-7621E
517119zz.l.
YOUNG, KAREtfW; YOUNG;f''\osi:fivf-- -~37-7782
' 6/5/19791
- - " ' · · ··=~#····--=~" ----- --~---- ------~-- ~ ·---~·--------~--------··r---------------d
ZION LUTHERAN CHURCH
45-7167
! 2113/19741j___
~·-a,«••••--····---~----~--~- ------·----..ZOLLINGER, CS
3S-2615
i 6/11/1965!
.... - ..... .45~11806
8/15/1971! ZOLLINGER,RAVD

--r-1

' Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

I

0.76 IRRIGATION .•

__ _

-1 - ~

.. l

-~:-==·-,: -~

0.78,IRRIGATION
o.iJBRIG~TION._
0.67 IRRIGATION
o.14'TARiG'i{n5N:00MESTIC
·-+.F"---------·"'····------·"'--"------ __
0.06 IRRIGATION
---"""""---~-~----·
5.9 IRRIGATION

l

99
3.3

,

34

i "-3
,,~-~~---, ....._

I

2.1
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i
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EXPLANATORY INFORJ\1ATIQN TO ACCOMPANY A
FINAL ORDER
(Required by Rule of Procedure 740.02)
The accompanying order is a "Final Order" issued by the department pursuant to section
67-5246 or 67-5247. Idaho Code.
Section 67-5246 provides as follows:
( l)

lf the presiding officer is !he agency head, the presiding officer shall isst1c a final

order.

If the presiding officer issued a recommended order, the agency head shall issue a
(2)
final order following review of that re.commended order.

If the presiding officer issued a prelimina.ry order, that order becomes a final order
(3)
unless it is reviewed as required in section 67-5245, Idaho Code. If the preliminary order is
reviewed, the agency head shall issue a final order.
(4)
Unless otherwise provided by statute or rule, any party may file a petition for
reconsideration of any order issued by the agency head within fourteen ( 14) days of the service
date of that order. The agency head shall issue a written order disposing of the petition. The
petition is deemed denied if the agency head does not dispose of it within twenty-one (21) days
after the filing of the petition.

(5)
Unless a different date is stated in a final order, the order is effective fourteen (14)
days after its service date if a party has not filed a petition for reconsideration. If a party has filed
a petition for reconsideration with the agency head, the final order becomes effective when:
(a)
(b)

The petition for reconsideration is disposed of; or
The petition is deemed denied because the agency head did not dispose of
the petition within twenty-one (21) days.

(6)
A party may not be required lo comply with a final order unless the party has been
served with or has actual knowledge of the order. If the order is mailed to the last known address
of a party, the service is deemed to be sufficient.
(7)
A non-party shall not be required lo comply with a final order unless the agency
has made the order available for public inspection or the nonparty has actual knowledge of the
order.

Page I
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(8)
The provisions of this section do not preclude an agency from laking immediate
action to protect the public interest in accordance with the provisions of section 67-5247, Idaho
Code.

PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION
Any party may file a petition for reconsideration of a final order within fourteen (14) days
of the service date of this order as shown on the certificate of service. No!e: the petition must
be received by the Department within this fourteen (14) day period. The department will acl
on a petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the petition will be
considered denied by operation of law. See section 67-5246(4) Idaho Code.

APPEAL OF FINAL ORDER TO DISTRICT COURT
Pursuant lo sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by a final
order or orders previously issued in a matter before the department may appeal the final order
and all previously issued orders in the matter Lo district court by filing a petition in the district
court of the county in which:

i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

A hearing was held,
The final agency action was taken,
The party seeking review of the order resides, 01·
The real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency action is
localed.

The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days: a) of the service date of the final
order, b) the service dale of an order denying petition for reconsideration, or c) the failure within
twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a petition for reconsideration, whichever is later. See
section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district court does not in itself slay the
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.

Page 2
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EXHIBIT ''B''

000205

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF \VATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE DIVERSION OF
WATER WITHOUT AV ALID RIGfU FROM
BILLINGSLEY CREEK BY RA;,;/GEN, INC.

)
)
)

NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND
CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

The Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water Resomces ("Department"),
being charged with the duties of protecting water rights and enforcing specific statutes of the
state of Idaho and rules promulgated by the department, and being authorized to order the
cessation of violations or attempted violations of the provisions of the law relating to all aspects
of the appropriation and distribution of water has caused an investigation of the water diverted
from Billingsley Creek at a point known as the Bridge Diversion under the control of Rangen,
fnc. ("Rangen").
Based upon the Department's investigation, the Director makes the following Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Orders:

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.
On December 13, 2011, Rangen filed a Petition for Delivery Call ("Petition")
with the Depaitment alleging that it is not receiving all of the water it is entitled to pursuant to
water right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694 and that it is being materially injured by junior ground
water pumping. In response to the Petition, the Department designated a contested case
proceeding and held a hearing in May 2013.

2.
During the course of the contested case proceeding and in its Final Order
Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition For Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior To
July 13, 1962, ("Final Order"), the Department found that Ra11gen's Snake River Basin
Adjudication ("SRBA") decrees do not identify Billingsley Creek as a source of water and do not
include a point of diversion in the swsw;,;iw Section 32, T7S, Rl4E, B.M. Toe Final Order
also found that the SRBA decree was conclusive as to the nature and extent of the water rights.
3.
Pursuant to water right nos. 36-15501, 36-02551 and 36-07694, Rangen is
authorized to divert 76.0 cfs from the Martin-Curran Tunnel for fish propagation. The MartinCurran Tunnel is located in the SESWl'.'W Section 32, T7S, Rl4E, B.M. The Department, upon
investigation, finds that Rangen is also diverting water from Billingsley Creek in the SWS\VNW
Section 32, T7S, RJ4E, B.M, at a point known as the Bridge Diversion. Rangen does not

Notice of Violation and Cease and Desist Order • l
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possess a water right to divert water from Billingsley Creek in the SWSWNW Section 32, TIS,
RI4E, B.M.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I.

Idaho Code § 42-201 (2) provides as follows:

No person shall divert any water from a: natural watercourse or apply water to land
without having obtained a valid water right to do so, or apply it to purposes for
which no valid water right exists.
2.

Idaho Code§ 42-351 provides as follows:

(1) It is unlawful for any person to divert or use water from a natural watercourse
or from a ground waler source without having obtained a valid water right to do

so, or to divert or use water not in conformance with a valid water right.
(2) It is unlawful for any person to divert or use water in substantial violation of
any provision of this title, or any rule, permit, condition of approval or order
issued or promulgated pursuant to this title that is related to the diversion or use of
water.
(3) Upon investigation of available information, tbe director of the department of
water resources shall have the discretion to issue a written notice of violation to
the person in accordance with the provisions of section 42-1701B, Idaho Code, for
the illegal diversion or use of water.
(4) Notwithstanding the issuance of a notice of violation, the director may also
file an action seeking injunctive relief directing the person to cease and desist the
activity or activities alleged to be in violation of applicable law or any existing
water right
3.

Idaho Code§ 42-l 701B provides in relevant part:

The director of the department of water resources is authorized and may
commence and pursue enforcement actions to remedy the designated violations
set out in title 42, Idaho Code.
The notice of violation shall identify the alleged violation and shall specify each
provision of the designated chapter, rule, permit, condition of approval or order
which has been violated. The notice of violation shall state the remedy, including
any demand to cease ancl desist, restoration and mitigation measures, and the
amount of any civil penalty the director seeks for redress of the violation.

If the person who is the subject of the notice of violation fails to cease and desist
the activity or activities constituting the alleged violation within the time limits set
in the notice of violation, the director may seek, by and through the attorney
Notice of Violation and Cease and Desist Order · 2
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general, injunctive relief in the distriet court pending the outcome of the
administrative enforcement action.
4.
The illegal diversion of the public waters of the state of Idaho must be
stopped to prevent injury to other water rights, to protect the water resources of the slate
and to assure that the allocation and use of available water supplies takes place in an
orderly manner.
5.
The Department should issue a Notice of Violation to Ran gen directing Rangen to
cease and desist the illegal diversion of water from Billingsley Creek at the Bridge Diversion
located at S\VSWNW Seclion 32, T7S, Rl4E, B.M.
6.
The Department should provide a reasonable period of time for Rangen to remove
and relocate fish that may be affected by the diminished flow.

ORDER
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows:
I.
Rangen shall cease the diversion of water from Billingsley Creek at the Biidge
Diversion located within the SWSWNW Section 32, T7S, Rl4E, B.M. by February 24, 2014.
After Febrnary 24, 2014, the Bridge Diversion shall be locked or disabled in a manner that will
no longer divert water from Billingsley Creek.
2.
Rangen is entitled to a compliance conference with Department staff if it files a
written request with the Department within fourteen (14) days of receipt of this Notice of
Violation.
3.
At the conference, Rangen shall have the opportunity to explain the circumstance
of the alleged violation and, where appropriate, to present a proposal for remedying the damage
caused by the violation and enter into a consent agreement with the Department to resolve the
violation and to assure future compliance with the laws of the state of Idaho.
DATED this3~y of January, 2014

~
Idaho Department of Water Resources

Notice of Violation and Cease and Desist Order - 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3,JE day of January, 2014, the above and foregoing
document was served on the following by providing a copy in the manner selected:
J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING
1419W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid & Certified
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
( ) Hand Delivery

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid & Certified
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
( ) Hand Delivery

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
fxh@haemlaw.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid & Certified
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
( ) Hand Delivery

~~.~
Deborah J. Gibson
Assistant to the Director

Notice of Violation and Cease and Desist Order - 4
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
)

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
\VATER TO \VATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551

)

C:M-DC-2011-004

AND 36-07694

)
)

ORDER GRANTL"lG
IGWA'S PETITION TO

(RANGEN, L"lC)

)

STAY CURTAILMENT

)

BACKGROUND
On January 29, 2014, the Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources ("Department") issued a Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc, 's Petition for Delive1y
Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior ta July 13, 1962 ("Final Order") in this proceeding.
On Febmary 11, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IG\VA") filed
IGWA's Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing ("Mitigation Plan").
On February 12, 2014, IOWA filed IGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment, and Request for
Expedited Decision ("Petition to Stay"). The petition asks the Director to issue a stay of the
Pinal Order "during the 2014 growing season until a decision is made on IGWA's Mitigation
Plan ...." Petition to Stay at 1. ·niat same day the Department issued its Order Shortening Time
ta File Responses to IGWA 's Petition to Stay Curtailment, which shortened the time for parties to
respond to the Petition to Stay to February 19, 2014.
On February 19, 2014, Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") filed Rangen, Inc. 's Response in
Opposition to IGWA's Petition to Stay C,,rtaiiment ("Response"). No other parties filed
responses to the Petition to Stay, 1

1

On February 14, 2014, a Petition for Limited Intervention was filed by a number of municipalities located within
the curtailment area. In the petition, the municipalities seek to join in IGWA's petition to stay. Petition for Limited
lmeniention at 5. Because the muniCJpalitics are not currently parties to this proceeding, the Director win not
conside.r the municipalities' arguments. The Director notes, however, that the arguments raised by the.
municipalities echo those raised by IGWA in its petition.

ORDER GRANTJNG IGWA'S PETITION
TO STAY CURTAILMENT· Page 1
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LEGAL STANDARD FOR A STAY
The Director has authority to stay a final order pursuant to the Department's rules of
procedure:
Any party or person affected by an order may petition the agency to stay any
order, whether interlocutory or final. Interlocutory or final orders may be stayed
by the judiciary according to statute. The agency may stay any interlocutory or
final order on its own motion.
IDAPA 37.01.01.780 ("Rule 780").
The authority to stay a final order is also reflected in IC. § 67-5274 and I.R.C.P. 84(m),
which provide that an "agency may grant, or the reviewing court may order, a stay upon
appropriate terms." The nse of the word "may" demonstrates the Director's discretionary
authority to stay enforcement of an order. See Bank of Idaho v. Nesseth, 104 Idaho 842, 846,
664 P.2d 270, 274 (I 983). As both IGWA and Rangen recognize in their briefing, however,
neither the statute nor the rule define what constitutes "appropriate terms" or establish a clear test
for determining when a stay is appropriate. There are no reported judicial opinions in Idaho
discussing what qualifies as "appropriate terms" or that describe when a stay is appropriate
pursuant to Rule 780, LC. § 67-5274 or LRC.P. 84{m). Consequently, the Director must look to
other authorities to help determine when a stay is appropriate.
The authority of the Director to stay an order in an administrative proceeding is
analogous to the authority of a district court to stay the enforcement of a judgment under I.RCP
62(a). In both circumstances, an order has been issued deciding the matter and a party can seek
to have enforcement of the order ;,tayed pending appeal or pending further action. A stay
pursuant to I.RCP 62(a) may be granted by a district court "when it would be unjust to permit
the execution on the judgment, such as where there are equitable grounds for the stay or where
certain other proceedings are pending." Haley v. Clinton, 123 Idaho 707,709,851 P.2d 1003,
1005 (Ct. App. 1993). A stay is appropriate "[w]here it appears necessary to preserve the status
quo .... " McHan v. McHan, 59 Idaho 41, 80 P.2d 29, 31 (1938). Likewise, a stay is appropriate
when, "[i]t is entirely possible that the refusal to !,>rant a stay would injuriously affect appellant,
and it likewise is apparent that granting such a stay will not be seriously injurious to respondent."
Id. This standard parallels the standard for issuing a preliminary injunction found in I.RCP.
65(e). The relevant sections of LRC.P. 65(e) provide:
A preliminary injunction may be granted in the following cases:
(1) \;\/hen it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief
demanded, and such relief, or any part thereof, consists in restraining the
commission or continuance of the acts complained of, either for a limited period
or perpetually.
(2) \'Vhen it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the commission or
continuance of some act during the litigation would produce waste, or great or
irreparable injury to the plaintiff.

ORDER GRA.c','TING IGWA'S PETITIOK
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(5) A preliminary irJunction may also be granted on the motion of the defendant
upon filing a eounterclaim, praying for affirmative relief upon any of the grounds
mentioned above in this section, subject to the same rules and provisions
provided for the issuance of injunctions on behalf of the plaintiff.
Based on the foregoing. the Director will consider the following factors when deciding
whether a stay should be issued:
L The likelihood the moving party will prevail on appeal or in another pending
proceeding;
2. Whether denial of the stay will result in irreparable harm to the moving party;
3. \Vhether granting the stay will cause irreparable harm to the respor.dent
ANALYSIS
A. There are equitable grounds for the stay as it is likely that IGWA's mitigation
plan will be approved for the irrigation season.
Junior ground water users may avoid curtailment by participating in an approved
mitigation plan. Final Order at 42. IOWA submitted a mitigation plan to the Department and
the process of advertising the mitigation plan is occurring. The last day of publication of the
plan is Febmary 27, 2014. The deadline for protests to the mitigation plan is March 10, 2014. A
hearing on the mitigation plan has been schedti!ed for March 17 - 18, 2014,. IGWA has
represented that it has secured and is ready to supply water directly to Rangen in the amount
required by the Rangen Order. Specifically, North Snake Ground Water District ("NSGWD"), a
member of IOWA, bas reached a five year agreement with Butch Morris to provide '.\1orris
surface water through the Sandy Pipeline in return for allowing NSGWD to use certain water
rights owned by Morris which have a source of the Curren Tunnel. Mitigation Plan at 2-3. The
Morris rights are for 6.05 cfs. Because the Morris water rights are senior to Rangen's injured
water rights and because the agreement with Morris gives IGWA the right to use the Morris
water rights for mitigation purposes, IGWA is likely entitled to mitigation credit related to the
exercise of tl-ie Morris rights.

In addition, IGWA has implemented a number of mitigation solutions that continue to
this day. For example, IOWA has undertaken recharge, conversion of farmland from surface
water to ground water irrigation, and voluntary dry-ups. Mitigation Plan at 2. The Director has
previously approved mitigation credit for these activities in other delivery call proceedings and
expects that IGWA will be entitled to approximately 1.5 to 2 cfs of credit for these activities.
Furthermore, NSOWD has proposed additional mitigation actions that it intends to
undertake to comply with the Director's Order. Cumulatively, the proposed measures, once
implemented, will fully satisfy the requirements of the Director's Order and it appears that
IGWA will be able to demonstrate that it has satisfied the requirement for direct delivery of
water to Rangen.
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B. Denial of the stay will result in irreparable harm to IGWA
If the cmtailment order is left in place, it will have significant negative and potentially
irreversible effects on the water right holders subject to the curtailment order. Curtailment will
result in the drying up of approximately 157,000 acres of irrigated farm land. Final Order at 28.
It is likely that many, if not most, of the water right holders will suffer significant financial
hardship. The financial hardship will not be limited to the affected water right holders but will
be shared by all industries with overlapping economic sectors. If the curtailment order is not
lifted until IGWA's mitigation plan is approved, the damage to these businesses and
communities will have already occurred and will not be able to be undone.

C. Granting IGWA's request to stay the curtailment order will not cause
irreparable harm to Rangen.

Granting the stay will not result in irreparable harm to Rangen. As recognized by the
Idaho Supreme Court in Clear Springs, ground water pumping does not cause a sudden loss of
water discharge from the springs. Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,815,
252 P.3d 71, 96 (2011). The reduction in flows from the springs in the Thousand Springs area
has been gradual and immediate curtailment will not quickly restore the Curren Tunnel spring
flows. The effects of curtailment may take years to be fully realized. Final Order at 42.
Furthermore, most of the irrigation in the area of curtailment does not commence until April, so
most of the benefits of curtailment will be even further delayed. The Director has already
scheduled a hearing for IGWA's mitigation plan and anticipates a decision for the plan in early
spring. If the stay only lasts until a decision is issued for the mitigation plan, the amount of
water that would have accrued to the Curren Tunnel as a result of curtailment in the time frame
for maldng a decision on the mitigation plan is small.
D. The stay will be in effect until a decision is made on IGWA's pending mitigation
plan.

As correctly pointed out by Rangen, IGWA cannot claim surprise that a curtailment order
was issued as part of the Final Order. At the start of the Rangen proceeding, the Director advised
all parties that curtailment was a possible result of the hearing. Transcript of May 24, 2012
Hearing, p. 43-45, attached as Exhibit 3 to Affidavit of J. Justin May. Then in a subsequent
order, the parties were again directly warned:
The Director must use the best available science, and at the same time must also
protect senior-p1iority rights by enforcing an order finding material injury.
Therefore, the parties should be fully aware that if material injury is found,
the order finding material injury will be enforced, regardless of the time of
year in which it is issued.

Order Suspending Hearing and Setting Status Coriference, p. 2 (emphasis added).
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Given that IG\VA has submitted a mitigation plan, which appears on its face to satisfy the
criteria for a mitigation plan pursuant to the Conjunctive Management Rules and the
requirements of the Director's curtailment order, and because of the dlspropo11ional harm to
IGWA members when compared with the harm to Rangen if a temporary stay is granted, the
Director will approve a temporary stay pending a decision on the mitigation plan. The Director
will conduct an expedited hearing for the mitigation plan and to issue a decision shortly
thereafter. Ground water users are advised that in the event the mitigation plan is not approved,
the curtailment order will go into effect immediately.

ORDER
Based upon the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that IGWA's Petition to Stay is
GR~'\!TED. Enforcement of the curtailment order issued in conjunction with the Final Order is
stayed for members oflGWA and the non-member participants in IGWA's mitigation plan until
a decision is issued on IGWA's mitigation plan. The stay does not apply to the holders of junior
ground water rights identified in Attachment C of the Final Order that are not members of IGWA
or are not non-member participants in IGWA's migration plan. Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 425259, junior ground water right holders may contact their nearest ground water district to
become a non-member participant in the mitigation plan.

Dated this

2/

sfday of February, 2014.

~_,)
Director
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisJ'?ctay of February, 2014, I served a true and correct copy of
the ORDER DENYING IOWA'S PETIDON FOR RECONSIDERATION on the following parties by
the methods indicated:

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING
1419 W. WASHJNGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
fxh@haemlaw.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

RANDALL C. BUDGE
T.J.BUDGE
RACJNE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP
5!116THST., STE500
DENVER, CO 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrap@white-jankowski.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

C. THOMAS ARKOOSH
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES
P.O. BOX 2900
BOISE, ID 83701
tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
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JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRINGTON
BARK.ER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RNER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCA TELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205
dtranmer@pocatello.us

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

~µ-~
Deborah Gibson
Assistant to the Director
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EXHIBIT ''D''

000218

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE DIVERSION OF
WATER WITHOUT A VALID RIGHT FROM
BILLINGSLEY CREEK BY RANGEN, INC

)
)
)

CONSENT ORDER AND
AGREEMENT

This matter having come before the Idaho Department of Water Resources
("Department" or "IDWR"), as the result of field investigations by the Department, issuance of a
Notice of Violation, and a subsequent compliance conference with Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen"), the
Department and Rangen enter into the following Consent Order and Agreement:
BACKGROUND

I.
On December 13, 2011, Rangen filed a Petition/or Delivery Call ("Petition")
with the Department alleging that it is not receiving all of the water it is entitled to pursuant to
water right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694 and that it is being materially injured by junior ground
water pumping. In response to the Petition, the Department designated a contested case
proceeding and held a hearing in May 2013.
2.
During the course of the contested case proceeding and in its Final Order
Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition For Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior To
July 13, 1962, ("Final Order"), the Department found that Rangen's Snake River Basin
Adjudication ("SRBA") decrees do not identify Billingsley Creek as a source of water and do not
include a point of diversion in the SWSWNW Section 32, T7S, Rl4E, B.M. The Final Order
also found that the SRBA decree was conclusive as to the nature and extent of the water rights.
3.
The Department, upon information and belief, finds that Rangen's diversion of
water from Billingsley Creek in the SWSWNW Section 32, T7S, R14E, B.M, at a point known
as the Bridge Diversion, is not authorized. Rangen does not possess a water right to divert water
from Billingsley Creek in the SWSWNW Section 32, T7S, R14E, B.M.
4.
On January 31, 2014, the Department issued Ran gen a Notice of Violation
("NOV") and Cease and Desist Order requiring Rangen to cease and desist all diversion of water
at the point of diversion in the SWSWNW Section 32, T7S, Rl4E, B.M from Billingsley Creek
by February 24, 2014
5. On February 12, 2014, the Department received a request for a compliance conference
from Fritz X. Haemmerle, attorney for Rangen. The Department scheduled and conducted a
compliance conference on February 21, 2014 in Boise, Idaho to give Rangen an opportunity to
Consent Order and Agreement
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explain the circumstances of the alleged violations and perhaps reach an agreement that could
lead to a resolution of the outstanding NOV. Rangen submitted documents stating its position
that the Bridge Diversion is legal and authorized and that it is entitled to divert water from the
talus slope located within the SWSWNW and the SESWNW, both in Section 32, T7S, Rl4E,
B.M. These documents including the Affidavit of Fritz X. Haemmerle, Charles E. Brockway
and Brief in Support of its position. These documents are of record.

6. At the February 21, 2014, compliance conference Rangen through its attorney Fritz X.
Haemmerle, requested that the Director ("Director") of the Department exercise discretion to not
enforce the cease and desist order provision described in the NOV.
7. Rangen argued that its diversion of water from Billingsley Creek was nonconsumptive and caused no adverse effects to other water users and should be allowed to
continue until such time as the pending permits are processed.

APPLICABLE LAW
I.

Idaho Code Section 42-351 states in part as follows:
(2) It is unlawful for any person to divert or use water from a natural watercourse or from
a ground water source without having obtained a valid water right to do so, or to
divert or use water not in conformance with a valid water right.
(3) It is unlawful for any person to divert or use water in substantial violation of any
provision of this title, or any rule, permit, condition of approval or order issued or
promulgated pursuant to this title that is related to the diversion or use of water.
(4) Upon investigation of available information, the director of the department of water
resources shall have the discretion to issue a written notice of violation to the person
in accordance with the provisions of Idaho Code Section 42-1 ?0!B, for the illegal
diversion or use of water.

2.

Idaho Code Section 42-1 ?0lB states in part as follows:
(2) Notice .... the notice of violation shall identify the alleged violation and shall
specify each provision of the designated chapter, rule, permit, condition of
approval or order, which has been violated. The notice of violation shall state
the remedy, including all restoration and mitigation measures, and the amount
of any civil penalty the director seeks for redress of the violation. The notice
of violation shall inform the person to whom it is directed of an opportunity to
confer with the director, or the director's designee in a compliance conference
concerning the alleged violation.
(4) Compliance conference and consent order. ... If the recipient and the director

agree on a plan to remedy the damage caused by the alleged violation and to
assure futnre compliance, they [the recipient and the director] may enter into a
Consent Order and Agreement
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consent order formalizing their agreement The consent order may include a
provision providing for payment of any agreed civil penalty. ]be consent
order shall be effective immediately upon signing by both parties and shall
preclude a civil enforcement action for the same alleged violation. If a party
does not comply with the terms of the consent order, the director may seek
and obtain in any appropriate district court, specific performance of the
consent order and other relief as authorized by law.
3. A search of Department records indicates that Rangen does not have a water right to
divert water from Billingsley Creek in the SWSWt,,'W Section 32, T7S, Rl4E, B.M.
4.
'This Order does not constitute a final or appealable Order under Idaho Code Section
67-5273 or under ID APA 37.01.01.740 or any other administrative rule of the Department.

AGREEMENT
1.
Toe Director shall stay the enforcement of the Cease and Desist Order. The head
gate at the Bridge Diversion may remain open and Rangen may continue the diversion of water
from Billingsley Creek. The Director will not reinstate the order to cease and desist without
providing 35 days notice to Rangen. In the event the cease and desist order is reinstated, Rangen
agrees to cease the diversion of water in the SWSWt,,'W Section 32, T7S, Rl4E, B.M within 35
days of notice to Rangen. Rangen shall have an opportunity to request a compliance conference
and may pursue any of its lawful remedies at that time.
2.
This Agreement does not prevent the Department from seeking future compliance
or regulation of said water user for other issues not directly related to this violation.

3.

This Consent Order and Agreement shall be effective immediately upon execution

by both parties.

Dated this

-,}ii

6#~

day March, 2014

}

Director

CONSENT

Rangen accepts fully the terms and conditions of the Order contained in this Consent
Order and Agreement. Rangen makes no admission as to the accuracy of the findings of fact or
legal conclusions contained herein. To resolve this matter in an efficient and manner, and to
avoid the expense oflitigation, Rangen consents to the issuance of the Consent Order and
Agreement and waives any right otherwise possessed to contest any provision of the Order.

Consent Order and Agreement
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Upon compliance with Consent Order and Agreement, IDWR agrees not to seek civil
enforcement for the violations identified herein.
Signed this /.;l )'h. day of March, 2014

Consent Order and Agreement
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EXHIBIT ''E''
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF \VATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE MITIGATION
PLAN FILED BY THE IDAHO GROL""ND
WATER APPROPRIATORS FOR TIIE
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO WATER
RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 AND 36-07694 IN
THE NAME OF RANGEN, INC.

)
)

CM-lv1P-2014-001
CM-DC-2011-004

)

)
)
)
-------------~)
)
L"', THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
)
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 )
)
AND 36-07694
(RANGEN, INC.)
)

ORDER APPROVING IN PART
AND REJECTING IN PART
IGWA'SMITIGATIONPLAN;
ORDER LIFTING STAY ISSUED
FEBRUARY 21, 2014; AMENDED
Cl"RTAILMENT ORDER

__________________)

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
On January 29, 2014, the Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water
Resourees ("Department") issued the Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc.' s Petition for
Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order").
The Curtailment Order recognizes that holders of junior-pliority ground water rights may avoid
curtailment if they participate in a mitigation plan which provides "simulated steady state
benefits of 9.1 cfs to Cu1Ten Tunnel [sometimes refe1Ted to as the "Martin-Cu1Ten Tunnel"]or
direct flow of 9.1 cfs to Rangen." Curtailment Order at 42. The Curtailment Order explains that
mitigation provided by direct flow to Rangen "may be phased-in over not more than a five-year
period pursuant to CM Rule 40 as follows: 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs
the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year." Id.
On February 11, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") filed with
the Department IGWA's Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing ("Mitigation Plan") to avoid
curtailment imposed by the Curtailment Order. The Mitigation Plan sets forth nine proposals for
junior-priority ground water pumpers to meet mitigation obligations: 1) credit for current and
ongoing mitigation activities; 2) mitigation via the Sandy Pipe; 3) assignment of water right no.
36-16976; 4) fish replacement: 5) monetary compensation; 6) improvements to the Cu1Ten
Tunnel diversion; 7) drilling a horizontal well in the vicinity of the Curren Tunnel; 8) drilling
new groundwater wells or utilizing existing wells with delivery over-the-rim; and 9) construction
of a direct pump-back and aeration system within the Rangen facility.
ORDER APPROVL"<G JJI, PART Ac',1} REJECTING IN PART IGWA'S MITIGATION PLA"I; ORDER
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On March 14, 2014, Rangen, Inc. (''Rangen") filed three documents with the Department:
Rongen's Motion in Limine to Exclw:le Evidence of Tucker Springs Project; Rangen 's Motion to
Dismiss Proposals 3-9 of JGWA 's Mitigation Plan and Limit Scope of Hearing; and Rangen, Inc. 's
Petition to Intervene to Become a Pa11y Protestant and Rang en 's Motion for Reconsideration Re:
Denial of Participation in Mitigation Plan Hearing. Al the commencement of the hearing on
IGWA's Mitigation Plan, which was held on March 17-19, 2014 at the Department's State office in
Boise, Idaho, the Director verbally ruled on Rangen's motions and petition to intervene.
Specifically, the Director granted Rangen's motion to exclude evidence of the Tucker Springs
Project; dismissed proposals four and five of IGWA's Mitigation Plan, and granted Rangen' s petition
to intervene. On March 26, 2014, the Director issued the following to reflect those verbal rulings:
Order Granting Rangen's Motion in Limine to Exclude Evidence ctf'Tucker Springs Project; Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Rang en's Motion to Dismiss Proposals 3-9 of JGWA 's
Mitigation Plan and Limit Scope c!f Hearing; and Order Granting Range1i, Inc. 's Petition to
Intervene and Denying Motion for Reconsidemtion.

APPLICABLE LAW
Conjunctive Management Rule 43.03 ("Rule 43.03") establishes the following factors
that "may be considered by the Director in determining whether a proposed mitigation plan wlll
prevent injury to senior rights":
a.
Whether delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation plan
is in compliance with Idaho law.
b.
Whether the mitigation plan will provide replacement water, at the time
and place required by the senior-priority water right, sufficient to offset the
depletive effect of ground water withdrawal on the water available in the surface
or ground water source at such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of
diversion from the surface or ground water source. Consideration will be given to
the history and seasonal availability of water for diversion so as not to require
replacement water at times when the surface right historically has not received a
full supply, such as during annual low-flow periods and extended drought periods.
c.
Whether the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or other
appropriate compensation to the senior-priority water right when needed during a
time of shortage even if the effect of pumping is spread over many years and will
continue for years after pumping is curtailed. A mitigation plan may allow for
multi-season accounting of ground water withdrawals and provide for
replacement water to take advantage of variability in seasonal water supply. The
mitigation plan must include contingency provisions to assure protection of the
senior-priority right in the event the mitigation water source becomes unavailable.
d.
Whether the mitigation plan proposes artificial recharge of an area of
common ground water supply as a means of protecting ground water pumping
levels, compensating senior-priority water rights, or providing aquifer storage for
exchange or other purposes related to the mitigation plan.
ORDER APPROVING IN PART AND REJECTlNG IN PART IGWA'S MITIGATION PLAN; ORDER
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e.
Where a mitigation plan is based upon computer simulations and
calculations, whether such plan uses generally accepted and appropriate
engineering and hydrogeologic formulae for calculating the depletive effect of the
ground water withdrawal.
f.
Whether the mitigation plan uses generally accepted and appropriate
values for aquifer characteristics such as transmissivity, specific yield, and other
relevant factors.
g.
Whether the mitigation plan reasonably calculates the consumptive use
component of ground water diversion and use.

h.
The reliability of the source of replacement water over the term in which it
is proposed to be used under the mitigation plan.

i.
Whether the mitigation plan proposes enlargement of the rate of diversion,
seasonal quantity or time of diversion under any water right being proposed for
use in the mitigation plan.
j.
Whether the mitigation plan is consistent with the conservation of water
resources, the public interest or injures other water rights, or would result iu the
diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated
average rate of future natural recharge.
k.
Whether the mitigation plan provides for monitoring and adjustment as
necessary to protect senior-priority water rights from material injury.

L
Whether the plan provides for mitigation of the effects of pumping of
existing wells and the effects of pumping of any new wells which may be
proposed to take water from the areas of common ground water supply.
m.
Whether the mitigation plan provides for future panicipation on an
equitable basis by ground water pumpers who divert water under junior-priority
rights but who do not initially participate in such mitigation plan.

n.

A mitigation plan may propose division of the area of common ground
water supply into zones or segments for the purpose of consideration of local
impacts, timing of depletions, and replacement supplies.

o.

Vv'hether the petitioners and respondents have entered into an agreement
on· an acceptable mitigation plan even though such plan may not otherwise be
fully in compliance with these provisions.

IDAPA 37.03.l l.043.03(a-o).
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A proposed mitigation plan must contain information that allows the Director to evaluate
these factors. IDAPA 37.03.l 1.043.0l(d).
While Rule 43.03 lists factors that "may be considered by the Director in determining
whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights," factors 43 .03(a) through
43.03(c) are necessary components of mitigation plans that call for the direct delivery of
mitigation water. A junior water right holder seeking to directly deliver mirigation water bears
the burden of proving that (a) the "delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation
plan is in compliance with Idaho law," (b) "the mitigation plan will provide replacement water,
at the time and place reqnired by the senior priority water right, sufficient to offset the depletive
effect of ground water withdrawal on the waler available in the surface or ground water source at
such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of diversion from the surface or ground
water source," and (c) "the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or other
appropriate compensation to the senior-priority water right when needed during a time of
shortage." IDAPA 37.03.l l.043.03(a-c) These three inquiries are threshold factors against
which IGW A• s mitigation plan proposal must be measmed.
To satisfy its burden of proof, JGWA must present sufficient factual evidence at the
hearing to prove that (1) the proposal is legal, and will generally provide the quantity of water
required by the curtailment order; (2) the components of the proposed mitigation plan can be
implemented to timely provide mitigation water as required by the curtailment order; and (3)(a)
the proposal has beeu geographically located and engineered, and (b) necessary agreements or
option conuacts are executed. or legal proceedings to acquire land or easements have been
initiated.
Consideration of the first three factors in Rule 43.03 requires that the water be provided in
the season of use.

ANALYSIS
This decision approves portions of IGWA' s Mitigation Plan, but determines that the
quantities of mitigation water available to Rangen during tbe time of need are insufficient to
fully mitigate as required by the Curtailment Order. As a result, curtailment of the use of water
by a segment of the ground water holders whose use was curtailed in the Curtailment Order is
required.
This decision recognizes credit for only two components of IGWA's proposed mitigation
plan: (1) Aquifer enhancement activities (conversions, recharge, and voluntary curtailments),
and (2) Exchange of irrigation water diverted from the Curren Tunnel with operational spill
water from the North Side Canal Company. The Director rejects the remaining components
(proposals 3, 6- 9) of IGW A's mitigation plan. The primary reason for rejection of the other
proposed components of IGWA's mitigation plan is the lack of evidence in the record to
determine how the proposal could be implemented, either legally or physically. IGWA did not
address and carry its evidentiary burden by: (1) Establishing the leg-d!ity of the proposal, (2)
Presenting details about how the proposed physical infrastrncture could be physically located,
constructed and operated, and (3) Predicting when the proposal could be completed to provide
ORDER APPROVING IN PART AND REJECTING IN PART IGWA'S MITIGATION PLAN; ORDER
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the required mitigation. The only evidence that IGWA presented about proposed physical
iofrastructure was testimooy that the proposals requiring infrastructure would be feasible or that
there is oo reason why IGWA couldn't implement sections its mitigation proposals. Brendeke,
Tr., Vol. II, pp. 483-85, 494-95, 501, 504, 511, 515, 519, 522-23, 525-27. Testimony that IGWA
has an optimistic vision of successfully completing proposals 3 aod 6-9 of its mitigation plao is
not a substitute for presentiog actual activities or written plans demoostrating that it has initiated
and at least completed preliminary tasks in implementing its mitigation plan.
Use ofESPAM 2.1
The Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Model ("ESP AM") is a calibrated regiooal ground
water model representing the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA"). In the Curtai.lment Order
the Director adopted ESPAM 2.1 to model the stresses to the ESPA related to Rangen's renewed
delivery call. fa this decision, the Director uses ESPAM 2.1 to determine the simulated benefits
of aquifer enhancement activities conducted by IGW A and other private entities aod to
determine a curtailment date because of a mitigation deficiency.
Benefits of Aquifer Enhancement Activities
ESPAM 2.1 can simulate the equilibrium, steady-state impacts resulting from a constant
stress, or, alternatively, it can simulate the impacts of constant or time-variable stresses during a
specific period of time. Model simulations that analyze impacts over a specific time period are
called "transieot runs." The length of the simulation is dependent on the time period of interest.
Curtailment of ground water pumping was simulated over a period of five years representing the
five-year curtailment phase-in period from April 2014 through March 2019. Aquifer
enhancement activities by IGWA and other private entities were simulated over a period of 14
years representing April 2005 through March 2019. In both simulations, the volume ofbeoefit to
the aquifer during each year was averaged over a one-year "stress period." For example, the
volume of aquifer enhancement activities during 2005 was input into the model at a constant rate
from April 2005 through March 2006.
For purposes of both the Curtailment Order aod analyzing the mitigation required in
response to a delivery call, the Department employed au annual stress period in ESPAM 2.1,
predicted the annual volume accruing to the Curren Tunnel within each year of the five-year
phase-in period, ru1d calculated an average annual mitigation flow requirement for each year
from the annual volume . The mitigation requirement was calculated by dividing the total
volume predicted to accrue over a one year period by 365 days and converting the units to cubic
feet per second. The use of the average annual mitigation requirement promotes annual planning
aod is a reasonable time pe1iod for model prediction and analysis. 1

1

The Director notes that Rangen also evaluated IGWA's aquifer enhancement activities using an annual stress
period approach, See Ran gen Ex, 2071, Ran gen 's evaluation neglecled aquifer enhancement activities performed
by Southwest Irrigation Distrkt and the ongoing transient effects of aquifer enhancement activities performed by
IGWA in prior years, thus Rangen's evaluation did not inc-iude all of the transient benefits predicted to accrue to the
Curren Tunoel after April 2014.
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Bflnefits ofly[itigation Using Senior Irrigation Water Rights
Ground water pumping for irrigation causes depletions of CuJTen Tunnel flows during the
non-irrigation season after ground water pumping ceases. As stated above, however, predicted
accretions to flows in the Curren Tunnel from curtailment were modeled over one year stress
peliods to determine the obligations of the ground water users to mitigate for their ground water
diversions. Predicted accretions to the Curren Tunnel resulting from aquifer enhancement
activities were also modeled over one year stress periods.
In this decision, the Director also employs an annual time period to evaluate the average
benefit of IGWA's proposal to deliver water to Rangen that would have been diverted pursuant
to irrigation water rights held by Howard (Butch) and Rhonda Morris (hereafter referred to in the
singular as "Morris"). The Curtailment Order allowed staged mitigation, requiring incremental
increases in mitigation for each of the first five years of implementation. Each of the
incremental mitigation requirements assumed an average obligation within each year. For each
of the first four years, the determination of the annual obligation was computed by applying
annual stresses and computing an average annual obligation. Because the conjunctive
management rules limit the staged mitigation period to five years, the mitigation obligation for
the fifth year increased to the full 9.1 cfs obligation. Similarly, an annual averaging of delivery
of irrigation water can be employed detennine whether the junior water right holder has satisfied
tbe mitigation obligation. Averaging IGWA's mitigation activities over a period of one year will
establish consistent time periods for combining delivery of the Morris water for mitigation and
the average annual benefit provided by aquifer enhancement activities, and for direct comparison
to the annual mitigation requirement. If the proposed mitigation falls short of the annual
mitigation requirement, the deficiency can be calculated at the beginning of the irrigation season.
Diversion of water by junior water right holders will be curtailed to address the deficiency. The
senior water right holder will be assured of a water supply, particularly during periods of low
spring flow, as the low flow periods occur during the irligation season in recent years. See
Rangen Ex. 2045, 2073.
Time Period for Mitigation
The first year mitigation requirement of 3.4 cfs wil.1 begin on April l, 2014, and continue
through March 31, 2015. On April 1, 2015, the ground water users must have sufficient
mitigation in place to deliver 5.2 cfs to Rangen, either by direct delivery or by transient modeled
accretions.
FINDINGS OF FACT
Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Model Version No. 2.1
l.
ESPAM is a calibrated regional ground water model representing the ESPA. In
the Curtailment Order the Director adopted ESP AM 2.1 to model the stresses to the ESPA
related to Rangen's renewed delivery call. IDWR will use ESPAM 2.1 to determine the
simulated benefits of aquifer enhancement activities conducted by IGWA and other private
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entities, and, if there is a deficiency in the mitigation plan, to determine a curtailment date to
provide for the deficiency.

Proposal No. 1: Aquifer Enhancement Activities
2.
Proposal No. l requests mitigation credit for the following ongoing and future
activities by IGWA: (a) conversions from ground water irrigation to surface water irrigation, (b)
voluntary "dry-ups" of acreage irrigated with ground water through the Conservation Reserve
Enhanced Program ("CREP") or other cessation of irrigation with ground water, and (c) ground
water recharge. This order will subsequently refer to these activities as "aquifer enhancement
activities."
3.
Exhibit 3001 in the hearing record contains data compiled by IDWR that
quantifies the aquifer enhancement activities of IGWA and other private entities during the time
period beginning in 2005 through 2010. Data for 2011-2013 private aquifer enhancement
activities were received into evidence as Exhibits 1022, 1023, 1082 and 1083.

In the past, the Department input data for aquifer enhancement activities into
4.
ESP AM as a stress in the model to simulate benefits accruing to spring/Snake River reaches
from the aquifer enhancement activities that benefit spring/Snake River reaches that supply water
to senior surface water right holders who called for delivery of water pursuant to their senior
surface water rights against junior ground water right holders. These data have been recognized
by the Department in other conjunctive management contested cases as a reliable representation
of previous aquifer enhancement activities of IOWA. See Final Order Approving Mitigation
Credits Regarding SWC Delivery Call, In the Matter of the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators,
Inc.' s Mitigation Plan for Conversions, Dry-ups, and Recharge, Doc. Ko. CM-lvlP-2009-006
(July 19, 2010), aff'd on appeal in Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial
Review, CV-2010-3822 (Fifth Jud. Dist., Twin Falls County, April 22, 2011).
5.
The Curtailment Order stated that, to avoid curtailment, IGWA must either
provide mitigation of 9. 1 cfs in combined direct flows and steady state simulated flows to
Rangen during 2014, or must provide 3.4 cfs of direct flows to Rangen during the first year of
the curtailment order. To predict the benefit of aquifer enhancement activities in a steady state
and also to predict transient benefits of aquifer enhancement activities in year 2014, ESPAM
Model 2.1 must be run (a) once to determine the steady state benefits assuming constant
implementation of fixed aquifer enhancement activities; and (h) once in transient mode with a
stress period for each year of aquifer enhancement activities (2005 ·· 2013 plus projected future
activities) to determine the benefits of past and projected future activities predicted to accrue to
the Curren Tunnel during each year of the five-year phase-in period.
6.
Exhibit no. 1025 summarizes model runs predicting benefits to Ran gen resulting
from steady state simulations of activities in 2011, 2012, and 2013. The predicted flow benefits
to Rangen in Exhibit !025 were accepted and referred to by all parties in the presentation of
evidence.
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7.
For comparison with the phased-in requirement of 3 .4 cfs during the first year of
the curtailment order, it is necessary to predict the benefits of aquifer enhancement that would
accrue during the first year. Rangen used ESPAM 2.1 to evaluate the transient benefits of
aquifer enhancement activities beginning in 2014 in Eirhlbit 2071, but neglected to include
ongoing transient benefits of prior IGWA aquifer enhancement projects that occurred between
2005 and 2013 and neglected to include aquifer enhancement activities performed by Southwest
Irrigation District. See Brockway, Tr. Vol. ill, p. 681-685.Using the data entered into evidence
at the hearing, the Department input data into the model for each year of private party aquifer
enhancement activities from 2005 through 2014. The 2005 through 2013 data were compiled
from previously documented activities. IDWR Ex. 3001; IOWA Ex. J025. For 2014,
eonversions, CREP, and voluntary curtailment projects were assumed to be identical to 2013,
and private party managed recharge was assumed to be zero. The Department determined the
average annual benefit from aquifer enhancement activities predicted to accrue to the Curren
Tunnel between April 2014 and March 2015 is 871 acre feet, which is equivalent to an average
rate of 1.2 cfs for 365 days. The modeling files and a summary table of the model results are
included on a CD accompanying this order.

Proposal No. 2: Mitigation l:sing Senior Irrigation Water Rights Diverted from the Curren
Tunnel
8.
IGWA proposes to mitigate using water from Morris, who bolds certain senior
inigation water rights from the Curren Tunnel. Specifically, IOWA and Morris agreed that
IGWA would deliver Snake River water discharging from the North Side Canal Co. system into
the Sandy Pond as operational spill to Morris through the Sandy Pipeline, and, in exchange,
Morris would forego diversion of water from Curren Tunnel pursuant to water right numbers 36123D, 36-134E, 36-135D, 36-135E, 36-10!41A, and 36-10141B that bear priority dates senior to
Rangen's fish propagation water rights. The foregone diversion of water by Morris will result in
discharge and capture of water from the Curren Tunnel by Ran gen that would have been diverted
and used by Morris but for the agreement with IGWA.

9.

It is necessary to apply the first three threshold factors of Rule 43.03.

Legality of Use of North Side Canal Company Water Spilled into the Sandv Ponds
10.
Mon·is is presently irrigating approximately 205 acres of his own land with
wastewater from !he Sandy Ponds. Morris, Tr. Vol. II, p. 371-72. Morris testified that be also
irrigates adjacent land owned by Musser and Candy with water from the Sandy Ponds. Morris,
Tr. Vol. II, pp. 363, 372.
11.
Morris holds a water right to irrigate 125 acres of bis own land with water from
the Sandy Pond. Department records do not identify any water rights in the name of Musser or
Candy to irrigate their lands with water from the Sandy Pond.
12.
The lands of Musser, Candy, and Morris are all within the water right place of use
service area of the North Side Canal Company. See Exhibit 3000. The Sandy Pond was
originally constructed by North Side Canal Company to capture its operational spill for water
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quality purposes. When North Snake Ground Water District acquired the Sandy Pond, it
enlarged the size of the pond. The enlargement of the pond did not change the character or
assumed ownership of the water in the pond, however. Until other water rights are established
anthorizing diversion and use of water from tbe pond, the Department will presume the water in
1he pond is North Side Canal Company operational spill water that is being captared and may be
applied to North Side Canal Company lands. Reynolds Irr. Dist. v. Sproat, 70 Idaho 217, 222,
214 P.2d 880,883 (1950).
Quantity of Water Delivered to Rangen
13.
The quantity of water available for diversion by Morris pursuant to water right
numbers 36-123D, 36-134E, 36-135D, 36-135E, 36-10141A, and 36-10141B is limited by the
discharge of the Curren Tunnel and by diversions of other water users pursuant to other senior
water rights.
I 4.
The Morris water rights authorize a beneficial use of irrigation. The contribution
of water to Rangen by leaving water in the Curren Tunnel that normally would have been
diverted by Morris only benefits Ran gen during the irrigation season. In contrast, as identified in
the Curtailment Order, the modeled 2014 year-round average Cunen Tunnel depletion resulting
from junior ground water pumping is 3.4 cfs. Curtailment Order at 42. The benefit to Rangen of
Morris' nondiversiou of water from Curren Tunnel to Rangen must be estimated and then
compared to the year-round depletion average. The calculation of the average first year
depletion of 3.4 cfs starts April I. IGWA needs to compensate for depletions of water for the
entire 365 days from April 15 to Ylarch 3 L
Morris irrigates crops from approximately April through mid-October. Tr. Vol.
15.
II, p 392-93. The number of days he would have irrigated with water from the Curren Tunnel is
approximately 184 days (April 15 through October 15). This means that IGWA can claim credit
only for that volume of water available to Morris for 184 days between April 15 and October 15.
16.
Flows discharging from Curren Tunnel have been measured for approximately 20
years. The Curren Tunnel discharge is the sum of the average monthly flow measured at the
mouth of the tunnel by ID\VR (Exhibit 2045) and the average monthly flow diverted into
Rangen's 6-inch PVC pipe (Exhibit 3000). The magnitude of discharges from the Curren Turmel
varies annually and seasonally depending on hydrologic conditions, related water uses, and oilier
activities on the ESPA.
17.
Table 1 lists the average irrigation season (April 15 through October 15) flow
from Curren Tunnel for years 1996 through 2013. There is a distinct change in the magnitude of
average irrigation season flow values starting in 2002. It is likely that the average discharge
from the Curren Tunnel during the 2014 irrigation season will be within the range represented by
the 2002-2013 conditions. From 2002 through 2013, the average irrigation season flow has
varied between 2.3 cfs and 5.7 cfs, The years of 2002 through 2013 will be used as a historical
data set to predict the flows from Curren Tunnel for 2014. The average of 1he average in-igation
season values for each year from 2002 through 20 I 3 is 3.7 cfs.
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Table I. Average Curren Tunnel discharge during Morris' irrigation season.
18.
Rangen holds water rights for irrigation and domestic purposes that identify
Curren Tunnel as the source of water. Water right no. 36-00!34B authorizes diversion of 0.09
cfs from Curren Tunnel and bears a priority date of October 9, 1884.
19.
Morris holds water rights for irrigation and stockwater purposes that identify
Curren Tunnel as the source of water. Water right no. 36-134D authorizes diversion of 1.58 cfs
of waler from Curren Tunnel. Water right no. 36-I34E also authorizes diversion of 0.82 cfs for
water from Curren Tunnel. Both water right no. 36-134D and water right no. 36-134E bear a
priority date of October 9, 1884 (identical to the priority date for Rangen's water right no. 3600134B identified above). Morris is entitled to divert a total of 2.4 cfs from Curren Tunnel
under water right nos. 36-!34D and 36-134E. :Morris currently diverts up to 15 miner's inches of
water from the Curren Tunnel for maintenance of his irrigation pipe. Morris, Tr. Vol. II, p. 390.
Because Morris currently diverts up to 15 miner's inches of water from the Curren Tunnel, the
Director will subtract 15 miner's inches (0.3 cfs) from the available supply for mitigation.
20.
Walter and Margaret Candy {hereafter referred to in the singular as "Candy") hold
water right no. 36-I34A, a water right authorizing diversion for domestic use of 0.04 cfs and
irrigation of 36 acres with water from the Curren Tunnel. Water right no. 36-134A authorizes a
total diversion of 0.49 cfs from the Ctmen Tunnel for both the domestic and irrigation uses and
bears a priority date of October 9, 1884 (identical lo the priority date for Rangen' s water right
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no. 36-00134B identified above). Water right 36-134A authorizes a diversion rate of 0.014 cfs
per acre. Candy uses water from the Curren Tunnel for domestic use and to irrigate land around
their home. The land irrigated with water from the tunnel is approximately one half acre.
Morris, Tr. Vol. II, p. 382. As stated above, the remainder of Candy's land is irrigated from the
Sandy Pipeline. Candy domestic water use would be 0.04 cfs. Because irrigation is included in
a small domestic use of one-half acre or less, the total use by Candy is limited to 0.04 cfs.
21.
Alvin and Hope Musser Living Trust (hereafter referred to in the singular as
"Musser") hold water right no. 36-102. Water right no. 36-102 authorizes the diversion of 4.1
cfs for irrigation purposes on Musser's property, and bears a priority date of April l, 1892.
Morris is farming Musser's property but Morris does not irrigate Musser's property with water
right no. 36-102. Instead, Morris is irrigating the Musser's property with water from the Sandy
Pipeline,
Rangen holds water right no. 36-135A. Water right no. 36-135A authorizes
22.
diversion of 0.05 cfs for irrigation and domestic purposes, and bears a priority date of April 1,
1908.
23.
Candy holds water right no. 36-135B. Water right no. 36-135B authorizes
diversion of 0.51 cfs for irrigation purposes and bears a priority date of April I, 1908. Morris is
farming Candy's property but Morris does not inigate Candy's property with water right no. 36135B. Instead, Morris is irrigating the land with water from the Sandy Pipeline,
24.
Monis holds water right nos. 36-I35D and 36-135E. Water right no. 36-! 35D
authorizes the diversion of 1.58 cfa for irrigation and stockwater purposes. Water right no. 36135E authorizes the diversion of 0.82 cfs for in-igation and stockwater purposes. Both water
rights bear a pri01ity date of April 1, 1908.
25.
The following spreadsheet quantifies the allocation of water according to the
priority dates of water rights offered for mitigation. Water right nos. 36-134A, 36-134B, 36134D, and 36- I 34E are the earliest priority date (October 9, 1884} water rights authorizing
diversion of water from the Curren Tunnel. The total flow rate authorized for diversion pursuant
to these water rights is 2.98 cfs. A flow rate of 3.7 cfs exceeds the 2.98 cfs maximum diversion
rate authorized by water rights held by Morris, Candy, and Rangen bearing an 1884 priority date.
Morris will divert 0.3 cfs of Curren Tunnel water into his inigation pipeline. Candy will divert
0.04 cfs, and because his lands are being irrigated with water from the Sandy Pipeline, he will
not divert the remaining 0.45 cfs pursuant to water right no. 36-l 34A. Rangen will divert 0.09
cfs pursuant to water right no. 36-134B.
26.
Water right no. 36-102 (Musser) is the next water right in priority bearing a
priority date of April l, 1892 and authorizing diversion of 4.1 cfs .. Because Musser lands are
being irrigated by water from the Sandy Pipeline, Musser will not divert water from Curren
Tunnel, and the next in line priority holders must be considered until the total quantity of use or
mitigation equals 3.7 cfs.
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27.
Water right nos. 135A (Rangen), 36-135B (Candy), 36-135D (Morris), and 36I35E (Morris) all bear a priority date of April I, 1892. Rangen will divert 0.05 cfs. Candy will
not divert water authorized by water right no. 36-135B because his lands are being irrigated with
water from the Sandy Pipeline. Morris's water right nos. 36-J 35D and 36-I35E are available for
additional mitigation.
Water Right
Holder
~·

Morris
Candy
Rangen
Musser
Rangen
J Candy
i Morris
Morris
Total

Water jiWater
Right
Right
Number
Quantity
(cfs)
36-134D & 2.4
36-134E
36-134A
0.49
36-134B
0.09
i 36-102
4.1
; 36-135A
0.05
36-135B
0.51
36-135D
1.58
0.82
36-J35E

Diverted for beneficial \ .Non-diversion of
Moms water,
use, not available for
1
mitigation (cfs)
available for
mitigation (cfs)
0.3
2.1

I

'

"

0.04
0.09
0.00
0.05
0.00

i o.o
0.00
0.5"

,,_

1.12

··-

3.2

As a result of the above summary, IGW A would be entitled to the following for mitigation:
3.7 cfs -0.3 cfs (Morris) -0.14cfs (Rangen)-0.04 cfs (Candy)"' 3.2 cfs (approximately)
The average annual benefit provided by the Morris water portion mitigation plan for comparison
with the annual requirement (3.4 cfa for April I, 2014 through March 31, 2015, 5.2 cfs for April
1, 2015 through March 31, 2106, etc.) is computed as follows:
184 days
x 3.2 cfa

= annual average of 1.6 cfs provided

365 days

If Morris foregoes diversion of the 0.3 cfs from the Curren Tunnel, additional water would be
available for IGWA as follows:
3. 7 cfs - 0.14 cfs (Ran gen) - 0.04 cfs (Candy) = 3.5 cfs (approximately)

2

Kumhcr reflects rounding to the nearest 1/10 of a cfs.
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If Monis foregoes diversion of the 0.3 cfs from the Cunen Tunnel, the average annual benefit
provided would be as follows:

184 days
x 3.5 cfs = annual average of 1.8 cfs provided
365ys

Proposal No. 3: Assignment of IGW A's \Vater Right Application to Rangen
28.
IGWA proposes to assign pending application to appropriate water no. 36-16976
to Rangen as mitigation. Application no. 36-16976 proposes to appropriate 12 cfs from Springs
and Billingsley Creek at Rangen' s existing physical diversion from Billingsley Creek known as
the "bridge diversion."
29.
IGWA filed application to appropriate water no. 36-16976 on April 3, 2013,
shortly after the Director ruled in the contested case for Rangen's delivery call that Rangen's
water rights only autho1ized diversion of water from the Curren Tunnel. This ruling was the
basis for a determination in the Director's Curtailment Order that Rangen does not hold a water
right authorizing diversion of water from Billingsley Creek at the bridge diversion.
30.
IGW A's water right application could be charactetized as a preemptive strike
against Rangen to establish a prospective priority date earlier than any later prospective priority
date borne by a Ran gen application.
Legality of Assigning Application to Appropriate Water no. 36-16976 to Rangen
31.
Pursuant to Rule 43, the Director can approve proposal no. 3 only if the Director
believes that the application can provide water to Rangen in the time of need, i.e. this year. 111e
pending application cannot be prejudged in this proceeding. IGWA essentially asked the
Director to prejudge the application. The Director declines to do so. The application seeks
authorization to dive1t 12 cfs from a point of diversion on the Rangen property. IGW A Ex. 1018
at l. A map attached to the application shows the general area of the planned point of diversion.
Id. at 4. The Department published notice of the application and the application was protested by
Rangen. Rangen also filed a competing application and a transfer to address the point of
diversion issue. The facts behind IGW A's application and the competing application and
transfer are unique. Given the uncertainty of the application given the specific facts which have
developed in this case, the Director concludes that it is too speculative to consider.
Ouantitv of Water Delivered to Rangen
32.
As stated above, the facts behind IGWA's application and the competing
application and transfer are unique. Given the uncertainty of the application given the specific
facts of this case, the Director concludes that it is too speculative to determine that Rangen will
deliver water in its time of need pursuant to this application.
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Proposal Nos. 4 and 5: Mitigation with Money or Fish
33.
IGWA proposed fish replacement or monetary compensation to mitigate injury
caused to Rangen by junior-priority ground water pumpers. These proposals will not be
evaluated in this decision because proposal nos. 4 and 5 were dismissed as part ofIGWA's
Mitigation Plan in the Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Rang en's Motion to Dismiss
Proposals 3-9 l!flGWA's Mitigation P/011 and Limit Scope of Hearing issued March 26, 2014.
Proposal No. 6: Cleaning, Deepening, or Enlarging Curren Tunnel
34.
IGW A suggests that cleaning, maintaining, and improving the Curren Tunnel will
increase the flows from Cnnen Tunnel. IGWA implies that the Director ;,hould require that
Rangen grant IGW A access to the tunnel to remove debris and rock from the tunnel and to assess
whether the tunnel can be deepened or enlarged.
Quantity of Water Delivered to Ran gen from Proposed Tunnel Cleaninf':
Morris testified that cleaning out fallen rock and dirt that collected at the mouth of
35.
the Hoagland 1\mnel resulted in additional water discharging from the Hoagland Tunnel. Morris
Tr. Vol. II, p. 384-85. However, there is no evidence that the rock-fall in any tunnel changed the
hydraulic conditions in the tunnel itself. Monis' testimony suggests the rock at the mouth of the
Hoagland tunnel likely bloeked collection works and created diffuse flow channels around or
underneath the collection works that prevented collection of the water into the associated
diversion works.
36.
There is no fallen rock at the mouth of Curren Tunnel impeding Rangen's
collection of water. Curren Tunnel is lined with a large diameter corrugated pipe from its mouth
50 feet into the tunnel. The remainder of the tunnel is completed in basalt rock. IGWA failed to
present evidence demonstrating that cleaning the Curren Tunnel would provide any additional
water to Rangen.
Quantity of Water Delivered to Rangen from an Enlargement or Deepening of Curren Tunnel
37.
There is evidence in the record that deepening or enlarging the Cunen Tunnel
could increase flows from the Curren Tunnel. However, there is no evidence quantifying the
potential increase. Any physical work to deepen or enlarge the tunnel could not be completed to
timely provide water during the 2014 irrigation season.
Proposal No. 7: Construction of a Horizontal Well
38
IGWA proposes to drill a horizontal well in the vicinity of the Curren Tunnel and
divert the water from the well to Rangen's facility. IGWA proposes to drill the horizontal well
near the Curren Tunnel at an elevation lower than the outlet of the Curren Tunnel.
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Legality of Constructing a Ho~izontal Well
39.
Prior to construction of a horizontal well, IGW A would need lo obtain a water
right to divert. and beneficially use water from the horizontal well. IOWA has not filed any
applications lo appropriate water from a horizontal well. IGW A did not idemify a location for
construction of the well, alld did not present any evidence about land ownership or easements on
land where a well could be constructed. The source of water proposed to be diverted is trust
water. The Department has issued a moratorium on all appropriations of water from the Eastern
Snake Plain Aquifer in the area where the proposed horizontal well would be constructed. Any
horizontal well proposal will need to mitigate to address injury to oilier water users. IOWA
failed to satisfy its burden because it failed to present any evidence that it will be able to address
the injury to other water users.
Quantity of Water Delivered to Rangen
40.
IGW A has failed to present evidence that it could timely deliver water to Rangen
when water is needed by Rangen in 2014. 2\!o evidence was presented quantifying the available
water supply. The lack of information makes the proposal too speculative to approve.
Proposal No. 8: Mitigation With Water from New Wells or Existing Wells

41.
IOWA proposes to drill new ground water wells or utilize existing wells to deliver
water directly to Rangen. IGWA asserts this plan would be similar to its over-the-rim plan
previously approved in the Clear Springs Foods delivery call.
Legality of Diverting Ground Water From New or Existing wells and Delivering the Water to
Rangen for Mitigation
42.
IGW A has not identified any water rights that could be exercised, through a
change in nature of use, to deliver water to Rangen. Because no water rights have been
identified, the Director cannot evaluate important components of the water rights such as priority
date, flow rate limitations, volume limitations, and periods of use to determine whether water
diverted pursuant to the water rights could be delivered for mitigation.
43.
IGWA cites the Director's approval of the over-the-rim plan in the Snake River
Farms delivery call as support for its argument the Director should conditionally approve
Proposal No. 8 and then allow IGWAro provide engineering and other plans at a later date.
However, there are important distinctions between the progress IGWA had made in the over-therim plall when it was considered by the Department and this plan. At the time me hearing for the
over-the-rim plan was heard, IGWA had exerted significant effort to justify the plan, including
identifying water rights that would be acquired and wells that could be used, testing of water
temperature, quality, and evaluating the reliability and biosecurity of the proposed pumping
system. IGWA had also provided preliminary engineering plans. While the Director
conditionally approved the over-the-rim plan, IGWA had taken significant steps towards
implementation of that plan. Here, IGW A has not taken any steps toward implementation of this
proposal.
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44.
There is no evidence in the record that would allow the Director lo recognize
mitigation provided through new or existing wells.
Quantity of Water Delivered to Rao gen

45.

No evidence was presented in the record about how water could physically be
delivered to Ran gen, and whether IGWA could obtain necessary rights of way. ~o
quantification of available water was presented either. Planning and design for an over the rim
project would take at least six months. IGWA could not timely deliver water to Rangen when
water is needed in 2014.

Proposal No. 9: l\.Iitigation by Pumping Water in Billingsley Creek Back 1o Rangen
46.
IGWA proposes a direct pump-back and aeration system within the Rangen
facility to satisfy mitigation obligations.
Legalitv of IGWA Providing a direct Pump-Back and Aeration System Within the Rangen
facility
47.
There is no evidence in the record that IGW A has the water rights or property
access to constrnct and operate a pump back and aeration system to Rangen. IGWA did not
present any evidence about how the water rights or property access would be acquired.
Delivery of Pump-Back Water to Ran gen

48.
There is no evidence in the record that IGWA could timely deliver water to
Rangen when Rangen needs the water in 2014.

Mitigation Shortfall
49.
Proposal No. I provides an average of 1.2 cfs during the first year (April 1, 2014
through March 31, 2015) through aquifer enhancement activities.
50.
Proposal No. 2 provides an average of 1.6 cfs through delivery of water not
diverted by Morris. If Morris foregoes dlversion of all water from CmTen Tunnel, the water
available for Proposal No. 2 would increase to an average of 1.8 cfs.

51.
There is no evidence in the record establishing that other proposals would provide
mitigation during the first year.

52.

The mitigation plan provides an average predicted benefit of 2.8 cfa during the
first year if Morris continues to di ve1t 0.3 cfs of water from the Curren Tunnel. If Monis
foregoes diversion of all water from Curren Tunnel, the average predicted benefit would increase
to 3.0 cfs.
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53.
The mitigation plan fails to provide the required 3.4 cfs during the first year, and
the mitigation shortfall is 0.6 cfs if Morris continues to divert 0.3 cfs of water from the Curren
Tunnel. If Morris foregoes diversion of all water from Curren Tunnel, the mitigation shortfall
would decrease to 0.4 cfs.
54.
Curtailment dates coinciding with various priority dates were iteratively entered
into ESPAM 2.1 to determine the curtailment date required to provide the mitigation shortfall. A
curtailment date of October 13, 1978 is predicted to provide an average benefit of 0.6 cfa to the
Curren Tunnel during the first year. A curtailment date of July l, 1983 is predicted to provide an
average benefit of 0.4 cfs during the first year to the Curren Tunnel.

Conclusion
55.
IGWA's evidence established that foregone diversion of Curren Tunnel water by
Morris is predicted to deliver an average of 1.6 cfs water directly to Rangen from April I, 2014
through March 31, 2015.I If Morris also foregoes diversion of 15 miner's inches (0.3 cfs) of
water diverted from Curren Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline during the 2014 inigation
season, the foregone diversion of Curren Tunnel water by Morris is predicted to deliver an
average of 1.8 cfs directly to Rangen from April I, 2014 through March 31, 2015
56.
IGW A's evidence established that it can provide an average of 1.7 cfs water to
Rangen through its aquifer enhancement activities, based on steady state ESPAM model runs.
IGWA's evidence established that it can provide 1.2 cfs of water from its aguifer
57.
enhancement activities, based on transient ESPAM 2.1 model runs, from Aprill, 2014 through
March 31, 2015.
58.
IGWA's evidence established that it can provide a total of 3.3 cfs in steady state
benefits to Rangen.
59.
Evidence from the hearing establishes that IGW A can provide a total of 2.8 cfs of
direct flow benefits to Rangen from April 1, 2014 through March 31, 2015 if Morris continues to
divert 15 inches of water (0.3 cfs) from Curren Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline. The
mitigation credit of 2.8 cfs is 0.6 cfs less than the 3.4 cfs obligation. ESPAM 2.1 determines that
water rights bearing priority dates of October 13, 1978 or later (junior) must be curtailed to
provide tbe 0.6 cfs to Rangen.

If Morris discontinues diversion of 15 inches (0.3 cfs) through his irrigation
60.
pipeline, IGWA can provide a total of 3.0 cfs of direct flow benefits to Ran gen from Ap1il 1,
2014 through JI.larch 31, 2015. The mitigation credit of 3.0 cfs is 0.4 cfs less than the 3.4 cfs
obligation. ESPAcv1 2.1 determines that water rights bearing priority dates of July 1, 1983 or
later (junior) must be curtailed to provide the 0.4 cfs to Rangen.
61.
IGWA did not establish that it can provide any steady state benefits or direct
delivery of water to Ran gen in the current annual period for the following proposals: assignment
of a water right application, cleaning and/reconstruction of the Curren Tunnel, drilling a
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horizontal well, delivery of water from new or existing wells, or pumping water back through the
Ranger, facility.

CONCLCSIONS OF LA\V
Aquifer Enhancement Activities

1.
IGWA is entitled to a mitigation credit of 1.7 cfs toward its steady state obligation
of 9.1 cfs because of its aquifer enhancement activities.
2.
IGWA is entitled to a mitigation credit of 1.2 cfs toward its from April 1, 2014
through March 31, 2015 direct flow obligation of 3.4 cfs because of its aquifer enhancement
activities.
3.
The ste;,dy state and direct flow obligations are separate alternatives in the
Director's Curtailment Order, and the model simulations resulting in the above steady state and
direct flow credits are mutually exclusive.
Irrigation Water Not Diverted from the Curren Tunnel

4.
IGWA is entitled to a mitigation credit of 1.6 cfs for Curren Tunnel water directly
provided to Rangen because of the non diversion of irrigation water from the Curren Tunnel
pursuant to water rights held by Morris. Alternatively, if Morris ceases diverting 0.3 cfs from
Curren Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline, IGWA is entitled to a mitigation credit of 1.8 cfs
for Curren Tunnel water directly provided to Rangen because of the non diversion of irrigation
water from the Curren Tunne.1 pursuant to water rights held by Morris. The quantity of 1.6 cfs or
1.8 cfs counts toward both the steady state and direct flow obligations in the Curtailment Order.
Assignment of IG''VA's Water Right Application to Rangen

5.
Because all IGWA offered to Rangen at the hearing is assignment of a bare
application to appropriate water for mitigation with no supporting evidence about its
development and perfection, there is currently no legal basis for the Director to hold that an
application to appropriate water can provide mitigation to Rangcn. Fmthermore, the unique
factual situation of this case will likely play an important role in the application proceeding.
IGWA is not entitled to any mitigation credit for its proposal to assign application to appropriate
water no. 36-16976 to Rangen.
Cleaning, Deepening, or Enlarging Curren Tunnel

6.
Rangen is not required to construct a deeper or larger tunnel to enhance the flow
of water from the Curren Tunnel. The Director does not have the legal authority to require that
Rangen grant access to IGW A to study a proposed enlargement, nor does the Director have the
authority to order construction proposed by IGWA after studies are complete.
7.

The proposed work is not legally possible without Rangen's consent.
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8.
Any physical work to deepen or enlarge the tunnel could not be completed to
timely provide water during the 2014 irrigation season when the water is needed.
9.
There was no evidence presented that IGW A could timely deliver water to
Rangen when water is needed by Rangen in 2014.
10.
IGWA is not entitled to any mitigation credit for its proposal to clean, deepen, or
enlarge the Curren Tunnel.
Construction of a Horizontal Well

11.
IGWA did not establish what water rights would be exercised to deliver water to
Ran gen from a new horizontal well. IGWA did not identify a location for construction of the
well, and did not present any evidence about land ownership or easements on land where a well
could be constructed. The planning and construction of a delivery system could not be
completed in 2014 during the time water is needed by Rangeu.
12.
IGWA is not entitled to any mitigation credit for its proposal to provide
mitigation water directly to Rangen from a newly constrncted horizontal well.
Mitigation with Water from New Wells or Existing Wells

13.
IGWA did not establish what water rights would be exercised or that there were
any commitments by the owners of wells, either by contract or acquisition, authorizing diversion
of water to Rangen from new wells or existing wells for mitigation. The planning and
construction of a delivery system could not be completed in 2014 during the time water is needed
by Rangen.
14.
IGWA is not entitled to any mitigation credit for its proposal to provide
mitigation water directly to Rangen from new wells or existing wells.
Mitigation by Pumping Water in Billingsley Creek Back to Rangen

15.
IGWA did not establish what water rights would be exercised or that IGW A
owns, or that there are commitments by an owner of land, authorizing construction of a pump
back system and delivery of Billingsley Creek water.
16.
IGWA is not entitled to any mitigation credit for its proposal to provide
mitigation water from Billingsley Creek directly to Rangen through a pump back system.
Conclusion

17.
IGWA is entitled to a total steady state mitigation credit of 3.3 cfs toward its
steady state obligation of 9.1 cfs.
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18.
IGWA is entitled to a total direct credit of 2.8 cfs toward its first annual pe.riod
direct flow obligation of 3.4 cfs. The mitigation credit of 2.8 cfs is 0.6 cfs less than the 3.4 cfs
obligation. ESPA,,'Vl 2, I determines that water rights bearing priority dates of October 13, 1978
or later must be curtailed to provide the 0.6 cfs to Rangen.
19.
Alternatively, upon agreement by Morris rhat he will not divert 0.3 cfs directly
from Curren Tunnel, IGWA is entitled to a total direct credit of 3.0 cfs toward its first annual
period direct flow obligation of 3.4 cfs. The mitigation credit of 3.0 cfs is 0.4 cfs less than the
3.4 cfs obligation. ESPAM 2.1 determines that water rights bearing priority dates of July 1, 1983
or later must be curtailed to provide the 0.4 cfs to Rangen.

ORDER
Based upon and consistent with the foregoing. 1T IS HEREBY ORDERED that the
Director APPROVES proposal no. 1 (aquifer enhancement activities) and proposal no. 2
(delivery of Morris Curren Tunnel Water) oflGWA's mitigation plan.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Director rejects proposals nos. 3 and 6 through 9 of
IGWA's mitigation plan.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that IGWA is granted 1.2 cfs of transient mitigation credit
for the annual period from April 1, 2014 through March 31, 2015, because of its past and
ongoing, muti-year aquifer enhancement activities.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that IGWA is granted 1.6 cfs of mitigation credit for direct
delivery of surface water from Curren Tunnel to Rangen.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that IGWA is granted 2.8 cfs of total mitigation credit for
the annual period from April 1, 2014 through March 31, 2015.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the 2.8 cfs total annual mitigation credit is 0.6 cfs less
that the annual mitigation requirement of 3.4 cfs for the. annual period from April 1, 2014
through March 31, 2015.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the stay issued in the Febmary 21, 2014, Order
Granting IGWA 's Petition to Stay Curtailment of the Curtailment Order is hereby lifted.
IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED that, at 12:01 a.m. on or before May 5, 2014, users of
ground water holding consumptive water rights bearing priority dates junior or e.qual to October
13, 1978, listed in Attachment A to this order, within the area of common ground water, located
west of the Great Rift, and within a water district that regulates ground water, shall curtail/refrain
from diversion and use of ground water pursuant to those water rights unless notified by the
Department that this amended order of curtailment has been modified or rescinded as to their
water rights. This order shall apply to all consumptive ground water rights, including
agricultural, commercial, industrial, and municipal uses, but excluding ground water rights used
for de minimis domestic purposes where such domestic use is within the limits of the definition
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set forth in Idaho Code§ 42-111 and ground water rights used for de minimis stock watering
where such stock watering use is within the limits of the definitions set forth in Idaho Code§ 421401A(l 1), pursuant to IDAPA 37.03.11.020.11.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the watermasters for the water districts within the area
of common ground water, located west of the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, are
directed to issue written notices to the holders of the consumptive ground water rights listed in
Attachment A to this order. The water rights on the list hear priority dates junior or equal to
October 13, 1978. The written notices are to advise the holders of the identified ground water
rights that their rights are subject to curtailment in accordance with the terms of this order.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED tllat pursuant to Conjunctive Management Rule
37.03.11.040.40, for the water districts within the area of common ground water, located west of
the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, shall permit the diversion and use of ground
water by water rights with priority date senior to October 13, 1978 to continue out of priority
diversions within the water district provided IGWA's mitigation plan is complied with.
CONTINGENT ALTERNATIVE OBLIGATIO~
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, if MotTis agrees to cease diverting 0.3 cfs from Cuneo
Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline, IGWA will be grnmed 3.0 cfs of total annual mitigation
credit for the annual period from April 1, 2014 through March 31, 2015.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the 3.0 cfs total mitigation credit is 0.4 cfs less than the
annual mitigation requirement of 3.4 cfs for the annual period from April 1, 2014 through March
31, 2015.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that water rights bearing priority dates junior or equal to
July 1, 1983 shall be curtailed during the 2014 irrigation season.
IT IS FL'RTHER ORDERED that, if Morris agrees to cease divertbg 0.3 cfs from Curren
Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline, at 12:01 a.m. on or before May 5, 2014, users of ground
water holding consumptive water rights bearing p1iority dates junior or equal to July l, 1983, as
may be determined from Attachment A to this order, within the area of common ground water,
located west of the Great Rift, and within a water district that regulates ground waier, shall
curtail/refrain from diversion and use of ground water pursuant to those water rights unless
notified hy the Department that this amended order of curtailment has been modified or
rescinded as to their water rights. This order shall apply to all consumptive ground water rights,
including agricultural, commercial, industrial, and municipal uses, but excluding ground water
rights used for de minimis domestic pmposes where such domestic use is within the limits of the
definition set forth in Idaho Code § 42-111 and ground water rights used for de minimis stock
watering where sucb stock watering use is within the limits of the definitions set forth in Idaho
Code§ 42-1401A(ll), pursuant to IDAPA 37.03.11.020.1 l.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, if Morris agrees to cease diverting 0.3 cfs from Curren
Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline, the watermasters for the water districts within the area of
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common ground water, located west of the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, are
directed to issue written notices to the holders of the consumptive ground water rights listed in
Attachment A to this order with water rights that bear priority dates junior or equal to July J,
1983, The written notices are to advise the holders of the identified ground water rights that their
rights are subject to curtailment in accordance vvith the terms of this order.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, if Morris agrees to cease di vetting 0.3 cfs from Cun-en
Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline, pursuant to Conjunctive Management Rule
37.03. 11.040.40, for the water districts within the area of common ground water, located west of
the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, shall pennit the diversion and use of ground
water by water rights with priority date senior to July 1, 1983 to continue out of priority
diversions within the water district provided IGWA's mitigation plan is complied with.

Da<ed <his

-Iii

J['-.,.y of April, 2014. ~

)

GARYS&c~Director
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Fiaure2-5c
Annual Average Flow
Rangen Hatchery
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Values In CFS
-Total Rangen - LRE (1966· 2012)
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Source: Annual averages of monthly average fk:tws presented Jn Figure 2~5b,
Annual a.verage Total CUrren Spring Flow to Rangen computed as the Total Curren Sprlng after diversions to farmers.

Spronk Water Engineers, Inc.

Updated 5/15/2013
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Figure 3.8: Historical Flows at Rangen Facility
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!dent. N o . - - - - - - -

FORM 202: H/l3

STATEOFlDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT
To npproprinte the public waters of the State of Idaho

1. Name ofapplicant(s) North Snake GWD, Magic Valley GWD, et al.
Nam:;lcmmeclor{checkone):

0and

Dor

Phone 208-232-6101

Oan&ot

Malling address clo Randall C, Budge,T,J, Budge,201 E Center street, PO Box 1391 Cicy _P_oc_a_le_l_lo_ _ _ _ __
State ID__ Zip 83204

Email rcb@racinelaw.net tcb@raclnelaw.net

2.

Source cf water supply Springs; Billlngsley Creek

3.

Location of point(s) of diversion:

4.

G<rvt

which is a tributary of_S_na_k_e_R_iv_e_r- - - - - - - -

y.;

\Ii

%

County

Sonrt'e.

32

SE

SW

NW

Gooding

Springs; Billingsley Creek

32

SW

SW
..

NW

Gooding

Springs; Blllicgsley Creek

TWP

RGE

SEC

7S

14E

7S

14E

Lo!

-

Local name or tag II

I

-

Water will be used for the following purposes:

Amount

12 els

for

mitigation for irrigation

purposes from _ _
11_1__ to

12131 __ (botl1datesinclusive)

(cfs -0r ncre-feef." per year)

Amount

12 cfs

fish progagatlon

for

purposes -from

111 ___ to_ 12/31

(oolhdateilinclusive)

(cfa or acre-fctt per year)

Amount _ _ _ _ _ _ ror _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ purposes from _ _ _ _ to _ _ _ _ (bothdatesinclus!ve)
{ofs or acn:·fo~t per _year}

Amount _ _ _ _ _ _ for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ purµmmsfrom _ _ _ _ to _ _ _ _ (bolhdatesinclusive)
{cfs or acrc~feet pet)'ear)

5.

Tore! quantity to be appropriated is {a) ___1_2_ _ cubic fuet per second (cfs) and/or (b) -·----•c:e feet per year (af).

6.

Proposed diverting works:

a. Describe type and size of devices used to divert water from the source. Hydraulic pump(s) (size TBD); screw-operated
headgate on Billingsley Creek
b. Height of storage dam

·---feet; active reservoir capacity

NIA

acre-feet; total reservoir capacity

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ aore-foet.IfL11e reservoir will be filled more than onceeach year, describe the refill plan In item IL For
dams 10 feet or more ln height OR reservoirs with a totRl storage capacity of 50 $.Cre-feet or more, submit a separate Application for
Construction or Enlargement of a New or Existing Dam, Application required? D Yes D No

o. Proposed well diameteris

N/A

inches; proposed depth of well is-..

feet

D Yes !ZJ No
__; drilling firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

d, Is ground wate,· with a temperature of greater !han 85°F being sought?
e. lfwell is already d;i!led, when?

N/A

well wus drilled for (well owner)
7.

; Drilling PennitNo. - - - - - - - -

Description of proposed uses (ifirrlgation only, go to item 8):
•· Hydropower; show total feet of head and proposed capacity inkW, N/A
b. Stockw•tering; list number and kind of l i v e s t o c k , = - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - c, Manicipal; cmrplete and attach the Municipal Water Right Application Checklist.

d. Domestic; show number of households NIA

------------------

e. O!her; describe fully. ml:lgatlon for groundwater !rrigatlon; fls.1 propagation

000252

B.

Description ofpl<we ofuse:
a. lfwater is fur irrigation, Indicate acreage in each subdivision in the tabulation below.
b. lfwater is used for other purposes, place a symbol ofthe use (example: D for Domestic) in the corresponding place ofuse helow.
See instructions for standard symbols.
TWP

78
7S

RGE

I,

NE

SEC

NE

SW

NW

NW

SE

SW

SW

NW

SE

NE

NW

SW

SE

NE

M/F MIF

14E i' 31
14E

,.,,

SE

I 32

NW

8\l'

SE

TOTALS

)

,

M/F
'

'
)

';
Total number of acres to be irrigated: ___N_,_'A___
9.

Describe any other water rights used for the same purposes as described above. Include water delivered by a municipality, canal

comp-any, or irrigation district, lfthis appJfoation is for domestic purposes, do you intend to use this water, water f."'Om another source~
or both. to irrigate your lawn, gardeni and/or la;:idscaping?
None for mitigation. Water right nos. 36·2551 and 36-7694 are used for fish propagation purposes at Rangen.

JO, a. Who owns the property at the poiat of diversion? _R_a_n-e_n,~i_n_c_.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - b. Who owns the !and to be irrigated or place ofuse? Rangen, Inc.; members of applicant Ground Water Districts
c. If the property is owned bye person other than the applicant, describe the arrangement enabling the applicant to make this filing:
Idaho Code Section 42-5224(13)
11. Describe your proposal in narrative form, and provide additional explanation for any of the items above. Attach additional pages if

necessary.
!he GW Districts wlll use this water for mttigation purposes to protect groundwater use on the Eastern Snake Plain lo
mitigate for Rangen's apparent material Injury and to provide mltigatlor. fer the curtailment of junior groundwater users
as specified in the Directors Final Order dated 1/29/14 for Rangen's delivery call. Mitigation water will be pr:,vided to
Ran gen for its Ctirren Tunnel rights for fish propagation purposes. If unable to secure proper consent, the GWDs will
use their power of eminent domain as set forth in I.C. Sec. 42-5224(13) to secure easements, as necessary.
12. Time rec;uired for completion of work, and appllcation of water to proposed beneficial use is

5

years (minimum l year).

13. MAP OF PROPOSED PROJECT REQUJRED- Attru:h an 8W' x 11" map clearly idcn!ifylng!he proposed point of diversion, place
of use, section#, township & range. A photocopy cfa USGS 7.S minate topographic qoadrangle map is preferred.

The information cont•ined ln th' epplication is true to the best o{ my knowledg•. I undel'stand thnt any willful misrepresentations
mRde in this application may J'es It in rejection of the application or canceUJttion of an app1·ovRJ,

Signature of Appllcant

Signature ofApplicant

Thomas J. Budge, Attorney
Print Name (and tiHe, if applicable)

Print Name (and titie1 if applicable)

For Department Use:
Received by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fee$ _ _ _ _ __

Date _________ Time _ _ __

Receipted by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Preliminary che-:k hy _ _ _ _ _ __
Drue _ _ _ _ _ __

Receipt N o . - - - - - - - - -
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Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949)
Thomas J. Budge (1SB# 7 465)
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED

201 E. Center St./ P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232-6101-phone
(208) 232-6109 fax
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racine1aw.net
Attorneys for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ([GWA)
BEFORETHEDEPARTMENTOFWATERRESOURCES
OFTHESTATEOFIDAHO

INTHEMATTEROFTHEMITIGATION
PLAN FILED BY THE IDAHO GROUND
WATERAPPROPRJATORS FOR THE
DISTRJBUTIONOFWATERTOWATER
RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 AND 36-07694
IN THE NAME OF RAN GEN, INC.

Docket No. CM-NlP-2014-001

IGWA'sSecondMitigationPlan
and Request for Hearing

INTRODUCTIONS

Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA), through counsel, acting for
and on behalf of its members and non-member participants in IGWA's mitigation
activities, submits this mitigation plan pursuant to Conjunctive Management Rule
43 to provide additional alternative means of providing direct water flow to
Rangen, Inc. (Rangen) to avoid curtailment of junior-priority groundwater rights
under the Director's January 29, 2014, Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's
Petition for Delivery Call,· Curtailing Gr=d Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962
("Curtailment Order"). This is the second mitigation plan submitted by IGWA in
response to the Curtailment Order. This plan proposes an additional means of
mitigation by delivery water directly to Rangen from Tucker Springs to Rangen.
As v,1ith the mitigation alternatives outlined in IGWA's first mitigation plan dated
February 12, 2014, the mitigation alternative set forth below enables the Director
to exercise his authority and discretion in evaluating the factors to be considered
under CM Rule 43.

I GWA's Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing- I
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Randall C. Budge (!SB# 1949)
Thomas J. Budge (!SB# 7465)
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE

RECEIVED

& BAILEY, CHARTERED

MAR 1 0 W1!

201 E. Center St. /P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232-6101-phone
(208) 232-6109-fax
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

Attonieysfor Idaho Growid Water Appropdators, Inc. (TGWA)
BEFORETHEDEPARTMENTOFWATERRESOURCES
OFTHESTATEOFIDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE MITIGATION
PLAN FILED BY THE IDAHO GROUND
WATERAPPROPRIATORS FOR THE
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO WATER
RIGHT NOS. 36-02551AND 36-07694
IN THE NAME OF RANGEN, INC.

Docket No. CM-MP-2014-001
IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan
and Request fo1· Hearing

INTRODUCTIONS

Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA), through counsel, acting for
and on behalf of its members and non-member participants in IGWA's mitigation
activities, submits this mitigation plan pursuant to Conjunctive Management Rule
43 to provide additional alternative means of providing direct water flow to
Rangen, Inc. (Rangen) to avoid curtailment of junior-priority groundwater rights
under the Director's Janumy 29, 2014, Final Order Rf1Firding Rangen, me. 's
Petition for Delivery can; Curtailing Ground Water mghts Jzmior to July 13, 1962
("Curtailment Order'1, This is the second mitigation plan submitted by IGWA in
response to the Cu1tailment Order. This plan proposes an additional means of
mitigation by delivery water directly ta Rangcn from Tucker Springs to Rangen.
As with the mitigation alternatives outlined in IGWA's first mitigation plan dated
February 12, 2014, the mitigation alternative set forth below enables the Director
to exercise his autl1ority and discretion in evaluating the factors to be considered
under CM Rule 43.

IGWA's MitigatlonPlan and Request forHearing-1
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DESCRIPTION OF MITIGATION PLAN

This mitigation plan, referred to herein as the "Tucker Springs Project," will
benefit Rangen's water right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 which have as their
source the Martin-Curren Tunnel. If this plan is approved, IGWA will attempt to
acquire the right to use up to 9 .1 cfs of water from Tucker Springs owned and
operated by the State of Idaho Department of Fish & Game, which would be
pumped approximately 1.3 miles to Rangen's place of use near Billingsley Creek.
This would enable spring water discharged from the ESPA at Tucker Springs and
currently used for fish production year-round to be delivered to Rangen's facilities
for fish production year-round. The Tucker Springs Project would require the
following which would be timely competed by IGWA at its expense:
(1) Acquisition of Tucker Springs water rights owned by the State of Idaho;
(2) Design and construction of a pump station with pumps, motors, and
related equipment including necessary redundancy to continuously
pump water from Tucker Springs to Rangen;
(3) Design and construction of approximately 1. 3 miles of pipeline to deliver
water from Crystal Springs to Rangen;
(4) Acquisition by purchase or condemnation of the necessary rights of way
for the above described facilities and pipeline;
(5) Permission from Rangen to access its property for engineering and
design purposes; and
(6) An easement from Rangen to construct and operate the pipeline and
other facilities necessary to deliver water to Rang en's property.
REQUEST FOR HEARING

Pursuant to CM Rule 43.02, IGWA requests that this mitigation plan be
promptly processed and advertised, and that an expedited scheduling conference
be set with notice given to the parties to discuss this mitigation plan and schedule
necessary hearings. As this mitigation plan is similar in concept to the other direct
water delivery proposals set forth in IGWA's first mitigation plan scheduled for
hearing to commence March 17, 2014, IGWA asks that testimony and evidence
on this plan be accepted at the same time and preserved to promote efficiency and
economy since the same parties are involved.
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE &BAILEY, CHARTERED

_,__0_•

B y :_
_~
_~
-~----11/+-'---RANDALL C. BUDGE
Attorneys/or IGWA

March 10, 2014
Date

IGWA's Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing- 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that on this IO"' day of March, 2014, the foregoing document was
served on the following persons in the manner indicated.
II /2.J1li:;:-~-Y u· f:;T~r

~)(],;}

Signature of person mailing form

i

Director, Gary Spackman
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P0Box83720
BoISe, ID 83 7 2 0-00 98
De bomb ,Gib,,m@idl6!i:.idaho.gov

0

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid

[J Facsimile

0

OvemightMail
~ H an dD e I'1very
~ E-mail

Garrick Baxter
Chris Bromley
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
garrick.baxter@idwr.idabo.gov
chris.bromley@idwr,idaho.goy

D
D
D
D

Robyn M. Brody
Brody Law Office, PLLC
P0Box554
Rupert, ID 83350
rbrody@cableon;:,ru,t
rob)[!lbrogy,@hotmail,i;;om

0

I

!

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
~ E-mail

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
D Facsimile
D Overnight Mail
D Hand Delivery
~ E-mail
··~

Fritz X. Haemmerle
Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC
P0Boxl800
Hailey,ID 83333
fxh@haemla.1~'.~Q!ll

D
D
D
D

J. Justin May
May, Browning & May, PLLC
1419 West Washington
Boise, ID 83 702

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
~ E-mail
··-··--"

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

IGWA's Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing- 3
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·---·-

·-··-

jmay@maJlbrowning,i;Qill

[8J E-mail

Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE JANKOWSKI, LLP
51116th St., Suite 500
Denver, Colorado 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski,com
mitrap@.white-jankowski.com

D
D
D

Dean Tranmer
City of Pocatello
P0Box4169
Pocatello, ID 83201
dtranmer@pocatel!o,l.ls

D
D
D
D

C. Thomas Arkoosh
Arkoosh Law Offices
P0Box2900
Boise, ID 83 702
tom,arkoosh@arkoosh.com

D
D
D
D

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
Barker Rosholt & Simpson
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.com
jkscroidabW6:aters,com
pla@idahowati;:rs,cgrn

D
D
D
D

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
D Hand Delivery
[8J E-Mail
:

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
~ E-Mail
U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
[8J E-Mail

i

'

i

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
[8J E-Mail

··--··

D
D
D
D

W. Kent Fletcher
Fletcher Law Office
P0Box248
Burley, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

U.S. Mail/ Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
[8J E-Mail

·-·--····-
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APR/29/2014/TUE 01:37 PM

Racine

Olson Nye

FAX No. 208 232 6109

P. 006

Randall c. Budge (ISB# 1949)
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7 465)
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTER.ED

201 E. Center St./ P.O. Box1391
Poca.tello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232-6101-phone
(208) 232-6109-fax

rcb@racinelaw.net

tih@racinelaw.net

Attorneysfor Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc.
DISTRlCTCOURTOFTHESTATEOFIDAHO
FIFTH)UDIClALDISTRICT

TWIN FALLS COUNTY

RANGEN, INC, an Idaho corporation,
Petitioner,
. vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF RESOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN,
in his official capacity as Director of
the Idaho Department of Water Resources,

Case No. CV-2014-1338
(Consolidated with Gooding Coun~

ty Case No. CV-2014-:J.. 79)
WithdrawaloflGWA's Motion
ToStay
CurtallmentOrder

Respondent.

Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA), acting for and on

behalf of its members, hereby withdraws IGWA's Motion to Stay Curtailment Order filed April 25, 2014. On April 28, 2014, the Idaho Department

of Water Resources issued an Order Granting IGWA's Second Petition to
Stay Cw.rtai.lment, staying curtailment until a. decision is entered on IGWA1 s
Second Mitigation Plan. Therefore, it is not necessary to go forward with

IGWA 's Motion to Stay Curtailment Order.

WitbdtawalofIGWA!sMotiontoStayew:tailmentOrder-1

000260

APR/29/2014/TUE 01:37 PM Racine Olson Nye

FAX No. 208 232 6109

P. 007

DATED April 29, 2014.
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
&: BAILEY, CHARTERED

By:/h11>~Jd~ 71"'~
Randall C. Budge
Thomas J. Budge

Withdrawal of IGWA's Motion to stay curtailment order-2
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APR/29/2014/TUE 01:37 PM Racine Olson Nye

FAX No. 208 232 6109

P. 008

CERTWICATE OFMAILJNG
I certify that on this 29th day of April, 2014, the foregoing document
was served on the following persons in the manner indicated.

Origi,utl io:
Clerk of the Court

SRBA DEPUTY CLERIC
2 5 3 3n1 Ave. North

P0Box2707
TwinFalls,ID 83303-2707
Deputy Attorney General
Garrick L. Baxter
IDAHO DEPT. OF WATER RESOURCES
P.O. Box 83 720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098

Fax: 208~287w6700
garrick.haxtet@idWI.idahg.ao:t
kii:Di.whit~@idwr..,idahg,gov
RobynM. Brody
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
P.O.Box554
Rupert, ID 83350

IPh~h[c~hatmail.ccm
Fritz X. Haemmerle
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMElU.£1 PLLC

P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333

fxh@ha.emla:w.,am
J. Justin May
MAY, BROWNING & MAY, PLLC

1419 West Washington
Boise,ID 83702
jmil¥@mi¥br2wning,com

D

U.S.Mail

D
D

Email

~

Facsimile-208-736-2121
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

B
D
~

D

B
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile

Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

Email

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

t8l

Em.ail

B
D

U.S.Mail

D
D

U.S.Mail

Facsimile

Overnight Mail
D Hand Delivery
~ Email

§

Facsimile

Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

Email
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APR/29/2014/TUE 01:37 PM Racine Olson Nye

Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE JANKOWSKI, LLP

5ll l6t1iSt.,Suite 500
Denver, Colorado 80202

1a.tahk@wh.it~-jankowskik9m

FAX No. 208 232 6109

8D

U.S.Mail

B
D

U.S.Mail

~

P. 009

Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

mitrap@whitc-jankowski.gJm
Dean Tranmer
CITY OF POCATELLO

P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83201

dtranmer@p.ocatello.us

D
IZI

Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

Email

B
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile

U.S.Mail

P.O.Box248
Burley, ID 83318
wkf®pmtorg

D
D

B
r81

Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

Jerry Rigby

D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BA.Rl(!;R ROSHOLT&: SIMPSON

19 5 River Vista Place, Suite 204
TwinFalls,ID 83301-3029
tlt@idaho:w:aters.,om

~

Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

jks@idahowatm.~am
12la@id.ahowaters,,am
W. Kent Fletcher
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE

RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY
25 N, 2m1 East
Rexburg, ID 83440

jriah~(jt[u~law.com

B
D
181

Facsimile

Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

Email
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r-·-·-Distrfct Court. SABA----,

I

I

Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
Cooofy

I'

o~:: :·: .s;;: of 1/daho
2

1

~

By~

1

Clerk

I1

____ : : .e~~r~. 1
//

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMP ANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2014-1338

ORDER ON IGW A'S
WITHDRAWAL OF MOTION
TO STAY CURT AILMENT
ORDER

ORDER VACATING HEARING

On April 25, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IOWA"), filed a
Motion to Stay Curtailment Order in the above-captioned matter. On that same date, IGWA
filed a Motion for Expedited Hearing and Decision on IGWA 's Motion to Stay Curtailment
ORDER ON WITHDRAWAL OF IGWA'S MOTION TO STAY CURTAILMENT ORDER;
ORDER VACA TING HEARING

•I•

S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-1338\0rder Vacating Hearing.docx
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Order, requesting that its Motion to Stay Curtailment Order be heard on an expedited basis.
Also on April 25, 2014, this Court issued a Notice of Hearing setting a hearing on (1) IGWA's
Motion to Stay Curtailment Order, and (2) Motion for Expedited Hearing and Decision on
JGWA 's Motion to Stay Curtailment Order for May 1, 2014 at 1:30 p.m. On April 29, 2014,
IGWA filed a Withdrawal of JGWA 's Motion to Stay Curtailment Order.
THEREFORE THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED:
1.

IOWA'S Motion to Stay Curtailment Order and Motion for Expedited Hearing

and Decision on JGWA 's Motion to Stay Curtailment Order are hereby withdrawn.
2.

The hearing set in this matter for May 1, 2014 at 1:30 p.m. is hereby vacated.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dared

/1plrl~/1}1;

J 11!if
ERIC~
District Judge

ORDER ON WITHDRAWAL OF IGW A'S MOTION TO STAY CURT AILMENT ORDER;
ORDER VACA TING HEARING

-2-

S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-1338\0rder Vacating Hearing.docx
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER VACATING
HEARING was mailed on April 29, 2014, with sufficient first-class
postage to the following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905

FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
Represented by:
JERRY R RIGBY
25 N 2ND E
PO BOX 250
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250
Phone: 208-356-3633
IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
RANDALL C BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST STE A2
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232-6101
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
ORDER VACATING HEARING
Page
1 4/29/14
FILE COPY FOR 80025

CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232-6101
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
Phone: 208-733-0700
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
AMERICAN FALLS RESEVOIR
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

Clerk
000266

2082876700

01 :06: 13

p.m.

04-30-2014
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--District Court. SRBA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls· State of Idaho

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATIORNEY GENERAL

CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney Oeneral
Chief, Natural Resources Division

APR 3 0 2014

GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301
EMMI L. BLADES, ISB #8682
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Telephone: (208} 287-4800
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700
garrick.baxter@idwr.idabo.gov
emmi.blades@idwr.idaho~gov
Attorneys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,

vs.

Case No. CV-2014-1338
(consolidated for purposes of the agency
record only with Gooding County
Case No. CV-2014-179)

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

NOTICE OF LODGING
CONSOLIDATED AGENCY
RECORD AND TRANSCRlPT
WITH THE AGENCY

Petitioner,

Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TW1N
NOTICE OF LODGING CONSOLIDATaD AGENCY RECORD
AND TRANSCRlPT WITH THE AGENCY -Page 1
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2082876700

01:06:28p.m.

04-30-2014
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FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

TO:

CLERK OF TI1E ABOVE COURT AND ALL COUNSEL OF RECORD
On April 11, 2014, the Court issued an order consolidating judicial review of the petitions

filed in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338 and Gooding County Case No. CV -2014-179
for pwposes of the agency record only.
In accordance with LR.C.P. 84(j), YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the agency record,
having been prepared pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(f) and (g), is lodged with the agency for the purpose
of settlement.
A copy of the record which is contained on sixteen (16) DVDs has been served by mail
with a copy of this notice to the parties' attorneys of record. In accordance with Rule
84(g)(l)(A), the Petitioner Rangen, Inc. has paid $300.00 per the estimated fee for the
preparation of the record. Additionally, Intervenor Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. has
paid $300.00 per the estimated fee for the preparation of the record. The actual preparation cost
of the record is $733.40. The parties must determine how to split payment of the outstanding
balance of $133.40. The agency does not anticipate any further charges affiliated with the
continued preparation of the record. However the agency will inform the parties immediately
should additional charges be incurred.
The parties have fourteen (14) days from the date·ofthe mailing of this notice to file any
objection to the transcript and record. If no objections are filed within that time, the transcript
and record shall be deemed settled. The agency's decision on any objection timely filed along
with all evidence, exhibits and written presentation of the objection shall be included in the
NOTICE OF LODGING CONSOLIDATED AGENCY RECORD
AND TRANSCRil'I' WITH THE AGENCY - Page 2
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2082876700
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p.m.

04-30-2014
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record. Thereafter, the agency shall lodge the settled record with the district court pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 84(k).
DATED this )

6~day of April. 2014.
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Attorney General
CLIVE R. J. STRONG
Chief. Natural Resources Division

EMMI L. BLADES
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources

NOTICE OF LODGING CONSOLIDATED AGENCY RECORD
AND TRANSCRIPT wnll TilE AGENCY· Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTJFY that on this~day .of April. 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy ofthe foregoing NOTICE OF LODGING CONSOLIDATED AGENCY RECORD
AND TRANSCRIP1' WITH THE AGENCY to be filed with the Court and served on the
following parties by the indicated methods:

Original to:
SRBA District Court
253 3nl Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls. ID 8~J03-2707
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x) Facsimile

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING
1419 W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
imay@mubmwoiJ!g.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX554
RUPERT; ID 83350

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) E-mail

( ) Hand I)elivery
( ) Facsimile
(x)E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x)E-mail

robynbrody@botmail.com
FRITZ HAEMMBRLE
HABMMER.LE & HAEMMERLE
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POCATEU.O, ID 83205
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(x} U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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-District Court • SABA--· - •
Fifth Judicial District
,
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho

Randall c. Budge (ISB# 1949)
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7465)

MAY 1'12014

RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAitEY, CHARTERED

201 E. Center St./ P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232-6101-phone
(208) 232-6109-fax

rcb@.raci,nciaw,nct
tjb@racineiaw.net
Attorneys far Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc.
DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
GOODING COUNTY
IDAHO GROUND WATERAPPRO·
PRIATORS, INC.,
Petitioner,

Case No. CV-2014-179

(Consolidated with Twin Falls
County Case No. CV-2014-1338)

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,

Respondents.

NoticeofIGWA's Objection to
the Consolidated Agency Record
and Transcript

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO WATER
RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 & 36·07694

(RANGEN, INC.)-IDWRDOCKET
NO.CM-DC-2011-004

To: Clerk of the Above Court and All Counsel of Record:

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(j) Idaho Ground
Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA) filed with the Idaho Department ofWa·
ter Resources (IDWR) on May 14, 2015, an objection to the Agency Record
and Transcript lodged .with the Idaho Department of Water Resources on

Notice of IGWA's Objection to the Consol1datedA1ency Record and Transcrlpt-1
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May. 14. 2014 4:32PM

No. 9597
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April 30, 2014. In addition, IGWA concurs with the City of Pocatello's Objection to the Record filed with the IDWRon May 13, 2014.
DATED May 14, 2014,

RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTER.ED

By:/br,~~-.._,/. -z?"~
Randall C. Budge
Thomas J. Budge
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that on this 14th day of May, 2014, the foregoing document
was served on the following persons in the manner indicated.

Clerk of the Court
SRBA DEPUTY CLERK
253 3rd Ave. North
POBox2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707

D
IZI
D
D
D

Deputy Attorney General
Garrick L. Baxter

D
D

IDAHO DEPT, OF WATER RESOURCES

P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098
Fai: 208-287-6700
garrick.b1xtcr@idwr,idaha,gall
kimi,white@idW[,idaha,go:ll
Robyn M. Brody
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
P.O.Box554
Rupert, ID 83350
roh¥Dbm~@hgtmail,tam

Fritz X. Haemmerle
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE, PLLC

P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333

fxh@bacmlaw.,om

J. Justin May
MAY, BROWNING & MAY, PLLC

1419 West Washington
Boise, ID 83 702

jml)!:@Mlijlhro:wnina.,o.m

U.S.Mail
Facsimile-208·736·2121
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
~ Email

~

D · U.S.Mail
D Facsimile
D Overnight Mail
D Hand Delivery
IZI Email
D U.S. Mail
D Facsimile
D Overnight Mail
D Hand Delivery
IZI Email
D U.S.Mail
D Facsimile
D Overnight Mail
D Hand Delivery
IZI Email
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SarahIOahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE JANKOWSKI, LLP

51116th.St., Suite 500
Denver, Colorado 80202
sarahk@whitc-jankowski.com
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D
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
~ Email

8

mitrap@whitc-Jankawakl.~m
Dean Tranmer
CITY OF POCATELLO

P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83201

D
D

D
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Deli"ery
Email

dtranmct@ilacatclla,JJ.S

l&1

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington

D
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

D
D

D
D

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

wkf@pmt,iltg

181

Email

Jerry Rigby

D
D
D
D
181

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

BARKiR ROSHOLT & SIMPSON

19 5 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301·3029

~

tlt@idahaw:atexa.c:am
jks@idahowatcra.com
pla@idahowatcu."1m

W. Kent Fletcher
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE

P.0.Box248
Burley,ID 83318

RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY
25 N. 2nd East
Rexburg, ID 83440

jrieb~r~x-law.c:wn
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
A'ITORNEY GENERAL
CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division

GARRICK L BAXTER, ISB #6301
EMMI L. BLADES, ISB #8682
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 8372()..()()98
Telephone: (208) 287-4800
Facsimile:

r---Distrfct Court· SABA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls· State of Idaho

MAY 2 7 2014

(208) 287-6700

ganick.baxter@idwrJdaho.gov
emmi.blades@idwr.idaho.gov
Attorneys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,

vs.

Case No. CV-2014-1338
(consolidated for purposes of the agency
record only with Gooding County
Case No. CV-2014-179)

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in his
capacity as Director of the Idaho Department of
Water Resources,

NOTICE OF LODGING THE
CONSOLIDATED AGENCY
RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT
WITH THE DISTRICT COURT

Petitioner,

Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FAUS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
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FALLS CANAL COMPANY. AND THE
CITY OF POCATEILO,
Intervenors.

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551
& 36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.), IDWR
DOCKET NO. CM-DC-2011-004
TO:

THE DISTRICT COURT AND THE PARTIES OF RECORD
On April 30, 2014, the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Department") served its

Notice of Lodging Consolidated Agency Record and Transcript with the Agency ("Notice") in
this matter, pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(f)(5). The Notice gave the parties fourteen (14) days from
the date of the Notice to file any objection to the agency record.
On May 13 and 14, 2014. the Department received objections from the City of Pocatello
and the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., respectively. On May 19, 2014, Rangen, Inc.
filed Ran.gen, Inc. 's Response to IGWA 'S Objection to the Consolidated Agency Record and

Transcript.
Upon the changes reflected in the Order Settling the Consolidated Agency Record and

Transcript filed with the Court on May 27, 2014, the record and transcript are deemed settled
pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(j).
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the settled record is being filed with the District
Court pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(k), by providing seventeen (17) DVDs dated May 28, 2014, in
OCR format and a bard bound copy of the record. Copies of the DVDs are also being mailed
with this notice to the parties.
II
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day of May, 2014.
LAWRBNCE G. WASDEN
Attorney General
CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
CHIEF, NATURAL RESOURCES DMSION

~~®

CKL.BAXTER
EMMI L. BLADES
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

f '}

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of May, 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF LODGING THE CONSOLIDATED AGENCY
RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT WITH THE DISTRICT COURT to be filed with the
Court and served on the following parties by the indicated methods:

Original to:
SRBA District Court
253 3rd Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, JD 83303-2707
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

RANDALL C. BUDGE
T.J.BUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATEU.O, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING
1419 W. WASIDNGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrownigg.com

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail.

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O.B0X554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

FRn'Z HAEMMERLE

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAil...EY, JD 83333
fxh@haemlaw.com
SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP
Sl 1 16TII ST., STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
sarahk@wbite-jankowski.com
mitrap@white-jankowski.com

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x)E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
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JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRINGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x)E-mail

W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson@rex-Jaw.com
rwood@rex-law.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205
dtranmer@pocatello.us
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( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
{x)E-mail

~Bl~

Deputy Attorney General
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATI'ORNEY GENERAL

CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney Geneml
Chief, Natural Resources Division

-

DistrTci"Court • SRB~-

Fifth Judicial District
~d,:nlnistrative Appeals
0
win Falls • State of Idaho

coJgtyRei

GARRICK L BAXTER, ISB #6301
EMMI L. BLADES, ISB #8682

•

l

•

MAY 2 7 2014

Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Telephone: (208) 287-4800
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700
ga.rrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
emmi.blades@idwr.idaho.gov
Attorneys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

Case No. CV-2014-1338
(consolidated for purposes of the agency
record only with Gooding County
Case No. CV-2014-179)
ORDER SETTLING THE
CONSOLIDATED AGENCY
RECORD AND TRANSCRIPr

Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FAU.S RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MJNIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
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FAILS CANAL COMPANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.
IN THE MATIER OF DISTR1BUTION OF
WATER TOWATERRIOHTNOS. 36-02551
& 36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.). IDWR
DOCKET NO. CM-DC-2011-004
Pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(j), on April 30, 2014, the Idaho Department of Water Resources
("Department") served upon the parties its Notice of Lodging Consolidated Agency Record and
Transcript with the Agency ("Notice"). The Notice gave the parties fourteen (14) days from the
date of the Notice to file any objections to the agency transcript or record. On May 13, 2014, the
City of Pocatello ("Pocatello") filed City of Pocatello's Objection to the Record. On May 14,
2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IOWA") filed JGWA 's Objection to tire
Consolidated Agency Record and Transcript. On May 19, 2014, Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") filed
Rangen, Inc. 's Response to IGWA 'S Objection to the Consolidated Agency Record and
Transcript.

A. PocateUo's Objection
Pocatello requests that several documents submitted to the Department in Docket No.
CM-DC-2011-004 be included in the agency record on appeal for Twin Falls County Case No.
CV-2014-1338 and Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179.
The Department has no objection to inclusion of the following documents as requested:
•

Ray Williams (IDWR) Letter to Becky Harvey (IGWA) providing additional information
(in response to IGWA's July 9, 2012 email), dated 7/11/12.
• Fritz Haemmerlc (Rangcn) Letter to Randall Budge (IOWA) re: IGWA's July 25, 2012
Letter to Director Spackman, dated 7/31/12.
• Randall Budge (IOWA) Letter to Fritz Haemmerle (Rangen) (in response to Rangen's
July 31, 2012 letter) re: ESPAM, dated 8/13/12.
• Candice McHugh (!OWA) Letter to Director Spackman re: Supplemental Authority
(IDWR's Response to Petitioners• First Requests for Admission, Case No. 39576, July
15, 1993 attached), dated 4/11/13.
• Exhibit 2205, Hinckley Fig. 18- Curren Tunnel Discharge and Aquifer Water Level
Elevation (This exhibit is listed on the record's admitted hearing exhibit list but is not
included in the record set of exhibits).
The record at the time of ftling with the District Court will reflect inclusion of these documents.
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Pocatello requests inclusion of the following document: Sarah Klahn (Pocatello) Letter
to Director Spackman requesting copies of documents produced in response to IGWA's May 14,
2012 request and Rangen's May 21, 2012 request, dated 6/20/12. The Department located this
letter. However, it was signed by Mitra Pemberton, not Sarah Klahn. The Department has no
objection to the inclusion of the letter signed by Mitra Pemberton and the record at the time of
filing with the District Court will reflect inclusion of this document.
Pocatello requests inclusion of the following document: Petition for Limited
Intervention, Surface Water Coalition, dated 7/19/12. Th.is document was included in the agency
record at the time it was lodged with the agency, however. it was listed in the Table of Contents
and saved in PDF format on the DVD provided to the parties by the date it was received by the
Department, July 24, 2012. No changes to the record will be made concerning this document.
Pocatello requests inclusion of the following documents:
• IDWR Staff Memorandum in Response to Expert Reports Submitted Rangen
Delivery Call, dated 2/27/13.
• Exhibit 1319, IDWR Memo dated Feb.27.2013 (Th.is exhibit was admitted but is
not included on the record's admitted hearing exhibit list nor is it included in the
record's set of exhibits).
The Staff Memorandum referenced in these requests is already included in the record as Exhibit
No. 3203. Exhibit 1319 is not included in the record because, at the hearing in this matter on
May 9, 2013. an oral motion to substitute previously admitted Exhibit 1319 with Exhibit 3203
was granted without objection. Exhibit 1319 will not be added to the record.
Pocatello requests inclusion of the following document: Fremont Madison Irrigation
District Response to IDWR Staff Memorandum in the Matter of Rangen Delivery Call, dated
4/5/13. This document was included in the agency record at the time it was lodged with the
agency as admitted Exhibit No. 4003. This document will remain in the agency record as an
admitted exhibit. No changes to the record will be made concerning this document.
Pocatello requests inclusion of the following document: Robyn Brody (Rangen) Letter to
Garrick Baxter (IDWR) requesting all water measurements taken at Martin-Curren Tunnel by
IDWR over past S years, dated 2/24114. The Department has no objection to inclusion of the
letter as requested and the record at the time of filing with the District Court will reflect inclusion
of the letter. The Department will also include its response to the letter transmitted by email
from Kimi White on March 4, 2014. The data attached to the email will only be provided on the
agency record DVD.

B. IGW,A's Objection
IGWA requests that the agency record on appeal for Twin Falls County Case No. CV2014-1338 and Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179 include the Notice of Violation and
Cease and Desist Order dated January 31, 2014, /n the Matter of the Diversion Of Water Without
a Valid Water Right From Billingsley Creek By Rangen, Inc.
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The Notice of Violation and Cease and Desist Order requested by IGWA is part of a separate
administrative proceeding. The document was not admitted into the record at the hearing in th.is
proceeding. The document does not fall with.in documents listed in LR.C.P. 84(f}(3). The
document will not be included in the agency record on appeal in th.is matter at the time of filing
with the District Court.
IGWA also requests that the following documents be removed from the consolidated agency
record in this matter:
a. Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part IGWA' s Mitigation Plan; Order
Lifting Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order, dated April 11,
2014, BATES Nos. 4464-4520.
b. Disk of Data with Order Approving In Part and Rejecting In Part IGWA's Mitigation
Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order,
dated April 11, 2014, BATES No. 4521.
The Order referenced in IGWA's request was docketed in this administrative proceeding and
amended the first curtailment order issued in this matter, Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's
Petition for Delivery Call: Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962. Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 84(f)(3)(G) requires that the agency's record contain the first curtailment
order. Because the Order referenced in IGWA's request amended the first curtailment order, it
too should be included in the agency's record. Neither the Order referenced in IGWA' s request
nor the Disk of Data including the Order will be removed from the consolidated agency record
and will be included at the time of tiling with the District Court.
C. Omissions ldentffled by the Department

The following exhibits were erroneously omitted from the consolidated agency record:
1) Exhibit No. 1276 was not provided on the DVD which was served to the parties.

2)
3)
4)
5)

Exhibit No. 1279 was not provided on the DVD which was served to the parties.
Exhibit No. 1280 was not provided on the DVD which was served to the parties.
Exhibit No. 1282 was not provided on the DVD which was served to the parties.
Exhibit No. 1283 was not provided on the DVD which was served to the parties.

These exhibits consist of voluminous electronic data which the Department bas now placed in
condensed zipped files on the agency record DVD. The record at the time of filing with the
District Court will reflect inclusion of these exhibits.

ORDER
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, timely objections to the agency
record having been filed, and with the additions or changes to the record described above, the
agency record and transcript are deemed settled.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 840), the
City of Pocatello and IGWA's Objections, and this order shall be included in the record on the
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petition for judicial review. The Department shall provide the parties with copies of the agency
record on seventeen (17) DVDs consistent with modifications made in this order.

DATED this

27th day of May, 2014.

Director
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 27th day of May, 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing ORDER SETI'LING THE CONSOLIDATED AGENCY RECORD
AND TRANSCRIPT to be filed with the Court and served on the following parties by the
indicated methods:

Original to:
SRBA District Court
253 3rd Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121

( } U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x} Facsimile
( ) E-mail

RANDALL C. BUDGE
T.J.BUDGE
RACJNE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

J. JUSTIN MAY

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

MAY BROWNING
1419 W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowniog.com

( ) Hand Delivery
( }Facsimile
(x) E-mail

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX 554

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

RUPERT.ID 83350

(x)E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile

robynbrody@hotmail.com

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAil..EY,ID 83333
fxh@haemlaw.com

SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP
511 16TH ST., STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
sarabk@white-jankowsk.i.com
mitrap@white-jankowski.com

(x} U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile

(x) E-mail

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
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JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAV1S L THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRJNGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE. STE. 204
TW1N FALLS, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

JERRYR. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
irigby@rex-lnw.com
herlckson@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205
dtranmer@pocatello.us

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
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istrict Court • SABA
Fifth Judlclal District
,
In Re: AdmlnlstratlVe Appealsi
County of Twin Falls • State of ldfho

JUN 18 2014

I

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2014-1338

NOTICE OF HEARING

On June 17, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IOWA") filed a M}tion
:

to Augment Record in the above-captioned matter.

NOTICE OF HEARING

i -I-

S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-1338\Notice of Hearing (Augment).docx

000288

i

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a hearing on IGWA's Motion to Augment Recor1 is
set for June 30, 2014 at 1:30 p.m. (Mountain Time), at the Snake River Basin Adjudicatio~
District Court, 253 3rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. Telephone participation will be

i

available by dialing 1-215-446-0193 and entering 406128# when prompted. However, no ~ell

phones or speaker phones will be permitted as they interfere with our sound system

I

fill
I

making the proceeding difficult to accurately record. Video teleconferencing ("VTC")

also be available by appearing at either ( 1) the Idaho Department of Water Resources, Idah~
Water Center, 322 E. Front St., Conference Rm. B, Boise, Idaho, or (2) the Idaho Departmeht of
Water Resources, Eastern Regional Office, 900 N. Skyline Drive, Ste. A, Idaho Falls, Idahof
Dated

..J f.,vY\,{...

l

~ .,

!

2 O t'(

NOTICE OF HEARING

-2-

S:\ORDERS\Adrninistrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-1338\Notice of Hearing (Augment).docx

000289

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the NOTICE OF
HEARING was mailed on June 18, 2014, with sufficient first-clrss
postage to the following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
Represented by:
JERRY R RIGBY
25 N 2ND E
PO BOX 250
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250
Phone: 208-356-3633

IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232-6101

I

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTR~T
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRI T
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPAN
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANYi
Represented by:
'
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
Phone: 208-733-0700
'
i

AMERICAN FALLS RESEVOIR~
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DIS RICT
Represented by:
1
W KENT FLETCHER
[
1200 OVERLAND AVE
'
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:

SARAH A KLAHN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
ORDER
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Olson Nye
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istrlct Court· SABA
Fifth Judicial District

In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho

Randall C. Budge ([SB# 1949)
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7465)

JUN 19 2014

RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
It BAILEY, CHAR.TEI.ED
201 E. Center St./ P.O. Box 1391

By•----------

Clerk

Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232·6101-phone

. __ _ _ _ _ _ _0ep;..;.:...,..;:uty Clerl'j

(208) 232-6109-fax

rcb@racinelaw.net
tJ'b@racinelaw.net
Atttrnt!ysfor Idaho GrouDd Water A.Jp'q,dattn, l1Jc.
DISTRICTCOUR.TOFTHESTATEOFmABo
FU"l'B)1JDICW,DISTB.ICT

TWIN FALLS COUNTY
Case No. CV-2014--1338

RANGEN,INC,

Petitioner,

(CoDlolidated with Gooding County Cue No. CV-2014-179)

vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN, in his capadty as Director of
the Idaho Department of Wat.er Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER.APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT MAD·
ISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEYllUUGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER.IBRIGATION DISTRICT,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTIUCT #2, MINIDOKA m.RJ:GA'l10N DISTRICT, NORTH smE
CANAL COMPANY, TWIN FALLS

Jolnt:Motioa to Waive Paa•
Limltand.Amead Brief.ins
Schedule

CANAL COMPANY, AND THE

CTIY OF POCATELLO,

Intervenors.

Pagel
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FAX No. 208 232 6109

P. 003/017

Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IOWA), acting for and ou

behalf of its members, Rangen, IDc, City of Pocatello, Fremont-Madison
Irrigation District, and the Surface Water Coalition, by and through their

respective attorneys of record, hereby move the Court to l) waive the page
limit for opening briefs to be submitted in support of IGWA's and Rangen's
petitions far judicial review, filed in the above-stated matter; and 2) amend

the briefing schedule as set forth below•.
A.

Joint Motion to WaiftPaseLlmit

The parties request a waiver of the page limit on their opening briefs
because the issues on appeal are numerous and 'falied, and certain issues
require substantial background explanation of highly technical matters involving hydrogeologic conditions and computer modeling; such that the
standard 50 page limit will prevent the parties from fully developing rele-

vant issues and arguments.

~- JointMotion to Amend the BdeftnaSC'hedale
The parties further move the Court to amend the briefing schedule as
outlined below:
1) Opening Bdefs Due: Friday July 11, 2014;
2) Respollle Bdefs Due: Wednesday August 6, 2014;

3) Reply Briefs Due: August 21, 2014

Since the IDWR issued its Fmal Ordtr RJprdiDg RaJ1J1!l1, Inc.~ Miti'al fer DliivtJty Otdl;

CUrtai1ing Ground Wan:r Rig/Jt8 Junior to July 13,

1962, on January 29, 2014, IGWA and Rangen have been engaged in liti-

gation over three mitigation plans submitted by IGWA, two of which have

already gone through multi-day hearings. 'fhis, combined with the voluminous agency record, numerous, technical issues on appeal, and other obll..

gationa of counsel for the parties, hu imposed a substantial strain on the
parties1 ability to IUhmit opening briefs by the present July l deadline.

000292

JUN/19/2014/THU 03:26 PM

Racine Olson Nye

FAX No. 208 232 6109

P. 004/017

The amended briefing schedule proposed above will allow the Court
to retain the cmrently scheduled August 28, 2014 oral argument hearing

date. Therefore, the parties respectfully ask that it be accepted by the court.
DATED June 18, 2014,
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGS
& BAII-EY, CHARTEI.ED

BAIUCBR ROSHOLT It SIMPSON,
LLP

Thoma, J. Budge

Travis Thompson
Paul Arrington

Atta11epftr IOWA

BRODY LAW OFFICB, PLLC

A ~ fer A&- B lrriaatim Dkltrict, Budt:y J.rrigatlaa D.IIJtdct,
Milner lrrigatim District, North
Sid~ CtuJa1 ~ and Twill
h/J,Ca.lJII.ICmpny
WHITB a: JA.NICOWSl:J, LLP

:Robyn M. Brody

RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY,
CH
UD

Sarah IClalm
Mitra Pemberton
AtttnJtlyJir Cityal'Pocatdlo
FL:&TOHBR. LAW 01'FICE

AttomeyftrFrttrlont-M•di8on
Irrigation Di!Jl:rict

w. Kent Fletcher
AttorJ1SFfor Amttrican hl1B Rl!rirvc,Jr Di&trict No. 2 1k Minidoka lr-rigationDilt:rlct
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The amended briefmg schedule proposed above will allow the Court
to :retain the currently scheduled August 28, 2014 oral argument bearing
date. Therefore, the parties respectfully ask that it be accepted by the court.

DATED June 18, 2014RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE

BARKER. ROSHOLT Be SIMPSON,

8' BAILEY, CHARTER.ED

LLP

lkr1vn"'-I. 7?'~

Randall C. Budge
Thomas J. Budge

Travis Thompson
Paul Arrington

Attorneys/or IOWA

Attameys for A&- B Irrigation Di~
trict, Burley Irrigation Dimict,

Milner Irrigatim District, North
BR.ODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC

c.J'>QBrody

Side Canal Company, and Twin
FalltCanal Company
WHITE Br JANKOWSKI, LLP

Attorneyfar Rangen, Inc.

Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
RIGBY ANDRUS Br RIGBY,

CHARTERED

AttarneyforCityof'Pocatdlo
FLETCHER. LAW OPPICE

JerryRigby
Attorneyfor Fremont-Madison

Inigation District

W. Kent Fletcher

Attorney for A.rnerlca.n Falls Reservoir District No. 2 & Minidoka lr·
rigadm District

Joint Motion to Waive Paae Llmlt and.Am.end Brlefin1 Sch.ec1.ule

Page 3
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FAX No. 208 232 6109

The amended briefing schedule proposed above will allow the Court
to retain the currently scheduled August 28, 2014 oral argument hearing

date. Therefore, the parties respectfully ask th.at it be accepted by the court.

DATEDJwie 18,2014
RACINE 01'SON NYE BUDGE
lilt BAILEY, CHARTERED

BAR.KER. ROSHOLT lilt SIMPSON,

LLP

/h,,,n4~~

Randall C. Budge
Thomas J. Budge

Attar.a~ for A&B Irrigation Di1-

Attornt!p for IGWA

BRODY LAW OFFICE,

PLLC

trict, Burley Irrigation. District,
Mi/nee IrrigatiaJ District, Narth
Sidt: Ca.oal Campa.a]$ and Twin
FaUsCan11.l Compa.ay
WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP

Robyn M. Brody

Attorneyfor Ra!Jjea, Inc.
"

'

RlGBY ANDRUS&: RIGBY,
CHARTERED

SarabKlahn
Mitra Pemberton
Attcrneyfor CityofPoca ts/lo
FLETCHER. LAW OFFICE

Jerry Rigby
Attorneyfor Frtmont·Maditon
Im'giti(JJJ Di$1:rid

w+/1Ai.. ..

W. Kent Fletcher

Atttrney for American Fall6 Res:r·
vrir Di81:rict No. 2 & Minidoka /rft

rigatlon Dl,trJct

JolntMotiontoWalvePqeLlmltaml.Amm.d.BdeflngSched.u.le.

Page 8
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The am.ended bdefing schedule proposed above will allow the Court

to retain the currently scheduled August 28, 2014 oral argument hea.rlng
date. Therefore, the parties respectfully ask that it be accepted by the court. .

DATED June 18, 2014
RACINE OLSON NYB BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED

- Randall
liz~f:::,'>,/
7?'~
C, Budg~

$$

Thomas J. Budge

BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON,

LLP

Travis Thompson
Paul Arrington

Attarn(!}'SfarIGWA

Attorneys far A& B Irrigation District, Burley Irrigation Distriet;

BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC

Side Gana! Company, and Th,jn
Falls Caillll CompM!y

Mimer Irriga.tian District, North

WHITE & JANKOWSKI,

Robyn M. Brody
Attorney fcu- R.ang,:n, I11c.

LLP

~
Sarah Klahn

RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY,
CHARTERED

Mitra Pemberton
Attorneyfor City ofPocatello
FLB'l'CHER. LAW OPP!CE

JerryRigby
Attarneyfor Fremont-Madison

Irrigation Distrkt

W. Kent Fletcher

Attorney for America.n Falls Rl:ser·
voir District No. 2 & Minidoka. Ir·

rigs.ti.on District

Joint Motion to Waive. Pqe Limit 81'1dAmlN1d. Briefing schedule

P&ee 3
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CERTll1CATEOFMAlLING
I certify that on this 19tll. day of June, 2014, the foregoing document
was served on the following persons in the manner indicated.

Signature of person servingd
Clerk of the Court
SRBA DEPUTY Ct.Ell
253 3rd Ave. North
POBox2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707

D

U.S.Mail
[81 Facsimile - 208-736-2121
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

§
D
D
D

Facsimile

IZl

Email

Robyn M. Brody
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
P.O.Box554
Rupert,ID 83350
ro~hTod~@hotma.il,gJm

D
D
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

Fritz X. Haemmerle

D
D
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
OVernightMail
Hand Delivery
Email

D
D
D

U.S.Mail

Deputy Attorney General
Garrick L. Buter
IDAHO DEPT. OFWATERR.BsOURCES
P.o. Box 83 720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Fax: 208-287-6700

U.S.Mail
overnight Mail

~ Hand Delivery

iarri~.baxte:c@idm.idaho.gov
kimi.whita@idm.iilahc.go~

...

HA.EMMER.LE&: HAEM.MERLE, PLLC

P .0. Box 1800
Hailey,ID 83333

fxh@haemlaw.,om

J. Justin May
MAY, BROWNING&: MAY, PLLC
1419 West Washington
Boise, ID 83702
jm9j@ma.Jhrownina,cwn

~
~
~

Email

Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email
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SarahKlahn

Mitra Pemberton
WHITE JANKOWSICJ, LLP
s1116t11St., Suite 500
Denver, Colorado 80202
aa.rahk@white~jankgwski a:im

FAX No. 208 232 6109

D
D
D
D

18]

P. 009/017

tJ.S.Mail

Facsitnile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

mittag@:whit~-jAnkowki.com
Dean Tranmer
CJTY OF POCATELLO
P.O. Box4169
Pocatello, ID 83201

d.tranw.:c@J}~atcllo.us
John K. Simpson
Txavis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER. RoSHOLT & SIMPSON

195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
'fwinFalls,ID 83301-3029

D
D
D
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile.
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
~ Email

D
D
D

~

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

tlt@idahowat~r.s.gJm
jks@idahawa.tcm.,wn
pla@idahomtcrs.,am
W. Kent Fletcher
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE

P.O.Box248
Burley, ID 83318
wkf@pmt,ali

JerryRigby
RIGBY ANDRUS &RIGBY
25 N. 2nd East
Rexburg, ID 83440

jri&bi@rex-law.com

B
8!25l

U.S. Mail

Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Hand Delivery
Email

§

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
D Hand Delivery
~ Email
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208 733-7967

~

Robyn M. Brody (fSB No. S678)
Brody Law Offlca, PLLC
P.O. Box.5S4
Rupert. ID 83350
Telephone: (208) 434-2778
Faeslmile: (208) 434-2780
robynbrodY@hotmaH.com

g>
C:::, :::,

J. Justin May (JSB No. 5818)
May, Browning & May, PLLC
1419 W, Washington
Boiae. Idaho 83702

C-.

C:

-

:z

Tclcphone:(208)429-o90S
FacshnUo: (208) 342-7278
jmay@maybrowning.com

CD

~
C)
~

Fritz X, luemmerle (ISB No, 3862)
Haemmerle &. HaGmerle. PLLC
P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333
Telephone: (208) 578-0520
Pac.lmile: (208) S78..0564
fxh@hacmlaw.com

!
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Affolffey8 for .Rangen. Inc.

DISTRicr COURT or THE ftFl'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT o,

TD STATE OF JDA.110, IN AND FOR TD COUNTY OF TWIN PALLS

RANOEN. INC.,
Petitioner.

vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES and OARY
SPACKMAN, in his capacity•• Direetor
of the Idaho Department of Water

Resources,
llc$pondent.!.

Caa No. CV-2014-1338
(Consolidated for the purposes of Ibo
aaency record with Ooodina County
CaNNo. CV-2014•179)
STIPULATION AND JOINT
MOTION TO ALLOW RA.NGIN TO
FILE ONE SET OP BRIEFS
COVERING APPEAL AND CROSS
APPL\L

IDAHO OROUND WATBR
APPROPRIATORS, INC., PREMONT
MADISON fRR.IOATION DISTRICT.
A&B llUUOATION DISTRICT. BURLEY
IRRIGATJON DISTRICT, MILNER
lRRIOATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOlll D1STRICT#2,
MINIDOKA IR.R.IOATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
STIPl.TLA110N AND .JOINT MOTION TO ALLOW RA.NGIN TO PILI ONE SBT OJI' BR.ID'S
COVER.ING APPIA.LAND CJl088 APPEAL- I
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TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND
THE CITY OF POCATELLO.
Intervenor,.

COME NOW the parties, chrough theft undersisned attorneys, and atlpulato and joindy

move the Court to enter an Order alJowina Ran1en, Inc. to file a sin&le openins brief and reply brief
covering its appeal and i::rou appeal in th.I• matter. A. srounda1 tho parti• state es follows:
I.

Petitions far judicial review filed by the Idaho On:>und Water Appropriators, Inc. (''IOWA")

and R.angen1 Ille. f'Rangen'j,

Ooodina County Case No. CV.2014--179 and Twin Falls Counay

Case No. CV-2014,.1338, reapedi\taly, are pending before this Court.
2,

Ranpn hlll also flied a Petition for Cross Appeal in Ooodlns Coumy Cue No. CV-2014-

179.
l.

Ooodina County Caac No. CV-2014-179 and Twin Fn!la 0:>unty Case No. CV-201+1338

have been GonsoUdamd for puaposes ofthe agenGy record only under Cate No. CV-2014-1338.
4.

The petfdons seek review of 1hc same ordcr8 entered In the Ranpn delivery Gall before

IDWR. Docket No. CM-Dc.20 I 1-004: 1) Flr,a/ Order /&lgarding Rang,n. Im:. 's PlllitlOII for
Del/wry Call; Curtailing GroUl'ld W'aldl' Righla Junior to July I3, /961 lssucd on January 29. 2014;

and 2) Ort/tr on .Rlcmuld,mtton auod on Maroh 4, 2014. Jn its Cross Appeal in Gooding County
Case No. CV·20l4-J79, Ranpn also, out ofan abundance of caution 1 seela roview of the Ofd,r

Granllng In Part and Den.Yins in Part Rana-1t. Inc~ Matton jar Par,lal Sumllltll")J Judgm,nt b:

Source.

s.

To taclllrate orded)' brieftn,. the parties stipulate and ape to allow R.angen to ftle a ain&la

openin, brim and reply brief appeallns &om all orders and addressing aJI lttuel raisod In Rangen'a
Petition for Judicial bvlew and Cro.H Petition for Judlclal Review. The brio& will be filed in Twin
STIPULATION AMO IOINT MOTION TO ALLOW RANGIN TO P'IU ONE Sl:TOF 81UB'8

COV&RING APPBAL AND CROSS APPEAL .. J

000300
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Palls Count;)' Case No. CV-2014·1338, All reaponsc,a by o1het parties to Rllngen's briefina will bo
flied in the sarm., oaae. Ranacn wilJ only fllc a fflSpOl1Se brief to IOWA's Petition for Judicial
.bvlew in Gooding County Cate No. CV-2014-179.
6.

This brieftns arranacment 'M>Uld expedite tho mattt:r and mini..., tho COlpc:n!iO incuacd by

tho parties.
DATED this .Jl_ day ot Juno, 2014.
MAY, BR.OWNING AND MAY, Pl.LC

81,
DATBD this

n

=

~

1'1.,.,...-day of June, 2014.
IDAHO DBPARTMBNTOF WATBR

~'s=
Deputy Attorney Oeneral

DATED this 1-r' day of Juno, 2014.
IDAHO OROUND WATER. APPROPRIA.TORS,
INC.

By*"!7~.../~
TJ.Budge

7

STIPUJ.A.TION AND JOINT MOTION TO ALLOW IUNG&N TO PlLlt ONE, OT Olf B1UUS
COVElUNG APP.IIAJ. A.ND CROSS APPEAL .. 3
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DATED lhis J8p,.. day of June, 20J 4.

CITY OF POCATELLO

DATEO this_ day of June, 20 l4
FREMONT-MADJSON IRRIOATION DISTR{CT

DATED this

day of June, 2014

A&B IRRIGATION OlSTRICT, MILNER.
IRRIGATION
DISTRICT;
BURLEY
IRRIGATION DlSTRlCT, NORTH SlDE CANAL
COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY

By_~-:-~~------~~-----Travis L. ThomP5on

DATED this_ dayofJui1e, 2014
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MfNtoOKA UtRIOATION DISTRICT

By_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
W. Kent Fletcher

STIPULATION AND JOINT MOTION TO ALLOW RANOEN TO FILE ONE SET OF BRIEFS
COVERING APPEAL AND CROSS APPEAL - 4
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May, Browning &May

DATED lhis

FAX No. 208 733-7967

P. 006/017

dny or June, 2014.

c.:rrv OF POCATl~LLO

DATED this

.tJ&.- &ly tlf June. 2014

OATHD this_ dn)·

or June. 2014
A&lJ IRRIGATION OIS'r!UCT. Mll~NER
IRRtGAl"ION
01Sl'RICT.
BURLEY
IRR.IOArlON [)JSTRICT. NORTH SIDE CANAL
COMPANY. TWIN 1:ALLS CANAL COMPANY

13y_~-.,,...-----------Truvis L. Thom11son
DA TED this _ _ d11y of June. 1014
AMERICAN FALLS R~SERVOIR DISTRICT #2.
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT

Sl'JPULA TJON AND JOINT MOTION 1'0 ALLOW RANCtN TO FILE ONE SET OF BRJ tFS
COVERING APPEAL AND CROSS APPlAL ~ -I
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JUN/19/2014/THU 05:01 PM

FAX No. 208 733-7967

May, Browning &May

P.007/017

DATf:ID thls _ _ day of June. 2014.

CITY OF POCATBLLO
BY._"'.!:""--::-,--=-=:-------Samh A. Klan

DATBD dda _

day of June, 2014
RU?MONT-MADISON IRJUOATION DISTR.ICT

Br_-::--~~:----------Jorry a. Ripy

PATBD this ~ a y of Iuna. 2014
A&B IRlUOATION OJSTR.ICT. MILNBk
BUR.LEY
DrSTIUCT.
UUUOATION
IRRIOAtlON DISTRJCT. NOR11i SIDB CANAL
COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY

arz2.l=
L.

DATBD Chis l!.:day of June. :1014
AMERICAN PALLS RSSBRVOIR. DISTRICT #12,
MINIDOKA JR.RIGATION DISTRICT

Bl'IPULATION AND JOINT MOTIONTO AU.OW RANGINTO ll'ILBONJ: 8BT 011' BRWfS
COVIBING A.PP.RAL AND CROSS APPBAL-4
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FAX No. 208 733-7967

P. 008/017

CERTIFICATE or SER.VICI
The undersigned, a resldc,.,t attorney of the State of Idaho, hereby certfftca that on the

..Li. day of June, 2014 he caused a true and correct copy of the foregolngdocumant to be served
upon the following by the method Indicated:

Hand Delivery

C

U.S.Mail
Paeaimile

ti
0

federal F.xpreas

~

Oripoal:
Oirectot Oacy Spackman
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES
P.O. Bo~ 83720

E-MaU

Boise, ID 83720--0098
doborah,sibaontaidwr.idaho.gov
Oarrick Baxter
Emmi LBladet
IDAHO DSPARTMENT Of WATER
RESOURCES
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
aarrick.baxter@ldwr.ldaho.gov
emml.bladll@idwr.fdaho.gov
klml.whfteQildwr.idaho.rrnv
RandaU C. J3udp
Thomas J. Budge
RACINE. OLSON, NYE. BUOOE & BAILEY.
CHARTERED
P.O. Sox 1391
IOI South Capitol Blvd, Sta 300
Boise. ID 837()4.. J39 I

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
federal Express
&.Mall

a
D

a

~

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Faasimile
FoderalExprcss
E-Mail

Cl
0
0

Hand Delivery
U.S.Mail

a

~

Pax:208-433-0167
rcb@raclnelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net
b1ha1"11Cf nelaw.net

Sarah Klahn
Mftnl Pombetcon
WHJTB & JANKOWSKI
Kittredge Buildina.
S 11 16th Street, Suite ,oo
Denver, CO 80202
sarahk@whha,.Jankowski.com
m·
- :.ite-iankowakl.com
Dean Tranmer
CITY OP POCATELLO
P.O. Box 4169

Facsimile
Fednl Bxprass

C
C

E-Mail

V

Hand Delivery
U.S.Mall
Fae.simile

tJ

C

C
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P. 009/017

FAX No. 208 733-7967

Pocatello, ID 8320 I
oatoHo.us
dtranme
lo n K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT cl: SIMPSON, L.L.P.
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3029
Facsimile; (208) 73S-2444
tll@idahowattni.com
jka@idahowatcni.com
la idahowaters.com
W. Kent Fletcher
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O. Box248
Burley. ID 83318
wk
mt.o
JelT)' R. Ripy
Hyrum Erickson
Robert H. Wood
RIGBY, ANDRUS cl: RIOBY. CHARTER.ED
25 North Second Elllt
Rexbura, JD 83440
Jrlgby@ru-Jaw.com
horickaon@rex-law.com

Federal Bxpreu
&Mail
Hod Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
PoderalBlprea

~
0
CJ
Cl

&Man

;/

Hand Delivery
U.S.Mall

D
D

Paclimile
Federal Bxpreea
£.Mail
Hand Delivery
U.S. Mall
Facsimile
Federal Et.press
E-MaU

0

Q

a

~

x-law.com
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istrlct Court· SABA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho

JUN 2 0 2014

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCA TELLO,
Intervenors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-1338
(Consolidated Gooding County Case
No. CV-2014-179)
ORDER CONSOLIDATING
GOODING COUNTY CASE NO.
CV-2014-179 INTO TWIN FALLS
COUNTY CASE NO. CV-20141338

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER CONSOLIDATING

- 1-

S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County~ 14-1338\0rder Consodilating Cases.docx
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I.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
I.

On March 24, 2014, Rangen, Inc. ("Ran gen") filed a Petition for .Judicial Re~iew

in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338.
2.

On March 28, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") filed

a Petition/or.Judicial Review in Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179.
3.

Both cases were subsequently reassigned by the clerk of the court to this Co£.

4.

The Petitions in both cases seek judicial review of the following orders issue by

the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("ID WR" or "Department") in ID R
Docket No. CM-DC-2011-004: (1) Final Order Regarding Rangen Inc. 's Petition/or Deli~ery
Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962, dated January 29, 2014, and i(2)
Order on Reconsideration, dated March 4, 2014.
5.

On April 3, 2014, Rangen filed a Cross-Petition for .Judicial Review in Good. ng

County Case No. CV-2014-179. In its Cross-Petition, Rangen re-raises all of the issues it nl,ised
in its Petition filed in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338, along with a couple

l'

additional issues.
6.

On April 4, 2014, Rangen filed a Statement ofAdditional Issues in Twin Fall

County Case No. CV-2014-1338, raising a couple of issues in addition to those raised in its

j

Petition.
7.

On April 10, 2014, the Department filed a Motion to Consolidate in both casr,

requesting that this Court consolidate judicial review of the Petitions for the purposes of the!
agency record only. No opposition was raised to the Department's Motion, and on April 11,i
2014, the Court entered an Order granting the Motion for purposes of the agency record onlt'.
8.

On June 19, 2014, the parties filed a Stipulation and Joint Motion in both cas s,

moving the Court to enter an order allowing Rangen to file a single opening brief and reply i.
these cases covering the issues raised in its Petition filed in Twin Falls County Case No. CV~
2014-1338 and Cross-Petition filed in Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179.
9.

1i

As of the date of this Order, Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338 and

Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179 have not been consolidated for purposes ofbriefin.
and/or resolution. Rather, both are presently proceeding independently.

ORDER CONSOLIDA TJNG

-2-
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II.
ANALYSIS

In an exercise of its discretion, the Court determines for the reasons set forth herein hat
Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179 should be consolidated into Twin Falls County C se
No. CV-2014-1338. See e.g., Branam v. Smith Frozen Foods of Idaho, Inc., 83 Idaho 502, 08,
365 P.2d 958,961 (1961) (providing "the trial court is vested with a discretion to consolida e or
refuse to do so, and the exercise of such discretion will not be reviewed except in a case of
palpable abuse"). Significant to the Court's decision is that the two cases arise out of the s me
events, rely on the same facts and involve common questions of fact and law. The Court h s
already entered an Order consolidating the agency record in these cases at the request of th
Department. Therefore, both cases are already proceeding before this Court on the same a
record. Additionally, the two cases are presently set to be heard before the Court at the s
date and time.
The Court also notes that the parties have stipulated to allowing Rangen to file a sin le
opening and reply brief covering the issues raised in its Petition and Cross-Petition, rather

an

filing a separate set of briefs in both cases. The Court finds that it is preferable to have all
so proceed (i.e., have all parties file one of set briefs in this consolidated case, as opposed t a
separate set of briefs in both cases) in order to avoid duplication, minimize the expense oft e
parties, and avoid future confusion with the record.

III.
ORDER

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179 is h reby
consolidated into Twin Falls County Case No. CV 2014-1338.
Dated

Jv

11\.,(_

"2.. c>

1

2 01 '-f

District Judge

ORDER CONSOLIDATING
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER CONSOLIDATI
GOODING COUNTY CASE NO. CV-2014-179 INTO TWIN FALLS COUNTY CSE
NO. CV-2014-1338 was mailed on June 20, 2014, with sufficien
first-class postage to the following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
Represented by:
JERRY R RIGBY
25 N 2ND E
PO BOX 250
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250
Phone: 208-356-3633
IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
RANDALL C BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST STE A2
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232-6101
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
ORDER
Page

1

6/20/14

CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232-6101
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTR CT
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTR CT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPAN
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPAN.
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
i
195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
Phone: 208-733-0700
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOI
AMERICAN FALLS RESEVOIR
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DIS RICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
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istrlct Court • SABA
Fifth Judicial District
.
In Re: Admlnistrattve Appeals J
County of Twin Falls • State of lda~o

JUN 2 0 2014

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

I

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

i

)

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SP ACKMAN in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

j
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-1338

/

(Consolidated Gooding County Case /
No. CV-2014-179)

ORDER GRANTING MOTION
TOWAIVE PAGE LIMIT AND
AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE

000311

I

On June 19, 2014, the parties filed a Joint Motion in Twin Falls County Case no. CVt
2014-1338 and Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179 1, moving the Court to (1) waive th1
page limit for opening briefs to be filed in this matter, and (2) amend the briefing schedule. !fhe
Joint Motion is unopposed.

/

THEREFORE, THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED:
1.)

The parties' Joint Motion is hereby granted.

2.)

The page limit for opening briefs to be submitted in this matter is hereby watved.

3.)

The briefing schedule in this matter is hereby amended as foJlows:

'

Opening Briefs Due: July 11, 2014
Response Briefs Due: August 6, 2014
Reply Briefs Due: August 21, 2014

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated

Jv

11.

<.

'2 C>

1

20

It.{

District Judge

1

Those two cases are consolidated by a separate Order of the Court entered contemporaneously herewith.

000312

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER GRANtING
MOTION TO WAIVE PAGE LIMIT AND AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE was mailed
on June 20, 2014, with sufficient first-class postage to the/
following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
Represented by:
JERRY R RIGBY
25 N 2ND E
PO BOX 250
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250
Phone: 208-356-3633
IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
RANDALL C BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST STE A2
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232-6101
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
ORDER
Page

1

6/20/14

CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-13~1
Phone: 208-232-6101
/
1

A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT/
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRJCT
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANf
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
!
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
/
195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3/029
Phone: 208-733-0700
I
I

AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOI/R
AMERICAN FALLS RESEVOI~
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
I
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
/
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248 /
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATI'ORNEY GENERAL
CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division
GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301
EMMI L. BLADES, ISB #8682
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Telephone: (208) 287-4800
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
emmi.blades@idwr.idaho..gov

District Court • SABA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho

·JUN 23 2014

Attorneys for Respondents
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFrH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
1

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

\..,,

RANGEN, INC.,

Case No. CV-2014-1338

Petitioner,
vs.

(Consolidated Gooding County Case No.
CV-2014-179)

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in

IDWR MOTION TO AMEND
BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND TO
WAIVE PAGE LIMIT

his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WA'l'ER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADlSON JRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA IRRIGATION
DIS'tRICT, NORTH SIDE CANAL

IDWR MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE
AND TOWAIVE BRIEFING PAGE LIMIT - Page 1

000314

10:28:30 a.m.

2082876700
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COMPANY, TW1N FALLS CANAL
COMPANY, AND THE CTIY OF
POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

On June 19, 2014, the above-captioned Intervenors and Petitioner filed with the Court the

Joint Motion to Waive Page Limit and Amended Briefing Schedule ("Joint Motion") requesting
that the Court waive the page limit for opening briefs filed in this matter and amend the briefing
schedule as set forth by the Order Granting Motion for Extension of Time,· Order Vacating and

Resetting Oral Argument issued on April 8, 2014. The proposed briefing schedule outlined in
the Joint Motion provided the following briefmg deadlines:
1) Opening Briefs Due: Friday, July 11, 2014;
2) Response Briefs Due: Wednesday August 6, 7014; and
3) Reply Briefs Due: Thursday, August 21, 2014.
On June 20, 2014, the Court issued the Order Granting Motion to Waive Page Umit and

Amend Briefing Schedule adopting the proposed briefing scheduled as outlined in the Joint
Motion and waiving the page limit for opening briefs. Additionally, on June 20, 2014, the Court
issued the Order Consolidating Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179 into Twin Falls County

Case No. CV-2014-1338.

A. Motion to Amend Briefing Schedule
Respondents hereby move the Court to amend the response brief deadline as follows:
1) Response Briefs Due: Friday August 8, 2014.
All other deadlines will remain the same. Counsel for the Respondents has contacted
counsel for the other parties and they do not oppose the change.

IDWR MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE
AND TO WAIVE BRIEFING PAGE LIMIT-Pagel
000315

10:28:40a.m.

2082876700

06-23-2014
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B. Motion to Waive Page Limit
Respondents also request a waiver of the page limit on the response briefs in this matter
on the same grounds provided in the Joint Motion. The issues on appeal are numerous and
varied, and certain issues will require substantial background explanation. Furthermore, as both
appeals are now consolidated into Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338, the 50 page limit
could prevent Respondents from being able to fully respond to issues and arguments raised by
the Petitioners.
DATED this

2.:!>AD day of June, 2014.
LAWRENCE 0. WASDEN
Attorney General
CLIVE J. STRONG
Chief, Natural Resources Division

EMMIL.BLADES
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources

L

IDWR MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE
AND TOWAIVE BRIEFING PAGE LIMIT - Page 3
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CERTfflCATE OF SERVICE
IIIEREBY CERTIFY that on this Z1,Wday ofJune, 2014. I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing IDWR MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND TO
WAIVE BRIEFING PAGE LIMIT to be filed with the Court and served on the following
parties by the indicated methods:
Original ta:
SRBA District Court
253 3nl Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

I. JUSTIN MAY

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

MAY BROWNJNG
1419W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

P.O. BOX 1800
HAil...EY, ID 83333
fxh@baeinlaw.com

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

RANDALL C. BUDGE
T.I.BUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX248
BURLEY. ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

IDWR MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE
AND TO WAIVE BRIEFING PAGE LIMIT-Page 4

000317

10: 28: 59 a.m.

2082876700

JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. TIIOMPSON
PAULL. ARRINGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SlMPSON
195 RNER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TW1N FALLS, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
pla@idabowaters.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, C:EITD
2S NORTII SECOND EAST
REXBURG. ID 83440
jrigby@tex-Iaw.com
herick:son@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law,com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

SARAH KLAHN

(~) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

MITRA PEMBERTON

WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP
Sll 16TII ST., STE 500
DENVER. CO 80202
sgrahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrap@white-jankowsk:Leom
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
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Oistrlct Court - SABA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho

JUN 2 5 2014

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2014-1338
(Consolidated Gooding County Case
No.CV-2014-179)

ORDER GRANTING IDWR
MOTION TO AMEND
BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND TO
WAIVE PAGE LIMIT

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

On June 23, 2014, the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") filed a Motion in
the above-captioned matter, moving the Court to (1) waive the page limit for response briefs to
be filed in this matter, and (2) amend the response brief deadline from August 6, 2014 to August
ORDER GRANTING IDWR MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND WAIVE PAGE LIMIT
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8, 2014. 1 IDWR represents in its Motion that its counsel has contacted counsel for all the other
parties and those parties do not oppose the Motion. Therefore, the Motion is unopposed.
THEREFORE, THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED:
1.)

IDWR's Motion is hereby granted.

2.)

The page limit for response briefs to be submitted in this matter is hereby

waived.
3.)

The briefing schedule in this matter is hereby amended as follows:
Opening Briefs Due: July 11, 2014
Response Briefs Due: August 8, 2014
Reply Briefs Due: August 21, 2014

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated J v ~ 2.. S-

2. CJ l '-I

District Judge

1

On June 20, 2014, this Court entered an Order waiving the page limit for opening briefs to be submitted in this
matter and setting a response brief deadline of August 6, 2014.
ORDER G RA NTrNG IDWR MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE A ND WAIVE PAGE LIMIT
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER GRANTING
IDWR MOTION TO AMEND BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND TO WAIVE PAGE LIMIT
was mailed on June 25, 2014, with sufficient first-class postage
to the following:
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520
GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
Represented by:
JERRY R RIGBY
25 N 2ND E
PO BOX 250
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250
Phone: 208-356-3633

IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232 6101
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
Phone: 208-733-0700
AMERICAN FALLS RESEVOIR
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN
WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
Phone: 303-595-9441
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LAWRENCEG. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL

CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division

GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301
EMMI L. BLADES, ISB #8682

istrict Court • SRBA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: AdministratiVe Appe a1dsah
County of Twin Falls • State o11 o

JUN 2 6 201~

Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Telephone: (208) 287-4800
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
emmi.blades@idwr.idaho.gov
Attorneys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Case No. CV-2014-1338
Petitioner,
vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

(Consolidated Gooding County Case No.
CV-2014-179)

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER S. SUKOW

Respondents,

IDAHO GROUNDWATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE CANAL
Affidavit of Jennifer S. Sukow Page 1
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COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL
COMPANY, AND THE CITY OF
POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

Jennifer S. Sukow, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows:
1. My name is Jennifer S. Sukow. I am a Technical Engineer II for the Hydrology
Section of the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR). I am a Licensed Professional
Engineer in Idaho and Oregon. I am also a Licensed Professional Geologist in Idaho. I have a
Bachelor of Science degree in Environmental Geology and Technology (Water Resources) from
University of North Dakota. I also have a Masters of Science degree in Civil and Environmental
Engineering from Utah State University.
2.

As part of my duties at IDWR, I helped develop and currently help maintain the

Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer model. I am familiar with the design of the model.
3. I am competent to testify in this matter.
4. Rangen's source (Curren Tunnel) is located in ESPA model cell 1042013, commonly
called the Rangen model cell.
5. The source for Billingsley Creek Ranch's water rights is Hewitt and Potter Springs.
These sources are located in ESP A model cells 1040013 and 1040014.
6. Aquarius Aquaculture diverts from springs tributary to Billingsley Creek. The
sources are located in ESPA model cell 1039014, commonly called the Big Springs model cell.
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7. Ark Fisheries, Inc. diverts from Spring Creek in ESPA model cell 1041013,
commonly called the Three/Weatherby model cell.
8. LynClif Farms diverts from Billingsley Creek at the Padgett Ditch. There are six
ESPA model cells that contain springs tributary to Billingsley Creek upstream of LynClif's point
of diversion.
9. Most of the ESPA model cells containing the sources for these water rights also
contain other spring sources not diverted by the calling parties.
10. Determinations of material injury and of other items considered by the Director in the
pending delivery calls may be different from the determinations made in the Rangen proceeding
given the case-specific nature of the analysis conducted in a delivery call pursuant to the
conjunctive management rules and the difference in the sources for these water rights.
11. To my knowledge, no hearings have been held and the Director has not issued any
orders deciding the validity of the pending delivery calls listed in the Brendecke Affidavit.
r'""h

DATEDthis Z:::,

dayofJune,2014.

~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this o<.5Llay of June, 2014.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1""

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this '2.5 day of June, 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing Affidavit of Jennifer S. Sukow to be filed with the Court and served
on the following parties by the indicated methods:

Original to:
SRBA District Court
253 3rd Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING
1419 W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
fxh@haemlaw.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

RANDALL C. BUDGE
T.J. BUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204- J391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
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.
JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRINGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP
511 16TH ST., STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrap@white-jankowski.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205

( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

dtranmer@pocatello.us

Deputy Attorney General
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division

istrict Court • SABA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho

GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301
EMMI L. BLADES, ISB #8682
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Telephone: (208) 287-4800
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
emmi.blades@idwr.idaho.gov

JUN 26 2014

Attorneys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT 0}~ THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

RANGEN, INC.,
Case No. CV-2014-1338
Petitioner,
vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

(Consolidated Gooding County Case No.
CV-2014-179)
RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD

Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE CANAL
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COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL
COMPANY, AND THE CITY OF
POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

Come now respondents Idaho Department of Water Resources and Gary Spackman,
Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources (collectively referred to as "Department"),
and file this Response in Opposition to Motion to Augment Record ("Response"). The Response
is supported by the affidavit of Jennifer S. Sukow, filed herewith.
On June 17, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") filed a Motion
to Augment Record ("Motion") in Gooding County Case No. CV -2014-179. 1 IGWA requests to
augment the record in this administrative appeal with the affidavit of Charles M. Brendecke
("Brendecke Affidavit"), a post-hearing affidavit that seeks to introduce evidence related to other
delivery calls in the Thousand Springs area. The Department opposes the motion as the
additional evidence is not material to this appeal and does not relate to the validity of the
Department's January 29, 2014, Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition for Delivery
Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order"). Moreover,
the evidence is speculative as the other delivery calls present different sets of facts than the
Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") delivery call and there has been no determination of material injury
related to the other delivery calls.

1

On June 20, 2014, the Court issued the Order Consolidating Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-179 into Twin
Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338.
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LEGAL STANDARD
Idaho Code§ 67-5276 provides:
( 1) If, before the date set for hearing, application is made to the court for leave to
present additional evidence and it is shown to the satisfaction of the court that the
additional evidence is material, relates to the validity of the agency action, and
that:
(a) there were good reasons for failure to present it in the proceeding before
the agency, the court may remand the matter to the agency with directions that
the agency receive additional evidence and conduct additional factfinding.
(b) there were alleged irregularities in procedure before the agency, the court
may take proof on the matter.
(2) The agency may modify its action by reason of the additional evidence and
shall file any modifications, new findings, or decisions with the reviewing court.
The decision to grant or deny a motion for augmentation of the record on appeal is
reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard. Wohrle v. Kootenai Cnty., 147 ldaho 267,271,
207 P.3d 998, 1002 (2009). A decision within the discretion of the district court will not be
disturbed on appeal if the court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion, acted within
the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the
specific choices available to it, and reached its decision by an exercise of reason. Id. Judicial
review is generally confined to the record prepared before the agency unless the party requesting
the additional evidence can demonstrate that the evidence falls within the statutory exceptions
provided for in Idaho Code § 67-5276. Id.

ARGUMENT
1. The Brendecke Affidavit seeks to introduce evidence that is immaterial to the Rangen
delivery call.
IGW A seeks to expand the scope of this proceeding by introducing evidence related to
"four outstanding delivery calls" from water users in the Hagerman area. Motion at 3. IGWA's
stated purpose for the information is to argue that the scope of potential curtailment in the

Response in Opposition to Motion to Augment Record - Page 3
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pending delivery calls is "all junior-priority groundwater use within the 'Great Rift trim line' ...
." Id. IGWA fails to explain how this information is material to this proceeding except to say

that it is relevant to the Court's review of issue 5.2 in IGW A's Petition for Judicial Review.
Motion at 4. Issue 5.2 states: "Whether the IDWR erred by curtailing beneficial water use where
less than 1% of the curtailed water is predicted to accrue to Rangen after 50 years of
curtailment." Petition for Judicial Review at 2 (emphasis added). By its plain reading, Issue 5.2
relates to water predicted to accrue to Rangen, not other surface water right holders with pending
delivery calls, nor does this issue speak to the scope of potential curtailment in future delivery
calls. Evidence regarding the potential scope of curtailment in future delivery calls is immaterial
to this proceeding as it has no effect on the Rangen delivery call.
In Wohrle, 147 Idaho at 269, 207 P.3d at 1000, Kootenai County challenged a district
court's granting of a motion to augment the record with information related to other variance
permit applications. The Idaho Supreme Court reversed the district court, finding:
Respondents did not show that the additional evidence was material. Idaho Code
§ 67-6516 focuses on the "characteristics of the site" and the statute's
consideration of conflict with the public interest and undue hardship is inherently
restricted to a case-by-case analysis. Therefore, evidence regarding the Board's
granting of a variance permit in another case is not material to the Board's
decision based upon the unique characteristics of Respondents' properties.

Id. at 272,207 P.3d at 1003.
The Director's application of the conjunctive management rules is similarly restricted to a
case-by-case analysis. Here, the focus is on Rangen's specific water rights. Issues related to
other pending delivery calls are not material to the Director's decision in the Curtailment Order.
The issue before this Court is the Director's determination in this proceeding, not what may be
decided in future delivery call proceedings.

Response in Opposition to Motion to Augment Record - Page 4
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2. The Brendecke Affidavit is based on speculation of the outcome in the pending
delivery calls.
IGW A seeks to use Table 1 presented in the Brendecke Affidavit to argue that the scope
of potential curtailment in other future delivery calls is "all junior-priority groundwater use
within the 'Great Rift trim line' .... " Motion at 3. The request to augment the record should be
rejected because the information presented in Table 1 is speculative and based on assumptions of
what the Director may hold in future delivery calls. There have not been any hearings related to
the pending delivery calls indentified in Table 1. Sukow Affidavit, CJ[ 11. There have been no
determinations of material injury for the water rights listed, no determinations of whether the
calling parties are using water consistent with the conjunctive management rules, no decisions on
whether curtailment of junior groundwater pumping would result in a benefit to the calling party,
and no determinations regarding whether full curtailment to the water right priority date would
be required to fulfill a given water right. See id.
The calculations presented in the Brendecke Affidavit are based on speculative results of
pending delivery calls and may ultimately prove faulty. None of the water rights in the pending
delivery calls divert water from the Curren Tunnel. They divert from other sources that are
represented in the ESPA model by different model cells. Sukow Affidavit, CJ[CJ[ 4-8. The
Brendecke Affidavit attempts to draw a broad conclusion regarding potential curtailment without
sufficient basis to support the conclusion. Until there is a determination made through a hearing
for the other pending delivery calls, the number of junior groundwater irrigated acres that may be
impacted by these delivery calls is speculative. Determinations of material injury and of other
items considered by the Director in the pending delivery calls may be different from the
determinations made in the Rangen proceeding given the case-specific nature of the analysis
conducted in a delivery call pursuant to the conjunctive management rules and the difference in
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the sources for these water rights. Id. !J[ 10. The Court should exercise its discretion and reject
IGWA's request to insert speculative evidence into the record in this proceeding.
3. IGW A fails to present good reasons for its failure to present evidence related to
pending delivery calls in the Rangen matter.
IGWA argues that the "magnitude of the curtailment risk from other pending delivery
calls could not be evaluated until after the Rangen Curtailment Order was issued." Brendecke
Affidavit, <f 7. This is factually incorrect. While use of the Great Rift trim line is new, the

concept of the potential scope of curtailment related to pending delivery calls is not. The
Billingsley Creek Ranch delivery call was made prior to the Rangen delivery call. See
Brendecke Affidavit, Exhibit B. The most senior water right held by Billingsley Creek Ranch has

a priority date of 1933. Id. Given that the priority date associated with the water right is senior
to the development of nearly all ground water pumping in the state of Idaho, the potential
magnitude for curtailment of junior ground water rights under the Billingsley Creek Ranch
delivery call is plain. IGW A's failure to anticipate the scope of potential curtailment in pending
delivery calls is not justification to allow it to submit new evidence into the record to support a
legal argument it wishes to make on appeal in this proceeding. The Court must deny IGW A's
request as it fails to meet the statutory standard set out in Idaho Code§ 67-5276.
4. Remanding the matter back to the Director for additional development will result in
an unjustified delay in the proceeding.
IGW A asks this Court to augment the record with the Brendecke Affidavit and "if the
court deems it appropriate, allow the IDWR to revises its decision in light of this evidence if the
Director is so inclined." Motion at 6. While IGW A seems to suggest that remand is optional, it
is not. The Court must remand the matter back to the Director for additional record
development. Wohrle, 147 Idaho at 272, 207 P.3d at 1003 (The district court "is required to
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remand the matter to the agency with directions that the agency receive additional evidence and
conduct additional factfinding."). Once the matter is reopened to receive additional evidence on
this issue, other parties will undoubtedly seek to further supplement the record on this issue.
Such actions will delay judicial review of this matter. The evidence IGW A seeks to supplement
the record with does not justify the additional delay that will be caused. The decision to allow
IGW A to supplement the record is discretionary. Idaho Code § 67-5276( 1)(a). The Court
should exercise its discretion and deny the request to augment the record on the basis the
information IGW A seeks to add to the record does not justify the delay in the proceeding it
would cause.
CONCLUSION
IGWA fails to meet the statutory standard of Idaho Code§ 67-5276. The evidence
IGWA seeks to add to the record in this proceeding is not material as it relates to other delivery
calls and not the Rangen delivery call. The evidence is also speculative. The result of the other
delivery calls may be different from the result here. Until a headng is held and an order issued,
one cannot say with certainty what the impact of another delivery call may be to junior ground
water users. Moreover, IGW A has failed to justify its failure to address the potential scope of
curtailment question in the Rangen delivery call proceeding. Furthermore, the Court should
exercise its discretion to deny the request to supplement the record as it will result in an
unjustifiable delay of this proceeding.
II I
II I
II I
II I
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,..,
DATED this

Z.'5

day of June, 2014.
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Attorney General
CLIVE J. STRONG
Chief, Natural Resources Division

C
EMMI L. BLADES
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this '2S"' ~ay of June, 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AUGMENT
RECORD to be filed with the Court and served on the following parties by the indicated
methods:

Original to:
SRBA District Court
253 3rd Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING
1419 W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
fxh@haemlaw.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

RANDALL C. BUDGE
T.J. BUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
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JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRINGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP
511 16TH ST., STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrap@white-jankowski.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205
dtranmer@pocatello.us

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

G%l"fLBaxter
Deputy Attorney General
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Robyn M. Brody (ISB No. 5678)
Brody Law Office, PLLC
P.O. Box 554
Rupert, ID 83350
Telephone: (208) 434-2778
Facsimile: (208) 434-2780
robynbrody@hotmail.com
Fritz X. Haemmerle (ISB No. 3862)
Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC
P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333
Telephone: (208) 578-0520
Facsimile: (208) 578-0564
fxh@haemlaw.com

J. Justin May (ISB No. 5818)
May, Browning & May, PLLC
1419 W. Washington
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 429-0905
Facsimile: (208) 342-7278
jmay@maybrowning.com
istrlct Court • SABA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
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Attorneys for Rangen, Inc.
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DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner,

Case No. CV-2014-1338

(Consolidated Gooding County Case
No. CV-2014-179)

vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES and GARY
SPACKMAN, in his capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources,

AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E.
BROCKWAY, Ph.D., P.E. IN
SUPPORT OF RANGEN, INC.'S
RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD

Respondents.
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY,
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. BROCKWAY, Ph.D., P.E. IN SUPPORT OF RANGEN, INC. 'S
RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD - 1
000337

TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND
THE CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

STATE OF IDAHO,
County of Twin Falls.

)
) ss.
)

CHARLES E. BROCKWAY, Ph.D., P.E., being sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am a registered professional engineer in the State of Idaho and senior partner of

Brockway Engineering, PLLC.

I make the averments contained herein of my own personal

knowledge and would testify to the facts as presented herein if called upon to do so. For the
purposes of this proceeding, I am currently retained by Rangen, Inc., and the Surface Water
Coalition.
2.

I have a B.S. in Civil Engineering from the University of Idaho; an M.S. in Civil

Engineering from the California Institute of Technology and a Ph.D. in Civil Engineering from Utah
State University.

Since the 1960's to the present date, I have been instrumental in the

characterization and analysis of water resources throughout southern Idaho and the Northwest.
3.

I have been involved with the Idaho Department of Water Resources

("Department") for decades on various formal and informal hydrologic committee dealings with
groundwater models.

Beginning in 1965, I was working for the University of Idaho, through the

Idaho Water Resources Research Institute ("IWRRI"). I was the project leader for the development
of a groundwater flow model for the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESP A"), under contract to the
Department.
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4.

In the above-captioned matter, IGWA has filed a Motion to Augment Record

requesting that it be allowed to include an Affidavit of Charles M. Brendecke.
5.

I have reviewed Mr. Brendecke's affidavit.

In

The affidavit is misleading.

particular, the information in Table I attached to Mr. Brendecke's affidavit is misleading.
6.

In his affidavit, Brendecke seems to be suggesting that each of the water calls set

forth in Table I would result in additional acres being curtailed in the amount specified in the third
column. This is not the case. The third column only sets forth the nwnber of acres based solely
upon the priority date of the particular calling water right if the call were considered in isolation. In
fact, each of the nwnbers in this column is cwnulative of all acres listed below. For instance, the
Rangen Call is listed in the middle of the table with a priority date of 7/13/1962 and 155,000 acres.
This does not mean that an additional 155,000 acres would be curtailed if curtailment under an
earlier priority call was implemented. Curtailment of these 155,000 acres would likely encompass
all of the acres for water calls with priority dates listed below (or later than) the Rangen Call for the
Aquarius Aquaculture, Ark Fisheries, Inc., and LynClif Farms Calls. In other words, these calls
would not result in additional acres curtailed, but rather, the curtailment as a result of the Rangen
Call would provide additional water to satisfy other senior water rights from springs and streams in
the Hagerman Valley and throughout the ESPA that are short of water due to junior ground water
pumping.
7.

The Brendecke Affidavit is misleading because it assumes with no analysis that it

would be necessary to curtail all junior water rights to satisfy each of the calls. This also is not the
case. For instance the Billingsley Creek Ranch Call attached to Brendecke's Affidavit indicates
three water rights from springs are short a combined 9.36 cfs of water. These water rights are
diverted from springs tributary to Billingsley Creek downstream of the Rangen Research Hatchery.
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Curtailment under the Rangen Call would result in enhancement of the springs available to the
Billingsley Creek Ranch water supply similar to the water arriving in the Curren Tunnel. The
ground water model predicts an additional approximately 14 cfs of water at the head of Billingsley
Creek as a result of Rangen's Call. It is almost certain (although the model has not been run
specifically for a Billingsley Creek Ranch Call), that the spring flows providing water under the
Billingsley Creek Ranch Call would also be satisfied by curtailment under the Rangen Call.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.
~

DATEDthis Z7 dayofJune,2014.&-:-~
CHARLES E. BRO

WAY, Ph.D., .E.

"1~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this!::._ day of June, 2014.

~u.SD~

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at: V--., V'r'\.lo.e...c\ 'J I I. ,,L
Commission expires:
i / le I I C,

I

i
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, hereby certifies that on the

~7" day

of June, 2014 she caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be

served upon the following by the method indicated:

Original:
Director Gary Spackman
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83 720-0098
deborah.gibson@idwr.idaho.gov
Garrick Baxter
Emmi L. Blades
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
emmi.blades@idwr.idaho.gov
kimi. whi te(a),idwr.idaho .gov
Randall C. Budge
Thomas J. Budge
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY,
CHARTERED
P.O. Box 1391
101 South Capitol Blvd, Ste 300
Boise, ID 83704-1391
Fax:208-433-0167
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net
bjh@Jracinelaw .net
Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE & JANKOWSKI
Kittredge Building,
511 16th Street, Suite 500
Denver, CO 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrap@}white-jankowski.com
Dean Tranmer
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. Box 4169

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail
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Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail
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Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
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Federal Express
E-Mail
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..
Pocatello, ID 83201
dtranmer ocatello.us
John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON, L.L.P.
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3029
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
la idahowaters.com
W. Kent Fletcher
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O. Box 248
Burley, ID 83318
wkfi mt.or
Jerry R. Rigby
Hyrum Erickson
Robert H. Wood
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHARTERED
25 North Second East
Rexburg, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson@rex-law.com
rwood rex-law.com

Federal Express
E-Mail
Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail
Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail
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LAWR.ENCEG.WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL

CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division
GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301
EMMI L. BLADES, ISB #8682
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
Telephone: (208) 287-4800
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
CUJU1U.bjades@idwr.idaho.gov

DI.strict Court • SRBA
In A F,Afthd Judicial District
C
e: minlstrattve Appeals
ounty of TWin Falls • State of Idaho

JUN 2 7 2014

BY-------=-Clerk

Deputy Clerk

Attorneys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGBN, INC.,
Case No. CV·2014-1338
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

(Consolidated Gooding County Case No.
CV-2014-179)

AFFIDAVlT OF GARRICK L. BAXTER

Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IR.RIGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MlNIDOKA IRRIGATION
DISTRICT,NORTHSIDBCANAL
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COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL
COMPANY, AND THE CITY OF
POCATEU.O,
Intervenors.

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

)
) ss
)

Garrick L. Baxter, being first duly sworn upon bis oath, deposes and states that:

1.

I am a Deputy Attorney General and one of the attorneys of record for the

respondents Idaho Department of Water Resources and Gary Spackman (collectively referred to
as "Department") in the above-caption case.
2.

The following is based upon my personal knowledge.

3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of an order dated July 29.

2005 in the Matter of Distribution of Water (Billingsley Creek Ranch) ("Order").

4.

On June 17, 2014. the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IOWA") filed a

Motion to Augment Record. On June 26, 2014, the Department filed its Response to IGWA's
Motion to Augment Record. After the Department's Response was filed, the Department found
the above reference order related to the Billingsley Creek Ranch delivery call.
II I
Ill
II I
II I

II I
Ill
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• ..,..,.,.11J
Dated this .&L day of une, 2014.

~
Deputy Attorney General

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me tbise'?t_!ty of June, 2014.
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CERTIF1CATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~day of June, 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF GAR.RICK L. BAXTER to be filed with the Court
and served on the following parties by the indicated methods:
Original to:
SRBA District Court
253 3rd Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(<) Facsimile

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING
1419W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, iD 83702
jmay@maybmwning.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile

ROBYN BRODY
JJRODY LAW OFFICE

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

P.O.B0X554
RUPERT, ID 83350

( ) E-mail

(x)E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x)E-mail

rohynbrocty@botmajl.g,m
FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE & HABMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
fxh@bacmlaw.com

(x) U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid

RANDALL C. BUDGE
T.J.BUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCAT8ll,O, ID 83204-1391

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

rcb@racinelaw.net

tjb@racinelaw.net
W. KENT FLETCHER

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.om

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x)E-mail
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JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRINGTON
BARKER. ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
tJt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

06-27-2014

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H, WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
iri&by@rex-law ,com
berickson@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

SARAH KLAHN

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile

?.

.
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( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

.

MITRA PEMBERTON

WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP
51116TH ST•• STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202

(x) E-mail

sarahk®wJllte-iankowski.s.9m
mitrap@wbite:jankowski.com
.
.
..
'

A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 8320S

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x)E-mail

dtranmer@pocatello.us
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:I
BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OJI' WATER RESOURCES
OJ.i' THE STATE or IDAHO

IN mB MATI'.ER OF DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER TO WATBR RIGHTS NOS.
36-02379, 36-0246S, AND 36-10870

)
)
)

ORDIR

This matter is before the Director of the Department of Water Resources ("Director" or
"Department") as a msult of a letter dated March 16, 2005 ("Let.terj, from Donnie McFadden of
Billinpley Creek Ranch. Citing continuing ground water pumping, the Letter requests delivery
of water (water rights administration) to the riahts identified in the above caption that are held by
Billingsley Creek Ranch "••• under the laws of Idaho and the prior appropriation doctrine."

Based upon the Director's CODlidcration ofthis matter. the Director enters the following
Findings of Fact,, Conclusions of Law, and Order.

ftNDINGS OJ' rAcr

n, ""' lmkt Biyu ,.,., 49Jllfv -

11ae Departmgt'• GJ'9!!P4 w111rMadeJ

The Eastern Snake River Plain Aquifer ("ESPA") is defined u the aquifer
underlyina an area of the Eastern Snake River Plain that is about 170 miles long and 60 miles
wide as delineated in the report "Hydrology and Digital Simulation ofthe Regional Aquifer
SystezDt Bastem Snake River Plain, Idaho." U. S. Geological Survey ("USGS") Professional
Paper 1408-F. 1992, excluding meas lyiua both south of the Snake River and west of the line
separating Sections 34 and 3S, Township 10 South, Range 20 East, Boise Meridian. The BSPA
ls also defined as an area.having a common pound water supply. Su D>APA 37.03.11.0SO.
1.

2.
The ESPA is predominately in fractured Quaternary basalt havins an aagregatc
thickness that may, at some loeatiom, exceed seveml thousand feet, decreasing to shallow depths
in the Thousand Sprinp area. The ESPA fractured basalt is cbancterized by high hydraulic
conduetivities, typically 1,000 feet/day but ranaina :&om 0.1 feet/day to 100,000 feet/day.

3.
Based on averages for the time period from May of 1980 throuah April of 2002,
the ESPA receives approximately 7.5 million acre-feet ofrecbaqe on an average annual basis
from the following: incidental recbarBe associated with surface water irrigation on the plain (3.4
million an-feet}; prccfpitation (2.2 million am-feet); underflow ftoom tributary drainap basins
(0.9 million acre-feet); and losses &om the Snake River and tnDUtariea (1.0 million acre-feet).

Order ar 1111y », 2005, 1n Ille MaUer atDlltrllndloa ofW1w
(BllllapkyCrllkBandl) • Pap t

. I
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4.
Based on averages for the time period from May of 1980 throuah April of 2002,
the ESPA also discharges approximately 1.S million aa:e-feet on an average annual basis through
sources including complexes of springs in 1be Thousand Springs area, SJ>rinss in and near
American Falls Reservoir, and the discharge of nearly 2.0 million acre-feet annually in 1be form
of depletions from grotmd wat.er withdrawals.
5.
From the pre,-inigation conditions of the 1860s until the 1950s, the amount of
water diverted from the Snake River and its tributaries for gravity flood/fuaow irrigation
increased substantially. from about 8 million acre-feet, or less, in the early 1900s to about 9.S
million acre-feet in the early 1950s. USOS ProfessiOJl81 Paper 1408-F, p. Fl 4. Significant
quantities of the surface water diverted were in excess of crop consumptive uses and provided
incidental recharge to the ESPA above the average incidental recharge of 3.4 million acre-feet
described in Fmding 3 for the May 1980 through April 2002 time period. Ground water levels
across the ESPA responded by rising at many locations. For example, the average rise in ground
water levels near Jerome, Idaho, and near Fort Hall, Idaho, wu 20 to 40 feet over several tens of
years. The average rise in ground water levels west of American Falls was 60 to 70 feet. USGS
Professional Paper 1408-A. p. A40. As a result, spring discharges in the Thousand Springs area
correspondingly increased based on USGS data as shown oD Attachment A.
6.
Beginning in about the 1960s to 1970s time period through the most recent years,
the total combined diversions of natural flow and storaae releases above Milner Dam for
iniption usins surface water supplies have declined from an average of nearly 9 million acn,feet annually to less than 8 million acre-feet annually, notwithstanding yem of drought, because
of conversions from gravity flood/furrow irrigation to sprinkler irrigation in surface water
irrigation systems and other efficiencies implemented by surface water dell\lel')' entities. The
meaured decrease in cumulative surface water diversions above Milner Dam for irrigation
retlects the fact that less water is pnerally needed in the present time to fully irrigate lands
au1horizcd for irrigation with a certain crop mix undar certain climatic growina conditions than
was needed in the 1960s to 1970s for the same lands. crop mix, and climatic pwina conditions.
With parallel appropriations of ground water, which dramatically inmeased beginning in about
19SO. ground water levels across the ESPA have responded by declining at most locations where
levels had pmiously risen, exacerbated by the worst consecutive period of droupt yem on
record for tho upper Snake River Basin. As a result, spring discharges in the Thousaad Springs
area have correspondingly declined based on USGS data as also shown on Attachment A.
7.
The ground water in the ESPA is hydmullcally connected to the Snake River and
tnoutmy surface water sources at various places and to vmying degrees. One of the locations at
whieh a direct hydraulic connoction exists between the ESPA and sprinp tn'butmy to 1he Snake
River is in the 1bousand Springs area.
8.
Hydraulically-connected around water sources and surface water sources are
som:ccs that within which, ground water am become surface water. or swface water can become
ground water, and 1be amount that becomes one or the other is largely dependent OD ground water
elevations.

Ordlrof Illy». 2tt5, Ill flle MaUar ctl'Dlltrllndloll of Water
(Bllbtpllly Creell llucla). Pap l
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9.
When water is pumped from a well in the ESPA. a conically-abaped mne that is
drained of ground water, termed a cone of deprcssion. is formed around the well. 'Ibis causes
surrounding ground water in the BSPA to flow to the cone of depression from all sides. These
depletionary effects propaptc away from the well. eventually reachina one or more
hydraulically-coDDl!Cted reaches of the Snake River and its tributaries, including springs in the
Thousand Springs area. When the depletionary effects reach a hydraulically-connected teaeb of
the Snake River or tho points of discltarge for springs in the Thousand Sptlnp area, reductions in
flow begin to occur in the form of losses from the river. reductions in spdna discharge, or
reductions in reach pins to the river. The depletions to the Snake River and its tn"butarics
increase over time, with seasonal variations corresponding to seasonal variations in grolllld water
pmnping, and then citber recede over time, if grolllld water pumpina from the well ceases. or
reach a maximum over time beyond which no further significant depictions occur, if ground
water pumping from the well continues from year to year. This latter condition is termed a
steady-state condition.
10. Various factors dctmmine the specific hydraulically-c:onnected reach of the Snake
River or spring complexes affected by the pumping of ground water from a well in the ESPA;
the magnitude of the deplctionary effects to a hydrsulically-connectod reach or spring complex;
the time requin,d for those depletionary effects to first be expn,ssed as n:ductions in river flow or
spring discharae; the time required for those depletionary effect.I to reach maximum amounts;
and the time required for those depledonary effects to either recede, if 8fOUJld water pumping
from the well ceases, or reach steady-state conditions with continuina seasonal variations, if
ground water pumping continues. Those factors include the proximity of the well to the various
bydi:aulically-connected reaches or sprinp, the transm.iulvity of the aquifer (hydraulic
conductivity multiplied by saturated thickness) between the well and the hydraulically-connected
reach ofthe Snake River or spriJlga, 1be rlvcmed hydraulic conductivity, the specific yield of the
aquifer (ratio of the volume of water yielded from a portion of the aquifer to the volume of that
portion of the aquifer), the period of time over wbich ground water is pmnped from the well, and
the amount of ground water pumped that is consumptively used.
11. The time required for depletionaey effects in a hydiaulically-connected reach of
the Snab River or tributary springs to first bo ex.pressed, the time required for those depletionary
effects to reach maximum amounts, and the time required for those depletionary eff'ects to either
recede, if ground water pumping fiom the well ceases, or reach steady-state conditions with
continuin1 seasonal variations. if grolllld water pmnpina continues, can range from. days to years
or even dceades, depen.dins on the factors described in Finding No. 1O. Generally, the clo• a
well in the ESPA is located to a hydraulically-connected reach of the Snake River or trf.butmy
springs, 1be 1arpr will be the flow reductions in the hydraulically-connected reach or springs, as
a percentage of the ground water depletions. and the shorter will bo the time periods for
depletionmy effects to first be expressed, for those depletionmy etfects to reach maximum
amounts, and for those depletionary effects to either recede or resh steady-state conditions with
continuing seasonal variations. However. essentially all depledons ofground water from the
BSPA cause reductions in flows in the Snake River and spring discharges equal in quantity to the
ground water depletions over time.

&C""'°'!O

Order of JldJ 2',2115, la the Matter ofl>llllrlbDtlta of Water
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12. The Department uses a calibrated around water model to detcrmino the effects on
the ESPA and bydraulically~ected. reaches of the Snake River and its tributaries from
pumping a single well in the ESPA, from pumping selected groups of wells, and from surface
water uses on lands above the ESPA.

13. In 2004, in coUaboration with the Idaho Water Resources R.esearch Institute
("IWRR.r'), University of Idaho, U. S. Bureau of Reclamation ("USBR"), USOS, Idaho Po\Wf
Company, and consultants representing various entities, including certain entities relyin& on the
discharge of sprinp in the Thousand Springs area, the Department completed reformulation of
the ground water model used by the Dopartment to simulate effects of ground water diversions
and surface water uses 011 the ESPA and hydnwlically-eonnected macbes of the Snake River and
its tributaries. including springs in the Thousand Springs area. This effort was i\mded in part by
the Idaho Legislature and included aipificant data collection and model calibration intended to
reduce unceltainty in the results fiom model simulations.

t 4.

Below Milner Dam. the Snake River is incised and sprinp in the Thousand
Sprinp area emanate from the canyon wall. The ground water model used by the Department
prior to tbe reformulation of the model reprasmrted the Thousand Springs ama as a sinsle,
bydraulically-connected.1ributary reach of the Snake River. In the reformulated ground water
model for tho ESPA described in Findina 13, the Thousand Springs area wu divided into six
adjacent groupings of spring complexes, or spring reaches, based on the relative magnitude of
spring discharge as follows:
a.

Dml's Washbowl to the usos st1eam aase located near Buhl, Idaho
("Buhl Oaaei- includes springs having modemtely larae rates of
discharge at intermittent locations;

b.

Buhl Gage to Thousand Springs- includal sprinp having somewhat
larger averap rates of discbargc per river mile than in tho reach Devil's
Washbowl to Buhl Gage;

c.

Thousand Springs- includes springs having very large rates of discharp;

d.

'thousand Springs to Malad Gorge- includes springs having moderate
discharge;

e.

Malad Gorp- includes springs having very large rates of discharge near
the confluence ofthe Malad and Snake Rivers; and

f.

Malad Gorge to Bancroft- includes springs having relatively small rates
of discharge.

1s.
The seamcnt that includes the springs providing the sources of water from which
Billingsley Cieek Ranch diverts surface water is the 'thousand Springs to Malad Gorge spring
reach.
Order of .....,29, 24115, la tlHa Matter otDlltrlballGII al'Water
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16. The reformuJated ground water model for the ESPA was cahorated to recorded
ground water levels in the ESPA. spring discharge in the spring reaches descnoed in Finding 14,
and reach gains or losses to Snake River flowa, determined from stream gaps together with other
stream flow measurements, for the period May l, 1980, to April 30, 2002. The calibration
targets, consisting of measured ground water levels, reach pim/losses, and discharaes from
sprinp. have inherent uncertainty resulting from limitations on the accuracy of the
measurements. The wicercainfy in results predicted by the BSPA around water model cannot be
less than the uncertainty ofthe ctlibration targets. The calibration. targets bavlna the maximum
uncertainty are the reach pins or losses determined from stream P8flS1 which altbouah rated
"sood" by the USOS, have uncertainties of up to Io percent.
17. Discharges from springs in the segments or reaches described Jn FJndina 14 have
diminished primarily because of significant reductions in incidental recbarp ofthe BSPA from
surface water irrigation resulting from changes in surface water irrip.tion systems and ,
application practices (conversion from application by gravity tlood/tbrrow irrigation to
application by sprinkler systems). cbanaos in the place of use for surface water diverted under
wator risb,ts held by or for the benefit ofthe North Side Canal Company, and the last five
consecutive years of drought.
18. Sprina dischmges are also reduced as a result of ground water wi1hdrawals from
the ESPA for irription and other comumptive purposes, especially ground water that is diverted
in relatively close proximity to the area of the spdngs. Simulations using the Department's
calibrated computer model of the BSPA abow that ground water witbdrawaJs from certain
portions of the ESPA for irrigation and other consumptive purposes cause depletions in the flow
of sprinp discharaing in the spins reaches described in Finding 14. When superimposed on
diminished spriq discharges :resulting ftom cbanps in surface water irription and drought,
reductions in spring discharges caused by ground water dep1etions under relatively junior priority
water rights can potentially cause injury to senior priority water ripts dependent on spring

sources.
19. The Department is implementina full coajunctive administration of righta to the
use of hydraulically-connected aurface and ground waters within the Eastern Snake River Plain
consistent with Idaho law and awdlablc information. The results of simulations from the
Department's around water model are suitable for making factual determinations on which to
base conjunctive administration of surface water tlpts diverted from the Snake River and its
tributaries and around water rights diverted from the ESPA.
20. The Department's ground water model represents the best available science for
determining the effects of around water diversions and surface water uses on the ESPA and
hydraulically-connected reaches of the Snake River and its tributaries. There cummtly is no
other tecbnical basis u reliable u the simulations from the Department's ground water model for
the BSPA that can be used to determine the eff'~ts of ground water divcnions and surface water
uses on the BSPA and hydraulically-connected reaches of the Snake River and its tributaries.
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Cnaflon yd Opera11oa Q(Water Dt1trim No.120 pd No.13Q
21. On November 19. 2001, the State ofldaho sought authorization from the Snake
River Basin Adjudication r'SRBA; District Court for the interim administration of water rights
by the Director in all or parts of the Department's Administrative Basins 35 and 41 overlying the
ESPA in the American Falls area and all or parts of Basins 36 and 43 overlying the ESPA in the
Thousand Sprinp area. On Jamuu.y 8, 2002, the SRBA District Court issued an order
authorizins the interim administration by the Director. After notice and bearing, the Director
iBSUCd two orders on February 19. 2002, cn,ating Water District No. 120 and Water Dhitrict
No. 130, pursuant to the provisions of Idaho Code § 42-604.
22. On August 30, 2002, the State ofldaho tiled a second motion with the SRBA
District Court seeking authorization for the interim administration of water rights by the Director
in the portion of the Department's Administrative Basin 37 overlyiag the ESPA in the Thousand
Springs area. On November 19, 2002, the SRBA District Court issued an order authorizing the
interim administration by the Director. After notice and beariD&, the Director issued an order on
January a, 2003, revising the boundaries of Wa District No. 130 to include the portion of
Administrative Basin 37 overlying the BSPA. pursuant to the provisions of Idaho Code§ 42-604.
23.
On July 101 2003, the State of Idaho filed a third motioa with the SRBA District
Court seeking autb.omation for the interim administration of water ri&bta by the Dm::ctor in the
portion of the Dopartment's Administrative Basin 29 overlying the ESPA in the American Falls
area. On October 29, 2003, the SRBA District Court issued an order autborizina the interim
administration by the Director. After notice and Maring. the Dim:tor issued an order on Ianumy
22, 2004, misina the boundaries of Water District No. 120 to include the portion of
Administrative Basin 29 overlying the ESPA. pursuant to the provisions of Idaho Code § 42-604.
24.
Water Districts No. 120 and No. 130 were created, and the respective boundaries
revised, to provide for the administration of water rip1s, pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho
Code, for the pmtcction of prior surface and ground water rights. As a re~ the watcrmastars
for Water Districts No. 120 and No. 130 were given the following duties to be pa formed in
accordance with pidelines, direction, and supervision provided by 1he Director:

a.

Curtail illepl diversions (i.e., any diversion without a water right or
in excess of the elements or conditions of a water right);

b.

Measure and report the diversions under water rights;

c.

Enforce the provisions of any stipulated agreement; and

d.

Curtail out-of-priority diversions determined by the Director to be
caumng injury to senior priority water rights that are not covered by a
stipulated agreement or a midption plan approved by the Director.

Order ofJIiiy 2,, 2tl5, ta die Matter afDlarfbatloll al'Water
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2S. On April 15, 200S, the State ofldaho filed three motions with the SRBA District
Court seeking authorization for the interim administration of water rights by the Director in the
Department's Administrative Basin 2S; Basins 31, 32. and 33; and Basin 4S. On July 21, 200S,
the SRBA Disbict Court authoriz.ed interim administration in these basins. Once the water rights
in these administrative basins are incorporated in a water district, nearly all ground water rights
authorizing diversion of ground water from the ESPA will be subject to administration tbroup
water districts, when combined with the ground water rights already in Water Districts No. 120
and No. 130. At the time of filing Director's Reports in the SRBA later tbis year for the
relatively few remaining pound water rights authorizing diversions from the BSPA, additiODal
motions will be filed by the State ofIdaho seeking authorization for intcim administration of
those remaining rights. While authorbation for interim administration of tho mmaining ground
water ripts is subject to determinations to be made by the SRBA District Court. the Director
anticipatcl that water districts covcrlng all of the ESPA will be in p)aco for the irrigation season
of 2006, and all around waterriahts autborizins diversions from the ESPA will be subject to
administration through water disbicts established pursuant to chapter 6, title 42. Idaho Code.
26.
The pneral locadon and existing boundaries for Water Districts No. 120 and
No. 130 as well as the location and existing boundaries for the American Falls Oround Water
Management Area an, shown on Attachment B. Boundaries for a proposed addition to Water
District No. 120 as well as areas for potential future water districts (Water Districts No. 110 and
No. 140) me also shown on At1achment B.

27.
Idaho Code § 42-603 authorizes the Director "to adopt niles and iegulations for
the distribution of water from the streams. rivers. lakes. ground water and other natural water
sources as aball be necessary to carry out the laws in acconiance with the priorities of the rights
of the usars thereof.,. Promulgation of IUCh rules and regulations must be in accordanco with the
procedures of cbap1er 52, title 67, Idaho Code.
28.
On October 7, 1994, the Director issued Order Adopting Final lbdu; the R:ul,s
far Co11functlvt Management ofSurface and Gnnmd Water ResOflt'CU {IDAPA 37.03.11}
("Coqjunctivo Management Rules"1 promulgated punuant to chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code,
and Idaho Code f 42-603.
29. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-S291, the Conjunctive Management Rules were
submitted to the 1• Regular Session of the 53nl Idaho Legislature (1995 session). During no
legislative session. beginning with the 11t Regular Session of tho 53111 Idaho Legislature, have the
Coajunctfve Manapment Rules been rejected, lllllCllded. or modified by the Idaho LeaisJature.
Therefore. the Col\iunctive Management Rules are final and effective.
30. The Coqlunctive Manaaement Rules "apply to all situations ta the state where the
diversion and uc of water under junior-priority ground water rights either individually or
collectively causes material injury to uses of water under senior-priority water ri&hts- The rules
Onler ol JIiiy 29t 2GG5, la die MMter olDlmlblltllll ol'Water
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govern the distn"bution of wator from ground water sources and areas bavina a common ground
water supply." IDAPA 37.03.11.020.01.
31. The Conjunctive Management Rules "acknowledge an elements of the prior
appropriation doclrine as established by Idaho Jaw.,. IDAPA 37.03.11.020.02.
TIie Letter Swbmlited by Bllllnpley Creek Ranch Seeking Admialstration ef Water RlpCI

e4 ApgJteat!Rn

If•• Confwctlu Nu,,,.., Bil.et

32. On March 16. 2005. the Dbector received by facsimile the Letter from Donnie
MacFaddcn of Billinpley Creek Ranch. Citing continuing ground water pumping. the Letter
requests delivery of water (water rights administration) to water risht& held by Billinpley Creek
Ranch"••• under the laws of Idaho and the prior appropriation doctrino.11 The Director construes
the Letter as seeking the administration of water rights authorizing the diversion and use of
around water from the ESPA under priorities later in time than those for the rights held by
Billinpley Creek Ranch.
33. The water rights held by Billingsley Creek Ranch. including those that Billinpley
Creek Ranch sought to have protected by the administration ofjunior priority water rights, are as
follows pursuant to decrees issuad by the SRBA District Court and, in one instance, a license
issued by the Department:

1

Water Right No.: 36..()0()46

36-02379

36-024651

36-08443

Source:

Three Springs

Springs2

Potter Springs

Ground Water

Priority Date:

02/17/1896

03/19/1959

01/18/1961

05/18/1989

Beneficial Use:

lniption
(303 acres)

F'lSh Prop·
agation3

Fish~aption4

Stock.water/
Domestic

Diversion Rate:

4.00cfs

S.OOcfs

4.00cfs

0.05 cfsl
0.06cfs

Period of Use:

02/lS -11/30

Year-round

Year-1'0UDd

Year-round

nt Department's records ref1ec:t WIier riafal oo. 36-0246S is held by die ell)' oflflaenun, AcconllDa ID the
watelll lllffl for W118r Dillrlctl No. 36,\ and No. 130, tllfl war rf&ht was rmveyed. to BWlnpley Cnek Rlru::h
In acbanp for shlra In the Bl& Spring Water Uaen Auociation..

2

Known a Hewett Sprlq.

3

Wllllr rlpt allo authorizc,s diversloa and use of0.04 c1'11 not to exceed 13,000 galloml per day. for domestic use.

4 Wltlrright also a1thmia divmion and use of 4.00 clJ tor year-mund recreation and irripdon (02115 -11/30).

Order at JIIIJ 29, 2115, In ... Matter ofDiltrltNdloa of Water
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WaterRigbtNo.: 36-10826

36-10870

36-11060

36-15462

Source:

Oround Water

Potter Springs

1bn,eSprinp

Three Springs

Priority Date:

01/10/1930

OS/01/1933

03/01/1971

06/01/1977

Beneficial Use:

Domestic/
Stockwater

Irrigation'
(9acres)

Recreation/
Fish Propaption
Recreation Storage

Diversion Rate:

0.04cfs/
0.02 cfs

0.34 cfi.4

3.50cfs6

4.00cfs7

3.S c&"
4.0cfs'

Period of Use:

Ycar'"10Ulld

02/lS - 11/30

Year-round

Year-round

22142

34. Rule 10.04 of the Corgunctive Management Rules defines a "delivery call" as: "A
request ftom the holder of a water right for admmistration of water rights under the prior
appropriation doctrine." The Letter, described in Findina 32, seekioa tbe distribution of water to
rights held by Billingsley Creek Ranch comes within the definition of a delivery call
35. Water Districts No. 36A, No. 120, and No. 130 were cmated pursuant to Idaho
Code § 42-604. Water Diltrict No. 36A includes water rights that are both senior in priority and
junior in priority to water d&hts held by Billinpley Creek Ranch and that are diverted fiom other
sources that are hydraulically connected through tho ESPA, to varying degrees, to the surface
water sources for Billingsley Creek Ranch water rights. Water rights diverted tom these other
sourte1, which are hydraulically connected through the BSPA to the IIUlface water sources for the
Billinpley Creek Ranch water riahts, do not interfere with or impact the Billinpley Cteek Ranch
water rights.

36.
Water District No. 120 contains water rights that me junior in priority to the
Billingsley Creek Ranch water rlshfs and divert ftom around water that is hydmulically
connected to the surface water soun:es forthe Billingsley Creek Ranch water rights. Such water
rights could potentially interfere with and potentially impact the Billingsley Creek Ranch water
rights.
37.
Water District No. 130 includes water ri&hts that• senior in priority and junior
in priority to the Billingsley Creek Ranch rl&bts and that are diverted fiom surfilce water sources
that are hydraulically coonected through the BSPA, to vmying degrees, to the surface water
sources for the rights hold by Billinpley Creek Ranch but do not interim, with or impact the
5

Watcrrfalttllllo IIUlborizlladd.ltioaaldmnloaand UICI of0.02 cfi)9'.round, not to exceed 13,000 pllomper
clay, for lfOCkwlter uae. Total diversion rate during Irrigation BCISOll of uac ii 0.36 o&.

6 Fram 04/01 to 09/30.
7

From 10/01 to 03/31.
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Billinpley Creek Ranch water rights. Water District No. 130 also contains water rights that arc
junior in priority to the Billingsley Creek Ranch water rigbls and that are diverted iiom ground
water that is hydmulically eonneetcd to the somces for the Billinpley Creek Ranch water rights.
Suell water rigbta eould potentially interfere with and potentially impact the Billingsley Creek
Ranch water rights.
38.
Rule 40 of the Coqjunctive Manapment Rules is titled "Responses to Calls for
Water Delivery Made by the HoJders of Senior-Priority Surtilce or Ground Water R.ipts Against
the Holders ofJunior-Priority Ground Water Rights ftom Areas Having a Common Ground
Water Supply in an Organb:ed Water District" Rule 40 applies to the delivery calls made by
Billinpley Creek Ranch against the holders ofjunior priority ground water rights in both Water
District No. 120 and Water District No. 130.
39.
Some of the junior priority ground water ri&hts that could potentially interfere
with and potentially impact the Billingsley Creek Ranch water rights are not in a water district
created pursuant to the provisions of Idaho Code § 42-604 because a final decree bas not been
issued by the SRBA District Court or the requirements for interim administration of these rights
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1417 have not been met.

40. Rule 30 of tho Coajunctive Management Rules is titled "Responses to Calls ibr
Water Delivery Made by the Holden of Senior,.Priority Surface or Ground Water Rights Apinst
the Holders of Junior-Priority Ground Water Rights Within Areas of the State Not .in ()rpnmd.
Water Districts or Within Water Districts Where Ground w~ Regu)ation Hu Not Been
Included in the Function of Such Districts or Within Areas That Have Not Been Designated
Ground Water Management Areas."
41. Rule 41 of the Coqjunctive Manapment Rules is titled "Administration of
Diversion and Use ofWater Within a Ground Water Management Area."
42.
The Letter, described in Findina 32, seeJdna water rights administration to
distribute water to tho Billinpley Creek Ranch water rights does not meet the requirements set
forth in Rule 30 of the Ccmjwtctive Management Rules. Also, the Letter does not seek
administration ofjunior priority sround water riahts in the American Palls Ground Water
Manaaement Area u provided in Rule 41 of the Conjunctive Manqement Rules. Pursuant to
Rule 41. such administration c::ould not occur until the irrigation aeason of2006, even if material
iDJwy to the Billingsley Creek Ranch rights was determined to be occurrina as a result of
di.version and use of ground water under junior priority rigbls in the American Falls Ground
Water Management Area.

43.
While Rule 40 of the Coajunctive Management Rules is applicable to the Letter
described in Finding 321 neither Rule 40 nor any other pmvisiona of the Coqjunctive
Management Rules are applicable to delivery calls or demands for water distribution by the
holder of a senior priority water right against the holder of a junior priority surface water right.
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AJdmtrfgd DJyeniop Rate for Water B!rb• Nga. 3HW, 3H2ff5, W 3f::1Q870
Springs discluqing in the Thousand Springs area do not discharge at a constant
While there are
overall increases or decreases in the discharge from individual springs between years (inter-year
variations), there are also pronounced within-year or intra-year variations in discharge.
44.

rate or at a rate that progressively increases or decreases fiom year to year.

45.
Simplistically, overall variations between years in the discharge of sprinp in the
Thousand Springs area result from differences between the amounts of ground water depletions
and recharge to the BSPA above the springs, with delays in the :response of spring discharge
ranging at the extremes from days to decades depending on the proximity of sn,und water
depletions and recharge and the other factors set forth in Finding 10. Factors aff'ecting overall
variations between years in the cumulative discbarge from springs in the Thousand Sprinp area
as well as &om individual springs Include but are not neceuarlly limited to: variations in sur.6tce
water supplies available for irrigation above the ESP A, which affect cropping deeisions aad the
amount of incidental l'echerge to the ESPA; changes in the amounts and timing of tributmy
underflow to the ESPA, which also reflect numerous variations upgradient from where tributary
underflow contn"butcs to the BSPA; inter-year variations in precipitation and temperature, which
not only affect the amount of surface water used above the ESPA and mcharge to the BSPA, but
also affect the quantity of around water withdrawals and depletions from the ESPA; and
differences between years in the quantity of intentional or managed recharge to the ESPA.
46.
Intra-year variations in the discbar&e from individual springs n:sult from the
factors descn"bed in Fmdq 4S but also &om other factors includina timin& of: surface water
application above the ESPA and associated incidental recharp; ground water withdrawals and
depletions from the ESPA; and intentional or manqed recharge to the ESPA.
47.
While both the regional and local factors affi:eting inter-year and intra-year
variations in sprina discharge are generally understood, the interactions bet.ween these factors are
complex and the specific effects of individual factors and various combinations of factors on the
discharge from individual springs are not presently quantifiable.

48. Both inter-year and intra-year variations in the discharge from the sprinas that are
the souroes for water rights nos. 36-02379, 36-0246S, and 36-10870 existed wheo appropriations
for tbesc rights were initiated. There are no known measurements. nor any other means. for
teaSOnably detmnining the intra-year variations ill the discharges from the sprinp comprising
the source for these water rights on the dates of appropriation for these water rights. However,
the factors that are known to cause both inter-year and intra-year variations clearly existed at the
time the appropriations for these rlafds were initiated.
49.
The rates of diversion authorized pursuant to water rights nos. 36-02379. 3602465, and 36-10870 (5.00 cfs, 4.00 cfs, and 0.36 cfiJ, respectively) are not quantity entitlements
that are guaranteed to be available to the Billingsley O:eek Ranch at all times. Rather, the
authorized rates of diversion are the maximum rates at which water can be diverted under these
rights, respectively, when such quantities of water are physically available and the rights are ill
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priority. Billingsley Creek Ranch cannot call for the curtailment ofjuoior priority water ripts at
all times that insufficient water is physically available to :fill water rights nos. 36-02379, 3602465, and 36-10870 at the authorized rates of diversion. Billingsley Creek Ranch is not entitled
to water supplies that are enhanced beyond the conditions that existed at the time such rl&hts
were established; Le., Billinpley Creek Ranch cannot call for the curtailment ofjunior priority
around water rights simply beeause seasonally the discharp ftom springs is less than the
authorized rates of diversion for the Billingsley Creek Ranch rights unless such seasonal
variadons are caused by depletions resultina ftom diversion and use of water under such junior
priority rights.

SO.
Billinpley CRek Ranch can only call for the dJstribution of water to its rights
throuah the curtailment ofjunior priority ground water rights fiom the hydraulically-connected
BSPA when such curtailment would result in a usable amount of water reaching the aoun:es for
water rights nos. 36-02379, 36-02465, and 36-10170 in time of need, and depletions causing
material ll\iury as a result of diversion and use of ground water under such junior priority rights
have not been adequately mitigated.

...,.. orMateria11a11gy,........,.. o(Dlyentpv, , • . , . or1,,w BJr•a
Water rights no. 36-02379. no. 36-0246S, and no. 36-10870 held by Billinpley
Creek Ranch, as ducribed in Finding 33, authorize the combined or tDta1 divmsion of 9.00 crs
for fish propagation purposes and 0.34 cfs for the irrigation of 9 acres, with the tint right for 5.00
cfs (no. 36-02379) having a priority date ofMamh 19, 1959; the second right for 4.00 cfi (no.
36-02465) llaving a priority date ofJanuary 18, 1961; and the third ri&ht for 0.34 cfs (no. 3610870) having a priority date of May 1, 1933. Attachment C shows a conceptual layout of spring
discluqe collection and conveyance facilities at Billinpley Creek Ranch.
51.

S2. On April 11, 2005, Cindy Yc:nter, the watermaster tbr Water District No. 130. and
Brian Patton. a roptcred professional civil engineer, conducted a field inspection at lbe
Billingsley Creek Ranch. Also in attendance were Donnie McFadden and Fnnk Erwin. the
watennastcr for Water Dislrict No. 36A. On the date ofthe :field inspection, Hewett Spring (the
aoun:e for water right no. 36-02379) was dry, and Potter Spring (the source for water ri&ht nos.
36-0246S and 36-10870) was essentially dry.

S3. Based on the field inspection of April 11, 2005, and based on subsequent findings
and conclusiolll, it is 1Jt1J1efflJ88I' to evaluate the amount ofwater available in the sources for
water rights nos. 36-02379, 36--02465, and 36-10870 (see IDAPA37.03.1I.042.0l.a); the effort
or expense incurred by Billinpley Creek Ranch to divert water ftom the sources {see IDAPA
:37.03.11.042.01.b); tberate of diversion for irription, the annual volume of water diverted for
iniga1ion, the system diversion and conveyance efficiency for irrigation, and the application
method for irrigation (.ua IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.d); the amount of water diverted and used
compared to the water fiab1s (.ree IDAPA 37.03.11.042.0 l .e); and the existence of adequate
water measuring and recording devices (see IDAPA :37.03.11.042.01.f).
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54. During the field inspection of April 11, 2005, it was detennined that the beneficial
uses authorized under water right no. 36-10870 (irrigation of 9 acn:s and stockwatering) were
occmring using other sources ofwater under other water rights held by Billingsley Creek Rach
by employing efficient water management pmctices. See IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.11.
SS.
Based on the results from the field inspection of Apdl 11, 2005, the beneficial
uses authorized under water rights nos. 36-02379 and 36-02465 cannot be met using the existing
facilities and water supplies at the Blllinpley Creek Ranch. except for the domestic use
authorized under water right no. 36-02379. See IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.g.
S6.
Based on the resuUs from the field inspr.ction of April 11, 2005, there arc no
alternate reasonable means of diversion or alternate points of diversion that Billinpley Creek
Ranch should be iequired to implement to provide water for rights nos. 36-02379, 36-02465, and
36-10870 given the deoreed clements of these rights. See IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.h.

57.
Based on the Department's water rights data base and simulations using the
Department's ground. water model fortbe ESPAdcscribed inFindinp 13, 14,and 16, the
diversion and consumptive use of pound water under water rlpts bavina priority dates later than
the priorl1J date for water right no. 36-02379 (March 19, 1959) in Water District No. 120, and
which at steady-state conditions reduce spring discharge in the Thousand Sprinas to Malad
Oorae spring reach by more than 10 percent of the amount of depletion to the ESPA iesulting
from those pound water ctivaaions (IO percent is the uncertainty in model simulations, see
FiDdina 16), bu insignificant effects on the quantity and timing of water available from springs
discharain& in the ThoUSBDd Sprinp to Malad Oorae sprina reach. which. includes the soun:es
from which Billlngslcy Creek Ranch diverts surface water. &, IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.c.

SB. The Department's ground water model for the ESPA. descn'bed in F'mdinp 13,
14, and 16, was also used to simulate the efl'ects of curtailing the diversion and use of pound
water for the irription of about 1,100 equivalent' acres on an ongoing basis under water rights
within Water District No. 130 that: (1) authorize the diversion and use of ground water for
consmnptive uses from the area of common around water supply described in F'mding 1~ (2)
have priority dates later than the priority date for water right no. 36-02379 (March 19, 1959),
which automa1ically includes rights later in priority to warm right no. 36-02465; and (3) based
on model simulations reduce spring discharge in the Thousand Springs to Malad Gorge sprins
reach by more than 10 percent ofthe amount of depletion to the ESPA raulting from those
ground water diversions (10 percent is the uncertainty in model simulations, see Findina 16).
The results ofthe simulation show that eurtailins the diversion and use of ground water for the
irrlption of these lands would increase the discharac of springs in the Thousand Sprinp to
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Malad Ooqc spring reach, which includes the springs from which Billinpley Creek Ranch
diverts water, by an average amount of 0.7 cfs, varying from a seasonal low of near zero to a
seasonal biah of about 1.3 cfs, at steady state conditions. Only a portion of any increase in the
overall spring discharge in the Thousand Springs 10 Malad Oorae spring reach would accrue to
the springs 1hat provide the supply of water to the rights held by Billingsley Cieek Ranch. See
IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.c.
59.
Only ground water diverted and used for agricultural irrigation purposes was
included in the modeled curtailment simulation described in Fmding 51. Based on USOS data,
and disregarding the priority dates of around water rights from tho BSPA, about 95 percent of the
ground water diverted ftom. the BSPA is used for irrigation. Uses pursuant to ground water rights
fiom the ESPA tor public, domestic, industrial. and livestock purposes constitute 2.6 percent. 1.2
percent, 0.7 percent, and 0.6 percent of the total around water diversions from the BSPA,
respectively. Since a sfpfficant portion of these other uses is nonconsumplive, the depletions to
the ESPA from irrigation uses that contribute to reduced spring discharges in tho Thousand
Springs area, and other reaches of the Snake River that am hydraulically CODDCCted 10 the ESPA,
am pelter than 95 percent of the total depletions from all uses of ground water.

60.
Using the Department's ground water model for the ESPA to simulate increases in
reach pins and spring discbaraes resultin& from the curtailment of the diversion and use of
ground water solely for aarlcultural iniption purposes provides reasonable quantification ofthe
increases in reach gains and spring discharps teSUltina from the curtai1mont of the diversion and
use of groUDd water for all purposes.
61.
Matters expn,ased berein as a Finding of Fact that are later deemed to be a
Conclusion of Law are hereby made as a Conclusion of Law.

CONCLUSIONS OP LAW
1.
Idaho Code § 42-602, addlessing the authority ofthe Director over the supervision
of water distribution within water districtss provides:

Tbo director of tho departmont of water n,sources sball have direction and control of tho
distn'butioo of wafer from all natural water aoun:et within I water district to the canaJs.
ditcbea. pumps and other f'acllitiea divortiu11bn&om. Distribution of water within water
districts created pursuant to section 42,.604, Idaho Code, shall be accomplished by
watarmasters a provided in this cbaptllr and suparvised by the dhector. The dhector of tho
department ofwater resources shall dis1ribute water in water dilbicta in accordance with the
prior appropriation domino. The provisions of chapter 6, titlo 42, Idaho Code, shall apply
only to diacributfon of water witbJn a water district

2.
Idaho Code § 42-603, which grants the Director authority to adopt rules governing
water distn"butioa. provides as follows:
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9.
The Director cmated w• Districts No. 130 and No. 120 on February 19, 2002,
and extcaded the boundaries of Water Districts No. 130 and No. 120 on January 8, 2003, and
January 22, 2004, respectively, to provide for the administration of ground water rights in the
area overlying the ESPA in the Thousand Sprinp area and the American Falla area, pursuant to
the provisions of chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, for the protection of prior surface and ground
water rights.
10.
The Dnctor bas appointed watermasters for Water Districts No. 120 and No. 130
to perform tho statutory duties of a watenuster in accordance with pidelines, direction. and
supervision provided by the Diiector. The Duector bas given specifio directions to the
watermasters for W• Districts No. 120 and No. 130 to curtail illegal diversions, measure and
report divmions, and curtail out-of-priority diversions determined by the Director to be causins
iqjury to senior priorlty water rishts that are not covered by a stipulated ap,ement or a mitigation
plan approved by the Director.
11.
In accordance with chapter 52. title 67~ Idaho Code, the Department adopted rules
repn:lina the coqjunctive 1D11111ement of surface and ground water effective October 7. 1994.
IDAPA 37.03.11. The Coqjunctive Management Rules presc:n'bc procedures for responding to a
delivery call made by the bolder of a senior piority surface or grouod water right against jw'lior
priority ground water rishts in an area having a common ground water supply. IDAPA
37.03.11.001.
12.
Rule 10 of the Conjunctive Management Rules, IDAPA 37.03.11.010, contains
the followin& pertinent definitions:
11. Ara.Bavlaa a ComlllOII Grollllll Wldel'Bapply. A around waa,rsourcowitbin which
the diversion and use ofpound water or cfumaes In lfflUDd water 1tcbarp aft'oet the flaw of
water in asurfacewator source or within which the dfwnion and uaeofwallrby a holder ofa
ground war riaht affects the ground water supply available to the holders of other ground
WIim' ripts.

'3. Coll.faacCh'e M11......-wt Lepl and h)'drologio integration ofadminiatratlon ofthe
diversion and use of water under water rigbtl ftom surfaco and ground water sources,
including areas haviaa a r.omrnon ground water aupply.

c•

N. D111nrJ
A n,queat from the bolder of a water rlsht for admfnistmtlon of watlr
rights under the prior appropriation doclrine.

rt. FalEIIGMlllicDevelopmeatOIUatlerpoud w............ Thodivonion and

use ofwater :from a around water IIOU1'Ce for bcmeficiaJ WICI in tho pubUc interest at a rate that
does not m:oed the reasonably anticipad averqe rate of future natural recharge. In a
manner that does not 11:SUlt In1IUltaial iqiwy to acniol'-priority surflco or ground Mlerrightli
and 1hat fia1hars the principle of reasonable use of surface and ground water a set forth In
Rule 42.

la••
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18. Jl'adle c• A delivery call made by the holder ofa ~ surfaco or ground
water riaht that, for ph)'Bical ad bydrologio reasons, cannot be Bllliafted within a reasonable
lime ofthe call by immediately curlailing divenion.a underjuni011-prlcri:y ground waterrigbts
or that would rault in waste of the water resourco.

14. Ma.W lajary. Hindrlnce to or impact upon tho exercile of a water right caused by
the uso ofwatm' by another person as dctarm.ined in aceordanco with Idaho Law, as Ht forth
in Rule 42.
1'- Penoa. Any individual, paatnenbip, corporadoo. association, p«mnentalsubdivisioo
or apncy, or public or private orpnization or mtity of any characcer.
17. Pedtieaer. Person who asks the Department to inidate a contested case orto otherwise
take action that will result in the i11Uanco of an order or rulo.

It. lleaoubly Aadclpated Averap RaCe OIFatan Nataral Redaarp. Tho eltimatlld
averap annual volume ofwater RlCharpd to an an=a having a common ground wat.er supply
.ftom precipitation, underflow ttom tributmy sources. and stream losaea ud also wator
incidclD1ally recharged to an m,a having a common ground water supply as a JeSUlt of the
diwrsion and use of water for lnipdon and other purpoees. The csdmate will be basod on
l'Vlilable data .-prding oanditkms of diwnion and use of waflr existing at 1be time the
estimata is made and may vary as theso conditions and available information dtanp.
20. Belpolld•t Pffloa1 against whom complaintl or petitions n filed or about whom
investiptions are initiated.

13. AB used heiein, the term ''iajmy" means "material ~my" as defined by Rule
10.14 of the Conjunctive Management Rules.
14. The diversion and use of ground water under exiatina ripta results in an averap
annual depletion of ground water ftom the ESPA of nearly 2.0 million aero-feet and does not
exceed the "Reasonably Anticipated Average Rate of Future Natural Recharge," consistent with
Rule 10.07 ofthe Coqjunctive Management Rules.
15. Rule 20 of the Conjunctive Management Rules coo.tams the following pc:rdncmt
statements of pw:pose and policies for conjunctive management of smtice and ground water

reaourccs:
OL Dlltrlbdall of W..., A.moaa tile Bolden ol s.lor ud nafor,,Prtorby Ripa.
Tho roles apply to all situatiom in tho State whn the divenion and use of water under
juaioll-priority pound water riptl either individually or collectiwlyCIUIII material fqjwyto
uses of water umler senfor..prlority water ripts. Tho ndol SOWl'ft tho disaribution of water
ftocn BfOUDd water soun:es and ll'fl8S having a common pound watw mpply.

02. Pdor Approprlatfoa Dedrlao. These ndea acknowledge all elements of the prior
appropriation doctrine u established by Idaho law.

o.,. ltNloaable Ute Of S.rfacl Alld Gnacl Water. These ndos integrate the
admhdstra1lon and useofsurfico and ground water in amanner~twilh tho1raditiollll
Ordtrof .JIiiy U, 2805. la die Mattw ofDfltrllNdla of WIier
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policy of N8SODlble use of both surface and ground water. The policy of M880llable US1
includes lhe concepts of priority in time and superiority In right beln& aubjeettu conditions of
reasonable use as the Jeaislature may by law prescribe as provided in Article XV, Section 5,
Idaho Comid1ution, optimum development of waternisources In the public interest prescribed
in Article XV, Sec:tion 7, Idaho Constitution, ad full economic development II defined by
Idaho law. An appropriator is not entitled to command the entirety of latp volumes ofwater
in a surfBce or ground water source to support bis appropriation contrary to the public poUcy
of reasonable use of water II described in this JUie.
·

M. Delivery CIIII. 11tese rules provide the basis and proceduro for rapondina to delivery
calls made by the holder ofa senior-priority surface or ground water risbt against tho holder
of a junior-priority around water right. The principle of the futile call appHes to the
distribution of water under these mies. AHbough a call may be denied under the futile call
doctrine, these rules may sequire midptioo or staaed or pltaled curlailment of a juniorpriority use ifdiversion and use ofwater by the holder ofthejunfor..priaritywata'rfgbtcauaes
matmial iqiury, even though not immediately IDCIISU1'llble. tu the holder of a senior-priority
sur&co or ground water right In instances where the hydmlogic connection may be remote.
1be resource is large tnd no direct immediale mlief would be adwwcd ifthe junior.priority
water use wa discontinued.
05. btrdle Of Water Rlp.11. These rules provide the basil far detenninin1 the
reasamblenesa ofthe divmsim and use of water by both the holder ofa llmior-prioritywater
right who requesu priorit;y delivery and the holder of a junior-priority water right against
whom the call is made.
lL Dollleadc ... s.ekW...... Grontl WaterB.tp11 Ema.pt. A delivery call shall
not be offoctive apinst any ground water right med for domestic purposes ,..rdlea of
priority data where such dameadc use II within the limits of the definition set f'ord1 In Section
42-1111 Idaho Code. nor apinst any ground water riabt uaed for stock waterin& whn such
stack watering UN is within 1he limi11 of the dofinition set fbrth in Section 42-1401A(l 2),
Idaho Code; provided, howlver, du& aemption shall not prohibit the holder ofa wamr rl&ht
far domestic or stack wablins uses from making a dolivmy call, lncludfna a delivay call
apinat the holden ofother domesdc or ltockwateringrights. wlllrc the holder ofsuch ri(lht is
mdfering material iqjwy.

16.

Rule 40 of the Coqjunctive Maoaaement Rules sets forth the following procedures

1o be followed for mapomes to calls for water delivecy made by the holders of senior priority

surface or ground water rights against the holden ofjunior priority pound water rights from

meas having a common ground water supply in an organized water district:
OL BllpolldlqfD • Dellftry Cd When a delivery call ii made bylhe holdorofa 1111iorpriorlty water right (petitioner) alleging that by reason ofdiversion ofwater by the holders of
one or mans junior-priority around water rights(n,spondeots) from 111 an:a havina a common
ground Wider supply in an organilllld water diatrict the petitioner is llllff'ering material injury,
and upon a finding by the Din:ator as provfdad in :Rulo 42 that mataial injwy la occurring.
the Director, duouah tho watermaster, shall:
a. Rlgulate the diversion and use of'Wider in accordance with the priorities ofrights

of the 'Vlrious surfico or ground war users whoso riahts are iaGluded within the

-~2005,
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district., provided, that n,pJation ofjunior-priority pound water divorBbJ and USO
where the material injury la delayed or long range may, by order ofthe Director, be
phued-hl ov« not more than a five-year period to lessen the economio impact of
lmmediatc and complete curtailment; or
b. Allow out-of-priority dfvenion of water by juaio:r-priority ground water usen
pursuant to a mitigation plan that ha been approved by the l>Rctor.

02. Beplatloa ofU•ofWaterby w......... 'Ibe Dbector, through tbowatlrnlasta',
shall regulate use ofwaterwitbin the waterdimict punuantto Idaho law and the priorities of
water rights a provided in section 42-604, Idaho Code, and under the following procedures:
a. The wuet1lllllter shall dotm:mine the qwumty of surface watar of any stmun
included within tho watar diafrict which is available for diversion and shall abut tho

headgatea ofthe holdenl ofjunior-priorhysurfaco water ripts u myto usure
that water is beina diverted and used In accordaace with the priorities of the
respective water ripts from the surfice water source.
b. 1bc watennesb,r lball regulam the diversion and use of around water in
accordance with the ripts thereto, appn,ved midgation plans and orders issued by
tho Director.

or a sonior1)riority Wl1lr right apinst the
holder of a junior-priorily ground water dpt in the watm distric:t the Walermaater
shall first determine whether a mitigation plan has been approved by tho Director
whereby divenion of ground water 1111)' be allowed to c,ontiaue out ofpriority order.
Ifthe holdor ofa junior-priority ground water right is a participant in um approved
mitigailon plan, and ii operating in conf'onnanco therewith, tho watermuh,r shall
allow the around water use to continue out of priority.

e. Wbn a call is made by tho holdClr

d. The watermllimr shall maintain reconll of tho diveniom of water bysurtice and
ground water 1111111 within the water district and records of water provided md other
compensation supplied undertbo approved mitipdon plan which shall be compiled
into the annual report which ii reqund by section 42-606, Idaho Code.

e. Under the direction of tho Department. watermastm of separate water dillricts
shall coopenste and n,clpn>eate in misting eadl other in assuring that diveralon and
use of water under water rights Is administered in a manner to aure p,oteetion of
seoior-priority water rights pmvided the relativo priori1ios oftbe water rights within
the aeparato ••districts have been adjudic:ated.

03. Reuouble bnlle of ltlddl. In determining whether diversion and use of water
under rights will be n,gulated under Rules 40.01.a., or 40.01.b•• the DINCtor shall consider
wbelherthe pedtionermakin& tho delivesy call is suff'ering material iqjuryto a llllior-pricxity
wa ript arul is diverting and using water efllclently and without waste, and in a manner
consisamt with tho pl ofmuonablo use ofsurti.ce and ground watm u described in Rule
42. The Direetorwill also considerwhethm'tho respondentjunior-prioritywmrriaht holder
is using wldlr efficiently and without waste.
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04. Actlou of the Watenaalter aader a Mltlpdoa Plu. Where a mitigation plan has
been approved as provided in Rule 42, the watermaster may pennit the diversion and use of
ground watur to continue out ofpriority order within the water district provided tho holder of
tho junior-priority ground watur right operates in accordance with such approved mitigation
plan.

17. In accordance with Rule 40 of the Coajunctive Management Rules. curtailment of
junior priority ground water rights may only occur if the uso of water under senior priority rights
is consistent with Rule 20.03 of the Conjunctive Management Rules and injury is determined to
be caused by the exercise of the junior priority rights. Factors that will be considered in
determining whether jumor priority ground water rights are causing iltjury to the senior priority
water rights held by Billingsley Creek Ranch are set forth in Rule 42 of the Conjunctive
Management Rules as follows:
01. Padon. Factors the Director may consider in detenninins whether the holden of water
rights are suffering material il\lUIY and using water efficiently and without waste include, but
are not lbnitl!d to, the following:
L The amount of water available in the source from which the water right is
diverted.

b. The eflbrt or expenao of the holder of the water right to divert water ftom the

source.
c. Whelhor the exercise of junior-priority ground Wider rights individually or
collectively affects tho quanffi¥ and timing ofwhcm water is available to, and the cost
of exercising. a senior-priority surface or ground water right. Thia may include the
seasonal as well as the multi-year and cumulative impacts of all gro1n1d Wider
withdrawals fiom the area having a common ground water supply.
d. If for irrigation, the rate of diversion compared to tho acreage of land smved, the
annual volmne of water diverted, the sysmm diversion and convayaoce efficiency,
and tho method of miption water application.

e. The amount of water being diverted and used compared 10 the water rigb1s.

t The existonce of water measuring and recording devices.
1- The extent ID wh.k:b the requirements ofthe holder ofa senior-priority water right
could be met with the user9s existina facilities and water supplies by employing
reasonable diversion and conveyance efficiency and conservation pmeticc,s; provided.
however. the holder of a surface water ltol'age right shall be entitled to maintain a
reasonable amoamt ofcany-ovcr storage to assure water supplies for future my years.
In determining a reasonable amount of carry-over storage Wiler, the Director shall
cooaider the averap annual rate of fill of storage n:servoin and the average annual
cany-owr for prior comparable water conditions and the projecmd water 111pply for

the system.
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I. The extent 1o which tho requiroments of the senior-priority surface wall:lr right
could be met using altcmate n,asc,nable means of diversion or altematc points of
diversion, including the construction of wells or tho 1111 of exisdn& wells to dmrt
and un water from the area having a common ground wa supply under tho
petitioner's surfilco water right priority.
02. Dellvery Cal lor CarCalllllent of hnlpl11, The holder ofa llllior-priority surfaco or
ground wata' right will be prevented from making a delivery call for ourtalhnant ofpumping
of any woll used by tho holder of a junior-priarity ground water right when, use of water

under Ibojunior-priority right is covered by an approved and efl'ectively operating mitiption
plan.

18. The Letter dated March 16, zoos, and received on March 21, 200s. by the
Director from Donnie McFadden of Billingsley Creek Ranch requesting delivery of water (water
rights administradon) to water rights no. 36-02379, no. 36-02465, and no. 36-10870, held by
Billinpley Creek Ranch, " ••. under the Jaws of Idaho and the prior appropriation doctrine" is a
delivery call as defined by Rule 10.04 of the Conjunctive Manapment Rules against junior
priority ground water rights and a demand for the administration of smface water rights pursuant
to Idaho Code § 42-607.
19.

·

Rule 40 of the Conjuncdve Management Rules applies to the delivety call made

by Billinpley Creek Ranch against the holders ofjunior priority around water rl&bts. but not
surface water riahts. in Water District No. 130. There are no l1lffac:e water rights within Water
District No. 1201 and there an, no surface watar ripts within Wat.er District No. 36A that

autbome diversion of water from the
Ranch.

same sources as the water rights held by Billingsley Creek

20.
There are no surface water rights in Water Dialrict No. 130 that authorize the
divenion and use of water ftom the same spring sources as water rlpts nos. 36-02379. 360246S. and 36-10870 held by Billingsley Creek Ranch.
21.
Rules 40 and 42 of the Coqjunctivc Manapmmt Rules require the Director to
make dete.rminations regarding "material htjuey" and the "reasonableness of water diversions" in
reapondina to a delivery call apinst junior priority ground water rights in Water District No. 130.

22. The reductions in the quantity of water discharging from springs in the Thousand
Sprinp area attributable to depletiODI to the ESPA from the diversion and USC of ground water in
Water District No. 130 do not automatically constitute material injury to surface water rip.ts
diverting ftom springs or dependent on somces formed by sprinp even when the diversion and
use of ground water occur under water rights that are junior in priority to such surface water
rights. Whether reductions in the quantity of water discJuqing from sprinss caused by the
diversion and use of ground water under junior priority righ11 in Water Disbict No. 130
constitute material htjury is dependent on the factors enumerated in R.ule 42 of the Conjunctive
Management Rules.
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'lbe beneficial uses authorized under water right no. 36-10870 (inigation of 9

acres and stockwatering) are presently occuning using other sources of water under other water
rights held by Billingsley Creek Ranch by employing efficient water management practices.
Because these uses are being satisfied throuah efficient water manaaemeut, a dclivay call to
distribute water to water right no. 36-10870 through water righta administration should not be
n,cognized.

24. Based on simulations using the Department's refonnulated and recalibrated
ground wat.er ~ curtailing the diversion and use of ground water on an ongoing basis under
rights for agricultural irrigation that: (1) are in the area of common ground water supply
deacribed in Finding I and Water District No. I 30; (2) have priority dates later than the priority
date for water right no. 36-02379 (March 19, 1959), which automatically includes rights later in
priority to water right no. 36-02465; and (3) based on model simulations reduce spring diachargc
in the Thousand Springs to Malad Oo11e spring reach by more than 10 percent of the amount of
depletion to the ESPA rcsultina from those ground water diversions (10 pcment is the uncertainty
in model sbnulatio111, sec Findina 16); would increase the discharge of springs in tbe Thousand
Sprinp to Malad Gorge spring reach, which includes the springs from which Billingsley Creek
Ranch diverts surface water, by a total average amount of 0.7 cfs, varying from a seasonal low of
near zero to a seuooal high of about 1.3 cfs, at steady state conditions. Only a portion ofany
increase in the overall spring discharge in the Thousand Springs to Malad Gorp spring reach
would accrue to the springs that provide the supply of water to the riahts held by Billingsley
Cteek: Ranch.
25.
Tho delivety call apinst ground water rightsjuaior in priority to Mmch 19, 19S9,
to supply water rights no. 36..02379 and no. 36..()2465 is futile bacausc no significant qwmtity of
water would accrue to the entirety of the 'lbousand Springs to Malad Gorp spring reach (see
IDAPA 37.03.11.010.08). and since the diversion and use of ground water under rights junior in
priority to March 19, 1959, do not sipificaotly affect the quantity of water available for water
rights no. 36-02379 and no. 36-0246S, there is no material injury to water risbts no. 36-02379
and no. 36-0246S (1ee IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.c).
26.

The .Director should deny the delivery call of Billingsley Creek Ranch.
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ORDER
1n response to the water delivery call made by Billingsley Creek Ranch, and for the
reasons stated in the foregoing Findinp of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the Director orders as
follows:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the delivmy call made by Billinpley Creek Ranch
throu&h the letter filed with the Director by Donnie McFadden on March 21, 2005, is heteby
DENIED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this is a final onler of the agency. Any party may file a
petition for reconsideration ofthis final order within fourteen (14) days ofthe service date ofthis
order. The agency will dispose of the petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21} days of
its receipt, or the petition will be considered denied by operation of law pU11U111t to Idaho Code
§ 61-S246.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any pe1'1DD aggrieved by this decision shall be eotided
to a hearing before the Director to contest the action takm provided the person files with the
Director, within fifteen (IS) days after receipt of written notice of the order, or receipt of actual
notice, a written petition stating the around.I for contesting the action and rcquestina a hearing.
Any hearing conducted sball be in accordance with the provisions of chapter 52, title 67, Idaho
Code, and the Rules of Procedure of the Department, IDAPA 37.01.01. Judicial review of any
final order of the Director issued followina the bearing may be had pursuant to Idaho Code § 42·
1701A(4).

DATED this '2.'\ th day of1uly 2005.

Director
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A1TACJ!MgNT C

Conceptual Layout of Spring Discharge Collection and Conveyance Facilities
Billingsley Creek Ranch
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CERTD'ICATE OF SERVICE

a~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of July, 200S, the above and foregoing
document was served by placing a copy of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid
and properly addressed to the following:
DONNIE MCFADDEN
BILLINGSLEY CREEK RANCH
2726 SOU'lll 1050 BAST
HAGERMAN ID 13332
(208) 837-6563

(x) U.S. Mail1 Postap Prepaid
(X) Facsimile

NORlH SNAKE OWD
1S2BMA1NST
JEROME ID 83338
(208) 388-1300

(x) U.S. Mall1 Postage Prepaid

MAGIC VALLEY OWD
809 B 1000N
R.UPERTID 833SG-9S37

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

lEffREY FEREDAY

(x) U.S. Mail. Postap Pn,paid

MICHAEL CREAMER

( ) Facsimile
(x)E-ma.il

GIVENS PURSLEY
POBOX272.0
BOISE ID 83701-2720
(201) 318-1300

( ) Facsimile

( ) Facsimile

cfli8MIPSIYmkY,com
mcc@afyenSJB1rgy.com
ALLEN MERRITT
CINDY YENTER.
WATBRMASTBR • WO 130
IDWR-SOU1HERN REGION
1341 FILLMORE ST STE 200
TWIN FALLS ID 83301-3380
(208) 736-3037

(x) U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid

( ) Facahnilc
(x)B-mail

aJJen mea:it@idwr,idaho,aov
cindy.yenter@idwr,idaho,goy
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FRANK ERWIN
WATERMASTBR
WATER DIST 36
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HAOERMAN ID 83332
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(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

~wf

Administrative Assistant to the Director
Idaho Department of Water Resources
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District Court • SRBA
Fifth Judicial District I
• AdminlstratlW Appea 8
Twin Falla. State of Idaho

eoJ~i,

JUN 2 7 2014

CLIVE J. STRONG
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Natural Resources Division

Clerk

GAR.RICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301
EMMI L BLADES, ISB #8682
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P. 0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 8372()..0098
Telephone: (208) 287-4800
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700
prrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
emmi.blades@idwr.idaho,gov

Attorneys for Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Case No. CV-2014-1338
Petitioner,
vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
bis capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

(Consolidated Gooding County Case No.
CV-2014-179)

CORRECTION TO RFSPONSE IN
OPPOSfflON TO MOTION TO
AUGMENT RECORD

Respondents,
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Mil...NER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MlNIDOKA IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE CANAL

Correction to Response in Oppo11ition to Motion to Augment Record .. Pllge 1
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COMPANY. TWIN FALLS CANAL
COMPANY, AND THE CITY OF
POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

Come now respondents Idaho Department of Water Resources and Gary Spackman,
Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources (collectively referred to as "Department"),
and file this Correction to Response in Opposition to Motion to Augment Record ("Correction to
Response"). Information has come to the attention of counsel for the Department which
necessitates a correction to the Department's Response in Opposition to Motion to Augment

Record ("Response").
On June 26, 2014, the Department filed its Response to IGWA's Motion to Augment

Record. On page S of the Response, the Department states:
There have not been any bearings related to the pending delivery calls
indentified [sic] in Table 1 [of the Brendecke Affidavit]. Sukow Affidavit,
'I 11. There have been no determinations of material injury for the water
rights listed, no determinations of whether the calling parties are using
water consistent with the conjunctive management rules, no decisions on
whether curtailment of junior groundwater pumping would result in a
benefit to the calling party, and no determinations regarding whether full
curtailment to the water right priority date would be required to fulfill a
given water right.
Paragraph 11 of the Affidavit of Jennifer S. Sukow provides, ''To my knowledge, no
hearings have been held and the Director has not issued any orders deciding the validity of the
pending delivery calls listed in the Brendecke Affidavit."
After the Response was filed. the Department found an order related to the Billingsley

Creek Ranch delivery call, one of the pending delivery calls identified in Table 1 of the
Brendecke Affidavit. Baxter Affidavit, 1 4. A copy of the Order is attached to the Affidavit of

Correction to Response in Opposition to Motion to Augment Record - Page 2
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Garrick L. Baxter, filed herewith. While no hearing was held, former Director Karl Dreher did
reach a determination regarding the applicability of the conjunctive management rules to
Billingsley Creek Ranch's water rights. He denied the delivery call filed by Billingsley Creek
Ranch, concluding that the beneficial use authorized by senior water right 36-10870 was
..occurring using other sources of water under other water rights held by Billingsley Creek Ranch
by employing efficient water management practices." Order at 22. As to the two junior water
rights, 36-2379 and 36-2465, Director Dreher concluded that the call was futile as "[o]nly a
portion of any increase in the overall spring discharge in the Thousand Springs to Malad Gorge
spring reach would accrue to the springs that provide the supply of water to the rights held by
Billingsley Creek Ranch." Id.
This Correction to Response is submitted to correct the characterization of the status of
the Billingsley Creek Ranch delivery call in the Response. At the time the Response was ftled,
the Department believed that no orders had been issued related to the Billingsley Creek Ranch
delivery call and made characterizations of the status of the delivery call in the Response based
on that understanding. The Department now understands that Director Dreher did issue an order
on the Billingsley Creek Ranch delivery call. The text from page 5 of the Response quoted
above should not be considered to extend to the Billingsley Creek Ranch water rights listed on
Table 1 of the Brendecke Affidavit.
I II
II I
JI I

II I
JI I
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DATED this 1 ;
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day of June, 2014.

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Attorney General
CLIVE J. STRONG
Chief, Natural Resources Division

EMMI L. BLADES
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

.

..

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this -3:!_ day of June, 2014, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing CORRECTION TO RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION
TO AUGMENT RECORD to be filed with the Court and served on the following parties by
the indicated methods:

Original to:
SRBA District Court
253 3n1 Ave. North
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
~Facsimile
( ) E-mail

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNJNG
1419W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmall.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY.ID 83333
fxh@haemlaw.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

RANDALL C. BUDGE
TJ.BUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATEU.O, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(1t) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Pelivery
( ) Facsimile
(:1t) E-mail

W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x)E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
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JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRlNGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowaters.com
jk:s@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
iri&by@rex-law.com
herick:son@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
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(x) B-mail

SARAH KLAHN

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile

511 16TH ST.• STE 500

(x) E-mail

DENVER. CO 80202
sarahk@white-iankowski.com
mitgm@white-jankowski.com
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205
dtranmer@pocatello.us

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
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Robyn M. Brody (ISB No. 5678)
Brody Law Office, PLLC
P.O. Box 554
Rupert, ID 83350
Telephone: (208) 434-2778
Facsimile: (208) 434-2780
robynbrody@hotmail.com
Fritz X. Haemmerle (ISB No. 3862)
Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC
P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333
Telephone: (208) 578-0520
Facsimile: (208) 578-0564
fxh@haemlaw.com

J. Justin May (ISB No. 5818)
May, Browning & May, PLLC
1419 W. Washington
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Telephone: (208) 429-0905
Facsimile: (208) 342-7278
jmay@maybrowning.com

District Court • SABA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative ~als
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho

JUN 2 7 2014
By,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Clerk

Attorneys for Rangen, Inc.
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DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES and GARY
SPACKMAN, in his capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources,

Case No. CV-2014-1338

(Consolidated Gooding County Case
No. CV-2014-179)

RANGEN, INC.'S RESPONSE IN
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
AUGMENT RECORD

Respondents.
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY,
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TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND
THE CITY OF POCA TELLO,
Intervenors.

COMES NOW Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen"), through its attorneys, and submits the following
Response in Opposition to Motion to Augment Record.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") has filed a Motion to Augment Record
requesting that it be allowed to include an Affidavit of Charles M. Brendecke in the record to
support its position that the trim line used by IDWR in evaluating Rangen's call will enable a single
water user like Rangen to "command" the aquifer through the curtailment of hundreds of thousands
of acres. IGWA's Motion to should be denied because: (1) IGWA's argument is an attempt to endrun the Idaho Supreme Court's ruling in Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,
252 P.3d 71 (2011) that economic harm evidence should not be considered when evaluating a
delivery call; (2) the evidence is not material; (3) there is no justification for IGWA's failure to
submit the evidence at the time of the hearing; and (4) a remand would be required because the
evidence as presented is potentially misleading and Rangen was precluded from presenting evidence
of the Hagerman water shortage because of IGWA's objection. A remand would result in an
unjustifiable delay of this proceeding. As such, Rangen respectfully requests that IGWA's Motion
be denied.
II.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

At the Court's discretion, I.R.C.P. 84(1) permits augmentation of the record by the
District Court "[w]here statute provides for the district court itself to take additional evidence",
or "[ w ]here statute provides for the district court to remand the matter for the agency to take
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further evidence." Idaho Code § 67-5276 is the statute that controls the taking of additional
evidence in connection with appeals under the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act. Section 675276 reads as follows:
67-5276. Additional Evidence. - (1) If, before the date set for hearing,
application is made to the court for leave to present additional evidence and it is
shown to the satisfaction of the court that the additional evidence is material,
relates to the validity of the agency action, and that:
(a) there were good reasons for failure to present it in the proceeding before
the agency, the court may remand the matter to the agency with directions that
the agency receive additional evidence and conduct additional fact-finding.
(b) there were alleged irregularities in procedure before the agency, the court
may take proof on the matter.
(2) The agency may modify its action by reason of the additional evidence and
shall file any modifications, new findings, or decisions with the reviewing court.
LC.§ 67-5276.
Interpreting this provision, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that augmentation may be
allowed provided the moving party shows: 1) the additional evidence is material, relates to the
validity of the agency action; and 2) there were good reasons for failure to present it in the
proceeding before the agency; or 3) there were alleged irregularities in procedure before the
agency. Folks v. A1oscow School District No. 281., 129 Idaho 833, 933 P.2d 642 (1997). The
decision of the trial court in admitting new evidence will not be overturned absent an abuse of
discretion. Bower v. Bingham County, 140 Idaho 512, 96 P.3d 613 (2004). IOWA has not made
an adequate showing under LC. § 67-5276, and, thus, its Motion should be denied.

III.

ARGUMENT

A. IGWA's Argument is an Improper Attempt to Make an End-Run Around the Idaho
Supreme Court's Clear Springs Decision Prohibiting Consideration of Economic
Impact.
The Idaho Supreme Court unequivocally held in Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman,
150 Idaho 790, 252 P.3d 71 (2011) that: "A delivery call cannot be denied on the ground that
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curtailment ofjunior appropriators would result in substantial economic harm." 150 Idaho at

803, 252 P.3d at 84 (emphasis added). The Court explained that:
The reference to full economic development of underground water resources [as
used in LC. § 42-226] does not mean that the groundwater appropriator who is
producing the greater economic benefit or would suffer the greater economic loss
is entitled to the use of the ground water when there is insufficient water for both
the senior and junior appropriators.
150 Idaho at 802, 252 P.3d at 83.
IGWA has steadfastly refused to recognize the Supreme Court's ruling. IGWA hired
John Church, an economist, to testify in this matter concerning the economic impact of
curtailment. When IGWA disclosed Church as a witness, Rangen filed a Motion in Limine to
Exclude his anticipated testimony. (R., pp. 368-428). The Director granted Rangen's Motion in
part, but ruled that Church could testify to other economic matters such as costs associated with
various diversions. (R., pp. 611-15). After the Director's ruling, IGWA disclosed Church's
report. As expected, Church's report concerned the economic impact of curtailment. Rangen
had to file a Motion to Strike Portions of John S. Church Report and to Enforce Order Partially
Granting Motion in Limine. (R., pp. 2161-2175). The Director granted Rangen's Motion in
part. (R., pp. 2492-97).
The Affidavit of Charles Brendecke that IG WA seeks to place in the record is intended to
show the magnitude of curtailment in terms of acres. While no dollars are discussed in the
affidavit, the essence of IGWA's argument based on the affidavit is that there will be great
economic harm because of the number of acres that are idled through curtailment. There is no
substantive difference between Church's economic impact testimony that IGWA attempted to
introduce prior to the hearing and the evidence they now seek to admit.

The impact of

curtailment on a junior user is not a consideration under the prior appropriation doctrine
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embodied in Idaho's constitution and case law. As such, the affidavit should not be allowed in
the record and IGWA's Motion to Augment should be denied.

B. The Evidence IGWA Seeks to Admit is Immaterial.
IDWR has filed a Response in Opposition to IGWA's Motion to Augment. Rangen joins
IDWR in those arguments.

C. There is No Justification for IGWA's Failure to Introduce the Evidence at the Time of
the Hearing.
Rangen joins IDWR in its argument that there is no justification for IGWA's failure to
introduce the evidence at the time of the hearing.

D. A Remand Will Be Necessary and Will Unjustifiably and Unjustly Delay this
Proceeding.
IDWR correctly pointed out in its Response that if the Court were to grant IGWA's Motion
to Augment, the Court must remand this matter for further factual findings by the Department.
Rangen will not repeat IDWR's legal arguments here, but, in terms of factual matters there are three
important points. First, the information in Table 1 attached to Brendecke's Affidavit is misleading.

It is misleading in at least two ways. Brendecke seems to be suggesting that each of the calls set
forth in Table 1 would result in additional acres being curtailed in the amount specified in the third
column. This is not the case. The third column only sets forth the numbers of acre based solely
upon the priority date of the particular calling water right if the call were considered in isolation. In
fact, each of the numbers in this column is cumulative of all acres listed below. For instance, the
Rangen Call is listed in the middle of the table with a priority date of 7/13/1962 and 155,000 acres.
This does not mean that an additional 155,000 acres would be curtailed. These 155,000 acres would
likely encompass all of the acres listed below Rangen Call for the Aquarius Aquaculture, Ark
Fisheries, Inc. and LynClif Farms Calls. In other words, these calls would not result in additional
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acres curtailed, but rather, the curtailment as a result of the Rangen Call would provide additional
water to satisfy other senior water rights in the Hagerman Valley and throughout the ESPA that are
short of water due to junior ground water pumping. See the Affidavit of Charles E. Brockway
submitted contemporaneously herewith.
The Brendecke Affidavit is also misleading because it assumes with no analysis that it
would be necessary to curtail all junior water rights to satisfy each of the calls. This also is not the
case. For instance, the Billingley Creek Ranch Call attached to Brendecke's Affidavit indicates
three water rights that are short a combined 9.36 cfs of water. These water rights are diverted from
springs tributary to Billingsley Creek downstream of the Rangen Research Hatchery. Curtailment
under the Rangen Call would result in enhancement of the springs applicable to the Billingsley
Creek Ranch water supply similar to the water arriving in the Curren Tunnel. The ground water
model predicts an additional approximately 14 cfs of water at the head of Billingsley Creek as a
result of Rangen's Call, it is almost certain (although the model has not been run specifically for a
Billingsley Creek Ranch Call), that the spring flows providing water under the Billingsley Creek
Ranch Call would also be satisfied by curtailment under the Rangen Call. Rangen should be
allowed to explore this misleading affidavit through cross-examination and/or their own experts.
Another problem with Brendecke's Affidavit is that it does not show that the imposition of
the trim line will enable a single surface water user to "command" the aquifer as IGWA asserts. To
the contrary, Brendecke's Affidavit demonstrates that there are other Hagerman surface water users
who are short of water and have been short of water for decades and will benefit from curtailment.
Curtailment will not benefit only Rangen

it will benefit the entire Thousand Springs area. Rangen

attempted to introduce this evidence at the hearing of this matter and IGWA objected. The Director
sustained IGWA's objection and Rangen was not allowed to put on evidence of the Hagerman
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water shortage and how others would benefit from curtailment. The following exchange took place
during the testimony of Frank Erwin, the watermaster for Water District 36A:
Q.
Do you have an estimate of how many Billingsley Creek users, water users,
there are downstream of the Rangen Research Hatchery?

A.

Would that be referenced by the number of water rights?

Q.

Sure. Let's try that.

A.

Let's say approximately 400.

Q.

And are there any fish hatcheries downstream ofRangen?

A.

Yes, there is.

Q.
Can you - I bet you can. Can you start maybe up at Rangen and tell me
what they are as they go down Billingsley Creek toward the river?

A.
There are actually two different groups or two different points of diversion
for the water for the fish hatcheries. Do you want the fish hatcheries that specifically
on Billingsley Creek or the fish hatcheries that are on tributaries or springs that flow
into Billingsley Creek?
Q.

Let's go Billingsley Creek.

A.

Billingsley Creek.

Q.

Yeah?

A.
The next hatchery down from the Rangen facility would be the -" I refer to it
as the old Idaho Trout facility. Right now it belongs to the Idaho State Building
Authority and is in control of the Idaho State parks.
The next facility would be the Fisheries Development, which is owned by
Kay Hardee. The next facility down would be Ted Talbott. And on the opposite
side of the creek would be Dale Boyer and then below Ted Talbott's facility is Peter
Sturdivant's facility.

Q.

And are those facilities to the best of your knowledge short of water?

Ms. McHugh: Objection. Relevance.
The Hearing Officer: Ms. Brody
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Ms. Brody: Well, one of the issues is that the call doesn't accrue to - that not enough
of the water that would come that would be curtailed as a result of this would
accrue to Rangen and that other people don't benefit and I think this goes directly to
that issue. Other people benefit if there's curtailment as well.
The Hearing Officer: You're referring back to the testimony about 99-well,
actually-Ms. Brody: The argument.
The Hearing Officer: I'll sustain the objection.
(Tr., p. 232, L 9 - p. 234, l. 8). It would be unjust to allow IGW A to augment the record with
evidence that Rangen was precluded from refuting because ofIGWA's objection.
Finally, Rangen made this delivery call in December 2011. A two week trial was held in
May 2013. A decision was issued in January 29, 2014 - more than two years after Rangen made
the call. There is a stay in place that precludes the administration of Rangen 's water rights. The
Martin-Curren Tunnel flow is presently 1.33 cfs and Rangen has rights for over 76 cfs. Augmenting
the record at this late date and remanding back to IDWR for further factual findings would result in
an unjustifiable and unjust delay.

IV.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Rangen respectfully requests that IGWA's Motion to Augment
be denied.
DATED this 27th day of June, 2014.
MAY, BROWNING & MAY
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On May 27, 2014, the agency record and transcript in the above-captioned matter was
lodged with this Court. On June 17, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. filed a
Motion to Augment Record, requesting that this Court augment the agency record with the
Affidavit of Charles M Brendecke. Responses in opposition to the 1'4otion were subsequently

filed by Rangen, Inc. and the Idaho Department of Water Resources. A hearing on the Motion
was held before this Court on June 30, 2014. Following a review of the file and after hearing the
comments made in open court, the Court in an exercise of its discretion, and for the reasons
stated on the record, denied the Motion.
THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. 's
Motion to Augment Record is hereby denied.

Dated

j v- Y\€.

3 0 1 2 0 I~
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Comes now Fremont-Madison Irrigation District ("FMID"), by and through its counsel,
Jerry R. Rigby, of Rigby, Andrus & Rigby Law, PLLC, and hereby submits its Response Brief.
INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF FMID'S POSITION

FMID's involvement in the Rangen Call has been largely limited to asserting that the
hydrologic effect or impact on Rangen's water rights from pumping occurring in the FMID area
cannot be determined with any degree of certainty, notwithstanding ESP AM 2.1 produces de
minimis modeled impacts. As such, the Director correctly found that Rangen's water rights are
not effected by wells located east of the Great Rift. However, FMID also agrees with IGWA's
assertion that the Director erred by not applying the previously administered ten percent (I 0%)
trimline to calls in the ESP A.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
1. Nature of the Case

On January 29th, 2014, the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") issued a
curtailment order, which shut off all ground-water rights that divert from the ESP A at any
location west of the "Great Rift," with priority dates junior to July 13, 1962. Final Order at 42

(R. Vol. 21, p. 4199). IDWR's order is before this Court for judicial review.
2. Statement of Facts from Final Order Supporting FMID's Position

The Final Order noted that the Great Rift zone extends north to south across the plain
from the Craters of the Moon to just west of American Falls Reservoir, and impedes the
transmission of water through the aquifer. Final Order at 15, ,r71 (R. Vol.21, p. 4172). The
Great Rift zone is a zone oflower hydraulic conductivity which impedes the transmission of
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water through the aquifer. Id.
The Director found that the predictive uncertainty for various pumping locations on the
eastern side of the Great Rift is higher than on the western side. Several pumping location
evaluations on the eastern side of the Great Rift had negligible impacts on Clear Lakes. Id. at 19,
,90 (R. Vol.21, p. 4206).
The Director made the following finding regarding impacts of ground water use east of
the Great Rift:
While there is some predicted depletion of Curren Tunnel discharge attributable to
points of diversion east of the Great Rift, the contribution is small. ES PAM 2.1
establishes, by clear and convincing evidence, that the portion of benefits curtailed
ground water use east of the Great Rift that would accrue to the Rang en spring
complex is generally less than 1%. The effect of the Great Rift on propagation of
impacts to Curren Tunnel should be taken into consideration when deciding on a
trim line.

Id. at 39, ~50 (R. Vol.21, p. 4226).
In past ground water calls in the ESP A, such as Clear Springs Foods and Blue Lakes, a
trim line of 10%was used to limit the area of curtailment. Id. at 16, 17, ,79 (R. Vol.21, p. 42034); Id. at 17, ,so (R. Vol.21, p. 4203).
3. Standard of Review
The Final Order is subject to review in accordance with the Idaho Administrative
Procedure Act. Idaho Code Section 42-170IA(4). The Final Order must be affirmed unless the
Court determines the findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions of the Order are:
(a)

in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions;

(b)

in excess fo the statutory authority of the agency;
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(c)

made upon unlawful procedure;

(d)

not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or,

(e)

arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.

Idaho Code § 67-5279(3).
Further, the Court must affirm the director, despite any errors, unless it finds that the
errors result in prejudice to the substantial rights of the appellant. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(4).
Issues of fact must be confined to the record, and the Court should not substitute its judgment for
that of the Director as to the weight of the evidence on issues of fact. Idaho Code§§ 67-5277
and 67-5279(1). If the agency's action is not affirmed, it should be set aside in whole or in part,
and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. Idaho Code§ 67-4279(3).
ISSUE PRESENTED
1. Was IDWR correct in applying the so called '"Great Rift trimline"?
2. Did the IDWR abuse it discretion in failing to apply a trimline of not less than 10%?
ARGUMENT
1. The Director correctly set a trim line east of the Great Rift.
The Director's decision not to curtail wells east of the Great Rift is supported by
substantial and competent evidence. Bryce Contor, a participant in the creation and calibration of
the ESP AM models and the author of the water budget used in the models testified regarding the
lack of precision and the limitations of the model, especially when the distance is great and there
are intervening natural barriers, such as the Great Rift. See Contor, Tr. Vol. 12, p. 2860:3-23.
Furthermore, Mr. Brendeke's testified regarding rules built into the model and how they
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affect its ability to deal with distant wells. Most importantly, when asked, Mr. Brendeke agreed
that the model has been programmed to show a pre-assumed impact of ANY well to Rangen's
water rights regardless of where the well is located. See Brendeke, Tr. Vol. 11, pp. 2756:3 to
2758:19; see also Contor, Tr. Vol. 12, pp. 2856:4-25; 2857:1-24. In fact, the model would
actually show an impact to Rangen's water rights of a well located in Island Park even though
everyone would agree that such a well could not possibly impact Rangen's water right. See

Brendeke, Tr. Vol. 11, p. 2757:6-16. The model has certain "rules" built into it, one of those
being that regardless of any measured hydrological impacts a well actually has upon a spring, the
model MUST find impact. See Brendeke, Tr. Vol. 11, pp. 2756:3 to 2758: 19; see also Contor, Tr.
Vol. 12, p. 2859:12-24. This rule casts substantial doubt on any modeled impacts from a well
located a great distance away and through many natural barriers.
As Mr. Contor's testimony and reports further described how the "built in rules" to the
model work, all active cells are configured to convey water and hydraulic signals, including
transmissivity values that are greater than zero. This means that unavoidably, any point within
the active model domain will be shown to have some mathematical effect on any other point
within the model domain. Ex. 4003 p. 5. Mr. Contor testified that this decision was made by the
modelers and the ESHMC (modeling committee) at the beginning of model construction.
Therefore, the fact that there is a mathematical relationship shown between FMID and the
Rangen Cell is a result of this modeling decision, not because it has been measured.
A priority right does NOT grant a senior rightholder the right to curtail another's use of
its valid junior water rights if the added benefits to the priority right are so minimal, de minimis,
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or uncertain, that it amounts to waste and otherwise stops the full economic development of the
water resource (LC. §42-226). On point is the language quoted by IGWA in it's Post Hearing
brief, from the Idaho Supreme Court case of Van Camp v. Emery, 13 Idaho 202 (1907), where
the court recognized that even though the senior might derive some benefit from curtailing the
juniors from use of the source, it cannot do so to the total detriment of the juniors. This principle
has been upheld in the United States Supreme Court case of Schodde vs. Twin Falls Land and
Water Company, 224 U.S. 107, 32 S.Ct. 470, 56 L.Ed. 686 (as also addressed in IGWA's Post
Hearing brief). Furthermore, in the case of Van Camp, the senior priority was actually receiving
some proven benefit to its pasture through sub irrigation, yet was denied the right to curtail the
juniors. In the present case, it is not clear that there would be ANY benefit to Rangen from the
curtailment of wells east of the Great Rift.
Mr. Contor further addressed the great distance between FMID and Rangen. There are a
large number of physical, geological and hydro geological features that lie between Rangen and
FMID. See Contor, Tr. Vol. 12, p. 2860:2-15. The representation of each of these in the model
is subject to uncertainty, and the uncertainty is compounded by the number of features and the
large distance. Id. All told, it is doubtful that the model could accurately predict any impact
from the FMID wells to the Rangen springs. Dr. Brendecke confirmed that the distance
involved, the natural barriers, and other factors, would cause any impact calculations from
FMID's well pumping to be "lost in the noise". Brendeke, Tr. Vol. 11, p. 2760:8.
Furthermore, both the timing and magnitude of effects from FMID's wells are reduced by
zones of low aquifer transmissivity. Both the Mud Lake Barrier and the Great Rift are zones of
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low transmissivity. See Contor, Tr. Vol. 12, p. 2860:3-7; and 2876:9-12. This has been deduced
by observation of water levels in wells across the plain, and by the experts understanding of the
geology of both regions. Mr. Contor's uncontradicted testimony fully supports the ruling by the
Director that the Great Rift is a proper ''trimline" to any pumping on the opposite side of
Rangen's water rights.
Mr. Cantor testified that the modeling used for the Rangen Call was performed in
ESPAM2.0, and that work by IDWR suggests that for the Rangen Call, ESP AM2. l results
should be very similar to ESPAM2.0 results. See Contor, Tr. Vol. 12, p. 2871:3-12. However,
because the modeling was performed in superposition mode, one of the implications of using it is
that results are additive and scalable. See Contor, Tr. Vol. 12, p. 2858 :8-23. This means that the
0.04% value as was testified to by Mr. Contor and described in on page 6 to Exhibit 400 l, is
applicable regardless of the magnitude of curtailment or its temporal duration. See Cantor, Tr.
Vol. 12, p. 2853:15 to 2855:23. If one adds the uncertainty described previously to the 0.04%
number, while the model construction made it impossible for the representation to be zero, the
fact that the number is extremely small indicates that the data supports the understanding that if
there is an effect it is so de minimis that an impact can't be determined with any degree of
certainty.
Both Dr. Brendecke and Mr. Cantor testified that the model is a regional model and not a
single model cell model. See Contor, Tr. Vol. 12, p. 2902:9-11; see also Brendeke, Tr. Vol. 11,
pp. 2757:21 to 2758:8. Therefore, it is not designed to be precise in determining impacts to a
single cell such as the Rangen diversions. Because of this fact, it only adds to the uncertainty of
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determining ANY impact from FMID wells located a great distance from the Rangen rights.
Much was argued by Rangen's experts as to how important the uncertainty of+/- 17%
water budget was to the model. See Cantor, Tr. Vol. 12, pp. 2881:9-25; 2882:1-2; 2883:2-17;

see also Brendeke, Tr. Vol. 11, pp. 2759:1-17. However, the fact of the matter is that there was
and continues to be an uncertainty in the water budget of+/- 17%, which has gone into the
model(s) and it clearly has an impact on the uncertainty of the model to some significant degree.

Id.
2. The Director should have continued to implement a 10% trim line.
Even though the Director has correctly and appropriately used the Great Rift barrier to
exclude from Rangen's call any pumping impacts taking place Northeast of the Great Rift, and
even though FMID has not appealed the Director's failure to implement a 10% trim line, based
on Idaho case law, FMID agrees with IGWA's assertion that the Director should continue to
apply a trimline of no less than 10% in its Final Order. Such application is the only fair and
appropriate way to correct the imprecise modeled impacts to FMID and other similarly situated
water users throughout the basin. The use of the Great Rift as a line of demarcation for the zone
of curtailment, and the use of a 10% trimline are not mutually exclusive. It is FMID' s position
that it is entirely appropriate to add the natural and distinct barrier caused by the Great Rift as an
added layer to the 10% trimline. The Director should have applied both.
With the support of previous Idaho and Supreme court cases, as cited in the IGW A Post
Hearing brief, previous Directors have correctly implemented and adhered to a trimline which
has correctly protected FMID and similarly situated wells from curtailment when the model
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shows 10% or less of the impacts would ever reach a call area. As cited by IGWA, Director
Dreher used the following language to describe when he would not curtail a junior: "if we didn't
know whether curtailment would result in a meaningful amount of water reaching the calling
senior right." In The Matter of Distribution of Water to Water Rights Nos. 36-02356A, 36-07210,
and 36-07427, et al., Hearing. Tr. pp. 1166-68 (December 6, 2007) (emphasis added). He also
used such appropriate rationale as "only when you know it will result" instead of "it might result"
when deciding whether to curtail. Id.
3. FMID adopts IGW A's argument in sections 1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, and 3 of its Opening
Brief
FMID has read and hereby concurs with IGWA's argument in Sections 1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
2.4, 2.6, and 3 of its Opening Brief, and therefore fully incorporates those arguments into this
Response Brief.
CONCLUSION
The Court should affirm the Director's use of the Great Rift as a line of demarcation to
identify wells having an effect on Rangen and his decision not to curtail water users to the east of
the Great Rift. However, the Court should rule that the Director erred by failing to also adopt a
10% trimline and remand the issue to Director with instructions that he do so.
DATED this

7th

day of August, 2014.
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STATEMENT OF CASE
A.

NATURE OF THE CASE
This case is a judicial review proceeding in which Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") has appealed

three orders issued by the Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water Resources
("Department") responding to Rangen's delivery call pursuant to the Conjunctive Management
Rules ("CM Rules"). The orders appealed are: 1) the April 22, 2013, Order Granting in Part
and Denying in Part Rangen, Inc. 's Motion For Partial Summary Judgment Re: Source ("Order

on Summary Judgment"); 2) the January 29, 2014, Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's
Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order");

and 3) the March 4, 2014, Order on Reconsideration.
This appeal presents six issues. In the delivery call proceeding, the Director interpreted
the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA") partial decrees for Rangen to identify Rangen's
authorized point of diversion and source and to quantify Rangen's authorized entitlement. The
Director held that "[t]he point of diversion element decreed by the SRBA district court
unambiguously limits diversion to T07S RI4E S32 SESWNW" and rejected Rangen's argument
that it can divert water outside its decreed point of diversion. Order on Summary Judgment, p.
16, <J[ 11 (R. Vol. XV, p. 3176). Based on the plain language of the partial decrees, the Director
also held that the decreed source for Rangen's water rights is the Martin-Curren Tunnel, not the
entire spring complex that forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek. Curtailment Order, p. 32,
<J[

15 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4219). The first three issues raised by Rangen challenge these holdings.

The next two issues raised by Rangen focus on whether the record supports the Director's
adoption of a regression analysis and the Director's conclusion that junior ground water users are
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using water efficiently and without waste. The final issue challenges the Director's legal
authority to apply a trim line in a delivery call proceeding.

B.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

I.

History and Layout of the Rangen Facility
Rangen owns and operates a fish research and propagation facility ("Rangen Facility") in

the Thousands Springs area near Hagerman, Idaho. Tr. Vol. I, p. 55. Below is a site map of the
Rangen Facility reproduced from Exhibit 2286:
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Figure 3.3: Rangen Site Map

The facility starts with a series of concrete channels for fish rearing, now commonly
referred to as the "small raceways" and "large raceways," and a hatchery for incubation of fish
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eggs. Ex. lO 14; Tr. Vol. I, pp. 60, 66. The facility was expanded in 1976 when the raceways
now referred to as the "CTR raceways" were constructed. Tr. Vol. I, p. 61. In approximately
1992, the greenhouse was added to the back of the hatch house to expand Rangen's hatching and
research capabilities. Id. Other buildings were added over time, but their addition is not relevant
to this proceeding.

II.

Source of Water and Diversions
Immediately east of the Rangen Facility, water emanates from numerous springs on the

talus slopes just below the canyon rim. Water also emanates from what is called the "MartinCurren Tunnel" or "Curren Tunnel." The tunnel is a large, excavated conduit constructed high
on the canyon rim and extends approximately 300 feet into the canyon wall. Tr. Vol. N, p. 91 l.
The first fifty feet of the tunnel is supported by a corrugated metal pipe approximately six feet in
diameter. Tr. Vol. IX, p. 2039. The remaining 250 feet of the excavation is an open tunnel
unsupported by any structure. Id. The main tunnel bifurcates into two tunnels approximately
150-200 feet into the tunnel from its mouth. Id.; Ex. 2328. The record does not establish when
the Current Tunnel was built, but it predates the construction of the Rangen Facility.
A concrete collection box located near the mouth of the Curren Tunnel collects water for
delivery to Rangen and holders of early priority irrigation water rights via pipelines. Ex. 3651.
The concrete box is commonly referred to as the "Farmers' Box." Since 2002, the water
historically diverted by the senior-priority irrigation water right holders has been replaced with
surface water delivered by the Sandy Pipeline. Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1345; Tr. Vol. IX, p. 2081.
Further down the talus slope is a second concrete water collection box with an open top,
commonly referred to as the "Rangen Box." Rangen transports the water from the Farmers' box
through two plastic pipes down to the Rangen Box. Tr. Vol. VII, p. 1661. Water is then
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delivered from the Rangen Box via a twelve-inch diameter steel pipe to the small raceways. Id.
at 1584-85. The water diverted by Rangen can then be routed from the small raceways down
through the large and CTR raceways. Id. Rangen Exhibit 1292 is a picture showing the two
collection boxes and the distribution piping. Water can also be spilled out the side of the Rangen
Box and returned to the talus slope.
In the early l 980's, Rangen built a six-inch white PVC pipeline to divert water from
inside the Curren Tunnel and deliver the water to the hatch house and greenhouse buildings. The
water is used in the hatch house and/or greenhouse and then can be discharged either back into
Billingsley Creek or directly into the small raceways and used in the large and CTR raceways.
Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1336.

The main diversion for the large raceways is located downstream from the talus slope,
where the defined channel for Billingsley Creek begins. Id. This Rangen diversion is commonly
referred to as the "Large Raceway Diversion" or "Bridge Diversion." The Bridge Diversion
collects and diverts spring flows that arise on the talus slope and water spilled from the Rangen
Box. Id.

III.

Rangen Water Rights
Rangen holds five water rights for the Rangen Facility. The five water rights have been

decreed through the SRBA. Rangen's decreed water rights are summarized as follows:
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I

I

ELEMENTS OF RANGEN, INC.'S WATER RIGHTS

WATER

RIGHT NO.:
PRIORITY
DATE:
SOURCE:

QUANTITY:
DIVERSION
POINT:
PURPOSE
ANDPERIOD
OFUSE:

PLACE OF
USE:

36-00134B

36-00135A

36-15501

36-02551

36-07694

Oct. 9, 1884

Apr. 1, 1908

July 1, 1957

July 13, 1962

Apr. 12, 1977

Martin-Curren Martin-Curren
Tunnel
Tunnel
Tributary:
Tributary:
Billingsley
Billingsley
Creek
Creek
0.09 cfs3
0.05 cfs
T07SR14E
T07SR14E
S32
S32 SESWN\V
SESWNW
Domestic
Domestic
(0.07 cfs)
(0.05 cfs)
01-01 to
01-01 to
12-31
12-31
Irrigation (0.09 Irrigation (0.05
cfs)
cfs)
03-15 to
03-15 to
11-15
11-15

Martin-Curren
Tunnel
Tributaxy:
Billingsley
Creek
1.46 cfs
T07SR14E
S32SESWNW

Martin-Curren
Tunnel
Tributaxy:
Billingsley
Crcck
48.54cfs
T07SR14E
S32SES\VNW

Martin-Curren
Tunnel
Tributary:
Billingsley
Creek
26.0cfs
T07SR14E
S32SESWNW

Fish
Propagation
{1.46 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31

Fish
Propagation
(26.0 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31

Domestic
T07SR14E
S31 SENE
S32S\VNW
Irrigation
T07SR14E
S31 SWNE 2
SENE4
S32 SWNWl
(7 acres total)

Fish
Propagation
T07SR14E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW

Domestic
(0.10 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31
Fish
Propagation
(48.54 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31
Domestic
T07SR14E
S31 SENE
S32 S\VNW
Fish
Propagation
T07SR14E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW

Domestic
T07SR14E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW
Irrigation
T07SR14E
S31 SWNE 2
SENE4
S32SWNW 1

Fish
Propagation
T07SR14E
S31 SENE
S32SWN\V

Water right nos. 36-00134B and 36-00135A arc for irrigation and domestic purposes.
They are not for fish propagation. Water right nos. 36-15501, 36-02551, and 36-07694 authorize
a total, cumulative diversion of 76.0 cfs for fish propagation. The priority dates associated with
the three fish propagation water rights are July 1, 1957, July 13, 1962, and April 12, 1977,
respectively.
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C.

PROCEDURALBACKGROUND
On December 13, 2011, Rangen filed a Petition for Delivery Call ("Petition") with the

Department alleging it is not receiving all of the water it is entitled to pursuant to water right nos.
36-02551 and 36-07694, and is being materially injured by junior-priority ground water pumping
in the areas encompassed by Enhanced Snake Plain Aquifer Model ("ESPAM") version 2.0.
Petition, pp. 3-4 (R. Vol. I, pp. 4-5). Rangen did not allege injury to water right nos. 36-00134B,

36-00135A, and 36-15501. Id. The Petition requested the Director administer and distribute
water in the areas encompassed by ESPAM 2.0 in accordance with the prior appropriation
doctrine and curtail junior-priority ground water pumping as necessary to deliver Rangen's
water. Id. at 7 (Id. at 8).
On January 4, 2012, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") petitioned to
be designated as a respondent or alternatively to intervene in the proceeding. The Director
granted IGWA's petition to intervene on January 13, 2012. On May 21, 2012, the City of
Pocatello ("Pocatello") petitioned to be designated as a respondent or alternatively to intervene
in the proceeding. The Director granted Pocatello's petition to be designated as a respondent on
May 29, 2012. On July 24, 2012, A&B Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir District #2,
Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side
Canal Company and Twin Falls Canal Company (collectively, the "Surface Water Coalition" or
"SWC") petitioned for limited intervention in the proceeding. The Director granted the SWC's
petition for limited intervention on August 14, 2012. On August 21, 2012, Fremont-Madison
Irrigation District ("Fremont-Madison") petitioned to be designated as a respondent or
alternatively to intervene in the proceeding. The Director granted Fremont-Madison's petition to
be designated as a respondent on September 11, 2012.
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Several dis positive motions were filed prior to the hearing in this matter. Of relevance to
this petition for judicial review, Rangen filed a Motion and Brief in Support of Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment Re: Source on March 8, 2013. The source identified on the SRBA partial

decrees for water right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694 is the "Martin-Curren Tunnel," commonly
referred to as the Curren Tunnel.

1026; Ex. 1028. The point of diversion for both water

rights is described to the ten acre tract: SESWNW T07S R14E S32. Id. In its Motion, Rangen
argued that it "is not limited only to water from the mouth of the Martin-Curren Tunnel itself."
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Source, p. 2 (R. Vol. XIII, p. 2570). Rangen also

argued it had the authority to divert water from the entire complex that supplies the Rangen
Facility, even those springs that are located outside its ten acre tract point of diversion. Id. at 17
(Id. at 2585).

The Director first examined whether Rangen was entitled to divert water from the spring
complex outside the ten acre tract point of diversion. On this issue, the Director concluded
Rangen could not call for water from those springs located outside the decreed point of
diversion:
The point of diversion element decreed by the SRBA district court
unambiguously limits diversion to T07S R14E S32 SESWNW. Therefore, by the
unambiguous terms of its SRBA partial decrees, Rangen is not authorized to
divert water from sources outside T07S R14E S32 SESWNW. Without a water
right that authorizes diversion outside T07S R14E S32 SESWNW, Rangen cannot
call for delivery of water from sources located outside its decreed point of
diversion. IDAPA 37.03.11.001 ("rules prescribe procedures for responding to a
delivery call made by the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water right)
(emphasis added); 37 .03.11.010.25 (defining "water right" to mean "[t]he legal
right to divert and use ... the public waters of the state of Idaho where such right
is evidenced by a decree .... ")(emphasis added).
Order on Summary Judgment, p. 6, <JI 11 (R. Vol. XV, p. 3176). As to the question of

whether Rangen was limited to diverting water only from the Curren Tunnel, the Director
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denied summary judgment, concluding there are questions of material fact related to how
water is diverted by Rangen from the Curren Tunnel. Id. at 6-7 (Id. at 3176-77).
The hearing on Rangen's delivery call commenced on May 1, 2013, at the Department's
State Office in Boise, Idaho. The hearing concluded on May 16, 2013. The hearing was
bifurcated. The first part of the hearing focused on issues of material injury and beneficial use
and the second part of the hearing focused on issues related to ESP AM 2.1. 1
On January 29, 2014, the Director issued the Curtailment Order. The Director first
addressed the issue left unresolved by Rangen's motion for summary judgment. The Director
concluded his material injury determination could only focus on water diverted by Rangen from
the Curren Tunnel because the source element on Rangen's partial decrees is unambiguously
described as "Martin-Curren Tunnel." Curtailment Order, pp. 32-33 (R. Vol. XXI, pp. 421920).
In determining flows from the Curren Tunnel, the Director relied on historic water flows.
Because Rangen used a nonstandard measuring device with an inaccurate rating curve to
determine flow rates, Rangen's reported historic flows were lower than actual flows. Id. at 11, <J[
52 (Id. at 4198). As a result, the Director used a regression analysis that best reflected the
relationship between Curren Tunnel discharge and the corrected historic measurement of total
spring complex discharge. Id. at 23, <J[ 102 (Id. at 4210). The Director concluded that,
notwithstanding the measurement error, the declines in flows at Rangen "have been dramatic"
and that Rangen is being materially injured by ground water pumping. Id. at 33, 36 (Id. at 4220,
4223).
As to ESP AM 2.1, the Director determined that:

ESPAM 2.0 was updated shortly before the hearing commenced. The latest version is referred to as
ESPAM 2.1.
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ESPAM 2.1 is a technical improvement to ESP AM 1.1 and is the best available
science for simulating the impacts of ground water pumping. There is no other
technical instrument as reliable as ESPAM 2.1 that can be used to determine the
effects of ground water pumping on the ESPA and hydraulically-connected
reaches of the Snake River and its tributaries.
Id. at 37, ~[ 38 (Id. at 4224 ).
Whether there should be a trim line associated with ESP AM 2.1 and if so, what the trim
line should look like was an issue raised at the hearing. The Director concluded:
The Curren Tunnel and the Rangen spring complex are located west of the Great
Rift, a low transmissivity feature that impedes the transmission of water through
the aquifer. Finding of Fact 108, Figure 4. While there is some simulated
depletion of Curren Tunnel discharge attributable to points of diversion east of the
Great Rift, the contribution is small. ESPAM 2.1 establishes, by clear and
convincing evidence, that the portion of benefits of curtailed ground water use
east of the Great Rift that would accrue to the Rangen spring complex is generally
less than 1%. Finding of Fact 105, Figure 1. The benefit of curtailment with
respect to the number of acres curtailed diminishes significantly if areas east of
the Great Rift are included in the curtailment. Finding of Fact 107, Figure 3. The
argument that no trim line is appropriate was considered and rejected in Clear
Springs. The effect of the Great Rift on propagation of impacts to Curren Tunnel
should be taken into consideration when deciding on a trim line.
Id. at 39, 150 (Id. at 4226).
ESP AM 2.1 simulations predicted that 9 .1 cfs of the decline in the flow from the Curren
Tunnel can be attributed to junior-priority ground water pumping west of the Great Rift and in
the area of common groundwater supply. Id. at 35, 131 (Id. at 4222). The Director ordered that
holders of junior-priority ground water rights could avoid curtailment if they participate in a
mitigation plan which provides "simulated steady state benefits of 9.1 cfs to Curren Tunnel or
direct flow of 9.1 cfs to Rangen." Id. at 42 (Id. at 4229). The Curtailment Order explains that
mitigation provided by direct flow to Rangen "may be phased-in over not more than a five-year
period pursuant to CM Rule 40 as follows: 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs
the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year." Id.
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Three petitions for reconsideration of the Curtailment Order were filed. On February 11,
2014, IGWA timely filed IGWA 's Petition for Reconsideration ("IGWA's Petition"). On
February 12, 2014, Rangen timely filed Rangen, Inc. 's Motionfor Reconsideration and
Clarification ("Rangen's Motion"). On February I 2, 2014, Pocatello timely filed City of
Pocatello's Motion to Reconsider ("Pocatello's Motion"). Various responsive briefs were
submitted by the parties. On March 4, 2014, the Director issued an Order on Reconsideration
denying JGWA 's Petition and Pocatello 's Motion and partially denying and partially granting
Rangen 's Motion.
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ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL

The issues presented by the appellant Rangen are as follows:
l. Whether the term "Martin-Curren Tunnel" is ambiguous when viewed in light of
Rangen's licenses, historical beneficial use, and prior Department determinations.
2. Whether Rangen can use the Bridge Dam since it is part of a diversion structure that
lies mostly within the ten acre tract described in the partial decrees.
3. Whether the doctrine of quasi-estoppel precludes the Director from ruling that
Rangen cannot divert any spring water that does not emanate from the mouth of the
Martin-Curren Tunnel based on the Department's prior findings and conduct.
4. Whether there is substantial evidence to support the Director's adoption of Sullivan's
63/37 regression analysis.
5. Whether there is substantial evidence to support the Director's determination that
junior groundwater users are using water efficiently and without waste.
6. Whether the Director's application of the Great Rift trim line is arbitrary.

The Department's formulation of the first three issues is as follows:
1. Whether the description of the source as "Martin-Curren Tunnel" on the face of the
SRBA partial decrees for Rangen's water rights is ambiguous.
2. Whether Rangen is entitled to divert water at the Bridge Diversion even though the
diversion is located outside the ten acre tract point of diversion described in its SRBA
partial decrees.
3. Whether the doctrine of quasi-estoppel precludes the Director from administering
water rights consistent with the plain language of the SRBA partial decrees.
The Department agrees with Rangen's formulation of the last three issues.
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STANDARD OF REVIEW
Judicial review of a final decision of the Department is governed by the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act ("IDAPA"), chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code. LC.§ 42-170IA(4).
Under IDAPA, the court reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon the record
created before the agency. Idaho Code § 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61, 831 P.2d
527, 529 ( 1992). The Court shall affirm the agency decision unless it finds the agency's
findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: (a) in violation of constitutional or statutory
provisions; (b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; (c) made upon unlawful
procedure; (d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or (e) arbitrary,
capricious, or an abuse of discretion. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3); Barron v. Idaho Dept. of Water
Resources, 135 Idaho 414,417, 18 P.3d 219, 222 (200 l). The party challenging the agency
decision must show that the agency erred in a manner specified in Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3), and
that a substantial right of the petitioner has been prejudiced. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(4); Barron,
135 Idaho at 417, 18 P.3d at 222. "Where conflicting evidence is presented that is supported by
substantial and competent evidence, the findings of the [agency] must be sustained on appeal
regardless of whether this Court may have reached a different conclusion." Tupper v. State
Farm Ins., 131 Idaho 724,727,963 P.2d 1161, 1164 (1998). If the agency action is not affirmed,
it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, and remanded for further proceedings as necessary.
Idaho Power Co. v. Idaho Dep't of Water Res., 151 Idaho 266, 272, 255 P.3d 1152, 1158 (2011).
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ARGUMENT
A.

THE PARTIAL DECREES UNAMBIGUOUSLY LIMIT RANGEN TO WATER
ARISING FROM THE MARTIN-CURREN TUNNEL

In responding to Ran gen' s deli very call, the Director examined the provisions of the
SRBA partial decrees for the Rangen Facility. The Director concluded the plain language of the
source element of the decrees only allows Rangen to divert water from the "Martin-Curren
Tunnel." Curtailment Order, p. 32, <j{ 15 (R. Vol. XXI, pp. 4219). The Director noted that,
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1420, "[a] decree entered in a general adjudication such as the
SRBA is conclusive as to the nature and extent of the water right" and that "[a]dministration
must comport with the unambiguous terms of the SRBA decrees." Id. "Because the SRBA
decrees identify the source of the water as the Curren Tunnel, Rangen is limited to only that
water discharging from the Curren Tunnel." Id.
The Director's analysis is the correct one. When interpreting a decree, the starting point
is the face of the decree. DeLancey v. DeLancey, 110 Idaho 63, 65, 714 P.2d 32, 34 (1986)("We
turn to the decree's relevant provisions to determine whether the decree is ambiguous."). Only if
the language of the decree is ambiguous, does the entity interpreting the decree look outside the
four corners of the decree. See Barley v. Smith, 149 Idaho 171, 177, 233 P.3d I 02, 108
(20IO)("The proper analysis is to look first only to the four corners of the divorce decree. If the
language of the decree clearly and unambiguously holds the property settlement agreement is not
merged, the inquiry is at an end."). Here, the identifier "Martin-Curren Tunnel" is not
ambiguous. The name refers to a specific and known structure. A decree is ambiguous if it is
"reasonably subject to conflicting interpretation." DeLancey, 110 Idaho at 65, 714 P.2d at 34.
The identifier "Martin-Curren Tunnel" is specific and is not doubtful or subject to a conflicting
interpretation.
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Rangen suggest the phrase "Martin-Curren Tunnel" means all "the spring water that
forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek." Rangen Brief at 9. This argument fails as the plain
language of the partial decrees does not in any way invoke an interpretation that the source is a
"spring" or "Billingsley Creek." "[A]mbiguity is not established merely because different
possible interpretations are presented to a court. If this were the case then all statutes that are the
subject of litigation could be considered ambiguous." State v. Browning, l 23 Idaho 748, 750,
852 P.2d 500, 502 (1993). While Browning involved the interpretation of a statute, the logic is
reasonably applicable here; ambiguity is not established just because Rangen claims there is
another possible interpretation. The Director's interpretation is the plain and logical
interpretation and Rangen is attempting to create ambiguity where none exists. A reasonable
mind would not conclude that the reference to the "Martin-Curren Tunnel" means all the spring
water that forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek.
Rangen argues there is a latent ambiguity in the decree and seeks to use evidence outside
the four corners of the partial decrees. However, as discussed above, the test for interpreting
decrees starts with the face of the decree, not with evidence outside the decree. Rangen skips
this critical first step. If there is no ambiguity, no further consideration is necessary. See Borley,
149 Idaho at 177, 233 P .3d at 108.

If this Court concludes the face of the decrees are ambiguous, the interpretation becomes
a question of fact. DeLancey, 110 Idaho at 65, 714 P.2d at 34. There is substantial evidence in
the record supporting the Director's conclusion that "Martin-Curren Tunnel" describes the tunnel
itself, and is not a name in local common usage for the entire Rangen spring complex as
suggested by Rangen. In his testimony, the watermaster for Water District 36A, Frank Erwin,
distinguished between the Martin-Curren Tunnel and the springs that feed Billingsley Creek. Tr.
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Vol. I, pp. 232, 237-238. Erwin has lived in Hagerman all his life and has been watermaster for
Water District 36A for 16 years. Id. at 230. His distinction between the tunnel and the spring
complex is significant because he is in a position to know whether the entire spring complex is
commonly referred to as the Martin-Curren Tunnel.

In addition to Erwin's testimony, the record is replete with references and exhibits
specifically identifying the Martin-Curren Tunnel as a unique structure at a specific location,
thereby distinguishing between the spring complex and the Martin-Curren Tunnel itself. Ex.
1290; Ex. 1446A, Band C; Ex. 2408A and B; Ex 2286, Ex. 2328 (diagram of Martin-Curren
Tunnel); Ex. 3277; Ex. 3278; Ex. 3648; Ex. 3651. Moreover, all measurements taken by the
Department that identify the Martin-Curren Tunnel as the source refer only to water measured in
the tunnel itself, not the spring complex. The Director stated that "[a]nytime the tunnel was
mentioned in the [delivery call] proceeding, there was no confusion by the witnesses between the
Martin-Curren Tunnel and the rest of the spring complex." Order on Reconsideration, p. 2 (R.
Vol. XXII, p. 4460). When the topic was the Martin-Curren Tunnel, the witnesses would testify
about the physical structure itself, not the spring complex as a whole.
While a former Rangen employee, Lynn Babington, testified regarding this issue, his
testimony is mixed. Counsel for Rangen asked, "What did you understand was the Curren
Tunnel?" Babington's initial response was, "The Curren Tunnel was the - up on the hillside, a
tunnel there." Tr. Vol. I, p. 190. He then stated that he considered all springs arising as the
source for the hatchery and that he considered the name Martin-Curren Tunnel as referring to all
the springs. Id. Babington's testimony did not persuade the Director that the Martin-Curren
Tunnel is a name of local common usage for all the springs in the Rangen complex. Order on
Reconsideration, p. 2 (R. Vol. XXII, p. 4460).
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Rangen points to a note associated with the water right backfile and the Department's
adjudication rules to argue that the decrees' reference to "Martin-Curren Tunnel" describes
something more than the tunnel itself. Rangen Brief at 12-13. However, the existence of
conflicting evidence is not grounds for overturning the Director's decision. If the findings of fact
are based on substantial evidence in the record, even if the evidence is conflicting, the Director's
findings will not be overturned on appeal. Barron v. ldaho Dep't of Water Res., 135 Idaho 414,
417, 18 P.3d 219,222 (2001).
Rangen is not without a remedy in this situation. As this the SRBA District Court has
pointed out, "Rangen has not moved to set aside the Partial Decrees for the water rights it fears
the Director may interpret unfavorably." Order Denying Motion to File Late Claim, p. 8 (a copy
of which is attached as Appendix A to Rangen's Brief). If Rangen believes the source of its
water rights should be springs and not the Martin-Curren Tunnel, its remedy is to seek to have
the SRBA set aside and amend its partial decrees.

B.

THE PARTIAL DECREES DO NOT AUTHORIZE RANGEN TO DIVERT
WATER AT THE BRIDGE DIVERSION
The Director concluded the point of diversion element decreed by the SRBA District

Court unambiguously limits diversions under Rangen's water right nos. 36-2551 and 36-7694 to
the following ten-acre tract: T07S R14E S32 SESWNW. Curtailment Order, p. 32, <j[ 15 (R.
Vol. XXI, p. 4219).
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The purple triangle in the following picture depicts the location of the Bridge Diversion
in relation to the decreed ten acre tract point of diversion:

Attached to Order on Summary Judgment (R. Vol. XV, p. 3180). The yellow dot represents the
Curren Tunnel outlet and the red square represents the lower collection box. Id. Rangen admits
the Bridge Diversion lies outside the ten acre tract described in the partial decrees. Rangen Brief
at 19. However, Rangen seeks to evade the plain language of the decrees by arguing the Bridge
Diversion, Farmers Box, Rangen Box and the talus slope all constitute one diversion structure
and thus one legal point of diversion. Id. at 21. Rangen argues that this single diversion
structure "straddles two different quarter/quarter/quarter sections that sit next to each other." Id.
Rangen suggests it can divert water at the Bridge Diversion because this so-called single
diversion structure "lies mostly within the 10 acre tract described in the Partial Decrees." Id. at
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20 (emphasis added). This argument fails as neither the law nor the facts support Rangen's
novel theory.
Rangen fails to articulate any legal proposition supporting its argument that the Bridge
Diversion, Farmers Box, Rangen Box and talus slope constitute one diversion structure. This is
likely because its argument is plainly contrary to law. Idaho water law generally requires an
actual physical diversion of water to constitute a valid point of diversion. State v. United States,
134 Idaho 106, 111, 996 P.2d 806, 811 (2000). The only recognized exception to this rule is for
instream beneficial uses of water. Id. Here, Rangen's use is not instream. Rangen is diverting
water and transporting it to the Rangen Facility for fish propagation purposes. Rangen's
argument that the talus slope itself can be a point of diversion for Rangen's fish propagation
water rights is contrary to the well established proposition that a physical diversion is necessary
to constitute a valid point of diversion for an out-of-stream use of water. Moreover, the Bridge
Diversion collects and diverts water that comes from throughout the talus slope. Ex. 1029, p. 2;
Ex. 1446C. Thus, the Bridge Diversion constitutes a unique diversion point for the majority of
the water that comes from the talus slope and forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek, and
must be identified on the partial decrees to constitute a valid diversion point.

It appears Rangen is arguing that, because it spills water past the Rangen Box, it can then
divert all the water that collects at the Bridge Diversion. While Idaho Code§ 42-105 authorizes
a water user to use a natural waterway to transport previously diverted water, such diversions are
subject to measurement and reporting requirements and the water user is entitled to redivert only
the amount of water that was injected into the system. The Bridge Diversion collects and diverts
water that comes from throughout the talus slope, not just water that spills past the Rangen Box.
To be able to divert the water spilling past the Rangen Box, Rangen is required to have a
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mechanism to measure and divert only water that spills past the Rangen Box. In the absence of
such a measurement and diversion system, Rangen has no legal right to divert water at the
Bridge Diversion.
The record in this case also establishes that the upper concrete boxes are not physically
connected to the Bridge Diversion. Water emanates from numerous springs on the talus slopes
above the Rangen Facility. Curtailment Order, p. 4, 'Jl 16 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4191). Water also
emanates from the Curren Tunnel, located on the talus slopes above the Rangen Facility. Id.
The Farmers' Box, a concrete box located near the mouth of the Curren Tunnel, collects water
from the Curren Tunnel for delivery to Rangen and holders of early priority irrigation water
rights via pipelines. Ex. 3651. Further down the talus slope is the second concrete box known as
the Rangen Box. Rangen transports the water from the Farmers' Box through two plastic pipes
down to the Rangen Box. Tr. Vol. VII, p. 1661. Water is then delivered to the Rangen Facility
from the Rangen Box via a steel pipe. Id. The water diverted by Rangen can then be routed
from the small raceways down through the large and CTR raceways. Id. Rangen Exhibit 1292 is
a picture showing the two concrete boxes and the distribution piping. Water can also be spilled
out the side of the Rangen Box and returned to the talus slope. Thus, the Bridge Diversion is a
separate and distinct diversion structure and is not physically connected to the Farmers' Box or
the Rangen Box.
Rangen argues that it has historically relied upon and diverted water at the Bridge
Diversion. Regardless of whether this is true, the Director is bound by the plain language of
Rangen' s partial decrees. Curtailment Order, p. 4, <][ 16 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4219). As the Idaho
Supreme Court recently stated, "the Director's duty to administer water according to technical
expertise is governed by water right decrees." A&B Irrigation Dist. v. State of Idaho, Docket
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No. 40974-40975 (Aug. 4, 2014). A partial decree entered in a general adjudication such as the
SRBA is conclusive as to the nature and extent of the water right. Idaho Code§ 42-1420.
Rangen has no right to seek administration for a diversion outside its authorized decreed point of
diversion. IDAPA 37.03.11.001 ("rules prescribe procedures for responding to a delivery call
made by the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water right"); 37.03.11.010.25
("defining "water right" to mean "[t]he legal right to divert and use ... the public waters of the
state of Idaho where such right is evidenced by decree .... "). Neither the Director nor this
Court can recognize a point of diversion where one is not decreed. Because the SRBA decrees
are clear, Rangen is restricted to diverting water from within the decreed point of diversion for
water right nos. 36-2551 and 36-7694.
Rangen cites to a previous version of the CM Rules, 37.03.01.060.05.d, which provides
that the location of the point of diversion should be described "to the nearest ten (10) acre tract
(quarter-quarter-quarter section) if that description is reasonably available." Rangen appears to
be arguing that, because the Bridge Diversion is in the ten-acre tract nearest to SESWNW, then
Rangen can use it as a point of diversion. There is no legal basis for this argument. The reason
for describing a point of diversion to the ten-acre tract is to provide more specificity of the
location of the point of diversion, not create more ambiguity. If Rangen's interpretation were
adopted, suddenly the ten-acre tract description becomes much larger as all neighboring ten-acre
tracts become potential locations for points of diversion. This is not an interpretation ever
adopted by the Department and Rangen' s suggestion to the contrary is incorrect.
Rangen also argues the Director ignored a water source analysis conducted by Brockway.
Rangen asserts that, even if its other arguments are rejected, the Court should review Brockway's
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analysis and interpret Rangen's partial decrees to allow diversion of 97% of spring water that
flows into the hatchery. Rangen Brief at 28-30.
Rangen is incorrect in suggesting the Director failed to consider Brockway's analysis.
The Director considered Brockway's analysis but rejected it because it rested upon a faulty
premise. Brockway argued that Rangen is entitled to 97% of the spring water that flows into the
hatchery because the springs that arise on the talus slope in the decreed ten acre tract all
constitute valid points of diversion. As discussed above, without a physical diversion, the
springs themselves do not constitute valid points of diversion for out-of-stream uses. In the
Curtailment Order, the Director stated:
15.
Dr. Charles Brockway ('Dr. Brockway') testified that Rangen is entitled to
divert water at the Bridge Diversion (which is located outside the SESWNW)
because Rangen is legally entitled to all the water that emanates from springs in
the talus slope in the SESWNW. Brockway, Vol. V, p. 1074-1075. When
questioned about how Rangen can legally divert water at a point not listed as a
point of diversion in its SRBA decree, Dr. Brockway stated that springs arising in
the SESWNW constitute a legal point of diversion. Id. p. 1075-1076. In other
words, Dr. Brockway argues that a physical diversion structure at the springs is
not necessary to declare the spring water appropriated, and that a spring itself,
without any sort of diversion structure, constitutes a diversion of water.
16.
First, Dr. Brockway's argument ignores the fact that the source listed on
the water rights is the Curren Tunnel. Setting aside that impediment for
discussion purposes, Dr. Brockway's suggestion that a spring itself constitutes a
point of diversion is contrary to Idaho water law. Idaho water law generally
requires an actual physical diversion and beneficial use for the existence of a valid
water right. State v. United States, 134 Idaho 106, 111,996 P.2d 806,811 (2000).
The only recognized exception to this rule is for instream beneficial uses of water.
Id. Taken to its logical conclusion, Dr. Brockway's argument means that any
water user could claim as his point of diversion the highest headwater of the state
and then argue for protection up to the water source. This troublesome outcome
underscores the problem of Dr. Brockway's argument and diminishes the
credibility of his testimony.
17.
Because Ran gen' s decreed source and point of diversion limit Rangen to
only water discharging from the Curren Tunnel and diverted in the 10 acre tract,
the evaluation of material injury must consider this limitation. The Director must
determine whether Rangen's ability to divert water that discharges from the
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Curren Tunnel and is diverted in the 10-acre tract has diminished sufficiently that
Rangen has been materially injured.
Curtailment Order, p. 32 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4219). Accordingly, this Court should reject

Rangen's argument as it is without a legal basis.
Furthermore, as discussed in Section A supra, Rangen has a plain remedy at law in this
situation. If Ran gen desires to use the Bridge Di version as a valid point of di version, its remedy
is to seek to have the SRBA set aside and amend its partial decrees.

C.

THE DOCTRINE OF QUASI-ESTOPPEL DOES NOT APPLY TO THE
DIRECTOR'S EXERCISE OF HIS DUTY TO DISTRIBUTE WATER
Rangen argues that the doctrine of quasi-estoppel should be applied to preclude the

Director from interpreting the SRBA partial decrees to limit Rangen from diverting from the
entire spring complex. Rangen Brief at 32. Estoppel may not ordinarily be invoked against a
government or public agency functioning in a sovereign or governmental capacity. Naranjo v.
Idaho Dep't of Correction, 151 Idaho 916,919,265 P.3d 529,532 (Ct. App. 2011); Floyd v. Bd.
ofComm'rs of Bonneville Cnty., 137 Idaho 718,727, 52 P.3d 863,872 (2002). Only when the

government is not acting in a proprietary function may estoppel be invoked and then it must be
invoked with caution and only in exceptional cases. Naranjo, 151 Idaho at 919, 265 P.3d at 532.
Here, the Director is acting in a governmental capacity pursuant to his statutory obligation under
Idaho Code § 42-602 to distribute water in water districts in accordance with the prior
appropriation doctrine. The Director is statutorily obligated to distribute water consistent with
the SRBA partial decrees issued by the SRBA District Court. Idaho Code§§ 42-607, 42-1420.
Estoppel is not appropriate when it would serve to prevent a governmental entity from
undertaking its statutorily obligated actions.
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Rangen suggests the rule that estoppel may not ordinarily be invoked against
governmental entities applies only to equitable estoppel and not quasi-estoppel. Rangen Brief at
31-32. This is incorrect. Idaho courts have applied this rule in cases involving quasi-estoppel.
Indeed, both Naranjo and Floyd cited above involved quasi-estoppel.
Even if this Court were to conclude that quasi-estoppel may be invoked against a
governmental entity, the elements of quasi-estoppel are not met in this circumstance. The
doctrine of quasi-estoppel applies when it would be unconscionable to allow a party to assert a
right that is inconsistent with a prior position. Willig v. State, Dep't of Health & Welfare, 127
Idaho 259,261,899 P.2d 969,971 (1995). First, this test is not met here because the Department
is not "asserting a right" in this proceeding, but is interpreting the SRBA partial decrees as
required by Idaho law. Second, prior to December 2012, the Department had not been faced
with a direct challenge to the source of water for Rangen's water rights. When faced with the
request to review partial decrees entered in the SRBA in this delivery call proceeding, the
Department determined the decrees unequivocally identify the source as the Martin-Curren
Tunnel and list the point of diversion as T07S Rl4E S32 SESWNW. Rangen suggests it would
be unconscionable for the Department to now interpret the SRBA partial decrees this way, given
its long history of diverting water at the Bridge Diversion. Rangen points to the Department's
visits to the site over the years and suggests the Department had an obligation to inform Rangen
that its use of water was improper. Again, a decree entered in a general adjudication such as the
SRBA is conclusive as to the nature and extent of the water right. Idaho Code§ 42-1420. While
Rangen points to this past history, it is not unconscionable for the Director to interpret the
decrees consistent with their plain reading and consistent with his statutory duty.
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D.

CLEAR AND CONVINCING EVIDENCE SUPPORTS ADOPTION OF
SULLIVAN'S REGRESSION ANALYSIS
ESP AM 2.1 predicts the effect of ground water pumping on the aggregate flows from

springs located within the Rangen model cell, including but not limited to the Curren Tunnel.
ESPAM 2.1 cannot distinguish the water flowing from the Curren Tunnel from water
discharging from other springs within the model cell. Because Rangen's water rights only
authorize diversion of water from the Curren Tunnel, the Director had to develop a methodology
for determining how much of the total modeled spring complex discharge would accrue to the
Curren Tunnel.
1. Methods Used to Calculate Curren Tunnel and Total Spring Complex Discharge.
The Department has measured discharge from the mouth of Curren Tunnel since 1993.
Ex. 3650, p. 5. The measured discharge does not include flow in the six-inch PVC pipe. Rangen
submitted flow data for the six-inch PVC pipe to the Department beginning in 1996. Id. The
sum of the measured tunnel discharge and flow in the six-inch PVC pipe represents the flow
available from the Curren Tunnel source.
Historically, the total spring complex discharge is the sum of the flow in Rangen's CTR
raceways, Rangen's lodge pond dam, and irrigation diversions from the Farmers' Box. Rangen
has measured the flows through the Rangen Facility since 1966. Tr. Vol. Ill, p. 617; Ex. 1075.
Since 1995, Rangen has been required by the Department to measure the flows through the
Rangen Facility and report the measurements annually to the watermaster. Ex. 3203, p. 13.
Rangen measures the water that flows through the Rangen Facility at two different locations, the
CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam. Tr. Vol. I, p. 269; Ex. 1074. Rangen's measurements at
the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam, summed together, quantify all inflow that is tributary
to Billingsley Creek upstream from those measurement locations, except for diversions to the
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senior irrigation rights from the Farmers' Box. Tr. Vol. I, p. 142. Irrigation return flows
sporadically discharge into Billingsley Creek above the lodge dam measurement point. Rangen
is not able to beneficially use these irrigation return flows, but the irrigation return flows are
included in Rangen's measurements. Id., pp. 142-43. Rangen measures the flows weekly. Id.,
p. 270. The weekly measurements from the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam are summed
for reporting purposes. Tr. Vol. I. p. 281; Ex. 1094.
To determine the flow of water in the CTR raceways, Rangen employees measure the
depth of water (head) flowing over wooden check board dams in each raceway using a ruler
placed on top of the board. Tr. Vol. I, pp. 270-73. This method of measuring head with a ruler
on top of the board is commonly referred to as "sticking the weir." Tr. Vol. XI, p. 1387. Rangen
employees clean the upper board in each multi-board dam prior to measuring the head to prevent
error from moss accumulation. Tr. Vol. I, p. 249. Rangen also inspects the upper dam board to
ensure that the board is centered and flush. Tr. Vol. I, pp. 273-74. Rangen uses the same
procedure to measure head at the lodge pond dam.
Wooden check board dams are considered nonstandard measurement devices and are not
listed as an acceptable measuring device in the Department's Minimum Acceptable Standards for
Open Channel and Closed Conduit Measuring Devices. Tr. Vol. III, p. 557; Ex. 3203, p. 59; Tr.

Vol. V, pp. 1134-35. Roughness, rounding, and sagging in wooden check boards can cause
measurement error. Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 1408-09.
Although wooden check board dams are considered nonstandard measuring devices, the
Department historically accepted measurements using these structures because the Department's
standards allow an accuracy of+/- 10% for open channel measuring devices when compared to
measurements using standard portable measuring devices. The Department's experience is that
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flows rates derived by treating wooden check board dams as weirs generally provide an accuracy
of+!- 10%. Tr. Vol. III, p. 567; Ex. 3203, p. 13; Tr. Vol. V, pp. 1139, 1140, 1168.

The Francis equation for a standard suppressed rectangular weir with full bottom
contraction is Q=CLH 312 where the weir coefficient "C" is 3.33, and:
Q=flow rate in cubic feet per second
L=length of the weir crest in feet
H=head of water over the weir crest in feet
Each weir type has a unique weir coefficient and relates the measurement of the head on the weir
to the flow rate over the weir. Tr. Vol. IV, p. 935. The wooden check board dam employed by
Rangen is considered a suppressed weir with a nonstandard weir blade. Id.
After measuring the head over the wooden check board dams, Rangen employees consult
a rating table and identify the flow value corresponding to the measured head for each raceway.
By referring to a rating table, a water user can determine flow rates based solely upon the head of
water over the weir without calculating the flow with a weir equation. The values in a rating
table should be derived either from a weir equation or from direct measurements of discharge
and head at numerous flow rates.
Historically, Rangen has used at least two different rating tables. It is not clear how
Rangen's rating tables were derived. The accuracy of Rangen's original and revised rating tables
was an issue discussed extensively at the hearing. The parties, including Rangen, agreed there
are problems with the original and revised rating tables. Curtailment Order, p. 9, (j{ 42 (R. Vol.

XXI, p. 4196).
If compared to the Francis equation, the weir coefficient implicit in Rangen's original
rating table varied with the depth of water over the weir crest. Ex. 3345, p. 18. Prior to
December 1998, Rangen's rating table implied a weir coefficient that averaged between 3.27 and
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3.40. Id. Sometime between December 1998 and July 2003, Rangen revised its rating table. Ex.
3345, p. 18. Between December 1998 and July 2003, there are no measured head data available
with which to determine the implicit average weir coefficient. Id. Starting in July 2003 through
the present, the available measurement data suggest that the revised table had an equivalent weir
coefficient in the range of 3.05 to 3.09. Id.
When the head over a wooden dam board exceeds approximately two times the width of
the board crest, the nape, or the sheet of water flowing over the top of the dam board, begins to
"spring" from the front edge of the dam board, and simulates the physical "springing" of water
across a sharp crested weir blade. Tr. Vol. IV, pp. 955-58. The width of Rangen's dam boards is
1 and 5/8 inches. Two times I and 5/8 inches is 3 and 14 inches. The vast majority of Rangen' s
head measurements exceeded 3 and 14 inches, more than two times the dam board width. Id.. at
959. Rangen's wooden darn boards act like a standard suppressed sharp-crested weir. Id.
Without actually calibrating the measurement of flows over the nonstandard dam boards, the best
approximation of a correct flow computation for measurements of head at Rangen's wooden
check board dams, is derived using the Francis formula with the standard suppressed sharpcrested weir coefficient of 3.33. Tr. Vol. IV, pp. 959, 962.
In 2003, the Department evaluated Rangen's measurements in connection with Rangen's

previous delivery call. Department employees measured flows at the large and CTR raceways
and the lodge pond dam by "sticking the weir." Department employees measured a combined
total discharge of 18.69 cfs for the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam. Ex. 1129, p. 3. The
day prior to the Department's measurement, Rang en employees measured a combined total
discharge of 17 .52 cfs for the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam, a difference of 1.17 cfs, or
a difference of approximately -6%. Id. at 12.
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The Director concluded Rangen' s use of a nonstandard measuring device with an
inaccurate rating curve resulted in under-reporting of flows at the CTR raceways and Rangen's
lodge pond dam. Curtailment Order, p. 11, 9[ 52 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4198). In addition to Rangen's
admitted error in its rating table, the discrepancy in actual measured values was direct evidence
that other available flow rate measurement values, including those derived by USGS, should be
considered.
The USGS periodically measures Billingsley Creek flows at a site just downstream of the
Rangen Facility. Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 1414-15. The USGS derives flow values by measuring
velocities across the creek's flow profile and by multiplying each measured velocity by a cross
sectional area to compute the flow rate in each individual cross sectional area using a current
meter. The flow rates for each area are summed, resulting in a total flow rate. The method
described above is considered a standard method of water measurement, is listed as an
acceptable measuring method in the Department's Minimum Acceptable Standards for Open
Channel and Closed Conduit Measuring Devices, and is employed to calibrate the accuracy of
weirs and other measuring devices. USGS flow measurements are widely accepted as accurate
and objective measurements.
When a USGS hydrographer measures flow rates, the hydrographer assigns a quality
rating to the measurement. Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1423. This is a quasi-quantitative rating of the quality
of the measurement. Various factors are considered in rating the measurement. The USGS
quantifies the standard error2 associated with each rating. The highest rating assigned to
measurements in Billingsley Creek below the Rangen Facility is "good," abbreviated by the
letter "G." When a measurement is rated "G," the estimated standard error is plus or minus 5%.

2

A standard error of 5% means there is a 68% probability that the true measurement is within plus or minus
5% of the true value. Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1423.
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A lesser rating of "fair" is abbreviated by the letter "F." When a measurement is rated "F," the
estimated standard error of the measurement is plus or minus 8%. Id. at 1424. The lowest rating
is "poor," abbreviated by the letter "P." When a measurement is rated "P," the estimated
standard error of the measurement is greater than 8%. Id. The abbreviation "U" means the
measurement was unrated and means that, for some reason, the hydrographer did not assign a
rating. Id. Most of the USGS measurements in Billingsley Creek below the Rangen Facility are
rated as "good" or "fair" measurements. The rating of measurement conditions may be "fair"
because, as discussed in the Department's staff memorandum, flow and/or cross-sectional
conditions are less than ideal. Ex. 3203, p. 65.
Rangen presented evidence there is a small drain that discharges into Billingsley Creek
between where Rangen measures flows from the Rangen Facility and where the USGS measures
flow in Billingsley Creek. This drain sometimes carries irrigation return flows to the creek. Tr.
Vol. VI, p. 1419. However, the record does not support a finding that these return flows affected
the USGS measurements because the USGS generally measures the flow in Billingsley Creek
during the non-irrigation season. Id.
Pocatello compared the USGS measurements taken downstream from Rangen with
Rangen's reported flows closest to the date of the USGS measurement. Pocatello's expert, Greg
Sullivan, testified that comparison of Rangen's reported flows with flows measured by the USGS
below the Rangen Facility show a systematic under-measurement of Rangen's flows, especially
since 1980. Sullivan estimated the measurement error to be 15.9% based on the comparison of
forty-five measurements by the USGS between 1980 and 2012. Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 1428-29; Ex., p.
3349. In addition, Sullivan derived a weir coefficient for the Rangen Facility by solving the
standard weir equation for the weir coefficient using fourteen of the USGS flow measurements
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and Rangen head measurements made nearest in time. Sullivan derived an average weir
coefficient of 3.62. Tr. Vol. VI., pp. 1438-39.
2. Adoption of Sullivan's Regression Analysis was Appropriate Because Rejected
Analyses Utilized Rangen's Under-Reported Flow Data.
In Pocatello Exhibit 3650, Figure 1, Sullivan plotted data for measured Curren Tunnel
flow rates on the "y" axis and data for measured total spring flows on the "x" axis, and
performed a linear regression of the data. The resulting regression line represented the historic
relationship between Curren Tunnel flow and total flow in the spring complex. The slope of the
regression line in Exhibit 3650, Figure 1, is the coefficient 0.7488 associated with the "x"
variable and represents the change in flow at Curren Tunnel corresponding to a 1 cfs change in
total spring complex flow. The increase in flow at Curren Tunnel resulting from curtailment can
be computed by multiplying the predicted increase in total spring flow from ESP AM 2. l by
0.7488.

This analysis used flow data reported by Rangen, and predicted that approximately

75% of curtailment benefits accruing to the model cell would accrue to the Curren Tunnel.
However, because this analysis used Rangen's under-reported flow data, the Director found,
based upon clear and convincing evidence, that the slope of the regression line was too high.
Curtailment Order, p. 23, <J[ 100 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4210).

Sullivan plotted another regression line using adjusted data derived from USGS
measurements. Ex. 3654, Fig. 1. Data values that were under-reported were "corrected for the
historical 15.9% under-measurement of flows by Rangen by multiplying the reported flows by a
factor of 1.189 (computed as l/[1-0.159])." Id., Fn. 2. The slope of Sullivan's alternative
regression line is 0.6337, which is the coefficient associated with the "x" variable. This analysis
predicted that approximately 63% of curtailment benefits accruing to the model cell would
accrue to the Curren Tunnel. The other 37% of the benefits from curtailment would accrue to the
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talus slope springs below the Curren Tunnel and would not be available to water rights 36-02551
and 36-07694. Because there is uncertainty about the accuracy of the USGS measurements used
by Sullivan to adjust the under-reported data, the Director acknowledged the slope of this
regression line may have been too low or too high. Curtailment Order, p. 23, <JI 101 (R. Vol.

XXI, p. 4210).
There are two reasons why the Director applied the 63% proportion to determine the
increase in Curren Tunnel flow from the total simulated increase in flow to the Rangen model
cell. First, all parties agree the data used to calculate the 75% proportion were under-reported.
The alternative regression line plotted by Sullivan is a credible method to correct the underreported data. Because of Rangen's measurement error, the Director adopted Sullivan's
corrected calculation of the proportion of the benefit to total spring flows in the Rangen model
cell that would accrue to the Curren Tunnel. The Director concluded, based upon clear and
convincing evidence, that a percentage of 63% should be used to compute the quantity of water
the ground water users may be required to provide as mitigation to avoid curtailment.
Curtailment Order, p. 33, 'l[ 122 ( R. Vol. XXI, p. 4220). Second, applying a 75% proportion to
determine the increase in the Curren Tunnel flow may have resulted in Rangen benefiting from
its own under-reporting of flows if mitigation by direct flow to Rangen is provided in lieu of
curtailment.
Rangen asserts Sullivan's reliance on USGS flow data is inconsistent with Department
staff opinion. While Department staff member Tim Luke testified there was some concern with
the quality of the stream channel where the USGS takes its measurements, this does not prevent
the Director from adopting an approach which relies upon the USGS data for support. As
discussed above, the method used by the USGS to measure flows on Billingsley Creek is
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considered a standard method of water measurement, is listed as an acceptable measuring
method in the Department's Minimum Acceptable Standards for Open Channel and Closed
Conduit Measuring Devices, and is employed to calibrate the accuracy of weirs and other

measuring devices. Furthermore, USGS flow measurements are widely accepted as accurate and
objective measurements. Contrary to Rangen's assertion, the Director's decision to utilize
Sullivan's regression analysis is supported by clear and convincing evidence.

E.

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE SUPPORTS THE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION
THAT JUNIOR GROUNDWATER USERS ARE USING WATER EFFICIENTLY
AND WITHOUT WASTE
CM Rule 40.03 requires that the Director consider whether respondent junior-priority

water right holders are using water efficiently and without waste when evaluating a petition for
delivery call. IDAPA 37.03.11.040.03. Testimony was presented at the hearing in this matter
regarding respondent junior-priority water right holders' use of water. The Director concluded
the junior-priority water right holders are using water efficiently and without waste. Curtailment
Order, p. 41, 'Il 59 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4228). The evidence in the record supports this conclusion.

Lynn Carlquist, President of North Snake Ground Water District, testified as to his water
use practices and the practices of others in his district. Tr. Vol. VII, pp. 1671-73. He described
how he sprinkler irrigates and how almost 100 percent of the members of his ground water
district also sprinkler irrigate. Id. Carlquist also testified about the conversions that the district
has undertaken to reduce reliance on ground water pumping and increase recharge. Id. at 169293. He testified as to the steps the district takes to monitor diversions to ensure its member are
not using more water than they have a right to. Id. at 1727. Similarly, Tim Deeg, President of
IGW A, testified about how he sprinkler irrigates and costs of his pumping and about the various
projects IGW A has undertaken to reduce reliance on ground water pumping, increase recharge,
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and remove end guns. Tr. Vol. VIII, pp. 1739-40, 17 48, 1751. He suggested that ground water
pumpers will pump only the minimum amount of water to get by because of the costs associated
with pumping ground water. Id. at. 1753-54. Deeg also testified about how the ground water
districts monitor ground water diversions to ensure the ground water pumpers are using water
consistent with their decrees. Id. at 1765. Pocatello presented evidence of its water user through
Justin Armstrong, Pocatello's Water Superintendent. Tr. Vol. V, pp. 1104-07. Contrary to
Rangen's suggestion, the evidence in the record supports the Director's conclusion that junior
ground water pumpers efficiently use water without waste.

F.

THE DIRECTOR'S APPLICATION OF THE GREAT RIFT TRIM LINE IS NOT
ARBITRARY
Rangen argues the Director's application of the Great Rift trim line "is arbitrary in that it

has no scientific basis and is contrary to Idaho law which requires the water resources of this
state to be managed conjunctively." Rangen Brief at 47. Contrary to Rangen's suggestion, the
Director's application of the trim line is consistent with the case law surrounding the application
of a trim line in delivery call proceedings and is grounded in numerous scientifically supported
findings.
1. The Director's Use of a Trim Line is Consistent with Established Case Law.
The applicability of a trim-line was previously litigated in the Clear Springs delivery call.
Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,812,252 P.3d 71, 93 (2011). In Clear
Springs, the Department used ES PAM I .1 to determine effects of ground water pumping, just as

ESPAM 2.1 is being applied in this proceeding. Id. at 814,252 P.3d at 95. With ESPAM 1.1,
former Director Dreher implemented a trim line based upon model uncertainty and public
interest criteria. Id. at 816,252 P.3d at 97. On appeal, the SWC made the same argument that
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Rangen is making now, that "hydraulically connected water sources must be administered based
upon priority." Id. The district court in the Clear Springs delivery call affirmed the application
of a trim line on appeal. Because the model is just a "simulation or prediction of reality," the
district court held that "it would be inappropriate to apply the [modelJ results independent of the
assigned margin of error." Id. The district court concluded "the use of a trim-line for excluding
juniors within the margin of error is acceptable simply based on the function and application of a
model ... the Director did not abuse discretion by apply the l 0% margin of error 'trim line.'" Id.
The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the Director's application of the trim line, finding the
Director properly exercised discretion in making the trim line determination: "The Director
perceived the issue as discretionary, he acted within the outer limits of his discretion and
consistently with the legal standards applicable to the available choices, and reached his decision
through an exercise of reason. The district court did not err in upholding the Director's decision
in this regard." Id. at 817, 252 P.3d at 98.
The Idaho Supreme Court has stated, "Given the nature of the decisions which must be
made in determining how to respond to a delivery call, there must be some exercise of discretion
by the Director." Am. Falls Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v. Idaho Dep't of Water Res., 143 Idaho 862,
875, 154 P.3d 433,446 (2007). The Director perceived the issue of a trim line as one of limited
discretion in this matter. Curtailment Order, p. 39, CJ[ 52 (R. Vol. XXI. p. 4226).
As noted above, in delineating a trim line, the Director considered that the Curren Tunnel
and the Rangen spring complex are located west of the Great Rift, a low-transmissivity feature
that impedes the transmission of water through the aquifer. Id. at 'JI 50 (Id.). This low
transmissivity causes the benefit of curtailment with respect to the number of acres curtailed to
diminish significantly if areas east of the Great Rift are included in the curtailment. Id.
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Delineating a trim line using the Great Rift limited curtailment to an area where the Rangen
spring cell is predicted to receive at least 1% of the benefits of curtailment, and the calling party
is predicted to receive at least 0.63% of the benefits of curtailment. Id. at <JI 51 (Id.). This is
similar to the trim lines applied to ESP AM 1.1 in the Clear Springs delivery call and the Blue
Lakes delivery call, where the calling parties were predicted to receive 0.69% and 2% of the
curtailed benefits, respectively. Id.
Rangen argues the Director has no discretion to consider diminishing benefits of
curtailment beyond the Great Rift in determining the trim line in this case because the Court in
Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 803,252 P.3d at 98, stated "[a] delivery call cannot be denied on the

ground that curtailment of junior appropriators would result in substantial economic harm."
Rangen Brief at 48. The Director has not denied Rangen's delivery call in this matter based upon

economic factors, but rather has applied a trim line taking into consideration diminishing benefits
of curtailment beyond the Great Rift in order to determine the appropriate area within which
curtailment will occur.
Rangen also argues the Director's use of the trim line is contrary to Idaho Code§ 42233a. Id. But Idaho Code§ 42-233a is part of the Ground Water Act and the Idaho Supreme
Court has declared that the act is not applicable in a surface to ground water delivery call. Clear
Springs, 150 Idaho at 808, 252 P.3d at 89. Even if it did apply in this instance, the statute gives

the Director discretion to establish the area of curtailment. Idaho Code§ 42-233a provides:
The director, upon determination that the ground water supply is insufficient to
meet the demands of water rights within all or portions of a critical ground water area,
shall order those water right holders on a time priority basis, within the area determined
by the director, to cease or reduce withdrawal of water until such time as the director
determines there is sufficient ground water.
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(emphasis added). Rangen also argues the Director's use of the trim line is contrary to Article
XV, § 3 of the Idaho Constitution. While Article XV, § 3 of the Idaho Constitution states

"[p ]riority of appropriation shall give the better right as between those using the water ... ," an
appropriator is not entitled to command the entirety of large volumes of water in a surface or
ground water source to support his appropriation contrary to the public policy of reasonable use
of water. CM Rule 20. Demand should be viewed in light of reasonableness and optimum
development of water resources in the public interest. CM Rules 20 and 42; Am. Falls, 143
Idaho at 876-80, 154 P.3d at 447-51; Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 807-10; 252 P.3d at 88-91; In
Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights Held By or For The Benefit of A & B
Irrigation Dist., supra, slip op. at 13-17.

As stated in Clear Springs, "The policy of the law of this State is to secure the maximum
use and benefit, and least wasteful use, of its water resources." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 808,
252 P.3d at 89 (quoting Poole v. Olaveson, 82 Idaho 496,502,356 P.2d 61, 65 (1960)). The
Idaho Constitution enunciates a policy of promoting optimum development of water resources in
the public interest. Baker v. Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., 95 Idaho 575,584,513 P.2d 627,636 (1973);
Idaho Const. Art XV,§ 7. "There is no difference between securing the maximum use and
benefit, and least wasteful use, of this State's water resources and the optimum development of
water resources in the public interest. Likewise, there is no material difference between 'full
economic development' and the 'optimum development of water resources in the public
interest.' They are two sides of the same coin. Full economic development is the result of the
optimum development of water resources in the public interest." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at
808, 252 P.3d at 89. "The policy of securing the maximum use and benefit, and least wasteful
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use, of the State's water resources applies to both surface and ground waters, and it requires that
they be managed conjunctively." Id. at 809, 252 P.3d at 90.
The Director concluded curtailment of ground water diversions on the east side of the
Great Rift was not justified, noting that such curtailment would be counter to the optimum
development of Idaho's water resources in the public interest and the policy of securing the
maximum use and benefit, and least wasteful use, of the State's water resources. Curtailment
Order, p. 40 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4227). This conclusion was consistent with previous conclusions

regarding trim lines applied in the Clear Springs and Blue Lakes delivery calls. The Director did
not err by considering diminishing benefits of curtailment beyond the Great Rift when
determining the trim line in this matter.
Rangen also suggests the Director erred by considering model uncertainty when
delineating a trim line. Rangen Brief at 49. Substantial testimony was presented about the
approximations and possible inaccuracies of using a regional model to simulate the depletions to
Rangen spring complex discharge caused by ground water diversions from the ESPA. The
Department and the parties' experts performed evaluations of model uncertainty. Ex. 3203, p.
10. While those evaluations are only partial evaluations and do not fully explore or quantify all
aspects of model uncertainty, they do not contradict the Department's conclusion that ESP AM
2.1 is capable of providing a reasonable prediction of the response to groundwater pumping at
the Rangen spring cell or is the best available scientific tool to estimate the quantity of the
response. Id. Rangen acknowledges ESPAM 2.1 is the best available science to evaluate
Rangen's delivery call. Rangen Brief at 47.
As the Director stated in the Curtailment Order:
Because of the complexity of the model. the margin of error associated with
model predictions cannot be quantified. The lack of a quantifiable margin of error
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associated with the model does not mean that the model should be abandoned, but simply
that its use should be tempered with the fact that it is a "simulation or prediction of
reality."
Curtailment Order, p. 39, lj[ 49 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4226). The conclusion that a specific margin of

error cannot be assigned to the model does not mean the Director should not consider model
uncertainty when delineating a trim. Rather, as the Director noted in the Curtailment Order,
consistent with Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 816,252 P.3d at 97, "[u]ncertainty in the model
justifies use of a trim line." Curtailment Order, p. 40, ~[ 55 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4227). In
delineating a trim line using the Great Rift, the Director considered there is uncertainty in the
predicted increase in spring flow resulting from curtailment and that the actual response may be
lower or higher than predicted. Id. at 'JI 39 (Id. at 4226). The Director did not err by taking
model uncertainty into consideration when delineating a trim line in this matter.
2. The Great Rift Trim Line is Scientifically Grounded and Supported by the Record.
Rangen argues the Director's delineation of a trim line using the Great Rift is arbitrary in
that it has no scientific basis or support in the record. Rangen Brief at 47-49. An action is
"arbitrary if it was done in disregard of the facts and circumstances presented or without
adequate determining principles." Am. Lung Ass'n of Idaho/Nevada v. State, Dept. of Agric., 142
Idaho 544,547, 130 P.3d 1082, 1085 (2006) (citing Enterprise, Inc. v. Nampa City, 96 Idaho
734, 536 P.2d 729 (1975)). Contrary to Rangen's assertion, the Director's application of the trim
line using the Great Rift is grounded in numerous scientifically supported findings in the record.
Using ESP AM 2.1, Department staff simulated curtailment of ground water rights for
irrigation within the model boundaries bearing priority dates later than July 13, 1962, the priority
date of Rangen's water right no. 36-02551. Curtailment Order, p. 23, 'JI 103 (R. Vol. XXI, p.
4210). The simulated increase in discharge to the Rangen model cell at steady state is 17.9 cfs.
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Ex. 3203, p. 6. Department staff eliminated points of diversion inside the model boundary but
outside the boundary of common ground water supply as described in Rule 50 of the CM Rules.
Curtailment Order, p. 24, <J[ 104 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4211 ). After removal of these points of

diversion from the simulation, the model predicted a total of 16.9 cfs of reach gains to the
Rangen cell attributable to modeled curtailment of junior ground water diversions within the area
of common ground water supply at steady state. Id.
In model simulations of curtailment for each model cell, Department staff determined the
percentage of water that would accrue to the Rangen cell and the percentage that would accme to
other spring cells or river reaches. Id. at Cj[ 105 (Id.). A map of the ESPA showing the depletion
percentage for each model cell with respect to spring discharge in the Rangen cell is provided in
Figure 1. Ex. 3203, p. 9.
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Figure 1. Depletion percentages indicating the portion of curtailed ground water use
predicted to accrue to the Rangen model cell.

Department staff used ESPAM 2.1 to predict the benefit to discharge in the Rangen
model cell resulting from curtailment within areas bounded by various depletion percentages.
See Figure 2 below, taken from Exhibit 3203, p. 51. For each depletion percentage, the
predicted increase in discharge in the Rangen model cell was plotted against the number of
curtailed acres.
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Figure 2. Acres of ground water irrigation curtailed and simulated increase in spring
discharge in the model cell.

This chart illustrates the benefit of curtailment with respect to the number of acres
curtailed diminishes significantly where the depletion percentage approaches 1.0 to 1.5% and the
benefit approaches approximately 14.3 to 14.6 cfs. Curtailment Order, p. 25, 'l[ 106 (R. Vol.

XXI, p. 4212). Because Rangen is only entitled to the portion of the benefit that is predicted to
accrue to Curren Tunnel, a revised chart was prepared (Figure 3). This chart also illustrates that
the benefit of curtailment with respect to the number of acres curtailed diminishes significantly
where the depletion percentage for the Rangen model cell approaches 1.0 to 1.5% and the
corresponding benefit to Curren Tunnel approaches approximately 9.0 to 9.2 cfs. Curtailment

Order, p. 26, <j[ 107 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4213).
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Figure 3. Acres of ground water irrigation curtailed and predicted increase in spring
discharge from Curren Tunnel.

The diminishing benefits correspond with the location of the Great Rift (Figure 4 ), where
low transmissivity impedes the transmission of water through the aquifer. Ex. 3203, p. 8.
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Figure 4. Delineation of area west of the Great Rift.

If ground water points of diversion located east of the Great Rift are eliminated from the
simulation (Figure 5), ESPAM 2.1 predicts the curtailment of the remaining junior wells in the
area of common ground water supply would accrue 14.4 cfs of benefit to the Rangen model cell
at steady state. The predicted increase in discharge to Curren Tunnel is 9.1 cfs (63% of 14.4 cfs).
Curtailment Order, p. 28, lj[ 109 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4215).
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Figure 5. Junior ground water irrigated lands within area of common ground water and
west of the Great Rift.
Curtailment of junior ground water irrigation west of the Great Rift would dry up
approximately 157,000 acres, resulting in curtailment of irrigation of approximately 17,000 acres
per cfs of predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel. Id. at~[ 110 (Id. at 4227). Curtailment of
junior ground water irrigation east of the Great Rift would dry up approximately 322,000
additional acres, resulting in curtailment of irrigation of approximately 204,000 acres per cfs of
predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel. Id.

In light of the technical analyses conducted by Department staff using ES PAM 2.1
described above, the Director concluded curtailment of ground water diversions on the east side
of the Great Rift is not justified. Id. at 40, 'l[ 55 (Id. at 4227). The Director' s decision to
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delineate a trim line using the Great Rift is supported by numerous scientific findings in the
record and was not made in disregard of the facts and circumstances presented or without
adequate determining principles.

G.

RANGEN IS NOT ENTITLED TO ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
Rangen asserts it "is entitled to attorney fees and costs should it prevail in this action

pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-117(1) and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure."
Opening Brief at 7. Idaho Code § 12-117(1) provides:

Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any proceeding involving as adverse
parties a state agency or a political subdivision and a person, the state agency, political
subdivision or the court hearing the proceeding, including on appeal, shall award the
prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and other reasonable expenses, if
it finds that the nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law.
This provision applies to petitions for judicial review or any appeal from any administrative
proceeding. Idaho Code§ 12-117(5)(c).
Rangen is not entitled to attorney fees and costs in this matter. The Director's factual
findings challenged by Rangen are supported by substantial and competent evidence and his
determinations of legal issues are not clearly erroneous.

CONCLUSION
The name Martin-Curren Tunnel is not ambiguous and does not create a latent ambiguity
in the partial decrees for water right nos. 36-2551 and 36-7694. The point of diversion element
decreed by the SRBA district court unambiguously limits diversions under Rangen's water right
nos. 36-2551 and 36-7694 to the following ten-acre tract: T07S Rl4E S32 SESWNW.
Therefore, by the unambiguous terms of its SRBA partial decrees, Rangen is not authorized to
divert water from sources outside T07S R14E S32 SESWNW, including the Bridge Diversion.
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The Director is statutorily obligated to distribute water consistent with the SRBA partial
decrees issued by the SRBA District Court. Idaho Code § § 42-607, 42-1420. Estoppel is not
appropriate when it would serve to prevent a governmental entity from undertaking its statutorily
obligated actions. Even if this Court were to conclude that quasi-estoppel may be invoked
against a governmental entity, the elements of quasi-estoppel are not met in this circumstance.
The Director's adoption of Sullivan's regression analysis and determination that junior
groundwater users are using water efficiently and without waste are supported by substantial
evidence. Application of the Great Rift trim line was not arbitrary and the Director did not err by
considering model uncertainty and diminishing benefits of curtailment when delineating the trim
line.
Rangen is not entitled to attorney fees and costs in this matter because the Director's
factual findings challenged by Rangen are supported by substantial and competent evidence and
his determinations of legal issues are not clearly erroneous.

<?~

DATED this_()_ day of August, 2014.
LA WRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
CLIVE J. STRONG
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I.

STATEMENT OF CASE

Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") and the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGW A") have
both filed Petitions for Judicial Review challenging various aspects of Director Gary R.
Spackman's Final Order Regarding Delivery Call; Curtailing Groundwater Rights Junior to July
13, 1962 ("Final Order") and Order on Reconsideration. The two Petitions have been consolidated.
Rangen' s Statement of Case set forth in its Opening Brief is hereby incorporated by reference and
will not be repeated here.

II.

STANDARDOFREVIEW

The standard of review for factual matters under the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act
is as follows:
The Idaho Administrative Procedures Act (IDAPA) governs the review of local
administrative decisions. In an appeal from the decision of district court acting in its
appellate capacity under the IDAPA, this Court reviews the agency record
independently of the district court's decision. The Court does not substitute its
judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence presented. The Court
instead defers to the agency's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. In
other words, the agency's factual determinations are binding on the reviewing court,
even where there is conflicting evidence before the agency, so long as the
determinations are supported by substantial competent evidence in the record. Here,
the Board is treated as an administrative agency for purposes of judicial review ....
The Court may overturn the Board's decision where the Board's findings: (a) violate
statutory or constitutional provisions; (b) exceed the agency's statutory authority; (c)
are made upon unlawful procedure; (d) are not supported by substantial evidence in
the record; or (e) are arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. The party
attacking the Board's decision must first illustrate that the Board erred in a manner
specified in LC.§ 67-5279(3), and then that a substantial right has been prejudiced. If
the Board's action is not affirmed, "it shall be set aside ... and remanded for further
proceedings as necessary."
Urrutia v. Blaine County, 134 Idaho 353,357, 2 P.3d 738, 742 (2000) (citations omitted). Courts
review legal issues de novo. Polk v. Larrabee, 135 Idaho 139, 144, 15 P.3d 1147, 1152 (2000).
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III.

ARGUMENT

The basic thrust of IGWA's arguments on appeal is that it is unfair to curtail a substantial
number of ground water irrigated acres to satisfy Rangen's call. IGWA admits that the amount of
water discharging from springs such as the Martin-Curren Tunnel is declining and that one of the
factors responsible for this decline is "groundwater pumping from the ESPA." See, IGWA's
Opening Brief, p. 12.

There has never been any dispute in this case regarding those basic facts.

Simply put, there is not sufficient water flowing from the Martin-Curren Tunnel to satisfy
Rangen's water rights and there would be more water available if junior ground water pumping on
the ESPA were curtailed.
Nonetheless, IOWA argues that curtailment affects too many water rights and irrigated
acres and that the Director has the authority to consider the disproportionate economic impact of
curtailment when deciding Rangen's delivery call.

IGW A is careful not to mention dollar

amounts, but the repeated reference to IGWA's estimate of the number of acres involved makes it
clear that they contend that Rangen's delivery call should be denied because of disproportionate
economic impact or inherent unfairness. In this particular appeal, IGWA's argument has three
basic components: (1) the source of Rangen's water rights is ground water; (2) the Director did
not adequately apply what IGW A refers to as the "doctrine of reasonable use; and (3) the Director
did not properly phase-in curtailment. Each of these arguments should be rejected for the reasons
stated below. It should be noted at the outset, however, that the underlying predicate for IGW A's
arguments on appeal has been specifically rejected by the Idaho Supreme Court. "A delivery call

cannot be denied on the ground that curtailment of junior appropriators would result in
substantial economic harm." Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,803,252
P.3d 71, 84 (2011) (emphasis added).
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A. The Director Correctly Determined that the Source of Rangen's Water Rights is
Surface Water.
Nearly twenty years ago in Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392, 871 P.2d 809 (1994), the
Idaho Supreme Court adjudicated water rights involving the Martin-Curren Tunnel

the source

designated on the Partial Decrees for Rangen's water rights. The Supreme Court specifically
described the source of water as spring water in its opinion. See, 125 Idaho at 394,871 P.3d at
811. Spring water is surface water-not groundwater. See, Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman,
150 Idaho 790, 804, 252 P .3d 71, 85 (2011) IGW A filed an Amie us Brief in support of rehearing
after the Supreme Court issued the Musser decision. Apparently not realizing that the Court had
described the source as "spring water," IGWA argued that the Idaho Supreme Court wrongly
determined that the Martin-Curren Tunnel is ground water when, in fact, the water is surface water.
IGWA argued:
The Court also failed to address the threshold question of whether the
Mussers were ground or surface water diverters (which would be relevant if the
Court concluded that section 42-226 applies only in contests among ground water
users). Nor was this question addressed below (because section 42-226 was not in
issue). The Court apparently assumed, without the benefit of an adequate
factual record or legal analysis, that the Mussers' spring-fed tunnel is a ground
water right. This conclusion, however, is probably wrong. Idaho's water code
lumps springs and lakes together with surface rights. I.C. § 42-201. Ground
water is made subject to appropriation by the separate provision in I.C. § 42226. This distinction is discussed in Branson v. Miracle, 107 Idaho 221, 225,
687 P.2d 1348, 1352 (1984), which declared that water from an underground
mine tunnel was ground water, not spring water: "The water flow did not issue
naturally from the surface of the earth; thus it was not a spring." In contrast,
the Mussers' water source is a natural spring (albeit one which has been
improved with an artificial tunnel).
See, Amicus Curiae Brief of Idaho Ground Water Association (March 30, 1994), p. 9 fn 7
(emphasis added) (attached hereto as Appendix A) (emphasis added).
The source of Rangen's water has not changed over the nearly twenty years that have
passed since the Musser call was decided. The Director correctly found that the source ofRangen's
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water rights is surface water and that decision should be affirmed. (R., Vol. 21, p. 004163-64 at
~~

25-28).
Section 42-1420(1) of the Idaho Code makes it clear that a decree entered in a general

adjudication is conclusive. It states in relevant part: "The decree entered in a general adjudication
shall be conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights in the adjudicated system .... "
LC.§ 42-1420(1); see e.g., In Re Snake River Basin Water System, 115 Idaho I, 7, 764 P.2d 78,
84 (1988) (explaining that a decree entered in a "general adjudication" is "one in which the rights
of all claimants on a stream system, as between themselves, are ascertained and officially stated.").
The Idaho Supreme Court has explained that finality in water rights is essential and that making a
change to a water right is tantamount to changing a description of real property:
Finality in water rights is essential. "A water right is tantamount to a real property
right, and is legally protected as such." Crow v. Carlson, I 07 Idaho 461, 465, 690
P .2d 916, 920 (1984). An agreement to change any of the definitional factors of a
water right would be comparable to a change in the description of property. Olson
v. Idaho Dept. of Water Resources, 105 Idaho 98,101,666 P.2d 188, 191 (1983).
State v. Nelson, 131 Idaho 12, 16,951 P.2d 943,947 (1998).
In this case, the SRBA adjudicated and decreed the source of Rangen's water rights when
it entered the Partial Decrees in Rangen's favor. (See, Exhs. 1026 and 1028). The decreed source
of the two rights is the "Martin-Curren Tunnel; tributary to Billingsley Creek." (See id.) Rangen's
Partial Decrees follow the standard SRBA form. The form is based on the Director's Report filed
by the Department. Section 42-140l(B) of the Idaho Code explains the role that the Department
played in the SRBA. It states in relevant part:
(I) the Director's role under this chapter is as an independent expert and technical
assistant to assure' that claims to water rights acquired under state law are
accurately reported in accordance with the procedures of chapter 14, title 42, Idaho
Code. The director shall make recommendations as to the extent of beneficial use
and administration of each water right under state law and may use parameters for
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quantification of beneficial use recommended for rights within climatic regions of
the state.
LC. § 42-1401 B(l ). To fulfill its role as an independent expert and technical assistant, the
Department was required to file a Director's report on the Snake River Basin which included
determination of the following elements of the water rights within the basin:
(a)

the name and address of the claimant;

(b)

the source of water;

(c)

the quantity of water used describing the rate of water diversion or, in the
case ofan instream flow right, the rate of water flow in cubic feet per second
or annual volume of diversion of water for use or storage in acre-feet per
year as necessary for the proper administration of the water right;

(d)

the date of priority;

(e)

the legal description of the point(s) of diversion; if the claim is for an
instream flow, then a legal description of the beginning and ending points
of the claimed instream flow;

(f)

the purpose of use;

(g)

the period of the year when water is used for such purposes;

(h)

legal description of the place of use; ....

(i)

conditions on the exercise of any water right included in any decree, license,
or approved transfer application; and

(j)

such remarks and other matters as are necessary for definition of the right,
for clarification of any element of a right, or for administration of the right
by the director.

LC. § 42-1411 (emphasis added).
The Department has promulgated an extensive set of rules governing its role in the
adjudication process. See IDAPA 37.03.01 (Adjudication Rules). The Department's Adjudication
Rules actually specify how water sources were to be listed in the claim forms used in the SRBA.
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The claim fonns were the basis for the partial decrees that were entered in the SRBA. Rule
37.03.01.060.02.c states:
Source of Water Supply. The source of water supply shall be stated at item three
(3) of the fonn.
i.
For surface water sources, the source of water shall be identified by the
official name listed on the U.S. Geological Survey Quadrangle Map. If no official
name has been given, the name in local common usage should be listed. If there is
no official name, the source should be described as "unnamed stream" or "spring."
The first named downstream water source to which the source is tributary shall also
be listed. For ground water sources, the source shall be listed as "ground
water."
IDAPA 37.03.01.060.02.c (emphasis added).
Rangen's Partial Decrees follow the IDWR format required for surface water. They
describe the source of Rangen's water as the "Martin-Curren Tunnel" - the name of the springs in
local usage since there is no official USGS name. See, Rangen's Opening Brief, pp. 8-19 for a
discussion of the tenn Martin-Curren Tunnel and its reference to the entirety of the springs
complex that forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek. Rangen's Partial Decrees also specify
that the Martin-Curren Tunnel is tributary to Billingsley Creek. The identification of a tributary
is unique to surface water sources. Rangen's Partial Decrees do not specify the source as "Ground
Water" as required if the source is, in fact, ground water. To replace the designation of"MartinCurren Tunnel; tributary to Billingsley Creek" with the designation of "Ground Water" would be
tantamount to a change to the Partial Decrees entered in the SRBA. This is improper.
While it is not necessary or proper to go beyond the Partial Decrees to determine that
Rangen' s water rights are surface water rights

not Ground Water - the evidence outside the

Partial Decrees supports Rangen's position. The License for Water Right No. 36-07694 contains
a note that the "springs" identified as the source of that water are locally known as the "Curran
Tunnel." (See Exh. I 029, pp. 28-29). The SRBA Verification Report prepared by the Department
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for that right also states that the source is known locally as the "Martin-Curren Tunnel." (See, R.,
Vol. 13, p. 002597).

The Department classifies the Martin-Curren Tunnel as "springs" as

evidenced by the results of the Water Right and Adjudication Search done on Water Right No. 3615501 on March 7, 2013. (See, R., Vol. 13, p. 002608). Water Right No. 36-15501 is the
companion right to Rangen's 1962 water right for 48.56 cfs of water. Both rights show "MartinCurren Tunnel; tributary to Billingsley Creek" as the source of those rights.
Once again, the Partial Decrees entered in the SRBA conclusively established that the
source of Rangen's water rights at issue is the "Martin-Curren Tunnel; tributary to Billingsley
Creek." If the source of Rangen 's Water Rights were ground water as IGWA contends then
Rangen's Partial Decrees would show the source as "Ground Water." The Director did not
substitute "Martin-Curren Tunnel; tributary to Billingsley Creek" with "Ground Water" and
neither should the Court. The Court should affirm the Director's decision on this issue.
B. The Broad "Doctrine of Reasonable Use" as it is Described by IGWA Does Not
Exist.

Neither the phrase "doctrine of reasonable use" nor "law of reasonable use" is found in any
reported decision in Idaho. While it is true that various aspects of the diversion and beneficial use
of water are subject to a review of their reasonableness, there is no broad authority to refuse to
administer water rights based upon the perceived unreasonableness of the scope of curtailment.
The Director found that Rangen's means of diversion are reasonable and that Rangen is
beneficially using its water with reasonable efficiency and without waste. Those findings are
supported by substantial evidence in the record. IGW A has not challenged those findings in this
appeal.
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1. IGWA Has Misinterpreted the Director's Statement Concerning "Limited
Discretion."
The first problem with IGWA's reasonable use argument is its assertion that Director
Spackman incorrectly perceived that he had "limited discretion" to apply the law of reasonable
use. IGWA argues: "The errors related to the law of reasonable use appear to stem from the
Director's mistaken perception that he has 'limited discretion' to evaluate whether a means of
appropriation is reasonable." IGWA's Opening Brief, p. 51 (emphasis added). IGWA's argument
here is unclear. To the extent that IGW A is arguing that the Director failed to recognize some kind
of broad discretion to consider the reasonableness of the scope of curtailment, such broad
discretion does not exist. To the extent that IOWA is implying that the Director did not properly
perceive his discretion to consider whether Rangen' s diversion and use of water is reasonable,
IOWA is incorrect. This is a potentially important issue because in analyzing the Director's
decision the Court must determine whether the Director correctly perceived an issue as one of
discretion and acted within the boundaries of his discretion. See, Sun Valley Shopping Ctr. v.
Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1991).
To support its position, IOWA cites paragraph 52 on page 39 of the Director's Final Order.
See FN 230 of IGW A's Opening Brief. IGW A did not set forth the text of paragraph 52 in its
Opening Brief. Paragraph 52 is contained in Section V of the Conclusions of Law. Section Vis
titled: "ESPAM2.l Results and Area of Common Ground Water Supply." The text of paragraph
52 states in its entirety:
The Idaho Supreme Court stated, "Given the nature of the decisions which
must be made in determining how to respond to a delivery call, there must be some
exercise of discretion by the Director." American Falls, 143 Idaho at 875, 154 P.3d
at 446. The Director perceives this issue of a trim line as one of limited discretion
and applies the legal standards established by Idaho courts. Clear Springs, 150
Idaho 813, 252 P .3d at 94.
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(R., Vol. 21, p. 004196) (emphasis added).
Contrary to IGW A's assertion, paragraph 52 has nothing to do with the reasonable use of
water. It has to do with the imposition of a trim line in an area of common ground water supply.
While all agency discretion is limited in the sense that it can be reviewed by courts within certain
parameters, Director Spackman is acknowledging in paragraph 52 that there are serious limitations
on his ability to exclude junior-priority groundwater pumping from a delivery call where the source
of water is known to be hydrologically connected like in the ESPA where there is a common
ground water supply. There is simply no basis in this paragraph or anywhere else in the Final
Order to support IGWA's argument that the Director improperly limited his discretion when
analyzing the reasonable use of water.

2. IGWA Has Misconstrued the Reasonable Diversion Requirement.
The second problem with IGWA's argument is its misinterpretation of the reasonable
diversion requirement.

IGWA argues that Rangen' s diversion and use of spring water is

unreasonable because it will result in "hoarding" or "wasting" water. Although IGWA's argument
has been slightly repackaged, IGWA made the same argument in Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v.
Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,252 P.3d 71 (Idaho 2011), but couched it in terms of"monopolizing''
the aquifer. See, Groundwater Users' Opening Brief, p. 40-44 (attached hereto as Appendix B).
In support of its position IGWA cited Schodde v. Twin Falls Land & Water Company. 224 U.S.
107 (1912)), the same case it relies upon here. IGWA's continued reliance on the Schodde case is
misplaced.
In Schodde, the senior water right holder constructed water wheels to divert water from the
Snake River to irrigate his farm. Twin Falls Land & Water Company later built a dam below
Schodde's water wheels, which caused the current necessary to power the wheels to stop flowing.
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Schodde sued Twin Falls Land & Water Company for damages due to the interference with the
operation of his water wheels. The U.S. Supreme Court rejected Schodde's claim, holding that
Schodde could not appropriate the entire flow of the Snake River in order to power his water
wheels. The Court, however, affirmed that Schodde had the right to use the amount of water
actually appropriated by him and put to beneficial use.
In Clear Springs, Clear Springs Foods and Blue Lake Trout Farms, like Rangen, raised fish
utilizing water rights from "certain springs emanating from the canyon wall along a section of the
Snake River .... Those springs are fed by the aquifer." 150 Idaho at 794, 252 P.3d at 75. The
Director in Clear Springs, like in this case, ordered curtailment. IOWA argued on appeal that the
curtailment orders violated Schodde. After reviewing Schodde, the Idaho Supreme Court stated:
The issue in Schodde was whether the senior appropriator was protected in his
means of diversion, not in his priority of water rights. Thus, In American Falls
Reservoir District No. 2 v. Idaho Department of Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862,
877, 154 P.3d 433, 448 (2007), we cited Schodde for the proposition that
"evaluation of whether a diversion is reasonable in the administration context
should not be deemed a re-adjudication [of a water right]."
150 Idaho at 809,252 P.3d at 90. The Court went on to hold that: "Under the law, the Groundwater
Users' arguments regarding reasonable aquifer levels and full economic development must
challenge the Spring Users' means of diversion." Id. (emphasis added).

It is apparent from the Clear Springs decision that the Idaho Supreme Court rejected
IGWA's argument that the diversion of spring water is per se unreasonable. The Supreme Court
did, however, leave the door open for juniors to avoid a call by proving by clear and convincing
evidence that a particular diversion structure is unreasonable. In this case, the Director's Final
Order tracks the applicable factors of CM Rule 42, the rule used to evaluate whether a water right
holder is suffering material injury and using water efficiently and without waste. (See, R., Vol.
21, p. 004188-93). The Final Order sets forth a detailed discussion of: (i) the amount of water
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from the source (CM Rule 42.01.a -- IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.a); (ii) the existence of measuring
devices (CM Rule 42.01.f - IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.f); (iii) the amount of water diverted
compared to the water right (CM Rule 42.01.e ID APA 37.03.1 I .042.01.e); (iv) existing facilities,
water supplies and needs (CM Rule 42.01.g - IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.g); (v) whether ground
water rights affect the quantity and timing of when water is available (CM Rule 42.0 l .c - ID APA
37.03.11.042.01.c); and (vi) alternate means of diversion (CM Rule 42.01.g - IDAPA
37.03.11.042.01.g). (See id.) Ultimately, the Director concluded that Rangen's methods of
diversion are reasonable in terms of efficiency and conservation practices. (R., Vol. 2 I, p. 004193
at ,I 34). The Director also concluded that Rangen considered alternative means of diversion such
as a pump-back system, vertical well, and horizontal well and that it was reasonable for Rangen to
reject those alternatives. (See id.; see also, R., Vol. 21, p. 004171 at,r 64).
IGW A does not attack the Director's findings except with respect to the pump-back system.
See, IGWA's Opening Brief, p. 62-63 and argument below. There is no way to find that the
Director's analysis of the CM Rule 42 factors was somehow an abuse of discretion, and IGWA
does not even try. Instead of attacking the findings, IGWA wants the Court to redefine what
constitutes a reasonable diversion. IGW A contends it is not the structure used to collect and
transport water that makes a diversion unreasonable or inefficient or wasteful, but instead " ...
what makes an appropriation or diversion unreasonable is its effect on beneficial use of the
resource as a whole." See, IGWA's Opening Brief, p. 46 (emphasis added). This is not the law
in Idaho, and, if it were, ground water pumping in the ESPA should be found to be an unreasonable
diversion because of its known adverse effect on surface water flows. The Director made the
proper analysis of whether Rangen' s diversion structure is reasonable under CM Rule 42 and found
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that it is reasonable in terms of efficiency and conservation. There is no basis for reversing that
determination. As such, the Court should affirm the Director's ruling.

3. There is No Foundation for IGWA's Waste Argument.
Another problem with IOWA's position is its assertion that waste will occur if curtailment
is ordered. There is no legal or factual basis for this assertion. IOWA does not argue that Rangen
wastes water that it has diverted for beneficial use in the Research Hatchery. The Director found
that Rangen beneficially uses the water that it diverts without waste. IOWA has not challenged
this finding. Instead, IOWA urges this Court to adopt a novel concept of "waste" in which all
water that does not reach the Martin-Curren Tunnel is "wasted." The Director correctly perceived
that there is no basis for this novel concept of "waste."
IOWA actually objected to Rangen putting on evidence of how other surface water users
are short of water and how they would benefit from Rangen's delivery call. For example, Rangen
called Frank Erwin, the water master of District 36A, to testify at the hearing. When Rangen began
questioning Mr. Erwin about other users downstream of Rangen being short of water and the
benefit of a water call to them, IOWA objected to the questions on the basis of relevance. (See
Tr., Vol. 1, p. 232, 1. 16 - 234, 1. 8). The Director asked Rangen to respond to the objection and
Rangen pointed out:
Well, one of the issues is that the call doesn't, you know, accrue to -that
not enough of the water that would come - that would be curtailed as a result of
this would accrue to Rangen, and that other people don't benefit. And I think this
goes directly to that issue, that other people benefit if there's curtailment as well.
(Tr., Vol. 1, p. 233, 1. 20- p. 234, 1. 8). The Director sustained the objection and Rangen was not
allowed to put on evidence through Mr. Erwin that others would benefit from the call. (See id.)
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IGWA also objected to Dr. Charles Brockway, Rangen's expert hydrologist, testifying
about the waste issue, but that objection was overruled because the City of Pocatello introduced
the issue through Greg Sullivan, its expert hydrologist:

Q:
Now, I want to talk with you a moment, Dr. Brockway, about the issue of
waste.
You understand that the curtailment of groundwater pumping will benefit
others in addition to Rangen; correct?
A:

It will, yes.
Ms. McHugh: Object. I was going to say objection. Relevance.

The Hearing Officer: We'll, there's been quite a bit of discussion, I think,
coming in regarding the benefits. In fact, I think that may have come in through
Mr. Sullivan, although I don't recall. But I Mr. Haemmerle: It did, Director. There was a chart kind of indicating
where water would flow to in addition to the water at the Rangen cell.
The Hearing Officer: So I assume this is in the nature of rebuttal testimony
again.
Ms. Mc Hugh: And I was just understanding that Mr. Sullivan said benefits
to other areas within the model I mean other reaches, not others, as in, I guess,
the term "others" was used in the questioning.
The Hearing Officer: Perhaps you could clarify, Mr. Haemmerle. But I
assume that's where we were headed.
So objection overruled right now.
Q:
Dr. Brockway, the water that's - that gets curtailed because of the Rangen
call would go to other places and potentially other users.
Do you understand that?
A:

Yes.

Q:
Is it your opinion that the water that does not go to Rangen, is it your opinion
that water is wasted?
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A:

Well, not according to what I believe waste is in the context of a water right.

It - if water is utilized, diverted and utilized for a beneficial use, then to me that
water is not wasted.
Now, some of the allegations have been that because when you curtail the
Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer that a large majority of the curtailed water or the
decrease of - extraction will not go to the calling party, and therefore everything
that doesn't go to the calling party is is categorized as waste.
Well, there are hundreds of springs in the reach of say - of the Snake River
from Kimberly down to King Hill. And all of these springs have suffered from
decreases in spring flow. Many of them are developed for aquaculture and
irrigation and for other purposes. And they have water rights.
So to the extent even though those users did not make a water call, they
receive water from say a Rangen call or another call, and that enhances and
decreases the depletion of their water supply, and they beneficially use it.
So, in my opinion, that water is not wasted. It's different from a term that
we normally think of as, for instance, waste of irrigation water. You diverted it
from the canal, but you never put it on the field, you might want to term that
"waste."
But in the context of a water call and the water not being utilized by the
calling party is not necessarily wasted.
Now, if it gets into the river without having gone through a spring that has
a water right on it, either for irrigation or fish or whatever, when it get in the river,
it's still beneficially used by people like Idaho Power who have bona fide water
rights for hydropower in the river, or it's certainly beneficial for in-stream flows or
meeting minimum flows. So in my opinion, that water isn't wasted either.
So - and you could say if you decrease the depletion from the aquifer, the
water levels rise in the aquifer, which they have to do in order for spring flows to
increase, but that rise in the water table is beneficial also to groundwater pumpers.
It decreases their energy use.
So I have a problem with saying that anything that - any water that does not
go to the calling party is wasted.
(Tr., Vol. 10, p. 2360, l. 16 - p. 2363, I. 22).
The Director made the same point in his Order on Reconsideration:
IGWA's identification of "waste" as an issue arising out of the Rangen curtailment
order is incorrect. The fact that a large portion of the water curtailed will not reach
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Rangen does not mean it is being wasted. Water not reaching Rangen becomes
available to other senior water users in the Thousand Springs area. The water also
benefits other senior water users with pending delivery calls upstream from the
Thousand Springs area (such as the Surface Water Coalition call) because the
benefits of curtailment of ground water rights propagate upstream as well as
downstream. The real issue is to what extent the prior appropriation doctrine as
established under Idaho law allows a senior surface water user to call upon an
aquifer to satisfy a senior water right. The use of the Great Rift as justification for
a trim line strikes an appropriate balance.
(R., Vol. 22, p. 004432).
Dr. Brockway's testimony makes it clear that not only will Rangen benefit from a delivery
call, but so will other downstream surface water users, Idaho Power and even other groundwater
pumpers who are able to pump water more efficiently when aquifer levels rise. Director Spackman
adopted this reasoning in his Order on Reconsideration. There is simply no factual or legal basis
for IGWA's assertion that Rangen's delivery call will result in waste. Therefore, the Director's
decision should be affirmed.

4. The Director's Decision to Reject a Pump-Back System as an Alternate Means of
Diversion is Reasonable.
IGW A also complains in its reasonable use argument that the Director did not adequately
address its contention that Rangen should be required to install a pump-back system before being
permitted to seek curtailment. IGWA's Opening Brief, pp. 62-63. IGW A argues that the findings
of fact are deficient under LC. § 67-5248, and, alternatively, even if they aren't deficient, the
Director's decision should be reversed because it constitutes an abuse of discretion. There is no
merit to IGWA's position.
Section 67-5248 sets forth what a written order must contain under the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act. It states:
(1) An order must be in writing and shall include:
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(a) A reasoned statement in support of the decision. Findings of fact, if set forth in
statutory language, shall be accompanied by a concise and explicit statement of
the underlying facts of record supporting the findings.
(b) A statement of the available procedures and applicable time limits for seeking
reconsideration or other administrative relief.
(2) Findings of fact must be based exclusively on the evidence in the record of the
contested case and on matters officially noticed in that proceeding.
(3) All parties to the contested case shall be served with a copy of the order. The
order shall be accompanied by proof of service stating the service date, each
party who was served and the method(s) of service.
LC.§ 67-5248.
The Director addressed the pump-back system at length in the Final Order. He found:
IOWA and Pocatello also argue that Rangen's use of the water is unreasonable
because Rangen is not recycling the water it has already beneficially used to raise
more fish. Rogers, Vol. VIII, pp. 1843, 1866. Recycling water would require a
pump-back system or reconfiguring the present system for water delivery. Id. Prior
to filing its delivery call, Rangen considered constructing a pump-back system but
ultimately rejected the idea. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 113; Courtney, Vol. II, pp. 400,
404; Rangen Ex. 1203. Raceways require continuous replenishment with fresh
water. Courtney, Vol. II, p. 401. Interruption of this flow would result in the loss
of fish and likely a significant monetary loss. Id. A pump-back system would
require redundant power sources and pumps to ensure that a loss of power or a
pump failure would not deprive fish of water, thereby killing the fish. Courtney,
Vol. I, p. 112; Courtney, Vol. II, p. 401. The cost of building the pump-back system
without the redundant power sources and pumps, was estimated to be $116,000.
Courtney, Vol. II, p. 403. The annual costs of operating the system run between
$22,000 - $46,000. Id. Because of the significant costs to build the project, and
other concerns about the issues of water quality and water temperature, Rangen
ultimately rejected the idea of a pump-back system. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 113. The
cost of building redundant systems along with annual operating costs makes a
pump-back system cost prohibitive.
(R., Vol. 21, p. 004171at164).
The Director's findings on the pump-back system are comprehensive, are based on the
evidence in the record, and contain extensive record citations. In fact, the findings are every bit
as detailed as the Director's findings on the vertical and horizontal well alternatives which IGWA
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does not challenge. (See, R., Vol. 21, p. 004193 at~ 34). The Director's findings satisfy all of
the requirements of LC. § 67-5248 and IGWA 's argument to the contrary should be rejected.
IGWA's alternative argument that the Director's findings are arbitrary or capricious should
likewise be rejected. Under Idaho law, a decision is "capricious" if it was done without a rational
basis. In Re Delivery Call of A&B Irr. Dist., 153 Idaho 500, 511, 284 P.3d 225, 236 (2012)
(citations omitted). A decision is "arbitrary" " ... if it was done in disregard of the facts and
circumstances presented or without adequate determining principles." Id. There is no requirement
that Rangen must change its means of diversion before it can make a delivery call. IGWA does
not cite any authority for this proposition. In fact, IGW A overlooks the fact that the Clear Springs
court acknowledged that even if a change of diversion method is required, it is something that must
be paid for by the junior appropriator

not the senior. See Note 5 in Clear Springs v. Spackman,

150 Idaho 790,810,252 P.3d 71, 91 (2011). The Clear Springs Court noted:
In Parker v. Wallentine, 103 Idaho 506, 514, 650 P.2d 648, 656 (1982), we held,
"the expense of changing the method or means of diversion, however must be paid
by the subsequent appropriator ... so that the [the senior appropriator] will not
suffer any monetary loss.
150 Idaho at 810, n. 5, 252 P .3d at 91, n. 5. If a change of diversion has to be paid for by the junior
then making the change cannot be a requirement before the call is made

the change is an

obligation imposed on the junior as a result of the delivery call.
The bottom line is that the Director carefully considered the pump-back system and
determined that it was reasonable to reject it --- not only because of cost - but also because of
factors such as water quality and temperature. That decision was well-reasoned and informed and
was based on his assessment of the evidence as a whole. There is no basis for the Court to overturn
that decision by finding that it was arbitrary or capricious or otherwise constitutes an abuse of
discretion. The Director's decision on the pump-back system issue should be affirmed.
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C. The Director Did Not Err By Using ESPAM2.1 Without Assigning a Margin of
Error to Implement a Trim Line.
IOWA contends that the Director should have addressed model uncertainty by assigning a
margin of error to ESPAM2. l predictions so that he could implement a trim line to exclude junior
groundwater diversions for which the predicted benefit of curtailment to the senior is smaller than
the margin of error. See, IGWA's Opening Brief, p. 56. IGWA contends that this is the practice
that the Idaho Supreme Court upheld in Clear Springs Foods. Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,
252 P.3d 71 (2011) and it is the practice the director should have used in this case. IGWA's
position is untenable because: (i) the imposition of a trim line has nothing to do with model
uncertainty; and (ii) the uncertainty analysis done by IDWR does not provide a scientific basis for
establishing a margin of error. Despite their own experts' opinions, IOWA refuses to recognize
that the best estimate of the impact of junior-priority ground water pumping on the spring flows at
Rangen's Research Hatchery is the result calculated by ESP AM2 .1 - a model which has undergone
rigorous validation, calibration and uncertainty analyses. The only error the Director committed
with respect to his use of ESPAM2. l was excluding junior-priority groundwater pumping East of
the Great Rift from the curtailment order as discussed at length in Rangen's Opening Brief, pp.
47-50.
1. ESPAM2.1 is the Best Available Science to Evaluate Rangen's Delivery Call.
The Director found in the Final Order that ESPAM2. l is the best available scientific tool
to evaluate Rangen 's delivery call. (R., Vol. 21, p. 004195 at ,r 38). This conclusion is supported
by the IDWR staff report which states: "ESPAM2.1 is the best developed scientific tool for
predicting the effects of junior groundwater pumping on the Buhl to Lower Salmon Falls Spring
reach and at the Rangen spring complex." (Exh. 3203, p. 12). It is also supported by every expert
who testified in this case. All of the experts -- regardless of who hired them -- agreed that
ESPAM2.l is the best available science.

See testimony of Dr. Brockway, Rangen's expert

hydrologist, (Tr., Vol. 10, p. 2340, I. 25- p. 2341, I. 8); Bern Hinckley, IGWA's expert geologist,
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(Tr., Vol. IO, p. 2487, I. 21 -24); Dr. Brendecke, IGWA's expert hydrologist, (Tr., Vol. 12, p.
2793, I. 11-14); Dr. Wylie, IDWR's modeler, (Tr., Vol. 12, p. 2950, I. 3-9); Greg Sullivan,
Pocatello's expert hydrologist, (Tr., Vol, 7, p. I 642, I. 2-15), and Bryce Cantor, FremontMadison's expert, (Tr., Vol. 12, p. 2893, I. 20- 22).
2. ESPAM2.1 is Fundamentally Different than Prior Versions of the Model and
Can be Used to Determine the Impact of Junior-Priority Groundwater Pumping
on Rangen's Water Rights.

Over the years, ID WR has developed several numerical ground water models of the ESP A.
The purpose of these models is to evaluate and understand the interaction between groundwater
and surface-water in the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer. (Exh. 1273A, pg. I). The current version
of the model is ESPAM2. l. ESPAM2 .1 incorporates the best knowledge of the aquifer system
available at this time.
Unlike previous versions of the model, "ESP AM2. l can be used to compute regional
impact on selected individual springs because it was calibrated to spring-specific discharge
measurements." (See, Final Report for ESPAM2. l which is Exh. 1273A, pp. 86-87). One of the
changes made in ESPAM2. l was the development and utilization of calibration targets for spring
flows. (Tr., Vol. 10, p. 2297, L 23 - p. 2298, I. 2; Exh. 1273A, p. 73). The spring calibration
targets are categorized into three groups based upon the nature of the available data. (Exh. 1273A,
p. 75). Group A springs include springs that are measured by the USGS or IDWR. (@ Group
B springs are measured and reported by water users. (!gj Group C springs are not routinely
measured or reported. (Id.) The Rangen spring complex was included as a Group B spring. (Tr.,
Vol.10, p. 2299, line IO; Exh. 1273A, p. 76).
ESPAM2.l was developed in an open, collaborative environment, with guidance from the
Eastern Snake Hydrologic Modeling Committee (ESHMC). (Exh. 3203, p. 3). The ESHMC was
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formed out of the Idaho Technical Committee on Hydrology (the ITCH Committee) in
approximately 2000 to serve as an advisory group for updating and improving the ESPA model.
(Tr., Vol. 10, p. 2294, I. 12 - p. 2295, I. 15).
Experts retained by the parties to this call participated heavily in both the ITCH Committee
and the ESHMC. Dr. Brockway and Greg Sullivan were each members of the ITCH Committee.
(Tr., Vol. 10, p. 2294, I. 10-16; p. 1570 I. 6-10). Dr. Brockway and Mr. Sullivan became members
of the ESHMC when it was formed in 2000. (Tr., Vol. 10, p. 2300, I. 7 - p. 2301, I. 3). Dr.
Brendecke, Bryce Contor, and Dave Colvin and Jim Brannon, two other Rangen experts, were also
members of the ESHMC. (Tr., Vol. 10, p. 2400, I. 16-20; Exh. 1273A, p. 4).
The ESHMC provided a forum for discussing model design, providing interested
parties the opportunity for technical review and input throughout the model
development process. Decisions regarding the conceptual model, model grid size,
drain elevations, locations of transmissivity pilot points, spring discharge and
aquifer head targets, the location of general head boundaries, calibration bounds,
and other model features were presented to the ESHMC with opportunity for
committee members to provide comments and suggest alternative approaches.
(Exh. 3203, p. 3).

3. A Trim Line Does Not Address Model Uncertainty.
Ignoring its own experts opinions, IOWA steadfastly clings to its argument that a trim line
can somehow be related to model uncertainty. During the development of ESPAM2. l the ESHMC
considered the role the Committee should play in terms of addressing a trim line. Mr. Tuthill, then
the Director of ID WR, asked the ESHMC to discuss the following: "Should the ESHMC address
the technical aspects (not policy issues) of a trimline as a function of uncertainty?" (Exh. 1369, p.
1). Some of the Committee Members (Dr. Brockway was one of them), put together a "White
Paper" addressing the issue. (1.4,) Dr. Brendecke, IGWA's expert hydrologist, provided his own
written comments. (See id.) In his comments, Dr. Brendecke wrote: "Apparently Koreny et. al,
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at least partially agree with me, for they repeatedly state in their white paper that 'The trim line
has nothing to do with model uncertainty."' (Id.)
Indeed, the experts testified at the hearing repeatedly stated that the imposition of a trim
line a legal policy decision and is not related to model uncertainty. Dr. Brockway testified:

Q:
Do you believe the trim line has anything to do with uncertainty
whatsoever?
A:

It had nothing to do with the uncertainty in the model.

(Tr., Vol. 10, p. 2329, I. 6-9).
Bern Hinckley, IGWA's expert geologist, testified:

Q:
And I want to be clear, you were asked some questions about uncertainty
and it being tied to the number.
The uncertainty of the model itself has absolutely nothing to do with the
number that you would put on a trim line; is that correct? Or on a zone of exclusion,
excuse me.
A:
No, I think that's one of the many that that one would consider in making
that policy decision. So I would consider it to be a factor, but it doesn't give you a
definitive answer.
(Tr., Vol. 11, p. 2551, I. 9-19).
Dr. Brendecke testified that the imposition of a trim line is a policy decision - not a
technical one -- and that a trim line cannot be derived from model uncertainty. (Tr., Vol. 11, p.
2696, line 12 - p. 2697, line 9). Greg Sullivan also testified that a trim line is a policy decision
and that he cannot link model uncertainty to it:

Q:

Do you think the trim line has anything to do with model uncertainty?

A:

I think it's largely a policy decision.

Q:
And we could wade through your deposition, Greg, but I think over and
over when I asked you that question, you said, it's a policy decision?
A:

I would agree, it's largely a policy decision.
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Q:
When you use words like "largely," it only begs me to ask another question,
so ...
A:
Well, I can't - let me say this another way. I don't have any specific
elements of uncertainty that I want to link to the trim line, but I'm not saying that
there could be none that ever existed.
Q:
Fair enough. In this particular case, there is nothing about your concerns
about uncertainty that you would tag on to a so-called "trim line"; correct?
A:

Right.

(Tr., Vol. 7, p. 1641, line 10-p. 1642, line 1).
Given the testimony of Bern Hinckley and Dr. Brendecke it is unfathomable how IOWA
can now assert in it's Opening Brief that: "The trim line is a product of both Model uncertainty
and the doctrine of reasonable use of water ...." See IGWA's Opening Brief, p. 59. This is
simply false and directly contrary to the testimony of IGW A's own experts.

4. Quantification of Model Uncertainty is Not Necessary.
IDWR performed an uncertainty analysis on ESPAM2. l. The purpose of this analysis was
to gain an understanding of the quality of the model results rather than to attempt to quantify or
place a specific number on uncertainty.

Coming up with such a number, although technically

possible, would be prohibitively expensive and time consuming and would add little to our
understanding of the quality of the model results.
The Department's report on its uncertainty analysis is Exhibit 1277. There are four types
of model uncertainty - conceptual uncertainty (arises because of uncertainty concerning the true
hydro-geologic conditions of an aquifer), parameter uncertainty (arises because not all water
budget parameters can be precisely quantified), internal calibration uncertainty (arises because
there are many combinations of parameters that can lead to a well-calibrated model), and external
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calibration uncertainty (arises because calibration is done to an historical set of data that has its
own uncertainties). (See, Exh. 1369 for a discussion by Dr. Brendecke of uncertainty).
There are two basic ways of expressing the uncertainty in model results. One way is to
determine the probability distribution of the error associated with a model prediction, choose a
confidence limit and state the predicted result with a range determined from the error distribution
and confidence limit.

ilih)

This appears to be what IGW A is arguing should have been done. Dr.

Brockway explained that the "Monte Carlo" method used to do this type of analysis is simply not
feasible in terms of resources or time. (Tr., Vol. 10, p. 2330, I. 22- p. 2331, I. 23). He testified
that it probably would have taken Dr. Wylie, the Department's modeler, the rest of his career with
the Department to do a Monte Carlo analysis. (Tr., Vol.IO, p. 2331, l. 9-13). Dr. Brendecke,
IGWA's expert admitted a Monte Carlo analysis was not a reasonably way of quantifying
uncertainty because of the complexities involved in the ESPAM2.1 model. (Tr., Vol. 11, p. 2699,

I. 7-11. No one within the Department or the ESHMC attempted to quantify uncertainty using a
probability distribution. (Tr., Vol. 10, p. 2331, L 2-8). Bern Hinckley confirmed that no one put
a numerical value to the uncertainty of the model. (Tr., Vol. 11, p. 2552, I. 8-16).

Instead, the

ESHMC chose to conduct what is called a "maximization/minimization" uncertainty analysis.
(See Exh. 1277, a report titled "Enhanced Snake Plain Aquifer Model, Version 2.1, Uncertainty
Analysis"). While the maximization/minimization uncertainty analysis that was done is not as
comprehensive Monte Carlo method, it provides confidence in the predictions of ESPAM2.1. (Tr.
p. 2321, I. 13-21; p. 2325, L 4-9; see also, Exh. 1284, p. 17-18).
The modeling process that went into producing ESPAM2. l resulted in a very "robust
model"; i.e. a high quality model with good calibration results and accurate predictions. (Tr., Vol.
6, p. 1403, I. 7 - p. 1404, I. 5). The best available predictions of junior pumping impacts on the
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Rangen spring complex are those made by ESPAM2.l. (Exh. 1284, p. 17-18, 26). Regardless of
any numeric value of uncertainty, the ESPAM2.1 prediction is currently the best available and
most unbiased prediction. (Exh. 3203, p.21 ). There is no rational basis for assigning any "margin
of error" as IGWA contends because the ESHMC chose to do a maximization/minimization
uncertainty analysis rather than using a Monte Carlo approach because of time and resource
constraints. There simply is no basis for reversing the Director's decision to use ESPAM2.1
without assigning a margin of error.
5. Improvements to the Model Produced Different Results.

IGWA contends that "[t]he most startling aspect of the Final Order is how far the Great
Rift trim line departs from [the] prior trim line applied to the Rangen call. Previously the IDWR
applied a l Opercent trim line, which exposed 735 acres to curtailment. Junior groundwater users
cannot fathom, nor does the Final Order adequately explain, how an upgrade of ESP AM caused
the IDWR to rationalize skyrocketing the curtailment to 157,000 acres." IGWA's Opening Brief,
p. 59. There are two problems with IGWA's position.
First, it is difficult to understand IGWA's surprise that the Director did not use the ten
percent trim line used with ESPAMI.l when using ESPAM2.1 in this case. The Director made it
clear from the very first status conference on January 29, 2012 that ESPAM2.1 functions much
differently than the prior model and that the use of any trim line is much more difficult. In fact,
he told the parties that there may be no trim line involved. The Director explained:

I will tell you, in discussing version 2.1, given the way in which the - and I may
slip in my discussion in representations of the model - in its simulations and
calibrations to spring nodes well, model nodes and springs, rather than reaches of
the river, the use of any kind of trim line is much more difficult.
And trim lines may not be a component at all in using version 2.0. I
don't have any idea. But version 2.0 certainly changes the accuracy and the
way it simulates the impacts of various activities on the plain to a particular
cell or node. It changes of much of that previous analysis. So I'm giving you
more in answering your question. I want to kind of give you a comparison, talking
about version l.1 and 2.0.
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(Tr., 20120109 Pre-Hearing Conf., p. 24, I. 2-16) (emphasis added).
Second, in making this argument it is apparent that IGWA refuses to understand that the
imposition of the Great Rift trim line did not cause the number of curtailed acres to "skyrocket."
What caused the change in the number of acres subject to curtailment is the difference in the way
that ESPAMLI and ESPAM2. l function. The Director addressed IGWA's argument in the Order
on Reconsideration issued on March 4, 2014. (R., Vol. 22, p. 4431). The Director explained that:
While Director Dreher determined in the first Rangen delivery call in 2005 that the
call was futile, the change in result in this proceeding is not due to changes in the
approach used to define the trim line as implied by IGW A. Model predictions of
benefits to springs in the Billingsley Creek area changed significantly in the latest
version of the model because important improvements to spring discharge
calibration targets were made. For example, errors discovered in spring flow
measurements used in the first version of the model were corrected in the new
version of the model and additional, more detailed, spring flow data were available
for calibration of the new version of the model. To imply as IGWA does that the
application of the trim line is the basis for the change in the result is simply
incorrect.
(R., Vol. 22, p. 004431).
IGW A also argues that the Director's ruling set off a "nine-bell" fire alarm for the cities,
dairies, businesses and farmers who were given less than three months to prepare for curtailment.

If it is true that IGW A and its members were surprised by the Director's decision, this is shocking.
IGWA has known since before 1997 when the Musser case was decided that the MartinCurren Tunnel was short of water. IGW A has known since at least 2003, when Rangen first made
a delivery call, that Rangen was short of water. IGWA's expert witnesses have participated in the
development and refinement of the ground water model used by the Director to determine the
amount of acres to be curtailed since that development began. Rangen made the delivery call at
issue in December 2011 - almost three years ago. The parties had monthly status conferences
until ESPAM2. l was ready to be used and engaged in extensive discovery involving the production
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of tens of thousands of documents, and, at last count, nearly 60 depositions. IGW A's attorneys
received the Department's Staff Report in February 2013, deposed the Department's staff, and
participated in 16 days of testimony during the hearing on this matter in May 2013. The Director
issued his opinion on January 29, 2014- more than 8 months after the hearing took place.
Rangen actually anticipated IGW A and its members' claim of surprise and during a status
conference on May 24, 2012 raised the issue of providing notice of the delivery call to juniorpriority ground water pumpers:
Ms. Brody:
Yeah, especially because - and I appreciate the director's comments
this morning that you were looking at an April 1 drop-dead date, but it's one of
those things, depending upon when orders get issued you hate to bump up against
arguments like, well, we're not prepared for this, we haven't taken this into
consideration. And so I guess from our perspective it's good to let everybody know
this is out there.
(Tr., 20120522 Pre-Hearing Conf., p. 44, l. 2-9). The Director advised counsel for IGWA that it
had the responsibility of notifying its members ahead of a formal hearing of the possibility of
curtailment. (.!fh, I. I 0-22). IGWA unequivocally rejected the Director's suggestion and indicated
that they are not going to send out notices to individual groundwater users. (.!fh at p. 43, l. 23 - p.
44, l. 4). IGWA has known about the risks involved in Rangen's delivery call from the outset, and
it's continued cries of unfair surprise are not well taken.
D. IGWA's Plan to Phase-In Curtailment in Twenty Percent Increments Would
Deprive Rangen of the Water to Which it is Entitled.

IGWA contends that the Director's five-year phase-in of mitigation is improper and that
he should have ordered the incremental curtailment of twenty percent ofjunior irrigated acres each
year until full curtailment is reached. IGWA argues that the Director has implemented a "new
interpretation" of the phase-in rule and that it is improper.
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To begin with, it is worth noting that IDWR has never actually implemented curtailment
in any of the surface water delivery calls that have been made since the Conjunctive Management
rules were adopted. There is no precedent for determining how actual curtailment should be done
and the Snake River Farms opinion cited by IGW A does not spell out the procedure either.
In this case, the Director gave IGWA two mitigation options to avoid curtailment. The
first option is to file a mitigation plan which provides a simulated steady state benefit of 9.1 cfs to
the Martin-Curren Tunnel. (R., Vol. 21, p. 004199). The second option is to provide direct flow
to the Martin-Curren Tunnel over a five- year period as follows:
Director's Requirement

IGWA's 20% Incremental
Phase-In

Year One

3.4 cfs

.70

Year Two

5.2 cfs

1.9

Year Three

6.0 cfs

3.2

Year Four

6.6 cfs

4.3

Year Five

9.1 cfs

I GW A argues that the problem with the Director's mitigation requirement is that in Year
Five the junior-users are required to deliver more water than would accrue if full curtailment were
implemented. IGWA does not have any problem arguing, however, that curtailment should be
phased-in using twenty percent increments even though it means that Rangen would receive
substantially less water each year than would accrue through full curtailment. The Director pointed
out in his Order on Reconsideration how much Rangen would receive if curtailment were
implemented as IGWA advocates. (R., Vol. 22, p. 004433). Those numbers are set forth in the
chart above. As between Rangen and the junior-priority groundwater users who are causing
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material injury, it makes sense for the junior-users to have to come up with more water in Year
Five than forcing Rangen to continue to accept less water than would otherwise accrue through
full curtailment for years. The reality is that junior-priority groundwater pumping has been
injuring the use of Rangen's water rights for years. It has been eleven years since Rangen made
its first delivery call and Rangen has yet to see one drop of water added to its direct flow or
curtailment. If the junior users were to fail to deliver the direct flow at any time during the phasein, Rangen would sustain even more damage.
Besides the fundamental unfairness of IGWA's position, phasing-in curtailment in twenty
percent increments would violate the prior appropriation doctrine. For example, in Year One,
eighty percent of the junior-priority ground water rights would be allowed to continue to divert
out-of-priority.

The fact that there are economic impacts from curtailment should not be a

consideration for the Director or the Court. As pointed out previously, the Idaho Supreme Court
ruled in Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,252 P.3d 71 (2011) that a delivery
call cannot be denied on the ground that it would result in substantial economic harm. Clear
Springs, 150 Idaho at 803,252 P.3d at 84. Using economic harm to evaluate a call violates Article

XV, § 3 of the Idaho Constitution which provides that "Priority of appropriation shall give the
better right as between those using the water .... " Id. If economic harm cannot be the basis for
evaluating a delivery call, it certainly should not be the basis for delaying a mitigation obligation.
There is no room in Idaho law or equity for the phase-in IGW A advocates. IGWA's argument
should be rejected.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

The Director did not err on any of the issues identified in IGWA's Opening Brief. IGWA's
appeal should be dismissed in its entirety and Rangen should be awarded costs and fees in
accordance with the authorities set forth above.
DATED this 8th day of August, 2014.

HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE, PLLC
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I.

The "full economic development" criterion in section 42-226
governs the administration of the.Mussers' water right.
A.

Section 42-226 was intended to apply to all water rights
affected by ground water.

IGWA contends that, as a matter of statutory interpretation, the "full
economic development" criterion spelled out in section 42-226 applies to all water
rights affected by ground water pumping.7 Indeed, it would be unworkable for
the statute to apply to..~ sharply limited set of ground water rights. The entire
thrust of the Ground Water Act is to integrate the management of all ground
water rights (except for those excepted under the domestic well exemption, LC.§
42-227) in order to maximize the yield and public benefit from the public's
resource and achieve the goal of "full economic development."
Requiring a reasonable means of diversion for some irrigation, industrial

The Court did not address the question of whether section 42-226 and the rest of the
Ground Water Act is app1icable to the allocation and administration of water rights between
ground and surface water users, or whether it is limited to contests among ground water users.
IGWA contends that the Act was intended to remove any distinction between ground and surface
users to ensure that all are treated alike under the Prior Appropriation Doctrine. That is, the Act
simply codified the great body of common law which had reached that conclusion that ground and
surface waters must be regulated conjunctively when they are hydrologically joined.
The Court also failed to address the threshold question of whether the Mussers were
ground or surface water diverters ( which would be relevant if the Court concluded that section 42226 applies only in contests among- ground water users). Nor was this question addressed below
(because section 42-226 was not in issue). The Cou:rt apparently assumed, without the benefit of a
an adequate factual record or legal analysis, that the Mussers' spring-fed tunnel is a ground water
right. This conclusion, however, is probably wrong. Idaho's water code lumps springs and lakes
together with surface rights. I.C. § 42-101. Ground water is made subject to appropriation by the
separate provision in I.C. § 42-226. This distinction is discussed in Branson u. Miracle, 107 Idaho
221, 225, 687 P.2d 1348, 1352 (1984), which declared that water from an underground mine tunnel
was ground water, not spring water: "The water flow did not issue naturally from the surface of
the earth; thus it was not a spring-." In contrast, the Mussers' water source is a natural spring
(albeit one which has been improved with an artificial tunnel).
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INTRODUCTION
The Surface Water Coalition 1 is involved in these proceedings for the limited purpose of
addressing the use of the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Model 2.1 ("ESPAM 2.1 ") in the
administration of water rights by the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR" or
"Department"). In the Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition for Delivery Call;

Curtailing Groundwater Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 (Jan. 29, 2014) ("Rangen Order"), R.
Vol. 21 at 4158, the Director affirmed the use of ESPAM 2.1 in administration. The undisputed
testimony at the hearing agreed that ESPAM 2.1 is a significant scientific advancement over
ESPAM 1.1.
The results ofESPAM 1.1 were qualified through the use of a "trim line"-a
geographical demarcation outside which junior groundwater rights were not subject to
administration. According to the Director, a l 0% trim line was necessary under ESP AM 1.1 due
to uncertainties in certain model inputs. Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,
812-13 (2011 ). Since ESPAM 2.1 is a significant improvement over ES PAM 1.1, it follows,
therefore, that ESPAM 2.1 would lead to different results and have a different uncertainty
analysis. Importantly, the calibration and results of ESP AM 2.1, or future models, may eliminate
the perceived need for any uncertainty based trim line altogether. As technology advances, so
too does the Director's ability to identify the impacts of groundwater diversions and
curtailments.
In the Rangen Order, the Director made erroneous findings relating to the Supreme
Court's prior treatment of the trim line. According to the Director, "the applicability of a trimline was previously litigated in the Clear Springs delivery call" and that "the argument that no
1

The Surface Water Coalition or Coalition is comprised of A&B Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir
District #2, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal
Company and Twin Falls Canal Company.
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trim line is appropriate was considered and rejected in Clear Springs." R. Vol. 21 at 4224 &
4226. This conclusion errs in its attempt to stretch the finding in Clear Springs

affirming a

I 0% trim line under ES PAM 1.1. only - to apply to any and all groundwater modeling. In truth,
there is no law that mandates the use of a trim line in all administrative cases. Any finding that a
trim line must be used in all situations

regardless technological advancements in the modeling

- is erroneous and must be overturned.
The Idaho Groundwater Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") have also appealed the Rangen

Order. IGWA would have the Court believe that groundwater users were deceived into
developing the State's groundwater resources. Now that those groundwater diversions have
combined to materially injure water users throughout the Eastern Snake Plain, they would have
the Court create a rule to allow them to continue diverting, without consequence - regardless of
the impacts on senior water rights. Fortunately for Rangen, the Surface Water Coalition and
other holders of senior water rights, the law does not create any such defense to administration.

If a water user is found to be causing, or contributing to, material injury to senior water rights,
then that water use must be curtailed or mitigation must be provided. CM Rules 40, 42 & 43.
The law is clear and must be followed.
It is undisputed that ESP AM 2.1 represents the best available science and provides the
most scientifically accurate method of predicting the hydrology of the Eastern Snake Plain
Aquifer ("ESPA"). In fact, IGW A repeatedly reminds the Court that ESP AM 2.1 "is the best
science available." E.g. IGWA Br. at 15. Notwithstanding this assurance, however, IGWA
would have the Court believe that the results of ESP AM 2.1 cannot be trusted - that the results
cannot accurately or effectively determine impacts to Rangen's water rights from groundwater
diversions. It spends much of its brief attempting to discredit the ESP AM 2.1 results by
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challenging the Department's uncertainty analysis, treatment of the Hagerman Rim, Rangen
model cell and bias. IGWA Br. at 15-20.
IGW A claims that the only solution to these alleged technical problems is the
implementation of a I 0% trim line. Id. at 56-62. According to IGW A, Supreme Court decisions
have determined that the Director must always apply a trim line of I 0% - if not more

to

modeling results. Yet, the law does not support this contention. Importantly, neither does the
science. The undisputed and overwhelming testimony and evidence at hearing was that there is
no scientific or technical justification for any trim line on ESP AM 2.1 results. For example, the
City of Pocatello - another groundwater user participating in the administrative proceedings
argued before the Director that ''there does not appear to be a basis to adopt a trim line based on
specific technical uncertainty analysis." R. Vol. 18 at 3808; Tr. at 1641, 11.12-16 (Sullivan
testimony) (Pocatello's engineering testifying that there is no technical basis for a trim line as it
is "largely a policy decision"). IGWA's own experts agreed. Id. at 2697, ll.3-4 (Brendecke
testimony) ("the trim line is a policy matter and not a technical one"); e.g., Id. at 2551, In. 17
(Hinckley testimony) (frequently referring to the trim line as a "policy decision").
IG WA' s claim that the I 0% trim line is etched in stone and must be used into perpetuity
cannot withstand scrutiny. It claims that groundwater users must have certainty moving forward
- certainty that can only be provided by using a 10% trim line. In the end, IGWA's arguments
are nothing more than an effort to avoid responsibility for the injurious depletions caused by
groundwater diversions. The law does not condone such actions and, therefore, IGWA's appeal
should be rejected.
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ISSUE PRESENTED ON APPEAL
Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 35(b)(4), the Coalition asserts the following issue:
a.

Whether the Director erred in concluding that "the applicability of a trim-line was

previously litigated in the Clear Springs delivery call" and that ''the argument that no trim line is
appropriate was considered and rejected in Clear Springs?"

ARGUMENT

I.

ESPAM 2.1 Represents the Best Science Available and the "Most Robust" Model
for Administering Water Rights Along the ESPA.
Although IGW A admits that ESPAM 2.1 is the best science, it spends much of its brief

attempting to cast doubt on the modeled results in these proceedings. These arguments,
however, do not discredit the model or its results - rather, as the testimony at the hearing
confirmed, these questions only confirmed the "robust" nature of ESPAM 2.1.
Prior to the hearing, the Department issued a Stqff Memorandum, concluding that
ESPAM 2.1 represents the best available science. Ex. 1319. After listening to the testimony at
the hearing - including concerns raised by IOWA- the Department's expert witness, Dr. Alan
Wylie, testified that, although there may be shortcomings, the model is the "best science" and is
well suited for administration:

Q. MR. MAY: Do you believe that Exhibit 2300 shows, in your
opinion, that the model is well calibrated and does a good job of predicting the
impact of curtailment at Rangen Springs?
A. DR. WYLIE: I'm very pleased with the calibration we got. I agree
with Mr. Hinckley and Dr. Brendecke that there are shortcomings. I think
from participating here well, from observing that I got some pearls of
wisdom that I can work on to try to improve. It always - criticizing someone
else's model is the easiest job you can get paid to do.

Q. Do you believe that it is, however, well calibrated and it's the best
science that we have?
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A. It's the best science we have, yes.
Q. And did anything that you heard while you were sitting through
the hearing today change that opinion?

A. No.
Tr. at 2949-50 (emphasis added). Pocatello's witness, Gregory Sullivan, testified that he has no
"specific criticisms ofESPAM 2.1," Tr. at 1465, 11.21-23, and that ESPAM 2.1 represents "the
best available science," id. at 2739, 11.9-14.
The final report for ESPAM 2.1 concluded:
Although every model represents a simplification of complex processes, with
the ESPAM being no exception, ESPAM 2.1 is the best available tool for
understanding the interaction between groundwater and surface water on
the Eastern Snake Plain. The science underlying the production and
calibration of ESPAM 2.1 reflects the best knowledge of the aquifer system
available at this time. ESPAM 2.1 was calibrated to 43,165 observed aquifer
levels, 2,248 river gain and loss estimates, and 2,845 transient spring discharge
measurements collected from 14 different springs. Calibration parameters
indicate an excellent representation of the complex hydrologic system of the
eastern Snake Plain.
Exhibit 1273A at 89 (emphasis added).
Through its Staff Memorandum, the Department further stated:
Numerical models are recognized by the U.S. Geological Survey as the most
robust approach for predicting the effects of groundwater pumping on surfacewater discharge (Barlow and Leake, 2012). A numerical model is able to
account for spatial variation in hydrogeologic features and aquifer stresses, and
the temporal variation of aquifer stresses. ESPAM2. l accounts for these
features within the constraints of a one-square-mile model grid and one-month
stress periods, which is superior to any other predictive method developed for
the ESPA to date. Geologic controls on hydrologic responses to aquifer stress
are reflected in the discharge and aquifer head data used to calibrate the
model.ESPAM2. l, like all groundwater models, is an imperfect approximation
of a complex physical system, but it is the best available scientific tool for
predicting the effects ofgroundwater pumping on discharge at the Rangen
spring cell and other spring and river reaches. ESPAM2. l is a regional
groundwater model and is suitable to predict the effects of junior groundwater
pumping on discharge at the Rangen spring cell because the spring discharge
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responds to regional aquifer stresses, and junior groundwater pumping is a
dispersed, regional aquifer stress.
Ex. 1319 at 2 (emphasis added); id at 3 (ESP AM 2.1 is the best available science).
ESPAM 2.1 is a significant improvement over ESPAM I.I, as Dr. Charles Brockway,
expert for Rangen, testified:
Q. MR. HAEMMERLE: And what was the - what was driving a
better model better than 1.1? In other words, why was 2.0 created?

A. DR.BROCKWAY: Well, various reasons it was created. I think
it was recognized that there were some deficiencies in ESPAM-1.1. It had been
a number of years since the datasets for ESPAM-1 and - 1.0 and I were
developed. We had more and better data, both on measured discharges, well
measurements. There was a feeling that - I believe that the ESPAM-1.1, the
grid spacing could be improved to - to enhance the precision of simulations
from the groundwater model. So there were a number of things driving the
development of an updated or enhanced ESP A I model.
Tr. at 2296-97.
The process of developing the model was a rigorous one, spanning several years and
involving several parties representing various interests. Dr. Brockway discussed one aspect of
that process - calibration:
Q. MR. HAEMMERLE: Was there any point in time when Mr. Wylie
presented you with a calibration run that he thought this is it?

A. DR. BROCKWAY:

Yeah, ultimately he did.

Q. And I think that was under the ESPAM-2.0?

A. Yes.
Q. How was that presented to the committee?

A. Well, Mr. Wylie at every meeting would present the calibration
runs he had done since the last meeting, at which time he received input from
the committee members as to "Well, why don't you try this. Why don't you do
this." And he would always point out areas that he was having troubles with.
If a certain output wasn't matching as well as he thought, he had some ideas he
wanted to try to make it fit better. And he would review those with the
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committee, and the committee would say "Why don't you go ahead and try
that." And then the next meeting he would report the results of those
additional calibration runs, presenting the simulated output versus the
measured output for springs and for specific hydrographs of water levels, and
eventually he reached the point where, I believe as modelers do, he felt that he
was awfully close and the time and effort to get much closer was probably not
warranted. And so he would he ultimately said, "I believe this is - this is the
one."
Tr. at 2308-11. According to Dr. Brockway, the entire modeling committee agreed that the

model was reasonably calibrated:
Q. Okay. Dr. Brendecke, Mr. Sullivan agreed that number 8 seemed
to present a calibrated run?
A. I think everybody on the committee was convinced that this was as
good as we were going to get in the time frame we had and the resources we
had, and it was a reasonable calibration.

Id. at 2311.
Rangen's witness, David Colvin, further testified, the result of this process is a model that
can be described as "robust":
Q. MR. MAY:
Okay. In general with regard to ESPAM-2.1, do you
have an opinion upon the general quality of the modeling process that went
into producing ESPAM-2.1?

A. MR. COLVIN: I do. I think that the modeling process with IDWR
leading and within the open environment of the committee, that process of
development and just the model procedure development resulted in a very
robust model.
Q. Okay. And could you tell me what it is that you mean by "robust."
A. "Robust," by that I mean the ability of the model to provide
accurate predictions. Because of the overall model quality of the model at
large, even though you might make changes to some smaller parts of the
model, but it - through those changes it would retain the ability to make
accurate predictions.
Q. Okay. And do you have an opinion with regard to ESPAM-2.1
with regard to the quality of the model itself?
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A. I do.

Q. Okay. And what is that?
A. I believe that the model itself is a high-quality model with good
calibration results and accurate predictions.

A. . .. And to me, this shows that the modeling process led up to
ESPAM-2.0 that is a robust model, and was even further improved with
ESPAM-2.l.
Tr. 2403-06; see also Id. at 2327, 11.14-16 (Brockway Testimony) (describing ESPAM 2.1 as
"robust").
During the hearing, IOWA attempted to challenge the model's ability to predict impacts
at the particular spring from which Rangen diverts its water rights. However, no party
challenged ESPAM 2.1 's use as a regional model. Indeed, although alternative models were
provided by Dr. Brendecke, on behalf of IGW A, Dr. Wylie testified that they merely illuminated
the robust nature of ESP AM 2.1:
A. DR. WYLIE:
Rangen is fairly robust.

Q. MR.MAY:

It made me pretty confident that what we've done at

And why did it give you that confidence?

A. The AMEC 1 had almost exactly the same sum of squared
residuals for Rangen and a very, very similar value for the whole model
curtailment. And AMEC 2, the residuals were higher for Rangen, but they
changed the weights. So I don't know how much of that was a result of
changing the weights. But they also - that also had very similar curtailment
values for Rangen.
Tr. at 2925-26. 2 In the end, although IGW A "heroically" attempted to discredit the results of
ESPAM 2.1, its actions only confirmed that ESP AM 2.1 is the best science available:

2

IOWA accuses the Director of violating due process and discretionary standards by treating "Model predictions as
if they are perfect, while acknowledging they are not." !GWA Br. at 57. No one claims that ESP AM 2.1 is perfect
there was never any such testimony at hearing. However, the model is the best available science. "The limitations
of the model are identifiable and important but they do not preclude reliance upon it." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at
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Q. And how about the composite model, did that lend comfort to you
as well?
A. Well, I guess in a way. They heroically tried to change things
drastically, and there's still significant water coming to Rangen from
curtailment.

Id.
The end result of this process is a model that is appropriate for use in conjunctive
administration, including the Rangen Call:

Q. MR. HAEMMERLE: Okay. Based on what you know about the
model, based on your experience on the committee, based on your life or
your 40-some, 50 years of experience doing modeling, do you believe
ESPAM-2.1 can be used for all administrative purposes for the Department?
A. DR. BROCKWAY:

Yes.

Q. Can ESPAM-2.1 be used in curtailment situations like we have in
this case?
A. I believe it can be used for water calls. It can be used for impact
evaluations in response to - or to evaluate transfer applications, which require
a model. So yes, I think it's the best available tool we have. It's based on good
science. I think it's properly calibrated and validated, so we ought to use it.
Tr. at 2340-41 .
As discussed below, IGWA 's attempt to discredit the modeling results cannot withstand
scrutiny and, certainly, do not justify the automatic and perpetual application of a l 0% trim line
based upon a prior model version's uncertainty.
II.

There is no Law in Idaho that Mandates the use of a "Trim Line" in
Administration.
In the Rangen Order, the Director concluded that "the applicability of a trim-line was

previously litigated in the Clear Springs delivery call" and that "the argument that no trim line is

813. IG WA made nearly identical arguments relative to ESP AM 1.1 and the Director's decision to limit the
ESP AM 1.1 trim line to 10%. Id. (IOWA asserts that the Director must "assign a more accurate level of predictive
uncertainty between 20 and 30%"). These arguments were rejected there, id., and should be rejected here.
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appropriate was considered and rejected in Clear Springs." R. Vol. 21 at 4224 & 4226.
Although this may be true as to ESP AM 1.1, specifically, nothing in the Clear Springs decision or any other case law - mandates the use of a trim line with every model or its subsequent
application.
IGW A makes similar arguments. It asserts that, although ESP AM 2.1 is the best
available science, its results cannot be trusted due to certain "errors" in the model. IGWA Br. at
15-20. According to IOWA, therefore, case law mandates the use of a trim line to adjust for
these alleged errors. Id. at 57-62.
The hallmark of lawful administration is that junior water rights cannot take water that
would otherwise be put to beneficial use by a senior water right. IDAHO CONST. art. XV,§ 3; LC.
§§ 42-602 & -607. The SRBA Court has determined that all water rights in the basin must be
administered as connected sources, unless excepted with a separate streams general provision.

Basin Wide Issue No. 5, Connected Sources General Provision (Conjunctive Management),
Memorandum Decision and Order of Partial Decree (Subcase No. 91-00005) (Feb. 27, 2002).
Further, junior groundwater users carry the burden to prove, by clear and convincing evidence,
no injury to seniors as a result of their out-of-priority diversions - whether the defense is legal,
factual or technical. A&B Irr. Dist. v. IDWR, 153 Idaho 500(2012). This is because defenses
impeding administration to deliver the full amount of the senior water right impinge upon and
unlawfully diminish a senior's property right.
The Conjunctive Management Rules do not excuse any injurious out-of-priority
pumping. CM Rules 20 & 40. The rules require administration of all junior priority
groundwater rights located within the ESPA, an area of common groundwater supply. CM Rule
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50. The Director and waterrnaster must administer junior groundwater rights causing injury to a
senior water right within an organized water district. CM Rule 40.
The concept of a "trim line" was contrived to qualify the modeled results of ESPAM 1.1,
an older and outdated version of the model. As discussed above, however, ESPAM 2.1 is a
different model

a much more "robust" model, with more accurate results calibrated to specific

springs. Unlike version 1.1, here the Director found that any uncertainty with ESP AM 2.1 could
not be quantified. R. Vol. 21 at 4226,, 49. As such, there is no technical basis to apply a trim
line to ESPAM 2.1. See Tr. at 1641, 11.12-16 (Sullivan testimony) (Pocatello's engineering
testifying that there is no technical basis for a trim line as it is "largely a policy decision"); Id. at

2697, 11.3-4 (Brendecke testimony) ("the trim line is a policy matter and not a technical one");
Id, e.g., at 2551, ln. 17 (Hinckley testimony) (frequently referring to the trim line as a "policy

decision").
The use of a trim line to qualify the results of ESPAM 1.1 was a hotly contested issue in
the Surface Water Coalition, Clear Springs Foods and Blue Lakes Trout call proceedings. This
issue was addressed by the Supreme Court in Clear Springs, 150 Idaho 790. Whereas the Spring
Users argued that a trim line was not warranted because uncertainly cuts both ways (i.e. it is a
plus!!! minus uncertainty), the groundwater users asserted that the trim line should be higher that
l 0% - i.e. 20% or 30%. 150 Idaho at 812-14 & 816-17. The Director, District Court and
Supreme Court rejected all of these arguments. Speaking ofESPAM 1.1, the Supreme Court
stated:
The district court held that "the Court concludes that the use of a trim-line for
excluding juniors within the margin of error is acceptable simply based on the
function and application of a model."The court stated, "The evidence also
supports the position that the model must have a factor for uncertainty as it is
only a simulation or prediction of reality .... Given the function and purpose of
a model it would be inappropriate to apply the results independent of the
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assigned margin of error." The court concluded, "Accordingly, the Director did
not abuse discretion by applying the 10% margin of error 'trim line."' The
issue is whether the district court erred in upholding the Director on the ground
that he did not abuse his discretion in not curtailing groundwater appropriators
who are within the model's margin of error.

The Director concluded that there was up to a 10% margin of error in the
groundwater model due to the margin of error in the stream gauges, and he
decided not to curtail appropriators who were within that margin of error when
deciding whether they were causing material injury to the Spring Users' water
rights. The Director perceived the issue as discretionary, he acted within the
outer limits of his discretion and consistently with the legal standards
applicable to the available choices, and he reached his decision through an
exercise of reason. The district court did not err in upholding the Director's
decision in this regard.
Id. at 816-17. Accordingly, the results of ESPAM 1.1 were qualified based on the 10% trim line.

Both the Department and IGW A attempt to extrapolate from this factual decision a rule
of law that mandates the use of a trim line in all administrative proceedings using all models - no
matter how accurate or "robust." These assertions are wrong. The Supreme Court did not
address whether a trim line would be appropriate in any other modeling

including ESPAM 2.1

or any future model iterations. Indeed, that question was never before the Court. Rather, the
sole question before the Court dealt with the applicability of a trim line to the specific results of a
specific model (ESP AM 1.1 ).
Relying on several cases, IGW A asserts that the law of "reasonable use" compels a 10%
trim line mandate. Yet, these cases do not speak to the use of a trim line in administration. They
do not establish a bright line rule where administration that only produces I 0% of the curtailed
water results in prohibited "waste" or "hoarding." Perhaps most importantly, none of the cases
establishes a legal basis to assign a I 0% "trim line" to the results obtained from ESPAM 2.1.
Rather, as the Idaho Supreme Court specifically noted in Clear Springs, each case addressed the
means of diversion of particular water users under specific facts. 150 Idaho at 809 ("The senior
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appropriator in Van Camp was entitled to his water right; he simply had to change his
unreasonable means of diversion . ... The issue in Schodde was whether the senior appropriator
was protected in his means of diversion, not in his priority of water rights") (emphasis added).
IGWA first relies on Van Campv. Emery, 13 Idaho202 (1907). In that case, the Court
held that the holder of a water right should not be authorized to darn a stream "so as to cause
subirrigation of a few acres at a loss of enough water to surface irrigate 10 times as much." 13
Idaho at 754. This holding- dealing with the water user's means of diversion - cannot be read
to extend to a balancing of water rights in administration and certainly cannot be read as creating
a right to alter a groundwater model's results when junior priority water rights are found to be
contributing to material injury suffered by a senior surface water user. Indeed, the case merely
held that the water user "had to change his unreasonable means of diversion." Clear Springs,
150 Idaho at 809.
Likewise, Schodde v. Twin Falls Land & Water Company, 224 U.S. 107 (1912), did not
address water right administration and did not establish the right to alter modeled results by 10%
when conjunctively administering water rights. Rather, as in Van Camp, it addressed the
reasonableness of a diversion that required the entire flow of the river in order to fulfill one
person's water right. To that extent, the Court recited, as a hypothetical example, a situation
wherein 90% of the current of a river was needed in order to divert the other 10%. Again, the
example dealt with the water user's means of diversion and the appropriation of new water rights
- it did not create any rule dealing with the results of modeling in administration. See Clear

Springs, 150 Idaho at 809 (Schodde only concerned "his means of diversion").
JGW A further attempts to extrapolate a trim line mandate from Clark v. Hansen, 35
Idaho 449 (1922), and Basinger v. Taylor, 36 ldaho 591 (1922).IGWA Br. at 45-46. In Basinger,
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the Court was asked to determine the priority of water rights on Dry Creek. According to the
Court, Dry Creek and the "Farmers' Ditch" had historical losses of 10% and 50% respectively.
36 Idaho at 596. The construction of a pipeline by the most junior water user on the system
resulted in a savings of these historical losses. Id. The most junior water user claimed that it
was entitled to the water saved as a result of its pipeline. Id. 3 The Court agreed as to the savings
of the 10% loss on Dry Creek. Id. at 596-97. However, as to the Farmers' Ditch, the Court held
that 50% loss was "not a reasonable loss." Id. at 597. Importantly, this was not because the loss
was 50% (i.e. it was not a matter of the number). Id. Indeed, the Court recognized that the loss
could be prevented by installing a "cement lined ditch at the cost of$ I 00,000" - which was "not
reasonably" expected. Id. The reason that the 50% loss was considered unreasonable was due to
the water users' failures to take "reasonable" steps to prevent the loss. Id. ("But they could have
been reasonably expected to prevent the water spreading out at several places as shown by the
evidence"). Again, Basinger is about reasonableness of diversion

not limitations on

administration.
Finally, the decision in Clark had nothing to do with priority administration at all. 35
Idaho 449. That case dealt with the issuance of a water right after diversion works were not
completed within the statutory timeframe. Other water users claimed that since irrigation works
were not completed within the statutory timeframe, any water right authorizing the diversion of
water through those irrigation works was not valid. Although the Court found that a 90% loss
through a particular ditch was "against public policy" and considered "waste," the Court did not

3

"A person who, by removing obstructions from a stream and constructing artificial works, prevents the loss of
water flowing therein through seepage and evaporation, and materially augments the amount of water available from
the stream for a beneficial use, has the right to make use of the amount of water so conserved by his efforts in excess
of the natural flow of the stream." Basinger, 36 Idaho at 596 (internal citation omitted).
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conclude that a junior priority water right should be able to avoid administration because of the
90% loss.
IGW A contorts the holdings in these cases, concluding that they "draw the line at 10
percent," and that "the Idaho Supreme Court has determined it strikes a reasonable balance
between the doctrines of priority and reasonable use of water." JGWA Br. at 58. Yet, none of
these cases creates any rule allowing the Director to limit or qualify ESP AM 2.1 for the purposes
of conjunctive administration. IGWA is simply wrong to claim these cases reach waste,
hoarding, and reasonable use in the context of a l 0% trim line for the use of ESP AM 2.1 in
conjunctive administration. Simply put, none of these cases stand for the proposition that a trim
line must be implemented in every delivery call or that junior priority water users may avoid
administration because of some undefined and unquantified uncertainty in the modeling. Cases,
such as these, which address the reasonableness of diversions (not trim lines)have no application
here, where Rangen's diversions have been found reasonable. R. Vol. 21 at 4223.
There is simply no law that mandates the use of a trim line in every delivery call
proceeding. Technologies will advance. Models will improve. With these advancements, the
ability of the Director to anticipate impacts from groundwater diversions increases. The Director
may determine in such cases, as he did in the application of ES PAM 2.1 here, that uncertainty
cannot be quantified. As such, the uncertainty defined with a prior model and its application has
no relevance, and certainly does not create a rule oflaw regarding a trim line. Accordingly, the
Director's and IGWA's attempt to create a trim line mandate must be rejected. See LC.§ 675279(3) (agency decisions reversed when they are contrary to law or arbitrary and capricious).
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III.

If the Director Can Use a Trim Line, Then IGW A's Arguments Against the Great
Rift Trim Line Lack Merit. 4
IGWA's frustration with the Great Rift trim line boils down to one complaint: It is too

harsh. It complains that the Great Rift trim line strays too far from the 10% trim line associated
with ESPAM 1.1. IGWA Br. at 59. 5 According to IGWA, the failure to simply stay with the
10% trim line violates Idaho law

regardless of the science or other information available. Id. at

59-60. IGWA accuses the Department of being inconsistent and unreliable in its decision
making process. Id. at 60. IGW A would have the Court force the Director to apply a 10% trim
line

even though the science does not support such a trim line in this case and may not support

any such trim line in future cases.
Not only is there no evidence to support IGWA's demands, these demands defy logic and
are contrary to Idaho law. The demands are merely a ruse to push the burden of a depleted
resource on the senior water user contrary to Idaho water law. See, e.g., LC. § 43-106 ("First in
time is first in right").
Priority administration may be a harsh doctrine but it is a fair doctrine.
The doctrine of prior appropriation ... is a just, although sometimes harsh,
method of administering water rights here in the desert, where the demand for
water often exceeds water available for supply. The doctrine is just because it
acknowledges the reality that in times of scarcity, if everyone were allowed to
share in the resources, no one would have enough for their needs, and so first
in time first in right is the rule. The doctrine is harsh, because when it is
applied, junior appropriators may face economic hardship or even ruin.

Order Dismissing Application for Temporary Restraining Order, Jerome County Case No. 2007-

526 (Jun. 12, 2007).

4

The Coalition does not concede that the Director's use of a trim line for the results of ESP AM 2.1 is appropriate or
necessary.
5
This argument is especially confusing given JG WA 's repeated recognition that ESP AM 2.1 is a better product that
ESP AM 1.1. See supra Part I. If ESP AM 2.1 is better than ESPAM 1.1, it follows that any trim line that may be
applied will be less than the 10% trim line imposed under ESPAM I. I.
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Throughout Idaho's history, water users have diverted and developed Idaho's water
resources with the express knowledge and understanding that, in times of shortage, those who
diverted the water first had a prior right to the continued use of that water. Each subsequent
water user diverted water subject to the "long-standing rule in Idaho" that "each junior
appropriator is entitled to divert water only when the rights ofprevious appropriators have been
satisfied." R.T. Nahas Co. v. Hulet, 114 Idaho 23, 26(Ct. App. 1988) (emphasis added). These

subsequent water users include the groundwater users now complaining that they must be held
responsible for their injurious depletions to the water supply.
This "underlying basic principle of water rights in the State of Idaho," Application of
Boyer, 73 ldaho 152, 161(1952), existed prior to statehood and is engrained in Idaho's

Constitution, statutes and regulations:
Even though we refer to it as the constitutional method of appropriating water,
the Idaho Constitution did not create the doctrine of prior appropriation. "The
rights of appropriators were regulated in the first instance by local customs,
and out of these initial sources grew our present laws and rules with respect to
irrigation." Sarret v. Hunter, 32 Idaho 536, 542, 185 P. 1072, 1074
( 1919)."The framers and adopters of our Constitution were familiar with the
prevailing customs and rules governing the manner in which water might be
appropriated ... and they gave it form and sanction by writing it in the
fundamental law of the state." Id. at 543, 185 P. at 1075. "The rule in this
state, both before and since the adoption of our constitution, is ... that he
who is first in time is first in right."Brossard v. Morgan, 7 Idaho 2 I 5, 219~20,
61 P. 1031, 1033 (1900).
Joyce Livestock Co. v. United States, 144 Idaho 1, 7-8(2007) (emphasis added); see also Nielson
v. Parker, 19 Idaho 727(1911) ("The doctrine prevailed prior to statehood, and in the earliest

territorial history, that the 'first in time is the first in right,' in the diversion and use of the public
waters"); Dunniway v. Lawson, 6 Idaho 28 ( 1898) ("plaintiffs were entitled, by virtue of a prior
location, to the waters of Alder creek").
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IGWA's claim that the notion of "reasonable use" can override the prior appropriation
doctrine cannot withstand scrutiny. Over 100 years ago, the Supreme Court, in Hard v. Boise

City Irrigation & Land Co., 9 Idaho 589(1904), confirmed that securing the most beneficial use
and development of Idaho's water resources does not override the prior appropriation doctrine:
It is certainly unnecessary for us to suggest that it was the evident intent of the
framers of the Constitution to so husband the water of the state as to secure the
most beneficial use thereof; that is, that it should always be so used as to
benefit the greatest number of inhabitants of the state. They were careful to
provide who should be entitled to the preference right to the use of the waters
flowing in our natural streams. Nearly every session of our Legislature has
attempted to improve upon its predecessor by so legislating as to improve the
former use of water, and an inspection of the various acts plainly shows that
the guiding star has always been to so legislate as to protect all users of water
in the most useful, beneficial way, keeping in view the rule existing all over
the arid region, "First in time first in right."
(Emphasis added). Indeed, as early as 1891, the Court recognized that the right to the use of
water "has been decided so often in favor of the prior appropriator that it has been generally
considered, both by professionals and profanes, as a settled question." Hillman v. Hardwick, 3
Idaho 255 (1891); Nielson, supra (if a water users "should actually divert the water and apply it
to a beneficial use, before the rights or interests of any other person intervene, he would be
entitled to the protection of the law in the use and enjoyment of the right thus acquired").
The priority equation does not change merely because diversions from one junior water
right may have less of an impact than the diversions from another junior water right. So long as
diversions under a junior groundwater right are found to be contributing to the material injury,
those diversions must be subject to administration.
IGW A asserts that ''there was no reason to think a computer model upgrade ... would
instead cause the IDWR to abandon the 10 percent trim line altogether." JGWA Br. at 61. Yet,
IGWA's own expert-who sat on the model development committee- confirmed that there was
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no technical basis for a trim line. Tr. P. at 2697, 11.3-4 (Brendecke testimony) ("the trim line is a
policy matter and not a technical one").
IGW A complains that the Great Rift is "so far removed from the IO percent trim line that
junior users are left with no predictability as to how trim lines may be implemented in the future"
and accuses the Department of admitting "there is no reason to expect the Director will apply the
Great Rift trim line to other calls." IGWA Br. at 61 (citing IDWR's response in opposition to the
motion to augment the record). This argument ignores the fact that delivery calls are fact
dependant - depending on the location, priority and diversion rate of the senior water right(s)
among other factors.
As the Department explained in its response to the motion to augment the record, most of
IGWA's assertions on this issue are speculative

"there have been no determinations of material

injury for the water rights listed, no determinations of whether the calling parties are using water
consistent with the conjunctive management rules, no decisions on whether curtailment of junior
groundwater pumping would result in a benefit to the calling party, and no determinations
regarding whether full curtailment to the water right priority date would be required to fulfill a
given water right." Response in Opposition to Augment Record at 5 (June 26, 2014).
IGWA complains that "after a decade of conjunctive management, there is no reliable
standard or rationale from the IDWR concerning trim lines" - thus leaving IGWA to "assume"
that there will not be any "consistent application of trim lines in the future." IGWA Br. at 61-62.
Importantly, "junior rights outside the [trim] line are not" administered- regardless of their
impacts on the materially injured senior water right. Id. at 59. Such rights receive a "free pass"
to continue depleting the resource and contributing to the material injury. IGWA's argument
that not enough water users are given that "free pass" is offensive to the holders of senior water
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rights who are suffering from the material injury caused by those junior groundwater diversions.
Furthermore, the groundwater users cannot expect that all delivery calls will be subject to the
same trim line, if any trim line at all. As stated above, delivery calls are fact dependant

one

cannot create a bright line rule that will subject all calls to the same trim line.
IGW A wraps up its arguments with the following statement:

If it was previously unreasonable for Rangen to curtail juniors beyond a 10
percent trim line, and if it is still unreasonable for the Surface Water Coalition
to curtail juniors beyond a IO percent trim line, then the IDWR must provide a
rational, reasonable and factually grounded explanation as to why Rangen is
now being permitted to curtail juniors if less than one percent of the curtailed
water is expected to ever reach the Curren Tunnel.
IGWA Br. at 62. The response to this argument is simple: ESPAM 2.1 is a superior model with

superior results. It is undisputed - indeed, IGW A agrees - that ESP AM 2.1 is a marked
improvement over ESPAM 1.1. Supra Part I. Under ESP AM 1.1 's inferior results, the first
Rangen call was denied. However, ESPAM 2.1 has now been released and has been applied to
this Rangen Call. The superiority of ESP AM 2.1 was thoroughly and exhaustively addressed in
the hearing. Supra Part I. It is a superior product that provides better and more reliable results.
IGWA simply disagrees with the Director's decision relative to the Great Rift. This
disagreement does not mean that the Director has failed to provide a "rational, reasonable and
factually grounded explanation" for the use of the Great Rift trim line. IGWA's demands for
more information or justification are not necessary and are not supported by law.
IGWA's arguments are essentially an effort to avoid administration. Use ofa 10% trim
line, as demanded by IGWA, would be especially egregious in this case, where, even though the
senior water right is materially injured, even less water would be provided to Rangen, R. Vo I. 19
at 390

I,

99, while junior water right holders would continue to divert their entire water right(s).

There is simply no legal basis for applying a I 0% trim line to the results of ESP AM 2.1.
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IV.

IGWA Misconstrues the Law of "Waste" and "Hoarding," Defenses it Failed to
Prove by Clear and Convincing Evidence at Hearing.

IGWA repeatedly assets that following the results of ESPAM 2.1 will lead to "waste" and
"hoarding" - a problem that can only be tempered with a larger trim line. IGWA misreads Idaho
law on these subjects and wrongly attempts to meld them into the concept of model uncertainty
and application of a trim line.
No water user has the right to "waste" water. Beneficial use is the measure and limit
upon the extent of a water right. A&B Irr. Dist. v. Spackman, 315 P.3d 828, 155 Idaho 640
(2013). Waste or the "failure to put the decreed quantity to beneficial use is a defense to a
delivery call." In the Matter of the Petition for Delivery Call ofA&B Irrigation District,
Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial Review, Minidoka County Dist. Ct.,
Fifth Jud. Dist., Case No. CV-2009-647 at 33 (May 4, 2010) (Hon. E. Wildman) ("A&B Order").
Waste by the senior is a defense that must be proven by junior appropriators by clear and
convincing evidence. 315 P.3d at 841; A&B Irr. Dist; 153 Idaho at 524. IGW A failed to carry
this burden at hearing, and the Director found that Rangen beneficially uses available water. R.
Vol. 21 at 4222

~

30.

IGWA confuses the concept of a senior's "waste" and "hoarding" with water that a junior
appropriator does not have a right to use. IGW A is wrong. If groundwater rights junior to
Rangen's July 13, 1962 surface water right are curtailed, water that does not arrive for use at
Ran gen' s facility is not "wasted" or "hoarded" by Rangen. Instead, that water either remains in

the aquifer for use by other groundwater users or will flow to other springs and river reaches
where that water can be put to beneficial use by other senior surface water rights. In light of the
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continued moratorium 6 on new appropriations in the ESPA, and the fact that certain senior
surface water rights are curtailed every year, water that improves aquifer levels or flows to other
springs and river reaches is needed and will be put to beneficial use. In no sense is this curtailed
water "wasted" or "hoarded" by Rangen. IGW A simply misses the point on how those issues
apply to analyze a senior's water use in administration. 7
Moreover, as found by the Director, the ESPA suffers from a continued state of deficit of
nearly 300,000 acre-feet per year. R. Vol. 21 at 4203,

,r 75.

This annual deficit, causes declining

groundwater levels and reduced discharge to hydraulically connected reaches of the Snake River
and tributary springs. Accordingly, curtailment that sustains and improves the health of the
ESPA is not "waste" in any sense, and certainly not in the context of a senior user wasting water
under Idaho law. IGWA's misinterpretation of this issue should be rejected.

CONCLUSION
There is no law that mandates the use of a trim tine in priority administration. Any effort
by the Director or IGWA to alter the law should be rejected.
Dated this 8th day of August, 2014.

ohn K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington

Attorneys for A&B Irrigation District, Burley
Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District,
North Side Canal Company, and Twin Falls
Canal Company

Attorneys for American Falls
Reservoir District #2 and Minidoka
Irrigation District

6

See Amended Moratorium Order (Eastern Snake Plain Area) (April 30, 1993); available on-line at IDWR's
website: h!!p://www.idwr,idaho.gov/WaterManagernent/Qrders/Morat9riurn/orders rnoratoriurn.htm.
7
Furthermore, IGW A fails to mention the opportunity that groundwater users have submit mitigation plans pursuant
to CM Rule 43 if they do not want to face curtailment based on ESPAM 2.1 results.
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INTRODUCTION
Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") is a fish research facility that incidentally engages in
commercial and conservation fish production. Its water rights relied upon for these purposes
arise within the Thousand Springs reach of the Snake River drainage; specifically, Rangen is
entitled to rely on the Martin-Curren Tunnel as its decreed source of spring water for fish
research and rearing. R. Vol. 15, p. 3176; R. Vol. 21, p. 4219, ,i,i 15-17. In the course of the
delivery call for its decreed water supplies, Rangen learned that it had historically diverted spring
water from sources and locations outside of its decreed water supply and decreed point of
diversion; it also learned that it routinely under-measured its water supply (both decreed and
undecreed sources) by approximately 15%. Finally, although it applied for curtailment of the
entire Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA'') to satisfy its alleged shortages, ESPA model runs
demonstrated that complete curtailment of the aquifer would barely return its water supplies to
2000-era levels. Exh. 3203, p. 51; Exh. 3650, Fig. 2-1,

PDF

p. 38 of 46. Despite these problems

with Rangen's water rights operations, and despite the futility of complete curtailment as
demonstrated by ESPA model runs, the Director ordered curtailment of a portion of the aquifer
west of the Great Rift to deliver approximately 9 cfs of water to Rangen.
On appeal, Rangen argues for reversal and remand on four topics as outlined in their
Opening Brief. The City of Pocatello ("Pocatello" or "City") urges the Court to reject Rangen's
arguments on appeal because: 1) the Director properly interpreted Ran gen' s decreed source of
supply and point of diversion; 2) the Director properly accepted a modified regression analysis,
taking into account Rangen's systematic under-measurement of the flows at the Rangen spring
complex; 3) the Director properly found that junior ground water rights demonstrated "efficient
use without waste" as required under Rule 40.03 of the Conjunctive Management Rules
("CMR"); and 4) that the Director properly exercised his discretion to limit curtailment to areas
CITY OF POCA TELLO' S RESPONSE BRIEF
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that would ensure Rangen received the same proportional benefit from curtailment as that
extended to other Thousand Springs senior spring rights and approved of by the Supreme Court
in Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman.
Pocatello urges the Court to affirm the Director's January 29, 2014 Final Order

Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to
July I 3, 1962 ("Final Order"), and to reject Rangen's arguments for reversal and remand.
I.

RANGEN'S PARTIAL DECREES ARE NOT AMBIGUOUS; NOR IS THERE A
"LATENT AMBIGUITY" IN THE PARTIAL DECREES THAT REQUIRES
EXPANDING RANGEN'S WATER SUPPLIES AND DIVERSIONS BEYOND
THE DECREED ELEMENTS.
The first step of a delivery call is for the Director to interpret the senior's decrees to

determine the amounts to which the senior is presumed to be entitled. On appeal, Rangen argues
that the Director misinterpreted its partial decrees, which limit Rangen's source of water to
amounts arising at the Martin-Curren Tunnel and which limit diversions to a l 0-acre tract in the
SEl/4 SWl/4 NWl/4 of Section 32, Township 7 South, Range 14 East (the "10-acre tract").
Rangen makes this argument for several reasons: first, and without regard to the limiting
language of its partial decrees, Rangen has historically diverted both flows from the MartinCurren Tunnel and flows associated with springs arising on the talus 1 slope (referred to herein as
"lower talus slope springs")2 below the Martin-Curren Tunnel; second, Rangen has not
historically limited its diversions to the l 0-acre tract identified as its decreed point of diversion

1

The term "talus" is a geologic term to describe broken rock or small boulders piled below a cliff or slope. Exhibit
1452 provides a visual of the "talus slope" in question, along with the "Farmers' Box" and "Rangen Box," and the
white pipe and metal pipe that divert Martin-Curren Tunnel water within the 10-acre tract. Dr. Brockway's
testimony includes mention of the fact that the talus slope was too rough and rocky for him to cross to make certain
investigations. Tr. Vol. V, p. 1046:14-25.
2
Also within, the combination of flows from the Martin-Curren Tunnel and lower talus slope springs is referred to
as the "Rangen Spring Complex."
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and has historically made diversions at the Lower Diversion, outside of the I 0-acre tract. 3
Exhibit 3650, Figure 2-3, on PDF page 31 of 46 provides useful orientation to the Rangen
hatchery decreed and undecreed water sources, and decreed and undecreed points of diversion.
Appendix C.
Although the partial decrees are plain and the Director found there to be no ambiguity
associated with the partial decrees [R. Vol. 15, p. 3176], Rangen has appealed this ruling seeking
invocation of the "latent ambiguity" rule and consideration of extrinsic evidence, despite the
finding that the decrees are unambiguous. ln this way, Rangen hopes to obtain an interpretation
of its partial decrees that is more favorable to its operations. However, the Director properly
found Rangen's decrees to be unambiguous, and the Court should reject Rangen's arguments.

A.

The Director properly found Rangen 's partial decrees to be unambiguous.

ln response to Rangen's Motion for Summary Judgment, the Director examined Rangen's
partial decrees and found that Rangen is entitled only to protection of its partial decrees in the
amounts of water arising at the Martin-Curren Tunnel. Rangen's diversion of additional water
arising on the lower talus slope, below the tunnel and collected at the Lower Diversion, was not
authorized by its partial decrees. Exh. 1026; Exh. 1028; R. Vol. 15, pp. 3176-77.
In his Final Order, the Director again found:
The source for water right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694 is the Curren Tunnel. The
point of diversion for both water rights is described to the 10 acre tract:
SESWNW Sec. 32, T7S, Rl4E. While Rangen has historically diverted water
from Billingsley Creek at the Bridge Diversion located in the SWSWNW Sec. 32,
T7S, Rl4E, Rangen's SRBA decrees do not identify Billingsley Creek as a source
of water and do not include a point of diversion in the SWSWNW Sec. 32, T7S, R
14E. A decree entered in a general adjudication such as the SRBA is conclusive
3

The term "Bridge Dam" was not used during the hearing, and the actual physical structure to which Rangen is
referring is not clear; it may be the "Bridge Diversion" as used by the Director in the Final Order. See, e.g., R. Vol.
21, p. 4191, ~ 20. Pocatello has used the term "Lower Diversion" or "36-inch Pipe" throughout for clarity, as that
term was used by witnesses during the trial. The location of the "Lower Diversion" or "36-inch Pipe" is shown on
Exhibit 3650, Figure 2-3 on PDF page 31 of 46.
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as to the nature and extent of the water right. Idaho Code § 42-1420.
Administration must comport with the unambiguous tenns of the SRBA decrees.
Because the SRBA decrees identify the source of the water as the Curren Tunnel,
Rangen is limited to only that water discharging from the Curren Tunnel.
Because the SRBA decrees list the point of diversion as SES WNW Sec. 32, T7S,
R 14E, Rangen is restricted to diverting water that emits from the Curren Tunnel
in that I 0-acre tract.
R. Vol. 21, p. 4219. The Court should affirm the Director's finding that the partial decrees are
not ambiguous.

I.

The Director is obligated to administer the senior's decrees pursuant to
their terms and conditions.

The Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly directed the Idaho Department of Water
Resources ("IDWR" or "Department") to examine the senior's partial decrees in the context of
conjunctive management administration.

Indeed, the Director's discretion to conjunctively

administer ground water and surface water rights is limited to administration consistent with the
senior's decrees. Am. Falls ReseflJoir Dist. No. 2 v. Idaho Dep 't of Water Res. ("AFRD#2"), 143
Idaho 862, 878, 154 P.3d 433, 449 (2007); A&B Irrigation Dist. v. Idaho Dep 't of Water Res.,
153 Idaho 500,514,284 P.3d 225,239 (2012).
Rangen's partial decrees limit the source of Rangen's water rights to the Martin-Curren
Tunnel. Exh. I 026, I 028. The Director found that there is no ambiguity in the decreed "source"
of Rangen's water rights-accordingly, each decree "must be construed in its plain, ordinary and
proper sense, according to the meaning derived from the plain wording of the instrument." C &

G, Inc. v. Rule, 135 Idaho 763, 765, 25 P.3d 76, 78 (200 I); R. Vol. 15, p. 3176. The Director is
required to give meaning to the plain language in Rangen's decrees, which "must be construed as
a whole and given a construction as will harmonize with the facts and the law of the case."

Follett v. Taylor Bros., 77 Idaho 416, 424, 294 P.2d 1088, 1093 (1956); Potlatch Educ. Ass 'n v.
Potlatch Sch. Dist. No. 285, 148 Idaho 630, 633, 226 P.3d 1277, 1280 (2010); A&B Irrigation
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Dist., 153 Idaho at 523, 284 P.3d at 248 ("We apply the same rules of interpretation to a decree
that we apply to contracts.").
Enforcing the terms and conditions of an unambiguous decree is essential to the
administration of water in Idaho.
Finality in water rights is essential. "A water right is tantamount to a real
property right, and is legally protected as such." An agreement to change any of
the definitional factors of a water right would be comparable to a change in the
description of property . ...
A decree is important to the continued efficient administration of a water
right. The watennaster must look to the decree for instructions as to the source of
the water. If the provisions define a water right, it is essential that the provisions
are in the decree, since the watermaster is to distribute water according to the
adjudication or decree.

State v. Nelson, 131 Idaho 12, 16, 951 P.2d 943, 947 (1998) (citations omitted) (emphasis
added).
2.

Rangen's partial decrees do not contain a latent ambiguity.

Despite the robust legal basis for limiting seniors to the plain terms of their decrees,
Rangen seeks to invoke the "latent ambiguity rule" to permit examination of parol evidence that
Rangen suggests provides a basis to expand the decreed source of the "Martin-Curren Tunnel"
from springs arising within the physical structure located on the talus slope above its facility to
mean "the spring water that forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek." Rangen's Opening
Brief at 9-10. Because the decrees were found to be unambiguous, the rule in Idaho is that parol
(extrinsic) evidence may not be submitted to contradict the plain terms of a written agreement
that is unambiguous on its face. Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, 151 Idaho 449, 455, 259 P.3d
595, 601 (2011).

Under certain circumstances, not present here, the latent ambiguity rule

provides a narrow legal exception to allow examination of parol evidence in the context of a
contract or, perhaps by extension, a decree.
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declined to find a "latent ambiguity," and in fact there is no ''latent ambiguity" associated with
the term "Martin-Curren Tunnel." The application of the rule in this instance would be contrary
to the circumstances under which Idaho courts have found a latent ambiguity. Id.
Throughout its Opening Brief, Rangen argues that the latent ambiguity arises because the
backfile license documents use terms such as "springs" or "springs headwaters of Billingsley
Creek" to describe the source of the licensed water supply, while the partial decrees as well as
the water rights claims documents use the term "Martin-Curren Tunnel." 4 Even if Rangen's
extrinsic evidence is considered, its argument fails on the merits, as Rangen does not
demonstrate any ambiguity in the elements of the water right claimed and for which Rangen
obtained a decree in the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"). The Idaho Supreme Court
has not directed the Department to examine the licenses that preceded the partial decrees, nor is
it the Director's job to allow seniors to improve their positions by arguing about the
inconsistencies between the terms of licenses and decrees. In fact, quite the contrary: seniors are
limited to relief consistent with the terms of their decrees and re-adjudication, whether sought by
juniors or seniors in the context of a delivery call is not within the Director's discretion.
AFRD#2, 143 Idaho at 877-78, 154 P.3d at 448-49. 5
In asking for consideration of extrinsic evidence under the "latent ambiguity rule,"
Rangen steers clear of its own SRBA claims prepared by Rangen 6 which on their face conflict

4

At trial, Rangen introduced into evidence the backfiles for its partially decreed water rights and questioned Lynn
Babbington, a former Rangen manager, regarding his recollections of a 36 year old field report filed by IDWR staff
contained in the backfile for the 36-07694 water right, which was licensed in 1977.
5
Even if there were a latent ambiguity, it would seem to cut against Rangen's arguments: the general terminology
of "springs" or "springs headwaters to Billingsley Creek" could be subject to multiple definitions and is arguably
ambiguous; by contrast, the ambiguity is resolved in Rangen's partial decree and claims documents which employ
the specific terminology of"Martin-Curren Tunnel."
6
Rangen's SRBA water right claims, while originally present in the backfiles and produced by the Department in
the litigation below, are not in the administrative record. The claims are attached hereto as Appendices A and B.
The Court may take judicial notice of the claims pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 201( d). If a party moves the
Court to "take judicial notice of records, exhibits or transcripts from the court file in the same or a separate case, the
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with Rangen' s arguments that seek to expand its decreed source of water. Rangen specifically
claimed the Martin-Curren Tunnel as the source of its water rights in the SRBA court, and now
must be held to the language of its partial decrees based on Rangen's claimed source. See

Haener v. Ada County Highway Dist., 108 Idaho 170, 697 P.2d 1184 (1985) (in the case of an
ambiguous contract, the contract is to be construed against the drafting party). Given the claims
were prepared by Rangen, they provided evidence of Rangen's intent at the time of its partial
decrees. See Knipe Land Co., 151 Idaho at 455,259 P.3d at 601 ("Where the facts in existence
reveal a latent ambiguity in a contract, the court seeks to detennine what the intent of the parties
was at the time they entered into the contract."). Further, it is not clear why-far from being a
latent ambiguity-Rangen's own claims filed in the SRBA court which request adjudication of
the Martin-Curren Tunnel water source should not be considered an admission of a party
opponent.
Simply put, the term "Martin-Curren Tunnel" does not "lose clarity" simply because the
Director has interpreted the term contrary to Rangen's preferred meaning. Black v. Fireman's

Fund Am. Ins. Co., 115 Idaho App. 449, 453, 767 P.2d 824, 828 (1989) ("disagreement [over
meaning of terms] does not automatically create an ambiguity," nor "because a dispute exists
over the application of the language to a certain fact pattern"). Indeed, in order to find that the
term "Martin-Curren Tunnel" is ambiguous, the Director must find that Rangen's interpretation
of that term-i.e., ''the spring water that forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek''-is
reasonable. Potlatch Educ. Ass'n, 148 Idaho at 633, 226 P.3d at 1280. Rangen's decision to
build and operate a point of diversion outside of the I 0-acre tract that is its decreed point of

party shall identify the specific documents or items for which the judicial notice is requested or shall proffer to the
court and serve on all parties copies of such documents or items. A court shall take judicial notice if requested by a
party and supplied with the necessary information." IRE 20l(d) (emphasis added). "Judicial notice may be taken at
any stage of the proceeding." IRE 20l(f).
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diversion, to divert water supplies not requested for adjudication in its claims in the SRBA court,
does not establish that such works or operations are permitted under Rangen's partial decrees, or
that Rangen's partial decrees contain a latent ambiguity.

There is no basis to conclude that

Rangen's interpretation is reasonable, and Rangen's efforts to obtain such an interpretation to
retroactively justify Rangen's operations is not supported by the law.
Rangen relies on the Idaho Supreme Court's analysis in Williams v. Idaho Potato Starch

Co. in error. Rangen's Opening Brief at 10-11. In Williams, the Court found that the term "a
ten inch pump" contained a latent ambiguity because the contract made "no reference to what
type of pump" the parties intended, and the record contained evidence that "at least three pumps''
would qualify under the terms of the contract. Williams v. Idaho Potato Starch Co., 73 Idaho 13,
19-20, 245 P.2d 1045, 1048 (1952). The Court's reasoning was based on the fact that "there are
two or more things or objects, such as pumps, to which [the tenn] might properly apply." Id. at
20, 245 P.2d at 1049. Here, unlike in Williams, there is only one tunnel that this term can
possibly apply-there are not two "tunnels" in question.

Further, the term "tunnel" is not

ambiguous-it is defined as "[a] passage under the ground or under the water," or "[a] passage
through or under a barrier." WEBSTER' s II NEW COLLEGE DICTIONARY 1187 ( 1999). Under no
conceivable use could the word "tunnel" mean "the spring water that forms the headwaters of
Billingsley Creek."
Further, interpreting the source of Rangen's water rights as the Martin-Curren Tunnel
does not result in an "absurdity" that would indicate a latent ambiguity. Knipe Land Co., 151
Idaho at 456, 259 P.3d at 602. Indeed, to interpret the decree as permitting Rangen to divert
water from sources other than the "Martin-Curren Tunnel" would result in patent absurdity and
inconsistency with the other terms of its partial decrees-the Martin-Curren Tunnel is the source
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of water that can be physically diverted using structures within Rangen's decreed point of
diversion, Ran gen' s 10-acre tract. Exh. 1026, 1028. The Martin-Curren Tunnel is identified as
the source of Rangen's water rights, and the Tunnel is located within the 10-acre tract. The
terms of Rangen's partial decrees should be read in harmony; therefore, the reasonable
interpretation of Rangen's partial decrees is that Rangen may divert water from the MartinCurren Tunnel using structures within the 10-acre tract.

B.

Rangen's partial decrees require Rangen to divert its decreed source of
water within the described 10-acre tract.

Rangen also argues that its decreed point of diversion is not a limitation on its operations,
and that it may divert water from other locations outside of the described I 0-acre tract. Rangen's
Opening Brief at 19. OfRangen's three means of physical diversion, only the 6-inch white pipe
("White Pipe") and 12-inch steel pipe ("Steel Pipe") carry water diverted from the Martin-Curren
Tunnel. Exh. 3651; Exh. 1452; Ramsey, Tr. Vol. III, pp. 707:23-708:16. Further, only the
White Pipe and Steel Pipe divert water within the 10-acre tract decreed point of diversion. A
summary of Rangen's diversion practices (both consistent with and inconsistent with its decrees)
is provided in Mr. Sullivan's testimony [Tr. Vol. V, pp. 1345-47] and Exhibit 3651.
Despite this geographical limitation on its point of diversion, Rangen collects water from
spring flow arising on the talus slope below the Martin-Curren Tunnel and delivers it to the
Large Raceways and CTR raceways by means of the 36-inch Pipe. In its Opening Brief, Rangen
argues that the Lower Diversion (or the "Bridge Dam") where water is diverted into the 36-inch
Pipe is "close enough" to the 10-acre tract to be counted as a lawful point of diversion; further,
that spring flows arising below the Martin-Curren Tunnel but within the 10-acre tract should be
considered a lawful source of water to be diverted at the Lower Diversion. Rangen argues that
the Director "ignored the evidence that approximately 97 percent of the spring water that
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supplies Rangen's Research Hatchery emanates from the 10 acre tract and Rangen should be
legally entitled to divert it." Rangen 's Opening Brief at 20.
Rangen is referring to an analysis performed by Dr. Charles Brockway, claiming to
determine how much water emanates from the springs in the 10-acre tract designated as
Rangen's point of diversion. The Director considered and rejected this evidence:
First, Dr. Brockway's argument ignores the fact that the source listed on
the water rights is the Curren Tunnel. Setting aside that impediment for
discussion purposes, Dr. Brockway's suggestion that a spring itself constitutes a
point of diversion is contrary to Idaho water law. Idaho water law generally
requires an actual physical diversion and beneficial use for the existence of a valid
water right. State v. United States, 134 Idaho I 06, 111, 996 P .2d 806, 811 (2000).
The only recognized exception to this rule is for instream beneficial uses of water.
Id. Taken to its logical conclusion, Dr. Brockway's argument means that any
water user could claim as his point of diversion the highest headwater of the state
and then argue for protection up to the water source. This troublesome outcome
underscores the problem of Dr. Brockway's argument and diminishes the
credibility of his testimony.
R. Vol. 21, p. 4219.
Further, evidence m the record demonstrates that Dr. Brockway's analysis was
technica11y flawed. Dr. Brockway did not measure springs either from within or without the 10acre tract, but only the discrete pipes identified on his map, Exhibit 1446C.

On cross-

examination, Dr. Brockway admitted he did not measure any spring flows at all-whether within
the 10-acre tract or outside of it. Brockway, Tr. Vol. V, pp. 1046:14-1047:8, 1058:14-16. In
testimony involving Exhibits 1446A-C, Dr. Brockway concluded that all but one of the springs
he identified arise below the Martin Curren Tunnel-in other words, at sources other than the
decreed source.

Brockway, Tr. Vol. X, pp. 2351:24-2352:12.
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demonstrates that the water diverted at the Lower Diversion is water that arises outside of the
Martin-Curren Tunnel, and is diverted at a point outside of the 10-acre tract.7
"Source" and ''point of diversion" are distinct statutory elements of a water right. I.C. §
42-1411 (2) ("The director shall determine the following elements, to the extent the director
deems appropriate and proper, to define and administer the water rights acquired under state law:
... (b) the source of water; ... (e) the legal description of the point(s) of diversion; ....").
Indeed, the Idaho Supreme Court recently affirmed that "the source of water and the point of
diversion [are] separate elements." City of Pocatello v. State, I 52 Idaho 830, 839, 275 P.3d 845,
854 (2012). See also A&B Irrigation Dist. v. Aberdeen-American Falls Ground Water Dist., 141
Idaho 746, 750, 118 P.3d 78, 82 (2005) ("The director of the IDWR is charged with determining
the source of water rights as each new application is filed."). The decreed "source" of Rangen 's
water rights is the Martin-Curren Tunnel. However, Rangen seeks a ruling from this Court that
would interpret its "source" as any spring water that arises within the 10-acre tract which is its
decreed point of diversion, but below or outside of the Martin-Curren Tunnel. Rangen seeks this
re-adjudication of its existing partial decrees in order to validate Rangen's historical reliance on
undecreed sources of water (springs arising outside of the Martin-Curren Tunnel) and diversions
made of the undecreed sources of water at an undecreed point of diversion (the Lower
Diversion). In addition to flying in the face of the imprecation against using a delivery call to readjudicate decreed rights, Rangen's argument conflates the concepts of "source" and "point of
diversion;' which the Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly found to be distinct elements of a
water right. City of Pocatello, 152 Idaho at 839,275 P.2d at 854.

7
As shown on Exhibit 1452, Rangen spills a portion of the Martin-Curren Tunnel flow that is collected in the
Rangen Box rather than taking it through the Steel Pipe. However, Mr. Sullivan testified that the spillway at the
Rangen Box could be blocked so that Rangen could divert all of the Martin-Curren Tunnel water within its decreed
IO-acre tract. Tr. Vol. VII, pp. 1653:22-1654:7; Exh. 1452.
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The identification of the source of a water right in a partial decree prevents a water user
from expanding its water right beyond that source:
The naming of the source in a water right provides information that may
be relevant in many ways. Naming the source provides notice to potential future
(junior) appropriators that there are senior appropriations of the waters from that
source. Additionally, identifying the source in a license or decree prevents the
water users from changing to a different source that may still lie within the
legal description of the point of diversion ....

Memorandwn Decision and Order on Motion for Summary Judgment [and} Order Setting
Scheduling Conference at 12, In Re SRBA Case No. 39576, Subcase 63-08447, Aug. 28, 2007
(emphasis added).
Rangen's diversions must be limited to its decreed source-the Martin-Curren
Tunnel-and necessarily cannot include other water arising within the legal description of its
decreed point of diversion. Rangen's diversion should also be limited to its decreed point of
diversion-that is within the described 10-acre tract. The Director's decision should be affirmed
as a matter of law and because there is substantial evidence in the record to support his
conclusion.
C.

The Director is not estopped from interpreting Rangen's partial decrees.

Rangen has historically measured its diversions below the fish hatchery, and not at the
Martin-Curren Tunnel. Rangen relies on the Department's past reluctance to require Rangen to
measure at its decreed point of diversion in an attempt to expand the sources encompassed by its
partial decrees.

The Department's past actions, or lack thereof, do not alter the terms of

Rangen' s partial decrees.
"The doctrine of quasi-estoppel 'prevents a party from asserting a right, to the detriment
of another party, which is inconsistent with a position previously taken."' Atwood v. Smith, 143
Idaho 110, 114, 138 P.3d 310,314 (2006) (emphasis added) (citation omitted). "It is based upon
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the broad equitable principle which courts recognize, that a person, with full knowledge of the
facts, shall not be permitted to act in a manner inconsistent with his former position or conduct to
the injury of another." KTVB, Inc. v. Boise City, 94 Idaho 279, 281, 486 P .2d 992, 994 (1971 ).
"Quasi-estoppel is essentially a last-gasp theory .... " Schoonover v. Bonner County, 113 Idaho
916, 919, 750 P.2d 95, 98 (1988).
Simply put, quasi-estoppel does not apply in this matter because the Director did not
previously decide whether Rangen has "the right to divert the entire spring complex" outside of
its decreed water rights. Ran gen' s Opening Brief at 32. The question of whether Ran gen could
divert water in a manner inconsistent with its decrees was not an issue litigated in the prior
delivery call matter before the Department. Indeed, if the Director had answered that question,

Rangen 's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Source [R. Vol. 13, pp. 2566-2614]-in
which Rangen asked the Director, for the first time, to determine whether its diversion of lower
talus slope water at the Lower Diversion was permitted under its decree-would have been
unnecessary.

Accordingly the Department is not estopped from finding that the source of

Rangen' s water rights is limited to the Martin-Curren Tunnel. Sagewillow, Inc. v. Idaho Dep 't of

Water Res., 138 Idaho 831, 845, 70 P.3d 669, 683 (2003) ("Collateral estoppel only applies to
issues actually litigated and decided in the prior proceeding.").
Rangen claims that "the Department recognized in paragraph 54 of its findings in the

Second Amended Order issued May 19, 2005 that Rangen is legally entitled to appropriate water
from the spring complex that forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek." Rangen's Opening
Brief at 33. In the prior litigation no party requested, and the Director did not address, whether
Rangen was entitled to divert water outside of its decreed terms. As such, there was no change
in position by the Department. Idaho Wool Growers Ass 'n, Inc. v. State, 154 Idaho 716, 723,
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302 P.3d 341, 348 (2012) ("a plaintiff must at least allege, among other things, a promise or
representation by the party to be estopped"). There is no evidence that the Department ever
agreed that Rangen was entitled to divert and call for water outside of its decreed water rights.
It is important to note that there are no published cases in which the doctrine of quasiestoppel has been applied against a governmental entity by an Idaho court. In general, estoppel
may not "be applied against the state in matters affecting its governmental or sovereign
functions." Floyd v. Bd. of Comm 'rs of Bonneville County, 137 Idaho 718, 727, 52 P.3d 863,
872 (2002) (quasi-estoppel claim). See also Sagewillow, 138 Idaho at 845, 70 P.3d at 683
("Equitable estoppel may not ordinarily be invoked against a government or public agency
functioning in a sovereign or governmental capacity" and requires "false representation or
concealment of a material fact with actual or constructive knowledge of the truth.").
While Rangen claims that it has relied upon the Department's lack of action to continue
to divert water from the lower talus slope [Rangen's Opening Brief at 34], Rangen has not

changed its position to its detriment-Rangen has always diverted water from its undecreed
points of diversion, well before the Director issued the Second Amended Order on May 19, 2005.
Accordingly, Rangen did not detrimentally rely on the Department's prior ruling, which, as
explained above, does not even address the issue of Rangen's illegal diversions.
Furthermore, any actions by the Department, or lack thereof, do not operate to revise the
decreed elements of Rangen's water rights. Other water users, such as Pocatello, are bound by
the terms of Rangen's partial decrees, and only those terms found therein, which represent
adjudications on the merits of Ran gen' s water rights. J.C. § 42- I 420(1 ); A&B Irrigation Dist.,
153 Idaho at 5 I 5, 284 P.3d at 240. Rangen's illegal points of diversion are just that, and cannot
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be "papered over'' simply because the Department did not previously independently investigate
whether Rangen is diverting from locations inconsistent with its decree.

II.

SULLIVAN'S REGRESSION ANALYSIS RELIED ON BY THE DIRECTOR TO
LIMIT RANGEN'S BENEFIT FROM CURTAILMENT IS BASED ON
SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
Rangen argues that it was not "rational" for the Director to adopt Mr. Sullivan's

regression analysis, which determines that 63% of the water accruing to the Ran gen Spring cell
as a result of curtailment will show up at the Martin-Curren Tunnel, and that Mr. Sullivan's
opinions do not provide "substantial evidence" to support the Director's findings.

Rangen's

Opening Brief at 40. Instead, Rangen endorses the Department's regression analysis, which
predicts that 70% of the increase in water flows accruing to Rangen spring complex from
curtailment will accrue to the Martin-Curren Tunnel.

The Department's regression analysis

relied on a comparison of Department's records of Martin-Curren Tunnel discharge with
Rangen's records of discharge for the entire Rangen spring complex (the sum of flows in the
CTR raceways and the flow measured at the Lodge Dam) [R. Vol. 21, p. 4195,

~

33] and at the

time ofthe Staff Memo disclosure [Exh. 2131], IDWR did not have the benefit of Mr. Sullivan's
opinions (disclosed pursuant to the scheduling order, and subsequent to the IDWR Staff Memo)
that demonstrated Rangen's flow measurements for the entire Rangen spring complex
understated the actual flow by an average of 15.9% because of Rangen's reliance on a faulty
rating table.

Rangen's arguments on this point misperceive the nature of the "substantial

evidence" test, and seek to benefit from Rangen's long-standing systematic under-measurement
of water flows associated with the Rangen spring complex.
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A.

Evidence of Ran gen 's flow-related measurement problems is replete and
long-standing.

The dispute underlying Rangen's appeal of the Director's reliance on Mr. Sullivan's
regression analysis involves water measurement generally. In addition to the summaries of water
measurement evidence and testimony in the remainder of this subsection, the direct testimony of
IDWR employee Mr. Tim Luke (Tr. Vol. V, pp. 1133-44; R. Vol. 21, pp. 4194-98) provides
substantial background for purposes of understanding the issues associated with accuracy in
water measurement.
1.

Principles of water measurement.
a.

Head measurement.

Water measurement using a standard weir8 involves two steps.

First, the "head" or

energy of water behind a structure like a weir is determined by measuring the depth of flow
where the velocity is relatively low. The second step is to convert the head measurement to flow
using either a standard weir equation or a rating table generated from a weir equation or derived
empirically in the field. Sullivan, Tr. Vol. VI, p. l 380: 10-16.
An accurate head measurement can be obtained by measuring at a standard distance
behind the weir. Measuring head at an appropriate distance behind the weir is important to
ensure that the energy in the flow of water is potential (elevation head) rather than kinetic
(velocity head); as the water approaches the weir and picks up speed, more of the energy is
converted to kinetic energy. By contrast, measuring head at a location too close to the weir-in
other words where more of the energy is kinetic rather than potential--can result in systematic
under-measurement of the head and therefore the flow. Id. at 1386:9-1387:20, 1433:6-8.

8

The standard weir equation is: Q = C x L x Hl.5 where Q = flow (cfs), C weir coefficient, L = weir length (feet),
H head over weir (feet). See Exh. 3345, p. 19; Exh. 3325, Fig. l-2a, PDF p. 38 of 80.
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b.

Converting head measurement to a rate of flow.

Rangen converts head measurements to a flow rate in cubic feet per second using a
"rating table." Rating tables must be calibrated using a portable standard measuring device or
current meter in order to result in reliable measurements. Inaccurate or uncalibrated rating tables
will result in unreliable measurements. Venter, Tr. Vol. III, p. 581 :2-7.
c.

Dispute with Rangen's measurements arises from its conversion
from head to flow.

There is no dispute regarding the adequacy of Rangen's head measurements. Rangen
makes head measurements at the wooden damboards in the CTR raceways and wooden
damboards at the Lodge Dam in Billingsley Creek using a method described by Dr. Brockway as
"sticking the weir." Brockway, Tr. Vol. IV, pp. 996:15-997:12. By placing the ruler on the
damboard and turning the ruler into the flow of the water ("sticking the weir"), the flow of the
water is slowed as it runs up the face of the ruler and the potential energy that would be present
at a standard distance upstream from a standard measuring device can instead be approximately
measured at the damboard. Sullivan, Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 1387:1-1388:4; Venter, Tr. Vol. III, p.
590:11-23. The parties agreed that "sticking the weir" to measure head over wooden damboards
was a "nonstandard" measuring device; there was also no dispute that these nonstandard
measuring devices did not conform to IDWR's water measurement guidelines. Exh. 213 I; Luke,
Tr. Vol. V, pp. 1133:3-1135:7.
What is disputed is the second step in flow measurement, and that is how Rangen's head
measurements are converted into a rate of flow. Rangen converts its head measurements to rate
of flow by use of a faulty rating table. Rangen's own expert, Dr. Brockway, first flagged the
problem with Rangen's rating table in his expert report by identifying two "step functions" at H
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equals .18 feet and .32 feet for "no apparent reason."

Exh. 1284, PDF p. 40 of 63. 9 Step

functions are unusual in a rating table. Sullivan, Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1378:16-21. A rating table with
step functions suggests that the weir coefficient is not consistent throughout all flows. See Exh.

3325, Figs. 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6. No witness was able to identify the origins of the rating table, or
to establish that it had been rated or calibrated consistently with IDWR's water measurement
guidelines. Brockway, Tr. Vol. IV, p. 1004:16-23; Maxwell, Tr. Vol. II, p. 310:5-7. 10
2.

Mr. Sullivan's comparison of Rangen measurement data with USGS flow
data.

In light of the unknown origin and problems with Rangen 's rating table, and the overall
measurement uncertainty regarding Rangen's actual available water supply, Mr. Sullivan
performed an evaluation of Rangen measurements against those collected by USGS below the
Rangen hatchery in the channel of Billingsley Creek using a current meter. 11

Exh. 3358;

Sullivan, Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 1414:14-1416:6. The USGS has measured the flow in Billingsley
Creek at the bridge immediately below the Rangen Hatchery at least once or twice per year in the
spring and/or fall, since 1970. Exh. 3650, Fig. 2-3, PDF p. 31 of 46; Sullivan, Tr. Vol. VI, pp.

1417:20-1418:15.
The results of Mr. Sullivan's analysis of the USGS and Rangen flow data showed a
consistent and systematic under-measurement of Rangen's flows averaging 15.9% based on
comparison of 45 measurements made by the USGS between 1980 and 2013. Sullivan, Tr. Vol.
VI, pp. 1428:12-1430:2; Exh. 3345, Fig. 2-4. In addition to evaluating the extent of under-

9

Mr. Sullivan's analysis confirmed the existence of step functions in the rating table. See Exh. 3325, Figs. 1-3, 1-4,
1-5, 1-6.
10
IDWR's water measurement guidelines provide that flow measurements made with a nonstandard measuring
device are adequate if that device "is rated or calibrated against a set of flow measurements using an acceptable open
channel current meter" or "standard portable open channel [measuring] device[]. Exh. 2131, p. 2; Luke, Tr. Vol. V,
pp. 1135-36.
11
A current meter measures the flow of water directly by measuring the velocity. No rating table is required when
this method is used. Brockway, Tr. Vol. IV, pp. 994: 17-995: 10.
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measurement by Rangen, Mr. Sullivan derived a weighted average weir coefficient for the
Rangen facilities by solving the standard weir equation for the weir coefficient using the USGS
flow measurements and Rangen head measurements made nearest in time (within a few days).
Sullivan, Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 1438:21-1439:14. 12 The weighted average weir coefficient determined
by Mr. Sullivan was 3.62. This coefficient is significantly greater than the coefficients testified
to by Rangen's experts (either 3.06, which was Dr. Brockway's first position or [Exh. 1284, p. 9;
Exh. 1285], 3.09 or 3.33, his later position [Tr. Vol. V, pp. 1079-81]). It is, however, similar to
the weir coefficient of 3.68 that Dr. Brockway calculated as appropriate for the Rim View
Hatchery, which also measured flow over dam boards using the "stick the weir" method similar
to Rangen. Tr. Vol. IV, pp. 1007:4-1009:6.
As the record cites in the prior section demonstrate, there is substantial evidence for
Rangen's routine under-measurement of its water flows, including testimony by Rangen's own
expert. 13 Indeed, there is no dispute that Rangen's flow measurements understate the actual
flow-the only argument is whether the problems with Rangen's flow measurements are legally
significant. The Director evaluated all of the evidence and found:
based on clear and convincing evidence, that Rangen's use of a nonstandard
measuring device with an inaccurate rating curve has resulted in under-reporting
of flows at the CTR raceways and Rangen's lodge pond dam.
R. Vol. 21, p. 4198,

~

52. The Director's finding that Rangen routinely under-reports flow data

was not appealed by Rangen.

12

Mr. Sullivan's analysis to develop the weighted average weir coefficient was the same one used by Dr. Brockway
to develop the Rim View weir coefficient. Sullivan, Tr. Vol. VI, p. 1435 :4-13.
13
As well as Mr. Luke, the IDWR staff member responsible for the measurement portions of the IDWR Staff
Memo, who testified at trial that he had reviewed Mr. Sullivan's final opinions and that he "didn't disagree" with
Mr. Sullivan's under-measurement analysis showing Rangen routinely under-measures flows by 15.9%. Luke, Tr.
Vol. V, pp. 1153-54.
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B.

The use of a regression to apportion curtailment accruals to the MartinCurren Tunnel is undisputed.

In addition to the analysis of Rangen's under-measurement, Mr. Sullivan conducted the
same type of regression analysis found in the IDWR Staff Report 14 to separate out the effects of
curtailment between the Martin-Curren Tunnel and the lower talus slope springs. Mr. Sullivan's
original analysis, based on the uncorrected flow data reported by Rangen, showed that
approximately 75% of increased spring flow at the Rangen model cell would be expressed at the
Martin-Curren Tunnel.

The Director questioned Mr. Sullivan about how the results of the

analysis would change if the historical Rangen flow data was corrected for the historical 15.9%
under-measurement.

Mr. Sullivan replied that he expected the percentage of flow from

curtailment expressed at the Martin-Curren Tunnel would decrease if the analysis was repeated
with Rangen flow data corrected for the historical under-measurement, but that he would have to
perform the analysis to confirm this. Tr. Vol. VII, pp. 1663-68, specifically p. 1668:13-25.
At the Director's request, Mr. Sullivan repeated the analysis using the historical Rangen
flow data corrected for the 15.9% under-measurement.

The revised results showed that

approximately 63% of the effects of curtailment to the model cell containing the Rangen Spring
would be expressed at the Martin-Curren Tunnel. Rangen deposed Mr. Sullivan prior to his
testimony on the last day of trial regarding the analysis requested by the Director. On the last
day of trial, Mr. Sullivan testified to his revised analysis.

Exhibit 3654 was admitted into

evidence, reflecting Mr. Sullivan's testimony and analyses in response to the Director's
questions earlier in the hearing and substantiating his opinion that 63% of the water accruing to
the Rangen spring cell from curtailment will show up at the Martin-Curren Tunnel.

14

Mr. Sullivan's analysis looked at a longer study period and more refined flow data.
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Rangen objected to the admission of Exhibit 3654 and related testimony. In over-ruling
the objection the Director noted:
Okay.· ·The adjustment to the measured flows [reflected in Exhibit 3654] is a
mathematical process that I could have -- you know, they're numbers that I could have
computed myself, acknowledging the fact that Ms. Klahn stated that it's not rocket
science. I could have computed that myself and probably gone through the development
of the regression [reflected in Exhibit 3654] -- the adjusted corrected regression line.
And that's all data and information that's in the record.

And I'll accept -- I will accept Exhibit[] 3654 ... into evidence.
Tr. Vol. XII, p. 2812:11-24. The Director accepted Mr. Sullivan's evidence and testimony and
found that of the 14.4 cfs of increased flow that would eventually accrue to the Rangen model
cell from curtailment at steady-state, 9.1 cfs (63%) would accrue at the Martin-Curren Tunnel.
Jn the Final Order the Director found:
Historically, the total spring complex discharge is the sum of the flow in
Rangen's CTR raceways, Rangen's lodge pond dam, and irrigation diversions
from the Farmers' Box. As described in Section V above, Rangen's use of a
nonstandard measuring device with an inadequate rating curve has resulted m
under-reporting of flows at the CTR raceways and Rangen's lodge pond dam.
In Pocatello Exhibit 3650, Figure 1, Pocatello' s expert witness Greg
Sullivan plotted data for measured Curren Tunnel flow rates on the "y" axis and
data for measured total spring flows on the "x" axis, and performed a linear
regression of the data. The resulting regression line represents the historic
relationship between Curren Tunnel flow and total flow in the spring complex.
The slope of the regression line in Exhibit 3650, Figure 1 is the coefficient 0. 7488
associated with the "x" variable and represents the change in flow at Curren
Tunnel corresponding to a 1 cfs change in total spring complex flow. The
increase in flow at Curren Tunnel resulting from curtailment can be computed by
multiplying the predicted increase in total spring flow from ESP AM 2.1 by
0.7488. Id., p. 7. This analysis used flow data reported by Rangen, and predicts
that approximately 75% of curtailment benefits accruing to the model cell would
accrue to Curren Tunnel. Because this analysis used Rangen's under-reported
flow data, the Director finds, based upon clear and convincing evidence, that the
slope of the regression line is too high.
Sullivan plotted another regression line using adjusted data. Pocatello Ex.
3654, Fig. 1. Data values that were under-reported were "corrected for the
historical 15.9% under-measurement of flows by Rangen by multiplying the
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reported flows by a factor of 1.189 (computed as 1/[1-0.159])." Id., Fn. 2. The
slope of Sullivan's alternative regression line is 0.6337, which is the coefficient
associated with the "x" variable. This analysis predicts that approximately 63%
of curtailment benefits accruing to the model cell would accrue to Curren Tunnel.
Because there is uncertainty about the accuracy of the USGS measurements used
by Sullivan to adjust the under-reported data, the slope of this regression line may
be too low or too high.
There are two reasons why the Director should apply the 63% proportion
to determine the increase in Curren Tunnel flow from the total simulated increase
in flow to the Rangen model cell. First, all parties agree that the data used to
calculate the 75% proportion were under-reported. The alternative regression line
plotted by Sullivan is a credible method to correct the under-reported data.
Second, applying a 75% proportion to determine the increase in the Curren
Tunnel flow may result in Rangen benefiting from its own under-reporting of
flows if mitigation by direct flow to Rangen is provided in lieu of curtailment.

R. Vol. 21, p. 4210,

~~

99-102.

The record contains substantial evidence of routine under-measurement of flow data by
Rangen; the adjustment to the regression analysis for purposes of calculating the flows at the
Martin-Curren Tunnel as a result of curtailment is, as the Director stated, "a mathematical
process." There is substantial evidence for Mr. Sullivan's regression analysis adopted by the
Director, and Rangen's arguments to the contrary should be rejected.

C.

Rangen's arguments insinuate that the Director's decision to rely on Mr.
Sullivan's analyses was not "rational" because the analyses were not reliable;
similarly, the criticism of Mr. Sullivan's reliance on the USGS data collected
below Rangen is without basis.

Rangen's arguments that Mr. Sullivan's opinions "evolved" and therefore are unreliable
misperceives the nature of complex litigation, in which discovery results in a step-wise
understanding of facts as provided by opposing parties or as analyzed by experts; further, it
ignores its own experts' changes in position during the course of the litigation. Mr. Sullivan's
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opinions "evolved" in much the same way that Dr. Brockway's opinions "evolved"-in response
to new information obtained during the course of discovery. 15
Mr. Sullivan was originally concerned that Rangen was improperly measuring the head
over the damboards in the CTR raceways and at the Lodge Dam because the method identified
by Dr. Brockway as the "stick the weir" method is not well known outside of hatcheries.
However, based on additional disclosure of information by Rangen, review of professional
literature, and deposition testimony by Ms. Venter and Dr. Brockway, Mr. Sullivan accepted the
accuracy of the head measurements based on the "stick the weir" method as described in his
response to the IDWR Staff Memo. Exh. 3345. Therefore, and despite the many pages spent on
this subject in Rangen's Opening Brief. 16 following discovery and prior to trial, the parties
agreed that the accuracy of Rangen's head measurements was not disputed.
However, the method by which Rangen converts its head measurements to rates of flow

was in dispute from the beginning of the case, and through trial.

Mr. Sullivan originally

approached the Rangen rating table problem by developing a hybrid weir coefficient, which
attempted to rectify the unexplained "step functions" in the Rangen rating table. However, after
the Staff Memo identified the existence of the USGS flow measurement data made below the
Rangen facility, and after Rangen was finally persuaded to part with its copies of the USGS flow
measurement data, Mr. Sullivan instead made his comparison of the USGS data against the

15

Experts are obligated to change their positions based on information subsequently obtained in discovery. And,
given the step-wise course of discovery, such changes are not uncommon during litigation despite Rangen's
suggestion that initial opinions are suspect unless they remain unchanged throughout the course of litigation. For
example, Dr. Brockway's original expert report in this matter vigorously asserted that Rangen relied on a weir
coefficient of3.09 (rather than 3.33, as the Staff Memo found) based on Dr. Brockway's flow measurement analyses
performed over 40 years ago for Rim View Hatchery. At deposition, Dr. Brockway produced information that
changed his position and opinions, because he had "mis-remembered" what he did for Rim View in the past. Tr.
Vol. V, pp. 1077-80.
16
See pages 36 to 40, which all relate to Rangen's measurement of head using the "stick the weir" method;
Rangen's brief does not mention that the dispute between the parties ultimately related to Rangen's conversion of
head to rate of flow using the faulty rating table.
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Rangen flow data to derive his 15.9% average under-measurement of Rangen's spring complex
flows and to derive his revised weir coefficient of 3.62.
Rangen engages in similar stone-throwing regarding the USGS data relied upon by Mr.
Sullivan, arguing that it was of insufficient quality and suggesting that irrigation return flows
make the comparison suspect.
agency.

The USGS is the nation's pre-eminent water measurement

As Mr. Sullivan testified (and as the Director found [Tr. Vol. VI, pp.

1419:19-1420:21]), most of the USGS measurements were rated "good/fair." The USGS ranks
measurements as "good" if the accuracy is within 5% and "fair" if the accuracy of the
measurement is within 8%. Exh. 3345. Similarly, on the issue of comparability, Mr. Sullivan
testified and the Director agreed, the USGS measurements were made outside of the irrigation
season, so the presence of irrigation return flows at the USGS measurement location below
Rangen is irrelevant to evaluating the comparability of the data. R. Vol. 21, p. 4198, 149.
In summary, Mr. Sullivan's regression analysis was developed in response to information
received during discovery and provides a substantial and reliable basis for the Director's findings
of fact and conclusions of law regarding the proportion of flows Rangen could expect to see at
the Martin-Curren Tunnel based on curtailment.

III.

THE DIRECTOR HAD SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE TO CONCLUDE JUNIORS
WERE USING WATER EFFICIENTLY AND WITHOUT WASTE.
Rangen argues that the junior ground water users that were parties to this case failed to

demonstrate that they were using water efficiently and without waste, pursuant to CMR 40.03.
Rangen's arguments are without basis.
Rule 40.03 provides:

Reasonable Exercise of Rights. In determining whether diversion and use of
water under rights will be regulated under Rule Subsection 040.01.a. or 040.01.b,
the Director shall consider whether the petitioner making the delivery call is
suffering material injury to a senior-priority water right and is diverting and using
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water efficiently and without waste, and in a manner consistent with the goal of
reasonable use of surface and ground waters as described in Rule 42. The
Director will also consider whether the respondent junior-priority water right
holder is using water efficiently and without waste.
IDAPA 37.03.11.040.03.
The Director identified the testimony that formed the basis for his findings that juniors
were "efficiently [using water] without waste." The testimony identified by the Director is not
inconsistent with the nature of the evidence the Director has used in the context of determining
that senior water rights are using water reasonably without waste. For example, the current
IDWR Methodology Order allows the Director to rely simply on diversions made by senior
water rights as a basis to determine that the senior requires the water it historically diverted,
without a more detailed analysis of whether the water was necessary for beneficial use, or
whether it was wastefully applied. 17 Second Amended Final Order Regarding Methodology for

Determining Material Injury to Reasonable In-Season Demand and Reasonable Carryover,
Docket No. CM-DC-2010-001 (June 23, 2010).
Justin Armstrong, Pocatello's water superintendent testified that the City serves over
16,000 customer accounts, and delivers water for commercial, industrial, irrigation, and culinary
beneficial uses. Tr. Vol. V, p. 1098: 12-19. Exhibit 3314, prepared by Spronk Water Engineers,
Inc. identifies Pocatello's water rights.

Mr. Armstrong testified that the City relies on its

groundwater rights for all its culinary uses, and that its Airport wells rely on groundwater for the
biosolids program. Tr. Vol. V, pp. 1102:23-1103:9, 1111:17-1112:6. Accordingly, there is
substantial evidence in the record that Pocatello puts its water rights to beneficial use without
waste.
17

Pocatello notes that it opposes this cursory analysis of efficiency and reasonable use without waste, as
demonstrated in its papers filed recently in the Methodology appeal; however, until the Department adopts a
different approach for efficiency and reasonable use analyses with regard to seniors, the same approach should apply
against all water rights, regardless of priority.
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The testimony identified by the Director as the basis for his findings was subject to crossexamination by Rangen's counsel and there are no allegations that Pocatello wastes water.
Rangen declined to raise these issues directly. Under Idaho law, water users are presumed to be
entitled to their decreed amounts, and a delivery call is not an opportunity for re-adjudication of
partial decrees. The standard identified in CMR 40.03 is not self-executing-in other words, if
Rangen is entitled to the presumption that it is entitled to its decreed amount, so is Pocatello.
Contrary to Rangen's suggestion, the fact that Pocatello's decrees are junior in priority creates no
additional burden on Pocatello to show it requires its water supplies and is using them
reasonably.

IV.

THE DIRECTOR'S IMPOSITION OF A CURTAILMENT TRIM LINE EAST OF
THE "GREAT RIFT" IS CONSISTENT WITH THE AGENCY'S DISCRETION.
Rangen argues that the Director's curtailment trim line east of the "Great Rift" is

arbitrary, and that it erroneously relied on economic justification. Rangen's arguments should be
rejected.
As the Director explained in the Final Order, and again in the March 4, 2014 Order on
Reconsideration, the imposition of the trim line in Rangen's delivery call was intended to
provide the same proportional benefits to Rangen that the Clear Springs trim line provided to the
calling party in the Clear Springs Foods and Blue Lakes delivery calls. See, e.g., R. Vol. 22, pp.
4464-65.

The Idaho Supreme Court confirmed the application of a trim line in the Clear

Springs case as:
within the outer limits of [the Director's] discretion and consistently with the legal
standards applicable to the available choices, and [the Director] reached his
decision through an exercise of reason.

Clear Springs Foods Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790, 871, 252 P .3d 71, 98 (2009). The Clear
Springs Court did not specifically approve of or otherwise limit the trim line to 10%; instead, the
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Court approved the Director's decision-making in that case. As the Director's Final Order and
Order on Reconsideration explains, the technical basis for the trim line in the Rangen delivery
call is the same as that used in the Clear Springs delivery call. R. Vol. 21, pp. 4224-28.
The Clear Springs delivery call involved application of an earlier version of the Eastern
Snake Plain Aquifer Model ("ESPAM"). Under version 1 of the model, curtailment benefits
could only be estimated on the basis of river reaches. 18 Thus, the modeled benefits to the Clear
Springs Foods and Blue Lakes senior spring water rights from curtailment of junior ground water
rights within the 10% trim line were also predicted to accrue to numerous other springs (both
junior and senior) that were not parties to the delivery call. Without the trim line in the Clear
Springs delivery call, the calling parties would have received 6.9% of the benefits accruing to the
Devil's Washbowl to Buhl reach; with the 10% trim line, curtailment was limited to areas where
the calling party would receive at least received 0.69% (6.9% of 10%) of the benefits of
curtailing particular acres. R. Vol. 21, p. 4225,

~

45; R. Vol. 22, p. 4464.

Under the new version of the ESPAM, version 2.1, the modeled benefits accrue to
particular spring cells instead of to reaches of the river. The trim line delineated by the Great
Rift limits the areas subject to curtailment to those where at least 0.63% of the curtailed use
benefits Rangen.

In this regard, the benefit to Rangen is analogous to the benefit to Clear

Springs (0.63% benefit versus 0.69%). R. Vol. 22, p. 4465.
Rangen argues that the trim line is arbitrary because it "reduces the flow of water
available to Rangen's senior water rights."

However, as noted above, the amount of water

Rangen receives from curtailment (or mitigation) in this delivery call is consistent with the
proportional amounts previously provided to springs users in the prior Thousand Springs

18

Indeed, it was the earlier version of the model that resulted in the Director finding Rangen 's delivery call was
futile. R. Vol. 1, p. 181,184.
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delivery calls-in other words, the Director is not obligated to curtail in a manner that squeezes
every possible drop out of the juniors.
Rangen acknowledges the Idaho Supreme Court's ruling in Clear Springs that the
Director has "discretion to decide whether uuniors] were causing material injury," but goes on to
argue that the Director's decision to impose the Great Rift trim line was based solely on
economic justification, contrary to the ruling in Clear Springs. This is wrong for two reasons:
first, the issue before the court in Clear Springs involved the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators'
("IOWA") argument that no curtailment was justified absent a demonstration that the juniors
would not suffer economic damage, an argument thoroughly rejected by the Idaho Supreme
Court. Clear Springs, I 50 Idaho at 803, 252 P.3d at 84 ("A delivery call cannot be denied on the
ground that curtailment of junior appropriators would result in substantial economic harm.")
(emphasis added). Second, the Director's determination relied on the geologic reality that the
Great Rift creates a significant geologic barrier, reducing the benefit to Rangen from curtailment
of areas east of the Great Rift; the level of uncertainty associated with predicted accruals from
curtailment east of the Great Rift is also higher than west of the Great Rift. R. Vol. 21, p. 40,

~~

54, 55.
In making these determinations, the Director heard evidence from witnesses, including
Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Contor, regarding the minimal amounts of water that would accrue to
Rangen's spring cell as a result of curtailing wells in the vicinity of Pocatello and the FremontMadison Irrigation District. Mr. Sullivan testified Rangen would receive a rate of flow that was
less than that associated with a garden hose; Mr. Contor testified to an even smaller volume of
water. Sullivan, Tr. Vol. VII, pp. 1481:1-10, 1482:15-1484:15; Exh. 3650, Fig. 8-2, PDF p. 41
of 46; Contor, Tr. Vol. XII, p. 2855:5-23. While the Idaho Supreme Court has flatly rejected an
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economic balancing test, as argued by IOWA in Clear Springs, it has embraced the idea of "full
economic development" and "optimum development" as goals consistent with conjunctive
administration. Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 809, 252 P.3d at 90. The Director's Great Rift trim
line is anchored in solid technical evidence, and is consistent with the Thousand Springs trim line
confirmed by the Clear Springs Court. The fact that his rationale included discussion of why the
trim line was also consistent with Idaho law and policy does not make it arbitrary or capricious,
and Rangen's arguments should be rejected.

CONCLUSION
Rangen's appeal raises no issues for reversal or remand. Based on the evidence and
testimony in the record, as well as the Director's proper exercise of agency discretion in this
matter, as well as the arguments presented herein, Pocatello respectfully requests that the Court
affirm the Director's Final Order in all respects.
Respectfully submitted, this 8th day of August, 20 I 4.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTE~.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:

39576

!dent. Number: A36-07694
Date Received: 7/27/1988
Receipt No:
.:Soo «..:J9
Received By: __
..::s_c.._...~:..-~~

NOTICE or CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW
1. Name:
Address:

RANGEN, INC.
P.O. BOX 706
BUHL, ID

2. Date of Priority:

208-543-6421
83316
APR 12, 1977

3. Source: CURRAN TUNNEL

Trib. to: BILLINGSLEY CREEK

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
07S

Range
l4E

Section
32

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
SW
NW

Lot

County
GOODING

5. Description of diverting works:
CONCRETE DAM WITH STEEL PIPELINES.
6. Water is used for the following purposes:

From
01/01

Purpose
FISH PROPAGATION

To
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
26.000 C.F.S. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
26.000

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

Acre Feet Per Annum.

8. Total consumptive use is
9. Non-irrigation uses:
10. Place of Use:
Township
07S

Range
14E

Section
31
32

1/4 of 1/4
SE
NE
SW
NW

Lot

Use
FISH
FISH

Acres

Date:

07/27/88

11. Place of use in counties: GOODING
A36-07694

Page

1

FEB D4 1993
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APPENDIX A

12, Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES
13. Other water Rights Used:
A36-00134B, A36-00135A, A36-02551
14. Remarks:
FACILITY VOLUME• 287,640 CUBIC FEET. SOURCE KNOWN LOCALLY
AS CURRAN TUNNEL. THIS RT. WHEN COMBINED WITH RT. 36-2551
SHALL NOT EXCEED 76.0 CFS. A REASURING DEVICE OF A TYPE
APPROVED BY THIS DEPT. SHALL BE MAINTAINED ON THE OUTLET
WORKS.

15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE
16. Signature(s)
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will recei;,;(notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do
do not
wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for monthly copies""'ol the doc et sheet.
Number of attachments:

()
------

For Organizations:

/J

,L)-

or affirm that I am _ _.,._
~
/ ~=!T,..,;;.,.t..,...:e-='------- of
____

of
and that the

in the

true and correct.

A36-07694
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Date:

07/27/88
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State of Idaho
County of ~w1-

)

+Q:t/.!

) ss.
)

Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
19

,;i7

d~

f(AJ; .....

-to1/.r

~B~
Notary Public

~y

Seal

Residing at

My commission Expires

A36-07694
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Date:

z/20/q.J

07/27/88
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE or WATER FROM
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM.

CIVIL CASE NUMBER:

39576

Ident. Number: A36-02551
Date Received: 7/27/1988
Receipt No: 600//,?'f
Received By: =.:$a
........:,:,..._~~~NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW

1. Name:
Address:

RANGEN INC.
P.O. BOX 706
BUHL, ID

2. Date of Priority:

208-543-6421
83316
JUL 31, 1962

3. Source: CURRAN TUNNEL

Trib. to: BILLINGSLEY CREEK

4. Point of Diversion:
Township
07S

Range
14E

Section
32

1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4
SW
NW

Lot

County
GOODING

5. Description of diverting works:
CONCRETE DAM WITH STEEL PIPELINES
6. Water is used for the following purposes:
From
01/01
01/01

Purpose
FISH PROPAGATION
DOMESTIC

To
12/31
12/31

7. Total Quantity Appropriated is:
50.000 c.r.s. (and/or)

C.F.S
(or)
50.000
0.100

A.F.A.

A.F.A.

Acre Feet Per Annum.

8. Total consumptive use is
9. Non-irrigation uses:
D/ 3 HOUSES, 2 OFFICES, H/ 62 PONDS
10. Place of Use:
Township
07S

A36-02551

Range
14E

Section
31

Page

1/4 of 1/4
SE
NE
SE
NE
1

Lot

Use
FISH
COMEST
Date:

Acres

07/27/88

JAN 2 8 1993
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APPENDIXB

10. Place of Use: Continued
Township
07S

Range
14E

Section
32

1/4 of 1/4
SW
SW

NW
NW

Lot

Use

Acres

FISH
DONEST

11. Place of use in counties: GOODING
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES
13. other Water Rights Used:
A36-00134B, A36-00135A, A36-07694
14. Remarks:
FISH PONDS ARE THRE BASIC SIZES; 3-1/2'X 100'X 3-1/2',
8'X 100'X 4', 16'X 180'X 4'.
15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE
Water Right Number: 30654

A36-02551

Page

2

Date:
"

07/27/88
I.

t ~ I IV(-~

;

'"

~

.. ,..

--:.i:L;

JAN 2 8 1993
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16. Signature(s)
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River
Basin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do
do not ../.... wish to receive and pay
a small annual fee for mon~hly copiescil' the doc~sheet.

,J

Number of attachments:
Por Organizations:

or affirm that I

I

• • 1 kTi ie~

of

foregoing
of

below as
and

in the

are true and correct.

state of Idaho
County of

)

"/w,- G1l.r

) ss.
)

Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this
19

fr

Seal

Residing

.,27

~arf<ftc
at
"')Gv1- +a..ell)

My Commission Expires

A36-02551

Page

3

d~

Date:

c:Jl2dl'iJ

07/27/88
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"The place of use for 36-134B and 36-135Ain the partial
decrees inckldes the SWl4 of the NE/4 in Sedioo 31.

Source:

000569

OY\.fl GIS file& (wrJlOU and idtlydro).
Partial Decn,e& and Licenses for Rangen Inc
PLSS GIS fd&lil for Gooding County, ID (BLM)
2011 USDA NAIP aerial photo for Gooding County, ID
USGS personal commicatiOns (March 2013).

Figure 2-3
Points of Diversion and Place of Use
1962 and 1977 Water Rights
Rangen Inc.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Case No. CV-2014-1338
Petitioner,
(Consolidated Gooding County Case No.
CV-2014-179)

vs.
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

LODGED
i$trict Court • SABA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals

Couol

of:: F~II; ·;;:of Idaho

Respondents,
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IDAHO GROUNDWATER
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Judicial Review from the Idaho Department of Water Resources
Honorable Eric J. Wildman, District Judge, Presiding
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STATEMENT OF CASE
A.

NATURE OF THE CASE
This case is a judicial review proceeding in which the Idaho Ground Water

Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") appeals the final order issued by the Director ("Director") of the
Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Department") in response to the water right delivery
call filed by Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") on December 13, 2011. Toe order appealed is the January
29, 2014, Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc's Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights
Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order"). The Director, pursuant to the Conjunctive
Management Rules ("CM Rules"), concluded that Rangen's senior water rights are being
materially injured by junior ground water pumping and ordered curtailment of certain ground
water rights junior to July 13, 1962. Curtailment Order, p. 41, 1)(60 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4228).

B.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
The Department adopts the statement of facts as outlined in Idaho Department of Water

Resources' Brief in Response to Rangen 's Opening Brief

C.

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
Rangen first filed a delivery call in September of 2003, seeking to curtail junior-priority

ground water users. In February of 2004, a previous Director of the Department, Karl Dreher,
ordered curtailment of all ground water rights in Water District 130 with priority dates junior to
July 13, 1962 (the priority date of Ran gen' s water right no. 36-02551 ). Order, p. 26 (R. Vol. I,
p. 130). However, the Enhanced Snake Plain Aquifer Model ("ESPAM") version 1.0 ("ESP AM
1.0"), which was developed by the Department in working with the Eastern Snake Hydrologic
Modeling Committee ("ESHMC"), was released shortly thereafter. Based on the curtailment

IDWR RESPONDENTS' BRIEF

Page 1
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predictions of ESPAM 1.0, on May 19, 2005, Director Dreher withdrew his curtailment order,
concluding instead that the Rangen delivery call was futile. Second Amended Order, p. 28, <J[ 25
(R. Vol. I, p. 189).

The ESHMC was in the process of finalizing an update to the model when, on December
13, 2011, Rangen renewed its delivery call by filing its Petition for Delivery Call ("Petition")
with the Department alleging it is not receiving all of the water it is entitled to pursuant to water
right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694.1 Petition, p. 3-4 (R. Vol. I, p. 4-5).
The Petition requested the Director administer and distribute water consistent with the
upcoming update to the model (which was referred to as "ESP AM 2.0") in accordance with the
prior appropriation doctrine and curtail junior-priority ground water pumping as necessary to
deliver Rangen's water. Id. at 7 (Id. at 8). Because ESPAM 2.0 was not complete when Rangen
renewed its delivery call, the proceeding was stayed pending completion of the updated model.
On January 4, 2012, IGWA petitioned to be designated as a respondent or alternatively to
intervene in the proceeding. The Director granted IGWA' s petition to intervene on January 13,
2012. On May 21, 2012, the City of Pocatello (''Pocatello") petitioned to be designated as a
respondent or alternatively to intervene in the proceeding. The Director granted Pocatello's
petition to be designated as a respondent on May 29, 2012. On July 24, 2012, A&B Irrigation
District, American Falls Reservoir District #2, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation
District, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company and Twin Falls Canal
Company (collectively, the "Surface Water Coalition" or "SWC") petitioned for limited
intervention in the proceeding. The Director granted the SWC' s petition for limited intervention
on August 14, 2012. On August 21, 2012, Fremont-Madison Irrigation District ("Fremont-

1
Ran gen did not allege injury to all its water rights. ll did not allege injury to water right nos. 36-00134B,
36-00l35A, and 36-15501.
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Madison") petitioned to be designated as a respondent or alternatively to intervene in the
proceeding. The Director granted Fremont-Madison's petition to be designated as a respondent
on September 11, 2012.
Several dispositive motions were filed prior to the hearing in this matter. Of relevance to
this petition for judicial review, Rangen filed a Motion and Brief in Support of Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment Re: Source on March 8, 2013. Rangen sought a ruling that the source for

water rights 36-02551, 36--07694, and 36-15501 is surface water, not ground water. 2 Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment Re: Source, p. 2 (R. Vol. XIII, p. 2570). The Director granted

Rangen's motion on this issue. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Ran.gen, Inc. 's
Motion for Partial Sumnuzry Judgment Re: Source ("Order on Summary Judgment"), p. 7 (R.

Vol. XV, p. 3177). The Director reviewed the SRBA decrees and concluded the decrees were
not ambiguous:
Water right nos. 36-2551, 36-7694, and 36-15501 were decreed in the SRBA with
the following Source element: Martin-Curren Tunnel, tributary to Billingsley
Creek. . .. The fact that the source and tributary are named demonstrate that the
rights were decreed from a surface water source. See [IDAPA 37.03.01.060]
("For surface water sources, the source of water shall be identified . . . . The first
named downstream water source to which the source is tributary shall also be
listed. For ground water sources, the source shall be listed as 'ground water."').
Consistent with [IDAPA 37.03.01.060], listing a source and tributary for surface
water rights, and only "ground water" for ground water rights, was the custom
and practice in the SRBA. In 1997, Rangen's Martin-Curren Tunnel water rights
were partially decreed. The partial decrees were entered pursuant to Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 54(b). No appeal has ever been taken. The plain language of
Rangen's partial decrees from the SRBA show that Martin-Curren Tunnel is
unambiguously surface water.

2

Rangen also sought summary judgment on the issue of whether Ran gen was limited to only water emitting
from the Martin-Curren Tunnel itself. Order on Summary Judgment, p. J, <JI I (R. Vol. XV, p. 3171 ). That issue was
not appealed by IGWA but has been appealed by Rangen and is addressed in Idaho Department of Water Resources'
Brief in Response to Rangen 's Opening Brief
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Order on Summary Judgment, p. 4, !JI 2 (R. Vol. XV, p. 3174). The Director also
concluded previous Idaho Supreme Court decisions decided this issue definitively. Id. at
'if3(ld.).

The hearing on Rangen's delivery call commenced on May 1, 2013, at the Department's
State Office in Boise, Idaho. The hearing concluded on May 16, 2013. The hearing was
bifurcated. The first part of the hearing focused on issues of material injury and beneficial use
and the second pan of the hearing focused on issues related to ESPAM 2.1. 3
On January 29, 2014, the Director issued the Curtailment Order. The Director concluded
Rangen's water right nos. 36-2551 and 36-7694 are being materially injured by junior ground
water diversions. Curtailment Order, p. 41, 'l[ 60 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4228). As to ESPAM 2.1, the
Director determined that:
ESPAM 2.1 is a technical improvement to ESPAM 1.1 and is the best available
science for simulating the impacts of ground water pumping. There is no other
technical instrument as reliable as ESPAM 2.1 that can be used to determine the
effects of ground water pumping on the ESPA and hydraulically-connected
reaches of the Snake River and its tributaries.
Id. at 37, If 38 (Id. at4224).

Whether there should be a trim line associated with ESPAM 2.1 and if so, what the trim
line should look like, was an issue raised at the hearing. The Director concluded:
The Curren Tunnel and the Rangen spring complex are located west of the Great
Rift, a low transrnissivity feature that impedes the transmission of water through
the aquifer. Finding of Fact 108, Figure 4. While there is some simulated
depletion of Curren Tunnel discharge attributable to points of diversion east of the
Great Rift, the contribution is small. ESP AM 2.1 establishes, by clear and
convincing evidence, that the portion of benefits of curtailed ground water use
east of the Great Rift that would accrue to the Rangen spring complex is generally
less than 1%. Finding of Fact 105, Figure 1. The benefit of curtailment with
respect to the number of acres curtailed diminishes significantly if areas east of

ESPAM 2.0 was updated shortly before the hearing commenced. Curtailment Order, p. 18, 9184 (R. Vol.
XXI, p. 4205). The latest version is referred to as ESPAM 2.1. Id.
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the Great Rift are included in the curtailment. Finding of Fact 107, Figure 3. The
argument that no trim line is appropriate was considered and rejected in Clear
Springs. The effect of the Great Rift on propagation of impacts to Curren Tunnel
should be taken into consideration when deciding on a trim line.

Id. at 39, 'i[ 50 (Id. at 4226).
ESPAM 2.1 simulations predicted that 9.1 cfs of the decline in the flow from the Curren
Tunnel can be attributed to junior-priority ground water pumping west of the Great Rift and in
the area of common groundwater supply. Id. at 35, CJ[ 31 (Id. at 4222). The Director ordered
curtailment of junior priority ground water rights west of the Great Rift and in the area of
common ground water supply with a priority junior to July 13, 1962. Id. at 42 (Id. at 4229). The
Director stated that holders of the junior-priority ground water rights may avoid curtailment if
they participate in a mitigation plan which provides "simulated steady state benefits of 9.1 cfs to
Curren Tunnel [sometimes referred to as the "Martin-Curren Tunnel"] or direct flow of 9.1 cfs to
Rangen." Id. The Curtailment Order explains that mitigation provided by direct flow to Rangen
"may be phased-in over not more than a five-year period pursuant to CM Rule 40 as follows: 3.4
cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1
cfs the fifth year." Id.
Three petitions for reconsideration of the Curtailment Order were filed. On February 11,
2014, IGWA timely filed JGWA 's Petition for Reconsideration ("IGWA's Petition"). On
February 12, 2014, Ran gen timely filed Rang en, Inc. 's Motion for Reconsideration and

Clarification ("Rangen's Motion"). On February 12, 2014, Pocatello timely filed City of
Pocatello 's Motion to Reconsider ("Pocatello's Motion"). Various responsive briefs were
submitted by the parties. On March 4, 2014, the Director issued an Order on Reconsideration
denying IGWA's Petition and Pocatello's Motion and partially denying and partially granting
Rangen's Motion.
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ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL
The issues presented by appellant IGW A are as follows:
1. Did the Department violate the Idaho Ground Water Act by treating the MartinCurren Tunnel as a surlace water source?
2. Does the Curtailment Order inadequately apply the law of reasonable use by allowing
Rangen to command more than 100 times more water than it can put to beneficial
use?
a. Did the Director misinterpret the law by ruling he has "limited discretion" to
apply the law of reasonable beneficial use?
b. Does the Curtailment Order violate Idaho Code§ 67-5248 by not making
findings of fact or conclusions of law concerning reasonable use of the ESPA
as set forth in CM Rules 20.3 and 40.03?
c. Did the Department abuse its discretion by not assigning any degree of
uncertainty to ESPAM 2.1 predictions for Ran gen?
d. Did the Director abuse his discretion by curtailing beneficial water use where
less than one percent of the curtailed water will ever reach Rangen?
e. Is tbe Director's application of a different trim line that increases the number
of curtailed water rights more than two hundred fold, without a rational,
reasonable, and factually grounded explanation for the change, arbitrary,
capricious, or an abuse of discretion?
f. Does the Curtailment Order violate Idaho Code§ 67-5248 by not making any
conclusions of law concerning IGWA's argument that Rangen should be
required to implement a recirculation system before seeking to curtail juniors?
If not, is the Director's failure to require Ran gen to improve its conveyance
facilities an abuse of discretion?
3. CM Rule 20.4 authorizes the Department to phase in curtailment over five years to
lessen the impacts of curtailment. Did the Director misinterpret the rule by phasing in
mitigation as opposed to curtailment, and requiring junior water users to deliver more
mitigation water to Rangen than it would receive from curtailment?
The Department rephrases the issues presented as follows:
l. Whether the Director erred by treating the Curren Tunnel as a surlace water source.
2. Whether the Director erred in his delineation and application of a trim line using the
Great Rift.
3. Whether the Curtailment Order satisfies the criteria of Idaho Code§ 67-5248.
4. Whether the Director erred by phasing in mitigation.
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STANDARD OF REVIEW

Judicial review of a final decision of the Department is governed by the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act (''IDAPA"), chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code. LC.§ 42-1701A(4).
Under IDAPA, the court reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon the record
created before the agency. Idaho Code§ 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61, 831 P.2d
527, 529 (1992). The Court shall affirm the agency decision unless it finds the agency's
findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: (a) in violation of constitutional or statutory
provisions; (b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; (c) made upon unlawful
procedure; (d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or (e) arbitrary,
capricious, or an abuse of discretion. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3); Barron v. Idaho Dept. of Water
Resources, 135 Idaho 414, 417, 18 P.3d 219, 222 (2001). The party challenging the agency

decision must show that the agency erred in a manner specified in Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3), and
that a substantial right of the petitioner has been prejudiced. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(4); Barron,
135 Idaho at 417, 18 P.3d at 222. "Where conflicting evidence is presented that is supported by
substantial and competent evidence, the findings of the [agency] must be sustained on appeal
regardless of whether this Court may have reached a different conclusion." Tupper v. State
Farm Ins., 131 Idaho 724,727,963 P.2d 1161, 1164 (1998). If the agency action is not affirmed,

it shall be set aside, in whole or in part, and remanded for further proceedings as necessary.
Idaho Power Co. v. Idaho Dep't of Water Res., 151 Idaho 266,272,255 P.3d 1152, 1158 (2011).
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ARGUMENT
A.

THE SOURCE FOR RANGEN'S WATER RIGHTS IS SURFACE WATER, NOT
GROUND WATER.
On March 8, 2013, prior to the hearing in this matter, Rangen filed a motion for partial

summary judgment seeking a ruling that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law that the
source for water right nos. 36-02551, 36-07694, and 36-15501 is surface water, not ground
water.
On the issue of source, the Director reviewed the SRBA decrees and concluded the
decrees were unambiguous:
Water right nos. 36-2551, 36-7694, and 36-15501 were decreed in the
SRBA with the following Source element: Martin-Curren Tunnel, tributary to
Billingsley Creek. . . . The fact that the source and tributary are named
demonstrate that the rights were decreed from a surface water source. See AJ
Rule 60 [IDAP A 37.03.01.060] ("For surface water sources, the source of water
shall be identified . . . . The first named downstream water source to which the
source is tributary shall also be listed. For ground water sources, the source shall
be listed as 'ground water."'). Consistent with AJ Rule 60, listing a source and
tributary for surface water rights, and only "ground water" for ground water
rights, was the custom and practice in the SRBA. In 1997, Ran gen' s MartinCurren Tunnel water rights were partially decreed. The partial decrees were
entered pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(b ). No appeal has ever been
taken. The plain language of Rangen's partial decrees from the SRBA show that
Martin-Curren Tunnel is unambiguously surface water.
Order on Summary Judgment, p. 4, <J[ 2 (R. Vol. XV, p. 3174).

The Director also concluded that previous Idaho Supreme Court decisions already
decided that the source of the Martin-Curren Tunnel is surface water. Id. Specifically,
Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392, 871 P.2d 809 ( 1994), involved a delivery call by

water users other than Rangen with water rights from the Martin-Curren Tunnel. The
Court in Musser specifically described the source as "springs." Musser at 394, 871 P.2d
at 811. Spring water users are considered surface water users, not ground water users.
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Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,804,252 P.3d 71, 85 (2011)
("The Spring Users are not appropriators of ground water ... [t]hey are appropriators of
surface water flowing from springs."). The Court in A &B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Dept. of
Water Res., had cause to discuss the Musser Court's characterization of the source and
recognized that the Martin-Curren Tunnel is considered surface water. A &B Irr. Dist. v.
Idaho Dept. of Water Res., I 53 Idaho 500, 509, 284 P.3d 225, 234(2012)(Concluding that
the Court in Musser could not have opined on the application of the Ground Water Act
because the call was "between senior spring users and junior ground water users.").
Based on these conclusions, the Director granted summary judgment to Rangen on the
issue of source. Order on Summary Judgment, p. 7 (R. Vol. XV, p. 3177).
IGW A argues the Director erred in his interpretation. First, IGWA argues the
SRBA partial decrees for Rangen's water rights "contain no remark, condition, or other
statement that the Curren Tunnel is surface water." Opening Brief at 40. This argument
misses the mark as the SRBA District Court does not decree water rights with a remark or
condition that says "surface water." Rather, when a water right is ground water, the
SRBA District Court does clearly identify the source as such. For surface water rights,
the practice in the SRBA is to list the source and the tributary. If the source of the water
right is ground water, the practice is to list the source as "ground water" and the tributary
as "ground water." The SRBA partial decrees for Rangen's water rights provide:
"Source: Martin-Curren Tunnel... Tributary: Billingsley Creek." Ex. 1026, 1028.
Because the source for Rangen's water rights is decreed as "Martin-Curren Tunnel" and
not "ground water" the source is surface water and not ground water.
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Citing American Falls Reservoir District No. 2 v. IDWR, 143 Idaho 862, 154 P.3d
433 (2007) (hereafter referred to as "AFRD#2"), IGWA argues that "the name of the
senior's source is not conclusive of how water rights will be administered in response to a
delivery call." Opening Brief at 40. The language from AFRD#2 relied upon by IGWA
is taken out of context. The Court in AFRD#2 was discussing the Director's application
of the material injury factors listed in the Conjunctive Administration Rules in response
to an argument that the Director's application of the rules was a "re-adjudication" of the
water right. The Court explained how certain issues presented in delivery calls, such as
the issue of reasonableness, did not constitute a re-adjudication of the water rights.
Importantly for this case, the Court distinguished the consideration of reasonableness
from elements of the decrees:
[T]he SRBA court determines the water sources, quantity, priority date, point of
diversion, place, period and purpose of use. J.C.§§ 42-1411(2)(a)-(j). However,
reasonableness is not an element of a water right; thus, evaluation of whether a
diversion is reasonable in the administration context should not be deemed a readjudication.
AFRD#2, 143 Idaho at 877, 154 P.3d at 448.

Here, IGWA is challenging an element of Rangen's water rights as decreed by the
SRBA District Court. A decree is conclusive as to each element of a water right and
neither the Director nor this Court in its appellate capacity has the authority to change the
elements of a decreed water right. Idaho Code § 42-1420. The partial decrees for
Rangen's water rights involved in this matter were issued in 1997 and were entered
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b). Ex. 1026, 1028. No appeal has ever been taken and no
requests to set aside have been filed. IGWA's argument that the rights should be
considered ground water constitutes an impermissible collateral attack on Rangen's
partial decrees and should be rejected.
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IGW A also cites the Ground Water Act and argues "the applicability of the
Ground Water Act is not dependent upon the name of the water source on the senior's
water right license or decree." Opening Brief at 41. This statement is legally incorrect.
The name of the source element on the SRBA partial decree is the legal determination of
that element of the water right. This legal determination is binding upon IGWA, the
Director, and all parties to the SRBA.
In his Order on Summary Judgment, the Director referenced Adjudication Rule 60
(hereafter referred to as "AI Rule 60"):
The fact that the source and tributary are named demonstrate that the rights were
decreed from a surface water source. See AI Rule 60 ("For surface water sources,
the source of water shall be identified .... The first named downstream water
source to which the source is tributary shall also be listed. For ground water
sources, the source shall be listed as 'ground water."'). Consistent with AJ Rule
'60, listing a source and tributary for surface water rights, and only "ground water"
for ground water rights, was the custom and practice in the SRBA.
Order on Summary Judgment, p. 4, 'I 2 (R. Vol. XV, p. 3174). IGWA argues the Ground
Water Act defines what constitutes ground water and "to the extent [AJ Rule 60] conflicts
with the Ground Water Act, the Act controls. . .. [AI Rule 60] cannot be construed in a
manner that forces the Director to fallaciously administer a ground water diversion as if it
is a surface water structure .... " Opening Brief at 41. Contrary to IGWA's suggestion,
AJ Rule 60 does not serve as the legal authority declaring Rangen's water source as
surface water. The SRBA partial decrees are the authority that declare the source to be
surface water. AI Rule 60 simply highlights the naming convention used in the SRBA to
distinguish surface and ground water and shows that, if the Court had intended the source
to be ground water, the decrees would have said ground water.
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In his Order on Summary Judgment, the Director also discussed three Idaho
Supreme Court cases that support the conclusion the source of Ran gen' s water rights is
surface water:
The conclusion that the source of Rangen's water rights is surface water is
supported by three Idaho Supreme Court decisions. A&B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Dept.
of Water Res., 153 Idaho 500,284 P.3d 225 (2012); Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v.
Spackrrum, 150 Idaho 790,252 P.3d 71 (2011)~ Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho
392, 871 P.2d 809 ( 1994). In Musser, the Court reviewed the Director's defense
of inaction in a delivery call filed by holders of a Martin-Curren Tunnel water
right against junior-priority ground water users. The Court stated the source of
Mussers' water right as follows: "The springs which supply the Mussers' water
are tributary to the Snake River and are hydrologically interconnected to the
Snake plain aquifer (the aquifer)." Musser at 394,871 P.2d at 811 (emphasis
added). The fact that Musser was an appropriator of a surface water right was
reconfirmed by the Court in A&B. 153 Idaho at 234,284 P.3d at_. In Clear
Springs, the Court examined separate conjunctive management delivery calls
initiated by Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc. and Clear Springs Foods, Inc. ("Spring
Users"). The Spring Users, like Rangen, "have water rights in certain springs
emanating from the canyon wall along a section of the Snake River below Milner
Dam in south central Idaho." Clear Springs at 794, 252 P.3d at 75. In Clear
Springs, IGWA argued that the Spring Users should be administered as ground
water users, consistent with Idaho Code § 42-226: "the Spring Users' priority
rights should be protected only in the maintenance of a reasonable aquifer level."
Clear Springs at 804, 252 P.3d at 85. The Court rejected this argument: "By its
terms, section 42-226 only applies to appropriators of ground water. The Spring
Users are not appropriators of ground water ... [t]hey are appropriators of surface
water flowing from springs." Id. (emphasis added). These cases clearly
demonstrate that Martin-Curren Tunnel is a surface water source.
Order on Summary Judgment, p. 4, <( 3 (R. Vol. XV, p. 3174).

IGWA does not address the Director's analysis related to Idaho Supreme Court
precedent. Contrary to IGWA's assertion, the Director did not err by concluding the
source of Martin-Curren Tunnel is surface water, not ground water.

B.

THE DIRECTOR DID NOT ERR IN HIS DELINEATION AND APPLICATION
OF A TRIM LINE USING THE GREAT RIFT

I . History of ESPAM
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The history of the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA") modeling effort helps provide
important context to the Director's decisions in the Rangen delivery call. ESPAM is a calibrated
regional ground water model representing the ESPA. ESPAM 1.0 was developed by the
Department working in collaboration with ESHMC, a technical committee comprised of
hydrogeologists, ground water modelers and other technical professionals working on ESPA
water issues. ESPAM 1.0 simulated the effects of ground water pumping from the ESPA on the
Snake River and tributary springs. Shortly after its issuance, ESHMC found certain errors in the
model and issued an update that was designated ESPAM version 1.1 ("ESPAM 1.1 ").
The ESHMC and the Department started working on an update to ESP AM 1.1 in 2005.
The update was referred to as ESPAM 2.0. One key aspect of the update was the refining and recalibration of the model with new data. In particular, the model was calibrated using monthly
water levels and flow targets, including measured spring discharges within fourteen specific
model grid cells. The springs captured and used by Rangen were measured throughout the
model calibration period, and the monthly average spring discharge in the model cell where
spring flows are captured by Rangen was a target for model calibration.
Another key issue significant to this proceeding is that an error was discovered in
ESPAM 1.1. During development of ESP AM 2.0, the Department discovered that spring
discharge values used to estimate discharge for Thousand Springs and springs in the Thousand
Springs to Malad spring reach for calibration of ESP AM 1.1 were inaccurate. These values were
corrected in the calibration targets for ESP AM 2.0. These corrections resulted in a significant
decrease in the spring discharge target at Thousand Springs and a significant increase in spring
discharge targets in the Billingsley Creek area. Ex. 3203, p. 32. The revised model showed that
ground water pumping had a much larger impact on the Rangen spring than previously thought.
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The revision of ESP AM was in progress when Rangen filed its Petition in December of
2011. The parties to this proceeding agreed to wait until the ESHMC completed its work on
ESP AM 2.0 before going to hearing.
In July of 2012, ESHMC determined the calibration of ESPAM 2.0 was complete and
recommended the Department begin using ESP AM 2.0 rather than ESPAM 1.1 for ground water
modeling. Curtailment Order, p. 18, 'l[ 84 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4205). In response, an order was
issued adopting ESPAM 2.0 for use in the Rangen delivery call. Id. However, during
preparation of the final project report, data calculation mistakes were discovered in the model
input data used for calibration. Id. The model was re-calibrated in November 2012, resulting in
the release of ESPAM 2.1. In January of 2013, the ESHMC endorsed the use of ESPAM 2.1 in
place of ESPAM 2.0. Id. ESPAM 2.1 was subsequently used by the Department and the parties
in this proceeding to simulate the effects of ground water withdrawals on flows available to the
Rangen Facility.
Like ESPAM 1.1., ESPAM 2.1 is a numerical groundwater model that was developed for
the purpose of determining the effects of groundwater pumping on discharge to spring and river
reaches, such as the Rangen spring cell. Ex. 3203, p. 2. The model incorporates the spatial
distribution of recharge and groundwater pumping, a large number of water level and aquifer
discharge observations, regional-scale hydrogeology, and the transient response of aquifer
discharge to spatially and temporally distributed recharge and pumping.
Some key factors distinguish ESP AM 2.1 from ESPAM 1.1. ESPAM 2.1 is a technical
improvement to ESPAM 1.1 in part because ESPAM 2.1 was calibrated to monthly observations
of spring discharge within individual model cells and is capable of simulating the impacts of
depletions from or accretions to the aquifer on spring discharge within those model cells.
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ESPAM I.I was calibrated to significantly fewer spring discharge data. ESPAM 1.1 was only
capable of simulating depletions from or accretions to a group of springs that, in total, contribute
water to larger segmented reaches of the Snake River. In ESP AM 2.1, spring discharge in the
model cell where Rangen' s water is derived was a target used for calibration of the model. The
outflow of water in the vicinity of the Rangen Facility was identified as a model calibration
target because flows from the Rangen Facility had been measured over a sufficiently long period
of time and with enough frequency. This is significant because when determining the impact of
ground water pumping on the springs under ESP AM 1.1, the model could only calculate the
benefits of curtailment that would accrue to the reach of the river in which the senior's point of
diversion was located. With the updated model, the Director can now calculate the benefits of
curtailment that would accrue to a much smaller area. In this case, ESP AM 2.1 allows the
Director to calculate the benefits of curtailment to the Rangen spring cell itself.
2. IGW A's Criticisms of ESP AM 2.1
IGWA's expert reports criticize the model. Many of the criticisms in those reports are
described in IGWA's Opening Brief. Opening Brief at 15-23. IGWA states the criticisms "are
not meant to suggest ESP AM 2.1 is entirely unreliable" but "to highlight uncertainty in the
accuracy of ESP AM 2.1 predictions for the Ran gen model cell, which IGW A contends the
[Curtailment Order] does not adequately account for." Id. at 17.
The Director considered the criticisms raised by IGWA and either disagreed with them or
found them not to rise to such a level as to prevent application of the model. For example, both
at the hearing and in its Opening Brief, IGW A discussed Dr. Brendecke's three alterative
conceptual models. Id. at 16. As to the first two models, the Director found that they produced
results "very similar to the impacts predicted by ESP AM 2.1 .... " Curtailment Order, p. 21, <J[
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95.b (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4208). As to the third model, IGW A states it "produced results that
differed by 20 percent from ESPAM 2.1." Opening Brief at 16. This model was rejected by the
Director since "the calibration method used in [the model] did not follow proper procedures" and
because "[t]he quality of the calibration of the composite model was compromised."

Curtailment Order, p. 21, <JI. 95.b (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4208).
IGWA also suggests ESP AM 2.1 's "ability to accurately predict localized groundwater
flow conditions" is compromised because ESPAM 2.1 is a regional model that does not consider
detailed localized information. Opening Brief at 17. The Director rejected this criticism as the
model does consider localized data:
Although ESP AM 2.1 is a regional model that accounts for variation in geologic
features within the constraints of a one-square-mile grid cell, ESPAM 2.1 was
calibrated to observed monthly spring discharge in the Rangen model cell. These
discharge data reflect local and regional geologic controls on hydrologic
responses to ground water pumping and other aquifer stresses. IDWR Staff
Memorandum, Ex. 3203, pp. 4, 28.

Curtailment Order, p. 20, <JI 95.b (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4207). The Director continued:
It is appropriate for the Department to use a regional model as a tool for
conjunctive administration of water rights, because the effect of junior ground
water pumping within the Eastern Snake Plain, an approximately 11,000 square
mile area, on spring discharge and river reaches is a regional-scale question that
cannot be addressed with a small-scale, local model. IDWR Staff Memorandum,
Ex. 3203, p. 4. ESP AM 2.1 was developed specifically to predict the effect of
regional aquifer stresses such as ground water pumping on river reaches and
sp_rings, including the model cell containing the Ran gen spring. Id., p. 2. ESP AM
2.1 incorporates much more information about the aquifer than can be considered
in other predictive methods available to the Department, and incorporates data
that specifically reflect how spring discharge in the Rangen cell has responded to
regional aquifer stresses in the past. Id., p. 4. This is the reason that numerical
models are recognized by the USGS as the most robust approach for predicting
the effects of groundwater pumping on surface-water discharge. Id., p. 2.

Id. at 22, lj[ 95.e (Id. at 4209).
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A third complaint IGW A raises is that the model has "a bias toward over-predicting the
impact of groundwater pumping on the Rangen Model cell." Opening Brief at 20. The Director
rejected this notion:
Department staff disagree with the conclusion that calibration results indicate
ESPAM 2.1 is biased to over-predict impacts to spring flows in the Rangen model
cell. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, pp. 39, 57. Mr. Hinckley's and Dr.
Brendecke's arguments that the model is biased to over-predict impacts are based
largely on comparison of model results with well and spring discharge data
collected only after the year 2000. Ignoring data collected before 2000
compromises their interpretation. It is important to consider both older and more
recent data to obtain the best representation of the physical system. IDWR staff
memorandum, p. 37. The difference between recent low flow values and older
historic values is the spring's response to changes in the aquifer water budget and
is critical to the prediction of the impacts of ground water pumping. Id., p. 57.
Contrary to IGW A's arguments, evaluation of ESP AM2. l's calibration results,
which under-predict the difference between flows in the 1980s and the 2000s,
suggests that the model would be more likely to under-predict the impacts of
ground water pumping on spring flows in the Rangen cell. Id. IGWA's
arguments are further contradicted by the results obtained from Dr. Brendecke's
alternative model (AMEC Model 2), which he states "appears to resolve the
overprediction problem noted for ESPAM 2.1 in recent years." IGWA Ex. 2401,
p. 45. AMEC Model 2 predicts a response of 18.0 cfs in response to curtailment
within the model domain, which is slightly higher than the ES PAM 2.1-predicted
response of 17 .9 cfs. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 57.
Curtailment Order, p. 21-22, 'II 95.d (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4208-09).

Ultimately, in response to IGW A's criticisms, the Director found the model is the best
tool available to administer water in the ESPA:
The criticisms raised [by IGWA] fail to persuade the Director that ESP AM 2.1 should not
be used in this proceeding. The Director finds, based upon clear and convincing
evidence, that ESPAM 2.1 is the best technical scientific tool currently available to
predict the effect of ground water pumping on flows from springs located in the Rangen
cell. The Director acknowledges that there is uncertainty in the model predictions, but
disagrees with IGW A's conclusion that ESPAM 2.1 is biased toward over-predicting
impacts to flows at the Rangen model cell.
Id. at 22, lj[ 96 (Id. at 4209). The Director concluded:

Because numerical models are approximations of complex physical systems, aquifer
modeling is a dynamic process. ESPAM 2.1 is the result of improvements to previous
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versions of the model, and it will likely be improved upon through future efforts of the
Department and the ESHMC. Some of the criticisms of the model have merit, and may
be addressed in future versions of the model as data availability and improvements in
computing technology allow. While there is the potential to improve the model given
additional time and resources, ESP AM 2.1 is currently the best available scientific tool.
Imperfections in the model should not preclude the Department from using the model as
an administrative tool, and should not be the basis for using other predictive methods that
have less scientific basis. The Director concludes that ESP AM 2.1 predicted responses to
curtailment are the best available predictions.
Id. at 39, <JI 48 (Id. at 4226).

3. Delineating a Trim Line Using the Great Rift
Substantial testimony was presented at the hearing regarding approximations and possible
inaccuracies of using a regional model to simulate depletions to Rangen spring complex
discharge caused by ground water diversions from the ESPA. Ground water users diverting from
the ESPA argued that any application of the model should acknowledge there is an
unquantifiable level of uncertainty in the predictions generated by the model by either
discounting the prediction or applying a trim line. Rangen argued that, regardless of inaccuracies
in the model, it is the best estimate of the impacts of junior ground water pumping on flows in
the Rangen cell, therefore no trim line should be applied.

In reference to delineation of a trim line, the Director explained:
The Idaho Supreme Court stated, "Given the nature of the decisions which must
be made in determining how to respond to a delivery call, there must be some exercise of
discretion by the Director." American Falls, 143 Idaho at 875, 154 P. 3d at 446. The
Director perceives this issue of a trim line as one of limited discretion and applies the
legal standards established by Idaho courts. Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 813, 252 P.3d at
94.

Curtailment Order, p. 39, <[ 52 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4226). The Director noted that, in accordance
with CM Rule 20.03, entitled "Reasonable Use of Surface and Ground Water," an appropriator is
not entitled to command the entirety of large volumes of water in a surface or ground water
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source to support his appropriation contrary to the public policy of reasonable use of water. Id.
at 40, 'l[ 53 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4227). The Director also noted demand should be viewed in light of
reasonableness and optimum development of water resources in the public interest citing to CM
Rules 20 and 42; American Falls, 143 Idaho at 876-80, 154 P.3d at 447-51; Clear Springs, 150
Idaho at 807-10; 252 P.3d at 88-91; and In Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water
Rights Held By or For The Benefit of A. & B Irrigation Dist., supra, slip op. at 13-17. Id. The

Director further noted:
"The policy of the Jaw of this State is to secure the maximum use and benefit, and least
wasteful use, of its water resources." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 808, 252 P.3d at 89
(quoting Poole v. Olaveson, 82 Idaho 496,502,356 P.2d 61, 65 (1960)). The Idaho
Constitution enunciates a policy of promoting optimum development of water resources
in the public interest. Baker v. Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., 95 Idaho 575, 584, 513 P.2d 627,
636 (1973); Idaho Const. Art. XV, § 7. "There is no difference between securing the
maximum use and benefit, and least wasteful use, of this State's water resources and the
optimum development of water resources in the public interest. Likewise, there is no
material difference between 'full economic development' and the 'optimum development
of water resources in the public interest.' They are two sides of the same coin. Full
economic development is the result of the optimum development of water resources in
the public interest." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 809, 252 P.3d at 90. "The policy of
securing the maximum use and benefit, and least wasteful use, of the State's water
resources applies to both surface and ground waters, and it requires that they be managed
conjunctively." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 809, 252 P.3d at 90.
Id. at 'l[ 54 (Id.).

The Director also recognized the Curren Tunnel and Rangen spring complex are located
west of the Great Rift, a low-transmissivity feature that impedes the transmission of water
through the ESPA. Id. at 'f 55 (Id.). While there is some predicted depletion of Curren Tunnel
discharge attributable to points of diversion east of the Great Rift, the contribution is small.
Generally less than 1% of the benefits of curtailment of water users east of the Great Rift will
accrue to the Rangen spring cell. Id. Even less will be expected to accrue to the Curren Tunnel.
Id. The low transrnissivity that impedes the transmission of water through the aquifer at the
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Great Rift causes the benefit of curtailment with respect to the number of acres curtailed to
diminish significantly if areas east of the Great Rift are included in the curtailment. Id. at 26,
Fig. 3 (Id. at 4213, Fig. 3). Curtailment of junior ground water irrigation west of the Great Rift
would dry up approximately 157,000 acres, resulting in curtailment of irrigation of
approximately 17,000 acres per cfs of predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel. Id. at 40, !j[ 55 (Id.
at 4227). Curtailment of junior ground water irrigation east of the Great Rift would dry up
approximately 322,000 additional acres, resulting in curtailment of irrigation of approximately
204,000 acres per cfs of predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel. Id. The Director concluded
curtailment of ground water diversions on the east side of the Great Rift is not justified because,
"[t]o curtail junior ground water users east of the Great Rift would be counter to the optimum
development of Idaho's water resources in the public interest and the policy of securing the
maximum use and benefit, and least wasteful use, of the State's water resources." Id.
The Director also concluded model uncertainty justified use of a trim line. Id. In
delineating a trim line using the Great Rift, the Director considered uncertainty in the predicted
increase in spring flow resulting from curtailment and that the actual response may be lower or
higher than predicted. Id. at 39,

f 49 (Id.

at 4226). The Director concluded that, while there is

generally higher predictive uncertainty on the eastern side of the Great Rift than the western side,
impacts from several pumping locations evaluated on the eastern side had negligible impacts on
the spring cell evaluated in the Department's predictive uncertainty analysis. Id. at 40,

CJ[

55 (Id.

at 4227).
4. IGWA's Objections to the Director's Delineation of a Trim Line.
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IGWA raises a number of objections related the Director's use of the Great Rift as a basis
for a trim line and suggests its use results in the impennissible waste of water. Opening Brief at

51-62. Each objection is addressed below.
a. The Director correctly interpreted Idaho law regarding his scope of discretion in
implementing a trim line.
IGW A first asserts the Director misinterpreted Idaho law by concluding he has "'limited
discretion' to apply the law of reasonable use." Opening Brief at 51. IGW A misconstrues the
Director's statement in the Curtailment Order regarding the exercise of discretion. In discussing
his authority to implement a trim line, the Director concluded:
The Idaho Supreme Court stated, "Given the nature of the decisions which must
be made in detennining how to respond to a delivery call, there must be some exercise of
discretion by the Director." American Falls, 143 Idaho at 875, 154 P. 3d at 446. The
Director perceives this issue of a trim line as one of limited discretion and applies the
legal standards established by Idaho courts. Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 813,252 P.3d at
94.

Curtailment Order, p. 39, <j[ 52 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4226). IGWA suggests inclusion of the term
"limited" before the word "discretion" results in an error of law. The statement that the Director
"perceives this issue of a trim line as one of limited discretion" is consistent with the standard for
discretion as outlined by the Idaho Supreme Court in Clear Springs and AFRD#2. In Clear
Springs, the spring water users argued the Director abused his discretion in implementing a trim
line. Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 816, 252 P.3d at 98. The Court stated:
The Director perceived the issue as discretionary, he acted within the outer limits of his
discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the available choices,
and he reached his decision through an exercise of reason. The district court did not err in
upholding the Director's decision in this regard.
Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 813,252 P.3d at 94 (emphasis added) (quoting Haw v. Idaho State
Bd. of Med., 143 Idaho 51, 54, 137 P.3d 438,441 (2006)). This decision expressly recognized
the Director's discretion has "limits" and the Director must act within those limits.
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The Director's inclusion of the tenn "limited" in his characterization of the discretionary
standard is consistent with the express recognition of limits in the Idaho Supreme Court's
decision in AFRD#2:
Somewhere between the absolute right to use a decreed water right and an obligation not
to waste it and to protect the public's interest in this valuable commodity, lies an area for
the exercise of discretion by the Director. This is certainly not unfettered discretion ....
Am. Falls Reservoir Dist. No. 2, 143 Idaho at 880, 154 P.3d at 451. Inclusion of the word

"limited" simply signals the Director's discretion is not "unfettered." These cases show that
IGWA, not the Director, has the "mistaken perception" regarding the scope of the Director's
discretion. The fact that the Director must act within the outer limits of his discretion in order to
not abuse that discretion exemplifies that the Director's discretion is limited. The Director
correctly recognized this limit of discretion in the Curtailment Order.
b. The Curtailment Order contains a reasoned statement in support of the application of
the Great Rift trim line.
IGW A also argues the Director eITed by not deciding "the point at which the exercise of
priority becomes unreasonable." Opening Brief at 56. Contrary to IGW A's argument, the
Director directly determined the point at which the exercise of priority in this matter becomes
unreasonable. Specifically, delineating a trim line using the Great Rift limits curtailment to an
area where the Rangen spring cell is predicted to receive at least 1% of the benefits of
curtailment, and the calling party is predicted to receive at least 0.63% of the benefits of
curtailment. Curtailment Order, p. 39, 'If 51 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4226). The reasoning, facts, and
inferences underlying the Director's decision to use the Great Rift as a trim line are explained in
detail in Section B.3 above and in the Curtailment Order in Findings of Fact 105-110 and
Conclusions of Law 37-57.
c. The Director did not err in concluding model uncertainty is unquantifiable.
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IGW A further argues the Director erred by "not assigning a margin of uncertainty to its
predictions" in this delivery call proceeding. Opening Brief at 57. IOWA asks the Court to
"remand this matter with an instruction to assign a margin of error or uncertainty to ESPA 2.1
prediction for Rangen, and explain how it is taken into account in the Director's remand
decision." Id.
With respect to model uncertainty, the Director concluded:
Because of the complexity of the model, the margin of error associated with
model predictions cannot be quantified. The lack of a quantifiable margin of error
associated with the model does not mean that the model should be abandoned, but simply
that its use should be tempered with the fact that it is a "simulation or prediction of
reality."

Curtailment Order, p. 39, 1 49 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4226).
The Director's conclusion that "the margin of error associate with model predictions
4

cannot be quantified" is consistent with the Department's staff report and even the testimony of
IOWA 'sown expert, Dr. Charles Brendecke, who testified "any application of ESP AM 2.1 must
acknowledge and accept that there is an inherent and unquantifiable level of uncertainty in the
predictions generated by the model." Tr. Vol. XI, p. 2743-44 (emphasis added). Given these
statements, the Director's conclusion that a specific margin of error associated with the model
cannot be quantified is supported by substantial evidence in the record.
Contrary to IGWA's suggestion, the Director did explain how uncertainty is taken into
account in the decision. The conclusion that a specific margin of error cannot be assigned to the
model does not mean the Director did not adequately consider model uncertainty when
delineating a trim line. Rather, as the Director noted in the Curtailment Order, "[u]ncertainty in

4

"Predictive uncenaimy. as shown in Wylie (20 l 2a). varies with th.3 local ions of stresses and responsl:!S and
cannot he ass1goed a single numeric value:· Ex. ?,2?,0. p. 2 I.
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the model justifies use of a trim line." Curtailment Order, p. 40, 'l[ 55 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4227). In
delineating a trim line using the Great Rift, the Director considered that there is uncertainty in
the predicted increase in spring flow resulting from curtailment and that the actual response may
be lower or higher than predicted. Id. at 39, 'l[ 49 (Id. at 4226). The Director also considered
that, while there is generally higher predictive uncertainty on the eastern side of the Great Rift,
impacts from several pumping locations evaluated on the eastern side of the Great Rift had
negligible impacts on the spring cell evaluated in the Department's predictive uncertainty
analysis. Id. at 40, 'l[ 55 (Id. at 4227). These considerations supported the Director's delineation
of a trim line using the Great Rift. The Director adequately considered model uncertainty when
delineating a trim line.
d. IGWA's suggested 10% trim line is not supported bv the record.
IGW A suggests the Director should have applied a 10% trim line with respect to the
model cell containing the Martin-Curren Tunnel because this is what was used in previous
delivery calls. Opening Brief at 55. The Director rejected this argument because of a key
difference in the way ESP AM I. I and ESP AM 2.1 are calibrated. Order on Reconsideration, p.
6 (R. Vol. XXII, p. 4464). ESP AM I. I was used to delineate trim lines for the previous
Thousand Springs delivery calls. ESP AM 1.1 was only calibrated to calculate the benefits of
curtailment to groups of springs tributary to a reach of the Snake River (commonly referred to as
a "spring reach"). Former Director Karl Dreher applied a 10% trim line and limited the
curtailment of ground water rights to areas in which at least 10% of the benefits of curtailment
would accrue to a spring reach in which the senior's point of diversion was located. Because a
spring reach contains numerous springs that are not available to the calling party, significantly
less than I 0% of the curtailed use benefitted the calling party. The portion of the benefit
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received by the calling party was estimated based on spring flow data for all springs in the reach.
For example, as discussed in the Curtailment Order, in the Clear Springs Foods delivery call, the
calling party was predicted to receive only 6. 9% of the benefit to the spring reach. In the Blue
Lakes delivery call, the calling party was predicted to receive only 20% of the benefit to the
spring reach. In these delivery calls, a 10% trim line limited the area subject to curtailment to
areas where at least 0.69% (6.9% of 10%) and 2% (20% of 10%), respectively, of the curtailed
use was predicted to benefit the calling party. Curtailment Order, p. 38, 11143, 45 (R. Vol. XXI,
p. 4225).
ESPAM 2.1, the updated model used in the Rangen delivery call, was improved by
calibration to more detailed spring flow data. Because of this improvement, the Department can
predict the benefit to individual spring cells instead of the larger spring reaches. Because the
model is now calibrated to specific springs cells instead of only spring reaches, a 10% trim line
for a spring reach is not comparable to a 10% trim line for specific springs. To compare the two
models, the more appropriate standard is to consider the benefits to the calling pa.i1y. The trim
line delineated by the Great Rift generally limits the area subject to curtailment to areas where at
least 0.63% of the curtailed use benefits the calling party. Comparing the benefit to the calling
party at the trim line in previous Thousand Springs area delivery calls (0.69% and 2%) and the
benefit to Rangen at the eastern boundary of the Great Rift trim line (0.63%) establishes that the
standard applied previously in the Clear Springs Foods and Blue Lakes delivery calls is similar
to the standard used in this proceeding.
Moreover, if the Department were to return to the approach used in previous Thousand
Springs delivery calls, it would apply a 10% trim line with respect to the Buhl to Thousand
Springs reach, which is the calibrated spring reach in ESP A model version 2 containing the
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Manin-Curren Tunnel and numerous other springs. A 10% trim line for the Buhl to Thousand
Springs reach would be similar to the trim line delineated using the Great Rift.

Order on

Reconsideration, p. 7 (R. Vol. XXII, p. 4465). IGW A's argument that, because a 10% trim line
with respect to the spring reach was used previously, a 10% trim line with respect to the model
cell containing Curren Tunnel should be applied in this scenario, is like comparing apples to
oranges. To correctly compare, the benefits to the calling party should be examined.
IGW A also suggests the Director is compelled to use a 10% trim line based upon prior
court precedent. Opening Brief at 57. In support of this argument, IOWA cites to Van Camp v.
Emery, 13 Idaho 202, 89 P. 752 (1907); Schodde v. Twin Falls Land Company, 224 U.S. 107
(1912); Clark v. Hansen, 35 Idaho 449,206 P. 808,810 (1922); and Basinger v. Taylor, 36 Idaho
591,211 P. 1085, 1086 (1922).

In Van Camp, the senior appropriator dammed a creek so that the water would back up,
raising the water table to subirrigate his lands. Van Camp, 13 Idaho at 208, 89 P. at 754. The
Van Camp Court held that although Van Camp could divert water from the stream to fill his
water right, he could not darn or impede the flow of the remaining water in order to cause a
subirrigation of his meadows. Id. As discussed in Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 809, 252 P.3d at
90, the issue in Van Camp was whether a senior appropriator was protected in his means of
diversion. In Clear Springs, IOWA argued that Van Camp could be read broadly to require the
Director to reduce the amount of water a senior is entitled to under his water right. The Clear
Spring Court rejected this argument, recognizing the limited holding of Van Camp: "The senior
appropriator in Van Camp was entitled to his water right; he simply had to change his
unreasonable means of diversion." Id. In Clear Springs, IGWA also cited Schodde as a defense
in a delivery call proceeding. As with Van Camp, the Court recognized that the holding of
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Schodde was limited to the reasonableness of the appropriator's means of diversion: "The issue

in Schodde was whether the senior appropriator was protected in his means of diversion, not in
his priority of water rights." Id.

In Clark, the Court denied a senior's right to call for additional water finding a ninety
percent conveyance loss to be "against public policy." Clark, 35 Idaho, 449,206 Pac. at 810. In
Basinger, the Court determined a conveyance loss of fifty percent was "unreasonable, excessive

and against public policy" and explained "(a] water user is entitled to allowance for only a
reasonable loss in conducting his water from the point of diversion to the place of use."
Basinger, 36 ldaho 591, 211 P. at 1086. These cases are equally distinguishable as they do not

relate to the application of trim line in a delivery call case but address conveyance loss through
ditch systems.

IGW A's identification of "waste" as an issue arising out of the Curtailment Order is
incorrect. The fact that a large portion of the water curtailed will not reach Ran gen does not
mean it is being wasted. Water not reaching Rangen becomes available to other senior water
users in the Thousand Springs area. The water also benefits other senior water users with
pending delivery calJs upstream from the Thousand Springs area (such as the Surface Water
Coalition call) because the benefits of curtailment of ground water rights propagate upstream as
well as downstream. The real issue is to what extent the prior appropriation doctrine as
established under Idaho law allows a senior surface water user to exercise priority against an
aquifer. The use of the Great Rift as justification for a trim line strikes an appropriate balance
between protection of priority of right and not allowing the senior to command the entirety of the
resource.
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IGW A also contrasts the futile call determination in the first Rangen delivery call in 2005
with the results of the most recent Rangen delivery call. Opening Brief at 59-62. IGW A
suggests the "change in curtailment is the result of the Director adopting different trim lines." Id.
at 59. While Director Dreher determined in the first Rangen delivery call in 2005 that the call
was futile, the change in result in this proceeding is not due to changes in the approach used to
define the trim line as implied by IGW A, but rather data error. As discussed above, during
development of ESP AM 2.0, the Department discovered spring discharge values that were used
to estimate discharge for Thousand Springs and springs in the Thousand Springs to Malad spring
reach for calibration of ESPAM 1.1 were inaccurate. These values were corrected in the
calibration targets for ESP AM 2.0. These corrections resulted in a significant increase in the
spring discharge targets in the Billingsley Creek area. Ex. 3203, p.32. The revised model
showed that ground water pumping had a much larger impact on the Rangen spring cell than
previously thought. Thus, IGWA is wrong in suggesting the trim line is the basis for the change
in result.

C.

THE CURTAILMENT ORDER COMPLIES WITH IDAHO CODE§ 67-5248.
The Director may consider multiple factors in determining whether holders of water

rights are suffering material injury and using water efficiently and without waste, including
whether the rights could be met with the user's existing facilities and water supplies by
employing reasonable diversion and conveyance efficiency and conservation practices or by
using alternate reasonable means or alternate points of diversion. IDAPA 37.03.11.042.0l(g-h).
At hearing, IGWA argued Rangen' s use of water is unreasonable because Rangen is not
recycling the water it has already beneficially used to raise more fish. Tr. Vol. Vlll, pp. 1843,
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1866. The Director considered whether Rangen should be required to construct a recirculation
system prior to seeking curtailment of junior water right holders. The Director found:
Recycling water would require a pump-back system or reconfiguring the present system
for water delivery. Id. Prior to filing its delivery call, Rangen considered constructing a
pump-back system but ultimately rejected the idea. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 113; Courtney,
Vol. II, pp. 400-404; Rangen Ex. 1203. Raceways require continuous replenishment with
fresh water. Courtney, Vol. II, p. 401. Interruption of this flow would result in the loss
of fish and likely a significant monetary loss. Id. A pump-back system would require
redundant power sources and pumps to ensure that a loss of power or a pump failure
would not deprive fish of water, thereby killing the fish. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 112;
Courtney, Vol. II, p. 401. The cost of building the pump-back system, without the
redundant power sources and pumps, was estimated to be $116,000. Courtney, Vol. II, p.
403. The annual costs of operating the system run between $22,000 and $46,000. Id.
Because of the significant costs to build the project, and other concerns about the issues
of water quality and water temperature associated with a pump-back system, Rangen
ultimately rejected the idea of a pump-back system. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 113.
Curtailment Order, p. 14, Cf 64 (R. Vol. XXI, p. 4201). At the end of this finding, the Director

stated "[t]he cost of building redundant systems along with annual operating costs makes a
pump-back system cost prohibitive." Id.
IGWA argues the Curtailment Order only contains the above findings of fact and does
not contain any conclusion of law related to the to the recirculation issue. IGWA argues this
violates the threshold required by Idaho Code§ 67-5248 of a reasoned statement supporting the
Director's decision. Opening Brief at 63.
IGWA's argument is both factually and legally incorrect. The Director set forth multiple
conclusions of law related to the reasonableness of Ran gen' s diversions: "The Director
concludes Rangen's water use is reasonable." Curtailment Order, p.35, Cf 30 (R. Vol. Xxi, p.
4222); "The Director concludes that Rangen employs 'reasonable diversion and conveyance
efficiency and consideration practices' in diverting water from the Curren Tunnel." Id. at 36, Cf
34 (Id. at 4223); "Rangen is diverting and using water efficiently, without waste and in a manner
consistent with the goal of reasonable use." Id. at 41, ':fl 59 (Id. at 4228). These conclusions of
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law are applicable to the issue of recirculation as the Director could not have concluded
Ran gen' s water use is reasonable if he believed Ran gen was required to recirculate water.
Funhennore, Idaho Code § 67-5248(1)(a) provides that an order must contain "[a]
reasoned statement in support of the decision." The statements quoted above constitute reasoned
statements in support of the decision as required by the statute. Contrary to IGWA's assertion,
the Director appropriately exercised his discretion in considering whether Rangen should be
required to install a recirculation system and correctly addressed that consideration in the
Curtailment Order.

D.

THE DIRECTOR DID NOT ERR BY PHASING IN MITIGATION
Using ESP AM 2.1, the Director determined the steady state modeled benefit of

curtailment to the Curren Tunnel is 9 .1 cfs. Curtailment Order, p. 41, 1I 57 (R Vol. XXI, p.
4228). The Curtailment Order recognizes holders of junior-priority ground water rights may
avoid curtailment if they participate in a mitigation plan which provides "simulated steady state
benefits of 9.1 cfs to Curren Tunnel or direct flow of 9.1 cfs to Rangen." Id. at 42 (Id. at 4229).
The Curtailment Order explains that mitigation provided by direct flow to Rangen "may be
phased-in over not more than a five-year period pursuant to CM Rule 40 as follows: 3.4 cfs the
first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the
fifth year." 5 Id.
IGW A argues the Director erred by "phasing in mitigation" as opposed to "phasing in
curtailment" based on a mistaken interpretation of CM Rule 40.0 l .a.... " Opening Brief at 65.
IGW A asserts the plain language of that rule only allows the Director to phase in curtailment.

While it was not required that the Director establish the standard for mitigation in the Curtailment Order,
the Director included this information so the parties would understand his expectations.
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Contrary to IGW A's assertion, the Director's decision to phase in mitigation is consistent
with the plain language of CM Rule 40.01.a. That rule provides that, upon a finding by the
Director that material injury is occurring, the Director must:
Regulate the diversion and use of water in accordance with the priorities of rights
of the various surface or ground water users whose rights are included within the district,
provided, that regulation of junior-priority ground water diversion and use where the
material injury is delayed or long range may, by order of the Director, be phased-in over
not more than a five-year (5) period to lessen the economic impact of immediate and
complete curtailment."

ID APA 37.03.11.040.01 (a). The plain language of the rule requires the Director to regulate
diversion and use of water in accordance with priorities of rights and grants the Director

discretion to phase in that regulation over a five year period. The phasing in of mitigation is a
form of regulation of diversion and use of water. In this case, the Director determined that
adopting the approach advocated by IGW A would be "inequitable" and that, at a minimum,
IGW A "should be required to provide the quantity of water that otherwise would have been
supplied to Rangen through curtailment" through the first four years of a five year phase in
period. Order on Reconsideration, p. 10 (R. Vol. XXII, p. 4468). The Director concluded that,
"because the Director can only phase in curtailment over five years per Conjunctive
Management Rule 20.04, the full benefit of 9.1 cfs must be supplied in the fifth year." Id. at 9
(Id. at 4467).

IGWA points to the way former Director Dreher phased in regulation and suggests
Director Spackman is required to follow the same approach. Opening Brief at 65. While former
Director Dreher utilized a different approach to phase in regulation, CM Rule 40 does not limit
or prevent Director Spackman from taking a different approach. CM Rule 40 provides that
mitigation "may, by order of the Director, be phased-in over not more than a five-year (5)
period .... " The use of the word "may" evidences that discretion rests with the Director on how
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regulation may be phased in within the five-year period. State v. Mosqueda, 150 Idaho 830, 835,
252 P.3d 563, 568 (Ct. App. 2010) ("The word "may" is permissive and it denotes the right to
exercise discretion"). Director Spackrnan's approach to phasing in regulation in this case is
consistent with the plain language of CM Rule 40.
IGW A also argues the Director erred by requiring IOWA to provide 9.1 cfs by the fifth
year of phased-in mitigation because ES PAM 2.1 predicts only 7 .1 cfs will accrue to the Curren
Tunnel after five years of full curtailment. Opening Brief at 65. As CM Rule 40 states, the
Director's discretion to phase in regulation of di version and use of water to lessen economic
impact of immediate and full curtailment is limited to a period of five years. Consistent with the
plain language of that rule, IGW A must provide the full benefit of 9.1 cfs to Rangen in the fifth
year. IGWA's argument that the Director cannot require the full 9.1 cfs at the end of the phase
in period is contrary to CM Rule 40.
CONCLUSION
The Director did not err by determining the source for Rangen's water rights is surface
water, not ground water. The Director did not err in his delineation and application of a trim line
using the Great Rift. The Director appropriately exercised his discretion in considering whether
Rangen should be required to install a recirculation system and correctly addressed that
consideration in the Curtailment Order. The Director's interpretation that CM Rule 40 allows
phasing in of mitigation over a five period is consistent with the plain language of the rule. The
Director's findings, conclusions, and decisions set forth in the Curtailment Order should be
affirmed because there are in accordance with constitutional or statutory provisions; within the
statutory authority of the agency; made upon lawful procedure; supported by substantial
evidence on the record as a whole; and not arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.
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RESPONSE

A. The name "Martin-Curren Tunnel" refers to the man-made tunnel above Rangen, not Billingsley Creek.
Rangen's water rights list "Martin-Curren Tunnel" as the source of water. 1 The tunnel is a "large, excavated conduit constructed high on the canyon rim and extends approximately 300 feet into the canyon wall." 2 Since it
is the only source listed on Rangen's water rights, the Director ruled that
Rangen is authorized to divert "only water discharging from the Curren
Tunnel." 3
Rangen disputes this, arguing that the name Martin-Curren Tunnel refers collectively to the tunnel, Billingsley Creek, and natural springs at the
head of Billingsley Creek. 4 Rangen's obvious objective is to obtain authorization to divert water from Billingsley Creek at the "Bridge Dam" even
though Rangen's water rights do not identify Billingsley Creek as a source
or include a point of diversion for the Bridge Dam.
As explained below, the Director properly found that the name "Martin-Curren Tunnel" unambiguously refers to the man-made tunnel specifically, and not Billingsley Creek. There is no latent ambiguity as Rangen
contends, yet even if there was, the plain meaning of the word "tunnel,"
IDWR Adjudication Rules, and common usage all demonstrate that "Martin-Curren Tunnel" refers to the tunnel specifically. Therefore, the Director's ruling that Rangen's water rights authorize the diversion of water discharging from the Curren Tunnel only should not be set aside. 5

1

Final Order at 5 (R. Vol. 21 p. 4162).

2

Final Order at 5 ! 16 (R. Vol. 21 p. 4161).

3

Final Order at 33,518 (R. Vol. 21 p. 4190 ! 18).

4

Rangen Opening Br. at 8-19.

5

Final Order at 3 3, 518 (R. Vol. 21 p. 4190 ! 18).
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1. There is no latent ambiguity in the name "Martin-Curren
Tunnel."
Rangen does not dispute that the name "Martin-Curren Tunnel" is unambiguous on its face. Instead, Rangen cites the seldom-used concept of
latent ambiguities to ask this Court to interpret the name in a manner that
contradicts its plain meaning. Rangen made this same argument to the Director, 6 which he rejected. 7
Rangen acknowledges that proving a purported latent ambiguity is a
two-step process, yet Rangen skips the first step altogether. The first step is
"to show that the latent ambiguity actually existed." 8 This requires showing
that the instrument "loses Dclarity when applied to the facts as they exist." 9
Only after crossing this hurdle can evidence be considered "to explain what
was intended by the ambiguous statement." 10
Rangen declares that "evidence in this case demonstrates that the term
'Martin-Curren Tunnel' constitutes a latent ambiguity," 11 yet does not explain how the term loses clarity when applied to the facts. Rangen cites Uflliams v. IdahoPotatoStarch Co., but this decision does not support Rangen's

latent ambiguity argument. 12 In Uflliams, the term "ten inch pump" was
deemed ambiguous because there are multiple types of ten inch pumps that
might properly apply, necessitating a review of extrinsic evidence to determine which type of pump the parties contemplated. 13 In contrast, there is
only one tunnel that supplies water to Rangen.
6

Rangen Closing Br. at 11-22 (R. Vol. 19 pp. 3908-3919).

7

Final Order at 33, 18 (R. Vol. 21 p. 4190).

8

Rangen Opening Br. at 9 (quoting Snoderlyv. Bouer, 30 Idaho 484,487 (1917)).

RangenOpening Br. at 8 (quoting Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, 151 Idaho 449,455
(2011)).

9

10

Rangen Opening Br. at 9 (quoting Snoderly, 30 Idaho at 487).

11

Rangen Opening Br. at 11.

12

Rangen Opening Br. at 10-11 (citing Williamsv. IdahoPotatoStarchCo., 73 Idaho 13
(1952)).

13

Williams, 7 3 Idaho at 20.
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The Martin-Curren Tunnel is a well-known geologic feature, and there
was no confusion by the witnesses in this case as to what the name refers to.
Rangen employees, IDWR employees, and experts hired by both parties all
used it to refer to the man-made tunnel specifically. None used it to refer to
Billingsley Creek or the springs at the head of the Creek. Rather, witnesses
called Billingsley Creek by its name, and used terms like "talus springs"
and "lower springs" to refer to the springs at the head of Billingsley Creek.
Rangen's experts acknowledged the Tunnel and the springs as different water sources, explaining: "Water delivered to the Research Hatchery is supplied by the Curren Tunnel and spring water issuing from the talus slope
beneath the tunnel." 14 In fact, the Tunnel and lower springs have distinct
flow characteristics, with the Tunnel being more responsive to declining
groundwater levels than the lower springs. 15
It is actually Rangen's theory-that the name "Martin-Curren Tunnel"

refers to the tunnel, springs, and Billingsley Creek collectively-that creates
confusion. Rangen's water rights are not the only rights that have "MartinCurren Tunnel" as the source. There are nine others, all of which receive
water from the tunnel alone. 16 Treating "Martin-Curren Tunnel" as an umbrella term to describe multiple water sources creates confusion as to the
source of these water rights, whereas the name loses no clarity when used
to describe the tunnel specifically.
With only one tunnel supplying water to Rangen, and all water rights
from that tunnel listing "Martin-Curren Tunnel" as their source, there is no
question that the name "Martin-Curren Tunnel" refers to the tunnel specifically, and not Billingsley Creek or the springs at the head of the Creek.
Thus, there is no latent ambiguity.

14

Brockway et al. Report, Dec. 20, 2012, p. 8 (Ex. 1284 at 8).

15

Ex. 2201.
Ex. 2401 at 94.

16
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Moreover, Rangen's latent ambiguity argument violates IDWR Adjudication Rule 60. Rangen claims "Martin-Curren Tunnel" is "a local name for
the entire complex that forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek." 17 However, Adjudication Rule 60.02.c allows water sources to be identified by the
name in local common usage only if no official name is listed on the U.S.
Geological Survey Quadrangle map. 18 Billingsley Creek is listed on the
USGS quad map; therefore, Rangen was required to name Billingsley Creek
as the source of its claimed right to divert water from Billingsley Creek at
the Bridge Dam.
Rangen's problem is not one of ambiguity, but of its own failure to include different points of diversion from different sources of water in its
SRBA claims. IDWR Adjudication Rules require water users to identify
multiple points of diversion if "the claim is for a single water delivery system that has more than one (1) point of diversion, or the claim is for a single
licensed or decreed water right that covers more than one (1) water delivery
system," 19 and, if points of diversion are from different sources, the Rules
require the claimant to identify the source for each diversion. 20
Accordingly, in other instances where a tunnel and natural springs are
located near each other, the SRBA decrees identify the tunnel and spring as
separate sources of water. For example, water right no. 36-7071 identifies
the Hoagland Tunnel and adjacent Weatherby Springs as separate water
sources with separate points of diversion. 21 Similarly, water right no. 36131 identifies "Spring 8" and "Spring 9" as separate sources, listing two
different points of diversions within the same 10-acre tract. 22

17

18

Rangen Opening Br. at 11.
IDAPA 37.03.01.

19

Rule 60.02.d.v.

20

Rule 60.02.c.ii.

21

See Appendix A attached hereto.

22

See Appendix B attached hereto.
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If Rangen claimed the right to divert water from Billingsley Creek in
addition to the Martin-Curren Tunnel, it had a duty under the Adjudication
Rules to list both sources and points of diversion. If there were errors or deficiencies in Rangen's water right licenses, the SRBA provided an opportunity to correct them.
Rangen's failure to comply with the Adjudication Rules does not create
ambiguity. Indeed, There would be no debate about the meaning of MartinCurren Tunnel if Rangen had properly claimed two points of diversion from
two sources, as the Adjudication Rules require.
It is not this Court's duty to stretch the doctrine of latent ambiguity to

effectively add a source that Rangen failed to claim in the SRBA, nor is it
Rangen's privilege to bootstrap its error into a water right that is better than
what is shown on its decrees. Therefore, this Court should uphold the Director's ruling that the name "Martin-Curren Tunnel" unambiguously refers to the man-made tunnel at Rangen, and deny Rangen's latent ambiguity argument.

2. If a latent ambiguity exists, extrinsic evidence demonstrates
that "Martin-Curren Tunnel" refers to the tunnel specifically.
If this Court determines the name Martin-Curren Tunnel is ambiguous, extrinsic evidence nonetheless demonstrates that it refers to the tunnel
specifically, and not to Billingsley Creek or the springs at the head of the
Creek. This is evident by IDWR back-file documents and common usage of
the name "Martin-Curren Tunnel."

i.

IDWR back-file documents.

Rangen relies on the water right application and license for water right
36-7694 which identify the water source as "underground springs," 23
which Rangen contends is a reference to Billingsley Creek and the springs
at the head of the Creek in addition to the man-made tunnel. This is illogi23

Rangen Opening Br. at 12-14 (emphasis added).
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cal. If the intent was to identify above-ground springs, there is no reason to
describe it as "underground." The same is true if the intent was to identify
Billingsley Creek as the source.
Rangen emphasizes that the application for permit for water right 367694 has a handwritten note stating "Curren Tunnel," 24 and the license
includes the condition: "source known locally as Curran Tunnel." 25 However, this only demonstrates that the term "underground springs" was used
to refer to the Martin-Curren Tunnel. It does not show that the term "Martin-Curren TunneF' was used to refer to Billingsley Creek or the aboveground springs at the head of the Creek.
Thus, the permit and license documents for water right 3 6-7 694 do not
support Rangen's argument that "Martin-Curren Tunnel" means Billingsley Creek and springs in addition to the tunnel itself.
ii.

Common usage of the name Martin-Curren Tunnel refers to the man-made tunnel above Rangen.

The name Martin-Curren Tunnel was developed long before Rangen
came into existence. 26 A 19 31 court decree explains that the original water
rights from the tunnel were diverted "above the head waters of Billingsley
Creek, by means of a tunnel commonly known as the Curren Tunnel, or
Curren Spring." 27 As mentioned above, these early water rights are supplied by water from the tunnel alone, originally via an open ditch and now
via pipes that convey it southward, away from Billingsley Creek. 28 They do
not receive water from Billingsley Creek or the springs at the head of the
Creek. Thus, when Rangen filed SRBA claims listing "Martin-Curren Tun-

24

Rangen Opening Br. at 14-15.

25

Id at 13.
Ex. 2361.
27
Ex.1027A at 113.
28 Ex. 2401 at 21.
26
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nel" as the source, it claimed the right to divert water from the tunnel specifically.
Under Rangen's theory that "Martin-Curren Tunnel" means Billingsley
Creek and the springs at its head, the tunnel would have no name. This defies common sense, as well as common usage. As mentioned above, all of
the witnesses who testified at the hearing used the name Curren Tunnel or
Martin-Curren Tunnel to refer to the tunnel specifically, and used other
terms to refer to the springs at the head of Billingsley Creek.
The coaxed testimony of Lynn Babbington 29 is equivocal at best, and
does not overcome the far more universal use of the name Martin-Curren
Tunnel to refer to the tunnel specifically.
Thus, even if this Court rules that the name Martin-Curren Tunnel is
ambiguous, the weight of the evidence still demonstrates that it refers to
the man-made tunnel specifically, and not Billingsley Creek or the springs
in the head of the Creek.
3. Rangen's measurement of water from other sources does not
change the meaning of Martin-Curren Tunnel.
Rangen argues this Court must interpret "Martin-Curren Tunnel', to
mean the tunnel, Billingsley Creek, and above-ground springs collectively
on the basis that Rangen has historically measured water flows in Billingsley Creek that take in water from all of those sources. 30 The measurement
of water, however, does not define the name of a source, nor do the IDWR
Adjudication Rules provide for the naming of water sources based on where
water measurements are taken.

29

Rangen Opening Br. at 15-16; Tr.190:19-191:2.

30

Rangen Opening Br.14-19.
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Rangen points out that the IDWR has inspected and approved its water
measurements, 31 but this does nothing to change the meaning of the name
Martin-Curren Tunnel.
Moreover, Rangen's water measurement location cannot be determinative of the source of its water rights because the measurements include irrigation return flows originating above the Hagerman Rim and spring flow
arising below the Rim that are not put to beneficial use in any of Rangen's
raceways.
For these reasons, the Court must conclude the name Martin-Curren
Tunnel refers to the man-made tunnel specifically.
B. Rangen cannot divert water from sources or points of diversion

that are not included in its water right decrees.
Rangen contends it can call for the delivery of water to the Bridge Dam
diversion on Billingsley Creek, even though its water rights do not include a
point of diversion for the Bridge Dame or list Billingsley Creek as a source,
claiming the Bridge Dam is "part of a diversion structure that lies mostly
within the ten acre tract." 32 There is no legal or factual basis for this argument, which the Director considered, 33 and rejected. 34
Rangen's assertion that the Bridge Dam is part of a diversion structure
"mostly within the ten acre tract" is, frankly, bizarre. The partial decrees
for water right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 identify Rangen's point of
diversion from the Martin-Curren Tunnel in the .SE.SWNW of Section 32, 35
as depicted in the IDWR map contained at R. Vol. 13, p. 2707. The Bridge
Dam diversion, on the other hand, is squarely within the .SWSWNW, shown
by the dot numbered 163 on Exhibit 1446C.
31

Rangen Opening Br.15-19.

32

Rangen Opening Br. at 19.

33

Rangen Closing Br. at 22-33 (R. Vol. 19, pp. 3919- 3930).

34

Final Order at 32-33 5516-18 (R. Vol. 21 pp. 4189-4190).

35

ThirdBrendeckeAff., Exs. D &E (R. Vol.14, p. 2748& 2750).
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What Rangen is really saying is that the Bridge Dam is part of a conveyance system, but this argument also fails, for two reasons.
First, the point of diversion from a natural waterway defines the source.
Judge Barry Wood made this clear in the SRBA: " ... Clear Lakes' subjective
intent as to which particular spring it was diverting from does not establish
the source. The point of diversion establishes the source." 36 Thus, regardless of whether Billingsley Creek is part of its conveyance system, Rangen's
decreed point of diversion from the Martin-Curren Tunnel establishes the
source, and its delivery call is limited to water emanating from the Tunnel.
Second, Rangen is not authorized to use Billingsley Creek as part of its
conveyance system because its water rights do not include a point of injection into Billingsley Creek or point of re-diversion from Billingsley Creek.
Under Idaho law, once water enters a natural waterway it becomes part of
the public water supply and available for appropriation. Water can be transported through natural waterways, but only if the water user maintains control and dominion over it. This requires strict measurement of water injected into and re-diverted from the natural waterway.
Rangen does not measure or control water that it purports to transport
through Billingsley Creek. Instead, water from the Curren Tunnel that isn't
diverted into the 14-inch steel pipe from the "Rangen Box" is discharged
onto the talas slope below the Rangen Box where it sinks underground or
flows into Billingsley Creek, becoming part of the public water supply.
Without authorized points of injection and re-diversion, combined
with strict measurements, Rangen has no legal authority to transport water
from the tunnel through Billingsley Creek. The Director understands this,
which is why he rejected Rangen's argument that Billingsley Creek is part
of its conveyance system.
36
Order on Motion to Alter or AmendJudgment or in the Alternati~ Motion to Reconsider
MemorandumDedsionandOrderonCha.llenge, SRBASubcase Nos. 36-2708 & 36-7218
(Fifth Jud. Dist., Twin Falls County} (August 15, 2000}.
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Thus, Rangen's assertion that the Bridge Dam is part of its diversion
structure is misplaced, and, in any case, does not permit Rangen to divert
water from sources other than the Curren Tunnel.
Rangen also makes the argument that the Bridge Dam is "encompassed
by the decreed point of diversion under IDWR's Historical Rules," claiming
that it is good enough that the Bridge Dam is located within a IO-acre tract
adjacent to the decreed 10-acre tract for Rangen's water rights. 37 Rangen
cites the Adjudication Rule that describes points of diversion to the "nearest ten (10) acre tract," 38 claiming this means that SRBA decrees do not describe the tract the diversion structure is actually located in, but instead an
adjacent tract. Under this theory, when a watermaster seeks to distribute
water, he or she would first locate the decreed 10-acre tract, and then look
north, south, east, and west to try and locate the subject diversion structure
in an adjacent tract. This argument is complete nonsense. "To the nearest
ten (10) acre tract" means the tract within which the diversion structure is
located, not a neighboring tract. There are more than 150,000 SRBA partial decrees that verify this.
The notion that Rangen can divert water from sources and points of diversion that are not listed on their water right decrees utterly ignores the
purpose of the source and point of diversion elements of its decreed water
rights. This Court must rule as a matter of law that Rangen has no right to
call for the delivery of water to points of diversion that are not listed in its
water right decrees.

C. Rangen' s quasi-estoppel claim is barred.
Rangen takes the position that the IDWR should be estopped from ruling that Rangen is limited to water from the Martin-Curren Tunnel, citing
the IDWR's purported awareness that Rangen historically diverted water
37

Rangen Opening Br. at 2 7.

38

Rangen Opening Br. at 28 (quoting ID APA 3 7 .03.01.060.05.d).
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from Billingsley Creek. 39 In other words, Rangen claims the IDWR should
be required to allow Rangen to use water in ways that violate its SRBA decrees. This argument fails for two reasons.
First, government agencies like the IDWR are not generally subject to
estoppel claims, and the prior conduct of IDWR that Rangen refers to does
not rise to the level of unconscionability that might warrant an exception to
the rule. Rangen complains that the IDWR was aware for many years that
Rangen's flow measurements reflect flows in Billingsley Creek in addition
to flows from the Curren Tunnel, claiming this amounts to formal IDWR
approval of Rangen's use of Billingsley Creek. 40 However, the site visits by
Venter and Luke that Rangen refers to were not made in response to a complaint about illegal water use. They were investigating measurement protocol, not scrutinizing Rangen's decreed source.
While the IDWR may be criticized for not discovering Rangen's unauthorized use of Billingsley Creek water, this type of error certainly does not
rise to the level of a "great wrong or injustice" as existed in BoiseCityv. l#l-

ldnson. 41 The IDWR likely was not particularly concerned with scrutinizing
Rangen's diversion structures, since Rangen's fish propagation water rights
are deemed non-consumptive, and it is not realistic to expect IDWR personnel to dissect every aspect of water use any time they make a site visit.
In the Sagewillow case cited by Rangen, the Idaho Supreme Court
adopted this very rationale in declining to require the IDWR to evaluate forfeiture at every tum, stating:
It would be a substantial burden upon the Department to re-

quire that in response to every transfer application it conducted investigation into whether the water rights(s) involved
had been lost or reduced by forfeiture or abandonment. 42
39

Rangen Opening Br. at 30-3 5.

40

Rangen Opening Br. at 32-34.

41

16 Idaho 150, 176, 102 P.148, 15 7 (1909).

42

Sagewillowv. IdahoDep'tofWater Res., 138 Idaho 831,845 (2003).
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Second, Rangen offers no legal support for its argument that the doctrine of quasi-estoppel can be used to force IDWR to administer water
rights in a manner that violates SRBA decrees. "A decree entered in a general adjudication shall be conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water
rights in the adjudicated water system." 43 Rangen litigated its water right
claims in the SRBA court, and is now bound by them.
Therefore, the Court should reject Rangen's argument that the doctrine
of quasi-estoppel requires the IDWR to distribute water to Rangen in a way
that violates its SRBA decrees.

D. The Director's adoption of Sullivan's regression analysis is areasonable exercise of discretion, based on substantial evidence.
The Director adopted Greg Sullivan's regression analysis to correct the
error in Rangen's water measurement data for three reasons. 44 First, all of
the parties acknowledged that Rangen's measurement data significantly
under-calculated actual water flows from the Rangen Model cell. Id. Second, using Rangen's incorrect measurement data would result in "Rangen
benefiting from its own under-reporting of flows if mitigation by direct
flow to Rangen is provided in lieu of curtailment." 45 Third, the Director
concluded that Sullivan's regression line was the most accurate correction
of Rangen' s under-calculated measurements. 46
Rangen complains that Sullivan's calculation of the extent of the error
in Rangen's water measurements "evolved," but this is only because of clarification provided by Rangen witnesses provided at the hearing concerning
its rating tables.

43

InreDeliveryCallofA&BirrigationDist., 153 Idaho 500,515,284 P.3d 224,240
(2012).

Final Order at 23 ! 102 Oan. 29, 2014) (R. Vol. 21, p. 4180).
45 Id.
44

46

Id.
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While Rangen would understandably prefer a windfall from its erroneous water measurements, it is entirely reasonable for the Director to correct
for the error, and the Director's adoption of Sullivan's regression analysis is
reasonable in light of the undisputed fact that Rangen's water measurement data substantially under-calculated actual water flows.
E. The determination that junior users are using water efficiently

and without waste is supported by substantial evidence.
Rangen claims there is not substantial evidence to support the Director's determination that junior groundwater users are using water efficiently and without waste, per CM Rule 40.03.47 Yet, representatives of North
Snake Ground Water District and IGWA both testified that groundwater
users are forced to use water efficiently due to pumping costs (unlike
Rangen, which pays nothing to extract water from the ESPA, and does a
poor job of measuring and managing its water supplies). Lynn Carlquist,
President of North Snake Ground Water District, testified that it costs an
average of $160.00 per acre to operate and maintain his wells. 48 Tim Deeg,
President of IGWA, testified that the cost to pump, maintain, and operate
his wells is about $200.00 per acre. 49 This testimony is representative of all
groundwater users, for whom pumping costs provide an inherent, substantial incentive to not divert any more water than is needed to raise the crop
being irrigated.
Rangen argues this is insufficient, contending IGWA must put on evidence of irrigation practices on each groundwater-irrigated acre across the
Snake River Plain to show it is being irrigated efficiently. This, of course, is
entirely unrealistic.

47

Rangen Opening Br. at 44-46.

48

Carlquist, Tr. Pp. 1676:19-22, 1710:7-16.

49

Deeg, Tr. Pp.1747:16-1748:6, 1753:21-1754:4, 1763:10-16, 1765:5-22.
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If Rangen had reason to believe junior groundwater pumpers are wasting water, it was welcome to proffer evidence to contradict the testimony of
Carlquist and Deeg. Rangen made no such offer, and without any contradictory evidence, this testimony of Carlquist and Deeg is sufficient for the
Director to conclude that groundwater users are using water efficiently and
without waste.

F. There is substantial evidence that the Great Rift affects groundwater flow, and it was not abuse of discretion for the Director to
account for that, but the Great Rift trim line still results in unreasonable hoarding of the ESPA by Rangen.
Rangen argues the Great Rift trim line is "arbitrary in that it has no scientific basis and it is contrary to Idaho law." 50 According to Rangen, Idaho
law does not allow trim lines. Yet, the Idaho Supreme Court explicitly ruled
in Clear Springs FO<X!s, Inc. v. Spackman that a trim line may properly be implemented. 51 The Court has not withdrawn that ruling; therefore, Rangen' s
assertion that any use of a trim line is contrary to law is baseless.
As to the scientific basis for the Great Rift trim line, the Final Order
cites undisputed evidence that the Great Rift impedes groundwater flow. 52
Since the ESPA Model is a simplification of reality, it is entirely within the
Director's discretion to account for geologic barriers that the ESPA Model
may not accurately reflect.
However, just because the Great Rift affects groundwater flow does not
answer the question of whether imposing a trim line at the Great Rift results in excessive hoarding of the ESPA by Rangen. IGWA' s complaint with
the Great Rift trim line is not that the Great Rift should not be considered at

50

Rangen Opening Br. at 4 7.

51

Clear Springs Food~ Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790, 816-17 (2011)

52

Final Orderp.15 ! 71 and p.19 ! 91 (R. Vol. 23, pp. 4172 and4176).
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all, but that it does not go far enough to protect against excessive hoarding
of the ESPA byRangen. 53
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, IGWA asks this Court to rule as follows:
A. The name "Martin-Curren Tunnel" unambiguously refers to the

man-made tunnel above Rangen, not Billingsley Creek.
B. Rangen cannot divert water from sources or points of diversion

that are not included in Rangen's water right decrees.
C. Rangen's quasi-estoppel claim is barred.
D. The Director's adoption of Sullivan's regression analysis is areasonable exercise of discretion, based on substantial evidence.
E. The Director's determination that junior groundwater users are
using water efficiently and without waste is supported by substantial evidence.
F. There is substantial evidence that the Great Rift affects groundwater flow, and it was not abuse of discretion for the Director to
account for that, but the Great Rift trim line still results in unreasonable hoarding of the ESPA by Rangen.
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Water Right Report
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I Close j
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report
8/7/2014

WATER RIGHT NO. 36-7071

Owner Type

Name and Address

Current Owne DELORIS D JONES
Current Own JOHN W JONES JR
P0BOX265
HAGERMAN, ID 83332
(208)837-4580
Attorney
D CRAIG LEWIS
UNIV OF IDAHO COLLEGE OF LAW
6TH & RAYBURN ST
MOSCOW, ID 83843
(208)885-6422
PATRICKDBROWN
Attorney
516 HANSEN STE
PO BOX 125
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303
(208) 733-5044
Priority Date: 07/08/1969
Basis: Decreed
Status: Active

Source

Tributary

HOAGLAND TUNNEL BILLINGSLEY CREEK
THREE SPRINGS
BILLINGSLEY CREEK
WEATHERBY SPRINGS BILLINGSLEY CREEK

1E!:2!!

Beneficial Use
To Diversion.Rate Volume
FISHPROPAGATIO 1/01 12/31 73.05 CFS
Total Diversion
73.05 CFS

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/RightReportAJ.asp?BasinNumber=36&Sequenc... 8/7/2014
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Location of Point(s) of Diversion:

THREE SPRINGS
SESE~Sec. 30 Township 07~Range 14E GOODING County
WEATHERBY SPRINGS SENES Sec. 30Township 07 Range 14EGOODING County
HOAGLAND TUNNEL SENES Sec. 30 Township 07S Range 14E GOODING County

Place(s) of use:
Place of Use Legal Description: FISH PROPAGATION GOODING County

I'

Conditions of Approval:

THE APPROPRIATOR SHALL CONTINUOUSLY ALLOW 6.50 CFS FROM
WEATHERBY SPRINGS TO BE DELIVERED INTO BARS DITCH FROM THE OUTLET
OF FISH OPERATION DESCRIBED ABOVE FROM MARCH 1 UNTIL NOVEMBER 1
1.
OF EACH YEAR, AND SHALL CONTINUOUSLY ALLOW 4.00 CFS FROM
WEATHERBY SPRINGS TO BE DELIVERED INTO THE BARS DITCH FROM THE
OUTLET OF FISH OPERATION DESCRIBED ABOVE FROM NOVEMBER 1 UNTIL
MARCH 1 OF EACH YEAR.
2.
90 RACEWAYS
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS NECESSARY
FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATION
3. CI8 OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY DETERMINED BY THE COURT
AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE.
SECTION 42-1412(6), IDAHO CODE.
THE FOLLOWING RIGHTS ARE ALSO DIVERTED THROUGH POINT OF DIVERSION
DESCRIBED ABOVE: 36-0001 lA, 36-0001 lB, 36-00029A, 36-00029B, 36-00033B, 3600033C, 36-00033D, 36-00033E, 36-00033F, 36-000330, 36-0004IA, 36-00041B, 364.
00041C, 36-00041D, 36-00042A, 36-00044, 36-00046, 36-00060, 36-00061, 36-00062, 3600068, 36-00070, 36-00086C 36-00086D, 36-00086E, 36-00086F, 36-000860, 36-00086H,
36-000105, 36-00116, 36-00119, 36-00120, 36-15157 AND 36-11142. FACILITY VOLUME
173,240 CU. FT.

Dates:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date: 04/10/2000

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/RightReportAJ.asp?BasinNumber=36&Sequenc... 8/7/2014
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Water Right Report

Page 3 of3

Pennit Proof Due Date:
Pennit Proof Made Date:
Pennit Approved Date:
Pennit Moratorium Expiration Date:
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted:
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed:
Application Received Date:
·
Protest Deadline Date:
Number of Protests: 0

Other Information:
State or Federal: S
Owner Name Connector: AND
Water District Number: 36A
Generic Max Rate per Acre:
Generic Max Volume per Acre:
Civil Case Number:
Old Case Number:
Decree Plantiff:
Decree Defendant:
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Cary Act Number:
Mitigation Plan: False

! Close I

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/RightReportAJ.asp?BasinNumber=36&Sequenc... 8/7/2014
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Water Right Report

Page 1 of 3

j Close j
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Water Right Report
8/7/2014

WATER RIGHT NO. 36-131

Owner Type
Name and Address
Current Owner US DEPT OF INTERIOR
FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE
911 NE 11TH AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97232-4181
(503)231-6251
Current Owne UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH
USDI FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING
911 NE llTHAVE
PORTLAND, OR 97232-4181
(503)231-6145
Priority Date: 06/15/1910
Basis: Decreed
Status: Active

Source
Tributary
SPRING NO 8 RILEY CREEK
SPRING NO 9 RILEY CREEK

Beneficial Use
From To Diversion Rat Volume
FISH PROPAGATION 1/01 12/311 CFS
Total Diversion
1 CFS

Location of Point(s) of Diversion:

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/RightReportAJ.asp?BasinNumber=36&Sequenc... 8/7/2014
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Water Right Report
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SPRING NO 8~WNESE Sec. OiTownship 08S Range 14E GOODING County
SPRING NO 8NENWSESec. 0 Township 08SRange 14EGOODING County
NWSESec. 06Township 08SRange 14EGOODING County
SPRING NO 9

Place(s) of use:
Place of Use Legal Description: FISH PROPAGATION GOODING County

Conditions of Approval:

I
--1

FACILITY VOLUME 3889 CU.FT. USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS
1. LIMITED TO A TOTAL COMBINED FACILITY VOLUME OF 252,000 CU.FT. COMBINED
RIGHT NOS.: 36-00132 & 36-15447.
2. TWO POINTS OF DIVERSION LOCATED IN NENWSE, S06, TOSS, R14E.
RIGHT NO. 3615447 IS ALSO DIVERTED THROUGH POINT OF DIVERSION DESCRIBED
3. ABOVE. SOURCES FOR THIS RIGHT ARE SPRING NO. EIGHT AND SPRING NO. NINE,
BOTH TRIBUTARY TO RILEY CREEK.

Dates:
Licensed Date:
Decreed Date: 12/29/1997
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted:
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed:
Application Received Date:
Protest Deadline Date:
Number of Protests: 0

Other Information:
State or Federal: S
Owner Name Connector: Or
Water District Number: 36A
Generic Max Rate per Acre:
Generic Max Volume per Acre:
Civil Case Number:
Old Case Number:

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearcb/RightReportAJ.asp?BasinNumber=36&Sequenc... 8/7/2014
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Decree Plantiff:
Decree Defendant:
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
DLE Act Number:
Cary Act Number:
Mitigation Plan: False

I Close I

http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/RightReportAJ .asp?BasinNumber=36&Sequenc... 8/7/2014
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Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949)
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7465)
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED
201 E. Center St./ P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232-6101-phone
(208) 232-6109-fax
re b@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net
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Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA}, acting for and on behalf of its members, through counsel, hereby replies to Idaho Department of
Water Resources' Brief in Response to IGWA's Opening Brief ("IDWR Re-

sponse to IGWA"}, Rangen Inc.'s Response Brief ("Rangen Response"), and
Surface Water Coalition's Joint Response Brief ("SWC Response"), all of

which were filed August 8, 2014.
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REPLY
1. The SRBA decrees for Rangen' s water rights do not control the
applicability of the Ground Water Act.
IDWR and Rangen dispute IGWA's claim that the Martin-Curren Tunnel must be administered as a groundwater diversion under the Ground
Water Act (the "Act"). 1
First, IDWR contends the Musser v. Higginson decision conclusively decided the Martin-Curren Tunnel is not subject to the Act because it refers to
the Mussers' water source (Martin-Curren Tunnel) as "springs." 2 However,
the applicability of the Act was not at issue in Musser. The sole issue in that
case was whether the trial court properly issued a writ of mandate ordering
the Director of the IDWR "to comply with J.C. § 42-602 and distribute water in accordance with the doctrine of prior appropriation. " 3 The Director
had not held a hearing or taken other action on the Musser delivery call because he believed the Rules for Conjunctive Management of Surface and
Ground Water Resources {"CM Rules") needed to be completed first. 4
The Musser decision indicates the Director may have believed the
Musser call was subject to the Act, since he opposed the writ of mandate on
the basis it was "an inappropriate method by which to litigate the relationship between senior and junior ground water rights." 5 However, there had
been no litigation of the issue, and no decision by the Director.
Accordingly, the issue of whether the Musser' s call was subject to the
Act was not on appeal, and the Supreme Court's reference to the source as
"springs" is not res judicata as to that issue. 6
1

SeeIGWAOpeningBrief at 35-42.

2

IDWR Response to IGWA at 8.
Musserv. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392, 393 (1994).

3

Musser, 125 Idaho at 394.
Musser, 12 5 Idaho at 394.
6
Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119,124,157 P.3d 613,618 (2007) (There are five
factors for determining whether res judicata bars re-litigation of an issue, one of which is
4

5
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Rangen makes the same argument as IDWR, but also quotes a footnote
from a brief filed by IGWA in the Musser case that opined the Curren Tunnel is "probably" a surface water source. Yet, that same footnote points out
that this issue had not been decided, and that any discussion of the issue by
the judiciary was "without the benefit of an adequate factual record or legal
analysis." 7 This further verifies that the issue of whether the Curren Tunnel
diversion is subject to the Act was not decided in the Musser case.
Second, IDWR contends the Court's recent A&B Irrigation District v.

Idaho Department of Water Resources decision ruled that the Curren Tunnel
is a surface water source. 8 Again, however, whether the Tunnel is subject to
the Act was not an issue in that case. 9 While the A&B decision refers to the
Musser diversion is a surface water source, it is based on the Court's prior
reference to the source as "springs," which, as explained above, had not
been litigated.
Moreover, the A&B decision affirms that "[t]he thrust of the [Musser]
opinion dealt with the Director's duties under I.C. § 42-602 and the principles of mandamus," discounting discussion of anecdotal matters as dicta. 10
Thus, A&B is also inconclusive of whether Rangen's diversion of groundwater via the Curren Tunnel is subject to the Act.
Third, IDWR claims "IGWA is challenging an element of Rangen' s water rights as decreed by the SRBA District Court." 11 Not so. IGWA is not
asking this Court to change the name of the decreed source; it is asking that
the comply with the Act by administering the Curren Tunnel as a ground-

that "the issue decided in the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented in the
present action." Because the issue of whether the Martin Curren Tunnel is subject to the
Act was not decided in theMussercase, the issue is not barred in the present case.).
7

Rangen Response at 5.

8

IDWR Response to IGWA at 9.

9

A&B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Dept. of Water Res., 153 Idaho 500 (2012)

10

A&B Irr. Dist., 153 Idaho at 509.

11

IDWR Response to IGWA at 10.
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water diversion under the Act since it meets the statutory definition of a
groundwater diversion under the Act. 12
As IGWA pointed out in its opening brief, the administration of water
rights does not constitute a re-adjudication of the senior's right because
"water rights adjudications neither address, nor answer, the questions presented in delivery calls." 13 IDWR claims this statement is "taken out of
context" because the Court "was discussing the Director's application of
the material injury factors ...." 14 The applicability of the Act, however, is
an essential component of the material injury analysis, since the analysis
for groundwater diversions requires consideration of reasonable groundwater levels, while the analysis for surface water diversions does not. The
Director cannot properly evaluate injury without determining whether the
Act applies. Thus, the applicability of the Act clearly falls within the scope
of issues that were not presented or decided in the SRBA.
Fourth, while the Director cited Adjudication Rule 60 as the basis for
the ruling the Curren Tunnel is a surface water source, 15 IDWR now retreats from that position, arguing that "AJ Rule 60 simply highlights the
naming convention used in the SRBA," and "does not serve as the legal authority declaring Rangen's water source as surface water." 16 IGWA agrees
wholeheartedly with IDWR's characterization of AJ Rule 60. And since AJ
Rule 60 is not determinative, IDWR must have some other basis for administering the Tunnel as a surface water diversion in violation of the Act.
IDWR' s new theory is that the SRBA practice of identifying groundwater sources with the generic name "ground water" obligates the Director to

12

See IGWA Opening Brief at 3 5 ("The Curren Tunnel meets the statutory definition of a
groundwater well, and must be administered as such.')
13

American Falls Res. Dist. No. 2 v. IDWR, 143 Idaho 862,876 (2007) ("AFRD2").

14

IDWRResponse to IGWAat 10.

15

Order on Summary Judgment at 4, ~ 4 (R. Vol. 15, p. 317 4).

16

IDWR Response to IGWA at 11.
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administer the Tunnel as a surface water diversion. 17 IDWR argues that "if
the Court had intended the source to be ground water, the decrees would
have said ground water." 18
There is an obvious reason why the source of most groundwater diversions is identified as "ground water," while the Curren Tunnel is not: most
groundwater diversions do not have unique names like the Curren Tunnel
does. Where no unique name exists, "ground water" is a natural fit. In contrast, where a unique, well-known name does exist, the claimant would be
expected to identify the source as such.
The SRBA could have been more specific by listing the name of the particular aquifer from which each groundwater right diverts (ESPA, Lower
Portneuf Aquifer, etc.), but, considering the technical nature of that determination and its implications for water rights administration, the court decided to leave that to the Director to address in the context of administration. The applicability of the Act is left to the Director for similar reasons.
The issue for this Court to decide is whether the SRBA court analyzed
the applicability of the Act every time it decreed the source of a water right.
In other words, do SRBA decrees, simply by giving a water source a common name, obligate the Director to administer the water right as a surface
water diversion, even if it violates the Act, or is the decreed name of a
source inconclusive as to whether administration of a given right is subject
to the Act? This is a question of law, and should be reviewed de novo. 19

17

IDWR Response to IGWA at 9.

18

IDWR Response to IGWA at 11.

19

Kinghorn v. Clay, 153 Idaho 462,465 (2012) (citing Karle v. Visser, 141 Idaho 804,806

(2005)).
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2. The Final Order unreasonably applies (or fails to apply) the "bedrock principle" of beneficial use by allowing Rangen to command
100 times more water than it can put to beneficial use.
IGWA contends the Great Rift trim line allows Rangen to hoard excessive amounts of the ESPA in violation of the law of beneficial use ofwater. 20
IDWR, Rangen, and the Surface Water Coalition (SWC) contend there is no
problem with Rangen taking 100 times more water than it uses. Their responses defy a century of jurisprudence, necessitating corrective guidance
from this Court.

2.1 IGWA relies on law, not "fairness" or "economic impact."
Rangen argues the "basic thrust of IGWA' s arguments on appeal is that
it is unfair to curtail a substantial number of ground water irrigated acres to
satisfy Rangen' s call." 21 It is certainty unfair for the State of Idaho to heavily encouraging development of groundwater through legislation, the State
Water Plan, and the Swan Falls Agreement, then pull out the rug and shut
off groundwater rights across the Magic Valley as if they shouldn't have
been issued in the first place, but IGWA doesn't rely on "fairness" to support its appeal. It relies on the "bedrock principle" of Idaho law that requires reasonable beneficial use of the State's water resources. As the Idaho Supreme Court recently stated in A&B, "[t]he prior appropriation doctrine is comprised of two bedrock principles-that the first appropriator in
time is the first in right and that water must be placed to a beneficial use." 22
Rangen argues "the broad 'doctrine of reasonable use' as described by
IGWA does not exist," saying "there is no broad authority to refuse to administer water rights based upon the perceived unreasonableness of the
scope of curtailment." 23 This is remarkable, considering the numerous
20

IGWA Opening Brief at 42-49.

21

Rangen Response at 4.

22

A&B Irrigation v. Spackman (In re A&B Irrigation Dist.), 15 5 Idaho 640, 650 (2013).

23

Rangen Response at 9.
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court decisions that denied the exercise of priority because it would result
in unreasonable use of the resource,2 4 the CM Rule that "[a]n appropriator
is not entitled to command the entirety of large volumes of water in a surface or ground water source to support his appropriation contrary to the
public policy of reasonable use of water," 25 and the Supreme Court's thorough ruling in AFRD2 that the Director has an affirmative duty "to make
determinations regarding material injury, the reasonableness of a diversion, the reasonableness of use and full economic development. " 26 Rangen
tellingly cites no law to support its assertion that the Director has no authority to refuse administration by priority if it will result in unreasonable
use of the resource.
Rangen also claims IGWA's appeal is based on "the disproportionate
impact of curtailment," 27 yet there is no reference to economics in IGWA's
brief. The Supreme Court ruling in Clear Springs Foods made clear that the
exercise of priority cannot be denied on the basis of economic harm,
though it also confirmed a senior's means of appropriation may be deemed
unreasonable if it enables the senior to command exponentially more water than the senior beneficially uses. 28
IGWA' s appeal relies wholly on beneficial use of the resource. Allowing
Rangen to command 100 times more water than it uses speaks for itself.

2 .2 IDWR' s defense of the Director's perception of "limited
discretion" defies common sense.
IGWA contends the Director's forthright admission that he "perceives
this issue of a trim line as one of limited discretion" reflects a mistaken assumption that he has limited autonomy to curb the exercise of priority to
24

See IGWA Opening Brief at 43-46.

25

CM Rule 20.03 (IDAPA 37.03.11.020.03).

26

American Falls Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v. IDWR, 143 Idaho 862,876 (2007).

27

Rangen Response at 4.

28

Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Idaho Dept. of Water Resources, 150 Idaho 790, 809-10

(2011).
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protect against excessive hoarding of the ESPA. 29 IDWR defends the "limited discretion" statement by arguing it "simply signals the Director's discretion is not 'unfettered."' 30 This defense is contrary to a common sense
reading of the Final Order.
Of course the Director does not have unfettered discretion. All his decisions are subject to judicial review under the "abuse of discretion" standard, 31 which requires him to reasonably interpret and apply the laws and
regulations that govern his decision. 32
A common sense reading of the "limited discretion" statement indicates the Director perceived limited autonomy to restrict the exercise of
priority-that his hands are tied, so the speak. This is not the law. The Director has an affirmative duty to apply both bedrock principles of water distribution. They stand on equal ground, and applying them simultaneously
means a senior may exercise priority to curtail juniors only so long as the
senior puts the curtailed water to beneficial use, without excessive waste or
hoarding of the resource. 33
The SWC disputes this, arguing the principle of reasonable beneficial
use cannot override distribution by priority. 34 In their view, beneficial use
must yield to priority. But this is not the law. The SWC has often made the
argument that priority trumps all else, but has been denied at every tum.
The Director's duty is to reasonably apply both bedrock principles.
What is significant is the Director did not say he perceived limited discretion to apply the principle of priority; he only perceived limitation discretion to apply the principle of beneficial use. The clear indication is he
29

IGWA Opening Brief at 51-5 3.

30

IDWR Response to IGWA at 22.

31

Idaho Code§ 67-5269.

32
Univ. of Utah Hosp. v. Ada CountyBd. ofComm'rs, 143 Idaho 808,811 (2007);Lane
RanchP'ship v. City of Sun Valley, 145 Idaho 87, 91 (2007).

33

See IGWA Opening Brief at 42-49.

34

SWC Response at 18.
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perceived greater autonomy to distribute water by priority than to prevent
excessive hoarding of the resource. This is an error oflaw.
Rangen apparently reads the "limited discretion" statement the same
way IGWA does, for Rangen does not attempt to defend it as a simple
acknowledgement that the Director's discretion is not unfettered. Rather,
Rangen attempts to distinguish the statement, contending it pertains only
to the trim line, which Rangen says "has nothing to do with reasonable use
of water." 35
The trim line has everything to do with reasonable use of water resources. But for that bedrock principle, water would be administered strictly by priority, and there would be no basis for a trim line. The trim line is (or
at least should be) a direct application of the principle of beneficial use.
Therefore, this matter should be remanded back to the Director with
an instruction to apply the bedrock principle of beneficial use, without assuming "limited discretion."

2.3 IDWR's assertion that the Director directly determined the
point at which the exercise of priority becomes unreasonable is not supported by the record.
IDWR disagrees with IGWA's assertion that the Final Order lacks a
"reasoned statement," as required by Idaho Code § 67-5248, explaining
the Director's application of the rule that "[a]n appropriator is not entitled
to command the entirety of large volumes of water in a surface or ground
water source to support his appropriation contrary to the public policy of
reasonable water use." 36 IDWR argues "the Director directly determined
the point at which the exercise of priority in this matter becomes unreasonable" by implementing the Great Rift trim line which restricts curtailment

35

Rangen Response at 11.

36

IGWA Opening Br. at 5 5 {quoting CM Rule 20.03).
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to junior rights for which "the calling party is predicted to receive at least
0.63% of the benefits of curtailment." 37
IDWR' s argument suggests the Director made a deliberate decision
that as long as the senior receives at least 0.63 percent of the curtailed water, then that satisfies the principle of reasonable beneficial use. Nowhere
does the Final Order say this. If that had happened, it would at a minimum
require an explanation of how such an odd figure was arrived at.
Furthermore, the Great Rift trim line is not based on consistent application of a 0.63 percent Modelled impact to Rangen. The trim line was not
created by running ESPAM 2.1 to define a zone of curtailment that encompasses all junior rights for which at least 0.6 3 percent of the curtailed water
is predicted to accrue to Rangen; rather, a line was drawn across the Easter
Snake Plain through the Great Rift (a geographic feature), and that line just
happens to encompass junior rights where as little as 0.63 percent of the
curtailed water is predicted to benefit Rangen. Along some sections of the
Great Rift trim line, junior rights with a predicted impact greater than 0.63
percent are located outside the line.
Because the Final Order does not explain how the Director applied the
rule that "[a]n appropriator is not entitled to command the entirety of large
volumes of water in a surface or ground water source to support his appropriation contrary to the public policy of reasonable water use," 38 this matter
should be remanded with an instruction to provide a reasoned statement,
with supporting facts and underlying inferences sufficient to enable meaningful judicial review, explaining his application of the rule.

37

IDWR Response to IGWA at 22.

38

CM Rule 20.03 (IDAPA 37.03.11.020.03).
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2.4 The Director must exercise discretion to assign a margin of
uncertainty to ESPAM 2.1 predictions for Rangen.
IGWA contends that before the Director shuts off a well, he must be
reasonably certain curtailment will materially benefit Rangen; that this requires the Director to assign a margin of uncertainty to ESPAM 2.1 predictions for Rangen; and the Director abused discretion by failing to account
for uncertainty in ESPAM 2.1 predictions for Rangen. 39
As explained in IGWA's Opening Brief, ESPAM 2.1 is programmed so
that a hydraulic change in any Model cell will cause a hydraulic change in
every other Model cell, whether or not there is a measurable impact. 40 The
farther away a well is from Rangen, the more uncertainty there is that it has
any material impact on water flows at Rangen, even though ESPAM 2.1 is
programmed to say it does.
IDWR responds by pointing out "the Director did not err in concluding
model uncertainty is unquantifiable," 41 and that errors in ESPAM 2.1 predictions do not "rise to such a level as to prevent application of the model."42 IGWA agrees with both statements, neither of which explain why the
Director did not exercise discretion to assign a margin of uncertainty to
ESPAM 2.1 predictions for Rangen.
IGWA agrees that uncertainty in ESPAM 2.1 predictions is not mathematically definite. This is why the Director must exercise discretion to assign
an uncertainty factor, as was done in all prior conjunctive management
cases. In the Clear Springs Foods, Blue Lakes Trout, and Surface Water Coalition cases, Director Dreher acknowledged that Model uncertainty was
not mathematically quantifiable, so he exercised discretion to assign a 10

39

IGWA Opening Brief at 56.

40

Brendecke, Tr. Vol.11, p. 2561:22-25.

41

IDWR Response to IGWA at 22.

42

IDWRResponseto IGWAat 15.
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percent uncertainty factor. The Idaho Supreme Court upheld his decision
as a reasonable exercise of discretion. 43
The argument that uncertainty does not "rise to such a level as to prevent application of the model" does avoid the need to exercise discretion to
assign an uncertainty factor based on the uncertainty that does exist. IGWA
does not claim ESPAM 2.1 should not be used in this case; it claims the uncertainty in its predictions must be taken into account by assigning an uncertainty factor and reducing the zone of curtailment accordingly.
IDWR claims the Director did take Model uncertainty into account by
implementing the Great Rift trim line. IGWA does not doubt uncertainty
was on the Director's mind when he placed a trim line at the Great Rift, but
merely contemplating uncertainty is not enough. The Director must take
the issue head-on and actually assign an uncertainty factor based on the
evidence presented.
IDWR and Rangen also suggest there is no need to assign an uncertainty factor to ESPAM 2.1 because of its improvements over ESPAM 1.1. 44
This argument is hardly persuasive to IGWA's members, who heard all
about the accuracy of ESPAM 1.1, only to have IDWR now admit to major
defects in it was calibrated. IDWR defends the monumental disparity between ESPAM 1.1 (735 acres curtailed) and ESPAM 2.1 (157,000 acres
curtailed) by explaining that "spring discharge values used to estimate discharge for Thousand Springs and the springs in the Thousand Springs to
Malad spring reach for calibration of ESPAM 1.1 were inaccurate," and
"corrections resulted in a significant decrease in the spring discharge target at Thousand Springs and a significant increase in spring discharge targets in the Billingsley Creek area." 45 The "best science available," it turns
out, can be terribly inaccurate.
43

Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,814 (2011).

44

IDWRResponse to IGWA at 14-15, 17; Rangen Response at 26-27.

45

IDWR Response to IGWA at 13.
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In fact, the "corrections" made to ESPAM 2.1 now cause it to overpredict the affect of groundwater pumping on flows at Rangen. IGWA analyzed the hydrogeology in the Rangen area and hydrologic data to evaluate
how well ESPAM 2.1 models actual water conditions. This inquiry revealed
a number of errors in how ESPAM 2.1 is structured, 46 and, more importantly, biases that cause it to substantially over-predict the effect of groundwater pumping on water flows at Rangen. 47
Moreover, the Director continues to apply a 10 percent trim line to the
SWC delivery call using ESPAM 2.1, without explaining why a less than
one percent trim line applies here.
The Director rejected the evidence of bias because the over-prediction
exists post-2000, whereas an under-prediction exists pre-2000. 48 The past
under-prediction, however, does not negate the current over-prediction.
Rather, it highlights a systematic error in Model predictions for Rangen. 49
IDWR's modelling expert Alan Wylie agreed there is appears to be an
over-prediction of spring flows in the Rangen area:
Q. So one place where the model doesn't reflect measured

flows very well is in the seasonal variation. But the other
thing Mr. Hinckley pointed out is that the model predicts
about 900 cfs of reach gains more than what is actually
measured, if you take out the seasonal variation. And I don't
know if you remember reading that from his report or not.
A. I don't remember reading that, but I'd say it's possible,
yes.

But I understand that if the model over-predicts in one
area, it kind of has to compensate that or offset that in some
other area. Is that right?
Q.

46

See IGWA's Opening Brief at 19-20.

47

See IGWA's Opening Brief at 20-23.
IDWRResponseto IGWAat 17 (quoting Final Orderp. 21-22, ,95.2 (R. Vol. 21, p. 42809)).
49 Ex. 2300; Hinckley, Tr. Vol.10, pp. 2447, 2481-2487.
48
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A. Yes. The model is really strict about the water balance.
Q. Okay.

A. So it won't allow more to leave the model than comes in.
So if it's got too much coming out one place, it's got to have
less coming out another.
Q. Okay. And so if it's over-predicting reach gains to this
reach of the river, does that also suggest it may be overpredicting spring gains to the springs that feed this reach?

A. It would be -- so it has to be over-predicting something in
this reach, yes. 50
The abundant, undisputed evidence that ESPAM 2.1 over-predicts the
effects of pumping on flows at Rangen cannot be ignored by the Director.
IGWA is not asking the Director to abandon the Model. It is only asking
that its uncertainty be taken into account by limiting curtailment to wells
that ESPAM 2.1 predicts have a significant impact on flows at Rangen.

2.5 Implementation of a trim line is the most logical application of the principle of beneficial use.
IDWR contends "IGWA's suggested 10% trim line is not supported by
the record," citing a "key difference in the way ESPAM 1.1 and ESPAM 2.1
are calibrated." 51 Arguing differences between computer models, however,
misses the point. Even if ESPAM 2.1 were perfect, the Director has a duty
to ensure that priority is not exercised in a manner that allows Rangen to
command exponentially more water than it beneficially uses. The existence of uncertainty and bias in ES PAM 2.1 predictions simply adds weight
to the need to limit curtailment to junior rights that ESPAM 2.1 predicts
have a significant impact on Ran gen' s water supply.
Rangen claims IGWA's assertion that Model uncertainty justifies the
use of a trim line "is simply false and directly contrary to the testimony of

s0 wylie, Tr. Vol.12, pp. 2928-32.
51

IDWR Response to IGWA at 24.
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IGWA's own experts." 52 Their argument is predicated on a mischaracterization of hand-picked excerpts from the hearing. A full reading of their testimony tells a much different story. Dr. Brendecke testified:
Q. Are you advising the Director to use any particular zone of
exclusion?
A. I think I made a statement in my December report that he
should not curtail people that have less than a 10 percent impact on Rangen. But I haven't expressed any other opinions
about how a zone of exclusion should be defined specifically.
Q. Okay. And so you're advising the Director to use a 10
percent trim line?
A. I advised him to not curtail people that don't have at least

10 percent effect on Rangen because I'm not convinced that
the model is accurate enough to distinguish effects smaller
than that. But I didn't tell -- I didn't say he should use a 10
percent trim line.
Q. Well, I think in your deposition you said that the Director
should use no less than a 10 percent trim line.
A. Well, that was consistent with the opinion in my report. 53

Bern Hinckley offered similar testimony:
Q. Mr. Hinckley, yesterday during your testimony you gave a
list of errors in ESPAM's reflection of the hydrogeologic conditions in the Rangen area. And is it fair to characterize your
conclusion from that that ESPAM, as presently configured,
overestimates flows at Rangen?
A. Yes. I identified some things that were incongruent with

the geology, but then I also, I believe, highlighted those that I
thought would give it a bias towards overestimating the impact of curtailment.
Q. Okay. And then at the end of your testimony, you were
asked what you -- what the Director could do with this criticism, and you made a number of suggestions. The first one
I'm not going to go into this, but that involved the zone of exclusion. And just so the record's clear on this, there was some
52

Rangen's Response at 24.

53

Brendecke, Tr. Vol. 11, pp. 2740-41.
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discussion about a 28/40 rule used in some other case. To be
clear, you're not offering the opinion that the Director should
adopt that rule in this case?
A. No. I was asked if I was familiar with a zone of exclusion
being used in other venues, and I offered three examples of
where that had happened and apparently been found satisfactory by the parties involved.
Q. Okay. And so is it fair to say that your conclusion is simply

that that's one reasonable approach to address these types of
issue?
A. Yes, that would be a way to do it. 54
Thus, both experts agreed that Model uncertainty justifies the use of a
trim line, though the location of the trim line is ultimately a discretionary
decision that must take into account both Model uncertainty and the principle of reasonable beneficial use.
The SWC argues that trim lines are not required by law, 55 which is true,
but the law does prohibit hoarding of water resources, and the use of a trim
line, which the Idaho Supreme Court has upheld, 56 is a logical way to do it.
Whether by way of trim line or otherwise, the Director has a duty under
Idaho Code§ 67-5248 to explain his application of the principle of beneficial use to prevent Rangen from commanding far more water than it uses.
Without that, IGWA's members simply cannot understand how the Director went from curtailment of 7 3 5 acres under Rangen' s first delivery call to
curtailment of 157,000 acres under its second call, allowing Rangen to
command 100 times more water than it will use, while a 10 percent trim
line continues to apply to the SWC.

54

Hinckley, Tr. Vol. 11, pp. 2510-2511.

55

SWC Joint Response Brief at 2.

56

Clear Springs Foods, 150 Idaho at 812-817.
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2.6 IDWR and Rangen seek to eviscerate the bedrock principle
of beneficial use.
IDWR and Rangen take issue with IGWA's emphasis that Rangen will
use less than one percent of the water it curtails. They claim this does not
result in hoarding of water, since the water Rangen does not use will eventually go somewhere. This argument threatens to eviscerate the bedrock
principle of beneficial use.
The related concepts of "waste" and "hoarding" refer to water an appropriator takes without using. "Waste" typically refers to water that is diverted in excess of the amount needed to accomplish the appropriator's
beneficial use. The excess water spills out the end of the delivery system
and is said to be "wasted," though others often make use of it thereafter.
"Hoarding" typically refers to water an appropriator takes control of without diverting at all. For example, holders of storage water rights are not allowed to "stor[e] away excessive amounts in times of shortage ... despite
detriment to others." 57
IGWA's appeal focuses on hoarding, though the concepts overlap and
may be used interchangeably. Both are predicated on the bedrock principle
of beneficial use. As explained in AFRD2, "Concurrent with the right to use
water in Idaho 'first in time,' is the obligation to put that water to beneficial
use." 58 The Court reaffirmed this inA&B, holding Idaho law does not allow
water users "to waste water or unnecessarily hoard it without putting it to
some beneficial use," and that a senior "is only entitled to the amount of
water he actually puts to beneficial use .... " 59
IDWR, Rangen, and the SWC posit there is no such thing as waste or
hoarding, since the water not used by the senior will eventually go some-

57

AFRD2, 143 Idaho at 880.
5s Id.
59

A&B Irr. Dist. v. Spackman, 155 Idaho 640, 650 (2013).
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where. 60 Their argument rests on the false premise that the water Rangen
curtails without using will end up in a place it is needed, at a time it is needed, by someone who has a right to is it. This is naive, and is certainly not
supported by the record. Dr. Brendecke analyzed where water that Rangen
curtails without using will go, and found that nearly all of it will accrue to
springs and river reaches where there are no water diversions or no delivery calls, or to senior users who are already being mitigated, or to holders of
junior or subordinated water rights that have no legal right to the water. 61
Not only is the notion that others will make beneficial use of the water
that Rangen does not use factually unsupported, it has never been part of
the beneficial use analysis. It did not matter in Schodde that downstream
users would be able to use the water Schodde commanded without using,
nor did it matter in Van Camp, Basinger, and Clark that other water users
would benefit from their excess diversions. 62 In each case, the senior's
means of appropriation or diversion was deemed unreasonable because of
the large amount of water the senior would divert without using themselves. What became of the water they didn't use was not considered.
IDWR' s advancement of the argument that hoarding does not occur as
long as the unused water goes somewhere confirms the Director did not
decide how much water Rangen can reasonably curtail without using. The
Director apparently assumed there is no limit, which explains how he allowed Rangen to take control of 100 times more water than it will use.
IGWA asks the Court to correct this error by remanding the matter to
the Director with an instruction to apply the principle of beneficial use by
determining the point at which it becomes unreasonable for Rangen to curtail water that Rangen will not use itself.
60

IDWRResponse at 27; SWC Response Brief at 21-22; Rangen Response at 14-17.

61

Ex.1319 at 6; Ex. 2403 at 8; Brendecke, Tr. Vol.11, p. 2567-68.)
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See IGWA Opening Br. at 42-4 7 {discussing Schodde v. Twin Falls Land and Water Co.,
224 U.S. 107 (1912), Van Camp v. Emery, 13 Idaho 202 (1907), Clark v. Hansen, 35 Idaho
449 (1922), andBassingerv. Taylor, 36 Idaho 591 (1922)).
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2. 7 There is no evidence in the record to support the Director's
ruling that requiring Rangen to construct a recirculation
system is cost-prohibitive.
IDWR points out the Director rejected IGWA's argument that Rangen
should be required to install a recirculation system before seeking to curtail
juniors on the basis such a system would be "cost prohibitive." 63 This ruling
is based on Rangen's factually unsupported testimony that it did not want
to pay the cost of such an improvement, finding it easier, and strategically
advantageous, to curtail juniors instead. The Director's ruling violates due
process, because the Director barred IGWA from discovering or putting on
any evidence of how profitable Rangen's operation is, depriving IGWA of
the ability to challenge Rangen' s factually unsupported statement that improving its conveyance system would be too costly.
The State has long recognized that development of the ESPA would result in reduced spring flows in the Thousand Springs area, maintaining a
policy that requires fish farmers to improve their conveyance systems:
Future management and development of the Snake Plain aquifer may reduce the present flow of springs tributary to the
Snake River. If that situation occurs, adequate water for aquaculture will be protected, however, aquaculture interests
may need to construct different water diversion facilities
than presently exist. 64
Accordingly, the Court should remand this matter to the Director with
an instruction to decide whether Rangen should install a recirculation system before seeking to curtail juniors, and to take additional evidence as
necessary to determine whether it is truly cost-prohibitive.

63

IDWRResponseto IGWAat 29.
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1982 State Water Plan, p. 44 (Ex. 2416 at 53).
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3. Phased-In Curtailment.
IGWA's Opening Brief concerning phased-in curtailment thoroughly
addresses the issue. Defenses raised by IDWR and Rangen do not necessitate a reply; therefore, nothing will be added here.
CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, as well as the arguments in IGWA' s Opening
Brief, IGWA respectfully asks this Court to set aside the Final Order and
remand it to the IDWR with the following instructions:
1. Apply the reasonable pumping level requirement of the

Act to the Curren Tunnel.
2. Apply the bedrock principle of reasonable beneficial use,
without assuming limited discretion, by deciding the
point at which the exercise of priority results in excessive
hoarding of the ESPA, and provide a reasoned statement
in support of the decision, with reference to underlying
facts and inferences, sufficient to provide meaningful judicial review.
3. Assign a margin of error or uncertainty to ESPAM 2.1
predictions for Rangen, and explain how it is taken into
account in the remand decision.
4. Allowing a senior to command 100 times more water than

it will put to beneficial use is unreasonable as a matter of
law, and an abuse of discretion.
5. If disparate trim lines are applied, provide a reasonable,
rational, and factually grounded explanation to support
the disparity.
6. Decide whether Rangen should be required to improve its
diversion and conveyance system by implementing a recirculation system before seeking to curtail juniors.
7. Curtailment may be phased in over five years, but juniors
should not be required to provide substantially more mitigation than Rangen would receive from curtailment.
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Reconsideration dated March 4, 2014, are affirmed in part and set aside and remanded for further
proceedings as necessary in part.
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Idaho, attorneys for the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc.
Jerry R. Rigby, Tyler J. Salvesen, of Rigby, Andrus & Rigby Law, PLLC, Rexburg, Idaho,
attorneys for Fremont Madison Irrigation District.
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District #2 and Minidoka Irrigation District.
Sarah A. Klahn, Mitra Pemberton of White & Jankowski, LLP, Denver, Colorado, A. Dean
Tranmer of City of Pocatello, Pocatello, Idaho, attorneys for the City of Pocatello.
Garrick L. Baxter, Emmi L. Blades, Deputy Attorneys General of the State ofldaho, Idaho
Department of Water Resources, Boise, Idaho, attorneys for the Idaho Department of Water
Resources and Gary Spackman.

I.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A.

Nature of the case.
The matter concerns a petition for delivery call filed by Rangen, Inc. (''Rangen") with the

Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR" or ''Department"). In its call, Rangen alleges it
is not receiving all of the water it is entitled to under its senior water rights as a result of junior
priority ground water use in the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer C'ESPA"). On January 29, 2014,
the Director issued his Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition for Delivery CaU;

Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order") in IDWR Docket
No. 2011-004. R., pp.4188-4291. The Director concluded that Rangen's senior water rights are
being materially injured by junior ground water pumpers, and ordered curtailment of certain
ground water rights located in the ESPAjunior to July 13, 1962. Petitions seeking judicial
review of the Director's Curtailment Order, and his subsequent Order on Reconsideration, were
filed by Rangen and the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IOWA"). Those parties ask
this Court to set aside and remand various aspects of the Director's orders.
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B.

Statement of facts and procedural background.

i.

The Rangen Facility.

Rangen owns and operates a fish research and propagation facility ("Rangen Facility") in
the Thousand Springs area near Hagerman, Idaho. R., p.4190. In the Rangen Facility, Rangen
raises fish for commercial processing, research, and for public sale. R., p.4200. The Rangen
Facility is situated below a canyon rim at the headwaters of Billingsley Creek. R., p.4190. The
Rangen Facility was developed in stages beginning in 1962. Id The facility started with a series
of concrete raceways for fish rearing, commonly referred to as "the small raceways" and "large
raceways," and a hatchery for the incubation of fish eggs. Id Earthen ponds were also
constructed for fish rearing and holding. Id In 1976, additional raceways, commonly referred to
as the "CTR" raceways, were constructed. Id In 1992, a greenhouse was added to the back of
the hatch house to expand hatching and research capabilities. Id. Other buildings were added
over time but are not relevant to this proceeding. Id.

ii.

Rangen's source of water and diversions.

Immediately east of the Rangen Facility, water discharges from numerous springs on the
talus slopes just below the canyon rim which form the headwaters of Billingsley Creek. R.,
p.4191. Water also discharges from what is referred to as the "Martin-Curren Tunnel" or the
"Curren Tunnel." Id. The Martin-Curren Tunnel is a large excavated tunnel located high on the
canyon rim that extends approximately 300 feet into the canyon wall. Id. The first 50 feet of the
tunnel is supported by a corrugated metal pipe approximately 6 feet in diameter. Id. The
remaining 250 feet of the excavation is an open tunnel unsupported by any structure. Id.
Approximately ] 50-200 feet into the tunnel from its mouth, the main tunnel forks into two
tunnels. Id. The record does not establish when the tunnel was built, but it predates the
construction of the Rangen facility. Id.
A concrete collection box located near the mouth of the Martin-Curren Tunnel collects
water for delivery to Rangen and holders of senior priority irrigation water rights via pipelines.

Id. The concrete box is commonly referred to as the "Farmer's Box." Id. Since 2002, the water
historically diverted by the senior-priority irrigation right holders has been replaced with surface
water delivered through a pipeline referred to as the Sandy pipeline. Id. Currently, only Rangen
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diverts from the Fanner's Box, but senior priority irrigation right holders may call for delivery of
water from the Martin-Curren Tunnel in the future. Id.
Further down the talus slope is a second concrete water collection box with an open top,
commonly referred to as the "Rangen Box." Id. Rangen rediverts water from the Fanner's Box
through two plastic pipes down to the Rangen Box. Id. Water is then delivered from the Rangen
Box through a 12-inch diameter steel pipe to the small raceways. Id. The water can then be
routed from the small raceways down through the large and CTR raceways. Id. Water can also
be spilled out of the side of the Rangen Box and returned to the talus slope. Id.
In the early 1980's, Rangen installed a 6-inch PVC pipeline to divert water from inside
the Martin-Curren Tunnel and deliver it to the hatch house and greenhouse buildings. Id. The
water is used in the hatch and/or greenhouse buildings and then can be discharged either into
Billingsley Creek or directly into the small raceways and be used in the large and CTR raceways.

Id. The main diversion for the large raceways is located downstream from the talus slope, where
the defined channel for Billingsley Creek begins. Id. This diversion is commonly referred to as
the "Bridge Diversion." Id. The Bridge Diversion collects and diverts the spring flows that arise
on the talus slope below the Martin-Curren Tunnel and water spilled from the Rangen Box. Id.

iii.

Rangen's water rights.

Rangen holds five water rights for the Rangen Facility. The five water rights were
decreed through the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"). Rangen's decreed rights are
summarized as follows:
Right

Source

Purpost and Period of Use

Quantity

Priority

Point of Diversion

36-00134B

Martin-Curren Tunnel
Tributary Billingsley
Creek
Martin-Curren Tunnel
Tributary Billingsley
Creek
Martin-Curren Tunnel
Tributary Billingsley
Creek
Martin-Curren Tunnel
Tributary Billingsley
Creek
Martin-Curren Tunnel
Tributary Billingsley
Creek

Domestic (01/01 12/31)
Irrigation (03/15 - 11/15)

0.07 cfs
0.05 cfs

10/09/1884

T07S R14E S32 SESWNW

Domestic (01/01-12/31)

0.05 cfs

04/01/1908

T07S Rl4E S32 SESWNW

Fish Propagation (01/01 -12/31)

1.46 cfs

07/01/1957

T07S Rl4E S32 SESWNW

Fish Propagation (01/01 - 12/31)
Domestic (01/01 - 12/31)

48.54 cfs

07/13/1962

T07S RI4E S32 SESWNW

Fish Propagation (0 I /0 l - 12/31 )

26.0 cfs

04/12/1977

T07S Rl4E S32 SESWNW

36-00135A

36-15501

36-2551

36-7694
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R., p.4192. In its delivery call, Rangen alleges material injury to water right numbers 36-2551
and 36-7694 due to junior ground water use. It does not allege injury to its other three water
rights.

iv.

Procedural background.

Rangen first filed a delivery call in September of 2003. R., p.105. In February of 2004, a
previous Director of the Department, Karl Dreher, ordered curtailment of all ground water rights
in Water District 130 with priority dates junior to July 13, 1962, which is the priority date of
Rangen's water right no. 36-2551. R., p.130. However, shortly thereafter, the Enhanced Snake
Plain Aquifer Model ("ESPAM") version 1.0, which was developed by the Department in
working with the Eastern Snake Hydrologic Modeling Committee ("ESHMC"), was released.
On May 19, 2005, based on the curtailment predictions ofESPAM 1.0, Director Dreher
concluded that the Rangen delivery call was futile and withdrew his curtailment order. R., p.189.
Thereafter the ESHMC began work on an updated version of the model that would be referred to
as ESPAM 2.0.
On December 13, 2011, Rangen renewed its delivery call by filing the instant Petition/or

Delivery Call ("Petition") with the Department alleging it is not receiving all of the water it is
entitled to pursuant to water right nos. 36-2551 and 36-7694, and is being materially injured by
junior-priority ground water pumping in the areas encompassed by ESP AM version 2.0. R., pp.45. Rangen did not allege injury to water right nos. 36-00134B, 36-00135A, and 36-15501. Id
The Petition requested the Director administer and distribute water in the areas encompassed by
ESP AM 2.0 in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine and curtail junior-priority
ground water pumping as necessary to deliver Rangen's water. R., p.8.
On January 4, 2012, IGWA petitioned to be designated as a respondent or alternatively to
intervene in the proceeding. R., pp.225-228. The Director granted IGWA's petition to intervene
on January 13, 2012. R., pp.232-234. On May 21, 2012, the City of Pocatello ("Pocatel10 11 )
petitioned to be designated as a respondent or alternatively to intervene in the proceeding. R.,
pp.241-244. The Director granted Pocatello's petition to be designated as a respondent on May
29, 2012. R., pp.252-253. On July 24, 2012, A&B Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir
District #2, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District, Minidoka Irrigation District,
North Side Canal Company and Twin Falls Canal Company (collectively, the "Coalition" or
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"SWC") petitioned for limited intervention in the proceeding. R., pp.298-304. The Director
granted the Coalition's petition for limited intervention on August 14, 2012. R., pp.368-373. On
August 21, 2012, Fremont-Madison Irrigation District ("Fremont-Madison") petitioned to be
designated as a respondent or alternatively to intervene in the proceeding. R., pp.449-454. The
Director granted Fremont-Madison's petition to be designated as a respondent on September 11,
2012. R., pp.602-604.
Several dispositive motions were filed prior to the hearing on the delivery call. Of
relevance to this proceeding, Rangen filed a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Source
on March 8, 2013. R., pp.2566-2568. The source identified on the SRBA partial decrees for
water right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694 is the "Martin-Curren Tunnel." Ex. 1026 & 1028. The
point of diversion for both water rights is described to the ten acre tract: SESWNW T07S RI4E
S32. Id. In its Motion, Rangen argued that it "is not limited only to water from the mouth of the
Martin-Curren Tunnel itself." R., p.2570. Rangen also argued it was authorized to divert water
from the entire spring complex that supplies the Rangen Facility, including those springs located
outside the ten acre tract point of diversion described in the decree. R., p.2585.
The Director first examined whether Rangen was entitled to divert water from the spring
complex outside the ten acre tract point of diversion. In his Order Granting in Part and Denying

in Part Rangen, Inc. 's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment ("Order on Summary Judgment"),
dated April 22, 2013, the Director concluded Rangen could not call for water from those springs
located outside the decreed point of diversion:
The point of diversion element decreed by the SRBA district court
unambiguously limits diversion to T07S R14E S32 SESWNW. Therefore, by the
unambiguous terms of its SRBA partial decrees, Rangen is not authorized to
divert water from sources outside T07S RI4E S32 SESWNW. Without a water
right that authorizes diversion outside T07S Rl 4E S32 SESWNW, Rangen cannot
call for delivery of water from sources located outside its decreed point of
diversion. IDAPA 37.03.11.001 (''rules prescribe procedures for responding to a
delivery call made by the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water
right)(emphasis added); 37.03.11.010.25 (defining "water right" to mean "[t]he
legaJ right to divert and use ... the public waters of the state of Idaho where such
right is evidenced by a decree .... t 1)(emphasis added).
R., p.3176. As to the question of whether Ran gen was limited to diverting water only from the
Martin-Curren Tunnel, the Director denied summary judgment in his Order on Summary
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Judgment, concluding there were questions of material fact related to how water is diverted by
Rangen from the Martin-Curren Tunnel. R., pp.3176-3177.
The hearing on Rangen's delivery call was bifurcated. R., p.4190. The first part of the
hearing focused on issues of material injury and beneficial use, and the second part of the
hearing focused on issues related to ESPAM 2.1. Id. On January 29, 2014, the Director issued
the Curtailment Order. R., pp.4188-4291. The Director first addressed the issue left unresolved
by Rangen's motion for summary judgment. The Director concluded his material injury
determination could only focus on water diverted by Rangen from the Martin-Curren Tunnel
because the source element on Rangen's partial decrees is unambiguously described as "MartinCurren Tunnel." R., pp. 4219-4220.
In determining flows from the Martin-Curren Tunnel, the Director relied on historic
water flows. R., p.4198. The Director determined that because Rangen used a nonstandard
measuring device with an inaccurate rating curve to determine flow rates, Rangen's reported
historic flows were lower than actual flows. R., p.4198. As a result, the Director used a
regression analysis to determine the relationship between Martin-Curren Tunnel discharge and
the corrected historic measurement of total spring complex discharge. R., p.4210. The Director
concluded that, notwithstanding the measurement error, the declines in flows at the Rangen
Facility "have been dramatic" and that Rangen is being materially injured by ground water
pumping. R., pp.4220 & 4223.
As to the application of ESPAM 2.1, 1 the Director determined in his Curtailment Order
that:
ESP AM 2.1 is a technical improvement to ESP AM 1.1 and is the best available
science for simulating the impacts of ground water pumping. There is no other
technical instrument as reliable as ESPAM 2.1 that can be used to determine the
effects of ground water pumping on the ESPA and hydraulically-connected
reaches of the Snake River and its tributaries.
R., p.4224. Whether there should be a "trim line" associated with ESP AM 2.1 and if so, what the
trim line should look like was an issue raised at the hearing. The Director concluded:
The Curren Tunnel and the Rangen spring complex are located west of the Great
Rift, a low transmissivity feature that impedes the transmission of water through
the aquifer. Finding of Fact 108, Figure 4. While there is some simulated
depletion of Curren Tunnel discharge attributable to points of diversion east of the

·

1

ESPAM 2. Owas updated shortly before the hearing commenced. The latest version is referred to as ESPAM 2.1.
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Great Rift, the contribution is small. ESP AM 2.1 establishes, by clear and
convincing evidence, that the portion of benefits of curtailed ground water use
east of the Great Rift that would accrue to the Rangen spring complex is generally
less than 1%. Finding of Fact 105, Figure 1. The benefit of curtailment with
respect to the number of acres curtailed diminishes significantly if areas east of
the Great Rift are included in the curtailment. Finding of Fact 107, Figure 3. The
argument that no trim line is appropriate was considered and rejected in Clear
Springs. The effect of the Great Rift on propagation of impacts to Curren Tunnel
should be taken into consideration when deciding on a trim line.

R., p.4226.
ESPAM 2.1 simulations predicted that 14.4 cfs of the decline in the flow to the spring
complex within the Rangen model cell can be attributed to junior-priority ground water pumping
west of the Great Rift and in the area of common groundwater supply. Id. at 41, Id. at 4228. The
predicted benefit to the Martin-Curren Tunnel, computed as 63% of the simulated benefit to the
Rangen model cell was 9 .1 cfs. Id. The Director ordered that holders of junior-priority ground
water rights could avoid curtailment if they participate in a mitigation plan which provides
"simulated steady state benefits of9.1 cfs to Curren Tunnel or direct flow of 9.1 cfs to Rangen."

Id at 42, Id. at 4229. The Curtailment Order explains that mitigation provided by direct flow to
Rangen "may be phased-in over not more than a five-year period pursuant to CM Rule 2 40 as
follows: 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth
year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year." Id.
Rangen, IOWA and Pocatello filed motions for reconsideration of the Curtailment Order.
On March 4, 2014, the Director issued an Order on Reconsideration denying IGWA's and
Pocatello's motions and partially denying and partially granting Rangen's motion
On March 24, 2014, Rangen timely filed its Petition for Judicial Review in Twin Falls
County Case No. CV-2014-1338. The Court granted Motions to Intervene filed by the Coalition,
IOWA and Fremont-Madison. On March 28, 2014, IOWA timely filed it Petition for Judicial

Review in Gooding County Case No. 2014-179. The Court granted Motions to Intervene filed by
Rangen, the Coalition, Pocatello and Fremont-Madison. Both Petitions for Judicial Review were

2

The term "Conjunctive Management Rules" or "CM Rules" refers to the Rules for Coryunctive Management of
Swface and Ground Water Resources, IDAPA 37.03.11.
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reassigned to this Court.3 On April 10, 2014, the Court granted a motion to consolidate the
agency record in both cases. On June 20, 2014, the Court ordered that Gooding County Case
No. 2014-179 be consolidated into Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338 in order to avoid
duplication, promote judicial economy and avoid confusion with the record.
II.
MATTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR DECISION

Oral argument before the Court in this matter was held on August 28, 2014. The parties
did not request the opportunity to submit additional briefing nor does the Court require any.
Therefore, this matter is deemed fully submitted for decision on the next business day or August
29, 2014.

III.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

Judicial review of a final decision of the director of ID WR is governed by the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code§ 42-1701A(4). Under IDAPA,
the Court reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon the record created before the
agency. Idaho Code§ 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61, 831 P.2d 527,529 (1992). The
Court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on
questions of fact. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(1); Castaneda v. Brighton Corp., 130 Idaho 923, 926, 950
P.2d 1262, 1265 (1998). The Court shall affirm the agency decision unless the court finds that the
agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are:
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions;
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency;
(c) made upon unlawful procedure;
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or,
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.
Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3); Castaneda, 130 Idaho at 926, 950 P.2d at 1265. The petitioner must
show that the agency erred in a manner specified in Idaho Code § 67-5279(3), and that a
3
The reassignments were made pursuant to the Idaho Supreme Court's Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009, issued In the Matter of the
Appointment of the SERA District Court to Hear All Petitions for Judicial Review from the Department of Water Resources Involving
Administration of Water Rights.
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substantial right of the party has been prejudiced. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(4). Even if the
evidence in the record is conflicting, the Court shall not overturn an agency's decision that is
based on substantial competent evidence in the record. 4 Barron v. IDWR, 135 Idaho 414,417,
18 P.3d 219, 222 (2001 ). The Petitioner also bears the burden of documenting and proving that
there was not substantial evidence in the record to support the agency's decision. Payette River
Property Owners Assn. v. Board ofComm 'rs., 132 Idaho 552,976 P.2d 477 (1999).

IV.
ANALYSIS
A.

The Director's determination that Rangen may only call for water discharging from
the Martin-Curren Tunnel is affirmed.
Immediately east of the Rangen Facility water discharges from numerous springs located

on the talus slope, as well as from the Martin-Curren Tunnel. R., p.4191. The water emanating
from this spring complex forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek. In responding to Rangen's
call, the Director had to determine from which of these water sources Rangen is authorized to
divert. The issue was whether Rangen's call for water was limited to the amount of water that
would emanate from the Martin-Curren Tunnel itself, or whether Rangen could more broadly
call for that amount of water that would emanate from the entire spring complex that forms the
headwaters of Billingsley Creek. The Director concluded that under water right numbers 362551 and 36-7694, Rangen may only call for water discharging from the Martin-Curren Tunnel
itself, and not the entire spring complex forming the headwaters of Billingsley Creek. R.,
pp.4219-4220. In so holding, the Director relied upon the plain language of the Partial Decrees
entered for water right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 in the SRBA. R., p.4219.
On judicial review, Rangen argues that this Court should set aside the Director's
determination in this respect. Rangen argues that the source of its water rights (i.e., "MartinCurren Tunnel") is ambiguous in light of extrinsic evidence. Further, that the source of the rights
should be interpreted to include all water emanating from spring complex that forms the

' Substantial does not mean that the evidence wa.~ uncontradicted. All that is required is that the evidence be of such sufficient quantity and
probative value that reasonable minds could conclude that the finding - whether it be by a jury, trial judge, special master, or hearing officer
was proper. It is not necessary that the evidence be of such quantity or quality that reasonable minds must conclude, only that they could
conclude. Therefore, a hearing officer's findings of fact are properly rejected only if the evidence is so weak that reasonable minds could not
come to the same conclusions the hearing officer reached. See eg. Mann v. Safeway Stores, inc. 95 Idaho 732, 518 P.2d 1194 (1974); see also
Evans v. Hara 's inc., 125 Idaho 473, 478, 849 P.2d 934, 939 (1993).
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headwaters of Billingsley Creek, including but not limited to that water emanating from the
Martin-Curren Tunnel. For the reasons set forth herein, the Court affirms the Director's
determination that Rangen may only call for water discharging from the Martin-Curren Tunnel
itself.

i.

The authorized source set forth in the Partial Decrees for water right
numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 is plain and unambiguous, and limits Rangen
to diverting and calling for water discharging from the Martin-Curren
Tunnel.

Rangen filed claims for rights 36-2551 and 36-7694 in the SRBA, and Partial Decrees
were entered for those rights on December 29, 1997, and December 30, 1997, respectively. The
SRBA Final Un!fied Decree was subsequently entered on August 26, 2014. The source on both
Partial Decrees is identified as: "Martin-Curren Tunnel[;] Tributary: Billingsley Creek"

Ex.1026 & 1028. Under Idaho law, a decree entered in a general adjudication "shall be
conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights in the adjudicated water system .... "
LC. § 42-1420(1 ). The Director is charged with administering water rights in accordance with
the elements as described in Rangen's Partial Decrees. 5 Therefore, the Court must determine
the legal effect of the Partial Decrees entered for water right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694.
The Idaho Supreme Court has directed that the same rules of interpretation applicable to
contracts also apply to the interpretation of a water right decree. A & B Irr. Dist. v. Spackman,
153 Idaho 500,523,284 P.3d 225,248 (2012). If a decree's terms are clear and unambiguous,
the decree's meaning and legal effect are questions oflaw to be determined from the plain
meaning of its own words. Cf, Sky Cannon Properties, LLC v. The Golf Club at Black Rock,
LLC, 155 Idaho 604, 606, 315 P.3d 792, 794 (2013). Whether a decree is ambiguous is a

question of law over which this Court exercises free review. Id. "Ambiguities can be either
patent or latent." Swanson v. Beco Constr. Co., Inc., 145 Idaho 59, 62, 175 P.3d 748, 751
(2007). "Idaho courts look solely to the face of a written agreement to determine whether it is
patently ambiguous." Sky Cannon Properties, LLC, 155 Idaho at 606,315 P.3d at 794. "A
5

At the time Ran gen filed the instant delivery call in 2011, the SRBA Court had authorized the interim
administration of water in basin 36 in accordance with the Director's Reports and the Partial Decrees that have
superseded the Director's Reports in that basin. Order Granting State ofIdaho's Motion for Order of Interim
Administration, SRBA subcase no. 92-00021 (Jan. 8, 2002). Pursuant to that Court Order, the Department has and
will continue to administer water in basin 36 pursuant to the terms of the Partial Decrees entered in that basin in the
SRBA.
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latent ambiguity is not evident on the face of the instrument alone, but becomes apparent when
applying the instrument to the facts as they exist." Id.
Rangen does not argue that a patent ambiguity exists, and this Court finds no such
ambiguity on the face of Rangen's Partial Decrees. The term "Martin-Curren Tunnel" refers to
a specific, identifiable and known diversion structure located within the 10 acre authorized point
of diversion of Rangen' s two senior water rights. The term does not create a patent ambiguity on
the face of either Partial Decree. Rather, it is Rangen's position that the source of its senior
water rights is latently ambiguous. It contends that the term "Martin-Curren Tunnel" when
applied to the facts as they exist gives rise to a latent ambiguity regarding its authorized water
source. The Director found that "[t]he name Martin-Curren Tunnel is not ambiguous and does
not create a latent ambiguity in the partial decree." R., p.4460. This Court agrees, and finds that
Rangen has failed to establish a latent ambiguity with respect to its Partial Decrees.
The Court finds that the Partial Decrees at issue here do not lose clarity when applied to
the facts as they exist. See, Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, 151 Idaho 449,455,259 P.3d 595,601
(2011) (providing that "[a] latent ambiguity exists where an instrument is clear on its face, but
loses that clarity when applied to the facts as they exist"). First, this is not a case where two or
more tunnels exist within Rangen's authorized point of diversion, and it is unclear to which one
the Partial Decrees refer. See, Williams v. Idaho Potato Starch Co., 73 Idaho 13, 20, 245 P.2d
1045, 1048-1049 ( 1952) (holding that a latent ambiguity arose when a writing referred to a pump
and it was shown that there were two or more pumps to which it might properly apply). Here,
unlike in Williams, the record establishes there is only one tunnel to which the term "MartinCurren Tunnel" can possibly apply. Second, under no conceivable use can the term "tunnel"
mean the greater springs complex that forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek. If this Court
were to hold that the term "Martin-Curren Tunnel" referred not only to the actual physical tunnel
located within Rangen's authorized point of diversion commonly known as the Martin-Curren
Tunnel, but also to the entirety of the spring complex that forms the headwaters of Billingsley
Creek, the Partial Decrees would not gain clarity, but would lose it. Such an interpretation
would offend the common meaning and understanding of the term "tunnel. " 6 While the Idaho
Supreme Court has previously found a latent ambiguity where the strict definition of a word

6

The common definition of the term "tunnel" is "[a]n underground or underwater passage." The American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language, p.1856 (4th ed., 2000).
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would lead to illogical or absurd results, such is not the case here. Mountainview Landowners

Cooperative Assoc., Inc. v. Dr. James Cool. D.D.S., 139 Idaho 770, 86 P.3d 484 (2004). The
Director's determination that the term "Martin-Curren Tunnel" means the actual physical tunnel
located within Rangen's authorized point of diversion commonly known to be the Martin-Curren
Tunnel is neither illogical nor absurd. Rather, the Director's determination is consistent with the
plain language of the Partial Decrees. consistent with the common meaning and understanding
of the term tunnel, and consistent with the facts as they exist as established by the record.
In support of its argument that a latent ambiguity exists, Rangen directs the Court to
various extrinsic evidence, including: (1) the testimony of a former Rangen employee that he
understood the term "Martin-Curren Tunnel" to describe the entire spring complex; (2) the fact
that historically Rangen has beneficially used water emanating from the entire spring complex;
and (3) the prior license and ID\\lR back file for water right number 36-7694. In considering the
extrinsic evidence proffered by Ranger, the Court does not find that it gives rise to a latent
ambiguity in the subject Partial Decrees. The Court's analysis of this evidence will be contained
in this section and the succeeding sections of this decision.
Rangen relies first on testimony given by Lynn Babington, a former Rangen employee,
before the Director. When asked what he understood the "Curren Tunnel'' to be, Babington
testified as follows:
The Curren Tunnel was the -- up on the hillside, a tunnel there. But it was kno\\'Il
to me to be all of the -- all of the water up there. Whether it be called Curren
Tunnel or head of Billingsley Creek or Curren Springs, they were all -- all meant
the same thing. It was the -- all the springs that was a source to the hatchery.
Tr., p.190-191. While the Director considered the testimony of Babington, he found it mixed
and unpersuasive. R., p.4460. More importantly, he found that the record contained evidence in
the form of testimony and exhibits to the contrary. Id. The Director stated, "the record is replete
with references and exhibits specifically identifying the Martin-Curren Tunnel as a unique
structure at a specific location, thereby distinguishing between the spring complex and the
Martin-Curren Tunnel itself." Id. For example, the testimony of the watermaster for Water
District 36A, Frank Erwin, distinguished between the Martin-Curren Tunnel and the springs that
feed Billingsley Creek. Tr., pp.232, 237-238. The Director also found throughout the course of
the administrative proceedings "there was no confusion by the witnesses between the MartinCurren Tunnel and the rest of the spring complex." Id. Further, that "[w]hen the topic was the
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Martin-Curren Tunnel, the witnesses would testify about the physical structure itself, not the
spring complex as a whole." Id. Thus, the Director found that the Babington testimony did not
give rise to ambiguity or confusion when the term Martin-Curren Tunnel is applied to the facts,
and that Rangen's Partial Decrees are plain and unambiguous. The Court finds that the
Director's finding in this respect is supported by substantial evidence in the record and must be
affirmed. See e.g., Tr., pp.232, 237-238; Ex.1290; Ex.1446A and B; Ex.2408A and B; Ex.2286;
Ex.2328; Ex.3277; Ex.3278; Ex.3648 and Ex.3651.

ii.

The authorized point of diversion set forth in the Partial Decrees for water
right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 is plain and unambiguous, and further
supports the Director's determination that Rangen may only call for water
discharging from the Martin-Curren Tunnel.

Further bolstering the Director's determination that Rangen's call is limited to water
discharging from the Martin-Curren Tunnel is the point of diversion identified on Rangen's
Partial Decrees. The authorized point of diversion under the subject Partial Decrees is plain

and unambiguous. It is identified as the following ten-acre tract located in Gooding County,
Idaho: "T07S R14E S32 SES\VNW." Ex.1026 & 1028. The Martin-Curren Tunnel is located
within that ten-acre tract. Ex. l 446B and 1446C. However, the spring complex that forms the
headwaters of Billingsley Creek stretches over at least two ten-acre tracts. Id. Those include the
ten-acre tract identified on the face ofRangen's Partial Decrees (i.e., T07S R14E S32
SES\VNW), as well as the ten-acre tract to the immediate west (i.e, T07S Rl4E S32
SWS\VNW). Id. More importantly, the diversion structure known as the Bridge Diversion,

through which water emanating from the spring complex not conveyed through the MartinCurren Tunnel is collected and diverted, is located in the ten-acre tract to the immediate west of
Rangen's authorized point of diversion. Id. Of significance, the facially plain language of
Rangen's Partial Decrees does not authorize Rangen to divert water from that ten-acre tract
where the Bridge Diversion is located. Ex.1026 & 1028.
In determining the appropriate scope of Rangen's call, the Director evaluated the
authorized water source identified in Rangen's Partial Decrees in conjunction with the
authorized point of diversion:
The source for water right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694 is the Curren Tunnel. The
point of diversion for both water rights is described to the 10 acre tract:
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SESWNW Sec. 32, T7S, R14E. While Rangen has historically diverted water
from Billingsley Creek at the Bridge Diversion located in the SWSWNW Sec. 32,
T7S, R14E, Rangen 's SRBA decrees do not identffy Billingsley Creek as a source
of water and do not include a point of diversion in the SWSWNW Sec. 32, T7S,
RI 4E. . . . Because the SRBA decrees identify the source of the water as the
Curren Tunnel, Rangen is limited to only that water discharging.from the Curren
Tunnel. Because the SRBA decrees list the point of diversion as SESWNW Sec.
32, T7S, RI 4E, Rangen is restricted to diverting water that emits from the Curren
Tunnel in that 10-acre tract.
R., p.4219 (emphasis added). The Director added:
IfRangen truly believed that Martin-Curren Tunnel was the common name for the
entire spring complex, Rangen should have sought and had its water right decreed
with addition points of diversion because the entire spring complex stretches over
at least two ten-acre tracts. Rangen Ex. 1446B. The fact that only a single tenacre tract was decreed and the Martin-Curren Tunnel is located in that single
ten-acre tract suggests that the reference to the Martin-Curren Tunnel was not
understood to describe the entire spring complex.
R., pp.4460-4461 (emphasis added). The Court finds that the Director's findings in this respect
is supported by substantial evidence in the record and must be affirmed.
Rangen admits that the Bridge Diversion lies outside its decreed point of diversion.
Notwithstanding, Rangen argues that the Bridge Diversion, Farmers Box, Rangen Box and talus
slope constitute one continuous diversion structure, and that this diversion structure "lies mostly
v\-ithin the 10 acre tract described in the Partial Decrees." This Court rejects this argument. The
authorized point of division identified on Rangen's Partial Decrees is plain and unambiguous.
The record establishes that the Bridge Diversion is a separate and distinct diversion structure that
is not physically connected to the Farmers' Box or the Rangen Box. The record further
establishes that the Bridge Diversion is located outside of the ten-acre tract identified on
Rangen's Partial Decrees as its authorized point of diversion. Ex.1446B and 1446C. There is
simply no legal basis for Rangen's argument that it can use the Bridge Diversion to collect and
divert water even though that diversion structure is not located within its decreed point of
diversion. Such an argument ignores the purpose of the identifying with particularity the point of
diversion element of a decreed water right. If Rangen believed that the ten-acre tract identified
in its Partial Decrees inadequately described its historic points of diversion, or that its Partial

Decrees inadequately described its water source, it was Rangen's responsibility to raise those
issues at the proper time, and in the proper venue

the SRBA.
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iii.

Rangen failed to raise issues regarding its decreed source of water and point
of diversion in the appropriate forum - the SRBA.

In light of Rangen' s arguments in this matter, it is necessary to review the SRBA process
undertaken in relation to the two water rights at issue here. Attached as Appendix A to Rangen's
Opening Briefis a copy of the SRBA Court's Order Denying Motion to File Late Claim entered

in SRBA Subcase No. 36-16977 on October 2, 2013. The procedural and historical background
set forth in that Order details the SRBA proceedings undertaken in relation to water right claims
36-2551 and 36-7694. That background is incorporated herein by reference. In brief, Rangen
filed Notices of Claim for water right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 in the SRBA. 7 In its
Notices, Rangen claimed the following source: "Curran Tunnel Trib. to: Billingsley Creek."

With respect to point of diversion, Rangen claimed the following forty-acre tract: T07S R14E
S32 SWNW within Gooding County. On November 2, 1992, the Director issued his Director ·s
Report, Part 1, Reporting Area 3 (Basin 36), which included recommendations for the claims. A

review of the recommendations shows that they diverged from the claims in two material
respects. First, the Director recommended the source of the claims as "Martin-Curren Tunnel,"
as opposed to the claimed source of "Curran Tunnel." Second, the Director recommended the
point of diversion as the following ten-acre tract located in Gooding County, Idaho: "T07S R14E
S32 SESWNW," as opposed to the larger forty-acre tract claimed by Rangen. No objections
were filed to the Director's recommendations for the claims. As such, Partial Decrees were
subsequently entered for the claims consistent with the unopposed recommendations. Rangen
did not appeal from the issuance of either Partial Decree nor did Rangen move to set aside either
Partial Decree in the SRBA.

In this judicial review proceeding, Rangen now argues that the facially plain language of
the Partial Decrees does not accurately reflect its historical use of water, and that a latent
ambiguity must exist as a result. Rangen asserts that it has historically used all of the spring
flows that form the headwaters of Billingsley Creek under its senior rights. And, that it has
historically used the Bridge Diversion to collect and divert a large portion of those spring flows.
However, the simple fact in this case is that the language ofRangen's Partial Decrees is plain
7

The brief summary set forth herein is taken from the SRBA Court's Order Denying Motion to File Late Claim
entered in SRBA Subcase No. 36-16977 on October 2, 2013, a copy of which is attached as Appendix A to
Rangen's Opening Brief
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and unambiguous. Under those Decrees, Rangen is authorized to the divert water from the
Martin-Curren Tunnel within the following ten-acre tract located in Gooding County, Idaho:
T07S R14E S32 SES\VNW. It is clear that Rangen believes the facially plain language of its
Decrees does not accurately reflect its historic use of water under those rights. However, if

Rangen disagreed with how its water rights were recommended and ultimately decreed, it had an
opportunity and responsibility to voice such concerns in the appropriate forum - the SRBA.
When Rangen filed its claims for water right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 in the
SRBA, the Department fully examined those claims. LC.§ 42-1410. As a result ofits
examination, the Department determined to file recommendations in the SRBA that diverged
from the claims in several respects. The Director recommended the source of the claims as
"Martin-Curren Tunnel," and also recommended the point of diversion for both claims as a tenacre tract, as opposed to the larger forty-acre tract claimed by Rangen. The manners in which
the recommendations diverged from the claims were of consequence. For instance, the Bridge
Diversion is located within the larger forty-acre tract Rangen claimed as its point of diversion,
but is not located within the ten-acre tract point of diversion recommended by the Department.
The Director's recommendations constitutedprimafacie evidence of the nature and extent of
Rangen's water rights. LC.§ 42-1411(5). lfRangen disagreed with the Department's
recommendations, it was incumbent upon it to timely file objections to the recommendations in
the SRBA, and then present the SRBA Court with evidence to rebut the recommendations. Id.
Rangen did not do so, and no other party to the SRBA came forth with objections to the
recommendations. Therefore, the SRBA Court entered Partial Decrees for water right claims
36-2551 and 36-7694 consistent with the uncontested recommendations. LC. § 42l 412(7)(providing the district court shall enter a partial decree as to those portions of the
director's report for which no objection has been filed); SRBA Administrative Order 1, Rules of
Procedure. §14. Under Idaho law, those Partial Decrees are conclusive as to the nature and

extent ofRangen's water rights. LC.§ 42-1420.
Rangen's attempt to point this Court to extrinsic evidence of its historic use of water and
its prior licenses does not give rise to latent ambiguities, but rather is an attempt to now raise
issues that should have been raised and litigated in the SRBA. If Rangen believed the facially
plain language of its Partial Decrees does not reflect it actual historic use, those issues needed to
be raised in the SRBA. Arguing instead, in a subsequent proceeding outside of the SRBA, that
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extrinsic evidence creates a latent ambiguity is problematic for a host of reasons. First, it fails to
provide proper notice of the alleged latent ambiguity to the parties to the SRBA. When the
Director files a Director's Report in the SRBA containing a recommendation for a certain water
right claim, that Director's Report acts as notice basin-wide to all parties to the adjudication
regarding that claim. LC. § 42-1411(6). It appears on the SRBA Court's monthly docket sheet,
and is distributed for display and review at the office of the clerk of the district court for each
county in which any part of the water system is located. SRBA Administrative Order 1. Rules of
Procedure, §6; I.C.§42-1411 (6). Through this process, the filing of a Director's Report gives all
parties to the adjudication a meaningful opportunity to review the Director's Report, the
recommendations it contains, and to file an objection if they disagree with a recommendation.

It follows that all parties to the SRBA had a meaningful opportunity to review the
Director's recommendations for Rangen's two senior water rights. 8 Those parties were able to
look at the Director's recommendation and see that the source element of those rights was being
recommended as "Martin-Curren Tunnel," and that the point of diversion element was being
recommended as a specific ten-acre tract located in Gooding County, Idaho. All parties to the
adjudication, including Rangen, were satisfied with that recommendation, as evidenced by the
fact that no party filed an objection to either recommendation. Given that no objections were
filed, all parties to the adjudication understood that by operation of law the claims would be, and
in fact were, partially decreed by the SRBA Court consistent with facially plain language
contained the recommendations. Rangen now argues, in a proceeding outside the SRBA that the
facially plain language of its Partial Decrees does not represent its actual historic water use.
That even though the decreed source of its water right is facially identified as "Martin-Curren
Tunnel," this Court should interpret its Decrees to allow it to divert from sources in addition to
the Martin-Curren Tunnel. And, that even though its decreed point of diversion is facially
identified as a specific and identifiable ten-acre tract, that this Court should interpret its Decrees
to allow it to divert not only from that ten-acre tract, but also an adjacent ten-acre tract. These
arguments needed to be raised in the SBRA forum, a forum where all parties to the adjudication
would have been afforded appropriate notice of these arguments and been given the opportunity

8

Basin 36 was a highly contested basin, and the Director's recommendations for water right claims in that basin
were highly scrutinized by parties to the SRBA. See e.g., Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392,871 P.2d 809 (1994)
(In 1994, the Idaho Supreme Court addressed a previous and similar water distribution case involving senior water
rights from the Martin-Curran Tunnel not held by Rangen in Basin 36).
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to respond. For Rangen to now argue, in a proceeding outside the scope of the SRBA, that the
decrees do not accurately reflect its historical beneficial use constitutes an impermissible
collateral attack on the decrees. To allow parties to contest a partial decree outside of the SRBA
based on the argument that the partial decree is not consistent with historical beneficial use
undermines any certainty or finality in the partial decree as well as one of the primary purposes
of the SRBA.
Another reason why it is problematic for Rangen to raise its present arguments outside
the scope of the SRBA is that the Martin-Curren Tunnel is not a water source that is unique to
Rangen. R., p.4191. It is a common water source which was subject to the SRBA general
stream adjudication. The SRBA Court entered numerous Partial Decrees to water users other
than Rangen that identify the Martin-Curren Tunnel as an authorized water source from which
those users may divert. 9 Ex.2315. Those water users have not been made a party to this
proceeding. If this Court were to adopt Rangen's sprawling interpretation of the term "MartinCurren Tunnel," Rangen has failed to address how this Court's adoption would affect the
Director's administration of all other Partial Decrees that identify the "Martin-Curren Tunnel"
as the decreed water source. For these reasons, Rangen's contention that it can point this Court
to extrinsic evidence of its historic use of water, and its prior licenses, to establish a latent
ambiguity is unavailing. The Director correctly determined that the source and point of
diversion elements of Rangen's Partial Decrees contains language that is plain and
unambiguous, and limits Rangen's call to water discharging from the Martin-Curren Tunnel
itself.

iv.

There is no basis for the application of the doctrine of quasi-estoppel in this
matter.

Rangen argues that the Director should be estopped from determining that its delivery
call is limited to water discharging from the Martin-Curren Tunnel under the doctrine of quasiestoppel. Under Idaho law, the doctrine of quasi-estoppel "prevents a party from asserting a
right, to the detriment of another party, which is inconsistent with a position previously taken."

9

See e.g., Partial Decrees entered in SRBA subcase numbers 36-102, 36-134A, 36-134D, 36-134E, 36-135B, 36135D, 36-134E, 36-I0141A, and 36-I0141B.
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Allen v. Reynolds, 145 Idaho 807, 812, 186 P.3d 663,668 (2008). It applies when: (I) the
offending party took a different position than his or her original position, and (2) either (a) the
offending party gained an advantage or caused a disadvantage to the other party; (b) the other
party was induced to change positions; or (c) it would be unconscionable to permit the offending
party to maintain an inconsistent position from one he or she has already derived a benefit or
acquiesced in. Id. Estoppel theories generally present mixed questions of law and fact. Id.
Because mixed questions of law and fact are primarily questions of law, this Court exercises free
review. Id. Rangen argues that certain prior and historic acts on the part of the Department
should preclude the Director from now interpreting its Partial Decrees to limit it to calling for
water discharging from the Martin-Curren Tunnel. The Director rejected Rangen's quasiestoppe1 arguments at the administrative level. R., p.4461. For the following reasons, this Court
finds that quasi-estoppel does not apply in this matter.
First, the Court finds that quasi-estoppel may not be invoked against the Director under
the facts and circumstances presented here. The decisions of the Idaho Supreme Court evidence
a clear reluctance to invoke quasi-estoppel against a governmental agency in the exercise of its
governmental functions. See e.g., Floyd v. Bd of Comm 'rs of Bonneville County, 137 Idaho at
727, 52 P.3d at 872 (2002) (holding, "Nor may the defense of [quasi] estoppel be applied against
the state in matters affected its governmental or sovereign functions"); Terrazas v. Blaine County

ex rel. Bd ofComm'rs, 147Idaho 193,200-201,207P.3d 169, 176-177(2009)(providingthat
neither equitable nor quasi-estoppel may ordinarily be invoked against a government or public
agency functioning in a sovereign or governmental capacity). While an exception exists where a
governmental agency acts in a purely business and proprietary capacity, such is not the case here.

Murtaugh Highway Dist. v. Twin Falls Highway Dist., 65 Idaho 260,268, 142 P.2d 579,582
( 1943 ). By administering water in accordance with the plain language of Rangen' s Partial

Decrees, the Director acted in his governmental capacity to fulfill the statutory and governmental
duties required of him in responding to a delivery call. When the Director made the
determination that Rangen may only call for water discharging from the Martin-Curren Tunnel,
the Director was carrying out his statutory obligation under Idaho Code§ 42-602 to distribute
water in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine. Rangen has failed to establish that
under Idaho law quasi-estoppel is available against a governmental agency in the exercise of its
governmental functions, or that it may be invoked against a governmental agency that is
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discharging its statutory duties. Therefore, this Court finds that quasi-estoppel is not available
here.
Second, even if quasi-estoppel could be invoked against the Director, Rangen has not
demonstrated that its application is merited. Rangen has failed to establish that the Director has
previously taken a different position with respect to the interpretation of the source and point of
diversion elements contained in its Partial Decrees. Rangen relies on an Order from the
Department dated January 4, 1979, wherein the Department allowed Rangen the right to measure
its water flows at the "outlet works" as opposed to the "inlet works," under permit no. 36-7694.
Ex.1029, p.30. This act on the part of the Department is not relevant to the instant analysis. It
did not address the question of where Rangen is legally entitled to divert water and from what
source. It certainly did not address the interpretation of the source and point of diversion
elements ofRangen's Partial Decrees, which did not exist at that time. Rangen additionally
relies upon former Director Karl Dreher's Amended Order dated March 10, 2004. R., pp.133161. The Court has reviewed that Amended Order and does not find that issues regarding the
interpretation of source and point of diversion elements of Rangen's Partial Decrees were raised
or addressed. Those issues were addressed for the first time by the Director in relation to the
instant delivery call, as evidenced by the fact that Rangen filed a Motion/or Summary Judgment
regarding source and point of diversion and the Director denied summary judgment on the
grounds that genuine issues of material fact existed with respect to those elements. R., pp.25662568 & 3171-3177. Therefore, the Court finds that Rangen has failed to establish that the
Director has previously taken a different position with respect to the interpretation of the source
and point of diversion elements contained in its Partial Decrees. The Court further finds that
Rangen has failed to establish that the Director's determination is unconscionable.
Administration of Rangen's Partial Decrees consistent with their plain language is not
unconscionable. Therefore, the Director's determination must be affirmed.

8.

The Director's adoption of Sullivan's regression analysis is supported by substantial
evidence and must be affirmed.
In responding to Rangen's delivery call, the Director utilized ESPAM 2.1 to simulate the

effects of junior ground water pumping on the aggregate flows from springs located within the
Rangen model cell. R., pp.4209-4216. ESP AM 2.1 is a regional groundwater model of the
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Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer. The Director found "'based upon clear and convincing evidence,
that ESPAM 2.1 is the best technical scientific tool currently available to predict the effect of
ground water pumping on flows from springs located in the Rangen cell." R., p.4209. While the
model can predict the effects of junior ground water pumping to the Rangen model cell, it cannot
distinguish the water discharging from the Martin-Curren Tunnel, which is located within the
Rangen model cell, from water discharging from other natural springs located within that model
cell. R., p.4209. Under the plain language of Rangen's senior rights, Rangen is only entitled to
the portion of the total curtailment benefit that accrues to the Martin-Curren Tunnel itself.
Therefore, the Director was tasked with further deducing that percentage of the total accruing
curtailment benefit which would accrue more specifically to the Martin-Curren Tunnel. R.,
pp.4209-4216.
The Director adopted a regression analysis which predicted that approximately 63% of
the total curtailment benefits accruing to the Rangen model cell would accrue to the MartinCurren Tunnel. R., p.4210. This regression analysis was proposed by Greg Sullivan, an expert
for the City of Pocatello. Id. On judicial review, Rangen argues that the Director's adoption of
this regression analysis is not supported by substantial evidence, and that the Director should
have adopted an alternative regression analysis proposed by Department staff. That alternative
analysis predicted that approximately 70% of the curtailment benefits accruing to the Rangen
model cell would accrue to the Martin-Curren Tunnel. This Court disagrees, and finds that the
Director's adoption of the regression analysis proposed by Sullivan is supported by substantial
evidence and must be affirmed.
The main distinguishing factor between the regression analyses proposed by Department
staff and Sullivan is the historical measurement data on which they are based. The Department
based its regression analysis on historical measurement data provided by Rangen. Sullivan based
his regression analysis on historical measurement data taken by the United States Geological
Survey ("USGS"). At the administrative level, the Director recognized deficiencies with basing
a regression analysis on the Rang en data. Namely, the Director found that Rangen' s
measurement methods resulted in the under-reporting of flow rate values. R., p.4198. The
record reflects that Rangen uses a nonstandard method of measurement referred to as "sticking
the weir," wherein a Rangen employee measures the depth of water flowing over wooden check
board dams using a ruler placed on top of the board. R., p.4195; Agency Tr., pp.270-273.
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Thereafter, the Rangen employee consults a rating table to identify the flow value corresponding
to the measured depth of water. R., p.4196. The flow value measurements are then provided to
the Department. All parties agreed that there were problems with the rating tables relied upon by
Rangen employees in this case. And, that these deficiencies resulted in the under-reporting of
flow rate values by Rangen. The Director found that "[t]he employment of a nonstandard
measuring device and the under-reporting of flow rate values due to the uncalibrated rating table
is cause to review other available flow rate measurement values." R., p.4197. Therefore, the
Director determined to consider measurements taken by the USGS out of Billingsley Creek, at a
site just downstream of the Rangen Facility. Id. The Director found:
Pocatello compared the USGS measurements taken downstream from Rangen
with Rangen's reported flows closest to the date of the USGS measurement.
Pocatello's expert, Greg Sullivan, testified that comparison of Rangen's reported
flows with flows measured by the USGS below the Rangen Facility show a
systematic under-measurement of Rangen's flows, especially since 1980.
Sullivan estimated the measurement error to be 15.9% based on the comparison of
45 measurements by the USGS between 1980 and 2012.
R., p.4198. The Director ultimately held that "based upon clear and convincing evidence,
Rangen' s use of a nonstandard measuring device with an inaccurate rating curve has resulted in
the under-reporting of flows at the CTR raceways and Rangen's lodge pond dam." Id.
The Director then proceeded to adopt the regression analysis proposed by Sullivan. R.,
p.4210. The Director's reasoning for adopting the Sullivan analysis is set forth in his

Curtailment Order. In part, the Director reasoned:
There are two reasons why the Director should apply the 63% proportion to
determine the increase in the Curren Tunnel flow from the total simulated
increase in flow to the Rangen model cell. First, all parties agree that the data
used to calculate the 75% proportion were under-reported. The alternative
regression line plotted by Sullivan is a credible method to correct the underreported data. Second, applying a 75% proportion to determine the increase in the
Curren Tunnel flow may result in Rangen benefitting from its own underreporting of flows if mitigation by direct flow to Rangen in provided in lieu of
curtailment.

R., p.4210. Under Idaho law, a reviewing court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the
agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact, and shall not overturn an agency's
decision that is based on substantial competent evidence in the record. LC. § 67-5279(1); Barron
v.

ID WR, 13 5 Idaho 414, 417, 18 P .3d 219, 222 (2001 ). In this case, the Court finds that the
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Director's adoption of the regression analysis proposed by Sullivan is supported by substantial
evidence in the record including, but not limited to: Exhibit 3650 (Sullivan Expert Supplemental
Report dated May 5, 2013), Exhibit 3654 (Sullivan Expert Second Supplemental Report dated
May 13, 2013), Exhibit 3349 (Sullivan Comparison of Spring and Fall USGS and Rangen Flow
Measurements 1970-2013), Exhibit 3358 (Sullivan Comparison ofUSGS and Rangen Hatchery
Flow Measurements 1970-2013), Exhibit 3345 (Sullivan Expert Response to IDWR Staff Memo
dated April 5, 2013, & Tr., pp.1428-1430 & 1438-1439 (Sullivan Hearing Testimony).

C.

The Director's determination that junior ground water users are using water
efficiently and without waste is supported by substantial evidence and must be
affirmed.
Rule 40.03 of the CM Rules provides that in responding to a delivery call, "[t]he Director

will also consider whether the respondent junior-priority water holder is using water efficiently
and without waste." IDAPA 37.03.11.040.03. In his Curtailment Order, the Director concluded
that "junior-priority water right holders are using water efficiently and without waste." R.,
p.4228. Rangen asserts on judicial review that the Director's determination in this respect is not
supported by substantial evidence and must be set aside. This Court disagrees.
Consistent with Rule 40.03 of the CM Rules, the record establishes the Director did
consider the evidence presented to him concerning whether affected junior users are using water
efficiently and without waste. With respect to IOWA, the Director considered the testimony of
Lynn Carlquist, President of North Snake Ground Water District, and Tim Deeg, President of
IGW A. Tr., pp.1670-1673, 1692-1693, 1727, 1739-1740, 1748 & 1751. Those individuals
testified as to the diversion methods of IGWA members, conversions that the district has
undertaken to reduce reliance on ground water pumping and increase recharge, and the steps
IOWA has taken to monitor diversions to ensure its members are not using more water than they
have a right to, among other things. Id. With respect to the City of Pocatello, the Director
considered the testimony of Pocatello's Water Superintendent. Tr., pp.1104-1107. This
evidence is uncontested in the record. Rangen did not submit any conflicting evidence for the
Director's consideration as to junior water users it believes are using water inefficiently or
wasting water. Therefore, the Court finds that the Director's determination in this respect is
supported by substantial evidence in the record and must be affirmed.
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D.

The Director's determination that the source of Rangen's two senior water rights is
surface water is affirmed.
At the administrative level, the Director held that "[t]he plain language of Rangen's

partial decrees from the SRBA show that Martin-Curren Tunnel is unambiguously surface
water." R., p.3174. Further, that Rangen's senior rights "should be administered as surface
water." R., p.3176. On judicial review, IGWA asks this Court to set aside the Director's
determination in this respect, and remand the matter with instructions that the Director
administer Rangen's senior rights as ground water rights subject to Idaho's Ground Water Act,
Idaho Code§ 42-226. This Court affirms the Director's determination that the source of
Rangen's senior rights is surface water and must be administered as such.
IGWA's argument that the source ofRangen's senior rights should be ground water is an
issue that needed to be raised in the SRBA. The SRBA Court has already made the legal
determination that the source of Rangen's senior rights is surface water via the issuance of the

Partial Decrees. Those Partial Decrees are conclusive as to the nature and extent of Rangen's
rights. LC. § 42-1420(1 ). The Decrees identify the source of water as: "Martin-Curren
Tunnel[;] Tributary: Billingsley Creek," a surface water source. Ex.I 026 & I 028. The
Adjudication Rules for the SRBA provided:
For surface water sources, the source of water shall be identified by the official
name listed on the U.S. Geological Survey Quadrangle map. If no official name
has been given, the name in local common usage should be listed. If there is no
official or common name, the source should be described as "unnamed stream" or
"spring." The first named downstream water source to which the source is
tributary shall also be listed. For ground water sources, the source shall be listed
as "ground water. "
IDAPA 37.03.01.060.02.c.i. (emphasis added).
Simply put, if the source of Rangen's senior rights was ground water, the SRBA Court
would have decreed the source as "ground water,'' the same as every other ground water right in
the SBRA. The SRBA Court did not; it entered Partial Decrees for Rangen's senior rights that
identified a surface water source tributary to another surface water source. Ex.1026 & I 028. As
discussed in greater detail above, those Partial Decrees were entered pursuant to, and consistent
with, the unobjected to Director's recommendations for the claims contained in the Director's

Report, Part L Reporting Area 3 (Basin 36). The recommendations for the claims did not
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identify the source of the rights as ground water. If IGWA disagreed with the Department's
recommendations, it was incumbent upon it to timely file objections to the recommendations in
the SRBA, and then present the SRBA Court with evidence to rebut the recommendations. LC.§
42-1411(5). Timely raising the issue in the SRBA would have afforded all parties to that
adjudication appropriate notice of the issue and the opportunity to respond. Raising the issue at
this time, in a proceeding outside the SRBA, constitutes an impermissible collateral attack on the
Partial Decrees for the reasons set forth by this Court in Section IV.A.iii. of this decision.

Additionally, the Idaho Supreme Court has previously indicated that the Martin-Curren
Tunnel is a surface water source. In Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392,394, 871 P.2d 809,
811 (1994), the Idaho Supreme Court addressed a delivery call filed by Alvin and Tim Musser
concerning "a decreed right for 4.8 cubic feet per second (cfs) of water.from the Martin-Curran
Tunnel." The Court in that case identified the Mussers' source as "springs," not as ground water.
Id. It has also instructed, in conjunction with a subsequent analysis of its previous decision in
Musser, that "LC. § 42-226 has no application in delivery calls between senior spring users and

junior ground users." A&B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Dept. of Water Resources, 153 Idaho 500,509,
284 P.3d 225,234 (2012) (citing, Clear Springs Food<,, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,808,
252 P.3d 71, 89 (2011)). For these reasons, the Director's determination that the source of
Rangen's senior rights is surface water and must be administered as such is not contrary to law,
but rather is consistent with the plain language of the Partial Decrees, is supported by substantial
evidence, and must be affirmed.

E.

The Director's determination that Rangen's water use and method of diversion is
reasonable is affirmed.
In responding to Rangen's delivery call, the Director may consider various factors under

Rule 42 of the CM Rules, including the extent to which the senior's needs (1) "could be met with
the user's existing facilities and water supplies by employing reasonable diversion and
conveyance efficiency and conservation practices," and (2) could be met using alternate
reasonable means. IDAPA 37.03.11.042.01.g & h. In the Curtailment Order, the Director
considered those factors. He found that "Rangen's water use is reasonable." R., p.4222.
Further, that Rangen employs "reasonable diversion and conveyance efficiency and conservation
practices in diverting water from the Curren Tunnel," and that "Rangen is diverting and using
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water efficiently, without waste and in a manner consistent with the goal of reasonable use." R.,
pp.4223 & 4228. IOWA argues on judicial review that the Director abused his discretion in
finding that Rangen' s water use and diversion methods are reasonable. It asserts that the
Director should require Rangen to install a recirculation system before it is entitled to seek the
curtailment of juniors. Additionally, that the Director's decision on the recirculation system fails
to provide a reasoned supporting statement contrary to LC. § 67-5248.

This Court disagrees.

The Court finds that the Director's Curtailment Order complies with Idaho Code§ 675248. The Director considered and rejected IOWA's arguments that Rangen's use of water and
diversion methods are unreasonable, and its argument that Rangen should be required to install a
recirculation system before it may seek curtailment. The Court finds that the Director supported
his decision with a reasoned statement. The Director provided:
IOWA and Pocatello also argue that Rangen's use of the water is unreasonable
because Rangen is not recycling the water it has already beneficially used to raise
more fish. Rogers, Vol. VIII, pp. 1843, 1866. Recycling water would require a
pump-back system or reconfiguring the present system for water delivery. Id.
Prior to filing its delivery call, Rangen considered constructing a pump-back
system but ultimately rejected the idea. Courtney, Vol. I,p. 113; Courtney, Vol.
II, pp. 400-404; Rangen Ex. 1203. Raceways require continuous replenishment
with fresh water. Courtney, Vol. II, p. 401. Interruption of this flow would result
in the loss of fish and likely a significant monetary loss. Id. A pump-back system
would require redundant power sources and pumps to ensure that a loss of power
or a pump failure would not deprive fish of water, thereby killing the fish.
Courtney, Vol. I, p. 112; Courtney, Vol. II, p. 401. The cost of building the
pump-back system, without the redundant power sources and pumps, was
estimated to be $116,000. Courtney, Vol. II, p. 403. The annual costs of
operating the system run between $22,000 and $46,000. Id. Because of the
significant costs to build the project, and other concerns about the issues of water
quality and water temperature associated with a pump-back system, Rangen
ultimately rejected the idea of a pump-back system. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 113. The
cost of building redundant systems along with annual operating costs makes a
pump-back system cost prohibitive.
R., p.4201. The Director's analysis is reasoned, is based on evidence, and contains appropriate
citations to the record. At various other points in the Curtailment Order, the Director also
discussed and found that Rangen's water use and means of diversion are reasonable. See. e.g.,
R., pp.4222, 4223 & 4228. IOWA's argument that the Director's decision is not supported by a
reasoned statement is unavailing.
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The factors the Director may consider in determining material injury and whether the
senior is using water efficiently and without waste under Rule 42 of the CM Rules "are decisions
properly vested in the Director." American Falls Res. Dist. No. 2 v. Idaho Department of Water

Resources, 143 Idaho 862, 875, 154 P.3d 433,446 (2007). Therefore, the Director's
consideration of the factors set forth in Rule 42 are reviewed by this Court under an abuse of
discretion standard. In this case, the Director did not abuse his discretion in determining that
Rangen's water use and method of diversion are reasonable. Nor did he abuse his discretion by
rejecting IGWA's argument that Rangen must install a recirculation system prior to any
curtailment. The Director recognized the issue of one of discretion. For the reasons set forth
above, the Director acted within his discretion and reached his decision through an exercise of
reason. Therefore, the Director's determination that Rang en's water use and method of diversion
are reasonable must be affirmed.

F.

The Director erred by applying a trim line to reduce the zone of curtailment.

1.

The Director's application of the trim line.

The Director found by clear and convincing evidence that ESP AM 2.1 constitutes the
best science currently available for simulating the effect of ground water pumping from the
ESPA on the spring flows located in the Rangen cell. R., p.4209. Although some of the parties
offered criticisms of the model, no party advocated the use of an alternative model. R., p.4207.
However, in applying ESP AM 2.1, the Director imposed a "trim line" or a geographical
demarcation defining an area of the ESP A that would be subject to curtailment and excluding
from curtailment the area of the ESPA located outside of the trim line. R., pp.4224-4228. The
trim line imposed by the Director corresponds with a geological feature referred to as the "Great
Rift." Id. The Great Rift is a volcanic rift zone comprised of less permeable basalts having
lower hydraulic conductivity which impedes the transmission of water through the aquifer. R.,
p.4202.

The Great Rift runs north to south across the Eastern Snake River Plain extending from

Craters of Moon to just west of American Falls Reservoir. Id. The Director determined that due
to the low transmissivity of the Great Rift zone the benefit of curtailment to senior rights with
respect to the number of acres curtailed diminishes significantly if areas east of the Great Rift are
included in the curtailment. R., p.4226. As a result and for reasons explained more fully below,
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the Director determined that junior rights located east of the Great Rift would be excluded from
curtailment. Both Rangen and the SWC argue the Director erred by imposing the trim line.
IGWA, the City of Pocatello and Fremont-Madison argue the trim line should be expanded to
exclude more than just those junior rights east of the Great Rift. For the reasons explained
below, this Court holds that the Director erred in imposing a trim line.
ii.

The Clear Springs decision.

As the basis for imposing a trim line, the Director relied on the Department's response to
two prior delivery calls, one brought by Clear Springs Foods, Inc. and the other brought by Blue
Lakes Trout Farm, Inc. against junior groundwater pumpers on the ESP A, which culminated in
the holding in Clear Springs Foods Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790, 252 P3d 71 (2011) ('"Clear

Springs"). The applicability of a trim line was one of the issues litigated in Clear Springs. Id. at
812,252 P.3d at 93. Because the Clear Springs decision addresses numerous legal principles
that are germane to the issues relating to the use of a trim line, an in depth discussion of the
various holdings of the case is required.
In Clear Springs, the Department responded to the two delivery calls using ESP AM 1.1
in order to determine the effects of groundwater pumping just as ESPAM 2.1 was applied in this
proceeding. Id. at 814,252 P.3d at 97. Unlike ESPAM 2.1, which is calibrated to predict the
benefits of curtailment to the square mile "cell" within which the calling party's spring is
located, ESP AM 1.1 was limited to predicting the benefits to a spring reach containing multiple
cells. R., p.4204. The former Director found that the degree of uncertainty or margin of error

°

associated with the application ofESPAM 1.1 was 10%. 1 Clear Springs at 813,252 P.3d at 94.
The former Director then imposed a trim line delineating those rights where it was
predicted at least 10% of the benefit of curtailment would accrue to the spring reach in which the
springs alleged to be injured were located. R., pp.4203-4204. With respect to Clear Springs, the
Director found that Clear Springs would receive 6.9% of the benefits accruing to the Buhl to
Thousand Springs reach. R., p.4204. The trim line limited curtailment to areas of the ESPA
where Clear Springs would receive at least 0.69% ( 6.9% of 10%) of the benefits of curtailment.

Id. With respect to Blue Lakes, the 10% trim line was applied based on the accrual of benefits to
the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl reach. Blue Lakes was estimated to receive 20% of the benefits
10

The margin of error or level of uncertainty was based on the finding that surface stream gauges have a margin of error of plus or minus l 0%.
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accruing to the reach. Id. The trim line limited curtailment to areas of the ESP A where Blue
Lakes would receive at least 2% (20% of 10%) of the benefits of curtailment. Id.
The former Director based his determination to impose a trim line to exclude water rights
within the margin of error on the "full economic development" language contained in Idaho
Code § 42-226 and the "public interest" considerations contained CM Rule 020.03. Clear

Springs at 816,252 P.3d at 97. The district court affirmed the former Director's use of the trim
line, albeit on different grounds. Id. The district court affirmed the use of the trim line based on
the function and application of the model which the former Director found to have a margin of
error or level of uncertainty of 10% and that it would be inappropriate to apply the model
independent of its assigned margin of error. Id.
On appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the district court's ruling on this issue
recognizing that the district court did not affirm the former Director's use of the trim line based
on the application ofldaho Code§ 42-226 and CM Rule 20.03. Id. at 816,252 P.3d at 97. The
Supreme Court ruled that the Director's decision not to curtail groundwater appropriators within
the 10% margin of error was a matter of discretion and that the former Director acted within the
bounds of his discretion. Id. at 817,252 P.3d at 98. Although the Supreme Court upheld the
former Director's use of the trim line to account for model uncertainty, one issue that was left
unresolved pertained to the application of the burden of proof applied in the context of a delivery
call. The calling spring users in Clear Springs argued that the former Director's decision not to
curtail junior appropriators within the 10% margin of error would result in a shifting of the
burden of proof to the senior appropriator. The Supreme Court declined to hear the issue on the
basis that it was not raised in the district court. Id. at 817, 252 P.3d at 98. That issue has again
been raised in this case and is addressed later in this discussion.
The Supreme Court also addressed and expressly rejected the application the "full
economic development" language of Idaho Code § 42-226 as a basis for imposing the trim line.

Id. at 816,252 P.3d at 97. Idaho Code 42-226 provides in relevant part:
The traditional policy of the state of Idaho, requiring the water resources of this
state to be devoted to beneficial use in in reasonable amounts through
appropriations, is affirmed with respect to the ground water resources of this state
... while the doctrine of 'first in time is first in right' is recognized, a reasonable
exercise of this rights hall not block full economic development of underground
water resources.
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LC. § 42-226 (emphasis added). The Court instructed that the "full economic development"
language of Idaho Code § 42-226 had no application to the delivery call because the language
refers to promoting full economic development of underground water resources by protecting a
senior groundwater appropriator only in the maintenance of reasonable pumping levels. Id. at
803,252 P.3d at 84. The Supreme Court held further that Idaho Code§ 42-226 did not even
apply to the delivery call because the statute had no application to surface spring rights. Id. at
804,252 P.3d at 85. Likewise, because surface spring rights are at issue in this case, Idaho Code
§ 42-226 has no application to this case.

The Supreme Court also addressed the meaning and application of CM Rule 20.03.u
The Court first addressed the reference to Article XV, Section 5, of the Idaho Constitution in CM
Rule 20.03, which states:
These rules integrate the administration and use of surface and ground water in a
manner consistent with the traditional policy of reasonable use of both surface
and ground water. The policy of reasonable use includes the concepts ofpriority
in time and superiority in right being subject to conditions of reasonable use as
the legislature may prescribe as provided in Article XV, Section 5, Idaho
Constitution. ...

Id. at 805,252 P.3d at 786 (emphasis added). The Supreme Court addressed that Section 5 of the
Constitution also refers to Section 4 of the Constitution but held that neither section applies to
water that has been directly appropriated from the water source. Rather, both sections apply to
the situation where "water was appropriated, used, or intended to be used 'under a sale, rental, or
distribution, thereof" and that both sections apply only to water that was intended to be used for
agricultural purposes. Id. at 806, 252 P.3d at 87. And that both sections apply only where water
is distributed by a ditch or canal owner for use by others. Id. at 807, 252 P.3d at 88. Finally, the
Court concluded that both sections only govern the distribution of certain surface waters and
neither section governs conjunctive management. Id. The Court's ruling makes clear that
Article XV §§ 4 and 5 do not apply to the facts of this particular delivery call.

11

CM Rule 20.03 provides in its entirety:
Reasonable Use of Surface and Ground Water. These rules integrate the administration and use of surface and ground
water in a manner consistent with the traditional policy of reasonable use of both surface and ground water. The policy of
reasonable use includes the concepts of priority in time and superiority in right being subject to the conditions of
reasonable use as the legislature may by law prescribe as provided in Article XV, Section 5, Idaho Constitution, optimum
development of water resources in the public interest prescribed in Article XV, Section 7, Idaho Constitution, and full
economic development as defined by Idaho law. An appropriator is not entitled to command the entirety of large volumes
of water in a surface or ground water source to support his appropriation contrary to the public policy of reasonable use of
water as described in this rule.
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The Supreme Court next addressed the reference in CM Rule 20.03 to Article XV,
Section 7, of the Idaho Constitution, which states:
[O]ptimum development of water resources in the public interest prescribed in
Article XV, Section 7, Idaho Constitution ...

Id. at 805,252 P.3d at 86. The Supreme Court discussed the meaning of the "optimum
development in the public interest," stating in relevant part as follows:
There is no difference between securing the maximum use and benefit, and least
wasteful use, of this State's water resources and the optimum development of
water resources in the public's interest. Likewise, there is not material difference
between 'full economic development' and the 'optimum development of water
resources in the public interest.' They are two sides of the same coin. Full
economic development is the result of optimum development of water resources
in the public interest. ... The policy of securing the maximum use and benefit,
and least wasteful use, of the State's water resources applies to both surface and
underground waters, and it requires that they be managed conjunctively.

Id. at 808,252 P.3d at 89. Ultimately, however, the Supreme Court instructed:
There is nothing in the wording ofArticle XV§ 7, that indicates that it grants the
legislature or the Idaho Water Resource Board the authority to modify that
portion of Article XV§ 3, which states, 'Priority of appropriation shall give the
better right as between those using the water [of any natural stream]. . .. '
Id. at 807, 252 P.3d at 88 (emphasis added). The Court's ruling clarifies that any reliance on of
Article XV § 7 as a justification for modifying a senior appropriator's existing water right to
promote maximum use or optimum development of the state's water resources is misplaced.

12

The Supreme Court also addressed the provision of CM Rule 20.03, which provides:

12
Although Article XV § 7 does not grant the Idaho Water Resource Board or the Idaho legislature the authority to modify existing rights, it does
grant the power to formulate and implement a state water plan for "optimum development of water resources in the public interest," which can
affect the licensing of future rights. In this regard, it bears mentioning that at the time Ran gen 's license was issued for water right 36-025 51, the
state water plan in effect at the time recognized that full development of the ESPA may result in a reduction in the spring flows relied on by the
aquaculture industry. With respect to aquaculture, policy 32 of the 1976 state water plan provided in relevant part:

Future management and development of the Snake Plain aquifer may reduce the present flow of springs tributary to the
Snake River. If that situation occurs, adequate water for aquaculture will be protected, however, aquaculture interests may
need to construct different water diversion facilities than presently exist.
State Water Plan-Part 2. Dec. 1976 (www.idwr.idaho.gov/waterboard/WaterPlanning/StateW aterPlanning/PDFs/l 976StateWaterPlanPart2.pdf).
To give effect to this policy, the license issued for water right no. 36-07694 was conditioned as follows: "Use of water under this
right is subject to policies set forth in the State of Idaho Water Plan, including Policy No. 32F." Exhibit 1029. However, that condition was not
recommended by the Department nor included the partial decree. Had the condition been included in the partial decree, no modification of that
right would have been implicated in order to give effect to the state water plan in furtherance of promoting the "optimum development of water
resources in the public interest."
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An appropriator is not entitJed to command the entirety of large volumes of water
in a surface or ground water source to support his appropriation contrary to the
public policy of reasonable use of water ....

Id. at 809, 252 P.3d at 90. The Supreme Court held that the provision is consistent with prior
holdings in Van Camp v. Emery, 13 Idaho 202, 89 P. 752 (1907) and Schodde v. Twin Falls Land

& Water Co., 224 U.S. 107, 32 S.Ct. 470, 56 L.Ed. 686 (1912), which stand for the proposition
that senior water right holder is entitled to the decreed quantity of his water right but is not
protected in his unreasonable means of diversion. Id. at 809,252 P.3d at 90. The Court noted
that "the senior appropriator in Van Camp was entitled to his water right; he simply had to
change his unreasonable means of diversion." Id. Similarly in Schodde, the Court stated that
"'[t]he issue in Schodde was whether the senior appropriator was protected in his means of
diversion, not his priority of rights." Id. The Supreme Court concluded that the purpose of the
provision is to provide that to the extent the means of diversion is determined to be unreasonable,
a senior appropriator must change his means of diversion. Id. The purpose of the provision is
not to modify the decreed quantity of the senior appropriator's right. Id. As previously
addressed in this opinion, the Director found Rangen's means of diversion to be reasonable.
Finally, the Court instructed that the reference to "full economic development as defined
by Idaho law" provision contained in CM Rule 20.03 is a reference to Idaho Code § 42-226,
noting that the words "full economic development only appear in Idaho Code§ 42-226 and the
cases discussing the statute." Id. at 808, 252 P.3d at 89. Again, the Court determined that Idaho
Code§ 42-226 did not apply to the senior spring users making the delivery call. Id. at 804, 252
P.3d at 85.
In sum, a plain reading of the various holdings in Clear Springs establish that in the
context of a delivery call brought by senior springs users against junior ground water pumpers,
neither the CM Rules, the common law, Idaho statutes, nor the Idaho Constitution provide the
Director the discretion to reduce the decreed quantity of a water right to which a senior
appropriator is entitled based on the disparity befli!een the impact to junior ground water

pumpers resulting from curtailment and the quantity of water that would benefit the senior right,
provided the means of diversion is reasonable and the water is put to beneficial use.

iii.

The results of ESP AM 2.1 model simulation predictions.
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In turning to the instant case, the Director applied ESP AM 2.1 to simulate the curtailment
of ground water rights for irrigation within the model boundaries with priority dates later than
July 13, 1962, which is the priority date of Rangen 's water right no. 36-02551. R., pp.42244228. The simulated increase in discharge to the model cell at steady state was predicted to be
17.9 cfs. R., pp.4210 & 4224. After eliminating points of diversion inside the model boundary,
but outside the boundary of common water supply, the model predicted a total of 16.9 cfs of
reach gains to the Rangen cell based on the curtailment of 479,000 acres. Id. The Director next
determined the "depletion percentage" for each model cell with respect to the spring discharge in
the Rangen cell. R., p.4211. The depletion percentage represents the percentage of water from
each cell that would accrue to the Rangen cell as a result of curtailment. \\Then plotted on a
graph, the model simulation results predicted that the benefit of curtailment with respect to the
number of acres significantly decreased where the depletion percentage approached 1.0% to 1.5
% and the benefit approached 14.3 to 14.6 cfs. R., p.4212.

The Director determined that

because the Martin-Curren Tunnel would receive only 63% of the benefit accruing to the Rangen
cell, when plotted on a graph the model simulation results predicted that the benefit of
curtailment with respect to the number of acres significantly decreased where the depletion
percentage approached 1.0% to 1.5 % and the benefit to the Martin-Curren Tunnel approached
9.0 to 9.2 cfs. R., p.4213. The Director determined that the diminishing benefits corresponded
with the location of the Great Rift where the low transmissivity impedes the transmission of
water through the aquifer. And, that if ground water points of diversion located east of the Great
Rift were eliminated from the simulation, the remaining junior wells in the common ground
water supply would accrue 14.4 cfs to the Rangen model cell and 9.1 cfs (14.4 cfs x .63) to the
Martin-Curren Tunnel based on the curtailment of 157,000 acres. R., p4215. By extrapolation,
if points of diversion east of the Great Rift were not excluded from curtailment then 16.9 cfs
would accrue to the Rangen model cell or 10.6 cfs (16.9 x .63) to the Martin-Curren Tunnel
based on the curtailment of 479,000 acres. The result is that the curtailment of the additional
322,000 acres east of the Great Rift would produce an additional 1.5 cfs to the Martin-Curren
Tunnel. To illustrate the effect of the low transmissivity in the Great Rift Zone, the Director
found:
Curtailment of junior ground water irrigation west of the Great Rift would curtail
irrigation of approximately 157,000 acres, resulting in curtailment of irrigation of
approximately 17,000 acres per cfs of predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel.
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Curtailment of junior ground water irrigation east of the Great Rift would curtail
irrigation of approximately 322,000 additional acres, resulting in curtailment of
irrigation of approximately 204,000 acres per cfs of predicted benefit to the
Curren Tunnel.
R., p.4215.

iv.

The Director's justification for the use of the trim line.

In addressing the use of a trim line, the Director concluded that the 10% trim line
imposed in Clear Springs would be not be appropriate because the 10% trim line was based on
predictions of impacts to a multi-cell reach (ESP AM 1.1 ). R. p.,4225. And, that applying a 10%
trim line based on model predictions of impacts to a single model cell (ESP AM 2.1) would result
in a significantly different standard than was applied in the Clear Springs delivery call. Id. To
illustrate, at oral argument, counsel for the Department explained that if a 10% trim line were
applied in this case approximately only 175 acres would be subject to curtailment. The Director
acknowledged the holding in Clear Springs providing that because a model is only a prediction
or simulation of reality it must have some margin of error and that it would be inappropriate to
apply the model independent of the assigned margin of error. R., p.4226. However, the
Director also concluded that because of the complexity of the ESP AM 2.1 model, the margin of
error associated with the model predictions could not be quantified. Id.

Nonetheless, the

Director concluded that the model by its very nature had some level of uncertainty and
concluded:
The lack of a quantifiable margin of error associated with the model does not
mean that the model should be abandoned, but simply that its use should be
tempered with the fact that it is a 'simulation or prediction of reality.' The
Director concludes that there is uncertainty in the predicted increase in spring
flow resulting from curtailment and that the actual response may be lower or
higher than predicted. This variance should be taken into account when
considering a trim line.
R., p.4226. The Director concluded further that there is lower predictive uncertainty on the
western side of the Great Rift and a higher predictive uncertainty on the eastern side of the Great
Rift. R, p.4227. And, that impacts from several pumping locations located east of the Great Rift
had negligible impacts on the Rangen spring cell. Id. Ultimately, the Director concluded that
the uncertainty in the model justifies the use of a trim line. Id.
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In delineating the Great Rift as the trim line the Director concluded that ESP AM 2.1
establishes by clear and convincing evidence that the portion of the benefits of curtailed water
use east of the Great Rift that would accrue to the Rangen cell is less than 1% and that the benefit
of curtailment with respect to the number of acres diminishes significantly if areas east of the
Great Rift are included in the curtailment. Id. In perceiving the determination as one of
discretion, the Director concluded:
Delineating a trim line using the Great Rift will limit the curtailment to an area
where the Rangen spring cell is predicted to receive at least 1% of the benefits of
curtailment, and the calling party is predicted to receive at least .63% of the
benefits of curtailment. This [result] is similar to the trim lines applied to
ESP AM 1.1 in the Clear Springs delivery call and the Blue Lakes delivery call,
where the calling parties were predicted to receive 0.69% and 2% of the curtailed
benefits, respectively.
R., p.4226. The Director also relied on CM Rule 20 and Article XV § 7 of the Idaho
Constitution as a basis for considering the diminishing benefits of curtailment beyond the Great

Rift. R., p.4227. The Director relied on CM Rule 20 for the proposition that "[a]n appropriator
is not entitled to command the entirety of large volumes of water in a surface or ground water
source to support his appropriation contrary to the public policy of reasonable use of water" and
that "[ d]emand should be viewed in light of reasonableness and optimum development of water
resources in the public interest." Id. The Director relied on Article XV § 7 of the Idaho
Constitution for the proposition that "[t]he Idaho Constitution enunciates a policy of promoting
optimum development of water resources in the public interest." Id. The Director concluded:
"To curtail junior ground water users east of the Great Rift would be counter to the optimum
development of Idaho's water resources in the public interest and the policy of securing the
maximum use and benefit, and the least wasteful use, of the State's water resources." Id. It is
important to note that the Director did not find, or rely upon, the doctrine of futile call in
justifying the implementation of the trim line.

v.

The Director erred in applying the trim line.

As an initial matter, this Court recognizes the large disparity between the number of acres
curtailed and the predicted benefit that would accrue to the Martin-Curren Tunnel, if junior
ground water rights east of the Great Rift are not excluded from the zone of curtailment. As
previously discussed, the portion of the benefits of ground water curtailment east of the Great
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Rift is predicted to be generally less than I%. The Court notes however that the Director did not

make the finding that curtailing water rights east of the Great Rift would result in a futile caH.
To the contrary, the Director recognized that the curtailment of the additional 322,000 acres east
of the Great Rift is predicted to produce an additional 1.5 cfs to the Martin-Curren Tunnel.
While the disparity between curtailed acreage and realized water accruing to the Martin-Curren
Tunnel is large, it should be noted that unlike surface to surface administration, the very nature
of conjunctive management involves a large disparity between the number of acres curtailed and
the accrued benefit to a senior surface right. As an example, in this case, the highest depletion
percentage predicted to accrue to the Rangen spring complex is 16%. R., p.4211. Nonetheless,
Idaho law mandates that ground and surface water be administered conjunctively. It further
mandates that if the Director is going to apply a trim line to administer to less than the full
amount of water Rangen would otherwise be entitled to, such a determination must be supported
by law and by clear and convincing evidence. See e.g.. A&B Irr. Dist. v. IDWR, 153 Idaho 500,
524,284 P.3d 225,249 (2012) ("Once a decree is presented to an administrating agency or court,
all changes to that decree, permanent or temporary, must be supported by clear and convincing
evidence").
As previously discussed, the Idaho Supreme Court instructed in Clear Springs that
neither the CM Rules, the common law, Idaho statutes, nor the Idaho Constitution provide the
Director the discretion to reduce the decreed quantity of a water right to which a senior
appropriator is entitled based on the disparity between the impact to junior ground water
pumpers resulting from curtailment and the quantity of water that would benefit the senior right,
provided the water is put to beneficial use. See supra. Therefore, the Director's reliance on CM
Rule 20.03 and Article XV § 7, as partial support for the use of a trim line is in error.
Further, reliance by IGWA, City of Pocatello and Fremont-Madison on Schodde and Van

Camp for the proposition that an appropriator is not entitled to command the entirety of large
volumes of water to support his or her appropriation is equally misplaced. For reasons
previously discussed, in Clear Springs, the Idaho Supreme Court instructed that those cases only
stand for the proposition that a senior appropriator is not protected in his means of diversion to
the extent it is determined to be unreasonable. See supra. As discussed elsewhere in this
opinion the Director found Rangen's means of diversion to be reasonable. R., p.4223. Hence,
the holdings in Schodde and Van Camp do not apply to the facts of this case.
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The Director's remaining support for the use of the trim line concerns the margin of error
or level of uncertainty based on the application of the model. Unlike the situation in Clear

Springs which assigned a margin of error of 10% based upon the limitations of ESP AM 1.1, the
Director concluded in this case that: "Because of the complexity of the model, the margin of
error associated with model predictions [ESPAM 2.1] cannot be quantified." R., p.4227. But
did conclude that "'there is uncertainty in the predicted increase in spring flow resulting from
curtailment and the actual response may be higher or lower than predicted." Id. All experts
involved in this case were in general agreement that the use of a trim line would be based more
on a policy decision than on a quantifiable level of uncertainty. Tr., pp. 2329 (Brockway hearing
testimony), 2551 (Hinckley hearing testimony), 2696-97 (Brendecke hearing testimony), 164142 (Sullivan hearing testimony); Exhibit 1369 (Comments on Trim Line and Model Uncertainty,
Charles M. Brendecke, PhD, PE), R.p.4208 (finding "IGWA's experts acknowledged that model
uncertainty does not provide a definitive location for a trim line.).
Consequently, in support of the trim line, the Director relied on the finding that there is a
higher level of uncertainty associated with the model on east side of the Great Rift in conjunction
with CM Rule 20.03 and Article XV § 7 and in conjunction with the conclusion that the result of
applying a trim line in this case would be similar to the result in the Blue Lakes and Clear
Springs delivery calls, which was upheld in Clear Springs. As such, the Director's reasoning
relies loosely on the application of a quantifiable margin of error associated with the model and
more heavily on a policy determination.
More significantly, however, the issue that was not addressed in Clear Springs, but was
raised again in this proceeding, pertains to the burden of proof that applies in conjunction with a
delivery call. Since the holding in Clear Springs, the Idaho Supreme Court has weighed in on
that issue on two separate occasions. One of the issues raised in A&B Irr. Dist. v. IDWR, 153
Idaho 500, 284 P.3d 225 (2012), was whether the district court erred in imposing a "clear and
convincing" evidence standard on the Director's determination of material injury in a delivery
call. Id. at 505, 284 P.3d at 230. The district court held that consistent with the established
burdens of proof and presumptions that apply in a delivery call, any risk of uncertainty should be
borne by the junior. Although the case dealt with the standard of proof applicable to the
Director's finding of material injury to a senior water right, the Idaho Supreme Court provided
an in depth analysis of the established case law in Idaho regarding the applicable burden of proof
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in a delivery call. Id. at 517, 284 P.3d at 242. In upholding the district court, the Idaho
Supreme Court instructed: "It is Idaho's long standing rule that proof of "no injury" by a junior
appropriator in a water delivery call must be by clear and convincing evidence." Id. at 524, 284
P .3d at 24 9. Likewise that "(o ]nee a decree is presented to an administrating agency or court, all
changes to that decree, permanent or temporary, must be supported by clear and convincing
evidence." Id.
In In the Matter of Distribution of Waters to Various Water Rights Held by or for the

Benefit ofA&B Irr., Dist., 155 Idaho 640,315 P.3d 828 (2013), the Supreme Court addressed the
application of evidentiary standards, legal presumptions and burdens of proof associated with a
delivery call in conjunction with the application of the CM Rules. The Court discussed its prior
ruling in American Falls Reservoir District No. 2 v. IDWR, 143 Idaho 862, 154 P.3d 433 (2007)

(AFRD # 2), which established that: "Once the initial determination is made that material injury
is occurring or will occur, the junior then bears the burden of proving that the call would be futile
(,] or to challenge, in some other constitutionally permissible way, the senior call. Id. at 653, 315
P .3d at 841 (quoting AFRD #2, at 878, 154 P .3d at 449). The Supreme Court then held: "Thus,
any determination of a delivery call requires application of established evidentiary standards,
legal presumptions and burdens of proof." Id. at 653-54, 315 P.3d at 841-42. The Court went
on to hold that junior right holders may respond to the delivery call and shall bear the burden of
proving by clear and convincing evidence that the call would be futile or is otherwise unfounded.

Id. at 654, 315 P.3d at 842. Indeed both historical and recent case law addressing the application
of the CM Rules clearly establishes that once material injury to a senior right is established,
junior right holders bear the burden of establishing by clear and convincing evidence that the call
would be futile.
In this case, the model predicts that curtailment of junior rights east of the Great Rift are
causing material injury and curtailment of such rights would produce a quantity of water to the
Martin-Curren Tunnel in the amount of I .5 cfs. Indeed, while 1.5 cfs may not seem like a
meaningful quantity of water, when compared to the average annual flow Rangen currently
receives through the Martin-Curren Tunnel, the meaningfulness of the quantity becomes readily
apparent. The Director found that the average annual flow available from the Martin-Curren
tunnel in 1997 was 19.1 cfs. R., p.4215. The lowest average flow available from the MartinCurren tunnel was 3.1 cfs in 2005. Id. And that the average annual flow has not exceeded 7 cfs
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since 2002. Id. From that perspective, the additional 1.5 cfs is neither insignificant nor de
minimis.

While there is a higher level of predicted uncertainty or margin of error in the model
results east of the Great Rift, based on the constitutional! y established burdens of proof, any
uncertainty or margin of error must operate in favor of Rangen, the senior right holder. By its
very nature uncertainty does not support a finding of clear and convincing evidence. To allow
model uncertainty to operate in favor of junior ground pumpers would shift the burden of proof
to the senior to prove that junior ground pumpers east of the Great Rift were causing injury.
Therefore, the Director's application of the trim line in this matter is set aside and remanded for
further proceedings as necessary.

G.

The Director's determination that any proposed mitigation plan may be phased-in
over a five-year period is affirmed.
Rule 40 of the CM Rules provides that once the Director makes a determination of

material injury in responding to a call he must take one of two actions. The Director shall either
regulate the diversion and use of water in accordance with the priorities of rights, or "[ a]llow
out-of-priority diversion of water by junior-priority ground water users pursuant to a mitigation
plan that has been approved by the Director." IDAPA 37.03.11.040.01.a, b. In his Curtailment
Order, the Director found material injury to Rangen's senior water rights and ordered that on

March 14, 2014, certain identified junior ground water rights bearing priority dates junior to July
13, 1962 would be curtailed. R., p.4229. The Director then instructed that those junior users
could avoid curtailment if they proposed and had approved a mitigation plan that provided
"simulated steady state benefits of 9 .1 cfs to Curren Tunnel or direct flow of 9 .1 cfs to Rang en."
Id. The Director then instructed that such proposed mitigation "may be phased-in over not more

than a five-year period pursuant to CM Rule 40 as follows: 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs the
second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year." Id.
On judicial review, IGW A takes issue with the Director's instructions regarding the
phasing-in of mitigation. It argues that his instructions require junior users to provide more
mitigation water in the fifth year than Rangen would receive if curtailment were to occur. It
contends that ESP AM 2.1 predicts that only 7.1 cfs would accrue to the Martin-Curren Tunnel
after five years of full curtailment, yet the Director's phased-in mitigation instructions would
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require it to provide 9.1 cfs of mitigation water in the fifth mitigation year. IGWA asserts that
such a result is contrary to the CM Rules. It asks this Court to set aside the Director's
determination in this respect and remand with instructions that "'the extent of curtailment may be
phased in over five years, but juniors should not be required to provide substantially more
mitigation than Rang en would receive from curtailment."
Rule 40 of the CM Rules provides that "regulation of junior-priority ground water
diversion and use where the material injury is delayed or long range may, by order of the
Director, be phased-in over not more than a five-year (5) period to lessen the economic impact of
immediate and complete curtailment." IDAPA 37.03.11.040.01.a. Approved mitigation in lieu
of curtailment is a form of regulation. The plain language of the rule establishes that the
Director's ability to phase-in regulation of junior-priority ground water diversion and use is
discretionary. It provides that the Director "may" phase-in such regulation over not more than a
five-year period, but is not required to. Further, the CM Rules make clear that the decision to
approve or deny a mitigation plan rests in the Director's discretion. IDAP A 37.03.11.040.01.b.
In this case, the Director did not abuse his discretion or act contrary to law in indicating
his willingness to consider a phased-in mitigation plan stretching over a five-year period, as set
forth in his Curtailment Order. The Director found that pumping by juniors has materially
injured Rangen over time. R., p.4223. The material injury, and any attempt to fully cure the
material injury via curtailment, is both delayed and long range. R., pp.4463-4464. Under the
facts and circumstances of this case, it would take many years of full curtailment for the ESP A to
return to a state of equilibrium wherein Rangen would receive the full 9. l cfs the Director found
it is entitled to under its senior rights. R., pp.4463-4464. Every year the Director permits out-ofpriority water use to occur pursuant to an approved mitigation plan, the amount of time it would
take the aquifer to reach that state of equilibrium is further delayed if curtailment were to become
necessary in the future. Consistent with the CM Rules, the Director required that full mitigation
be effectuated in this case by the fifth year. Indeed, under the CM Rules, the Director could have
required IGWA provide the full amount of mitigation in year one in order to avoid curtailment.
There is no requirement that he must allow for phased-in regulation. However the Director, in an
exercise of his discretion, determined to consider phased-in regulation in this case over a five
year period. Such a determination was within his discretion, was not contrary to law, and must
be affirmed.
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H.

Rangen is not entitled to an award of attorney's fees on judicial review.
Rangen seeks an award of attorney fees in this matter pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-117.

Under subsection (1) of that statute, upon a petition for judicial review involving as adverse
parties a state agency and a person, the court "shall award the prevailing party reasonable
attorney's fees ... if it finds that the nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact
or law." Since Rangen has only prevailed in part on judicial review, it is not considered a
"prevailing party" under the statute. See e.g., Wurzburg v. Kootenai County, 155 Idaho 236,248,
308 P.3d 936,948 (Ct.App. 2013) (providing that where a party has only prevailed in part it is
not the prevailing party under Idaho Code § 12-11 7). On that ground, Rangen is not entitled to
an award of fees on judicial review. Further, the Idaho Supreme Court has instructed that
attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12-117 will not be awarded against a party that presents a
"legitimate question for this Court to address." Kepler-Fleenor v. Fremont County, 152 Idaho
207,213,268 P.3d 1159, 1165 (2012). In this case, Rangen has only prevailed on one issue
pertaining to the Director's implementation of a trim line. The trim line issue is one of first
impression and presents a legitimate question for this Court to address. Accordingly, Rangen's
request for attorney's fees is alternatively denied on the grounds that the Director did not act
without a reasonable basis in law or fact.

V.
CONCLUSION AND ORDER OF REMAND

For the reasons set forth above, the Director's Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's
Petition for Delivery CaU; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July I 3, I 962 and

subsequent Order on Reconsideration are affirmed in part and set aside in part. The case is
remanded for further proceedings as necessary consistent with this decision.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated

Oc.lolo~

21..l 1 '2.014

District Judge
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Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949)
Thomas J. Budge (ISB#· 7465}
RA.CINE OLSON NYJ!: BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED

201 E. CenterSt./P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232-6101-phone
(208) 232~6109-fax

rcb@mciuelm.net
tjb@ac:iuelaw.net
Attorneys for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc.
DISTRIC"r COURTOFTHESTATEOFIDAHO
FJFTHJUDICIALDJSTRICT

TWIN FALLS COUNTY
Case No. CV-2014-1338

RANGEN, INC.,

Petitioner,

vs.

(Consolidated Gooding CoWlty
Case No. CV-2014-179)

GARY SPACKMAN, mHIS qAPAClTY
AS INTERI.MDrsTOROFTiiE IDAHO
DEPARTMENT O

ATER.REsOURCJ!:S1

AND THE IDAHO EPARTMENT OF

IGWA's Petition for Rehearing

and Clarification

WATER RESOURCES,
Respondents,

vs.
IDAHO GROUNDWATERAPPRO·
PRIATORS,INC.,FR.EMONTMADISONIRRIGATIONDISTRICT,A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT
#2, MINIDOKA IRlUGATION DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE CANAL
COMPANY, 1WINFALLS CANAL
COMPANY,AND THE CITY OF
POCATELLO,
Intervenors.
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Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA), acting for and on
behalf of its members, by and through their attorneys of record, hereby petitions the Court, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(t)(2)(b) and 84(r) and I.A.R. 42,
for rehearing and clarification in response to the Memorandum Decision

and Order on Petitions for Judicial Review issued October 24, 2014. The issues for which IGWA seeks rehearing and clarification will be set forth in
detail in a brief to be filed within 14 days pursuant to LA.R. 42(b).

DATED: November 7, 2014
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTER.ED

Randall C. Budge
Thomas J. Budge

Attorneys for IGWA
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CERTIF1CATE OF MAILING
I certify that on this 7th day of November, 2014, the foregoing docu-

ment was served on the following persons in the manner indicated.

Signature of person serving

doc

Clerk of the Court
SRBADEPUTY CLERK
253 3m Ave. North
POBox2707
TwinFalls,ID 83303-2707

Deputy Attorney General
Garrick L. Baxter
IDAHO DEPT. OF WATER REsOUR.CES

P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 8372().0098
Fax: 208-287-6700

~

U.S.Mail
Facsimile- 208-736-2121
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

181

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

B

8
~

1amck,:ba:zwu::@idwr.idaho,goy
k,imi,whitc@idm.idaho.ga:x
Robyn M. Brody
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC

P.0.Box554
Rupert,ID 83350
,o~brg~@ha:tDJaU.ee'un
Fritz X. Haemmerle
HAEMMERLE & HA.EMMER.LE, PLLC

P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333

D

B
D
181

0
D
D

fxh@baemla:tiL,nm

~

J. Justin May

D

MAY, BB.OWNING & MAY, PLLC
1419 West Washington
Boise,ID 83702

jm&¥@m¢rowning.com

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

B
D
181

U.S.Mail

Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email
U.S.Mail
Facsimile
overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email
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SarahKlahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE JANKOWSKI, LLP

Sll 16rh St., Suite 500
Denver, Colorado 80202
satahk@whitc-jaokowski.i;:om
miu.:ap@white-jankowski,cam

Dean Tranmer
CITY OF POCATELLO

P.O. Box4169
Pocatello, ID 83201
dtranmer@pQtatellQ.Y.S

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson

Paul L. Arrington
BAXUCER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON

19 5 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3029
tlt@idahowatgr3.i;:am
jb@idahowatcxs.i::am
pla@idahawatei:s.~am
jf®idaha:wa.tera.~om
W. Kent Fletcher
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE

P.O.Box248
Burley, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.il[i

Jerry Rigby
RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY
25 N. 2nd East

Rexburg, ID 8 3440
jrigbi@xcx-Iaw.~m

D
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email

D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

181

Email

B
D

U.S.Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
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181
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Email
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D
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D
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U.S.Mail
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D
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lstrlet Court • SABA
Fifth Judloial Olatrlct
In Re: Administrative ,a,___

County of Twin Faf•a.~le
........
_otldaho

NOV 19 201~
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL D~MlLT"fW:iiEii::=:::._j___
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
RANGAN, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

GARY SPACKMAN, in his capacity as
Interim Director of the Idaho Department of
Water Resources, and THE IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES,
Respondents,
vs.

IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCA TELLO,
Intervenors.

) Case No.: CV-2014-1338
)
) (Consolidated Gooding County Case
) No. CV-2014-179)
)
)
) NOTICE OF HEARING
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

On October 24, 2014, this Court entered a Memorandum Decision and Order on Petitions
for Judicial Review and corresponding Judgment in the above-captioned matter. On November
7, 2014, Petitions for Rehearing were filed by the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc.
("IGWA") and the City of Pocatello. Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(r) and Idaho
Appellate Rule 42, IGWA and the City of Pocatello may file a brief or memorandum in support
of their respective Petitions within 14 days of the filing date of their Petitions.

NOTICE OF HEARING

-l-

S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2D 14-1338\Notice of Hearing (Rehearing).docx
000719

THEREFORE, BASED ON THE FOREGOING, THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY
ORDERED:
I.

Notice is hereby given that a hearing on the Petitions for Rehearing is set for

December 2, 2014, at 1:30 p.m. (Mountain Time) at the Snake River Basin Adjudication
District Court, 253 3rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. However, no cell phones or speaker
phones will be permitted as they interfere with our sound system making the proceeding difficult
to accurately record. Telephone participation will be available by dialing 1-215-446-0193 and
entering 406128# when prompted. Video teleconferencing ("VTC") will also be available by
appearing at either (1) the Idaho Department of Water Resources, Idaho Water Center, 322 E.
Front St., Conference Rm. 8, Boise, Idaho, or (2) the Idaho Department of Water Resources,
Eastern Regional Office, 900 N. Skyline Drive, Ste. A, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
2.

IGWA and the City of Pocatello have 14 days from November 7, 2014, in which

to file a brief or memorandum in support of their respective Petitions for Rehearing. Aside from
those briefs, no further briefing will be required or accepted by the Court at this time. In the
event the Court decides to grant either of the Petitions for Rehearing, the Court will issue an
order setting forth the issue(s) to be reheard, and shall direct the time and order for the filing of
briefing on the merits.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

NOTICE OF HEARING

-2-

S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County '.l)l4-1338\Notice ofHearing (Rehearing).docx
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a true and correct copy of the NOTICE OF
HEARING was mailed on November 19, 2014, with sufficient first-class
postage to the following:
Phone: 303-595-9441
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE
PO BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
Phone: 208-578-0520

GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS
Represented by:
GARRICK L BAXTER
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
Phone: 208-287-4800
RANGEN INC
Represented by:
J JUSTIN MAY
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
Phone: 208-429-0905
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
Represented by:
JERRY R RIGBY
25 N 2ND E
PO BOX 250
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250
Phone: 208-356-3633

IDAHO GROUND WATER
Represented by:
THOMAS J BUDGE
201 E CENTER ST
PO BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
Phone: 208-232-6101
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY
Represented by:
TRAVIS L THOMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PL STE 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
Phone: 208-733-0700
AMERICAN FALLS RESEVOIR
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Represented by:
W KENT FLETCHER
1200 OVERLAND AVE
PO BOX 248
BURLEY, ID 83318-0248
Phone: 208-678-3250
DIRECTOR OF IDWR
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098

RANGEN INC
Represented by:
ROBYN M BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
PO BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
Phone: 208-434-2778
CITY OF POCATELLO
Represented by:
SARAH A KLAHN

WHITE & JANKOWSKI LLP
KITTREDGE BUILDING
511 16TH ST STE 500
DENVER, CO 80202
NOTICE
Page
1 11/19/14

FILE COPY FOR 80025
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RandallC.Bu.dge (ISB# 1949}
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7 46 5)
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTER.ED

NOV 2 0 2014

201 E. Center St./ P.O. Box 1391

Pocatello, Idaho 83204
(208) 232-6101-phone
(208) 232-6109-fax:

BY---------1--Clerk

Clerk

rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net

Attorneysfar Ida.ho Ground Wat« Appropriators, Inc.
DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
GOODING COUNTY
IDAHO GROUND WATER

Case No. CV-2014·179

APPROPRIATORS, INC.,
Petitioner,

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OFWA~
TERRESOURCES,

Respondent,

(Consolidated with Twin Falls
Coun.tyCaseNo. CV-2014-1338)

IGWA's Brief in Support of

Petidon for Rehearing and
Clarification

RANGEN, INC., ET AL.
lntervenors.

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO WATER
RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 & 3607694 {RANGEN, INC.), IDWR
DOCKET NO. CM-DC-2011-004
Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA), acting for and on be-

half of its members, submits this brief, pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Pro-,
cedure 84(t)(2)(b) and 84(r) and Idaho Appellate Rule 42(b), in support of

IGWA ~ Pditian for .Reconsideration and Clari.icatioa filed November 7,
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2014, concerning the Court's Memorandum.Dedsioa and Order on Petiti0/18

ibrJudidal ReviewC' MemarandumDecisit111' issued October 24, 2014.

IGWA respectfully requests cl.arifl.catlon of the Court:1s ruling concern·

ing the futile call doctrine, and rehearing of IGWA's argument concerning
the reasonableness of Rangen' s means of appropriation.

ANALYSIS

1. Futile call.
The Memorandum DecisiOD sets aside the Great Rift trim line and remands the issue "for further proceedings as necessary/' 1 While it does not
explicitly instruct the Director to apply the futile call doctrine on remand, it
infers as much, stating: "It is important to note that the Director did not find,
orrelyupon, the doctrine of futile call in justifying the implementation of the

trim line." 2 IGWA respeetfully asks the Court to confirm the Director should
apply the doctrine on remand.
As the Court knows, the futile call doctrine is a time-honored compo-

nent of Idaho water law. CM Rule 20.04 affirms the "principle of the futile
call applies to the distn'bution of water under these rules." 3 And CM Rule
10.08 defines a futile call as a delivery call "that, for physical. and hydrologic
reasons, cannot be satisfied within a rea.SOD.able time of the call by immedi~

ately curtailing diversions under junior-priority ground water rights or that

wouldresultiD wa.steaftbe wa.ter resDUr~ "•
It is undisputed, and the record shows, that groundwater wells far away
from Rangen have an infinitesimally small impact on water flows from the

Cun:en Tunnel, and the effects of curtailing these wells will not be rewed

1
2

MemorandumDeciaion p, 40.
MemorandumDeclsionp. 36.

1 IOAPA37.03.11.040.
4

IDAPA.3 7.03.11.010.08 (emphases added).

IGWA'sBrieftnsapportofPcti.tkmfor Rehearing and C~tion-2
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for decades. :1 Yet, despite this evidence, and IGWAts argument that curtailment violates the futile call doctrine, 6 the Director did not apply the doc-trine. While the Curtailment Ordc!:l"mentions the futile call doctrine, it does
not cite CM Rules 20.04 or 10.08, nor does it decide the point at which the
anticipated benefit of curtailment will not accrue within a reasonable time,
or is so small as to result in waste of the water resource.
Consequently, IGWA ~ Openh:Jg Brfd'contends the Great Rift trim line
violates the futile call doctrine. 7 While the Memorandum Dr:cision acknowl~
edges the Director did not apply the doctrine, IGWA is concerned the lack of
an instruction that the Director should consider the doctrine on remand will
result in unnecessary litigation over the issue. Therefore, IGWArespectfully
asks the Court to confinn the Director should apply the doctrine on remand.
2. CM Rule 20.03.
IGWA sQpenfoe.B.rid"contends the Curtailmmt Ordc:rviolates CM Rule

20.03 by allowing Rangen to control hundreds of thousands of acre feet of

water in the ESPA with.out putting it to beneficial use. 8 The Memorandum
Dtx:isiandoes not address this argument.
The Mecnora.ndurn Decision acknowledges that the Idaho Supreme

Court upheld the part of CM Rule 20.03 that states, "[a]n appropriator is not
entitled to command the entirety oflarge volumes of water in a surface and
ground water source to support his appropriation contrary~ the public pol·
icy ofreasonable use ofwater ..• , "' but the Memorandum.D«:isianconcludes

'91:eIGWA's Opening Brief pp. 9•10.
dJGWA'sPo&t-Hearln.gBdefpp. 22, 33 (R. Vol.19, pp. 3835, 3846).
7

IGWA's Ope..tlhlgBrlefpp. 56.

8IGWA's0peI1ingBriefpp. 53-56.
9 Memorandum Decision

p. SS {citing Car $prln,pFoodsv. Spat:/aJ:uu2, 150 Idaho 790,

809 (2.011)}.

IGWA'e :e,dcfinSupport ofPedtiou (OJ; Rel,.eadng and Clar.lflcatlo11- 3
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the role does not apply because the Director found Rangen's means of diver-

sion to be reasonable. 10
The problem is the Director did not consider CM Rule 20.03 in evalu-

ating the reasonableness of Ran.gen' s means of appropriation. 11, 12 The Director considered only whether Rangen is efficiently using the water it diverts from the CUrren Tunnel. 13 While this certainly bears on the reasonableness of its appropriation, it does not end the inquiry. The Director must
also consider, under CM Rule 20.03, whether Rangen is commanding large
amounts of water without diverting it at all The Director's failure to consider this facet of Ran.gen's appropriation is at the heart of IGWA's appeal. 14

The Memonmdum Dt:dsion addresses the reasonableness of Rangen's
means of appropriation in two parts, On page 26, it upholds the Director's
finding that Ra.ngen was efficiently using thewaterit diverts, and, therefore,

should not be required to recirculate water. Then, on page 37, it acknowledges IGWA's argument that the Ciuta.ibnc:ntOrderviolates CM Rllle 20.03
by allowing Rangen to command hundreds of thou.sands of acre-feet of wa-

ter without diverting it at all, but does not address the argument, pointing to
its prior ruling on page 26. The result is there is no ruling from the Director

or this Court as to whether, orto what extent, R.angen's means of appropriation is unreasonable as aresultofRangencommandinghuge amountsof wa~
ter without diverting it at all.

10Memora:n.du:mDeclsionp. $1,
ll S.IGWA's Opening-Brief pp. 5S"a6.
12 Some cases refer to the l'ea.sona.bleness of a. means of approprla.tf.ont while others refet to
the reasonableness of the means of diversion. The distinction, if any, is debatable. In tho
interest of brevity, thi$ brief refen to the umeasonableuess of Ran.gen's meallS of appropriation, the intent bemg that the arguments encompass tho unreasonableness of its
means of diversion.
18 Curtailment Oxd.erp.13

,, 63-64. (R. Vol. 21 p. 4171).
~• 54=IGWA's0peningBne£pp. 55 (arpllgtheDirectorened bynotdecidingar.gued the
Director erred. by not deciding "how much waste or hoarding of water is too mucb-t.e., at

what point does the exercise of priority unreason-ably impede the policy of Idaho law to
secure the m.u:imwn beneficial uae, and least wasteful use, of the ESPA.").
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Clarification is needed as to whether the Court (a) simply overlooked
the second facet ofthe reasonable use analysis dealing with how much water
Rangen commands without using, (b) implicitly ruled that commanding a
large amount of water without diverting it is not a valid basis to declare a

means of appropriation unreasonable, or (c) hnpllcitly conditioned the ap~
plicability of CM Rule 20.03 on whether the Director decides to require the
senior to more efficiently use the water it does divert.
In light of the foregoing, below is a very brief discussion of the two dif-

ferent facets of the reasonableness of a means of appropriation. All mentioned above, one deals with whether the appropriator is wasting the water
it diverts, while the other deals with whether the appropriator is controlling

large amounts of water without diverting it at all.
To illustrate, the Clark v. Hll.nsen and B11.flinarr v. Taylar decisions cited
in IGWA 'S OpeaiD.gBriefdeemed the appropriators, means of diversion unreasonable because theywere not efficiently using the water they diverted. 15
By contrast, the appropriator in Schoddewas efficiently using all of the water

he diverted, yet his means of appropriation was nonetheless deemed unreaw
sonable because he was controlling a large amount of water that he did not
divert at all.16
CM Rule 20.03 deals with this second facet of reasonable use. It is not
focused on how the a:ppropriatoruses the water he diverts, but whether he is
controlling large amounts of water without diverting it at all, and thereby
preventing other members of the public from making use of that water.
The Idaho Supreme Court was referring to this second facet of the rea.··
sonableness of a xncans of appropriation in ClMr Spr.i¥When it held, "the
GroWidwater Users' a:rguments regardmg reasonable aquifer levels and full

11 ~lOWA'sOpenfngBricfpp, 4S~46 (citingCla.rkv.H~ 35 tdaho449,45S (1922}
andBl,.-v.1'aylar1 36 Idaho S91, S97 (1922)).

11 S.reIGWA'sOpeningBdefp. 44

(cft:fngSdwdd~v. TwiD.Fa.04Llu1d8t WJltet"Co. 1 224 U.S.

107, 117-18 (1912.)).
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economic development must challenge the Spring Users' means of diversion.1117 The Court clearly acknowledged that a means of appropriation may
be \Ull'easonable if it unreasonably impedes public use of the resource.

In sum, the Director's conclusion that Rangen is efficiently using the
water it diverts does not answer the question of whether Rangen is unreaft
sonably commanding large amounts of water with.out diverting it at all.
If the Court simply overlooked this second facet of the reasonableness
of Rangen' s means of appropriation, IGWA asks the Court to acknowledge
the Curtailment Orderdoes not contain a reasoned statement evaluating this
as required by Idaho Code§ 67-5248, and instruct the Director to address

this issue when reviewing the trim line on remand.
If the Court does not recognize CM Rule 20.03 as a valid basis to deft

clare Rangen's means of appropriation unreasonable, or if the Court views
CM Rule 20.03 as being dependent on the Director's analysis of alternate

means of diversion under CM Rule 42.01.h, IGWA respectfully requests
clarification of this.
CONCLUSION

Whether it is an issue of futile call, reasonable means of appropriation,
or both, the central objective of IGWA's defense to Rangen's delivery call
was to obtain a ruling from the Director as to how much water Rangen can

command without putting itto beneficial use. This argument occupied most
of IGWA' s briefing to the Director, yet the Director refused to decide the isy
sue. Consequently, this became the central focus of IGWA' s petition for ju-

dicial. review, occupying most of IGWA' s briefing to tbis Court. Yet still there

isno answer.

'17

CltarSprlna.vF«Jds, me. v. ,Spadmao, 150 Idaho 7901 809 (2011).

IGWA's Brief in SUpportofPetitf.onfor RchearlnlJ and Clarification-6
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Unless there is no limit to the amount of water a senior can command
without putting it to beneficial use, junior groundwater users deserve an answer from the Director on this important issue.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED November 20, 2014
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED

Randall C. Budge
Thomas J. Budge

Attorneys/or IGWA

IGWA.'•Bri.eflnSUpportofPetttf.onforRehearlngandClarlflcadon-7
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(klohcr 24, 2014 the Court issued ils Memnr,mdum Di:ci.i.;frm und Ort/.?r 011 i><!Hlloru

.fhr,.!Jir/ldril r.:,!tif£"l1.• in this 111::i11er (''Memorandum Uccision' 1). On November 7, 2014 lhe City of
'

'

'

P\}l'rtkllo (''.( 'ily'' or "Pocall.lllo··). suhmilled ils A•lilion for Rt:licaring. Pocutcllo hereby' subl\lhs

J1s l:1fol' i11 H,1ppmi nf iti. Pi:lilion pursuant tu I.A.R. 42,
INTRODUCTION

Tit<-' Court's Mcmm·audum Decision

1101c:i;

that 1J1e Dirr:ctor did 11C1t nu~ke a rinding

l"~·gartlini~ bHil'l.: ci1ll in the Rangc11 r>cli'vcry Cnll. Memorandum Dc.dsion ut J6, 37. Yet, dri:1,iLc
'

Lh~·. li1L·k of.Pl findhig or Iltet
:1m011111

ltl

'

review, the Courl evaluated whether J.5 els is

!l

"mc;;i1~i11gr1.1r'

,,r wa·lcr to Ra11!i~11:
';

'

I

t

'

. ,;, 1,i.i;: cnsi:-, lh~ mode-I predict-; thn\. curt:iihnent of junio,· rights eaf!l uf the Great
· ·Rin ',we cuu!-ing matcritil injury iind cum1ilman1 (lf such rights would proJw:c u
qu,!ulity of watcr to the Mm1in-Curr1.m Tunnel in the amount or 1.5 cfs. ,lnde~4,
wl:11 I\~ l:.$ JJ)un..,'J.Y..ll'll secsnJjkc A n,qqninaful.JUll.lQtlty Qf wgtcr•.~ll£.n.£.m1m;-.rt:~!
'fo.t!1~· :iwf.1.1.Cc annµhlJ l]ow R.munm cufnlolly recGiliee thrgug,h lhg M.ar:ti..n--~urrcn
:f11n,1i1l....J.l~L~IDSfulnc~i. C?.f the guintity hg'ia)mes nffiJily QV,D.l.tQfil. The
Ili1,i,:1or fmmcl that tht: overage annual now available from the Martin-Curr~11
1111uwl in l997 \Vai; I!>.I c;fs. R., p. 42 J5. The lowest avernge llow available from
tlu.: Martin-CrnTcn tunnel was 3.1 cf.., in 2005. Id. ,\nd ll1at lhc nvcrnge ,mnunl
llu~v hu1; not exi;c.·ei.l~d 7 cfs since 2002. Id. From tb.nt vers12£ctive, tl1~...urulli.im1iJl
.1-5. dl;.h llcilb.!!t jn~igni!ls}ant nor de m;n/ml:f.
'

'

l\k111m·a0Ll,1111 ()cci~ion 11t 39-40 (emphasis added) (hereinaOer "LS cf.,; "ParngrRph"). The:
·~ k111<1rn1/.''.'!1n D~cision pn..":it1dg1Js th~ am<mnt, of wntc-r tlml is "meaningful" to Rang,m-i.c ..

,,
''

,1,.

' i

\\ h.-:lh,.,:1: th:1t amouul is futile to 'call fur-and clli.•ctively stand.!! in the Rho~s of th"' juniorii who
·1111.,

1.1hli~ti\J.:-d to show ,by ciem· nnd convincing evidl.?nce t.hal the cnll is fmil.:i ai1d p1·c~lm.lcs th~
'

'

l)h\·rltir Ii o:n ~vnluutin1£ lh1; cvidcucc him!lclf 011 remnnd. Pocatello respectfully

r.:,q11ci:;t.-; · lhnt

th~ {\mrt ddcti; lhc, 1.5 cfs Parngn1ph from ils d\,•ch1io11 .

• 1 'l'J
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ARC.UMF.NT
Thi:< CN11·t's jurisclicLion in Lhis matter is limited tn record 1-cvicw of the Dirc.iclor'i;
l111di11g~ of· t:i~L: 1 rather than d,•

1101•0

rovicw~~the Courl cani10l re-try or re-dt::lcrminc lhe

0

~11h'>la1w~· id lht:: l >ircctor's ·Finni Order. "LJ]utlicial review of ~lisputed is-.ues of fact rnusl he
,, '

·,.

~,,qlinui lo ih~ agency record for juUicinl review ...." I.C. § 67-f.277. ·•·J.'he dh,tricl

',,

{'Ollll

1',!rllH•t ~11!i~lilt)tl! il.s Judgment for that of thi.: ftgcncy as to the weight of the cvidem:'c on qui..:s!ions
o !' fo, t. '' ( '!1 ·, w ,\jirinJ::,'1 Foml.v,

Inc. "· Sp,1clatia11. 150 Idahtl 790, 797. 2~2 J> .3d 71. 7H (2011).

fII r•:_j,·ctin~ tho imposition or a trimfo,e, the Court'~ Memorandurn Ordc.•r notes lh!lt 1hc

Di1\·::tPr did not make any fincli11gs regimling whether R1mgcn'i. CAIi is fut ii~ lor any part

.

·'"

'

I~.i ...!~·m Sn~1J....:· Plain Aquifor; i,or <lid the Director make a finding regarding whtil amount of

.
.',':'
;
~

or the

j

waler. is '·0°h·:mingful"" to Rn;1g1.m. Ciiwn th~ lack of lindhtgs, the: "proper pr·oct•tlurc. for tilling
'

~

\

•i,

;'

1Jw

l,H,'i11H1•.:''

'is h, remand \he matter lo the Director for evaluation. Mercy Mi:d. Ct,·. ~·. .. 1da

.(',i11111y,.t.;)' 1fCmm~~ !;'om'm·,·,ti; uf,1da County, 146 fdaho 226, 231~ 192 PJd to50, 1055
,

.

· . •,

'

,,'

{~00~)- "Tl1,.: i-csoluliotl ot' focluai ls~uc11 canm,t
. be mndc for 1h~ first thnc by the distrkl cou1t ••

. :· · fd.

', ',

'

,,,

...

.

:1l :: _;2, 192 ·PJd at !056 ("[Wjhen a board foils to mt1kc a focllinl d~tcrmhu:ilion nn u

,,
I

!

1t

'

I

n•m.md
•,

1',

i· '

'

'

'

'

'

ril.J: <!f' Him Valley, 144 ldohl> 72, 77, l56 P.3d 573, 578 (2007) (''l Wlo can1mt review the

..
...
,• !
,·,.:

'

.-'use I~ lh1.: hoardr to mnke th,11 delcrminaticm."). S~e ullm Crown Po/111 D,·v., /11(', v.

·1ht1

',,'
t

.

'

'

11..:,:(·::.s11!'y' .1-:::..uc, Lhe dlstricL courl mu!ilt npt mukc its own tactual <lcterminalion but must rather

''

j

.'

1

/

•• "'t

!j

l I

I

•'

~

I

'

·,

... ·-····''' - .. ··--..l , . - -.. ----

;,

"

j

'I•

•'

l.'

,·: :'
'i

'

':'

'
,•,

.

'.

,,

'

',
:,

'

.

,

. '· ''A Hn.lin;\ r1f foct b n ·,k·wrmi11111i~1·1 of a fact ~y th~ court [or a1:uncy}, which fac.1 fo av1:1·1·..-d by 0111.l p:irty 1111d
: ·tlrnit.•<i hr· lh•: n1h~1· ond thii1 datonninulion mu11t be fou11dcd 011 thu evidence in tb1: cai1e.'' c, m,·i, Puhr/ /)1•1•., Im.·. 1•.
rr(v i,j':•it111 I ·,;.11<'Y, l4il Icl:lho 72, 77, I S6 1".,d S73, S7K (2007) (intornal q!W1.lt1ion mark~ mid cilaLim1 m11i11cd). Al
; ·1ifal. 111.: 1•,~1 c of 1'111il~ cull was c.lispulud. R. Vol. l'). p. 40&•); R. Vol. Ill, p. 3807.
; "'I hi-;' (\n,rt illlll 11tatl!'tl lhat 011 nn ~l)J)ual from a1111d1ninisr1111ivc agency ·a lrial di:: nmm is IIOI a 1,u~sihlc;1 ccm1-w of
·' ml11111.''" t {, 111 1·. lid of('mml~· ('omm'rs 1y'}'<1J'L'llc• Cc11111ty, 105 l,.faho 714,716.672 l',2d 1044, 104(, (l'>lll)
'l<11111li111t. f t,/,1 )', nd. l/f ( 'fJ/1/'l{V C~111i11 '1·.r; 101 Idaho 850, IIS2, 623 p .211462,',tM ( 1981 )}.
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On l\'llli.lnU thl.! Dl~ector !should he instructed to malu: findirigs of facl rc,g,m.Jing futiJ<.: cnll
1m1kr ('~1R 10.08. toking 1.u.Jdilicmal evidence as 11ccc~sory. The futil~ cnll doC'trinc involv~s,

1:l)niplh:_.·,kd 1.1t1~s1..icms of foct, State ex rel. Ca~v v. L'od1nm, 13K Neh. 163, 292 N. W. 239, 245
( J!)'10) (",Wh~·thi.:r t1 dcfinil'c quantity llf water pas!>ing a give11 point on Lhe i,lrrmn Wl'mld, if not

dh:,,l·!~d

ll',li.>rrnr,1eJ in It,; course, reach the [scniorl in a u!lnble 1:jum1tity creates n VCl')I

!'I'

c,01lltllicu1~·d qu~stion of fa~1."), In t~c con\~xt of conjunctive management, th~·s1.• complicnrcJ
'

'

I

•

,

qt11:s1ion1; o! tact nrc t.fofined by the clements of CoQjunctivc M1.magcrnent H.ulc I0.08, anJ the
l

•
'

·.,

1

i,

Dir('clo; l•

1.

•

'

hm·g1;d with· ucturmining whether Rangi:n's delivery call •1fo1: physk.i~ ·n11d

. hyJmlri~:.k ·1~·nsm1s, cannot be sati~ficd within
\

•

•

'

l

A

reasonable tim~ of the call by immediately

•

I

',"11r1aili11~ .Ji,,cr~ions tmd~r Juni~,r-i,rlority groui1d wnter rigbls or that would rcsuh in wa~t~ oJ'thc
\'r:ih'r ri..:~o,1ft:t:."
~

'

IOAPA ·37.0'..U l.010.08. Further, th~ Director must exnmi11e the 110i11t at

.

'

'

v-.hid1 · c1ir1:1ih11c11L will p~·o~locc sufficient water i;uch, tbal 'th.; senior user coulJ ~,chicv~
'

.

,

'

u,f.lill'tinM .lti.:m:fi~ial u:i;c- for its dcc.:ree<l purpose. Aihirm-lJc,ho J.a11d Co. ,,, N,fl' ll'l'iRt11io11 Co.,
'\

1

'

C

'Jl 1
,145 (10th Cfr. l'J3k). Snch a dctc1minution is fact 1)•,ecific
nnd dcpcncknl on the
. .2d 4J9,
. ,
'
1

~

'

:;i;n\or'i; l1,,,·11.,liciul Ill'..~.

'

/,/. (1inding lhat curtuilmcnl must provide not only mo.-c wotcr to

:i

h'llJ,:1\ hut l'\tnogh tu t1ffora tho senior:, "practical hund 'for irrigatiut'l.").
'

,

:'lt;,. 1;.s els P:m1gr:1ph is ~ic1a, that i's not necessary fur t~c Court's conch1sion 111 Sccti~n
fV.F 1h:1L 1h~· Dir..:ctol' c-rred in upplying 1hq t.-im line. Tiu~ Court rewrscd 1he Director's dcci!liott

. ~,'

to hnp1;i;l1 i, tri111 line hnse~I. on unqmunificd 1111ceru,inty a.ssocintcd wilh 1ho l)'-'Jmrtment's model,

· rfj"·<.fil'W ,!11: illca. thnt th1.: [)i!'4.,>ctor could impo1.e
,,

j ·,: .

I

:.1

trimline bnscd "heavily on a policy

I
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\'vl;\:lhcr or noL 1.5 efs iii i;i ·'meaningful" amount of water lo Rangcn is rnrncc.cssary to
He; 1indi11g'111.·: .nrdi11g' 1hc tdmlinc.
1

CONCLUSION
0111.Y 1h0 fact linder-··1wt this Court...:...i:; in a position

.

'

WH(C1', Of

~111)~~

ki

determine whether 1.5 cfl>l nf

'

othct• :1niou~t. i11 U "me.anir1gfu1'' IHllOllnl of Water for RMgcn 10 ochkvc

111ldilk111:il h1m.:fkial use:· Th~ 1.5 dii Pa.r,graph makc1- a new finding of focl ol,oul lho
f'n1c·11oi11glill'' natw·c of 1.5 cfs in Lhc conlcxt ol' llanien·(ll 01,~ration,:l, and nmounl.~ to II d~ 11ovo

~h·1:h'iun l,v 1his CourL lhut is ot1tsld'-' or tho Court's Jurisdiction. Giv(.)n the IJin.•ctnr mndc no

'

'

·,,

.

'

'

,

'

.

lindi11~:.s. ;·datt!d hi futifo cflll, P,,catr:llo·requ~sts thut lhi; Court 1-cvisc ils.Memonmdum D1.~cisiou

J•} 1lcld~1 Ll11.' LS cfi; Pim1gmph quoti.:d .mpn.r, and rcinnnd this 1m1uer to the l)cpa11menl pursu:m1
lo I.('. § (i'J ~i;.279(.1) for fUl'thcr proceedings rcgurdine, fulilc call:

it<..'·:pri.:lJully s~bmitt~d, this 21,sl day ofNovcmbi:r, 2014.
CITY
OF
POCATELLO
ATTORNEY'S OFf<JCE
'
'
.

Auorneys few the City of P~lcatel!o
8

.-...: . · · ~ ~
Y-·~
... ·· ......- ,.. -

A. ve-un Tramncr

WHITE & JANKOWSKI. [,LP

..

'

.

Cl IY
cW.l'f 11'ATELLO'S HRILW IN SLIPPOIH OF l'l'S P~Tl J'ION futol kEHl.:Af\lNG
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Robyn M. Brody (ISB No. 5678)
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC
P.O. Box 554
Rupert, ID 83350
Telephone: (208) 420-4573
Facsimile: (208)260-5482
robynbrody@hotmail.com

J. Justin May (ISB No. 5818)
MAY, BROWNING & MAY, PLLC
1419 W. Washington
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 429-0905
Facsimile: (208) 342-7278
jmay@maybrowning.com

Fritz X. Haemmerle (ISB No. 3862)
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE, PLLC
P.O. Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333
Telephone: (208) 578-0520
Facsimile: (208) 578-0564
fxh@haemlaw.com

!strict Court • SABA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals

CouT: F~;.: raoo

Attorneys for Rangen, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
RANGEN, INC.,
Case No. CV-2014-1338
Petitioner,
vs.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,

(Consolidated Gooding County Case No.
CV-2014-179)
NOTICE OF APPEAL
Fee: L(4) - $129.00

Respondents.
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC.; FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT;
A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE
CANAL COMPANY, TWIN FALLS
CANAL COMPANY; AMERICAN FALLS
NOTICE OF APPEAL- 1
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RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA
IRRIGATION DISTRICT; AND THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 3602551 & 36-07694 {RANGEN, INC.), IDWR
DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, AND ITS ATTORNEY, GARRICK BAXTER,
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL, IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICES, 322 E.
FRONT STREET, BOISE, ID 83702-7374;
AND INTERVENORS: IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS, INC., RANDALL C.
BUDGE, RACINE, OLSON, NYE & BAILEY; FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, JERRY RIGBY, RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY LAW, PLLC, P.O. BOX 250,
REXBURG, ID 83440-0250; A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMPANY; JOHN SIMPSON AND TRAVIS THOMPSON, 195 RIVER
VISTA PL., STE. 204, TWIN FALLS, ID., 83301-3029, BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON,
P.O. BOX 2139, BOISE, ID 83701-2139; AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT, W. KENT FLETCHER, P.O. BOX 248, BURLEY, ID
83318-0248; CITY OF POCATELLO, A. DEAN TRANMER, P.O. BOX4169, POCATELLO,
ID 83205, AND SARAH A. KLAHN, WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP, 511 SIXTEENTH
STREET, SUITE 500, DENVER, CO 80202.
AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT
1.

The above-named Appellant, RANGEN, INC., appeals the Court's Decision on

October 24, 2014, and the resulting Judgment dated October 24, 2014, entered in accordance with
the Court's Decision, Honorable Eric J. Wildman, District Judge for the Fifth Judicial District, in
and for the County of Twin Falls, presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Supreme Court, and the judgment

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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described in paragraph 1 is appealable pursuant to I.A.R. 1 l(a)(2).
3.

Issues on Appeal: Whether the trial court erred in denying Plaintiff/Appellant's

Petition for Judicial Review, which ruling raises the following issues:
a. Whether the rulings are in violation of constitutional, statutory provisions or
administrative rules of the Department;
b. Whether the rulings are in excess of the statutory authority or authority of the
Department under the administrative rules of the Department;
c. Whether the rulings were made upon unlawful procedures;
d. Whether the rulings were arbitrary, capricious, and/or an abuse of the agency
discretion.
e. Whether as a matter of fact or law Rangen's decreed source under water rights
36-02551 and 36-07694 , the "Martin Curren Tunnel," encompasses the entire
spring complex that forms the headwaters of Billingsley Creek, as opposed to
just water emanating from the Martin Curren Tunnel;
f.

Whether as a matter of fact or law Rangen's Partial Decrees under 36-02551 and
36-07694 allow the diversion of the springs that form the headwaters of
Billingsley Creek, as opposed to just water emanating from the Martin Curren
Tunnel;

g. Whether the Department is estopped from concluding Rangen in not entitled to
divert from the entire spring complex that forms the headwaters of Billingsley
Creek , as opposed to just the water emanating from the Martin Curren Tunnel,
based on prior decisions by the Director of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources and prior inactions and conclusions of the Department;
NOTICE OF APPEAL- 3
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h. Whether under a curtailment run made under ESP AM2.1, the conclusion that
Rangen is entitled to 63% of the spring flow in the Rangen Cell is supported by
substantial evidence in the record as a whole and, based on Rangen 's Decrees, is
supported as a matter of law;
1.

Whether as a matter of fact or law the junior user parties failed to demonstrate
their own efficient use of water without waste;

J.

Whether the decision regarding the weir coefficient is supported by substantial
evidence in the record as a whole; and

k. Whether Rangen Inc. is entitled to attorney's fees and costs.

4.

No order has been issued sealing all or any portion of the record.

5.

a. Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.
b. The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's

transcript: The oral argument from the hearing on the Petition for Judicial Review, dated August
28, 2014.
c. The Appellant requests preparation of the transcript in a compressed format.

6.

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record

in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR., including the entire administrative
record and transcripts from the administrative proceedings, filed by the Idaho Department of Water
Resources (IDWR or Department) in its Notice of Lodging the Consolidated Agency Record and
Transcript with the District Court in Docket No. 2011-004, consolidated Gooding County Case No.
CV-2014-179:
7.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter;
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(b)

That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for

preparation of the reporter's transcript, to-wit: $300.00;
(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has

been paid. to-wit: $200.00;

Rule 20.

(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and

(e)

That setvice has been made upon all parties required to be seived pursuant to
~

DATED this ~ day of December, 2014.
EMMERLE, PLLC

By:
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
rt.The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, hereby certifies that on the
_{!_..-day of December, 2014 he caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be
served by the method indicated upon the following:

Director Gary Spackman
Idaho Department of Water
Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83 720-0098
deborah.gibson@)idwr.idaho.gov
Garrick Baxter
Idaho Department of Water
Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov
kimi. white@idwr.idaho.gov
emmi.blades@)idwr.idaho.gov
Randall C. Budge
TJ Budge
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED
PO Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@racinelaw.net
bjh@)racinelaw.net
Sarah Klahn
Mitra Pemberton
WHITE & JANKOWSKI
Kittredge Building,
511 16th Street, Suite 500
Denver, CO 80202
sarahk@white-jankowski.com
mitrap@white-jankowski.com
Dean Tranmer
City of Pocatello
P.O. Box 4169
Pocatello, ID 83201
dtranmer@pocatello.us

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail
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U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail
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U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
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John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, L.L.P.
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3029
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444
tlt@idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

W. Kent Fletcher
Fletcher Law Office
P.O. Box 248
Burley, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

Jerry R. Rigby
Hyrum Erickson
Robert H. Wood
Rigby, Andrus & Rigby, Chartered
25 North Second East
Rexburg, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson@rex-law.com
rwood@rex-law.com

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

William A. Parsons
Parsons, Smith, Stone, Loveland &
Shirley, LLP
PO Box 910
Burley, ID 83318
wparsons@pmt.org

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail

Informational coov only
Sabrina Vasquez
Court Reporter
P.O. Box 2707
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707

Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Federal Express
E-Mail
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lstrlot Court - SRBA
Fifth Judicial District
In Re: Administrative Appeals
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho

DEC - 5 2014

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 0
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
)

RANGAN, INC.,

Case No.: CV-2014-1338

)

Petitioner,
vs.
GARY SPACKMAN, in his capacity as
Interim Director of the Idaho Department of
Water Resources, and THE DEPARTMENT
OF WATER RESOURCES,
Respondents,
vs.
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AND THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

) (Consolidated Gooding County Case
) No.CV-2014-179)
)
)
) ORDER DENYING PETITIONS
) FORREHEARING
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I.
BACKGROUND
I.

On October 24, 2014, this Court entered a Memorandum Decision and Order and

Judgment in the above-captioned matter.
2.

On November 7, 2014, Petitions for Rehearing were filed by the Idaho Ground

Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") and the City of Pocatello ("Pocatello"). Both IGWA and
ORDER DENYING PETITIONS FOR REHEARING
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the Pocatello subsequently filed briefs in support of their Petitions. A hearing on the Petitions
was held before this Court on December 2, 2014.

II.
ANALYSIS

Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(r) and Idaho Appellate Rule 42 the decision to
grant or deny the Petitions for Rehearing at issue here is left to the discretion of this Court. In
this case, the Court in an exercise of its discretion, and for the reasons set forth herein, denies the
Petitions.

In their Petitions, both IGW A and Pocatello assert that the Memorandum Decision infers
that the Director should apply the futile call doctrine on remand. In its Petition IGWA states:
While [the Memorandum Decision] does not explicitly instruct the Director to
apply the futile call doctrine on remand, it infers as much stating: 'It is important
to note that the Director did not find, or rely upon, the doctrine of futile call in
justifying the implementation of the trim line.'
IGW A and Pocatello request that the Court clarify whether or not the Court intended that the
Director apply the futile call doctrine on remand.

In its Judgment, the Court "affirmed in part

and set aside and remanded for further proceedings as necessary in part" the Director's
Curtailment Order.

For clarification purposes, the Court did not order that the Director apply the futile call
doctrine on remand. As an initial matter, to the extent futile call may have been raised in the
administrative proceedings, the Director did not expressly address or rely on futile call in the
final order appealed to this Court. The Director also did not implicitly rely on futile call in his
determination. This is apparent from the Director including rights located in the zone of
curtailment west of the Great Rift where the predicted depletion percentage of 0% to 1% is the
same as that of the water rights east of the Great Rift. Further, the Director did not make
findings regarding the timing of the simulated volume that would accrue to the Martin-Curren
Tunnel as a result of curtailment east of the Great Rift. Likewise, the issue of futile call was not
raised in the proceedings before this Court.
CM Rulel0.08 addresses futile call as follows:
Futile Call. A delivery call made by the holder of a senior-priority surface or
ground water right, that for physical and hydrologic reasons, cannot be satisfied

ORDER DENYING PETITIONS FOR REHEARING
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within a reasonable time of the call by immediately curtailing diversions under
junior-priority ground water rights or that would result in waste of the water
resource.
CM Rule 20.04 also addresses futile call in relevant part, as follows:
The principle of futile call applies to the distribution of water under these rules.
Although a call may be denied under the futile call doctrine, these rules may
require mitigation or staged or phased curtailment of a junior-priority use if the
diversion and use of water by the holder of the junior-priority water right causes
material injury, even though not immediately measurable, to the holder of a
senior-priority surface or ground water right in instances where the hydrologic
connection may be remote, the resource is large and no direct immediate relief
would be achieved if the junior-priority water use was discontinued.
For reasons set forth in the Memorandum Decision, this Court rejected the Director's
justifications for the implementation of the trim line. The Court ruled that the CM Rules do not
provide the Director discretion to reduce the decreed quantity of a senior right based on the
disparity between the number of acres curtailed and the accrued benefit to a senior surface right,
provided the means of diversion is reasonable as per the Schodde line of cases, and the water
received is put to beneficial use. However, in rejecting the Director's justifications, the Court
deemed it necessary to qualify that its ruling was not addressing the futile call doctrine which
may take into account the disparity in conjunction with other factors such as timing. The intent
of the qualification was not to remand the case for the purposes of applying the futile call
doctrine. Accordingly, the Court finds that what further proceedings are necessary on remand in
this case can be determined by the Director on remand.
In its Petition, IGWA argues that this Court failed to address the argument that the

Curtailment Order "violates CM Rule 20.03 by allowing Rangen to control hundreds of
thousands of acre feet of water in the ESPA without putting it to beneficial use." IGWA asserts
that it desired a ruling "as to how much water Rangen can command without putting it to
beneficial use." This Court finds that the issue was addressed in Section IV .f of its decision.
Further, that IGWA's premise that Rangen is not putting to beneficial use the water it receives as
a result of its call is flawed, and contrary to the record. This Court affirmed the finding that
Rangen is putting the water it receives to beneficial use, and is doing so efficiently, without
waste and in a manner consistent with the goal of reasonable use. Memo Decision, pp.26-27. If
IOWA is asserting that the Director cannot curtail in the cumulative more water than is received
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by Rangen as a result of that curtailment, such an argument attacks the very concept of
conjunctive management, and was rejected under the circumstances here. As this Court found,
"the very nature of conjunctive management involves a large disparity between the number of
acres curtailed and the accrued benefit to a senior surface right." Id. at 3 7. However, the Court
further found that the CM Rules do not provide the Director the discretion to reduce the decreed
quantity of a water right to which a senior appropriator is entitled based on such a disparity,
provided the means of diversion is reasonable and the water received is put to beneficial use. Id.
at 33 & 37. The Court affirmed the Director's findings that Rangen is putting the water it
receives to beneficial use and without waste, and that its method of diversion is reasonable. Id.
at 26-27. As a result, the Court ultimately held that "the Director's reliance on CM Rule 20.03
and Article XV,§ 7, as partial support for the use of a trim line is in error." Id. at 37. Following
review of IGWA's Petition, the Court does not find reason or cause to revisit that issue on
rehearing.
In its Petition, Pocatello asks this Court to remove as dicta a portion of its trim line
analysis concerning the amount of water Rangen would receive if junior rights east of the Great
Rift are curtailed. Pocatello first errs in assuming that portion of the Court's analysis pertains to
the futile call doctrine. It does not. The subject analysis is part and parcel with this Court's
larger analysis addressing the legality of the Director's implementation of the trim line.
Pocatello next errs in asserting that the analysis is dicta. To the contrary, the analysis responds
directly to issues raised by IGWA in its opening brief. Among others, one of the issues raised by
IGWA in relation to the trim line was whether "curtailing junior users from which less than one
percent of the curtailed water will ever reach Rangen" is a "reasonable use of the resource."

JGWA Opening Br., pp.57-59. IGWA's argument in this respect pertained to its larger arguments
under CM Rule 20.03, governing "reasonable use of surface and ground water." While IGWA's
argument focused only on the effects of curtailment on junior users' individually, this Court
responded, in small part, by also reviewing the cumulative effects on the senior. The Court
found that while the amount of water from each individual junior user that accrues to the senior
is small, the cumulative effect to senior given the facts of this case is meaningful. The Court's
analysis was based only on findings of the Director and evidence in the record. The Court finds
that the issue was placed before the Court and argued by the parties in this judicial review
proceeding. Therefore, Pocatello's Petition.for Rehearing is denied.
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III.
ORDER
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the Petitions for Rehearing filed in the above-captioned
matter are hereby denied.
Dated

1'c:-c~ . ,_,_ ~ 5-; 2 D /l-{
District Judge
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
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Case No. CV-2014-179
(Consolidated with Twin Falls
County Case No. CV-2014-1338)
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APPEAL

vs.
RANGEN, INC.,

Fee Category: L.4

Petitioner / Respondent,

Fee Amount: $129.00

vs.
FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY, AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT, and THE
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Intervenors / Respondents.

IGWA's Notice of Appeal-1
000751

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO WATER
RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 & 36-07694
(RANGEN, INC.), IDWRDOCKET
NO. CM-DC-2011-004
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, THE CLERK OF THE ABOVEENTITLED COURT, AND THE PARTIES' ATTORNEYS AS IDENTIFIED
ON THE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BELOW:
1.

Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA), acting for and on

behalf of its members, appeals the Memorandum Decision and Order on Peti-

tion for Judicial Review issued October 24, 2014, and the Order Denying Petitions for Rehearing issued December 5, 2014 ..
2.

IGWA has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court pursuant to

rule 11 (f) of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
3.

The following is a preliminary statement of the issues IGWA in-

tends to assert on appeal:
a)

Did the Director err in concluding that Rangen's means of appropriation/diversion is reasonable?

b) Did the Director err in his application of Conjunctive Management Rule 20.03.
4.

No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record.

5.

IGWA does not request a transcript of hearings before this Court,

but does request a copy of the transcript from the agency proceedings before
the Idaho Department of Water Resources, which were previously included
in the record before this Court.
6.

IGWA request that all pleadings, exhibits, briefs, attachments, and

orders that are part of the agency record in this case, plus all documents automatically included in the clerk's record under Rule 2 8 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, be made a part of the clerk's record on appeal.

IGWA's Notice of Appeal- 2
000752

7.

I certify that:
a) A copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter.
b) The fee required to prepare the reporter's transcript was paid in
conjunction with the District Court's judicial review of this action.
c) The estimated fee to prepare the clerk's record has been paid.
d) Service has been made upon all parties required to be served
pursuant to Rule 20.

DATED December, 2014.
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED

-;A, .. : : ~

Bu g

Randall C.
Thomas J. Budge
Attorneys for IGWA
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D
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

RANGEN,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

)
)

INC.,

) S. Ct.
Petitioner,

#42772

)

) Twin Falls County
) Case No. 2014-1338

v.

)

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in his
Capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents,

) (Consolidated with
) Gooding County
) Case No. 2014-179)
)
)

) NOTICE OF LODGING
)

and
IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS,
INC., FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
)
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE
lay
CANAL COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL
)
COMPANY, AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, and THE CITY OF POCATELLO,)

District Court • SRBA
Fifth Judlclal Drstnct
In Re: Adminlstrattv Appe
County of Twin FaHs.
of,:aho

ltate

JAN - 9 2015

------------.:=:=:_____
,1_________________£:Dep~uty~Clerl,:S.1
[r----------------~~-.::Q:e:rk
)

Intervenors.

To:

)

THE CLERK OF THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT

1

000757

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on January 9,

2014,

I

lodged a transcript of 141 pages in length for the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk
of the SRBA Court in the Fifth Judicial District.
Transcript includes:
Review,

The

Arguments on Petition for Judicial

8/28/14.

A PDF copy of the transcript will be e-mailed to
sctfilings@idcourts.net;

jmurphy@idcourts.net.

' -

tJ~.

------------- --- ~ abrina Vasquez
'
Official Court Reporter

2
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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho
IN TIIE MATIER OF THE DISTRJBUTION
OF WATER TOW ATER RIGHT NOS.
36-02551 & 36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.)
IDWR DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004.
RANGEN, INC .•
Petitioner-Appellant,
ii

V.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents-Respondents on Appeal,

and

}

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

l

!

ti
II
li

f\

Intervenors.

ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS
FOR PURPOSES OF REPORTER'S
TRANSCRIPT AND CLERK'S
RECORD ONLY

H
fl

Supreme Court Docket No. 42772-2015
Snake River Basin Adjudication No.
CV-2014-1338 & CV-2014-179

!'
il

1:

jJ
11
p
111

1
11
111

District Court • SABA
Fifth Judicial Dlstrtct

In Re: Administrative ~ I s
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho

)
)

)

IDAHO GROUNDWATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC. FREMONT
MADISION IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE
CANAL COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL
COMPANY, AMERICAN FALLS
RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA
IRRIGA TIONDISTRICT, and THE CITY OF
POCATELLO,

I

11

JAN - 9 2015
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By
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A
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d
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IN THE MATTER OF THE DISTRIBUTlON
OF WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS.
36-02551 & 36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.)
IDWR DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004.
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRJATORS. INC.,
Intervenor-Appellant,.
V.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,
Respondent-Respondent,

)
)
)
)
)
)
}
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 42772-2015
Snake River Basin Acljudication No.
CV-2014-1338 & CV-2014-179

)
)
)

v.

)
)
)

RANGEN, INC.,

)

)

Petitioner-Respondent,

)

)
V.

FREMONT MADISON IRR1GATION
DISTRICT, A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH
SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN FALLS
CANAL COMPANY, AMERICAN FALLS
RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, THE CITY OF
POCATELLO,

)
)
)
}
}

)
)
)
)

Intervenors-Respondents.

000760

It appearing that these appeals should be consolidated for PURPOSES OF CLER.K·s
RECORD ONLY for reasons of judicial economy; therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that appeal No. 42772 and appeal No. 42775 shall be
CONSOLIDATED FOR PURPOSES OF CLERK'S RECORD ONLY under No. 42772, but all
documents filed shall bear both docket numbers.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that subsequent to the filing of the Reporter's
Transcript and Clerk's Record this Court these cases shall proceed separately unless counsel files a

motion for further consolidation.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Clerk shall prepare a CLERK'S
RECORD, which shall include the documents requested in the Notices of Appeal, together with a

copy of this Order.
DATED this 9th day of January, 2015.

For the Supreme Court

~/~

I .

,

,;_Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk.
/;

V
cc:

District Court Clerk
District Court Reporter
District Court Judge
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l

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho
£N THE MATTER OF THE DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER TOWATER RIGHT NOS.
36-02551 & 36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.)
IDWR DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004.

)
)
)
)
)

R.ANGEN, INC..

)
)

Petitioner-Appellant,
V.
!

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in
his capacity as Direct.or of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources,
Respondents-Respondents on Appeal,
and

i

)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 42772-2015

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Snake River Basin Adjudication No.
CV-2014-1338 & CV-2014-179

)

,,

IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRJATORS, INC. FREMONT
MAD IS ION IRRIGATION DISTRICT, A&B
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE
CANAL COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL
COMPANY, AMERJCAN FALLS
RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2, MIN1DOKA
IRRIGA TIONDISTRICT, and THE CITY OF
POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

AMENDED
ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS
FOR PURPOSES CLERK'S
RECORD ONLY

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
}
)
)

'

District Court SR

:

f

In R!:~~~lclal DIStrl~

County of iwln F:1f8""sSt.ae~ tals
-

•

80fldaho

JAN 12 2015 I, / ~

By----===='1-'I_
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)
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fN THE MATTER OF THE DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS.
36-02551 & 36-07694 (R.t\.~GEN, INC.)
ID\VR DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004.

)
)
)
)
)

IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC.,
Intervenor-Appellant

)
>
)

)
)

V.

)

Supreme Court Docket No. 42775-2015
Snake River Basin Adjudication No.
CV-2014-1338 & CV-2014-179

)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,

)
)
)

Respondent-Respondent,

)
)

v.
RANGEN, INC.,

)
>
)
}

Petitioner-Respondent,

)
)

~

)

FREMONT MADISON IRRJGATION
DISTRICT, A & B IRR.IGA TlON DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRJGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH
SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN FALLS
CANAL COMPANY, AMERICAN FALLS
RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA
IRR1GATION DISTRICT, THE CITY OF
POCATELLO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Intervenors-Respondents.
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lt appearing that these appeals shou1d be consolidated for PURPOSES OF CLERK'S
RECORD ONLY for reasons of judicial economy; therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that appeal No. 42772 and appeal No. 42775 shall be
CONSOLIDATED FOR PURPOSES OF CLERK'S RECORD ONLY under No. 42772, but all
documents filed shall bear both docket numbers.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that subsequent to the filing of the Reporter's
Transcript and Clerk's Record this Court these cases shall proceed separately unless counsel files a
motion for further consolidation.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Clerk shall prepare a CLERK'S
RECORD, which shall include the documents requested in the Notices of Appeal, together with a

copy of this Order.
DATED this 9th day ofJanuary, 2015.

1

1/
/

cc;

District Court Clerk
District Court Reporter
District Court Judge
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EXHIBIT 1

AGENCY RECORD & HEARING TRANSCRIPTS
As Lodged with the District Court
May 28, 2014
Rangen v. IDWR
Case No. CV-2014-1338
IGWA v. IDWR
Case No. CV-2014-179
Consolidated for Agency Record Purposes Only
(Separate CDs from Clerk's Record on Appeal - Total of 17 Disks)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN THE MATTER OF THE
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 &
36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.), IDWR
DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner-Appellant,
V.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES and GARY
SPACKMAN, in his capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)

Supreme Court
Docket No. 42772-2015
Snake River Basin Adjudication
No. CV-2014-1338 &
CV-2014-179

)

Respondents-Respondents,
on Appeal,
and
IDAHO GROUNDWATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT.
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY,
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMP ANY,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, and THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

)

)
)

)
Intervenors.

)
)

. I-

FINAL CERTIFICATE CLERK'S RECORD.CV-2014-1338.SC-4277.SC-42775.SC-42836
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IN THE MATTER OF THE
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 &
36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.), lDWR
DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004

IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC.,
Intervenor-Appellant,
V.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES,
Respondent-Respondent,
V.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court
Docket No. 42775-2015
Snake River Basin Adjudication
No. CV-2014-1338 &
CV-2014-179

)

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner-Respondent,
V.

FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, A & B IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, BURLEY IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, MILNER IRRIGATION
DISTRICT. NORTH SIDE CANAL
COMPANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL
COMPANY, AMERICAN FALLS
RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
and THE CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors-Respondents.
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CITY OF POCATELLO
Petitioner-Appellant,

)
)
)

)
)

v.

)

RA.NGEN, INC.,
Petitioner-Respondent,
V.

)

)
)
)
)
)

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
\VATER RESOURCES and GARY
SPACKlvV\...N, in his capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROL"KD WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRJGATION DISTRICT,
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IR.RIGA TION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
A..\1ER.ICAc'-! FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKlt\.
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH
SIDE CANAL COMPANY, TWIN
FALLS CANAL COMPA'-!Y,
lotervenors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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I, Julie :Murphy, Deputy Clerk of the Court, Fifth Judicial District, State of Idaho, in and
for the County of Twin Falls, hereby certify that the foregoing Clerk's Record on Appeal was
compiled under my direction and is a true, correct and complete record of the pleadings and
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documents required by Idaho Appellate Rule 28, and documents requested in the Notices of

Appeal filed by Rangen, Inc., the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., and the City of
Pocatello.
Signed and sealed this 5th day of February, 2015.

J\JL1E MURPHY
Q_eputy Clerk of the Co
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN THE MATTER OF THE
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 &
36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.), IDWR
DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner-Appellant,
V.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES and GARY
SP ACKMAN, in his capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources,
Respondents-Respondents,
on Appeal,
and
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MADISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT.
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY,
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, and THE
CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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IN THE MATTER OF THE
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 &
36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.), IDWR
DOCKET CM-DC-2011-004

IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC.,
Intervenor-Appellant,
v.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES,
Respondent-Respondent,
v.

RANGEN, INC.,
Petitioner-Respondent,
V.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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)

FREMONT MADISON IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, A & B IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, BURLEY IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, MILNER lRRIGA TION
DISTRICT. NORTH SIDE CANAL
COMP ANY, TWIN FALLS CANAL
COMPANY, AMERICAN FALLS
RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2,
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
and THE CITY OF POCATELLO,
Intervenors-Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)

)
)
)
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CITY OF POCATELLO
Petitioner-Appellant,

)
)
)
)

)
)
)

V.

Petitioner-Respondent,
V.

THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
\VATER RESOURCES and GA.RY
SP ACKMk"'\!, in his capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources,
Respondents,
IDAHO GROGKD WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., FREMONT
MA.DISON IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
A & B IRRJGA TION DISTRICT,
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
MILNER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR
DISTRICT #2, MINIDOKA
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, NORTH
SIDE CANAL COMPANY, T\VIN
FALLS CANAL COMP ANY.,
Intervenors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
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)

)
)

)

I, Julie Murphy, Deputy Clerk of the Court, Fifth Judicial District, State ofidaho, in and
for the County of Tv.in Falls, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the Clerk's Record on
Appeal was served this day on the following parties:
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Randall C. Budge and Thomas .r. Budge, Racine Olson Kye Budge & Bailey, Chartered, PO
Box 1391, Pocatello, Idaho, 83204 (Attorneys for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc._)
FritL X. Haemmerle, Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC, PO Box 1800, Hailey, Idaho, 83333
(Attorney/or Rangen, Inc)
Sarah A. Klahn, vVhite & Jankowski, LLP, 511 16th St., Suite 500, Denver, CO, 83202
('Attorney for City ofPocatello)
Garrick L. Baxter, Deputy Attorney General, Idaho Department of Water Resources,
PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho, 83720-0098 (,4ttorney.for IDlf'R and Gary Spackman)

NOTICE OF SERVICE WAS ALSO SERVED ON:
Robyn l\l. Brody, Brody Law Office, PLLC. PO Box 554, Rupert, Idaho, 83350 (,4ttorneyfor
Rangen, Inc)
J. Justin May, May, Browning & May, PLLC, 1419 W. Washington, Boise, Idaho, 83702
(Attorney/or Rangen, Inc.)
Jerry R. Rigby, Rigby Andrus & Rigby, PO Box 250, Rexburg, ID 83440-0250 (Attorney for
Fremont-l'vfadison Irrigation District)
Travis L. Thompson, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, 195 River Vista Place, Burley, ID 83318
(,4ttorney for A & B, Burley and Milner Irrigation Districts, North Side and Twin Falls Canal
Companies)
W. Kent Fletcher, Fletcher Law Office, 1200 Overland Avenue, Burley, ID 83318 (Attorney
for American Falls Reservoir District #2 and l'vfinidoka Irrigation District)

Signed and sealed this 5th day of February, 2015.

JTTi IE !vfURPHY .
u
~~/
~
D'eputy Clerk of the Col:lrt
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